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JOURNAL
OF

THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

Art. I .—Schools of Buddhist Belief. By T. W. Rhys Davids.

I have received several interesting communications on my
article, published in our Journal for last July, on the Sects

of the Buddhists. The Rev. J. E. Carpenter has given me
additional figures in Yuan Thsang which had escaped my
notice. These numbers bring up the totals given by the

Chinese author of the adherents of the different schools, as

summarized on p. 420, to 200,000 instead of 182,000. But

they leave the conclusion, which was drawn from those

numbers, as it stood.

Professor Biihler writes, that besides the references given

on p. 410 to inscriptions mentioning one or other of the

schools, there are a few other references known to him in

inscriptions as yet unpublished. On a consequent applica-

tion from me be has been kind enough to send a second

letter in which the details are given, and it is here printed

in full.

Mr. Bouverie-Pusey, who takes muck interest in the

question, has pointed out to me a possible explanation of

Yuan Thsang’s mistake in assigning the Sthavira school to

the Mahayanists. When his informants, as stated in the

‘ Yie de Iliouen Thsang,’ p. 192, were questioned by him, they

may have been willing to leave on his mind the impression

that they belonged to the same school as he himself did.

Mr. Bouverie-Pusey also suggests that use might be

made of Wassilief’s translation of the Tibetan version of

the tract assigned to Vasumitra—more especially as he has

translated it in full with copious notes. I have accordingly

read it through again to see what could be made out of

j.r.a.s. 1892. I
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it, and am obliged to say that I still tbink Bockhill’s

summary of the Tibetan notices of the Buddhist schools is

the more intelligible of the two. But the fact is that short

tracts like those attributed to Yasumitra and Bhavya and

Yinlta Deva are really of very little use without a larger

knowledge which would supersede them except as guides

to the memory. Even the Katha Yatthu, which is some

centuries older, and nearer, therefore, to the time when these

discussions raged : which is also most probably written

either in the very language, or at least in a dialect closely

allied to the dialects, in which they were conducted
;

and

which besides, being more than twenty times as long, is

able to devote more space to making the questions at issue

clear,— is hard enough to understand. It is easy therefore

to realize why it is that these translations of translations

of earlier and shorter treatises should be so much more

difficult to use to any profit. What we want is not short

summaries of the opinions of all the various schools, but

substantial works expounding the views of individual schools

at length, and in their own words. When the magnificent

edition of the standard book of the Lokuttara-vadins, which

we owe to the self-denying scholarship and industry of M.

Senart, shall be completed, all these works, the Katha

Yatthu itself not excepted, will be superseded on that point.

We shall go to the Mahavastu to find out what the

Lokuttara-vadins thought.

And so let us hope that before the Pali Text Society shall

have been able to complete its important task of placing

in the hands of scholars a complete edition of the Buddhist

Pitakas, together with the interpretation put upon them by

the oldest and sole surviving school (which has also kept most

closely to them)—by that time let us hope we shall be able

to compare with that interpretation the divergent ones of

other now extinct Hinayana schools in equally complete

editions of their works too.

As I mentioned on p. 413 of the former article, the

Mahavastu is the only work we have available in a critical

edition that purports to belong to any special school. It
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is true that a much discussed passage 1 of a Chinese author

(whose name is restored by Bunyiu Nanjio 2 to Jnana-gupta,

and by Beal 3 to Jnana-kuta sic), the Lalita Yistara is

apparently stated to be a book of the Sabbatthivadins.

But that book calls itself (see the last page of the Calcutta

edition) a Hahayana work ! How is this to be reconciled ?

The passage referred to occurs in the colophon to the Fo-

pan-hin-tsi-chin, of which work Beal’s book, strangely

entitled “ The Romantic Legend of Sakya Buddha,” is a

kind of abstract. The Chinese title is restored by Mr.

Bunyiu Nanjio (loc . cit.) to Buddha-purvacarya-saqgraha-

sutra, and he adds below Abhinishkramana-sutra, which is

the only restoration used by Beal. The colophon says in

Beal’s version, “ It may be asked :
* By what title is this book

to be called?’ to which we reply the Mahasapghikas call it

Ta-sse (Mahavastu). The Sarvastavadas (sic) call it Ta-chong-

yen (Lalita Yistara). The Kasyapiyas (sic) call it Fo-wong-

yin-un (former history of Buddhism). The Dharmaguptas

call it, etc., etc.” And Wassilief’s translation (loc. cit.) is

practically the same.

Prom this Wassilief draws the conclusion that “ under

different names they understood the same book.” If that

be so, it is certainly not the Lalita Yistara, for the analysis

given by Beal is quite different from that work. But

Poucaux draws the conclusion that the passage refers to

different books, and regards it as a proof that they all

existed towards the second century after the death of the

Buddha (!).

Now the Chinese title which Wassilief (and following him

also Beal) restores here to Lalita Yistara is entirely different

from the Chinese titles so restored by Bunyiu Nanjio in his

Catalogues Nos. 159 and 160. It is therefore, to say the

least, most doubtful whether it is the Lalita Yistara at all

1 See Foucaux, “Lalita Yistara” (the Gurnet edition), pp_ vii, viii.

Wassilief, “ Buddhismus,” p. 123. Beal, “Legend of Sakya Buddha,” p. v;
and Senart, “ Mahavastu,” vol. i. p. iii. M. Senart refers to “ des autorites

chinoises,” but the two passages he gives in the note refer to the same authority.
2 Catalogue of Chinese Books, No. 680.
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which is here referred to. Even if it were, it would be

entirely unwarranted to conclude that because a Chinese

writer of 587 a.d. thought it belonged to the Sabbatthivadins

that it did certainly so belong
;
much less than because it

did, it must have been written, as M. Foucaux thinks this

passage proves, at the time when that school first arose (that

is to say, in the second century after the Buddha’s death).

Surely it is better to leave so uncertain, and so late, a state-

ment in its own obscurity, and to trust rather to the published

text of the Lalita Vistara itself, and regard it therefore as a

Mahayana book.

We cannot, therefore, refer to any work emanating from

any school differing from the Sthaviras, save only to the one

book of the Lokuttara-vadins. Meanwhile—until we have

such works—the three Tibetan tracts and the Pali treatise

are of use for showing us the kind of thing we ought to

look for. I have spent some days in trying to piece

together the various statements the Tibetans make as to the

Sabbatthi-vadins, hoping that this would serve as a specimen

of what might be reaped from them in the way of positive

information. But the results are too unsatisfactory—con-

tradictory, as it seems to me, on some points and simply

unintelligible, even with the help of the Katha Yatthu,

on others—to be fit for publication.

But I have put together a table of their statements as to

the names and interdependence of the Hinayana schools,

without attempting to harmonize their divergent and con-

tradictor}7 data. I have simply added in brackets the number

of each corresponding name in the Theravada list given

in my last article.

As the matter seems to be of interest, I have added also

a complete synopsis of the questions discussed in the Katha

Yatthu. This I had prepared for my own use only, as an

assistance in writing the introduction to the second volume

of my Milinda (in which some of the questions are dis-

cussed), arid had not intended it for publication, except

eventually as part of an edition of the whole text. It is

drawn up from a MS. in my own collection, a very faulty
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one, I am sorry to say. One or two points may already be

noticed. Those questions dealt with in chapters one and

two are discussed at so much length that the two chapters

make up about one-third of the book. Incidentally to the

principal theses a number of other questions, subsidiary

to the main issue, are put and settled. Including these,

the number of questions put in the Katha Vatthu is about

a thousand. In one or two cases (II. 2 and XXII. 5) these

questions are mentioned in the titles of the main thesis,

and are included therefore in my . synopsis. For the in-

terpretation of the real meaning of the question put, which

is often by no means certain from the words employed, much
help has been derived from the commentary, as published

by the late Prof. Minayeff for the Pali Text Society.

TABLE I.

The HIna-yana Sects according to Tibetan Translations.

Vasumitra.

1.

Thera-vadino (Hemavattika) (1 and 19).

2. Hetu-vadino (32).

3. Sabbatthi-vadino (8).

4.

Yajjiputtaka (2).

5. Dhammuttarika (4).

6. Bhaddayanika (5).

7. Sammittiya (7).

8. Channagarika (6).

9.

Mahiqsasaka (3).

10.

Dhammaguttika (9).

11. Kassapika (Sovassika) (10).

12. Saijkantika (Suttautavadino) (11 and 12).

13.

Mahasaqghika (13).

14. Ekavyoharika (15).

15. Lokottaravadino.

16. Kukkutika (14).

17. Bahussutika (16).
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18. Pannatti-vadino (17).

19. Cetiya-vadino (18).

20. Pubbaselika (Uttaraselika) (22).

21. Aparaselika (23).

Bhavya.

1. Hemavatika=Thera (1 and 19).

2. Sabbatthivadino (8).

3. Yibhajja-vadino (29).

4. Hetu-vadino (27).

5. Muruntaka.

6. Yajjiputtaka (2).

7. Dhammuttarika (4).

8. Bhaddayiinika (5).

9. Sammittiya (7).

10. Avantika.

11. Kurukulaka (Gokulika) (14).

12. Makigsasaka (3).

13. Dhammaguttika (9).

14. Suvassika.

15. Kassapika (10).

16. Uttariya.

17. Sapkiintika (11).

18. Mabasapgbika (13).

19. Ekavoharikii (15).

20. Lokuttara-vadino.

21. Bahussutika (16).

22. Pannatti-vadino (17).

23. Cetiya-vadino (18).

24. Pubbaselika (22).

25. Aparaselika (23).

Bhavya!s
‘ others say/

1. Thera (1).

2. Sabbatthi-vadino (8).

4. Mula-sabb°.

5. Suttantika (11).
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Vajjiputtaka (2).

6. Dhammottariya (4).

7. Bhaddayaniya (5).

8. Sammitiya (7).

9. Chan-nagarika (6).

10.

Vibhajja-vadino (29).

11. Mahigsasaka (3).

12. Kassapiya (10).

13. Dhammaguttika (9).

14. Tamrasatiya.

15.

Mahasagghika (13).

16. Pubba-selika (22).

17. TJttara-selika (23).

18. Rajagiriya (20 and 24).

19. Hemavata (19).

20. Cetiya-yadino (18).

21. Sagkanti-vadino (?).

22. Gokulika (14).

Bhavya's ‘again others say.’

1.

Thera= Hemavata (1).

2. Sabbatthi-vadino.

3. Vajjiputtaka (2).

4. Sammitiya (7).

5. Dhammuttariva (4)

)

6. Bhaddayaniya (5) )

7. Cbannagarika (6).

8.

Vibbajja vadino.

9.

Mahigsasaka (3).

10. Dhammaguttika (9).

11. Tamrasatiya.

12. Kassapiya (10).

13.

Mahasagghika (13).

14. Ekavyoharika (15).

15. Gokulika (14).

17. Bahussutika (17).

16.

Pannatti-vadino (16).

18. Cetiya-vadino (18).
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The questions put.

1 = 1. 1. Puggalo upalabbhati saccikatthena parama-

tthenati ?

2 2. Parihayati Araba arahatta ti ?

3 3. Natthi devesu brahmacariyavaso ti P

4 4. Odbiso kilesag jahatiti ?

5 5. Jabati putbujjano kiimaraga-vyapadan ti ?

6 6. Sabbam attblti ?

7 7. Atltag kbandba ti ?

8 8. Atltag attblti ?

9 9. Sabbe dbamma satipattbana ti ?

10 10. Atltag attblti ?

11 = II. 1. Attbi Arabato asuci-sukka-visattbiti P

12 (Attbi Arabato parupabaro ti P)
1

13 2. Attbi Arabato anuanan ti?

14 Atthi Arabato kagkba ti ?

15 Atthi Arabato parivitarana ti ?

16 3. Samapannassa attbi vaclbhedo ti ?

1 This question conies at the end of the other, and is included in it, but it has
apparently nothing to do with the argument. The whole section is called (not

after the principal subject, but after this subsidiary point) the l’arupahiira-kathu.
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Katha Vattliu.

I. 1. Is there in the truest and highest sense a soul ?

No.
Opponents Sammitiya, Yaiiiputtaka (Mil.

I. 4U-45, 48, 86, II. 85).

2 . Can an Arahat fall from Arahatship ? Ho.

Contra Sammitiya, Yajjiputtaka, Sabbatthi-

vadino and some of the Mahasarjghika.

3 . Can a god enter the Path or the Order ? Ho.

Contra Sammitiya.

4. Can a converted man get rid of evil without

going through the four stages of the Path ?

(Relying on Dhp. 239.)

Contra Sammitiya and others.

5. Can an unconverted man get rid of all lust and
ill will P Ho.

Contra Sammitiya.

6. Does everything exist ? Ho. (There is nothing

that is not transient. Everything becomes.)

Contra Sabbatthi-vadino (hence their name)

.

7. Did the Skandhas exist in the past ? Ho.
8. Did anything (as it now is) exist in the past?

Ho.
Contra * some did and some did not ’ say

the Kassapika.

9. Do all qualities rest on memory ? Ho.
Contra the four subdivisions of the Andhaka

(Compare Mil. I. 122).

10.

Have all things now existing existed the same
in the past P Ho.

Contra the Andhaka.
II. 1. Can an Arahat be guilty (unwittingly and

through the action of the Maras) of in-

decency ? Ho.
Contra the Pubbaseliya and Aparaseliya

(Comp. XXIII. 2).

2 . Can the Arahats have ignorance, doubt and
error? Ho (relying on M.Y. I. 1, etc.).

Contra the Pubbaseliya (Mil. II. 98).

3 . Does a converted man on attaining the first

Jhana burst out into the exclamation “ All is

sorrow”? Ho (relying on S. YI. 2-4=Th.
I. 256-7= Divy. 300, 569=Mil. II. 60).

Contra the Pubbaseliya (See XL 4).
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17 4. Dukkhaharo maggaggag magga-pariyapanno

ti ?

18 5. Ekag cittag divasag titthatlti ?

19 6. Sabbe sagkbara anodhikatva kukkula ti ?

20 7. Anupubbabbisamayo ti ?

21 8. Buddhassa bbagavato vobaro lokuttaro ti ?

22 9. Dve nirodha ti ?

23 = III. 1. Tathilgata-balag savaka-sadbaranan ti ?

24 2. Thanathane yatbabbutag nanag Tatbagata-

balag ariyan ti.

25 3. Saragag cittag vimuccatiti ?

26 4. Timuttag Yimuccamanan ti ?

27 5. Attkamakassa puggalassa ditthi-pariyuttbanag

pabinan ti?

28 6. Atthamakassa puggalassa nattbi saddbindri-

yan ti ?

29 7. Magsa-cakkbug dbammupattbaddbag dibba-

cakkbug botlti ?

30 8. Magsa-sotag dhammupattbaddhag dibba-sotag

botlti ?

31 9. Yatbakammupagag fianag dibba-cakkbun ti ?

32 10. Atthi devesu sagvaro ti ?
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4. Is the perception of sorrow that follows on
such an exclamation part and parcel of the

Excellent Way ? No.
Contra Pubbaseliya.

5. Can one thought last a day (That is, is thought
exempt from the law of impermanence) ? No.

Contra Andhaka.
6. Are the Confections all as ashes? No (relying

on Mahavagga I. 21).

Contra Gokulika.

7. Is insight attained to in a certain specified

order ? No (relying on Cullav. IX. 1-4).

8. Was the Buddha extra-ordinary as regards the

ordinary affairs of Life ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

9. Are there two sorts of Nirvana ? No.
Contra Mahigsasaka and Andhaka.

III. 1. Are the ten powers of the Tathagata common
also to his hearers ? No.

Contra Andhaka.
2. Are the nine last of them (as well as the first)

part of the Excellent Way? No.
Contra Andhaka.

3. Can one whose heart is lustful be set free ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

4. Can a man set free by Jhana be afterwards set

free by the Path ? No (relying on D. 2. 97).

5. Does a man get rid, by the mere entry on the

Path, of doubt and wrong views ? No.
Contra Andhaka and Sammitiya.

6. Is a converted man at once in possession of the

five moral organs (Indriyani) ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

7. Can the eye of flesh, through strength of

Dhamma, become the Heavenly Eye (which
perceives the rebirths of others) ? No.

Contra Andhaka and Sammitiya (Mil. I.

179-185).
8. The same of the ear of flesh.

9. Is the Divine Eye nothing more than the

knowledge of other people’s rebirths ? No.
(It sees the moral cause) (relying on Th. I.

996, 7).

10.

Is there moral restraint among the gods (in the

heavens above that of the thirty-three)? No.
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33 11. Asanna-sattesu saiiiia atthlti ?

34 12. Nevasanna-nasannayatane na vattabbag sanna

atthlti ?

35 = IV. 1. Gibi ’ssa Araha ti ?

36 2. Saha uppattiya Araha ti ?

37 3. Arahato sabbe dhamma anasava ti ?

38 4. Araha catuhi phalehi samannagato ti ?

39 5. Araha chahi upekhahi samannagato ti ?

40 6. Bodhiya buddho ti ?

41 7. Lakkhana-sammannagato Bodhisatto ti ?

42 8. Bodhisatto Kassapassa bhagavato pavacane

okkanta-niyamo carita-brahmacariyo ti ?

43 9. Arahanta-sacchikiriyaya patipanno puggalo

tiki phalehi samannagato ti ?

44 10. Sabba-saniiojana-pahanag Arahattan ti ?
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11. Have the so-called Unconscious Gods conscious-

ness ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

12. The same of the gods in the Nevasanna-nasanna
world.

IV. 1. Can a layman be an Arahat? No. (He can
become, but cannot remain, one.)

Contra Uttarapathaka (see Mil. 2. 57-59,

96-98).

2. Is there any one who is born as an Arahat (in

the Heavens of Pure Abode) P No.
Contra Uttarapathaka.

3. Are all the qualities of an Arahat free from
theAsavas? No.

Contra Uttarapathaka.

4. Is the Arahat gifted with the fruits of all four

stages of the Path at once? No.
Contra Uttarapathaka (see IY. 9).

5. Has the Arahat six forms of equanimity (one

for each of the five senses and one for the

mind) ? No, it is the same for all.

Contra Uttarapathaka. 1

6. Does Bodhi (wisdom, insight) lead to Buddha-
hood? Not necessarily. There is a kind of

Bodhi which leads to Arahatship.

Contra Uttarapathaka.

7. Is every one endowed with the 32 marks a
Bodisat? No (quoting D. 30).

Contra Uttarapathaka.

8. Did the Bodisat (that is, Jotipala, M. 81) adopt
the method and conduct necessary for Buddha-
hood at the command of Kassapa the Buddha ?

No (quoting Mahavagga, I. 6. 7, 8, and I. 6.

23-26).

Contra Andhaka.
9. Does the realization of Arahatship include the

fruits of the three lower stages of the Path ?

No.
Contra Andhaka (compare IY. 4).

10.

Is the breaking of all the Fetters at once the
same thing as Arahatship ? No (they must
be broken gradually).

Contra Andhaka.

' That this is their view follows from the opening words of the Commentary
on IV. 7.
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45 = Y. 1. Vimutti-nanag vimuttan ti ?

46 2. Sekhassa asekha-fianag atthlti ?

47 3. Pathavi-kasina-samapatti-samapannassa vipa-

rite nanan ti ?

48 4. Aniyatassa niyama-gamanava attki nanan ti ?

49 5. Sabbag nanag patisambbidii ti ?

50 6. Na vattabbag sammuti-nanag saccarammanag

yeva na anfiarammanan ti ?

51 7. Ceto-pariyaye iianag attarammanena annaram-

manan ti ?

52 8. Anilgate iianag atthlti ?

53 9. Paccuppanne nanag atthlti ?

54 10. Savakassa phale iianag atthlti ?

55 = VI. 1. Niyamo asagkbato ti ?

56 2. Paticca-samuppado asagkhato ti ?

57 3. Cattari saccani asagkhatanlti ?

58 4. Akasancayatanag asagkhatan ti ?

59 5. Nirodba-samapatti asagkkata ti ?
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Y. 1. Is a man who has the knowledge of emancipa-

tion an Arahat ? No (there are emancipations

the knowledge of which has not that result).

Contra Andhaka.
2. Can an Asekha (one who is not yet an Arahat)

have the knowledge of an Arahat ? No.
Contra Uttarapathaka.

3. Can he who has successfully accomplished the

Meditation on the Earth be said to have

a false view ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

4. Is an unconverted man, when good, capable of

entering the career of a Bodisat ? No.
Contra Uttarapathaka.

5. Is every kind of knowledge (iiana
)

the same
as analysis

(
Patisambhida

)

? No.
Contra Andhaka.

6. Are there two kinds of truth
(sacca)

or only

one? Two.
Contra Andhaka.

7. Is the knowledge of other people’s thoughts to

be attained by meditation ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

8. Is there such a thing as knowledge of the

future ? Of the immediate future yes, but
not otherwise (quoting M.P.S. I. 28=
Mahav. Y. 28).

Contra Andhaka.
9. Is there such a thing as knowledge of the

present ? No (the moment anything is known
it is already past).

Contra Andhaka.

10.

Have disciples as well as Buddha the power
of knowing who will be converted ? No.

Contra Andhaka.
yi. 1. Is the Noble Path self-existent ? No.

Contra Andhaka (relying on A. 3. 22).

2. Is the Chain of Causation self-existent ? No.
Contra Pubbaseliya and Mahipsasaka

(relying on S. XII. 20).

3. Are the Four Truths self-existent ? No.
4. Is the Realm of the Infinity of space self-

existent ? No.
5. Is the Attainment of Cessation self-existent? No.

Contra Andhaka and Uttarapathaka.
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60 6.

61 7.

62 8.

63 = VII. 1.

QUESTIONS DISCUSSED IN THE

Akaso asaijkkato ti ?

Akaso sanidassano ti ?

Patkavi-dkatu sanidassano ti ?

Natthi keci dkamma kehici dhammeki sagga

kita ti ?

64 2.

65 3.

66 4.

67 5.

68 6 .

69 7.

70 8.

71 9.

72 10.

73=VIII. 1.

Nattki keci dkamma kekici dkammeki sampa

yutta ti ?

Nattki cetasiko dkammo ti ?

Cetasiko dkammo danan ti ?

Parikkogamayag puniiag sagvaddkatiti ?

Ito dinnena tattka yapentlti ?

Patkavi kamma-vipako ti ?

Jaramarano yipako ti ?

Nattki ariya-dkamma-yipako ti ?

Yipako yipakadkamma-dkammo ti ?

Cka gatiyo ti ?

74 2. Attki antara-kkayo ti ?
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6. Is space self-existent ? No.
Contra Uttarapathaka and Mahigsasaka

(compare Mil. 2. 103, foil.).

7. Is space visible ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

8. Is the Earth-element visible ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

VII. 1. Are there not some qualities included in other

qualities ? Yes.

Contra Rajagirika and Siddhatthika.

2. Are there not some qualities united with other

qualities? Yes.

Contra Rajagirika and Siddhatthika.

3. Are there not mental qualities? Yes (quoting

D. X.).

Contra Rajagirika and Siddhatthika.

4. Is it only mental giving (charity) that is a

real gift? No.
Contra Rajagirika and Siddhatthika.

5 . Does the merit which arises out of the en-

joyment of a gift by the donors tend to

increase ? Yes (relying on S. I. 7. 5 and
A. IY. 51). _

Contra Rajagirika, Siddhatthika and Sam-
mitiya.

6. Do the dead benefit by gifts given in the

world ? No.
Contra Rajagirika and Siddhatthika.

7. Is the Earth a result of Karma? No.
Contra Andhaka.

8. Are old age and death results of Karma ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

9. Is there no result of the Excellent Way save

the putting away of evil ? Yes (there is

the acquisition of moral qualities, positive

good as well as negative).

Contra Andhaka.

10.

Does one result of Karma produce another?
No.

Contra Andhaka.
VIII. 1. Are there six future states? No, only five.

Contra Andhaka and Uttarapathaka.

2. Is there an Intermediate Realm (where beings

await rebirth) ? No.
Contra Pubbaseliya and Sammitiya.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 2
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75 3. Pane’ eva kama-guna kama-dhatu ti?

76 4. Pane’ ev’ ayatana kama ti ?

77 5. Riipino dhamma rupa-dhatu ti ?

78 6. Arupino dhamma arupa-dhatu ti ?

79 7. Salayatanako attabhiivo riipa-dhatuya ti ?

80 8. Atthi rupap arupesuti ?

81 9. Kusalena cittena samutthitap kaya-kammap

rupap kasalan ti ?

82 10. Natthi rupa-jivitindriyan ti ?

83 11. Kammahetu Araha arahatta parihayatlti ?

84 = IX. 1. Anisapsa-dassiivissa sannojanap pahanan ti ?

85 2. Amatarammanap saiinojanan ti ?

86 3. Rupap sarammanan ti ?

87 4. Anusaya aniirammana ti ?

88 5. Xanap anarammanan ti ?

89 6. Atitarammanap cittap anarammanan ti ?
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3. Are the five constituents of lust also elements

of lust ? No.
Contra Pubbaseliya.

4. Have lusts five realms ? No.
Contra Pubbaseliya.

5. Are those qualities which have form also

elements of form P No.
Contra Andhaka.

6. The same of qualities which have no form.

7. Is every being with the six senses dependent

on the element of form ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

8. Have the beings in the Formless Worlds a

form? No.
Contra Andhaka.

9. Is a bodily act due to a virtuous thought neces-

sarily beautiful in form ? No.
Contra Mahigsasaka and Sammitiya.

10. Is there vitality in form ? Yes.

Contra Pubbaseliya and Sammitiva (see

Mil. 1. 89).

11. Will an Arahat fall from Arahatship through
the result of an evil deed, such as abuse of an
Arahat, committed in a previous birth ? No.

Contra Pubbaseliya and Sammitiya (com-
pare I. 2 and Mil. 2. 20-22).

1. Can a man, by insight into the advantages
of Arahatship, but without insight into the

dangers attendant on the Saqkharas, put away
the Fetters? No.

Contra Andhaka.
2. Is the meditation on the ambrosia (of Arahat-

ship) a Fetter? No.
Contra Pubbaseliya.

3. Has form a basis ? No.
Contra Uttarapathaka.

4. Are the seven evil inclinations
(
anisaya

)

without

basis? No.

Contra Andhaka and some Uttarapathaka
(see XI. 1).

5. Has knowlege no basis ? It has.

Contra Andhaka.
6. Is a thought which has its basis in past events

therefore without a basis ? No.
Contra Uttarapathaka.
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90 7. Sabbag cittag Aritakkanupatitan ti?

91 8. Sabbaso vitakkayato vicarayato vitakka-vip-

pbaro saddo ti ?

92 9. Na yatbii vitakkassa vilcii ti ?

93 10. Xa yatba vitakkassa kayakamman ti ?

94 11. Atltena samannagato ti ?

95 = X. 1. Uppatte siye pancakkbandbe aniruddhe kiriya-

pancakkhandho uppajjatlti ?

96 2. Magga-samaggissa riijaag maggo ti ?

97 3. Panca - vifmana - samaggissa attbi magga-

bhavana ti ?

98 4. Panca vinnana kusala pi akusala plti ?

99 5. Panca vinnana sabhoga ti ?

100 6. Magga-samaggI dvlbi silebi samannagato ti ?

101 7. Silag acetasikan ti ?

102 8. Silag na cittanuparivattatlti ?

103 9. Samiidiina-betu silag vaddhatiti P

104 10. Vinnatti sllan ti ?

105 11. Avinnatti dussllyan ti ?

106 = XI. 1. Anusaya avyakata abetuka citta-vippayutta ti p
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7. Is every thought followed by reasoning ? Ho.
Contra Uttarapathaka.

8. Does every reasoning and argument diffuse

itself in speech ? Ho.
Contra Pubbaseliya.

9. Does every speech correspond to a previous

thought (train of reasoning) ? Yes.

Contra Pubbaseliya.

10. The same of every act.

11. Is a man now in possession of what he once
had, or eventually will have ? Ho.

Contra Andhaka.
X. 1. Can five Skandhas arise when the five already

arisen have not ceased p Ho.
Contra Andhaka.

2. Is the Path the outward form of him who
walks therein ? Ho.

Contra Mahipsasaka Sammitiya and Maha-
sapghika.

3. Is there attainment of the Path to him who has

the five Vinnanas ? Ho (quoting D. 2. 64).

Contra Maliasapghika (see XII. 1).

4. Are the five Vinnanas both good and bad ? Ho.
5. Are they accompanied by reflection ? Ho.
6. Has he who has the Path two different

moralities ? Ho.
. Contra Mahasapghika (relying on ‘ Virtues

the base,’ etc., Mil. 1. 53).

7. Is morality independent of thought P Ho.
Contra Mahasapghika.

8. Is not morality consequent on thought ? Yes.
9. Does that morality which is the result of

acquirement tend to increase ? Ho (relying

on S. I. 5. 7 and A. 4. 47).

Contra Mahasapghika.
10. Is Intimation (Vinnatti) a moral action ? Ho.

Contra Mahasapghika.
11. Is not to practise Intimation a wrong action ?

Ho (relying on A. 4. 47).

Contra Mahasapghika (see Mil. 2. 33-37).

XI. 1. a Are the seven evil inclinations
(
Anusayci

)

immoral (neither good nor bad) ? Ho.

fi or do they arise without a cause ? Ho.

7 or are they independent of thought ? Ho.
Contra Mahasapghika and Sammitiya (see

IX. 4).
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107 2. Annane vigate nana-vippayutte citte vattamane

na vattabbag iianlti P

108 3. Nanag citta-vippayuttan ti ?

109 4. Idag dukkban ti vacag bhasato idag dukkban

ti nanag pavattatiti ?

110 5. Iddbi-balena samannagato kappag tittheyyati ?

111 6. Citta-santati samadhlti ?

112 7. Dhamma-tthitata parinipphanna ti ?

113 8. Aniccata parinipphanna ti ?

114= XII. 1. Kayindriya-sagvaro kamman ti ?

115 2. Sabbag kammag savipakan ti ?

116 3. Saddo vipako ti ?

117 4. Salayatanani vipaka ti ?

118 5. Sattakkhattuparamo puggalo sattakkbattupara-

mata niyato botlti ?

119 6. Na vattabbag kolo puggalo kolagkolata ni-

yato ti ?

Na vattabbag bljl puggalo ekabljata niyato ti?

120 7. Ditthi-sampanno puggalo saiicicca piina jivita

voropeyyati ?
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XII.

2. Is he whose ignorance has been dispelled by
the knowledge of the Path not to be called

wise ? Yes.

Contra Mahasagghika.
3. Is knowledge independent of thought ? No.

Contra Mahasagghika.
4. Does the knowledge that ‘all is sorrow’ follow

on an exclamation to that effect ? No.
Contra Andhaka (see II. 3 and IX. 8).

5. Can every one who has the power of Iddhi live

for a Kalpa ? No (relying on M.P.S. III. 54
and A. 4. 182).

Contra Mahayagghika.
6. Is a continuation of thought Samadhi ? No.

Contra Sabbatthivada and Uttarapathaka.

7. Is the persistence of qualities (in S. 12. 20)

produced ? 1 No.
Contra Andhaka.

8. Is the transitoriness of all things something
that is, like the things themselves, produced ?

No.
Contra Andhaka.

1. Is restraint of the bodily organs an act of

Karma? No.
Contra Mahasagghika (misunderstanding

D. 2. 64).

2. Has every Karma a result ? No.
Contra Mahasagghika.

3. Is speech a result (of Karma) ? No.
Contra Mahasagghika.

4. Are the six organs of sense a result (of

Karma) ? No.
Contra Mahasagghika.

5. Is a converted man restrained (from evil) by the

inherent nature of his condition ? No.
Contra Uttarapathaka.

6. The same of the Kolagkolo and the EkabijI.

(These are the stages immediately after con-

version. See A. 3. 86. 2.)

7. Would a person who holds wrong views also

commit murder ? No.
Contra Uttarapathaka.

1 There is a difference of reading here. The Commentary has parinipphamm
and parinippanna. My MS. of the text has parinabbana (sic) and pariuibbutta.
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121

122

123':

124

125

126

127

128

129

1-30

131

132

133 :

134

8. Ditthi-sampannassa puggalassa pahlna dugga-

titi ?

9. Na vattabbap sattamakassa puggalassa pahlna

duggatlti ?

XIII. 1. Kappattho kappap tittheyyati?

2. Kappattho kusalap cittap na patilabbheyyati.

3. Anantara-payuttopuggalo sammatta-niyamo

okkameyyati ?

4. Niyato niyamap 1 okkamatlti ?

5. Nivuto nivaranap jabatlti?

6. Sammukblbkilto sannoyajanap jabatlti ?

7. Sampanno assadeti jbana-nikanti jbiinaram-

mana ti ?

8. Attbi asata-rago ti ?

9. Dhamma-tanha avjrakata ti ?

10.

Dhamma-tanha na dukklia-samudayo ti?

XIY. 1. Akusala-mulap patisandahati kusala-mulan

ti?

2. Sajayatanap apubbap acchimap matu kucchi-

mip santhatlti ?

1 The Commentary reads niyama throughout.
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8. Can a man holding wrong views be sure of

escape from rebirth in states of woe ? No.
Contra Uttarapathaka.

9. Has not a converted man escaped it ?

XIII. 1. Does a Kappattho remain for the whole Kalpa
in the same condition ? No.

Contra Rajagirika.

2. Can a man in purgatory do good ? Yes.

Contra Uttarapathaka.

3. Is it impossible for a man who has once com-
mitted a mortal sin to enter the Path F No.

Contra Uttarapathaka.

4. Can a Niyato enter the Path P No.
Contra Pubbaseliya and Aparaseliya. 1

5. Can any one when still entangled by the obstacles

be rid of them ? No (quoting D. 2. 97).

Con. Uttarapathaka (by a play on the word).

6. Can a man bound by the Fetters be rid of them P

No (relying on A. 4. 47, and D. 2. 97).

7. Can a man practising Jhana be rightly said to

enjoy it P and is his desire to attain it the

same as making it the object of his thought ?

No.
Contra Andhaka.

8. Is there such a thing as desire for the distaste-

ful ? No.
• Contra Uttarapathaka (misunderstanding

passages where the Arahat is said to find a

pleasure even in pain).

9. Is craving after qualities not to be condemned
as immoral ? No, it should be (relying on
M. V. I. 6. 20).

Contra Pubbaseliya.

10.

Is craving after qualities not the cause of sorrow ?

No (quoting M. V. I. 6. 20).

Contra Pubbaseliya.

XIY. 1. Does nature transmigrate into vice ? No.
Contra Mahasaqghika.

2. Has a new being all its six senses at the moment
of conception ? No (relying on S. X. 1).

Contra Pubbaseliya and Aparaseliya (see

XXII. 6).

1 This is really a dispute on the meaning of Niyato.
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135 3. Cakkbu-vififianassa anantara sota-vififianan

iippajjatiti P

136 4. Ariya-rupag mababbutanag upadayati ?

137 5. Anno kamaraganusayo anno kamaraga -

pariyuttbanan ti ?

138 6. Pariyuttbanag citta-vippayuttan ti ?

139 7. Rupa-rago rupa-dbatug anuseti rupa-dbatu-

pariyapanno ti?

140 8. Dittbi-gatag avyakatan ti?

141 9. Ditthi-gatag apariyapannan ti ?

142 = XV. 1. Paccayata vavattbita ti ?

143 2. Avijja - paccaya sagkbara na vattabbag

sagkbara-paccaya pi avijja ti ?

144 3. Addba parinipphanno ti P

145 4. Khano parinippbanno layo parinippbanno

mubuttag parinipphannan ti ?

146 5. Cattaro asava aniisava ti ?

147 6. Lokuttaranag dbammanag jara lokuttara ti ?

U8 7. Safina - vedayita - nirodha - samiipatti loku-

ttara ti ?
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3. Does the sensation of sound arise simultaneously

with the sensation of sight ? No.
Contra Uttarapathaka.

4. Is the outward form of an Arahat caused by the

four elements ? No.
Contra Uttarapathaka.

5. Is inclination to lust a different thing from
being under the power of lust ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

6. Is the being possessed (by lust, etc.) something
independent of the mind ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

7. Does the desire for future life in the worlds of

form follow on, (and is it contained in) the

habit of dwelling in thought upon form ? No.
Contra Andhaka (see XVI. 10).

8. Is the wrong view that the world is eternal

rightly called avyakata (undefined) ? No (re-

lying on M. 63).

Contra Andhaka and Uttarapathaka.

9. Is he who has attained to Jhana free from wrong
views ? No.

XV. 1. Is the quality of being due to a cause a fixed

one? No.
Contra Mahasagghika.

2. Is it right to say that though Ignorance is the

cause of the Saqkharas, the Sagkharas are not

the cause also of Ignorance ? No.
Contra Mahasagghika.

3. Is time diffused? No (relying on A. 3. 67).

(See Mil. I. 77. 78.) (The question ap-

parently means, is it the same time that is

past, present and future ?)

4. Are the moments, minutes, etc. (subdivisions

of time) diffused ? No.
5. Are the four Great Evils

(
asava

)
free from evil?

No.
Contra Hetuvada (on the ground that there

being only four, there are none left over for

them to be implicated with).

6. Are the decay and death of transcendental

qualities themselves transcendental? No.
Contra Mahasagghika.

7. Is the attainment of coma an extraordinary

affair? No.
Contra Hetuvada.
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149 8.

150 9.

151 10.

152 11.

153 = XVI. 1.

154 2.

155 3.

156 4.

157 5.

158 6.

159 7.

160 8.

161 9.

162 10.

163:=XVII. 1.

164 2.

165 3.

166 4.

167 5.

Safifia-vedayita-nirodha-samapatti lokiya ti ?

Safina - vedayita - nirodha - samapanno kalag

kareyyati ?

Safifia- vedayita - nirodha - samiipatti asanna-

sattupikii ti ?

Afifiag kammag afifio kammupacayo ti ?

Paro parassa cittag nigganhatlti ?

Paro parassa cittag pagganhatiti ?

Paro parassa sukhag anuppadetiti ?

Adhigayka manasi karotiti ?

Rupag ketuti P

Pupag sahetukan ti ?

Pfipag kusalan ti ?

Pupag vipako ti ?

Atthi rfipag rupavacaran ti ?

Pupa-rago rupa-dkatu-pariyapanno ti ?

Attki Arakato pufifiupacayo ti ?

Nattki Arakato akala-ruaccuti ?

Sabbam idag kammato ti ?

Indriya-baddkag yeva dukkkan ti ?

Thapetva arij’a-maggag avasesa sagkbara

dukka ti ?
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8. Is the same an ordinary matter ? No.
Contra Hetuvada.

9. "Will a person who has attained to it die in the

ordinary way ? No.
Contra Rajagirika.

10. Does the attainment of it involve rebirth in the

Realm of Unconsciousness? No.
Contra Hetuvada.

11. Is Karma something different from the ac-

cumulation thereof? No.
Contra Andhaka and Sammitiya.

XYI. 1. Can a man subdue another’s mind ? No.
Contra Mahasaijgbika.

2. Can a man exert another’s mind ? No.
Contra Mahasaijghika.

3. Can a man insure another’s bliss? No.
Contra Hetuvada.

4. Does attention act through comprehension ? No.
Contra Pubbaseliya and Aparaselij'a.

5. Is form a cause ? No.
Contra Uttarapathaka.

6. Does form go with its cause? No.
Contra same.

7. Is form good ? is it bad ? Neither.

Contra Mahapsasaka and Sammitiya.
8. Is form a result (of Karma) ? No.

Contra Andhaka and Sammitiya.
9. Does form belong to the Realm of Form ? No.

Contra Andhaka.
10. Is the desire for life in the Realm of form

included in the element of form ? No.
Contra Andhaka (see XIV. 7).

XVII. 1. Does an Arahat lay up merit ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

2. Can an Arahat die before he has worked out

the Karma of his previous actions ? Yes.

Contra Rajagirika and Siddhatthaka.

3. Is Karma itself the result ofprevious Karma? No.

Contra Rajagirika and Siddhatthaka.

4. Is all pain connected with the organs of sense ?

No.
Contra Hetuvada.

5. Is the Excellent Way to be excepted from the

saying, ‘All Sapkharas involve sorrow’? No.
Contra Hetuvada.
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168 6. Na vattabbag saggho dakkhinag patiggan-

hatiti ?

169 7. Na vattabbag saggho dakkhinag visodhetlti ?

170 8. Na vattabbag saggho bhuiijati pi vati khadati

sayatiti ?

171 9. Na vattabbag sagghassa dinnag inahap-

phalan ti ?

172 10. Na vattabbag Budhhassa dinnag mahap-

phalan ti ?

173 11. Dayako va danag visujjhati no patigga-

bako ti ?

174=XVIII.l. Na vattabbag Buddho bhagava raanussa-

loke atthasiti ?

175 2. Na vattabbag Buddbena bhagavata dharamo

desito ti ?

176 3. Nattbi Buddbassa bbagavato karuna ti ?

177 4. Buddhassa bbagavato uccara-passavo ativiya

anne gandha-jate adhiganbatlti ?

178 5. Ekenaariya-maggenacattari samannapbalani

saccbi-karotiti ?

179 6. Jhana jhana-samaggl ti P

180 7. Attbi jhanantarika ti ?

181 8. Samapanno saddag sunatiti ?
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6. Can it be rightly said that the Saggha receives

no gift? No (relying on A. 34 and A.

52).

Contra Mahasuimata-vada and Yetulyaka.

7. Or that the Saggha purifies a gift ? Yes.

Contra the same.

8. Or that the Saggha has food given? Yes
(relying on Mahavagga, YI. 35. 6).

Contra the same.

9. Or that a gift to the Saggha is of great avail ?

Yes (relying on S. XI. 2. 6= Yin. Y. 34.

23-27).

Contra the same.

10. Or that a gift to the Buddha is of great avail ?

Yes.

Contra the same.

11. Is a gift purified by the giver, not the receiver ?

No (relying on A. 4. 78).

Contra Uttarapathaka.

XYIII. 1. "Was not the Buddha really born in the world

of men ? Yes.

Contra Yetulyaka (He remained in the

Tusita heaven and sent only a phantom of

himself to the world !)

2. Did not the Buddha himself preach the

Dhamma ? Yes.

Contra Yetulyaka (Ananda preached it
!)

3. Had the Buddha no mercy ? Yes (comp. Mil. I.

162-170).

Contra Uttarapathaka.

4. Were the Buddha’s excretions of exceeding

sweet savour ? No.
Contra some Andhaka and the Uttarapatha.

5. Did the Buddha realize the fruits of all the

stages of the Path at once ? No.
Contra the same.

6. Does each (of the four) Jhanas arise out of the

previous one? No.
Contra Mahigsasaka and some Andhaka.

7. Is there an intermediate Jhana or a breach in

Jhana (between the first and second) ? No.
Contra Sammitiya and some Andhaka.

8. Can he who has attained to the first Jhana hear
sounds ? No.

Contra Pubbaseliya.
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182 9. Cakkhuna rupag passatlti ?

183=XIX. 1. Atite kilese jahatiti ?

184 2. Sunnata saijkharakkhandha-pariyapanna ti ?

185 3. Samanna-phalaij asaijkhatan ti ?

186 4. Patti asapkhata ti ?

187 5. Sabba-dhamma-tittkata asaijkbata ti ?

188 6. Nibbana-dhatu kusala ti ?

189 7. Attbi putkujjanassa accanta-niyamata ti ?

190 8. Nattbi lokiyaij saddhindriyan ti ?

191=XX. 1. Asancicca raiitaraij jlvita voropitva ananta

riko hotlti ?

192 2. Natthi putkujjanassa nanan ti?

193 3. Nattbi nirayesu niraya-pala ti ?

194 4. Attbi devesu tiraccbana-gata ti ?

195 5. Pancapgiko maggo ti ?

196 6. Dvadasa-vatthukaij nanaij lokuttaran ti?
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9. Does the eye see forms ? No (it is the mind
that sees them through the eye).

Contra Mahasaijghika.

XIX. 1. Is there no such, thing as the putting away of

evil dispositions but only of past evil ? No.
Contra some Uttarapathaka.

2. Is Sunnata (Emptiness) predicable of the

Skandhas ? If emptiness of soul be meant,

yes. If emptiness of the three fires be meant
(in which sense Emptiness is an epithet of

Nirvana), no.

Contra the Andhaka.
3. Is the fruit of Samanaship unmade? No.

Contra Pubbaseliya.

4. Is Attainment unmade ? No.
Contra Pubbaseliya.

5. Is the state of qualities unmade ? No.
Contra Uttarapathaka.

6. Is Nirvana virtuous ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

7. Is an unconverted man walking in the Path?
No.

Contra some Uttarapathaka.

8. Is there a faith (etc., the question is asked of

each of the Moral Organs) which is of the

world ? Y es.

Contra Hetuvada and Mahiqsasaka.

XX. 1. Is an involuntary offence a Deadly Sin ? No.
Contra some Uttarapathaka.

2. Has an unconverted man no knowledge ? He
may have.

Contra Hetuvada.
3. Are there no warders in Purgatory ? There are.

Contra Andhaka.
4. Are there animals in heaven ? No (animals

go to heaven, but become gods. Whether
they like to use animal forms or not makes
no difference).

Contra Andhaka.
5. Is the Excellent Way five-fold ? No, eight-fold.

Contra Mahiijsasaka.

6. Is the twelve-fold knowledge (of the Four
Truths—see my ‘ Buddhist Suttas,’ pp. 150-

152) extraordinary ? No.

Contra Pubbaseliya and Aparaseliya.

j.k.a.s. 1892. 3
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197=XXI. 1. Sitsanag nava-katan ti ?

198 2. Puthujano tedkatukekidhammeki avivitto ti?

199 3. Atthi kinci saiinojanag apahiiya Arahattap-

pattiti ?

200 4. Atthi adkippaya-iddhi Buddkilnag va sava-

kanag va ti ?

201 5. Atthi Buddhanag Buddhehi kinatirekata ti ?

202 6. Sabba disil Buddha ti?

203 7. Sabbe dhamma niyata ti ?

204 8. Sabbe kamtnani niyatunlti ?

205=XXII. 1. Atthi kinci sannojanag appahaya parinib-

banan ti ?

206 2. Arahii kusala-citto parinibbayutlti ?

207 3. Araha anafg’e thilo parinibbayatiti ?

208 4. Atthi gabbha-seyyaya dhammabhisaraayo ti ?

209 5 . Atthi gabbha-seyyaya Arahattappattlti ?

210 Atthi supina-gatassa dhammabkisamayo ti ?

211 Atthi supina-gatassa Arahattappattlti ?

212 6. Sabbag supina-gatassa cittag avyakatan ti ?

213 7. Nattki kiici asevena-paccayata ti ?
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XXI. 1. Was the doctrine altered, or made afresh, at

the Councils ? No.
Contra some Uttarapathaka.

2. Cannot the unconverted man separate himself

at the same time from the qualities belonging

to the three Dhatus ? Yes.

Contra the same.

3. Can Arahatship be attained without breaking

the ten Fetters ? No.
Contra Mahasaijghika (see 22. 1).

4. Have the Buddhas or their disciples intentional

Iddhi ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

5. Do some Buddhas surpass others? No.
Contra Andhaka.

6. Are Buddhas born in all quarters of the

Universe ? No.
Contra Mahasagghika.

7. Are all qualities abiding ? No.
Contra some Uttarapathaka.

8. Is Karma always certain ? No.
Contra the same.

XXII. 1. When an Arahat dies, is there any Fetter he
has not broken ? No.

Contra Andhaka.
2. Has an Arahat at the moment of his death

such good thoughts as will produce a result

in Karma P No.
Contra Andhaka.

3. Is the Arahat at the moment of his death in the

fourth stage of the Yimokhas ? No.
Contra some Andhaka.

4. Can a child in the womb be converted ? No.
Contra some Uttarapathaka (compare

XIY. 2).

5. a. Can a child in the womb become an Arahat ?

/3. Can a man be converted in a dream ?

y. Can a man become an Arahat in a dream? No.
Contra the same.

6. Are all the thoughts of a dreamer indifferent

(neither good nor bad) ? No.
Contra the same.

7. Does habit never become a cause ? It does

(Mil. 1. 90).

Contra the same.
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214

215

216

217

218

219

Note.

8. Eka-eitta-kkhanika sabbe dhamma ti ?

XXIII. 1. Ekadhippayo methuno dhammo patise-

vitabbo ti ?

2. Arahanta-vannena amanussa methunay

dkammaij patisevantiti ?

3. Bodhisatto issariya-kama-karika-hetu vini-

patag gacchatiti ?

4. Atthi narago raga-patirupako ti ?

5. Rupag aparinipphannan 1
ti ?

1 See the note above on p. 23.

•Professor Biibler’s letter, referred to on page 1,

must appear in the next issue.
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XXIII. 1 .

3.

4.

Are all qualities onty momentary in tliouglit ?

No (relying on M. 1. 190).

Contra Pubbaseliya and Aparaseliya (comp.

XI. 6).

Is sexual intercourse allowable on the ground
that it is right to be of one mind ? No.

Contra Andhaka and Vetulyaka.

Can beings not human have sexual intercourse

under the outward form of Arahats ? No.
Contra some Uttarapathaka (compare II. 1).

Can a Bodisat by reason of desire for sovranty

be reborn in realms of woe, or believe in

heresy, or practise asceticism, or follow a

wrong teacher ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

Is there such a thing as an absence of lust that

is lust, or an absence of ill will that is ill will,

or an absence of folly that is folly ? No.
Contra Andhaka.

Is form not diffused ? It is.

Contra some Uttarapathaka and Hetuvada
(see XI. 7, 8, and XV. 3. 4).
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Art. II.— The Lineage of “ The Proud King.” By Robert

Chalmers, B.A., M.R.A.S.

It is a far cry from Gotama the Buddha to Mr. William

Morris; but it will be the object of these pages to establish

the succession, not apostolic but literary, linking together the

Victorian poet and the Indian sage of the fifth century b.c.

Like the author of “ The Earthly Paradise,” Gotama had an

ear for

The gentle music of the bygone years,

Long past to us with all their hopes and fears.

But, unlike Mr. Morris, it was with a distinctly ethical

purpose, and not to fill “ an empty day,” that Gotama re-told

those traditional stories of ancient India which are preserved

in the Pali Jatakas. One of the stories of the Jataka-book

(the story of IllTsa 1

)
has been “ adapted” by Jewish and by

Moslem theologians : it has pointed the moral of the

mediaeval monk, and adorned the tale of the troubadour
;
and

in these latter days it has furnished a theme both to an

American and to an English poet.

The argument to Mr. Morris’s poem of the “ Proud King”
in “The Earthly Paradise” tells how “A certain king,

blinded by pride, thought that he was more than man, if not

equal to God; but such a judgment fell on him that none

knew him for king, and he suffered many things, till in the

end humbling himself he regained his kingdom and honour.”

The incidents of Mr. Morris’s poem will be familiar to all

;

but for the sake of clearness in tracing the story back through

the several forms it has assumed in different ages, I may be

pardoned for adding that, while the Proud King was bathing,

his form had been assumed by an angel,—“ an image of the

1 No. 78 in Fausboll’s edition of tlie Pali text, vol. i. (Triibner, 1877.)
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king, in rick apparel, crown and signet-ring,”—who was

recognized by everybody as their lord, Jovinian. Denied by

courtiers, servants, and his queen, the real king is driven

with blows from his own palace, and does not regain his

kingdom and honour until in his deep humiliation he prays

to God—

•

Look down, of folly I have had my fill,

And am but now as first Thou madest me,

Weak yielding clay to take impress of Thee.

Then, with a parting admonition as to the omnipotence of

God, the angel vanishes, and the humbled Jovinian is again

hailed as king.

This story of “The Proud King,” like the old French

Moralite “ L’orgueil et presomption de l’empereur Jovinian,”

is taken direct from a thirteenth-century story-book, the

“ Gesta Romanorum .” 1 This treasury of old stories was com-

piled by a monk, or monks, in usum predicatorum
;
and it is

important to note that it was in their hands that the story

was first made to inculcate the virtue of humility and to serve

as a warning against the deadly sin of pride. In the kindred

Old English Romance 2 entitled “ Robert of Cysille ” (the

original of Longfellow’s poem “Count Robert of Sicily”),

this lesson is even more emphatically taught. For here the

proud king’s tribulation springs from his sneering (in

church !) at the words' in the Magnificat, “ He hath put down

the mighty from their seat and hath exalted the humble and

meek.” Doubtless it was the Gesta that suggested to Chaucer

his lines in the Sompnoure’s Tale :

—

Methinkitk they ben like Jovynian,

Fat as a whal, and walken as a swan.

Tracing the story further back, we find in the Qur’an 3 this

verse :
“ And we did try Solomon and we threw upon his

1 See Herrtage’s edition for the Early English Text Society (Triibner, 1879).

2 See Ellis’s “Specimens of Early English Metrical Romances” (London, 1818).

3 Palmer’s translation in the “Sacred Books of the East, ’ vol. ii. p. 178;

Burton’s “ Arabian Nights,” vol. i p. 42, note 2; Sale’s “ Koran,” p. 341 of the

1811 edition; Lane’s “ Selections from the Kur-au ” (London, 1879j, p. 137.
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throne a form
;

then lie turned repentant.” According to

the interwoven commentary of the Koran and to other Arab

commentators, this verse refers to the following legend.

A wife of Solomon having practised idolatry in his palace,

God punished the king by allowing a demon, Sakhr (or

Sakhar) b}' name, to steal the signet- ring on which Solomon’s

kingdom depended. By virtue of this stolen ring Sakhr

became possessed of the kingdom and sat on the throne in

the borrowed form of Solomon. The dethroned king mean-

time, being unrecognized by any of his subjects, wandered

about begging his bread, until after forty days—which was

the period during which the idolatry had been practised

in his palace—the demon Sakhr flew away, throwing the

ring into the sea. The ring being miraculously found by

Solomon inside a fish, he recovered his kingdom, and threw

Sakhr with a great stone tied round his neck into the Lake

of Tiberias. In later times Sakhr has emerged from the

Lake as the bottle-imp, caught by the fisherman at the

beginning of the Arabian Nights, and has attained more

modern fame in the hands of Le Sage as “ Le Diable

Boiteux.” In this latter form the demon is known as

Asmodens, a name which carries us back—unlike the Sakhr

of the Moslems—to the Jewish Talmud. In the Babylonian

recension of this work, which was completed about 500 a.d.,

Solomon, 1 unrecognized even in Jerusalem after the loss

of his ring, is mocked by his own porter and driven with

blows from his own door, like the proud king Jovinian.

After many bitter experiences the outcast and despairing

king throws himself to earth, and in a passion of tears

implores the mercy of God whom he has so long forgotten.

Soon after he finds his ring inside a fish, and is recognized

again by the Sanhedrin (a body, by the way, which probably

did not exist in Solomon’s days), who advise him to beard

the usurper in his hall, advice which the Sanhedrin have

the less hesitation in giving when they reflect that the

pseudo-king always kept his feet concealed in his robes,

1 See Levi’s “ Parabeln aus Thalmud,” p. 82 et seqq., 2nd edit. Leipzig, 1877.
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and so was probably a demon. At the sight of the mystic

ring Asmodeus shrieks aloud and vanishes, while Solomon

again sits upon his magic throne.

Of this “ Talmudic- Koranic fiction” the Gesta Romano-

rum story (and therefore Mr. Morris’s poem of the “ Proud

King ”) is
“ the manifest descendant,” in the words of the

late Sir Richard Burton. With greater caution, and perhaps

more certainty, it may be maintained that the traditions

are akin, springing from one stock. The interesting fact

to the student of comparative folk-lore is the evidence which

the Jewish, Moslem, and Christian versions together afford

of the evolution of stories. As in biology, so in folk-lore,

heredity is tempered by variation adapted to new environ-

ment. The Jewish Rabbis, who edited the Talmudic version

(which the monotheist Moslems borrowed directly or in-

directly), had ever before their ejTes the sin of idolatry,—the

historic weakness of the Chosen People. So the sin which

the Jewish story punishes is idolatry,—whereas with the

followers of the lowly Nazarene the deadly sin is pride :

—“ deposuit potentes de sede et exaltavit humiles.”

So far as can be determined by comparing the two versions,

the Koranic story does not appear to be directly borrowed

from the existing Talmudic legend .
1 Both agree, it is true,

in their main features, including the identification of Solomon

as the king punished for idolatry
;
but much greater jtrobability

attaches to the view that the two are merely parallel or sister

versions. And though names are not in themselves strong

evidence, this view is supported by the difference in name of

the demon who assumes the form of Solomon. As has been

1 Sale refers to En Jacob, part 2 (haggadic Tales from the Talmud), and

to Yalkut in lib. Keg. p. 182, which merely refers to the Talmud. Another

Talmudic version, given in the (earlier) Gemara of the Jerusalem Talmud, runs

as follows : God said unto Solomon, ‘ Why should my crown be on thy head ?

Come down from off my throne!’ And therewithal, as Rabbi Jose ben

Chanina relates, there came down an Angel in the form of Solomon, who bade

the king come down from the throne and seated himself thereon. Solomon
wandered about through synagogues and schools repeating the words (Eccl. i. 1),

‘ I Koheleth was king over Israel in Jerusalem.’ ‘ A king,’ they answered

him, ‘ lives in his palace, and dost thou say I Koheleth am king ? ’ They beat

him with a cane, and set a plate of beans before him. Then said he (Eccl. ii.

10), ‘ This is my portion and reward for all my pains.’ This Jerusalem version

omits all account of the restoration of Solomon to his throne.
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seen, the demon is called Asmodeus in the Talmud and Sakhr

in Koranic legend. Leaving out of consideration the in-

teresting question of the origin of “ Asmodeus,” it is to be

observed that the name “ Sakhr ” is in itself indicative of

Indian origin. Sakhr is simply the god Qakra of the older

Indian theology, the archangel Sakka of Pali. And in the

Pilli Jatakas occurs the story of Illlsa, who is punished for

sin and brought to repentance by the archangel Sakka

assuming his form. Illlsa’s sin, in accordance with the view

of folk-lore evolution above laid down, is the sin most deadly

in the eyes of a Buddhist. It is not pride as in the Christian

versions, nor idolatry as in the Talmud ;
it is the refusal to

give alms,—a disposition necessarily abhorrent to the hearts

of mendicant Buddhist friars, with whom almsgiving is

ranked as the chief of virtues.

Stripped of non-essentials, the Illlsa-jataka may be sum-

marized as follows :—Illlsa, the Lord High Treasurer of

Benares, though a millionaire, was a miser
;
he had pulled

down the family almonry, driven the poor from his gates,

and hoarded his wealth so that it was “ as a pool haunted by

ogres.” A niggardly act of his' attracts the notice of his

father, who at death had been reborn for his charity, etc.,

as the archangel Sakka. Sakka comes down from heaven,

assumes the form of his miserly son, and proceeds to dis-

tribute the latter’s darling riches. Denied by his friends,

servants, children, and wife, and cudgelled in his endeavours

to assert his identity, Illlsa is only restored to his former

estate by the archangel, who says that it was as a punishment

for miserliness that Illlsa’s form had been usurped, and that

unless he repents after this warning he will incur the final

punishment of death.

The chain of sequence from the Jataka to Mr. Morris is

still far from complete, and it may be hoped that scholars

with a larger knowledge than I can lay claim to, of the

several literatures in which the story appears, may be willing

to amplify and extend this sketch. Of peculiar interest is

the appearance in Arabic writings of the archangel Sakka

as Sakhr al Jiuni. Reduced by Buddhism from his former
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dominion as the god Qakra (or Indra) to be simply an

archangel having sovereignty over the Tavatimsa Heaven,

Sakka has been farther degraded by monotheism to the

rank of a devil

!

The following, in chronological order, are the several

forms of the Illlsa-jataka :

—

I. Illlsa-jataka.

Only the Gdthas or verses of the Jatakas form part of the

Buddhist Canon as settled about 400 b.c.
;
but tradition says

that the Atthakatha, or commentary, on the Jataka verses

was brought by Mahinda to Ceylon in its present state in

250 b.c., there handed down in Sinhalese till 450 a.d., when
it was re-translated into Pali. The story of Illisa is there-

fore part of the commentary only
;
but the original Canon

contains the Gathd (translated infra) reciting the physical

characteristics of Illisa, and stating the impossibility of

deciding which of two claimants was the real Illisa. The

confusion as to identity is therefore as old as the Buddhist

Pitakas, and had reference to an individual named Illisa.

There is no reason to suppose that the story, of which this

Gdtlm was the catchword, was not substantially the same in

the year 400 b.c. as the Jataka story iu Prof. Fausboll’s

text (cf. e.g. the Maha-Sudassana-Jataka with the earlier

Maha-Sudassana-Sutta and the Maha-Parinibbana Sutta, as

showing the tendency of later Buddhist writers merely to

amplify, not to alter the substance of, earlier compositions).

I will, however, hazard the speculations (1) that the earliest

Buddhist form was not so elaborate as that of the present

Jataka book, and (2) that Buddhism borrowed the tale, with

Sakka, from pre- Buddhist folk-lore, now lost. (See Ithys

Davids’ “Buddhist Birth-Stories” (Triibner, 1881) for an

elaborate discussion of the age, history, and place in litera-

ture, of the Jataka book.)

II. The Talmud.

(i) The Gemara of the Jerusalem Talmud, begun b}r Babbi

Jochanan in 2t>0 a.d. and finished some 50 years later at
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Tiberias, contains an account of the usurpation of Solomon’s

throne by an Angel
,
with a meagre reference to his wandering

unrecognized among his people, and to his being beaten

and fed on humble fare. This Jerusalem story is rather an

incidental reference to, than a complete version of, the

Jewish legend of Solomon’s dethronement.

(ii) The Babylonian recension of the Gemara was finished

by Rabbi Asha’s sons in the jmar 498 a.d., according

to Etheridge’s “Hebrew Literature” (1856). The story is

related of King Solomon—the centre round which crystal-

lized many legends and tales—and of the devil named

Asmodeus. I am informed by the learned Talmudic scholars,

Dr. Friedlander and Dr. Gaster, that, contrary to what

might be inferred from the specific references in the note

of Sale to the 38th chapter of the Koran, no such “ devil
”

as “ Sakhr ” is to be found in the Talmud.

III. The Qur’an.

In the 38th chapter of this book, which was edited shortly

after Mahomet’s death in 632 a.d., there is an allusion to the

Talmudic legend.

IY. Commentators on the Qur’an.

The interest attaching to the commentators’ story is that

here the Sakka of the Jataka re-appears, in what is practi-

cally the Babylonian Talmudic version. I am indebted to

Mr. Kay for the information that the Commentary of

Zamakhsharl, after telling the story about Solomon and

Sakhr, goes on to say that the most learned commentators

regard the story as altogether unworthy of credit, and that

in fact it is only an old wife’s tale invented by the Jews.

Bearing in mind the survival of Sakka in the Moslem
version, I venture to think that it was only orthodox Judaism

which had substituted Asmodeus in the adapted Indian story,

and that the unorthodox Jews of Arabia (to whom Mahomet
was indebted for no inconsiderable part of his knowledge of

Judaism) had preserved in a more original form the old

Indian story of which the Illisa-jataka is the earliest known
version.
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Y. The Gesta Romanorum.

According to Herrtage’s Introduction to his edition of the

Early English version of this well-known book, the date of

its compilation is about 1300. Thence onward the story has

suffered little or no change down to the present day. Yre

are practically in the dark as to the sources from which this

book was compiled. But it may well be that the Gesta story

of Kino: Jovinian was derived from the Talmud legend of

Solomon through the mediation of converted Jews, such

as John of Capua, the translator of the Directorium vitce

human (B.

As the Illlsa-jataka (so far as I am aware) has not yet

been translated into English, I append a version of it, in the

hope that it may be of interest not only in the historical

connection in which I have adduced it, but also for its own

quaint humour and the graphic incidents with which the

central idea had been embroidered in India more than two

thousand years ago.

Illlsa-jataka.

Once on a time when Brahmadatta was king in Benares, he

had a Lord High Treasurer who was a millionaire. Now this

man was a churlish fellow, who hated his fellow-men ;
he was

lame and crookbacked, and had a cast in his eye. Moreover,

he was an unconverted infidel, and a miser. He never gave of

his store to others nor had any joy of it himself, so that his

house was like a pool haunted by ogres, whereat none may

drink or slake their thirst. Yet for seven generations back

his ancestors had been bountiful, giving freely of their best

to the needy
;
but when this man succeeded to the office of

Lord High Treasurer, he broke through the traditions of his

house. He burned the almonry to the ground, and driving

away the poor with blows from his door, hoarded his wealth.

Now the Lord High Treasurer’s father, who for his charity

and other good works had been reborn as the archangel Sakka,

chanced to be meditating on the blessings his charitableness
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had brought him, and was bending over from heaven to look

down on earth, when he saw his son behaving with great

meanness. For the Lord High Treasurer, being thirsty, but

not wanting to have to share his liquor with any one, had

sent a slave with a few halfpence to the tavern to buy a

whole jar of spirits for him. This the miser made the slave

carry on ahead to the river side, where there was a dense

thicket. Here he had the jar set down, ordering the slave

to wait at a distance. Then he filled his cup and fell to

drinking in solitary happiness. Indignant at this sight,

Sakka cried, “ I will go to my son and teach him that all

deeds bear their fruits
;
I will work my son’s conversion

and make him worthy of rebirth hereafter in the world of

angels.” So he came down to earth and once more trod the

ways of men, putting on the semblance of his son, the Lord

High Treasurer Illisa, with his son’s lameness and humpback

and squint. In this guise Sakka entered the city and made

his way to the king’s palace, where he bade his coming be

announced to the king. Ordering him to be admitted, the

king asked the object of so unexpected a visit. “ Sire,” said

the pretended Treasurer, “ I have a whole million of money

stored away in my house. Deign to have it transferred to

the royal exchequer.”

“ But, we are richer even than your lordship, and have no

need to take your riches from you.”

“If your majesty declines, I will give it away as likes

me best.”

“ Do so by all means, if you wish,” said the king.

“ Yery good, sire; I will,” said the pretended- Illisa, and

with due obeisance departed from the royal presence to the

Treasurer’s house. All the servants thought it was their

real master
;
and he gave orders to the porter that if any

other person looking like himself should appear and claim

to be the master of the house, the porter should cudgel

such a one and throw him out. Then he seated himself

in state in an inner chamber of the house, and, sending

for the Lord High Treasurer’s wife, announced his intention

to be bountiful and to lavish his wealth in charity. Thought
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wife, children, and servants with one accord: “This is

indeed a novel mood for him to be in. It must be the

spirits he has been drinking which have made him so

good-natured and generous to-day.” So he sent for the

crier and bade him proclaim through the city that every

one who wanted gold and silver or jewrels was to come up

to Illlsa’s house. Accordingly a large crowd speedily

besieged the gate, all carrying baskets and sacks. Then

said Sakka, “ Fling open the doors of my treasure-chambers,

and let each one here take what he will and go his way
;

it is my free gift to you.” Without a moment’s delay the

crowd seized on the treasure, and piled up heaps of riches

and filled sacks and vessels with the rich boot}7
;
and away

they went, laden with their spoils. Now among them was

a certain countryman who, thoughtfully yoking Illlsa’s oxen

to Illisa’s cart, loaded it with valuables. As the fellow

travelled along the high road on his way from the city,

he drew near the very thicket where the real Lord Treasurer

was lying perdu, and sang his praises in these words

:

“ Heaven grant you may live to be a hundred, my good

lord Illisa ! What you’ve done for me will keep me without

doing another stroke of work all my life long. Whose
were these oxen ?—yours. Whose was this cart P—yours.

Whose the valuables in the cart?—yours too. Never was

father or mother so generous as you have been.” These

words filled the Lord High Treasurer with fear and

trembling. “ Why, the fellow is mentioning my name,”

said he to himself. “ Can the king have been distributing

my wealth to the people ? ” At the bare thought he

hounded from the bush, and, recognizing his own oxen

and cart, seized the oxen by the cord, crying, “ Stop, fellow
;

these oxen and this cart belong to me.” Down leaped the

man from the cart, angrily exclaiming, “ You rascal ! Illisa,

the Lord High Treasurer, is giving away his wealth. Who,

pray, are you ? ” And he sprang at the Treasurer and

struck him on the back like a falling thunderbolt, and

went off with the cart. Illisa picked himself up, trembling

in every limb, wiped off the mud, and hurrying after his
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cart, seized hold of the rein again. Again the countryman

got down, and seizing Illisa by the hair, beat him about

the head for some time
;

then taking him by the throat,

he flung him heavily upon his face on the road, and drove

off. Sobered by this rough usage, and filled with the direst

forebodings, Illisa hurried off home. There, seeing folk

making off with his darling treasures, he fell to laying hands

on here a man and there a man, shrieking, “Hi! what’s

this ? Is the king despoiling me ? ” And every man he

laid hands on knocked him down. Bruised and smarting,

he sought to take refuge in his own house, when the porters

stopped him with, “ Holloa, you rascal ! Where might

you be going?” And first thrashing him soundly with

bamboos, they took their master by the throat and threw

him out of doors. “ There is none but the king left to

see me righted,” groaned Illisa, and betook himself to the

palace. “ Why, oh why, sire,” he cried, “ have you

plundered me like this ?
”

“Nay, it was not I, my Lord Treasurer,” said the king.

“ Did you not yourself come and declare your intention of

giving your wealth away, if I would not accept it? And
did you not then send the crier round and carry out your

threat ?
”

“ Oh sire, indeed it was not I that came to you on such

an errand. Your majesty knows how near and close I

am, and how I never in my life gave away, if I could help

it, so much as a drop of oil or a blade of grass. May it

please your majesty to send for him who has given my
substance away, and to question him on the matter.”

Then the king sent for Sakka. And so exactly alike were

the two that neither the king nor his court could tell which

was the real Lord High Treasurer. Said the miser Illisa,

“ Who, and what, sire, is this person ? I am your majesty’s

Treasurer.”

“ Well, really I can’t say which is the real Illisa,” said

the king. “ Is there anybody who can distinguish them

for certain?”

“ Yes, sire, my wife.”

j.r.a.s. 1892. 4
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So the wife was sent for and asked which of the two was

her husband. And she said Sakka was her husband and

went to his side. Then in turn IUlsa’s children and servants

were brought in and asked the same question
;
and all with

one accord declared Sakka was the real Lord High Treasurer.

Here it flashed across Illlsa’s mind that he had a wart

on his head, the existence of which was known only to

himself and to his barber. So, as a last resource, he asked

that his barber might be sent for. Accordingly, the barber

was sent for and asked if he had any private means of

knowing the real from the false Illisa. “ I could tell, sire,”

said he, “ if I might examine their heads.”

“ Then look at both their heads,” said the king.

On the instant Sakka caused a wart to rise on his head, so

that, after examining the two, the barber reported that, as

both alike had got warts on their heads, he couldn’t for the

life of him say which was the real man. Hearing his last

hope thus fail him, the Lord High Treasurer fell into a

tremble; and such was his anguish at the now inevitable

loss of his beloved riches, that down he fell in a swoon.

Thereupon Sakka put forth his supernatural powers, and,

rising in the air, addressed the king thence in these words

:

‘‘Not Illisa am I, 0 king, but the great Sakka.” Then those

around dashed water on the temples of the prostrate Illisa,

who, recovering, rose to his feet and bowed to the ground

before Sakka the Archangel. Then said Sakka, “Illisa, mine

was the wealth, not thine. I am thy father; and in ray life-

time I was bountiful toward the poor and rejoiced in doing

good
;
wherefore, I am advanced to this high estate and am

Sakka, the Archangel. But thou, walking not in my foot-

steps, art a niggard and a miser
;
thou hast burned my almonry

to the ground, driven the poor from the gate, and hoarded

the riches thou didst inherit from me. Thou hast no enjoy-

ment thereof thyself, nor has any other human being; but

thy store is become like a pool haunted by ogres whereat no

man may slake his thirst. Albeit, if thou wilt rebuild mine

almonry ahd show bounty to the poor, it shall be accounted

to thee for righteousness. But, if thou wilt not rebuild mine
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almonry and show bounty, then will I strip thee of even that

which remains to thee, and cleave thy head with the thunder-

bolt of Indra, and thou shalt die.”

At this threat Illlsa, fearing for his life, cried out, “ Hence-

forth I vow to excel in good works, and chiefly in charity

to the poor.” And Sakka accepted his promise, and after

establishing his son in the Commandments and preaching

the Truth to him from mid-air, departed to his own abode.

And Illlsa proved diligent in almsgiving and other good

works, and so assured his rebirth hereafter in heaven.
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Art. III.

—

A Collection of Kammavacas. By Herbert
Baynes, M.R.A.S.

Having recently received from Mandalay through the kind-

ness of an uncle, several interesting and important Buddhist

MSS. in Pali, Burmese and Shan, I venture to lay before

the Society a Collection of Kammavacas, some of which,

though known to European scholars, have hitherto remained

inedited.

The first Manuscript is a very handsome copy of the

Kammavacam in Burmese Ritual, or ‘ tamarind-seed ’ letters

painted with a thick black resinous gum on 16 leaves of royal

discarded pasohs, each leaf containing 6 lines each side.

It begins with the Upasampada or Buddhist Ordination

Service, which is perhaps the best known of all the Kamma-
vacas, having been edited by Spiegel in 1841, by Dickson in

1881, and by Frankfurter in 1883. Then follow eight others,

namely :

—

2. Kathinadussam uppannam, ‘ the Bestowment of the

Kathina Robe.’

3. Ticlvarena avippavasa, ‘ the Investiture of a Bhikkhu

with the three Robes.’

4. Sima - sammannita samana - samvasa ekuposatha, * the

fixing of a Boundary for the Performance of the Uposatha.’

5. Thera-Sammuti, * the Election of an Elder.’

6. Nama-Sammuti, ‘ naming a Bhikkhu.’

7. Yihara - kappiyabhumi - Sammuti, ‘ the Dedication of

a Yihara.’

8. Kutivatthu - Sammuti, ‘fixing a Site for a Bhikkhu’s

Residence.’

9. Nissaya-mutta-Sammuti, ‘ Consent to a Release from

Nissaya.’
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Tlie first seven are given by Dr. Frankfurter in his Hand-
book of Pali

,
but whilst in his MS. the Bestowrnent of the

Kathina Robe comes fourth in the series, in mine it occupies

the second place. So far as I know, the eighth and ninth

Kammavacas have never been published. They are as

follows :

—

VIII.

Sunatu me bhante Samgho. Ayam itthannamo bhikkhu

samyacikaya kuti kattukaino assamikam attuddesam. So

samgham kutivatthum olokanam yacati. Yadi samghassa

pattakallam samgho itthaunaman ca itthannaman ca bhikkhu

sammanneyya itthannamassa bhikkhuno kutivatthum oloke-

tum. Esa natti.

Sunatu me bhante samgho. Ayam itthannamo bhikkhu

samyacikaya kuti kattukarno assamikam attuddesam. So

samgham kutivatthum olokanam yacati. Samgho itthanna-

man ca itthannaman cabhikkhum sammannati itthannamassa

bhikkhuno kutivatthum oloketum. Yassayasmato khamati

itthannamassa ca itthannamassa ca bhikkhunam sammuti

itthannamassa bhikkhuno kutivatthum oloketum so tunhassa,

yassa nakkhamati, so bhaseyya.

Sammannita samghena itthannamo ca ithannamo ca

bhikkhu itthannamassa bhikkhuno kutivatthum oloketum.

Ehamati samghassa tasma tunhl evam etam dharayamiti.

Let the Venerable Assembly hear me ! A certain Bhikkhu,

at his own instance, is about to build a house, not by the

direction of others, for himself to live in. So he asks the

Samgha to inspect the site. If it seem meet to the Samgha,

let it appoint such and such Bhikkhus to inspect the site of

the house with the said Bhikkhu. This is the motion.

Venerable Sirs, let the Brotherhood hear me ! A certain

Bhikkhu, at his own instance, and not by the direction of

others, is about to build a house to live in. So he asks the

Samgha to inspect the site. The Samgha appoints such and

such Bhikkhus to inspect the site for the house with the said

Bhikkhu.
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Whosoever is in. favour of appointing such and such of the

Bhikkhus to inspect the site with the said Bhikkhu, let him

be silent
;
whosoever does not approve, let him speak.

Such and such Bhikkhus have been elected by the Samgha

to inspect the site of the house with the said Bhikkhu. By
its silence the Samgha approves

;
thus I understand it.

In connexion with this Act of the Buddhist Chapter it is

well to remember the following instructions given in the

Patimokkha (iv. 6) :

Samyacikaya pana bhikkhuna kutim karayamanena assa-

mikam attuddesam pamanika karetabba. Tatr’ idam parna-

nam, dighaso dviidasa vidatthiyo sugatavidatthiya, tiriyam

sattantara, bhikkhu abhinetabba vatthudesanaya, tehi bhi-

kkhuhi vatthum desetabbam anarambham saparikkamanam.

Sarambhe ce bhikkhu vatthusmim aparikkamane samyacikaya

kutim kareyya, bhikkhu va anabhineyya vatthudesanaya,

pamanam va atikkameyya, samghadiseso.

If any Bhikkhu, at his own instance, and not b}7, the

direction of others, should get a house built for himself to

live in, he must have it built of the following dimensions.

The length twelve spans of the span of Buddha, the breadth

inside seven such spans. He must assemble the priests to lay

out the site. The site must be laid out by them so as to do

no damage [i.e. so as not to destroy white ants’ nests or the

abodes of other living things], and so as to have a clear space

round it sufficient for a cart drawn by a yoke of oxen to pass.

If any Bhikkhu, at his own instance, gets a house built on

a site where life will be destroyed, and which has not sufficient

space around, or if he fails to assemble the Bhikkhus to lay

out the site, or if he exceed the limits (named above), he is

guilty of an offence involving temporary separation from the

Brotherhood.

IX.

Aham bhante nissayamutta-sammutim icchami. So ’ham

bhante samgham nissayamutta-sammutim yacamiti. [Duti-

yam pi, tatiyam pi yacitabbo.]
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Sunatu me bhante samgho. Yadi samghassa pattakallam

samgho itthannamam bhikkhum nissayamutta-sammutim

sammanneyya. Esa natti.

Sunatu me bhante samgho. Samgho itthannamam bhik-

khum nissayamutta-sammutim sammannati. Yassayasmato

khamati itthannamassa bhikkhuno nissayamutta-sammuti so

tunhassa, yassa na kkhamati so bhaseyya.

Sammata samghena itthannamassa bhikkhuno nissaya-

mutta-sammuti. Khamati samghassa tasma tunhl, evam

etarn dharayamiti.

Being desirous, Venerable Sirs, of your consent to a

release from Nissaya, I hereby ask the Samgha, formally,

for such release. [This should be asked a second and a

third time.]

Venerable Sirs, may the Brotherhood hear me ! If it seem

meet to the Samgha, let it consent to the said Bhikkhu’s

being released from Nissaya. This is the motion.

Let the Venerable Assembly hear me! The Samgha con-

sents to the said Bhikkhu’s release from Nissaya. Whosoever

is in favour of the motion, let him be silent
;
whosoever does

not approve, let him speak.

Release has been granted to the said Bhikkhu by the

Samgha. By its silence the Samgha approves
;

thus I

understand.

The second MS. consists of 58 Talipat leaves of 5 lines in

characters which are midway between Burmese and Kam-
bodian. Like the first it begins with the Upasampadd. Then

comes what may be called the Act of the Chapter with regard

to Bhikkhus who have committed offences involving temporary

separation from the Fraternity. We have, in fact, to deal

with those questions of Probation, Penance and Rehabilita-

tion which are discussed in the first thi’ee Khandhakas of the

Cullavagga.
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Suddhantaparivasa.

Aham bhante sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajjim.

Apattipariyantam na janami, rattipariyantam na janami.

Apattipariyantam na sarami, rattipariyantam na sarami.

Apattipariyante vematiko, rattipariyante vematiko. So ’ham

bhante samgham tasam apattlnam suddhantaparivasam

yacami.

Sunatu me bhante samgho. Ayam itthannamo bhikkhu

sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajji. Apattipariyantam

na janati, rattipariyantam na janati. Apattipariyantam na

sarati, rattipariyantam na sarati. Apattipariyante vematiko,

rattipariyante vematiko. So samgham tasam apattlnam

suddhantaparivasam yacati. Yadi samghassa pattakallam

samgho itthannamassa bhikkhuno tasamapattlnam suddhanta-

parivasam dadeyya.

Esa natti.

Sunatu me bhante samgho. Ayam itthannamo bhikkhu

sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajji. Apattipariyantam

na janati, rattipariyantam na janati. Apattipariyantam na

sarati, rattipariyantam na sarati. Apattipariyante vematiko,

rattipariyante vematiko. So samgham tasam apattlnam

suddhantaparivasam yacati. Samgho itthannamassa bhi-

kkhuno tasam apattlnam suddhantaparivasam deti. Yassa-

yasmato khamati itthannamassa bhikkhuno tasam apattlnam

suddhantaparivasassa danam, so tunhassa. Dutiyam pi,

tatiyam pi etam attham vadami.

Sunatu me bhante samgho. Ayam itthannamo bhikkhu

sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajji. Apattipariyantam

na janati, rattipariyantam na janati. Apattipariyantam na

sarati, rattipariyantam na sarati. Apattipariyante vematiko,

rattipariyante vematiko. So samgham tasam apattlnam

suddhantaparivasam yacati. Samgho itthannamassa bhi-

kkhuno tasam apattlnam suddhantaparivasam deti. Yassa-

yasmato khamati itthannamassa bhikkhuno tasam apattlnam

suddhantaparivasassa danam, so tunhassa, yassa na kkhamati,

so bhaseyya. Tatiyam pi etam attham vadami.

Sunatu me bhante samgho. Ayam itthannamo bhikkhu
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sambahulii samghadisesa apattiyo apajji. Apattipariyantam

na janati, rattipariyantam na janati. Apattipariyantam 11a

sarati, rattipariyantam na sarati. Apattipariyante vematiko,

rattiparyante vematiko. So samgham tasam apattlnam

suddhantaparivasam yacati. Samgho itthannamassa bhi-

kkhuno tasam apattinam suddhantaparivasam deti. Yassa-

yasmato khamati itthannamassa bhikkhuno tasam apattlnam

suddhantaparivasassa dunam, so tunhassa, yassa na kkhamati,

so bhaseyya. Dinno samghena itthannamassa bbikkbuno

tasam apattinam suddhantaparivaso. Khamati samghassa

tasma tunhi evam etam dharayami. Parivasam sammadi-

yami. Yattam sammadiyami.

Abam bhante sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajjim.

Apattipariyantam na janami, rattipariyantam na janami.

Apattipariyantam na sarami, rattipariyantam na sarami.

Apattipariyante vematiko, rattipariyante vematiko. So ’ham

bhante samgham tasam apattlnam suddhantaparivasam yacim,

tassa me samgho tasam apattinam suddhantaparivasam adasi.

So ’ham bhante parivasassami evadivam’ aham bhante evadi-

yatiti mam samgho dharetu. Arattam nikkhippami. Pari-

vasam nikkhippami.

Parivasam samatam nitthitam.

Probation of Complete Purification.

Venerable Sirs, I have been guilty of many Samghadisesa

offences, but I am not aware of the degree of the offences

and am unaware of the duration of the times. I do not

remember the degree of the offences, nor do I remember

the duration of the times. I am uncertain as to the degree

of the offences and as to the duration of the times. So I

ask the Venerable Assembly for a probation of complete

purification on account of these offences.

Let the Venerable Fraternity hear me ! A certain Bhikkhu

has committed numerous offences involving temporary

separation from the Brotherhood, but he is not aware of

the degree of the offences and is unaware of the duration

of the times. He does not remember either the one or
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the other, and is, in fact, uncertain as to both. So he asks

the Samgha for a probation of Complete Purification on

account of these offences. If it seem meet to the Samgha,

let it impose upon the said Bhikkhu a probation of Complete

Purification on account of these offences.

This is the motion.

Yenerable Sirs, may the Samgha hear me ! A certain

Bhikkhu has committed numerous Samghadisesa offences,

but he knows neither the degrees of the offences nor the

duration of the times. He neither remembers the degree

nor the duration of the times of such offences, and is, in

fact, uncertain as to both. So he asks the Samgha to impose

upon him a probation of Complete Purification in respect

of these offences. The Samgha accordingly imposes upon

this Bhikkhu such probation. Whosoever is in favour of

the motion, let him be silent. I say the same thing twice,

nay, thrice.

Let the venerable Assembly hear me ! A certain Bhikkhu

has been guilty of many Samghadisesa offences, but he

knows neither the degree of the offences nor the duration

of the times. Of such offences he cannot call to mind either

the degree or the duration of the times, and is, in fact,

uncertain as to both. So he asks the Samgha for a proba-

tion of Complete Purification on account of such offences.

Accordingly the Samgha imposes upon him such probation.

Whosoever is in favour of the motion, let him be silent

;

whoso does not approve, let him speak ! I say the same

thing thrice.

Yenerable Sirs, let the Brotherhood hear me ! A certain

Bhikkhu has been guilty of several offences involving

temporary separation from the Samgha, but he is ignorant

alike of the degree of the offences and of the duration of

the times. He does not recollect either, and is, indeed,

uncertain as to both. So he asks the Samgha for a probation

of Complete Purification on account of these offences. And
the Samgha accordingly imposes such probation upon this

Bhikkhu. Whosoever is in favour of granting to this

Bhikkhu a probation of complete purification on account
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of these offences, let him be silent
;

whoever does not

approve, let him speak I A probation of Complete Purifica-

tion has been imposed by the Samgha upon this Bhikkhu
on account of these offences. By its silence the Samgha
approves

;
thus I understand it. I appreciate the probation,

yea, I appreciate it in its fulness !

Venerable Sirs, I have committed numerous Samghadisesa

offences, but I am ignorant alike of the degree of the offences

and of the duration of the times. I recollect neither, and

am, indeed, uncertain as to both. So I asked the Samgha
for a probation of Complete Purification on account of

these offences, and the venerable Assembly granted me such

probation. Having been thus put under probation, let the

Samgha understand that I will carry it through to the end.

I keep the probation, yea, I keep it.

The complete Probation is ended.

Charattam Manattam.

Aham bhante sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajjim.

Apattipariyantam na janami, rattipariyantam na janami.

Apattipariyantam na sarami, rattipariyantam na sarami.

Apattipariyante vematiko, rattipariyante vematiko. So ’ham

bhante samgham tasam apattinam. suddhantaparivasam

yacim, tassa me samgho tasam apattinam suddhanta-

parivasam adasi. So parivutthaparivaso aham bhante

sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajjim. Apaticchannayo.

So ’ham bhante samgham tasam sambahulanam apattinam

paticchannanan ca, apaticchannauah ca, charattam manattam

yilcami.

Suniitu me bhante samgho. Ayam itthannamo bhikkhu

sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajji. Apattipariyantam

na janati, rattipariyantam na janati. Apattipariyantam na

sarati, rattipariyantam na sarati. Apattipariyante vematiko,

rattipariyante vematiko. So samgham tasam apattinam

suddhantaparivasam yaci. Samgho itthannamassa bhikkhuno

tasam apattinam suddhantaparivasam adasi. So parivuttha-

parivaso ayam itthannamo bhikkhu sambahula samghadisesa
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apattiyo apajji. Apaticchanna)r o. So samgham tasam

sambahulanam apattlnam paticchannanan ca, apaticchanna-

nan ca, charattam man attain yacati. Yadi samghassa patta-

kallam, samgho itthannamassa bhikkliuno tasam sambahu-

lanam apattlnam paticchannanan ca, apaticchannanan ca,

charattam manattam dadeyya,

Esa natti.

Sunatu me bhante samgho. Ayam ittbannamo bhikkhu

sambabula samgbadisesa apattiyo apajji. Apattipariyantam

na janati, rattipariyantam na janati. Apattipariyantam na

sarati, rattipariyantam na sarati. Apattipariyante vematiko,

rattipariyante vematiko. So samgham. tasam apattlnam

suddhantaparivasam yaci. Samgho itthannamassa bhikkhuno

tasam apattlnam suddhantaparivasam adasi. So parivuttha-

parivaso ayam itthannamo bhikkhu sambahula samghadisesa

apattiyo apajji. Apaticchannayo. So samgham tasam sam-

bahulanam apattlnam paticchannanan ca, apaticchannanan

ca, charattam manattam yacati. Samgho itthannamassa

bhikkhuno tasam sambahulanam apattlnam paticchannanan

ca, apaticchannanan ca, charattam manattam deti. Yassa-

yasmato khamati itthannamassa bhikkhuno tasam sam-

bahulanam apattlnam paticchannanan ea, apaticchannanan

ca, charattam manattassa danam, so tunhassa, yassa na

kkhamati, so bhaseyya. Tatiyam pi etam attham vadami.

Sunatu me bhante Samgho. Ayam itthannamo bhikkhu

sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajji. Apattipariyantam

na janati, rattipariyantam na janati. Apattipariyantam na

sarati, rattipariyantam na sarati. Apattipariyante vematiko,

rattipariyante vematiko. So samgham tasam apattlnam

suddhantaparivasam yaci. Samgho itthannamassa bhikkhuno

tasam apattlnam suddhantaparivasam adasi. So parivuttha-

parivaso ayam itthannamo bhikkhu sambahula samghadisesa

apattiyo apajji. Apaticchannayo. So samgham tasam samba-

hulanam apattlnam paticchannanan ca apaticchannanan ca,

charattam manattam yaci. Samgho itthannamassa bhikkhuno

tasam sambahulanam apattlnam paticchannanan ca, apaticcha-

nnanan ca, charattain manattam deti. Yassayasmato

khamati itthannamassa bhikkhuno tasam sambahulanam
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apattlnam paticchannanaii ca, apaticchannanan ca, charattam

miinattassa danam, so tunhassa, yassa na kkhamati, so

bhaseyya. Dinnam samghena itthannamassa bhikkhuno

tasam sambahulanam apattlnam paticchannanaii ca, apati-

cchannanan ca, charattam manattam. Khamati saipghassa

tasma tunhl, evam etam dkarayami.

Aham bhante sambahula samghadisesii apattiyo apajjim.

Apattipariyantam na janami, rattipariyantam na janami.

Apattipariyantam na sarami, rattipariyantam na sarami.

Apattipariyante vematiko, rattipariyante vematiko. So

'ham bhante samgham tiisam apattlnam suddhantaparivasam

yacim, tassa me samgho tasam apattlnam suddhantaparivasam

adasi. So ’ham bhante parivutthaparivaso, aham bhante

sambahula samghildisesa apattiyo apajjim. Apaticchanniiyo.

So ’ham bhante samgham tasam sambahulanam apattlnam

paticchannanaii ca, apaticchannanan ca, charattam manattam

yacim. Tassa me samgho tiisam sambahulanam apattlnam

paticchannanaii ca, apaticchannanan ca, charattam manattam

adasi. So ’ham bhante manattam charami evadiyam’ aham
bhante evadiyatitimam Samgho dhiiretu. Yattam nikkhip-

piimi. Ma nikkhippami.

The JSIanatta Discipline.

Venerable Sirs, I have been guilty of many Samghildisesa

offences, but I am ignorant alike of the degree of the offences

and of the duration of the times. I can recollect neither,

and am, indeed, uncertain as to both. On account of these

offences I asked the Samgha for a probation of Complete

Purification, and the Samgha gave it me. After completing

this probation I committed numerous unconcealed Samgha-

disesa offences, so I ask the Samgha, on account of these

many offences, to impose upon me the Miinatta penalty.

Let the venerable assembty hear me ! A certain Bhikkhu

committed many Samghildisesa offences, but being ignorant,

uncertain, and unmindful alike of the degree of the offences

and of the duration of the times, he asked the Samgha, on

account of such offences, to impose upon him a probation
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of Complete Purification. The Samgha accordingly imposed

upon him such probation. Since completing this probation

this Bhikkhu has been guilty of many Samghadisesa offences

which he has not hidden. So he asks the Samgha, on

account of the many offences, both hidden and unhidden,

to impose upon him the Manatta penalty. If the Samgha

is ready, let it impose upon the said Bhikkhu, on account

of the said hidden and unhidden offences, the said penance.

This is the motion.

Venerable Sirs, may the Brotherhood hear me !

A certain Bhikkhu has been guilty of many Samghadisesa

offences, but he is unaware of the degree of the offences and

of the duration of the times. He recollects neither, and is,

in fact, uncertain as to both. He asked and obtained from

the Samgha a probation of complete purification on account

of these offences. Since completing this probation he has

committed numerous like offences which he has not concealed,

so he asks the Samgha, in respect of such numerous offences,

to impose upon him the Manatta penalty. The Brotherhood

accordingly gives him such penalty. Whoever is in favour

of the motion, let him be silent
;
whosoever does not approve,

let him speak. I say it thrice.

Let the venerable assembly hear me ! A certain Bhikkhu

has been guilty of many Samghadisesa offences
;
but being

ignorant, unmindful, and uncertain alike as to the degree

of the offences and as to the duration of the times, he asked

of the Samgha, and duly obtained from it, a probation of

Complete Purification. Since completing this probation the

said Bhikkhu has been guilty of many open offences, involving

temporary separation from the Brotherhood. On account of

these many open and hidden offences he asked the Samgha
for the Manatta penalty. The Samgha accordingly gives the

said Bhikkhu the said penalty. Whosoever is in favour of

the motion, let him be silent
;
on the contrary, let him speak.

The Manatta penalty has been imposed upon the said

Bhikkhu by the Samgha on account of these numerous

offences, concealed and unconcealed. By its silence the

Samgha approves
;
thus I understand it.
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Venerable Sirs, I have been guilty of many Samghadisesa

offences; but being ignorant, unmindful and uncertain alike

of the degree of the offences and of the duration of the times,

I asked the Samgha for a probation of Complete Purification

on account of these offences, and my request was granted.

After undergoing that probation I committed numerous open

Samghadisesa offences; so I asked the Samgha, on account of

the said many offences, open and hidden, for the Manatta

penalty. My request was granted. Let, therefore, the

Samgha understand, that I will fully undergo the said

penance.

I keep it, yea, I keep it

!

Abbhdna Kammardca.

Aham bhante sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajjim.

Apattipariyantam na janami, rattipariyantam na janami.

Apattipariyantam na sararni, rattipariyantam na sarilmi.

Apattipariyante vematiko, rattipariyante vematiko. So ’ham

bhante samgham tasam apattinam suddhantaparivasam yacim.

Tassa me samgho tasam apattinam suddhantaparivasam adilsi.

So ’ham bhante parivutthapariviiso, aham bhante sambahula

samghadisesa apattiyo apajjim. Apaticchannayo. So ’ham

bhante samgham tasam sambahulanam apattinam pati-

cchannanan ca, apaticchannanan ca charattam manattam

yacim. Tassa me samgho tasam sambahulanam apattinam

paticchannanaii ca, apaticchannanan ca charattam manattam

adasi. So ’ham bhante cinnamanatto samgham abbkanam

yacami.

Suniltu me bhante Samgho. Ayam itthannaino bhikkhu

sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajji. Apattipariyantam

na janati, rattipariyantam na janiiti. Apattipariyantam na

sarati, rattipariyantam na sarati. Apattipariyante vematiko,

rattipariyante vematiko. So samgham tasam apattinam

suddhantaparivasam yiici. Samgho itthannilmassa bhikkhuno

tasam apattinam suddhantaparivasam adasi. So parivuttha-

parivilso ayam itthannaino bhikkhu sambahula samghadisesa

apattijm apajji. Apaticchannayo. So samgham tasam sam-
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bahuliinam apattlnam paticchannanan ca, apaticchannanan

ca, charattam manattam yiiei. Samgho itthannamassa bliik-

kbuno tiisam sambahuliinam apattlnam paticchanniinaii ca,

apaticchannanan ca charattam manattam cinnamanatto sam-

gham abbhanam yacati. Yadi samgliassa pattakallam samgha

itthanniimam bhikkhum abbbeyya.

Esa natti.

Suniitu me bhante samgho. Ayam itthanniimo bbikkbu

sambabula samghadisesa apattiyo apajji. Apattipariyantam

na janati, rattipari)7antam na janati. Apattipariyantam

na sarati, rattipariyantam na sarati. Apattipari}rante veraa-

tiko, rattipariyante vematiko. Samgham tasam apattlnam

suddhantaparivasam yaci. Samgho itthannamassa bhikkliuno

tasam apattlnam suddhantaparivasam adiisi. So parivuttha-

parivaso aj7am itthannamo bhikkhu sambahula samghadisesa

apattiyo apajji. Apaticchannayo. So samgham tiisam

sambahulanam apattlnam paticchannanah ca, apaticchanna-

nan ca, charattam manattam yaci. Samgho itthannamassa

bhikkhuno tasam sambahulanam apattlnam paticchannanan

ca, apaticcbannanaii ca, charattam manattam adiisi. So

cinnamanatto samgham abbhanam yacati. Samgho itthanna-

mam bhikkhum abbheti. Yassayasmato khamati itthanna-

massa bhikkhuno abbhanam, so tunhassa, yassa na kkhamati,

so bhilseyya. Dutiyam pi etam attham vadami.

Suniitu me bhante samgho. Ayam itthannamo bhikkhu

sambahulii samghiidisesii iipattiyo apajji. Apattij^ariyantam

na janati, rattipariyantam na janati. Apattipariyantam na

sarati, rattipariyantam na sarati. Apattipariyante vema-

tiko, rattipariyante vematiko. So samgham tiisam apattlnam

suddhantaparivasam yaci. Samgho itthannamassa bhikkhuno

tiisam apattlnam suddhantaparivasam adasi. So parivuttha-

pariviiso ayam itthanniimo bhikkhu sambahulii samgbadisesa

apattiyo apajji. Apaticchannayo. So samgham tiisam

sambahulanam apattlnam paticchannanan ca, apaticchanna-

nan ca, charattam miinattam yaci. Samgho itthannamassa

bhikkhuno tiisam sambahulanam apattlnam paticchannanan

ca, apaticchannanan ca, chiirattam miinattam adiisi. So

cinnamanatto samgham abbhanam yacati. Samgho itthanna-

5j.r.a.s. 1892.
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mam bhikkhum abbheti. Yassayasmato kbamati itthanna-

massa bhikkhuno abbhiinam, so tunhassa, yassa na kkbamati,

so bhiiseyya. Tatiyam pi etam attham vadiitni.

Sunatu me bhante samgho. Ayam. itthanniimo bhikkbu

sambahula samghiidisesii apattiyo apajji. Apattiparijrantam

na janati, rattipariyantam na janati. Apattipariyantam. na

sarati, rattipariyantam na sarati. Apattipariyante vematiko,

rattipariyante vematiko. So samgham tiisam apattinam

suddhantapariviisam yiici. Samgho ittbanniimassa bhikkhuno

tasam apattinam suddhantapariviisam adiisi. So parivuttha-

parivaso ayam itthanniimo bhikkliu sambahula samghiidisesa

iipattiyo apajji. Apaticchanniiyo. So samghain tiisam sam-

bahuliinam iipattlnam paticchanniinaii ca, apaticchannanan ca

charattam miinattam yaci. Samgho itthanniimassa bhikkhuno

tiisam sambahuliinam apattinam paticchanniinaii ca, apati-

cchannanan ca charattam miinattam adasi. So cinnamanatto

samgham abbhiinam yacati. Samgho itthannamam bhikkhum

abbheti. Yassiiyasmato khamati itthanniimassa bhikkhuno

abbhanam, so tunhassa
;

yassa na kkhamati, so bhiiseyya.

Abbhito samghena ayam itthanniimo bhikkhu
;

khamati

samghassa tasmii tunhl
;
evam etam dharayami. Parisuddho

aham bhante. Parisuddham sllam me parisuddhetimam

samgho dhiiretu.

Abbhana-kammam samatam paripunnam nitthitam.

The Act of Rehabilitation.

Yenerable Sirs; having been guilty of many offences

involving temporary separation from the Brotherhood, and

having been ignorant, unmindful and uncertain alike of the

degree of the offences and of the duration of the times,

I asked the Samgha for a probation of complete purification

on account of such offences, and my request was granted.

After undergoing this probation, Yenerable Sirs, I committed

many open Samghiidisesa offences
;
so I asked the Samgha to

impose upon me, on account of these numerous open and

hidden offences, the Miinatta penalty, and my request was

granted. Having been subjected to that discipline, I now

ask for rehabilitation.
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Let the venerable assembly hear me ! A certain Bhikkhu

having been guilty of numerous Samghadisesa offences, and

having been ignorant, unmindful, and uncertain alike as to

the degree of the offences and as to the duration of the times,

asked the Samgha for a probation of complete purification,

and his request was granted. After undergoing such pro-

bation the said Bhikkhu committed many open Samghadisesa

offences, so he asked the Samgha on account of the numerous

open and hidden offences to put him under the Manatta

discipline. His request was granted, and now, having ac-

complished that penance, he asks the Samgha for rehabilita-

tion. If it seem meet to the Samgha, let it rehabilitate the

said Bhikkhu.

This is the proposal.

Venerable Sirs, let the Brotherhood hear me! A certain

Bhikkhu having been guilty of many Samghadisesa offences,

and having been ignorant, unmindful, and uncertain alike as

to the degree of the offences and as to the duration of the

times, asked the Samgha for a probation of complete purifi-

cation, and bis request was granted. Since undergoing that

probation the said Bhikkhu has been guilty of many Samgha-

disesa offences, some of which he has hidden, others he has

not hidden. For this cause he asked the Samgha for the

Manatta discipline, and his request was granted. Having

now accomplished that discipline, he asks the Samgha for

rehabilitation. The Samgha accordingly rehabilitates the

said Bhikkhu. Whosoever approves of the proposal, let him

be silent
;
whoso is not in favour of it, let him speak. I say

the same thing twice.

(Repeated) I say the same thing for the

third time.

(Repeated down to “speak”). The said Bhikkhu is re-

habilitated by the Samgha. By its silence the Samgha
approves

;
thus I understand it.

Venerable Sirs, I am pure. Let the Samgha believe me
to be pure and my character purified !

The complete purificatory Act of Rehabilitation is ended.
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Ten lacquered Talipat leaves, five lines each side, in

Burmese characters, constitute the third MS. It deals

with probation, penance and rehabilitation, specifying the

number of days the offences have been concealed.

Samodhanaparivasa.

Namo tassa bhagavato arahato sammasambuddhassa

!

Sunatu me bhante Samgho. Ayam itthanniimo bhikkhu

sambahula samghiidisesii apattiyo apajji. Sambahula apattiyo

ekahapaticchannayo. Sambahula apattiyo dasahapaticcha-

nnayo. So samgham tiisam iipattlnam ya apattiyo dasiiha-

paticchanniiyo tiisam agghena samodlianaparivasam yiicati.

Yadi samghassa pattakallam samgho itthanniimassa bhi-

kkhuno tiisam iipattlnam yii apattiyo dasiihapaticchannayo

tasam agghena samodhiinaparivasam dadeyya.

Esii natti.

Sunatu me bhante Samgho. Ayam itthanniimo bhikkhu

sambahula samghiidisesii apattiyo apajji. Sambahula apattiyo

ekahapaticchannayo. Sambahula iipattiyo dasiihapaticcha-

nnayo. So samgham tiisam iipattlnam ya apattiyo dasiiha-

paticchannayo tiisaxn agghena samodhiinapariviisam yacati.

Samgho itthanniimassa bhikkhuno tiisam iipattlnam yii

apattiyo dasiihapaticchannayo tasam agghena samodhiina-

pariviisam deti. Yassa\rasmato khamati itthanniimassa bhi-

kkhuno tiisam iipattlnam ya apattiyo dasahapaticchanniivo

tasam agghena samodhiinapariviisassa danam, so tunhassa,

yassa na kkhamati, so bhiiseyjra. Dutiyam pi etam attham

vadiimi. Tatiyam pi etam attham vadiimi. Dinno samghena

itthannamassa bhikkhuno tiisam apattinam ya apattiyo

dasiihapaticchannayo tiisam agghena samodhiinapariviiso.

Khamati samghassa tasma tunhl
;
evarn etam dhiirayiimiti.

Sunatu me bhante samgho. Ayam itthanniimo bhikkhu

sambahula sarnghiidisesa iipattiyo apajji. Sambahula iipattiyo

ekahapaticchannayo. Sambahula iipattiyo dasiihapaticcha-

nniiyo. So samgham tiisam iipattlnam yii iipattiyo dasaha-
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paticchannayo tasam agghena samodhanaparivasam yaci.

Samgho itthamaraassa bliikkhuno tasam apattinam ya apattiyo

dasahapaticchannayo tasam agghena samodhanaparivasam

adasi. So parivutthaparivaso ayam itthannamo bhikkhu

sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajji. Apaticchannayo.

So samgham tasam apattinam paticchannanan ca, apaticcha-

nnanah ca, charattam manattam yacati. Yadi samghassa

pattakallam samgho itthannamassa bhikkhuno tasam samba-

hulanam apattinam paticchannanan ca, apaticchannanah ca,

charattam manattam dadeyya.

Esa hatti.

Sunatu me bhante samgho. Ayam itthannamo bhikkhu

sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajji. Sambahula apattiyo

ekahapaticchannayo. Sambahula apattiyo dasahapaticcha-

nnayo. So samgham tasam apattinam ya apattiyo dasahapa-

ticchannayo tasam agghena samodhanaparivasam yaci.

Samgho itthannamassa bhikkhuno tasam apattinam ya

apattiyo dasahapaticchannayo tasam agghena samodhana-

parivasam adasi. So parivutthaparivaso ayam itthannamo

bhikkhu sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajji. Apati-

cchannayo. So samgham tasam sambahulanam apattinam

paticchannanan ca, apaticchannanah ca charattam manattam

yacati. Samgho itthannamassa bhikkhuno tasam sambahu-

lanam apattinam paticchannanan ca, apaticchannanah ca

charattam manattam deti. Yassayasmato khamati itthanna-

massa bhikkhuno tasam sambahulanam apattinam paticcha-

nnanah ca, apaticchannanah ca charattam manattassa danam,

so tunhassa, yassa na kkhamati, so bhaseyya. Dutiyam etam

attham vadami. Dinno samghena itthannamassa bhikkhuno

tasam sambahulanam apattinam paticchannanan ca, apati-

cchannanan ca charattam manattam. Khamati samghassa

tasma tunhl
;
evam etam dharayamiti.

Sunatu me bhante samgho. Ayam itthannamo bhikkhu

sambahula samghadisesa apattiyo apajji. Sambahula apattiyo

ekahapaticchannayo. Sambahula apattiyo dasahapaticcha-

nnayo. So samgham tasam apattinam ya apattiyo dasahapa-

ticchannayo tasam agghena samodhanaparivasam yaci.

Samgho itthannamassa bhikkhuno tasam apattinam ya
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apattiyo dasiihapaticchanniiyo tasam agghena samodhana-

pariviisam adasi. So parivutthaparivaso ayam itthannamo

bhikkhu sambahulii samghiidisesii apattiyo apajji. Apati-

cchanniiyo. So samgbam tasam sambahuliinam apattinam

paticchanniinari ca, apaticchanniinan ca charattam manattam

yiici. Samgho ittbanniimassa blikkbuuo tasam sambahu-

liinam apattinam paticcbanniinan ca, apaticcbanniinan ca

cbarattam manattam adasi. So cinnamanatto samgbam
abbbanam yacati. Yadi sarngbassa pattakallam samgbo

itthannamam bbikkbum abbbeyya.

Esil natti.

Sunatu me bhante samgbo. Ayam ittbannamo bbikkhu

sambabula samghadisesa apattiyo iipajji. Sambahulii apattiyo

ekahapaticchannayo. Sambahulii apattiyo dasabapaticcban-

iiyo : tasam agghena samodhanaparivasam yiici. Samgho
ittbanniimassa bhikkhuno tasam apattinam ya apattiyo dasii-

bapaticcbanniiyo tasam agghena samodhanaparivasam adasi.

So parivutthaparivaso ayam itthannamo bbikkhu sambahulii

samghiidisesa iipattiyo apajji : apaticchanniiyo. So samgham
tasam sambahuliinam iipattlnam paticchannanah ca, apati-

cchannanan ca charattam miinattam yiici. Samgho itthan-

niimassa bhikkhuno tasam sambahulanam iipattlnam pati-

ccbanniinan ca, apaticcbanniinan ca chiirattam manattam

adasi. So cinnamiinatto samgbam abbhiinam yiicati.

Samgho itthanniimam bbikkbum. abbheti. Yassiiyasmato

kbamati itthanniimassa bhikkhuno abbbanam, so tunhassa,

ya na kkhamati, so bhiiseyya.

Dutiyam pi etam attbam vadiimi. Tatiyam pi etam attham

vadiimi. Abbbito samghena itthanniimo bhikkhu : kbamati

sarngbassa tasmii tunhl
;
evam etam dhiirayiimiti.

Pariviisam sammiidiyiimi. Yattam sammadiyami. Dutiyam

pi, tatiyam pi sunkrimvrat. Parivasam nikkhippiimi. Yat-

tam nikkhippiimi. Dutiyam pi, tatiyam pi sunkrimvrat.

Manattam sammadiyami. Yattam sammadiyami. Dutiyam

pi, tatiyam pi sunkrimvrat. Manattam nikkhippiimi, vattam

nikkhippiimi. Dutiyam pi, tatiyam pi sunkrimvrat. Imina

punna kammena bhavii bbave amitta so ’gam labbbanti te.

Labbhitvii na varam.

Yibbanam piipunhi

!
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The Act of the Chapter.

Probation and Penance.

Praise be to the blessed One, the holy One, to him who has

arrived at the knowledge of all Truth !

Venerable Sirs, let the Brotherhood hear me ! A
certain Bhikkhu has committed numerous offences involving

temporary separation from the Sarngha, some of which he

has concealed for one day and others for ten days. So he

asks the Sarngha for an inclusive probation on account of

the offences which he has concealed for ten days. If it

seem meet to the Sarngha, let it impose upon him an

inclusive probation on account of the offences which he

has hidden for ten days.

This is the motion.

Let the Venerable Assembly hear me ! A certain Bhikkhu

has heen guilty of many Samghadisesa offences. Several he

has hidden for one day, several for ten days
;
and he asks the

Sarngha for an inclusive probation on account of the offences

which he has hidden for ten days. The Brotherhood imposes

upon this Bhikkhu an inclusive probation on account of the

offences which he has hidden for ten days. Whosoever is in

favour of granting an inclusive probation to this Bhikkhu on

account of the offences which have been hidden for ten days,

let him be silent
;
on the contrary, let him speak ! I say it

twice. I say it thrice.

On account of the offences which he has concealed for ten

days, the Sarngha has imposed upon the said Bhikkhu an

inclusive probation. By its silence the Sarngha approves.

Thus I understand it.

Reverend Sirs, may the Sarngha hear me ! A certain

Bhikkhu has been guilty of many Samghadisesa offences,

some of which he has hidden for one dajr and others for ten

days. On account of those concealed for ten days he asked
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the Samgha for an inclusive probation, and the Samgha im-

posed upon him such probation. Since undergoing this

probation he has committed numerous offences, involving

temporary separation from the Brotherhood, which he has

not concealed. He therefore asks the Samgha for the

Manatta penalty in respect of the offences which he has

hidden and has not hidden. If the Samgha is ready, let it

impose upon the said Bhikkhu, in respect of the many offences

hidden and not hidden, the Manatta penalty.

This is the motion.

Let the Venerable Assembly hear me ! A certain Bhikkhu

has committed numerous Samghadisesa offences, and has con-

cealed many for one day, many for ten days. He asked the

Brotherhood for an inclusive probation on account of the

offences which he had concealed for ten days, and the Samgha

accordingly imposed upon him such probation. After com-

pleting this probation the said Bhikkhu was guilty of many
Samghadisesa offences which he did not conceal, and he now

asks the Samgha for the Manatta discipline in respect of the

many open and hidden offences. The Samgha accordingly

imposes upon the said Bhikkhu on account of those numerous

hidden and unconcealed offences the Manatta penalty. Who-
soever is in favour of the motion, let him be silent

;
on the

contrary, let him speak ! I say the same thing twice.

In respect of the numerous offences, concealed and un-

concealed, the Samgha has imposed upon this Bhikkhu the

Manatta penalty. By its silence the Samgha approves. Thus

I understand.

Reverend Sirs, let the Assembly hear me ! A certain

Bhikkhu having been guilty of numerous Samghadisesa

offences, many of which he hid for one day, many for ten

days, asked the Samgha, on account of the offences which he

concealed for ten days, for an inclusive probation, and his

request was granted. After undergoing that probation the

said Bhikkhu committed numerous Samghadisesa offences

which he did not hide
;
so he asked the Samgha, on account

of the many offences hidden and unhidden, for the Manatta

discipline, and his request was granted. Having fulfilled
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that penance, he now asks the Samgha for rehabilitation. If

the Samgha is ready, let it rehabilitate the said Bhikkhu.

This is the motion.

Let the Venerable Assembly hear me ! Having been guilty

of many Samghadisesa offences, several of which he concealed

for one day and several for ten days, a certain Bhikkhu asked

the Samgha for an inclusive probation, and the Assembly

granted such probation in respect of the offences he had

hidden for ten days. After undergoing that probation he

was guilty of many Samghadisesa offences which he did not

hide
;

so he asked the Samgha, on account of the many open

and hidden offences, to impose upon him the Manatta penalty,

and his request was granted. Having completed that

penance, he now asks the Samgha for rehabilitation. The

Samgha accordingly rehabilitates the said Bhikkhu.

Whosoever is in favour of rehabilitating the said Bhikkhu,

let him be silent
;
on the contrary, let him speak ! I say the

same thing twice, nay, thrice.

The said Bhikkhu is rehabilitated by the Samgha. By its

silence the Samgha approves
;
thus I understand.

I appreciate the probation, yea, I appreciate it. [To be

repeated a second and a third time.] I keep the probation,

yea, I keep it. To be repeated twice, nay, thrice. I appre-

ciate the penance, yea, I appreciate it. To be repeated twice,

nay, thrice. I keep the penance, yea, I keep it. To be

repeated twice, nay, thrice. By this Act the evil nature

departs and the good survives
;
having thus received (rehabi-

litation), attain nothing better than Nirvana !

A noteworthy fact about this Manuscript is the sudden

appearance of a Burmese word iu the Pali text. Sunkrimvrat

seems to be equivalent to vattabbo.

With the exception of the Bhikkhu’s first confession, the

next MS. is almost identical with the preceding. It is

written on eleven leaves of lacquered royal pasohs, in letters

of the tamarind-seed form.
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Samodlianapariidsa.

Namo tassa bhagavato arabato sammasambuddbassa !

Abam bbante sambabula samgbadisesa apattiyo apajjim.

Sambahula apattiyo ekahapaticcbannayo. Sambabula apattiyo

dvlhapaticchannayo. Sambabula apattiyo tibapaticcbannayo.

Sambabula apattiyo catuhapaticchannayo. Sambabula apat-

tiyo paiicahapaticchannayo. Sambabula apattiyo chahapatic-

channayo. Sambabula apattiyo sattabapaticcbannavo. Sam-

babula apattiyo atthahapaticchannayo. Sambabula apattiyo

navahapaticchannayo. Sambabula apattiyo dasahapaticchan-

nayo. So ’bam bbante samgham tasam apattinam ya apattiyo

dasabapaticcbanna}7o tasam aggbena samodbanaparivasam

yacami. Tikkbattum yiicitabbo.

(Then follows tbe Kammavaoa as in tbe preceding MS.)

Venerable Sirs, I have been guilty of numerous offences

involving temporary separation from tbe Brotherhood.

Many I have bidden for one day, many for two daj's, several

for three days, several for four days, many for five days,

many for six days, several for seven days, several for eight

days, many for nine days and many for ten days. So I ask,

reverend Sirs, tbe Samgha to impose upon me, on account

of tbe offences which I have bidden for ten days, an

Inclusive Probation.

To be ashed three times.

In tbe first two Kammavacas the question is only put

once (iiattidutiya), but in those of Probation and Penance

it is always put thrice (natticatuttha). Tbe latter form is

also used in those Acts of the Chapter which deal with tbe

minor disciplinary proceedings, namely :

—

(a) Tajjaniya Kamma (Act of Rebuke).

(/

3

)
Nissaya Kamma (Act of Subordination).

(7)
Pabbajaniya Kamma (Act of Banishment).

(S) Patisaraniya Kamma (Act of Reconciliation).

(e) Ukkhepaniya Kammas (Acts of Suspension).
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By the publication of the above Kammavaciis may I

venture to hope that, the wish expressed by the learned

Translators of the Yinaya Texts
,

1 Dr. Rhys Davids and

Dr. Oldenberg, has been, to some extent at all events,

fulfilled ?

1 Sacred Books of the East, vol. xlii. p. xx.
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Art. IV.—Bhuridatta Jdtaka Vatthu. By R. F. St.

Andrew St. John, M.A.

Prefatory Remarks.

This translation has been made from a Burmese copy printed

at the Hanthawati Press, Rangoon, but there is nothing to

show whence the text was taken. I have also made use

of a manuscript taken from the Mandalay Library, and now

at the India Office. The gatha, which in many places seem

to be imperfect, are not given in the shape of gatha in the

Mandalay copy. In some cases the Burmese translation was

redundant, and in others defective, so in translating them,

though not a Pali scholar, I have done my best to stick to

the Pali text, receiving some valuable assistance from Prof.

Rhys Davids. The Jataka is Ho. 547 in the Ceylon List, and

what is called one of the Greater Jataka, probably composed

at a late date, as it refers to the Pandara Jataka, No. 521

[vol. v. p. 75, of Fausboll], which I have translated in a

note from another Burmese source.

The object of this very remarkable Jataka is to set forth

the general wickedness of Brahmans and the arguments in

their favour given by Kanarittha, who in a former birth

had been a sacrificial Brahman, which arguments are refuted

at length by the Bodhisat Bhuridatta. There are two points

to which I would draw special attention, which may throw

light on the date or period at which it was composed.

1st. In the twenty-first stanza of the first discourse (F.

157) there is a reference to certain practices in the country

of Kamboja, which apparently has no connexion with what
goes before.

2nd. The appellation of the snake-charmei’—Alampayano.

A derivative of this word, viz. Alampay, is now used in

Burmese to denote a person who is skilled in catching

snakes (vide Judson’s Dictionary), and it may be argued
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that this word was taken from the name of this snake-

charmer celebrated in Jat,aka-lore. I think, however, that

there is evidence to show that it was not the man’s proper

name, but the name of the trade, for I find that the words

used by the snake-charmer himself in relating the story

of the Garula are, Alampayanamantanama “ the charms

of a snake-charmer.”

The word, therefore, I take it, has its derivation from

Alam implying full, sufficient, and paya drinking or having

drunk. It may also be noted that the same word occurs

in the Sudhammacari Stories, which I have given in Folk

Lore Journal, vol. vii. part iv. p. 311, and that the Princess

Sudhamma-cari is said to have been the daughter of Madda,

a Raja of Kamboja.

It is much to be regretted that books which appear to

be published by the “ Text-book Committee of Rangoon ”

are not more carefully edited. They are full of errors.

P.S.—Since the above was written Professor Fausboll has

had the very great kindness to favour me with a copy of his

transcript of the Pali verses of this Jataka. It would have

been impossible without his aid, so graciously given, to

restore the right reading of many of them.

Bhuridatta Jataka.

(From the Burmese.)

Chapter I.
(
Nagara .)

One day, when the most excellent Buddha was residing

in the Jctavana Monastery, he came into the hall, and,

sitting down, looked round at the Rahans assembled there.

Seeing amongst them some laymen who were keeping the

fast-day, he took them as the subject of his discourse, and

said, “ O devout laymen, ye do well in keeping the fast
;

but,

inasmuch as ye have me to give you instruction, you must,

not think overmuch of your devoutness, for in past times

there have been others who, though they had no teacher,

relinquished great wealth in order to keep the fast.”
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At their request he then related the following birth-story

:

In times long past, when Brahmadatta reigned in Barii-

nasi, he appointed his eldest son to be Uparaja
;

but, seeing

that he had accumulated much wealth and many adherents,

he feared that he might become a source of danger to the

throne, and said, “ Dear son, I pray you depart into some

other country, until I shall have passed away, when you

can return and assume the royal estate, which is your in-

heritance.” The Prince, obedient to his father’s commands,

left his country as a solitary wanderer, and took up his

abode in a hut in a valley near the river Yamuna, where

he assumed the garb of an ascetic, living on the fruits

which he found in the forest. At that time a certain

Niiga lady
,

1 who had lost her husband, came up from Naga
land, and, seeing the Prince’s footprints on the river shore,

followed them till she came to the hut. The Prince being

absent, in search of fruit, she entered, and, seeing his couch

of dead leaves and other utensils, reasoned thus with herself

:

“ This hut belongs to a hermit : I will try him in order

to find out whether he be a real ascetic, or only some person

who is pretending to be one. If he be a real ascetic he

will have no carnal desires and refuse to sleep on a couch

that is adorned. If, however, he does recline on it, he will

not be a real hermit, and will be willing to become mv
husband and dwell with me in this forest.” She then went

down to Naga land, and, bringing thence some fairy flowers,

spread them on the couch and withdrew.

In the cool of the evening the Prince came back to his

hut, and, seeing the flowers, exclaimed, “ Who on earth can

have done this?” He then made his supper and fell asleep

upon the bed with sensations of delight. In the morning

he got up, and, having swept out his cell, went again in

search of fruits. When he was gone, the Nagini came again,

and, seeing that the flowers were faded and crushed, said,

“Evidently this is no hermit, but a man of ordinary pas-

sions.” She then removed the old flowers and strewed the

1 The Pali is matapatika nagamanavika.
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couch with fresh ones. The second night the Prince was

again very much astonished, but slept on the couch. In

the morning he went out and concealed himself in the

bushes near his hut to watch, and, on seeing the lovely

Nagini, came out full of love for her, and asked her who
she was. The lady replied, “ My lord, I am a Nagini, and

my husband is dead. Whence come you, my lord?” The

Prince told her that he was the son of the Raja of Baranasi,

and proposed that they should dwell together. The Nagini

at once agreed, and caused a splendid fairy palace to spring

up, in which they dwelt with all manner of delights. In

due course the Nagini bore a son, whom they named Silgara,

because he was born near the sea
;
and when he was able

to run, she had a daughter, whom they called Sarauddaja

for the same reason.

Not many years after this a hunter of Baranasi came

that way, and, recognizing the Prince, told him all that was

going on. He told the Prince he would tell the Raja all

about him, but, on reaching Baranasi, found that the Raja

was dead. On the seventh day after his decease the funeral

took place, and then the nobles consulted, saying, “ Sirs,

a country that is kingless cannot ward off the thorns of

strife, and as we know not where our Prince is, we are

powerless. We had better make ready the consecrated car 1

and send it forth in search of a king.” Whilst they were

thus deliberating, the hunter returned and reported his

discovery. As soon as the nobles heard the news, they

rewarded the hunter, and proceeded with a great retinue

as the hunter directed them. On reaching the Prince’s

dwelling, they told the Prince that he must return with

them and take up the reins of government. Upon this

the Prince went to his wife and said, “ Lady, my father has

departed this life for that of the Devas, and the nobles

have come to ask me to assume the royal estate : let us both

go and reign in Baranasi, which is twelve yojana in extent;

you, my queen, will be the chief of 16,000 ladies.” But

1 Consecrated chariot (pliussaratho), in which have been placed the four great

elements (mahiibhuta), viz. earth, air, fire, water.
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she answered, “My lord Raja, I cannot, for I am endowed

with a poison (or flame) which shows itself on the slightest

feeling of irritation, and though I feel strongly that I ought

to live with my husband, yet if I were to accompany him

and anything were to arouse my anger, those who were the

cause would be reduced to fine ashes : for this reason I cannot

go with you.” Next morning she entreated him as follows :

“My dear lord, since I cannot accompany you, and these

children of ours, though Nagas, are still to a certain extent

human, be kind to them, if you really love me. Being of

a race that lives in the waters, they are very tender, and

cannot bear the rays of the sun
;

cause therefore, I pray

you, that they make vessels to hold water, in which they may
be conveyed, and when they arrive at Baranasi have a tank

made for them to sport in.” Having thus spoken, she passed

round him by the right hand and, after saluting him and

embracing both the children, departed weeping to serpent-

land.

So the Raja, heavy at heart and with brimming eyes,

went forth from their palace to where the nobles were

waiting for him, and when they had poured over him the

water of consecration, he directed them to prepare the vessels

in which to carry his children. When the vessels had

been prepared, he directed that they should be placed on

wheels and filled with water. In course of time they got to

Baranasi, which was decorated for the occasion, and remained

for seven days in a great pavilion surrounded by singers

and dancers, whilst the nobles drank sweet liquors .
1 The

Rajii then ordered a lotus tank 2 to be made for the children

to play in.

One day, when the}
7 were letting the water into the tank,

a tortoise got in by accident, and being unable to get out

concealed himself there. When the Prince and Princess

were swimming about, one day, it put its head above the

water and looked at them. The children, seeing the tortoise,

fled in terror to their father, and told him there was a

1 Mahapanam, great enjoyment, or big drink.
2 Pokkharanl.

j.b.a.s. 1892. 6
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demon in the tank. The King summoned his attendants,

and ordered that the tortoise should be caught. When it

was found and brought, and the children declared that it

was the demon that had frightened them, he ordered that

it should be punished.

One nobleman suggested that it ought to be pounded in

a mortar, another said that it ought to be boiled and eaten,

another that it should be roasted; but one noble who was

afraid of water, suggested that it should be thrown into

a whirlpool in the river Yamuna. On hearing this, the

tortoise put out its head and said, “ O Raja, what have

I done ? It would be a terrible punishment to throw me
into a whirlpool, and I am ready to undergo an)7 punishment

rather than that.”

The King, being very angry, at once ordered that the

tortoise should be thrown into the whirlpool, and when the

sentence had been executed, the tortoise was sucked down

by the current to serpent-land.

Just then a son of Dhatarattha, the Kiio-a king, was

sporting in the whirlpool, and seeing the tortoise, ordered

it to be seized
;
whereupon the tortoise, who saw himself

in a worse plight, cried out, “ Friends, why do you, who

are the servants of Dhatarattha, treat me so roughly ? I am
an ambassador 1 from the Raja of Baranasi, named Citta-

ciila, and he has sent me to inform your lord Dhatarattha

that he wishes to give him his daughter in marriage. Take

me before your Raja.” When the Naga youths heard this,

they took him before the Raja. But the Raja was displeased

and said, “The Raja of Baranasi ought not to have sent

such an ugly fellow as this as his ambassador.”

The tortoise called out, “ 0 Raja of the Nilgas, why
do you say this ? Ought an ambassador to be as tall as

a palm tree ?
2 Ambassadors, whether they be tall or short,

are estimated after the manner in which they perform their

duties. 0 Raja, my master the King of Baranasi has many
ambassadors : on land he employs men, and in the air

1 Duto, an emissary.
2 Talo, Corypha.
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birds
;

I am Cittaciila the tortoise, no common tortoise,

but a nobleman and bosom friend of the Raja; do not

revile me.”

Then the King of the Nitgas inquired on what business

he had been sent, and the tortoise answered, “ My lord, our

master has made friends with all the kings who are on the

face of the earth, but has not yet made an alliance with

Dhatarattha, the King of the Nagas
;
he is, however, willing

to give you his daughter Samuddaja in marriage, and ordered

me to come to your majesty and inform you. Do not delay,

0 Raja, but send some messengers with me to arrange the

day for the wedding.”

Dhatarattha, being pleased at this speech, summoned some

of the Naga youths, and directed them to go to Baranasi

and arrange the wedding. So they went with the tortoise
;

but just before they got to Baranasi, the tortoise, seeing

a pool of water handy, slipped into it and hid himself under

pretence of gathering lilies as a present. After waiting

some time for the tortoise, they went on, and taking human
form went into the presence of the Raja.

The King asked them why they had come and they

answered, “ Your Majesty, we have been sent by Dhata-

rattha, the King of the Nagas, and we trust that your

Majesty is in good health.” The Raja then asked them

what special business they had been sent on, and they

said :

1. Yam kanci ratanam atthi Dhatarattha-nivesane,

Sabbani te upiiyantu
;
Dhitaram dehi Rajino.

“ Whatever treasure there is in Dhatarattha’s palace,

Let all by thee be acquired
;
thy daughter give to the

Raja.”

On the King hearing this, he was enraged, and answered :

2. Na no vivaho niigehi katapubbo kudacanam

Tam vivaham asamyuttam, 1 katham amhe karomase.

Asamyuttam, according to means a bestial union.
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“ Not we a wedding with serpents contracted ever

aforetime,

That wedding, that improper union, how can we

(human) perform it?”

Hearing this, the Naga youths thought, “ Of a truth this

Raja belongs not to a race that is suitable to match with

our King Dhatarattha, and yet he sent his ambassador

Cittacula to say he would give his daughter : we must

display our power, and frighten this King of Baranasi, who
has insulted our Raja.” So they said :

3. Jivitam nuna mocattam 1 ratthara va manujadhipa

Na hi nage kupitamhi ciram jivanti tadisa.

“ Surely now, both life and kingdom are rejected by

thee, Raja,

Should the serpent-king be angry, such as thou art

would not live long.”

4. Yo tvam deva manussosi iddhimantam 2 aniddhima

Yarunassa niyam puttam Yamunam atimannasi.

“ Thou, who art of men a ruler, him almighty, thou

so puny,

Varuna’s own son, Yamuna, 3 do’st thou purposely

insult then ?
”

The Raja of Baranasi exclaimed :

5. Natimannami rajanam Dhatarattham yasassinam

Dhatarattho hi naganam bahiinam api issaro.

“ Indeed I despise not your king Dhatarattha the

famous,

Dhatarattho, forsooth, of Naga-hordes many the ruler.”

1 The B.M.S. reads cattam.
2 Though iddhimo is given by Childers as supernatural!;/ powerful, it is not so

in Burmese translation.
3 Yamunam, the Burmese translates as beneath Yamuna, and not as a

patronymic.
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6. Ahi mahanubhavo pi na me dhitaram araho

Khattiya ca Yidehiinam abhijata Samuddaja.

“ A serpent, tbougb be be migbty, is not of my
daughter worthy

;

A princess she of Yidehas, high-born lady Samuddaja.”

On hearing this, the young Nagas were very wroth and

said, “ Though we could now slay the King of Baranasi,

with the breath of our nostrils, since we are under our

master’s order to arrange a marx-iage and not commit

destruction, it will not be right for us to do so
;

so we will

go and report the matter to our Lord.” They therefore

returned to serpent-land, and on arrival there the Serpent

King questioned them, saying, “ Dear sirs, how is it ?

Have you brought the Princess Samuddaja? ” The enraged

messengers answered, “ 0 Raja, you sent us to the King

of Baranasi without knowing the truth of the matter
;

if

you are angi’y and desire to slay us, do it here in serpent-

land. The Raja of Baranasi was puffed up with pride and

reviled thee.” Thereupon the Serpent King ci'ied :

7. Kambalassatara utthentu sabbe nage nivedaya

Baranasim pavajjantu ma ca kiiici vihethayun.

“Let the Kambals 1 and Assatars rise, the serpent hordes

(quickly) inform,

Baianasi let them invade, but let them not hurt any one.”

When all the serpent tribes had assembled, they said, “ 0
Raja, if we are to go to Baranasi and slay no one, what

are we to do ? ” And the Raja answered :

8. Nivesanesu sobbhesu rathiya caccaresa ca,

Rukkhaggesu ca lambantu vitata toranesu ca.

“ Into the houses, the gardens, into the streets and the

markets,

Upon the trees, too, entwining, spreading yourselves

in the gateways.”

1 The Kambalo (a woollen cloth) and Assataro (mules) were Naga tribes.
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9.

Ahara pi sabbesetena mabata sumabam puram
Parikkhipissam bhogehi Kasinam janayam bhayara ti.

“ I too, white-shining all over, enormous, to this

spreading city,

On all sides enwrapt by my coils, to Kasi-men I will

cause terror.”

10. Tassa tarn vacanam sutva uraga ’nekavannino

Baranasim pavajim.su na ca kauci vihethayun ti.

“The instant they heard his order, those serpents of

various hue,

Baranasi city pervade, but never a one do they injure.”

11. Nivesanesu sobbhesu rathiya caccaresu ca

Rukkhagesu ca lambimsu vitata toranesu ca.

“ Into the houses, the gardens, into the streets and the

markets,

Upon the trees too they twisted, spreading themselves

on the gates too.”

12. Te su desvana lambanta puthu kandimsu nariyo

Nage sondikate 1 disva passasante mukum muhum.

“ On these, when they saw them entwining, great was

the wailing of women
;

The snakes’ hoods distended beholding, their hissings

repeated in rage.”

13. Baranasim pavyadhita atura samapajjatha

Baba paggayha pakkandum dhitaram dehi Rajiuo.

“ In Bariinasi then, the people sore stricken with terror

and dread,

Cried with their hands clasped in prayer, ‘Thy daughter

give to the Raja.’ ” 2

1 Sondikate is translated in B.M. having their hoods expanded.
2 The above verses (10 to 13) are not given in the Rangoon edition, but are

from Professor Fausboll’s MS., and also in the Mandalay MS.
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Thus they spread themselves all over the city of Baranasi

in the houses, the streets, and water-tanks, at midnight.

And the four young Nagas who had acted as ambassadors,

twining their bodies round the legs of the couch on which

the King was sleeping, spread out their hoods and showed

their fangs and hissed loud enough to split his head.

Dhatarattha the Naga King, too, overshadowed the whole

city. Those who woke up in the night and stretched out

their hands or feet felt nothing but hissing serpents, and

shrieked out “ Alas ! the serpents, the serpents.” Some
struck lights, and looking out saw the serpents writhing

and twining themselves all over the gates and battlements

and with one voice shrieked and wailed. So the whole city

was in confusion, and when the day dawned, all the people,

fi’om the King downwards, were in a state of terror and

cried out,
“ 0 great Lord of the Nagas, why do you thus

torment us ? ” The serpents answered, “ Your king sent

an ambassador to our king promising his daughter in

marriage, and afterwards treated our ambassadors with

contumely, acting deceitfully and treating our king as

though he were nought but a brute beast
;

verily if your

king gives not his daughter to our king, we will destroy

this city and all its inhabitants.”

On hearing this, the people answered, “ 0 great Nagas,

be not afraid, but open a road for us to go to the palace

and we will entreat our king.” So the Nagas allowed them

to pass, and the people assembled at the door of the palace

and wept with a great lamentation. The Queen, too, with

all the ladies of the palace, cried out, “ 0 Raja, give your

daughter Samuddaja to the King of the Nagas.” The four

young Nagas round the King’s couch cried out, “Give,

give !

” 1

So the King of Baranasi was stricken with terror and

shrieked out thrice, “ I will give my daughter Samuddaja

to Dhatarattha the king of the Nagas.”

When he had uttered these words, all the Nagas retired

1 This is the rough translation of verses 10 to 13.
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to a distance of three leagues from Baranasi and dwelt in

a city which they had built for the purpose
;
they also sent

suitable presents for the Princess. The Raja of Baranasi

received the presents and informed the messengers that he

would send his daughter in due state. He then sent for

Samuddaja and taking her to an upper chamber in a turret

of the palace, opened the window, and said, “ My darling

daughter, look at that beautiful city. I am going to give

you in marriage to the Raja of that city, where you will be

a queen. It is not far from here, and when you call to

mind your parents, it will be easy to return and see them.”

Having thus spoken persuasively, he caused her to wash

her head, and when she had been decked in jewels and rich

garments, he sent her in a carriage 1 with a retinue of nobles.

The nobles of the Nagas also came out to meet her with

great honour. They then entered the Niiga city and

presented her to the King, who sent them back to Baranasi

with rich presents. The King of the Nagas placed the

Princess in a splendid palace on a magnificent couch sur-

rounded by Niiga damsels in human form, where she soon

fell into a deep sleep.

Then Dhatarattha, accompanied by all his hosts, departed

thence to serpent-land, and when the Princess woke up and

saw all the Naga palaces and gardens, which were like those

in the land of the Hevas, she inquired of her attendants,

saying, “ This country is very splendid and not like my
own native land, whose country is it?” and they answered
“ Lady, it is the city of your lord and husband, Dhatarattha,

the King of the Nagas; it is not suitable for those who have

not acquired merit. Since you have acquired merit, you

have obtained this fairy dwelling-place and wealth.” King

Dhatarattha issued a proclamation to be made by beat of

drum throughout all serpent-land, saying, “ Let no one dare

show himself to Queen Samuddaja in serpent form.” So

the Princess dwelt happily with Raja Dhatarattha, unaware

that she was not in the country of men.

Paticchannajoggam, covered court ynnce.
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Chapter II.
(
Uposatha.)

Now in due course Queen Samuddaja bore a son to Dhata-

rattha, and as he was very beautiful, be was called Sudassana.

Again, she bore another, who was named Datta. He was

the Bodhisat. After this she bore Subhoga, and then a

fourth, who was called Arittha. Up to that time Queen

Samuddaja did. not know that she was in serpent-land
;
but

one day some one said to the little Arittha, “ Your mother

is not a Naga, but a human being;” so he determined to

put her to the test, and one day when at her breast he

changed himself into serpent form and coiled his tail round,

his mother’s instep. When the Queen saw this, she was

terrified, and, shrieking, struck him to the earth with her

hand, and one of her finger nails happening to injure his

eye, he became blind in that eye, and the blood ran out.

Dhatarattha, hearing the Queen cry out, asked what was

the matter, and hearing what Prince Arittha had done,

threatened to have him slain. But Queen Samuddaja said,

“ 0 Raja, one of his eyes is put out, do not punish him

further, be merciful I pray you.” So the Raja, out of love

for his Queen, pardoned him. From that day Queen

Samuddaja knew that she was in serpent-land, and her

son Arittha was called Kanarittha. 1

Now when the Prince was grown up, their father divided

his country into five parts, and gave them each a division

with a proper retinue. He kept one division for himself.

Sudassana, Subhoga and Kanarittha used to come once a

month to see their father, but Datta came every fortnight,

and if there was any difficult question, he would solve it.
2

When he went with his father to Virupakkha, 3 he also solved

any difficult questions that were asked. One day Viru-

pakkha went with all the Naga hosts to Tavatimsa to do

homage to Sakko, and a difficult question was mooted.

When no one was able to solve it, the Bodhisat Datta

1 Kino, one-eyed.
2 The Burmese always use the Sanskrit form prasna for the Pali word

panho.
3 Yirupakkho, the King of all Nagas and Regent of the West.
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explained it, at which Sakko was delighted, and said, “Dear
son, Datta, you are as full of wisdom as the earth is thick,

from henceforth you shall be called Bhuri-datta.” 1

From that day he remained in attendance on Sakko .
2

Seeing Sakko in his palace, called Vejayanta, surrounded

by beautiful fairies dressed in goodly apparel and covered

with jewels, he was desirous of becoming a Deva, and

thought, “ What advantage is there in being a raw-flesh 3

eating Naga? I will return to serpent-land and keep the

fast-days.” So he returned to serpent-land, and said, “Dear
father and mother, I intend to keep the fast-days.” They

answered, “ Dear son, do as you wish, but, if you keep them

outside serpent-land, on the surface of the earth, there will

be danger.” The Bodhisat answered, “ Good, I will keep

them in a quiet garden in serpent-land.”

However, whilst thus engaged, the young Naga girls

surrounded him, playing on various instruments, and dis-

turbed him
;

so he said, “ I cannot keep the fast properly

here, I will go to the country of men;” but, fearing that

his parents might prevent him, he called his wives and

said, “ Ladies, I intend to go to the country of men and

coiling myself round an ant hill at the foot of a banyan tree

on the banks of the Yamuna, keep a fourfold fast : on the

morning of the following day come with all your retinue

and musicians, and conduct me back to serpent-land.”

Having thus instructed them, he went and coiled himself

on the top of an ant hill and reflected thus, “ If any one

desires to take my skin, my sinews, my bone or my blood,

let him do so.” Then, making himself rigid like the log

of a harrow, he kept the fast. When Aruna sent forth

his rays, the Naga women came as directed and conducted

him back to Naga-land, and in this manner he fasted

many times.

1 Bhuri in Pali means both earth and wisdom.
2 The Burmese form of Sakko is Sikra. The Sanskrit form Sakra, adapted to

Burmese by changing a to i, which makes it thi-kya, i.e. “ He who knows and
hiars."

3 I find the Pali word is manduka bhakkhena The mistake has

occurred through the similarity of the Burmese words plia a frog, and thaJitsh.

So, green and raw being the same word, green-frog became raw-Jtesh.
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Chapter III.
(
Nagarapavesanct .)

Now at that time there dwelt in a village near the gate

of Baranasi a Brahman (named Nesada), who, with his son

Somadatta, used to get his living by killing deer. One day

this Brahman, not being able to find even a lizard, said,

“ Dear son Somadatta, if we go home empty-handed, your

mother will scold.” Just then they came close to the place

where the Bodhisat was fasting and went down to the

Yamuna to drink. On coming up they saw the track of

a deer, so the Brahman said to his son, “ Somadatta, I see

the footprints of a deer, stand still for a little and I will

shoot it. Then taking his bow and arrows, he remained on

the watch at the foot of a tree. The deer came down to

drink and the Brahman shot at it, but it made off, leaving

traces of its blood. The two hunters followed it up, and

when they found it, the sun was just setting, and they arrived

at the banyan tree where the Bodhisat was fasting. They

agreed that they would go no further that night, and,

having hid away the carcase of the deer, climbed into the

tree. In the morning the Brahman woke up, and just

then the Naga ladies had come to escort Bhuridatta back

to serpent-land. Hearing the sound of their music, he

tried to waken his son Somadatta, but being unable, he

let him sleep and went alone, and going up to the Bodhisat

said

:

1

14. Pupphabhiharassa vanassa majjhe

Ko lohitakkho vihalantaranso

Ka kambukayuradhara suvattha

Titthanti nariyo dasa vandamana.

“In the midst of a forest full of flowers fit for offering's,

Who is this red-eyed, mighty, broad-chested one ?

Who these gold-bedeckt, well-adorned ones,

These women, thy slaves, who stand in obeisance ?
”

1 The Pali stanzas, if any, are wanting in the Rangoon edition, hut are given
split up in the Burmese MS.

;
as uuder by Professor i’ausboll.
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15. Ko tvam brahabithu yanassa majjhe

Yirocasi ghatiisitto va aggi

Maha-Sakko annataro ’si yakkho

Uduliu nago ’si mahanubhavo ti.

“ Who art thou, strong-armed one, in midst of this

forest ?

Beauteous (I ween art thou) as butter-fed fire.

Art Sakko or some other Yakkho ? 1

Or art thou a Naga of great might ?
”

The Bodhisat answered :

16. Nago ham asmi iddhimil tejasi durabhikkamo

JDasseyyum tejasi kuddho phltam janapadam api.

“ A Naga I am, of great power, in glory surpassing,

Should I bite with my poison in wrath, e’en prosperous

townships (would be destroyed).” 2

17. Samuddajii ti me mata Dhatarattho ca me pita

Sudassana kanittho ’smi Bhuridattati mam vidu.

“Samuddajii is my mother, Dhatarattha too my father,

Suddassana my younger brother, Bhuridatta ’tis they

call me.”

After he had said this, he reflected, “This Brahman is

a cruel old fellow
;

if he were to point me out to a snake-

charmer, I should incur great danger. I will therefore cariy

him off to serpent-land and endow him with great wealth,

and so be able to continue my fasts in security.” He there-

fore said to the Brahman, “ Come with me to serpent-land

and see all its delights. I will give you great wealth.”

The Brahman answered, “ My lord, I am not alone, but

my son is up in the tree : if he may come too, I will go.”

After saying, “ Call your son,” the Bodhisat said :

1 Yakkho, a superhuman being.
2 The Burmese MS. supplies bhasrna bhaveyya would become ashes. Tejo

flame, power, is also translated poison.
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18. Yam gambhlram sadavattam rahadam bhasmam
avekkhasi

Esa dibbo mamavaso aneka-sata-poriso. 1

“ This profound and ever-boiling pool, so dread, behold

(I pray you),

’Tis my supernatural dwelling, deeper than a hundred

fathoms.”

19. Mayura konca bhirudam nllodam vana-majjhato

Yamunam pavisa mabhito khemam vakavantam sivam.

“ Peacock and heron rejoicing, dark water in midst of

the wood,

Yamuna plunge into without fear, ’tis a realm of bliss

and delight.”

He then bore away both father and son to serpent-land,

and on arriving there they changed their human appearance

to that of fairies. The Bodhisat gave them much riches

and five hundred fairy wives. So the two Brahmans enjoyed

great wealth and the Bodhisat was able to keep his fasts.

Every half-moon he came to see his father and mother

and preach the law
;

then he went to the Brahmans and

inquired after their health and wishes.

One day the old Brahman, after about a year had passed,

felt unhappy, and wishing to return to the country of men,

began to feel as if serpent-land were hell, and all the

beautiful ornamented palaces like prisons, and the lovely

Naga girls like devils
;

so he determined to go and talk to

Somadatta. On getting there he said, “ Dear son, are you

happy here ? ” Somadatta replied,
“ Dear father, why

should I not be happy ? are you not happy too ? ” His

father answered, “ Dear son, it is long since I have seen

your mother, brothers, and sisters, I am unhappy, let us

go away.” At first Somadatta refused
;
but as his father

besought him, he at last consented. The old Brahman
thought, “ If I tell Bliuridatta that I am unhappy, he will

1 Poriso, lit. a man, whose height represents a fathom.
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only heap more wealth on me. I mast pretend to praise his

wealth and splendour, and ask him why he relinquishes

them to go and fast on earth. If he says that he fasts in

order to go to Deva-land, I will say that we too must go

back in order to get permission from our relatives to become

ascetics : if I put it in this way, he will not be able to refuse,

but will give me permission to return to earth.” Shortly

after this Bhuridatta came, and the old Brahman said :

“ Bhuridatta, in thy kingdom, this land complete in

every way.” 1

21. Samil samanta parito bahuta tagara mahl

Indagopaka sanchanna sobhati harituttama.

“ Where, ever through the live long year, this land of

many tagra trees,

With golden fireflies o’erspread, is bright with new
sprung grass.”

22. Rammani vana-cetyani ramma hamsupakiyita

Opuppha paduma titthanti pokkharanno sunimmita.

“Delightful are its sacred places; pleasant is it with the

sound of wild fowl.

Covered with lotus buds, in it abundant water tanks

well fashioned lie.”

23. Atthamsa-sukata thamba sabbe veluriyamaya

Sahassa-thamba pasada purii kannahi jotare.

“ With well-wrought eight-faced posts, all made of

precious stone.

Thy thousand-pillared palace stands, full of fair virgins,

dazzling bright.”

1 Verse 20 of Fausboll’s gatha is not in the Mandalay MS. and does not seem,

to fit in anywhere, but is replaced by the half stanza

:

“ Bhuridatta tava bbavane ayaru tnahi sama samanta parito.”
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24. Vimanam upapannosi dibbapunnehi attano

Asambadham sivara rammam accanta-sukha-samhitam.

“ Thou hast a fairy palace, acquired by thy merit

;

So boundless, auspicious, agreeable, all else exceeding

in bliss.”

25. Marine Sahassanettassa vimanam nabhikamkhasi

Iddhi hi tasam vipula Sakkasseva jfitimato ti.

“ Methinks thou canst not want even the palace of the

King of Gods,

For thy wondrous power is even great as his.”

On hearing these stanzas Bhiiridatta said,

26. Manasapi na pattabbo anubhavo jutimato

Pancarayara ananam va indanam vasavattinam. 1

“Friend Brahman, do not say this; my wealth is far less

than that of Sakko
;

it is like comparing a mustard seed

with Mount (Sinneru) Meru, my wealth being the mustard

seed. We are but servants of Sakko, and ought not to be

put in comparison with him.”

27. Tam vimanam abhijjhaya amaranam sukkhesinam

ITposatham upavasanto semi vammlka-muddhaneti.

“Wishing to obtain that palace everlasting, ever peaceful,

On the fast day, doing penance, I lie coiled upon an ant

hill.”

Hearing this the Brahman, thinking with joy that he

would get his desire, answered

:

28. Aharn ca migam esano saputto pavasim vanam

Tam mam matam va jivam va nabhivedanti hataka.

“ I too in pursuit of a deer with my son came into this

wood,

He and I, dead or alive, our nearest relatives know not.”

1 The Mandalay MS. gives a different reading of last line, viz. :

Paricariyamananam indanam vasavattinam yasassapi amhakam yaso na agghati.
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29. Amantaye Bhuridattam Kasi-puttam yasassinam

Taya no samanunnata api passamu natake.

“ I let thee know, Bhuridatta, 0 noble scion of Kasi,

If thou wilt give us permission, once more we shall see

our kinsfolk.”

To this the Bodhisat replied :

30. Eso vata me chando yam va sesi mam antike

Na hi etadisa kama sulabha honti manuse.

“ Yea, ’tis indeed my desire that you should dwell in my
presence

;

For not forsooth are such pleasures with ease obtained

by all mortals.”

31. Sace tvam icchaye vatthum mama kamehi piijito

Maya tvam samanuiinato sotthim passahi natake.

“But if thou desirest not to dwell with my delights

duly honoured,

To thee I give free permission in safety to see thy kins-

folk.”

The Bodhisat then presented the Brahman with a ruby

wishing ring that would grant all his desires, and said :

32. Dharay’ imam manim dibbam pasu putte ca vindati

Arogo sukhito hoti gaccheviidaya brahmana.

“ He who bears this fairy ruby flocks and herds and sons

possesses,

Free from sickness, happy is he; taking it, depart, 0
Brahman.”

The Brahman replied

:

33. Kusalam patinandilmi Bhuridatta vaco tava

Pabbajissami jinno ’smi na karne abhipatthaye.
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“ Health and thanks to thee I offer, Bhuridatta, for thy

kindness

;

I intend to be a hermit, old I am and nought desire I.” 1

The Bodhisat then said: “0 Brahman, since you are

determined to be an ascetic, so be it; but if at any time

through inability to carry out your vows, you relinquish

that life, come to me, without fear, and I will give you

great wealth.”

“Bhuridatta, Prince of Nagas,” said the Brahman, “your

words are very pleasant : in the hour of need I will certainly

come to you for help.”

The Bodhisat then summoned some Naga youths and

directed them to conduct the Brahman and his son back

to the country of men
; so they took them close to the city

of Bariinasi and left them. The Brahman then said to his

son, “Dear Somadat, this is the spot where I killed the deer,

and here I slew a wild boar;” and thus conversing about

the old familiar haunts, they came to a pool of water, in

which they proceeded to bathe
;
and as soon as they went

into the water, their fairy garments disappeared, and their

old garments came in place of them, and their bows and

arrows. Then Somadatta wept and said, “Father, to what

misery we have returned after so much magnificence!”

But the old Brahman replied, “ Son, be not afraid, deer

are not scarce in the forest, and we can still get our liveli-

hood by killing them.” Thus conversing they arrived at

their home.

When Somadatta’s mother heard that her husband and

son had arrived, she ran out to meet them, and, bringing

them into the house, set food and drink before them. When
he had eaten and drunk, he fell asleep, and then she said

to her son, “ Dear Somadat, you and your father have been

absent for a long time, what city have you been residing

in ? ” He said, “ Dearest mother, Bhuridatta, the King of

the Serpents, carried us both off to his country, but, though

1 34, 35, 36, and 37, are not given as gatha in the Burmese version.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 7
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we enjoyed great wealth and pleasure there, we were un-

happy and have come back.” “ If that is true,” said the

Brahmaness, “ have you brought any precious stones with

you?” “No,” said Somadat, “we have brought none.”

“ Didn’t the Serpent King give you a single thing ? ” asked

the mother. “ He offered my father a ruby ring, mother,

but he would not take it
;
and I heard him tell the Serpent

King that as soon as he got back to earth, he would turn

hermit.” “Ah!” said the Brahmaness, “he has forsaken

his wife and family all these long years, and I have had

all the trouble of feeding the household, whilst he has been

enjoying himself, and now he wants to become a hermit!”

So in a furious passion she began to belabour her husband

with the stirring stick, saying, “Heh! Brahman, what do

3
rou mean by coming back from Bhuridatta’s country after

refusing the wishing ring ? You are going to be a hermit,

are you? Very well, get out of my house sharp, will

you !

”

The Brahman cried out, “ Madam, do not get into such

a passion
;
deer are not scarce in the forest. I will practise

my calling as a hunter, and support you and your family.”

He then went off with his son into the forest.

Now at that time a Garula was perched on the top of

a silk cotton tree in a forest on the shore of the southern

ocean, flapping its wings, by which means it divided

the waters and seized a Niiga that was below. In those

days the Garulas did not know the proper way of seizing

a Niiga, and used to seize them by the head ;
but

afterwards, through the advice of a hermit, which is

related iu the Pandara Jataka
,

1 they learnt to seize

1 The Pandara Jataka is to be found in Jataka, vol. v. p. 75, and the Burmese
version from the Maniratanapon is attached to this as a note.

In the country of Buranasi, when Brahmadat was king, 500 sailors were

wrecked in the sea, and, by the force of the wind, one of them was carried to

Karampira harbour. On account of his emaciated body, people said, “This
ascetic is a person of small requirements,” so they kept him. Thinking that he

was now well off, and to keep up his character, when they offered him garments

he declined them. The people, thinking it was impossible to find a more
abstemious man, had a great regard for him and built him a cell, and he was known
far and wide as the “ Naked oue of Karampira” (Karampira acelaka). A prince

of the Nagas and a prince of the Garulas used to come and worship him, and one
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them by the tail. This Garula, however, not knowing the

right way, seized this Naga by the head, and carried it

off wriggling to the Himavanta forest. There was also at

that time in the country of Kasi an ascetic Brahman, who

dwelt occasionally in a cell in the Himavanta, near which

there was a great banyan tree, and as this hermit was sitting

at the foot of the tree, the Garula flew past with the Naga.

The Naga twisted its tail round the branches of the banj’an

tree, but the strength of the Garuja was such that it carried

off the tree with the Naga, without being aware that it

had done so. The Garula, perched in a tree, devoured the

Naga’s entrails, and threw the body into the sea, whereujDon

the banyan tree fell with a crash. The Garula looked round

to see what it was, and thought, “ Why, this must have

been the banyan tree, that grew by the hermit’s cell. I

must go and find out whether he is angry with me for what

has been done.” So he flew down to the hermit’s cell, and,

having taken up a reverent attitude, said, “ 0 hermit, what

is this level spot !
” The hermit answered, “ 0 Garula,

my supporter, a Garula came flying by here with a Naga,

and as he passed the Naga twisted its tail in the banyan

tree and it was carried away.” “ Is the Garula to be blamed,

0 hermit?” “No, Garula, the Naga did it in self-defence,

and is not to be blamed.” “ Reverend Sir, I am that Garula,

and I am much gratified at the manner in which you have

replied to my questions
;

I know a charm that will keep

day, when so engaged, the Garula said, “We Garulas when catching Nagas
are often destroyed by drowning, there must he some secret cause for this

;
when

the Niiga comes, ask him the reason and let me know.” The ascetic agreed, and
when the Naga came, he questioned him; and the Naga said, “ If I were to tell

this, all the future generations of Nagas would he destroyed
; hut if you will

promise not to reveal it, I will tell you.” The ascetic promised, saying, “ If I

do, may my head be split in seven !
” The Naga then said, “ When the Garulas

are going to swoop, we make ourselves a thousand cubits long and swallow a
great rock and then show fight with our heads, so when the Garulas seize our
heads they cannot lift us and get drowned

;
hut if the Garulas seized us by the

tail and held us upside down, we should vomit the rock.” The hermit, however,
did not keep his promise, but told the Garu]a. The Garula, therefore, went and
seized the Naga, and whilst he was being carried off, he told the Garula how
he had been deceived. The Garula took pity on him, and telling him that it

is always best to keep secrets, let him go. The Niiga then wished that the
punishment of oath-breaking should befall the hermit, and immediately his head
split into seven pieces and he went to Avici.
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off all serpents, and will impart it to you for your kindness.”

The hermit answered, “ I liave no need for snake-charms,

go in peace.” But the Garula insisted and taught him the

charm.

There was also at this time a poor Brahman in Biiranasi

who was sore pressed by his creditors, so he went out into

the forest, saying, “ It is better that I should die there than

continuing to live in this wretched manner.” In due course

lie came to this hermit’s cell, and served the hermit in many
ways, and in return the hermit imparted to him the snake-

charm, which had been taught him by the Garula, and also

gave him some of the medicine which had been given him.

The poor Brahman, having now got a means of livelihood,

stayed a day or two longer, and then saying he had got the

rheumatism, and wanted to get medicine for it, took his

departure. After a short time he arrived at the banks of

the Yamuna, and went along the road repeating his charm.

Just then a thousand of Bhuridatta’s female attendants

came, bringing with them the great wishing ruby, and,

whilst they disported in the water, placed it on a sand-bank,

to give forth its light during the watches of the night.

At dawn they put on their ornaments, and, surrounding

the great ruby, displayed their splendour. As the Brahman

came up, the Nagas heard him reciting his charm, and,

thinking he was a Garula, fled, leaving the ruby, on seeing

which the Brahman was delighted and carried it off.

Just then the Brahman, Nesada, and his son, Somadatta,

came out of the forest, and, seeing the Brahman carrying

the ruby, he said, “ Dear Somadat, is not this the ruby that

the Prince Bhuridat offered us?” “Yes, father, it is the

very same.” “ Then (said Nesada) we will get it by

stratagem, for he does not know its value.” Somadatta

answered, “Father, when Prince Bhuridatta offered it to

you, you refused it
;
why do you want it now ? Perhaps

the Brahman will be too sharp for you. Do not speak to

to him, but keep still.” But Nesada answered, “That may

be, but just see how we shall both try to get round one

another.”
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He then said to the snake-charmer

:

38. Manim paggayha mangalam sadhu vittam manoramam
Selam byanjana-sampannam ko imam manim ajjhagati.

“Thou who bearest this blest jewel, this good, heart-

delighting treasure,

Stone so perfect in appearance, tell me where you found

this jewel.”

To which the snake-charmer replied

:

39. Lohitakkhitahassahi samanta parivarayam

Ajja kalam pakham gaccham ajjhagaham manim imam.

“ By a thousand red-eyed damsels guarded well on every

quarter,

This day, on the path I travelled, met I with this

precious jewel.”

Then said Nesada, “0 snake-charmer, the nature of rubies

is such that if one looks after and honours them, they bring

great luck to their owners
;
but if they are not well looked

after, they bring harm. You are not the sort of person to

carry about a ruby, sell it me for a hundred pieces of gold.

I know how to treat it.” (Nesada had not a hundred pieces

of gold, but he thought that if he once got it into his

possession, he would soon get the hundred pieces.)

40. Supacinno ayam selo accito mahito sada

Sudharito sunikkhito sabbattha-m-abhisadhaye.

“Well looked after this stone, constantly honoured and

revered, will accomplish every desire.”

41. Upacara-vipannassa nikkhaye dharanaya va

Alam selo vinasaya paricin.no ayoniso.

“ To the possessor who neglects it, it will bring destruc-

tion.”
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42. Na imam akusalo dibbam manim dharetum iiraho

Patipajja satam nikkham dehi mam ratanam marnam.

“Thou unfortunate one art not worthy to carry this fairy

stone, take a hundred gold pieces 1 and give me the ruby.”

The snake-charmer, however, answered :

4*3. Na ca myayam mani keyyo kehi vii ratanehi va

Selo byanjana-sampanno neva keyyo mani mama.

“ 51v bright ruby’s not for barter, with earth’s treasures

nor for jewels

;

’Tis a stone of wondrous virtue
;
no, it can’t be bought,

my ruby.”

Nesada

.

44.

No ce taya mani keyyo kehi eva ratanehi va

Atha kena mani keyyo tarn me akkhahi pucchito.

“ Since, this ruby’s not for barter, for aught else nor

e’en for jewels
;

Then for what wilt trade this ruby ? Name a price to

me who ask you.”

A lampayano.

45.

Yo me samesa mah tinagain tejasim duratikkamam

Tassa dajjam imam selam jalanta-r-iva tejasa.

“ Who shows me the King of Ntigas, with his glory

all excelling

To that one I’ll give this jewel, with its rays so brightly

shining.”

Nesada.

46.

Ko nu brahmana vannena Supanno 2 patatam 3 varo

Ntigarn jigimsam anveti anvesam bhakkam attano.

1 Nikkham — 5 snvannas = 25 dharanas= 250 phalas.
2 Supanno, the King of Garulas.
3 The Mandalay MS. reads pakkhatam varo more excellent than all winged ones.
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“Who art thou, in guise of Brahman? art Supanno

King of winged ones ?

Dos’t thou seek the longed-for Nagas ?
”

Alampayano.

47. Naham dijadhipo 1 homi na dittho Garulo maya

Asivisena 2 atto ti vejja mam brahmanam vidu.

“ No, I am not of birds the ruler
;
never have I seen

Garulo.”

Snake-poison doctor, Brahman, they call me.

Nesada.

48. Kim me tuyham balam atthi kim sippam vijjate tava

Kismim va tvam parathaddho uragam na pasayasi.

“ What, I pray, is this thy power ? what this art but

known to thee ?

On what is it thou reliest that thou fearest not the

serpent ?
”

Alampayano.

49. Arannakassa isino cirarattam tapassino

Supanno kasi 3 yakkhasivisa-vijjam anuttaram.

“ To a hermit in the forest, who for long time practised

penance,

Supanno, who rules o’er Kasi 1 , ,, ,
1 ’

. > taught this serpent-
To this Kasi man Supanno )

poison queller.”

50. Tam bhavitam annataram samantam pabbatantare

Sakkaccam tarn upatthasi rattim divam atandito.

1 Dvijo twice born. A Brahman
;
a bird, which is born twice, first as an egg,

and then from the egg.
2 The Mandalay MS. reads, asivisena vittovivecako the dissipator of makes

poison, which the Rangoon copy translates : “No Brahman, 1 am no Garula
;

in fact, I have never seen one, but am merely a poor snake-charmer who can
allay the power of serpents.”

3 The Mandalay MS. reads “ Kosiyassa isino,” and inserts akkha taught.
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“That well -practised, perfect, hermit, dwelling all among
the mountains,

Reverently I fed and tended, night and day, without

remission.”

51. So tadii paricinno me vattam vii brahmacariyam va

Dibbam patukarim mantam kamava bhagava mamam.

“ He, thus served and honoured by me, both as servant

and disciple,

This celestial charm imparted, which is wealth and

pleasure to me.”

52. Tyaham mante paratthaddho nil ham bhayami Niiginam

Acariyo visa-ghatanam Alampayano mam vidu.

“ I then, trusting in these mantras, have no dread or

fear of Nagas,

Of all antidotes the master, Alampayano my name is.”

Nesada then said to his son :

53. Ganhamase manim tata Somadatta vijanahi

Ma kiccena sirim pattam kiimasa vijahamase.

“ Let us take that ruby, dear son
;
Somadatta, under-

stand me,

The with-difficulty-found good, let us willing not

relinquish.”

Somadatta.

54. Sakam nivesanam pattam yo tam Brahmana pfijaye

Evam kalyana-karissa kim mohii dubbhim icchasi.

“To you who arrived at his dwelling, 0 Brahman, he

gave nought but honour

’Gainst one who has thus been so gracious, why foolish

wish to transgress?”

55. Sace tvam dhana-kiimosi Bhuridattam padissati

Tam eva gantva yacassu bahum dassati te dhanam.
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“E’en though, thou desirest riches, respectfully treat

Bhuridatta,

To him then, going, thy wishes relate, and he’ll give

thee great wealth.”

Nesada.

56.

Hatthagatam pattagatam nikkhittam khaditum varam

Ma no sanditthiko attho Somadatta upacchaga.

“ The food that has come to your hand or your cup ’tis

better to eat,

The good that is laid at our feet, Somadatta, let us not

lose.”

Somadatta.

57. Paccati niraye ghore mahissam avadiyati 1

Mittadiibhi hitaccagi jivare capi sussare.

“He boileth in a fearful hell, the earth also swallows

him,

The false friend losetb all his gains, e’en though he

save his life he wastes.”

58. Sace hi dhanakamo ’si Bhuridatto padassasi

Marine attakatam vesam na ciram vedayissaslti.

“ If in truth thou long’st for riches, go and reverence

Bhuridatta

;

Well I know our evil doings will e’er long bring retri-

bution.”

Nesada.

59.

Mahayannam yajitvana evam sujjhanti brahmana

Mahayannam yajissama evam mokkhama papaka.

“By performing sacrifices Brahmans cleanse themselves

from evil,

We a sacrifice will make and thus blot out our many
misdeeds.” 2

1 The above is Fausboll’s reading, but the Mandalay MS. has Mahi yama pi

virati, the earth and Yama swallow.
2 60 and 61 not given as gatha, but as above.
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Then said Somadatta, “ I will flee from thee, for I can-

not remain with one who can do such evil deeds.” So with

a mighty cry he called on the Devas to witness that he

could no longer remain with so base a father, and fled into

the Himavanta forest, where he became a hermit and attained

so much merit that he at last migrated to the Brahma
heavens.

Nesada, thinking that his son had gone home, and

that the snake-charmer was heavy of heart, said, “Friend

snake-charmer, do not be unhappy, I will show you Bhuri-

datta the Naga Prince.” lie then took him to where

Bhuridatta was fasting, and when they got there, and saw

him on the top of the ant hill, he stopped and said, pointing

at him

:

62. Ganhah ’etam mahanagam ahar ’etam manim mama
Indagopaka-vannabha yassa lohitako siro.

“Take thou then this mighty serpent, bring to me thy

precious jewel,

Like fire- flies sparklingly brilliant is his head with its

glowing eyes.”

63. Kappiiso pi curass eva eso kilyassa dissati

Vammlkaggagato seti tarn tvam ganhahi brahmana. 1

“ Like well-carded cotton, I ween, his body is seen there,

On an ant hill’s summit he sleeps, him do thou seize

then, 0 Brahman.”

Hearing this, Bhuridatta opened his eyes, and beholding

Nesada, thought, “ That man wishes to do me a mischief

whilst I am fasting. I took both him and his son to Naga-

land, and when they wished to depart, I offered them precious

stones, but he would not take them, and now he has come

with this snake-charmer. If I were to show my wrath to

this Brahman, who is so treacherous to his friends, my

1 The Mandalay MS. has eso kayo paddissati his body is to be seen; Fausboll,

eso kayassa dissati.
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fasting would be of no avail. It is better to pursue this

course of religious duties than to be irritated. If this serpent-

charmer wishes to cut me in twain, let him do so : if he

desires to cook me, he may do so
;

or toast me on a spit,

he may do so : I will not be angry. If I were to look

at those two, in my wrath, they would melt like cakes of

honey
;

but I will not, and if they smite me, yet will I

not be enraged.” Then, closing his eyes in fixed determina-

tion, he withdrew his head into his coils and lay motionless.

Then said Nesada again, “ Snake-charmer, seize this

serpent and give me the ruby.” Whereupon the snake-

charmer in delight threw him the ruby, saying, “ Take it,

brother.” But the ruby slipped through his fingers and

falling to the earth, disappeared, going back to serpent-land.

When Nesada saw that the ruby was gone and his son

too, and that he had also lost his friend Bhuridatta, he

said, “ Alas ! I have greatly erred in not listening to the

advice of my son,” and he wept bitterly.

64. Ath’ osadhehi dibbehi japam manta-padilni ca

Evam tam asakhi sattkam katva parittam attano. 1

The snake-charmer then, having smeared himself all over

with ointment to protect him, and having recited his charm,

approached the Bodhisat, and seizing him by the tail,

grasped him firmly by the head. He then opened his

mouth, and having put drugs into it, spat into it.

The Bodhisat, however, for fear that be might lose the

merit of his religious duties, remained unangered and with

closed eyes.

Then the snake-charmer held him by the tail, and shaking

his head downwards, caused him to vomit, and then laying

him at full length, kneaded him like a piece of leather.

1 The Mandalay MS. does not give S. 64, but reads :

dibbosadhehi attano sariram makkhetva
htokam khaditva attano kayam paribbhositva

dibba mautam jappanto bodhisattam upasankamitva
nangute gahetva kaddhyitva sisam dal urn

ganhanto assa mukkam vivaritva osadham.

khaditva mukhe khelarn pakkkipi.
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Then again taking him by the tail he banged him up and

down, like one who washes clothes. Still, though the

Bodhisat underwent all this misery, he showed no anger.

The snake-charmer having thus taken all the strength out

of him, and woven a basket of canes, put him into it. As

the body of the Niiga Prince was larger than the basket,

the snake-charmer pressed him into it with his heel, and

having thus forced him into it, carried him off to the neigh-

bouring village, where he summoned the people to see a

performance. When the people were assembled, he cried out,

“ Come forth, prince of serpents.” The Bodhisat, thinking

that it would be better to come out and dance, so that the

Brahman might get a considerable amount of money, and

then release him, came forth and did all that the snake-

charmer ordered him to do. When the people saw him go

through this performance, there was not a dry eye amongst

them, and they threw their gold and silver ornaments to the

Brahman : and in that village alone he got property worth

a thousand pieces.

Now it happened that when the snake-charmer caught

Bhiiridatta, he had determined to let him go again,

after he had accumulated a thousand pieces of silver
;
but

being a covetous man, he broke this good intention, and

having made a handsome decorated cage and purchased

a comfortable carriage, he went from town to town, sur-

rounded by many followers, and at last arrived at the city

of Baranasi. He fed Bhuridatta on parched corn and honey,

and caught frogs for him, but the Bodhisat refused to eat,

seeing that he would not be released
;
however, the snake-

charmer made him dance in all the quarters of the city.

On the 15th day of the month, which was a holida3% he

obtained permission to give a performance before the Raja,

and tiers of seats were erected on the plain before the

palace.

Now on the day that Bhiiridatta was caught, his mother,

Samuddaja, dreamt that “ A man, with red eyes, cut off

her right arm with a sword and carried it away streaming

with blood.” She sprang up in terror, feeling for her arm,
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but finding it was there, knew that it was only a dream.

Then she thought this evil dream must portend some great

calamity to her or her husband, and said, “Verily, I am
in great fear for my son Bhuridatta, for all the others

are in Naga-land, but he has gone to fast in the

country of men : I fear that he has been seized by a

snake-charmer, or a Garula.” On the 15th day after this

dream she thought, “ It is more than half a month since

Bhuridatta came here
;
I feel certain some evil has befallen

him.” So she began to weep, and her heart dried up with

grief. She was always gazing on the road expecting to

see him come. After a month had expired her eldest son,

Sudassana, came to see her, but on account of her grief

she said nothing to him. So Sudassana, seeing how different

his reception was, said :

65. Mamam disviina ayantam sabbe kama-samiddhinam

Indriyani ahatthani savam jatam mukham tava.

“ Me though thou seest approaching, and though thou

hast other delights,

Thy senses are not overjoyed
;

overcast and dark is

thy face.”

66. Padmam yatha hatthagatam panina pasi madditam

Savam jatam mukham tuyhan mamam disvana edisam.

“The lotus flower plucked by one’s hand lies crushed

and withered and faded

;

Dark is thy face (0 my mother), though thou seest

me in this wise.”

As his mother still remained silent, he said again :

67. Kaccim ne te nabhisaye kacci te n’atthi vidana

Yan te samam mukkham tuyham mamam disvana agatam.

Then his mother answered :

68. Supinam tata addakkhim ito masam adho gatam

Dakkhinam vi}Ta me bahum chetva rudhira-makkhitam

Purisadaya pakkami mama rodantiya sati.
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G9. Yato ham supinam addakkhim Sudassana vijanahi

Tato diva va rattim va sukham me na palabbhati.

“Let us then go to the home of my dear son Bhuridatta,

and see how it fares with thy brother, who is keeping the

fast.” So they set out together with a large retinue. 1

Now when Bhiiridatta’s wives were unable to find him

at his place on the ant hill, they were not alarmed, but

thought he had probably gone to see his mother, and being

on tbe way to inquire, they met her on the road, and told

her that he had been absent for more than half a moon,

and thought he had gone to her. When they found this

was not the case, they fell at her feet weeping. Ilis mother

joining in their lamentations, went with them up into his

palace, saying

:

75. SakunI hata-putta va sufinam disva kulavakam

Ciram dukkhena jhayissam Bhuridattam apassatl.

“ As a bird bereft of its young, when it sees its empty

dwelling,

Long time shall I burn with sorrow, Bhuridatta not

beholding.” 2

77. Kurari hatachilpa va sufinam disva kulavakan

Ciram dukkhena jhayissam Bhuridattam apassatl.

“Long time shall I burn with sorrow, Bhfiridatta not

beholding.

Like the eagle reft of its young, when it sees its empty

dwelling.”

78. Sii nunii cakkavakiva pattalassmin anudake

Ciram dukkhena jhayissam Bhuridatta apassatl.

“ As the ruddy-feathered wild goose in the marsh

devoid of water,

Long time shall I burn with sorrow, BhOridatta not

beholding.”

1 Stanzas 70, 71, 72, 73, and 74 are not given as such in the Rangoon edition,

but partially translated as above.
2 S. 70 is not given in the Rangoon edition.
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79. Kammariinam yatha ukka auto jhayati no bahi

Evam jhayami sokena Bhuridattam apassati.

“ Inwardly the blacksmith’s furnace smoulders, outward

signs it shows not
;

So does inward grief consume me wben I see not

Bhuridatta.”

80. Sala va sampamathita mabutena pamadditta

Senti putta ca dare ca Bhilridatta-nivesene.

“As the Sal trees wben wind-smitten, crushed and

broken, strew the forest

;

Prone his children, prone his women, in the house of

Bhuridatta.” 1

As Bhoga and Arittha, the younger brethren, were coming

to pay their respects to their parents, they heard the sound

of the wailing, and came to Bhuridatta’s palace to comfort

their mother, saying, “ Mother, be comforted
;

no mortal

can escape the law of death and destruction.”

Their mother replied, “ Dear sons, I know that all that

exists is destroyed, but, nevertheless, I am terribly disturbed

at not seeing Bhuridatta. Dear Sudassana, if I see not

my son Bhuridatta, I shall die this very night.”

The Princes answered, “ Dear mother, be not afraid, we
will go into the forest, the mountains, the caves, the villages,

towns, cities, and everywhere in search of Bhuridatta. You
shall see him within seven days.”

Sudassana said, “ If we search together, the search will

be long
;
we will separate and search in different directions.

One of us will go to the Deva-land, one to Himavanta, and

one to the country of men.” As Kanarittha was fierce, he

thought it best not to send him amongst men, for he might

reduce everything to ashes
;

so he said, “ Brother Arittha,

do you go to Deva-land, and as the Devas are desirous of

hearing the law, without fail bring him thence.”

1 Stanzas 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86 of Fausboll are omitted in the Burmese.
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He then directed Subhoga to go to Himavanta, saying that

he himself would go to the land of men. Then he thought,

“ If I go as a youth, men will think nought of me
;

but

if I go as a hermit, they will respect me, for the children

of men love hermits.” Thereupon he took the form of a

hermit and took leave of his mother.

Now Bhiiridatta had a cousin 1 who was very fond of him,

named Ajamukhl. 2 She loved him better than all her other

cousins, and seeing Sudassana about to depart, she said,

“ Cousin, I am very sad, let me accompany you in your

search for Bhuridatta !
” lie answered, “ Child, I am going

disguised as a hermit, and it will not do for a woman to

go with me.” Then she said, “ I will take the form of

a frog and go in your hair-knot.” On his agreeing to this

Ajamukhl took the form of a frog, and stowed herself away

in Sudassana’s top-knot.

Sudassana then caused Bhuridatta’s wives to show him the

ant hill, and when he saw traces of blood, and the spot where

the snake-charmer had woven the cage of cane and bamboo,

he said, “ Without doubt my brother has been taken by

a snake-charmer, who is ill-treating him.” So in great

sorrow he tracked the bloodstains and footprints until he

came to the village where the first performance wTas held.

On questioning the villagers, as to whether any snake-

charmer had been there, he was told that one had been

there about a month previously. On asking if he had taken

any money, they said,
“ 0 yes, he is quite a rich man, for

he got about a thousand pieces of silver here.” So they

went on making inquiries until they’ came to the King’s

palace. Just at this moment the snake-charmer, who had

bathed and dressed himself, had taken up his cage and

gone to the gate of the palace, and the people of the city

were assembled to see the performance. The snake-charmer

spread out a magnificent carpet, placed his cage open upon

it, and playing on his drum, cried out, “ Come forth, great

1 Mother’s sister’s daughter.
2 The Burmese MSS. have ajjamuhkhi, but the name should he aceimukkhi

sunbeam face.
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Nitga.” Sudassana, standing in the crowd, saw the serpent-

prince raise his head and gaze at the crowd. Now there

are two occasions on which Niigas are wont to gaze
;

first,

when they are in fear of Garulas: second, when they see

a friend.

The Bodhisat, seeing his brother in the crowd disguised

as a hermit, came out of the cage with his eyes streaming

with tears, and went straight towards his brother. The

people stood aside with fear, but Sudassana kept his place.

The serpent, laying his head on Sudassana’s instep, wept.

Sudassana also wept. Then Bhuridatta returned to his cage. 1

The snake-charmer, fearing that the snake had bitten the

hermit, came towards him, saying in verse :

Alampayano.

87.

Hatthil pamutto urago pade te nipati bhusam

Kicci tarn dasina ma bhayi sukhito bhava.

“ The snake released from my hand, dear hermit, 2 has

rested on your foot. Did it bite you ? be not afraid
;

be

happy.”

Sudassana.

88. Neva mayham ayam Nago alam dukkhaya kayaci

Tavatatthi ahiggaha maya bhiyyo no vijjatiti.

Sudassana answered, “ Fear not, snake-charmer, thy

serpent could do me no harm
;

nowhere is there a snake-

charmer more powerful than I am.”

89. Ko nu brahmana vannena datto parisam agama
Avbayanti suyuddhena sunatu parisa mamam.

Snake-charmer. “ Who, I pray, is this, who in the disguise

of a Brahman has entered this assembly and thus taunts me ?

Fool that he is. Listen to me, 0 assembly.”

1 This part, having been put into print before I received Professor Fausboll’s
gatb a, must stand.

2 Tata tapasa dear hermit
;
Burmese translates elder brother hermit.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 8
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90. Tvam mam nagena alamba 1 abam manduka-chapiya

Hotu no abbhutam tattha asahassehi pancablti.

Sitdassana. “ Snake-charmer, set thy serpent against me,

and I will back my little frog
; let there be thereon a

wager of 5000 pieces.”

91. Aham pi vasuma addho tvam daliddho ’si manava

Ko nu te patibhog’ atthi upajutan ca te siya.

Snake Charmer. “ Youth, I am rich, but thou art poor

;

how shall I get my money from thee? If I lay this wager,

who can you give as surety ? What the stakes ?
”

92. Upajutan ca me assa patibhogo ca tadiso.

Assa no abbhutam tattha asahassehi pancahlti.

Sudassana. “ The stakes too I have and my surety is of

this sort. Let our stakes be therefore five thousand pieces

of silver.”

93. Suniihi me maharaja vacanam bhaddam atthu te

Pancanam me sahassanam patibhogohi kettimati.

Then stepping fearlessly' into the king’s palace, Sudassana

said.
“ 0 mighty Raja, may thy kingdom and wealth in-

crease. Listen to me. I am in want of 5000 pieces of silver,

and wish thee to stand surety' for me.”

94. Pettikam va inara hoti sayarn va hoti sayamkatam

Kim tvam evam bahum mayrham dhanam yacasi brahmana.

“ As a paternal debt, or one of y
rour own making, whyT dost

thou thus demand of me so much wealth, 0 Brahman?”

95. Alambano hi niigena mamam abhijigimsati

Aham manduka-chapiya dassayissami brahmanara.

1 Prof. Fausboll gives alamba for alampiiyana. If this be correct, tbe

derivation would probably be from alambaro a little drum
,
which may have had

a root adam ; or a word for this kind of drum in the Hill tracts of Aracan

is atam, and snake-charming originated, no doubt, amongst the aboriginal

inhabitants of India.
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“ Alambano with bis serpent desires to figbt me. I, with

my little frog, will bite (figbt) the Brahman.”

96. Tam tvam datthun maharaja ajja rattha vivaddhana

Khatta sangha-paribbulho niyyahi abhidassananti.

“Do thou in order to see, maharaja, protector of the

kingdom, now with thy assembled nobles surrounded, come

forth to the fight.”

Now, when the snake-charmer saw the Raja coming with

the hermit, he thought, “ Of a truth this is no ordinary

hermit, he is in all probability the Raja’s teacher.” So he

came up to Sudassana, and said

:

97. Neva tam atimannami sippavadena manava

Atimatt’ asi-sippena uragam napacayasiti.

“ 0 3'outh, I desired not to show you any disrespect when

I boasted my skill : however, be careful how you offend my
serpent in your pride.”

98. Mayam pi natimannama sippavadena brahmana

Avisena ca nagena bhusam vancayase janam.

Sudassana replied, “ Snake-charmer, I show disrespect to

no one with my art
;

but you are deceiving people by

showing off a harmless snake.”

99. Evan c’etam janam janna yatha janami tam aham.

Na tvam labhasi Alamba satthamatthim 1 kuto dhanam.

“ Even thus too, I will make it known to all men, and

you, Alamba, will not get a handful of chaff, where then thy

wealth P
”

At this the snake-charmer was enraged and said :

100 . Kharajito 2 jatim rummi 3 datto parisam agato

So tvam evam gatam nayam aviso atimanfiasi.

1 The Mandalay MS. has bhusamutthim.
2 The Mandalay MS. has Khurajino and says some read Kharajino, the first

word meaning a cloth dyed with black wood and hoofs

,

aud the latter rough black

dyed.
3 For rummi the Mandalay MS. has dummi undrugyed eyes.
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101. Asajja khonam janiiasi punnam uggassa tejassa

Man ne tvam bhasmarasim va khippara eso karissati.

“ Hermit, clothed in dark garments, with thy knot of

hair, who hast come into this assembly and insulted my
serpent, do but approach him, full of virulent poison, and

he will consume thee like chaff.”

102. Siya visam siluttassa diddubhassa silabhuno

N’eva lohitasisassa visum nagassa vijjatlti.

Sudassana answered in jest, 1 “ It is true that rat snakes,

slow worms, and green snakes are poisonous, but not so the

red-headed Naga.”

103. Sutam me tarn arahatam sannatanam tapassinam

Idha diinam datvana saggam gacchanti dayaka

Jivanto dehi danani yadi te atthi datave

:

104. Ayam Niigo mahiddhiko tejasl duratikkamo

Tena tarn damsayissami so tarn bhasmam karissati.

The Snake Charmer. “Hermit, I have heard that people

have gone to Svagga by appeasing hermits with offerings.

Therefore, if you have aught to give in alms, give it whilst

you have got life. My serpent is mighty, and I will make
him bite you and reduce you to ashes : before you die from

his bite, make an offering, so that you may go to Svagga.”

Sudassana.

105. Maya p’ etam sutam samma sannatanam tapassinam

Idha danam datvana saggam gacchanti dayaka

Tvam eva dehi jivanto yadi te atthi datave.

“ I too have heard, friend, that men in this world have

gone to Svagga through giving alms to pure hermits. If

aught you have to give, give now whilst you yet live.”

1 Or, with a view to raising a laugh.
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106. Ayam Accimukhlnama punna uggassa tejasa

Taya tam damsayissami sa tam bhasman karissati.

“ Give alms. For Ajamukbl is also very poisonous, and

I will cause her to bite thee and reduce thee to ashes.”

107. Sa dhita Dhataratthassa me mata bhagini mama
Sa clissati Accimuklri punna uggassa tejasa.

“ She is the daughter of Dhatarattha, the King of Nagas

;

she is my sister and the daughter of my aunt. Her fangs

are full of poison and very sharp, and she shall straightways

bite thee.” 1

Then he cried, “ AjamukhT, come forth from my top-knot,

and stand in my hand.” Then, opening his hand, he stood

in the midst of the assembly, and AjamukhT, uttering three

cries, leapt on to his shoulder, and dropped three drops of

poison into his hand, and then went back into the knot

of hair. Then Sudassana shouted with a loud voice and

said, “How shall the kingdom of Baranasi be destroyed.”

His shout went through the whole kingdom of Baranasi,

even to the distance of twelve yujana.

When the King heard it he said, “ 0 hermit, why wilt

thou destroy the kingdom of Baranasi ?
”

“ 0 King,” answered Sudassana, “ I see nowhere that

this poison may be poured.”

King. “The earth is very wide, Hermit, throw it else-

where.”

108. Chamayam ce nisincissam Brahmadatta vijanahi

Tina-latani osaddha ussusseyum asamsayan.

Sudass. “ Know’st not King Brahmadatta, if I was to

pour out this poison on the earth all the grass, creepers

and herbs would dry up ?
”

109. Uddhan ce patayissami Brahmadatta vijanahi

Sattavassani ayam devo na vase na himam pate ti.

1 Above Accimukhi is said to be Vematika born of a different mother
,
-which

the Burmese has translated daughter of an aunt
;

really she was his half-sister.
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“ And know’st thou not, Brahmadatta, that were I to

throw it upwards, for seven years this sky would drop

neither rain nor dew ? ”

110. Udakam ce nisincissam Brahmadatta vijanahi

Yiivata udakaja pana mareyyura maccha-kacchapa.

“ And know’st not, Brahmadatta, that were I to throw

it into the water, every water-creature would die, both fish

and turtles ?
”

King. “Then, Hermit, I know not where you are to

throw the poison, but please find some place, or my kingdom

will be destroyed.”

Sudass. “ Dig me here three pits in a line.”

When the pits were dug, Sudassana filled one with drugs,

the middle one he ordered to be filled with cow dung, and

into the third he put some fairy medicines. Then he cast

the three drops of poison into the first hole, and instantly

flame and smoke burst forth, which caught the cow dung

in the middle pit, and then passing to the third pit was

extinguished there.

The snake-charmer was standing near the holes, and the

flames taking hold of him, his skin peeled off, so that he

became a white leper, on which, in his terror, he cried out

thrice, “ I release the Naga King.”

On hearing this, Bhuridatta came forth from his basket, 1

showing his jewelled body, resplendent, like Sakka himself.

Sudassana and AjamukhI also showed themselves in their

true forms.

Then said Sudassana, “Baja, do you not know us?

Know you not whose children we are ? Have you forgotten

that Samuddaja, the daughter of the Baja of Kasi, was

given in marriage to Dhattarattha, the King of Nagas?”
“Yes,” said the Baja, “she was my sister.” “0 Baja, we

are her children and you are our uncle.”

The King then embraced Sudassana and Bhuridatta, and,

1 pels.
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having taken them into the palace, made them presents,

and said, “ Dear Bhuridatta, since you are so powerful, how
came you to get into the clutches of this snake-charmer?”

Bhuridatta then told him the whole story.

Then Sudassana said, “ Dear uncle, our mother is in

great distress at not hearing any tidings of Bhuridatta
;

we cannot stay, but must depart.”

The King replied, “Very good, go quickly, but I, too,

should like to see my sister. How can it be managed ?
”

Then Sudassana asked after his grandfather, and the Raja

told him that he was so terrified that the day after he had

given Samuddaja in marriage, he had relinquished his

kingdom and become a hermit. Sudassana then told the

Raja that if he would appoint a day, they would bring their

mother to meet him at their grandfather’s hermitage. The

Raja then conducted them on their journey, and they re-

turned to serpent-land.

Chapter IV.
(
Micchaditthikatha.)

1

"When Bhuridatta returned, the whole country was con-

vulsed with weeping, and he, being much distressed by a

month’s confinement in the snake-charmer’s basket, retired

to sleep in his palace. Innumerable numbers of Nagas came

to see him, but he was unable to converse with them on

account of his weakness. Kanarittha, who went to Deva-

land, and returned home before him, placed a guard at the

palace door to prevent the people going to see Bhuridatta.

Subhoga, having searched the whole of the Himavanta,

was returning by the Yamuna. Now the Brahman Nesada,

when he saw the snake-charmer become a leper, thought

that, as he had coveted the ruby and taken part in the

affair, some terrible calamity would overtake him
;

so he

determined to go to the Yamuna and bathe himself. He
therefore went down to the bathing-place 2 and entered the

1 Micchaditthi Katha, heretical discourse.
2 Payaga titthe, now Allahabad.
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water. Just at that moment Subhoga arrived there too,

and, hearing Nesada make his confession, said, “This is the

wretch who, through covetousness for my brother’s ruby,

not content with the great wealth that he had offered him,

pointed him out to the snake-charmer. I will slay the

villain.” So coiling his tail round the Brahman, he dragged

him under the water. Being tired, he allowed the Brahman’s

head to come up, and then dragged him down again. At
last the Brahman got his head up, and was able to say :

111. Lokyam sincantam udakam payatasmim patitthitam

Ko mam ajjhohari bhuto ogalham Yamunam nadim.

“ What demon is this who swallows up me, who have

descended into the river Yamuna and am standing at the

bathing-place washing away with water my earthliuess P
”

Subhoga answered

:

112. Yadesa lokiidhipati yassesi Baranasim pakina hari

samanto

Tassaham putto uragusabbhassa Subhogo ti mam brah-

mana vidantlti.

“Wretched Brahman ! I’m Subhoga,

Son of Niiga Dhattarattha,

Him whose hood Benares city

Overshadows, do’st not know me ?
”

Nesada thought, “ Verily this is Bhuridatta’s brother; if

I cannot do something to preserve my life, he will un-

doubtedly slay me. I will try and soften his heart by

praising the well-known splendour and tenderness of his

parents.” Then he said,

113. Sace hi patto urugusabbham Klisissa rahno amaradhi-

passa

Mahasakkho ahnataro pita te maccesu mata pana te

atulya

Na tadiso arahati brahmanassa dasam pi oharitum rnaha-

nubhavo.
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“If you are indeed the son of the Niiga King immortal,

who rules over Kiisi, thy father is all-powerful, and thy

mother the greatest lady upon earth
;

being then of such

high descent, you ought not to drown a poor slave of a

Brahman.”

Subhoga answered: “Hah! cursed Brahman, thinkest

thou canst deceive me ?
”

114. Rukkham nissilya vijjhittho eneyam patum agatam.

So viddho duram asara sara vegena sekhava.

115. Tam tesam patitam addakkhi arannasmim brahavane

Samam 1 sakacam ada}ra sayarn nigrodh’ upajami.

116. Suvasahya danghattham pingiyam santhakii yuttam

Kohita bnuridam rammam dhuvam haritasaddalam.

117. Tattha teso paturahu iddhiya yasasa jalam

Mahanubhavo bhata me kannhi parivarito.

118. So tena paricinno tvam sabbakamehi tappito

Adubhassa tuvam dubbi tante veram iddhiigatam.

119. Khippam givam pasarehi nate dassami jivitam

Bhatu parisaram veram chedayissami te siram.

“ You climbed into a tree to shoot a deer whilst it was

drinking these waters, but not bringing it down, you

had to follow its bloodstains. When you recovered it,

you brought it in the dewy evening to a peepul tree,

in whose branches cuckoos, cranes, parrots, and other

birds disported, singing sweetly. At that peepul tree you

saw my powerful elder brother, surrounded by his ladies

in all their splendour. He took you with him to fairy-land,

and did he not endow you with great wealth ? You have

sinned against my brother, who was your benefactor, and

1 The Mandalay MSS. read sa mamsa kacam taking with you Jlesh and carrying
stick.
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to whom you owed a debt of gratitude. Now the result

of your evil deed has come upon you. Ha ! Brahman, I

will slay you, for the evil that you did to my brother.

Stretch out your neck, for I will forthwith snap off your

head. I will not give thee thy life.”

Then said Nesada in a terrible fright

:

120. Ajjhayako yacayogo ahutaggl ca Brahmano

Etehi tlhi thanehi avajjho hoti Brahmana.

“ Veda-reading beggar hermits, fire worshippers are

Brahmans,

I who practise these three duties, ought not to be slain,

0 Brahman.”

Subhoga replied

:

121. Yampuram Dhattaratthassa ogalham Yamunam nadim.

Jotati sabbaso vannam girin iihacca Yamunam.

122. Tattha te purisavyaggha sodarijm mama bhataro

Yatha te tatha vakkhante tatha hessati Brahmana.

“ The city of Dhattarattha sunk ’neath Yamuna’s river,

Shines always with splendour, the mountains and

Yamuna touching.

There to thee those excellent persons, my brothers, my
very own brothers,

As they shall there give decree, so shall it be done to

thee. Brahman.”

Thus saying, he pushed and drew the Brahman Nesada

downwards, till he got to the gate of Bhuridatta’s palace.

When Kanarittha saw Subhoga, he came towards him and

said, “ Brother, do not hurt this man, he is a Brahman, and

a descendant of Brahma
;

if the Lord Brahma were to know

that you had injured him, he would be very angry, and say,

‘ Are these Nagas to ill-treat my children P ’ He might

even destroy this country. In this cycle Brahmans are
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noble and their power great. You, perhaps, know not the

power of Brahmans.”

He then said to Subhoga and the other Nagas, “ Come

here, and I will explain to you the qualities of sacrificial

Brahmans.”

123. Anittara ittara-sampayutta yaiina ca veda ca Subhoga

loke

Tadaggarayham hi vinindamano jahati vittanca satanca

dhammam.

“ The good and the base together are mingled, sacrifice

and veda, Subhoga, in this world.

Therefore, revile not, for he who revileth casteth away

the law of knowledge and truth.”

124. Ajjhenam Ariya pathavim Janinda

Tessa kasim paricariyam ca Sudda

TJpagu paccekam yatba padesam

Katehu ete Yasina ti ahu.

“ For teaching Ariyas, 1 for the world men-rulers,

Vessas for tilth, and servants of all the Suddas,

Each one severally in his own station

Was created and placed, they say, (by Brahma).”

“ Knowest thou not, O Subhoga, that their ancestor, the

all-powerful Brahma, ordained thus ?
”

125. Data Yidata Yaruno Kuvero

Somo Yamo Candima y’api Suriyo

Etehi yannam puthuso yajitva

Ajjhayakanam atha sabbakame.

“0 brother, the Devas Data, Yidata, Yaruna, Kuvera,

Yama, Suriya, and Candima have arrived at their present

state through having made offerings to Brahmans.”

1 Aliya stands for Brahman, and janinda for the Kshattriyus.
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126. Vikasita capasatani panca

Yo Ajjuno balavo Bklmaseno

Sahassabahu asamo pathaviya

So pi tadii adabi Jatavedan ti.

“ There was a king named Ajjuna (Arjuna), who was such

a terrible warrior (bhlmaseno) that he could draw a bow
equal in strength to 500 bows, as if he had a thousand arms,

but he made offerings to fire (jatavedam).”

127. Yo brahmane bhojasi dlgharattam

Annena pilnena yathanubhavara

Pasanna-citto anneno damano

Subhoga dev’ annataro ahosi.

“ Subhoga, there was once a king in Baranasi made an

offering of rice to the Brahmans, and he is now a powerful

Deva.”

128. Mahasaham Deyam anomavannina

Yo sappinii asakkhi jetim aggim

So yannatan tam varato gajitva

Dibbam gatim Mucalind’ ajjhagauchlti. 1

“There was a king named Mucalinda, who was very

hideous, but he made offerings to the fire god with clarified

butter, and he is now in Deva-land. One day, in the city

of Baranasi, he sent for the Brahmans and asked them the

road to Deva-land, and they answered, ‘ O King, you must

do honour to the Brahmans and their god.’ ‘ Who is your

god, 0 Brahmans,’ he enquired
;
and they answered, ‘ He

is the spirit of fire
;

satisfy him with butter made from

cows’ milk.’ Mucalinda did as he was commanded.”

129. Mahanubhavo vassasahassajlvi

Yo pabbaji dassaneyo ularo

Hitva apariyanta ratham sassenam

Raja Dijipo pi jagama saggam.

1 This gatha is not in the Mandalay MS.
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“ The excellent (uliiro) King Dudipo too, who was hand-

some, lived to a thousand years, and of great power,

relinquishing his kingdom and army, became a hermit and

went to Sagga.”

130. Yo sagarantam Sagaro vijitva

Yfipam subham sonnamayam ularam

Ussesi Yessanaram adabavo

Subhoga devaimataro ahosi.

“ There was a king named Sagara, who subdued the

countries on the further side of the Ocean, and making a

sacrifice of pure gold to the fire-god, established his worship.

For that good deed he is now a Deva.”

131. Yassanubhavena Subhoga Ganga

Pavattatha dadhi sama samuddam

Sa lomapado paricaryam aggim

Ango sahassakkha pur’ ajjhaganchiti. 1

“Again, a king named Anga, through whose glory and

power the river Ganges came into existence, and the ocean

of curds and milk was produced. This king, on the soles of

whose feet there was long hair, inquired how he was to get

to Svagga, they told him that he might go into the Hima-
vanta, and sacrifice to the Brahmans and fire. He went there,

taking with him many oxen and buffaloes, and when the

Brahmans had eaten, he asked what was to be done with

what was left, and they told him to throw it away. In the

spot where he threw it, there sprang up a river which was

the Ganga.”

132. Mahiddhiko devavaro yasassl

Senapati ti divi Vasavassa

Sa soma 2 yagena malam vihantva

Subhoga divan nataro ahosi.

' The Mandalay MS. follows the Pali gatha of Fausboll.
2 The Mandalay MS. makes Soma to be a river of that name. The lomapado

of verse 131 ought, I think, to be Somapado.
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“ Subhoga, there was a certain powerful deva, a general

of Sakko’s army, wTho by soma sacrifice cleansed himself

from that which is vile.”

133. Akariyo lokam imam paranca

Bhagirasim Ilimavantam ca Gijjham

Yo iddhima devavaro yassasi

So pi tada adahi Jatavedam.

134. Malagirim Himavato ca Gijjho

Sudassano Nisabho Kakaneru

Ete ca afineca naga mahantva

Cittyakata yannatare hi mabati.

“ Brahma, who created this world, the rivers Bhagirati,

the Himavanta and the Gijjha mountains, when he was a

man, sacrificed to fire. They say, too, that the other moun-

tains Malagiri, Vinjha, Sudassana, Kakaneru, etc., were

created with bricks through sacrificing to fire.
1 Subhoga,

do you know how the salt water of the ocean came into

being ? No, you do not, but you know how to ill-treat

them (Brahmans) and know nothing of their good qualities.”

135. Ajjhayakam manta gunnpapannam

Tapissinam yacayogo ti caha

Tire samuddass’ udakam sajantam

Tam sagar’ ajjhohari te na peyyoti.

“ Listen to me, the Ocean caused the death of a Brahman

who was versed in the Yedas, performed his duties strictly,

and was ever ready to receive, therefore we may never drink

its waters.”

136. Ayagavattkuni puthu pathavya

Samvijjanti brahmana Vasavassa

Purimam disam pacchimam dakkhim uttaram

Samvijjamana janayanti vedam.

1 Has this any reference to volcanic action ?
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“These Brahmans, Subhoga, are like the surface of the

earth in which we ought to plant the seeds of good works.

On the east, west, south and north, Brahmans are the only

things we ought to desire.”

Thus Arittha, in fourteen gatha, praised Brahman sacrificial

rites and the Yedas.

Chapter Y. ( The Bodhisafs Discourse.)

At that time all the Nagas there assembled thought that

what Arittha said was true, and Bhuridatta lay there

listening to him
; so, in order to dispel the wrong impression

that had been given them, he thus addressed them :
“ Kana-

rittha, what you have said regarding sacrifice and the Yedas

is not true; the Brahmans by their arrangement of the

Yedas cannot he considered good men.

After this he recited the following twenty-seven stanzas,

to show the erroneous practices of Brahmans :

137. Kali hi dhiranam katam muganam bhavanti vedajjha-

gatana Arittha

Marici dhammam asamekkhi tatta maya gunabhi-

vahanti pannam.

“Loss to the wise, a gain to fools, is skill in the Yedas,

Arittha
;
mirage-like when reflected on, their delusions take

away wisdom.”

138. Yedaua tanaya bhavanti dassa mittadduno bhunahuno

narassa

Na taya te paricinno ca aggi dosantaram maccam
anariya-kammam.

“ The Yedas are no protection to any one, not even to the

perfidious and evil man. The worshipped fire too, gives no

protection to the evil-doer.”
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139. Sabbe ca maccii sadhaua sabhogii adipetam daru-tinena

missam

Daham na tappe asamattba tejo ko tam subhikkham

dvi rasannu kariya.

“ Rich and wealthy mortals may set fire to food mixed

with grass, but who can satisfy it P Fire, which is unlike

all else, cannot be satisfied, 0 double-tongued one.”

140. Yatha pi khlram pi yiparinama dhammam dadhi

bhavilva navanltam hoti

Evam pi aggi yiparinama dhammo tejo samorohati

yogavutto.

“ As milk by its changeable nature turns to curd and also

to butter ;
so fire, by its changeable nature, is made by him

who uses the fire-sticks.”

141. Na dissati aggim anuppavittho sukkhesu katthesu

navesu c’ api

Namattha mano aranim narena na kammuua jiiyati

Jatavedo.

u One sees not the fire that is inherent in the dry wood

or green. If the fire-stick is rubbed not by man, fire is not

made, it burns not.”

142. Sace hi aggi antarato yaseyya sukkhesu katthesu

navesu capi

Sabbani sussesyyum navani loke sukkhani katthani ca

pajjaleyyum.

“ If fire dwell hidden both in dry wood and green too,

all the green would be dry in this world
;

the dry wood

would burst into flames.”

143. Karoti ce daru tinena puniiam bhojam naro dhumasi-

khim patapavam

Angarika Iona kara ca suda sarlra daha pi kareyyum

punuam.
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“ If one makes merit with the smoke and flame of wood

and grass, then charcoal-burners, salt-boilers, cooks and

even corpse-burners would heap up to themselves merit.”

144. Atha ca hi ete na karonti punnam ajjhena aggim idha

tappayitva

Na koci lokasmim karoti puniiam bhojam naro dhuma

sikhi patapava.

“ If they in truth do not a good deed, no one in this

world can get merit by appeasing the Brahminical fire.”

145. Kathanhi loka pacito samano amanuiiina gandham

bahunam akantam

Sa devam acca parivajjayanti tadappa sattham dvi

rasaniiu bhunneja.

“ Wherefore does this world, revered being, eat, 0 double-

tongued one, things which smell bad and which are rejected?”

146. Sikhim pi devesu vadanti h’eke apam milakkhu pana

devam ahu

Sabbedha ete vitatham gahnanti aggi na devanna taro

na capo.

“ Some say that flame is a god, and Milakkhas (heathens)

say that water is a god, but all have a wrong opinion
;

fire

is not one of the gods, nor water.”

147. Anindriya baddham asanna kayam Yesanaram kamma-
karam pajanam

Paricari sugatim katham vaje papani kammani pakup-

pamacco.

“ How shall evil-doers go to heaven by doing honour to

fire, which is perceptibly mindless and the servant of men ?
”

148. Sabbabhibhuta ahu idha jivi katta aggissa Brahma
paricari koti

Sabbanu bhavlca vasx kimattham animmito nimmita

vandit’ assa.

j.r.a.s. 1892.
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“ You say that Brahma became the ruler of all things

through serving fire here in this life. If he created all and

controls all, the uncreated worships the created.”

149. Hassam anijjhana khamam atacchamam sakkaraheta

pakirisu pubbe

Te labha sakkare apatu bhute sandhil pita jantu bhi

danti dhacama.

“A thing to be derided, a lie; wishing to he honoured

they have lied of old
;

they for their own gain which was

not before apparent have concocted their own law for men.”

150. Ajjhenam ariya, pathavim janinda, vessa kasim, pari

cariyam ca sudda
;

Upayu paccekam yatha padesam kafahu ete Yasinati

ahu.

“ (Which is) For teaching Ariya, for the earth men rulers,

Yesyas for tilth, as servants of all Suddas. Each for his

own station were made, they say, by Brahma.”

151. Etam ca saccam vacanam bhaveyya yatha Idam bhasita

Brahmanehi

Na khattiyo jatu labhetha rajjam na Brahmano manta-

padani sikkhe.

“ If these words were true as spoken by the Brahmans,

none but Khattiyas would reign, none but Brahmans would

teach wisdom’s sayings.”

152. Na annatra Yessa kasim kareyya Suddo na mucce

parapesanaya

Yasma ca etam vacanam abhutam musa ca ime odariya

bhananti.

“None but Yesyas would till land; Suddas would not be

free from service
;

these words are false : they speak lies

for the sake of their bellies.
”
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153. Tad* appapanna abhissaddahanti passauti tam pandita

attana ca

Khattya hi Vesasanam balim baranti adaya satthani

caranti brahmana

Tam tadisam sankhubhitam vibhinnam kasma Briiha-

man-ujum karoti lokam. 1

“ Sucb things fools only believe, wise men and they them-

selves see through it: Khattyas pay tribute to Vesyas, and

Brahmans go about carrying weapons : such a shaken-up,

scattered world, why does not Brahma put straight?
”

154. Sace hi so issaro sabbaloke Brahma bahu bhutapati

pajanam

Kim sabbalokam videhi alakkhim kim sabbalokam na

sukkhim akasi.

“ If verily Brahma rules the world, and if he be the great

king of men, how can he behold the world thus unfortunate,

why does he not make the whole world happy ?

155. Sace hi so issaro sabbaloke Brahma bahu bhutapati

pajanam

Maya musa vejamantena capi lokam adhammena kim
attham kari.

“If verily Brahma the king of the world be lord of all

mortals. By delusion, lying, magic and lawlessness, why has

he made this world ?
”

156. Sace hi so issaro sabbeloke Brahma bahu bhutapati

pajanam

Adhammiko bhutapati Arittha dhamme sati yo vidahi

adhamman.

“Verily if Brahma be the lord of the world and ruler of

all beings, he is a lawless ruler, Arittha; though there be

law, he rules lawlessly.

1 Fausboll reads in line 3, Khatta na Yessa na.
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157. Kita petanga uragii ca bheka hautva kimi sujjhati

mukkhikii ca

Ete ca dhamma anariya riipa kambojakanam vitatba

bahunam. 1

“ ‘

Caterpillars and insects, snakes and frogs, and worms,

and flies, they slay and are innocent
;

’ these opinions of the

people of Kamboja are dishonourable (non-Brahminical)
;

they are false.”

After this he recited the following 27 stanzas to show the

erroneous practices of Brahmans :

—

158. Sace hi so sujjhati yo hanati hato pi so saggam nupeti

thanam

Bhoviidi na mara bheyyum ye capi tesam abhisadda-

heyyum.

“If he is pure who slays, and the slayer enters Svagga,

would not the Brahmans slay one another, and those too who
believe in them ?”

159. Neva miga na pasuno pi gavo ayacanti attavadhaya keci

Vipphandamana idha jlvikatta yahnesu pane pasurn

aharanti. 2

“ Nor wild beasts, nor cattle, nor oxen, request their own

slaughter
;
there whilst alive they struggle at the sacrifice

;

they drag cattle by exertion.”

160. Yiipassane pasu bandheca biila citrehi vannehi mukham
na yanti

Ayante yiipo kama duho parattha bhavissati sassato

samparaye.

“ Those fools having bound cattle to the post, with vanity

make bright your face (saying), ‘ This sacrificial post will

give you all desires in the next world, and they will last in

the future.’
”

1 The Mandalay MS. reads bhinga, for bheka, and translates it “carpenter

bees
’’

2 For aharanti the Mandalay MS. has marabhanti.
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161. Sace ca yupe mani sankha muttam dhaiinam dlianam

rajatam jatarupam

Sukkesu katthesu navesu capi sannihitam tidive dive

sabba kame.

Te vijja sangha ca puttba yajeyyun ba Brahmana kiiici

na yajayeyyum.

“ Verily, if there be silver, gold, gems, shells and all kinds

of wealth in the sacrificial post, in green wood and dry too,

and all the delights of Deva land, all those Brahmans

would sacrifice abundantly, there is not a Brahman who
would not sacrifice.”

162. Kuto ca yupe mani sankha muttam dhannam dlianam

rajatam jatrupam

Sukkesu katthesu navesu capi kuto duhe tidive sabba

kame.

“ How can gems, etc., and all the delights of the Devas,

be in a post in green wood and dry too P
”

163. Satha ca ludda ca paluddha-bala citrehi vannehi

mukham na yanti

Adaya aggim mama dehi vittam tato sukhi liohi ca

sabba kame.

“ Both wicked, cruel, covetous and fools, rejoicing in

all sorts of vanities (they say) take fire, to me give wealth
;

then be blessed and have all you desire.”

164. Tam aggihuttam saranam pavissa cittetu vannahi

mukham nayanto

Oropayitva kesamassum nakhan ca vedehi cittam ali-

galayanto.

“ Taking refuge in sacrifice, they rejoice with various

vanities.”

165. Kaka ulukam va raho labhitva ekam samanam bahuka

samecca

Annani bhotva kuhaka kuhitva mundam katva yafina

pathossajanto.
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“ Like crows who have found an owl alone, they surround

one in flocks, and having eaten one’s victuals they make a

cleau shave of one, and throw one away at the sacrificial

post.”

166. Evam hi so vancito Brahmanehi eko samano bahuhi

samecca

Te yoga yogena vilumpamanam dittham aditthena

dhanam haranti.

“ Thus, deceived by the Brahmans, being alone and they

many : they with their sayings get present wealth, for that

which is unseen (illusory).”

167. Akasi ya rajuhi canusittha tadassa adilya dhanam haranti

Te tildisa corasamii asanta vajjha na hannanti Arittha

loke.

“ When made their advisers by kings they carry off

wealth. They are such thieves, and worthy to be executed,

yet are not slain.”

168. Indassa baharasi dakkhina ti yannesu chindanti palasa

yatthim

Tam cepi saccam Maghava chinnabahu kenassu Indo

Asure jinati.

“ In the sacrifice they cut the palasa pole, saying it is

the right arm of Indra
;

if that be true and Maghava is

deprived of his arm, with what does Indra subdue the

A suras ?
”

169. Taniieca va tuccham Maghava samangl hanta avajjho

paramo sadevo

Manta ime Brahmana tuccharupa sanditthika vahcana

esa loke.

“ That too is false, for Maghava being all-powerful, slays

them
;

he is the chief Deva and cannot be slain. These

Vedas are false, they are illusions visible to all men.”
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170. Nala gii’i, Himavii yoca, Gijjho, Sudassano, Nisablioga,

Kakaneru

Ete ca aiine ca Naga mahanta citya kata yanna kare-

bhim ahu.

“ Mounts Nala, Himavayo, Gajjho, Sudassana, Nisabhogo,

Kakaneru, these and other great mountains were brick made
in sacrifice they say.”

171. Yatha pakarani hi itthakani citya kata yanna karebhim

ahu

Na pabbata honti tatha pakara anna disa acala tittha

sela.

“ In this manner with bricks they are built in sacrifice,

they say : mountains are not made thus, they stand firm and

unshaken, being of a different nature.”

172. Na itthaka honti sela cirena na tattha sanjayati ayo na

loham

Yanna ca etam parivannayanta cityii kata yanna kare-

bhim ahu.

“ Bricks become not rock by length of time, not thus

arise iron and copper.”

173. Ajjhayakam manta-gunupapannam tapassim na yaca-

yogo ti cahu

Tire samuddassa udakam sachattam tarn sagar’ ajjho

haritena peyyo.

“ They say that a strict and learned hermit was swallowed

up by the water when bathing on the shores of the ocean,

and it is therefore undrinkable.”

174. Parosahassam pi samanta Yede mantupapanne nadiyo

va hanti

Na tena byapannarasudakani kasma samuddo atulo

apeyyo.
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“ More than a hundred virtuous hermits learned in the

Yedas have the rivers slain
;
their waters are not undrink-

able. Why, then, is the incomparable ocean undrinkable ?
”

175. Ye keci kiipa idha jivaloke lonudaka kupakhane hi

khata

Na Brahman’ ajjhahari kena tesu iipo apeyyo, dvi

rassarmu, ahu.

“ Here in this living world there are salt-water holes that

have been dug : these have not slain Brahmans; but, 0 two-

tongued one, why is not their water undrinkable ?
”

176. Pare purattha kayassa bhariya mano manassa ajanesi

pubbe

Tena pi dhammena na koci hlno evam pi vo sagga

vibhangam ahu.

“ In the beginning of ages to whom was there a wife ?

Firstly, mind created man. Therefore no one was base, and

so in like manner they say is the determination of Sagga.”

177. Candala-putto pi addhicca Yede bhaseyva mante kusalo

matlma

Natassa muddha pi phaleyya sattadkii manta ime

attavodhaya kata.

“ Should a Candala learn the Yedas, and recite its verses,

though intelligent and virtuous, his head would be split

into seven pieces : they have made the verses for the purpose

of slaying.”

178. Yacii kata griddha gata galnta dummocaya kavya-

pathanupanna

Balanam cittam pi same nivittham tadappapaiina ablii-

saddahanti.

“ They teach words made for the sake of gain.”
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179. Sihassa bj^agghassa ca dlpino na vijjati porisiyam balena

Manussabhavo ca gavum va pekkha jatl hi tesam asarna

samauam.

“ To lions, tigers and leopards there is not the energy of

men.” (This is not clear.)

180. Sace ca Raja pathavim vijitva sajiva assava parisajjo

Sayam eva so sattusamghampi jeyya tassa paja niccam

sukhi bhaveyya.

“ Verily, if a king subdued the whole world and his

councillors were obedient, he would conquer all his enemies,

and his subjects would ever be happy.”

181. Khattiya manta ca tayo ca Veda atthena ete samaka

bhavanti

Tadem. ca attham avinicchinitva na bujjhati ogha

patham vacharinnan.

“ The instructions for Khattiyas and the three Vedas are

similar in purpose, and not being able to discern their

deception, one cannot know a word, as it were, covered with

water.”

182. Khattiya manta ca tayo ca Veda atthena ete samaka

bhavanti

Labho alabho yaso ayaso ca sabbe vatesam catunnama

dhamrna.

“ The instructions for Khattyas and the three Vedas are

one in their purpose
: profit and loss, honour and dishonour,

these are the rules of those four castes.”

183. Yatha pi ibbha dhanadhahxiahetu kammani karonti

puthu pathabya.

Te vijjasu samgha pi thathe va sadda kammani karonti

puthu pathabya.

“ And as rich men desiring wealth and corn do much
tillage on the earth, so these Biahmans and Suddas do

many works on earth.”
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184. Ibbha hi ete damaka bhavanti niccara ussuka kamasu-

nesu yutta

Katnmani karonti puthu pathabya tada apaniia dviranfiu

rate.

“ They are like unto wealthy men, they are ever energetic

in pleasure, they do much tillage upon the earth
;

but, 0
double-tongued one, they are witless in their pleasures.”

When the assembled Nagas heard this discourse, they

were delighted and gave praise. Then Bhuridatta caused

them to turn the Brahman Nesada out of serpent-land.

Raja Sagara Brahmadatta, on the appointed day, surrounded

by his whole army, went to the place where his father was

residing.

Bhuridatta caused it to be proclaimed by beat of drum
throughout the whole of Naga-land, that he proposed

visiting his grandfather and uncle : and going forth from

the river Yamuna with a great retinue and splendour, in

due course, he arrived at his grandfather’s hermitage. His

parents and brethren followed after him.

When Sahara Bhuridatta saw the Bodhisat coming: withO O

his attendants, he did not recognize him, but said to his

father in the following stanzas (185 to 198) :

“ 0 hermit, my father, who, I pray, is this who comes

with drums and other musical instruments playing before

him ? Whose face and crown is it that flashes like

lightning ? He is young indeed, but his glory flashes forth

like gold flowing from the furnace ? Who is he ? His

white umbrella delighteth the heart like Jamburaj gold.

Those waving camaris, 1 whose are they ? and whose the

splendidly jewelled peacock fans ?

Then his father answered (199), “Dear son, this is no

other than your nephew, the son of Dhatarattha, King of the

Nagas : those others are also his men
;

their power is very

great and their hosts are many. They are also the sons

of my daughter Samuddaja.”

1 Yak tails.
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Whilst they were thus talking, the company of the Nagas

arrived and sat down in a suitable place. Samuddaja, after

doing reverence to her father, returned weeping to Naga-

land. Brahmadatta remained two or three days and then

returned to Baranasi. Samuddaja died in Naga-land, and

Bhuridatta continued his fasts for the rest of his life, and

when he died he went to Deva-land with all his followers.

The Teacher then summed up the Jataka as follows :

Bhuridatta’s parents were reborn of royal race
;

the

hunter Nesada became Devadatta; his son Somadatta

became Ananda ;
Ajamukhi is now Upalavamsa

;
Sudassena

is Sariputtara
;
Subhoga is Moggalana

;
Kanarittha became

Sunnakkhat (Sunakkhatto, a Prince of the Licchavi) and

Bhuridatta is myself, the incomparable and omniscient

Buddha.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

1. A Remnant (?) of Buddhism in India.

Sir,—A somewhat curious addition to the printed litera-

ture of Pali has recently come under my notice. This is a

tract of 31 pages printed at Chittagong in 1889, consisting

of extracts from Pali scriptures with Bengali explanations.

The book, entitled “ Buddha-bhajana,” is stated in the

Bengali preface to be compiled for the “ assistance of our

Buddhist community” (amader Bauddha samajer upakar) in

those parts. The name of the compiler, Duryodhana

Bhikshu, and of others who assisted in the publication of

“ the Mahathero,” Lalamohana Dhammachari {sic), and

Doctor Bhaglrathachandra Vaduya (“ Borooah ”), have quite

a Bengali-Assamese appearance, and do not at all suggest

a mere colony of Burmese Buddhists. Still less has the

tract the appearance of an emanation of the Neo-Buddhism

of Col. Olcott and his friends. It would be interesting,

therefore, to know the origin of this “Bauddha satuaj.”

The Pali is of the most extraordinary description. Is

it the result of faulty oral tradition or merely of imperfect

knowlege on the compiler’s part of the character of the

alphabet from which he was transcribing into the Bengali

character ?

The work begins

:

Buddha vandana.

Buddhapattati buddhatam, buddhanamam tabhamntisa,

bujjhati dhamma ularam, buddhordicam namamaham.
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A note or rubric follows in Bengali, explaining that this

confused jargon of Pali is to be used in making flower-

offerings.

The work consists of headings, written in Bengali, express-

ing the main topics of Buddhist devotion and meditation,

each followed by a passage of curiously corrupted Pali,

which is further explained where necessary in Bengali.

Special features of this supposed Pali are (1) the prevalent

use of a for a—perhaps, as Prof. Rhys Davids has suggested

to me, in order to guard against Bengali-speaking Buddhists

using the corrupt Bengali pronunciation (=6) of the

Sanskrit-Pali a
; (2) the use of the palatal sibilant (*T, c)

not preserved in Pali
; (3) the ungrammatical use of n

for n.

It will be interesting if any of our readers in Bengal can

tell us more of this Buddhist community, and of, the literary

and manuscript material (if any) on which this curious

contribution to Pali literature is founded.

British Museum
,
November, 1891.

Cecil Bendall.

2. Tsonkhapa.

8, Upper Woburn Place, London
,

July 2nd, 1891.

Dear Professor,— In reference to the ‘ Aphorisms of

Tsonkhapa,’ about which you enquired, it seems that by this

the work called Shags rim might be intended,

which is mentioned in the German translation of Taranatha,

p. 325, 1. 4, and which must have been (and is probably) at

the command of Wasilief. Neither it nor any other of the

works of this author is in the Tanjur. The title means

‘ Method of Dharani.’ Besides the above there are mentioned

in Schmidt and Bo’ntlingk’s ‘ Yerzeichniss, etc.’ (Bulletin iv.),
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as extant in the Asiatic Museum of the Imperial Academy,

also

Sub. 435 f. the Byah chub lam rim ‘ Guide

to Bodhi/ which work Wasilief quotes in his ‘ Buddhismus,’

p. 142 (154 Germ.) note.

Sub. 433, A Biography of Tsonkhapa.

Sub. 419, Ritualfor sacrifices to Tsonkhapa.

Wasilief also mentions, Buddh. p. 88 (95), a hymn by'

Tsonkhapa called Dmigs brtse ma (‘ Play of fancy’), and an
‘ Exposition of the Teaching of the Tantras ’

(p. 190 [208]).

Both these would probably be found at St. Petersburg.

This is all I can find now about Tsonkhapa and his writings.

None of the latter are accessible here.—Yours truly,

H. Wenzel.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER
(October, November, December, 1891.)

I. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals.

1. Journal of the American Oriental Society.

Yol. xv. No. 1.

1. Tiamat. By George A. Barton, of Harvard University.

2. Arabic Proverbs and Proverbial Phrases. Collected,

Translated, and Annotated by James Richard Jewett, In-

structor in Brown University, Providence, R.I.

3. The Letter of Holy Sunday
;
also the Computation of

the Sick ;
Syriac text and translation. By Prof. Isaac H.

Hall, of New York City.

2. Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes.

Yol. v. part iii.

Kritische Bearbeitung der Proverbien (Fortsetzung) v.

Dr. G. Bickell.

On the Origin of the Gupta Yalabhi Era, by G. Biihler.

Indian Inscriptions to be read from below, by G. Biihler.

Al-musajjar, v. Max Griinert.

Anzeigen.

M. Bloomfield. The Kauslka Sutra of the Atharva-veda,

with extracts from the Commentaries of Davila and Kesava,

by G. Biihler.

W. Caland. Zur Syntax der Pronomina im Avesta, v.

Dr. J. Kerste.
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Abel Mechitharean. Geschichte der Concilien der armen-

ischen Kirche zugleicb mit der Canones, y. F. Muller.

Kleine Mittheilungen.

Bemerkungen iiber die Zendalpbabete und die Zendschrift.

Heupersische armenische u. Pablawi Etymologien, v. F.

Muller.

3. Zeitschriet der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft.

Yol. xlv. Heft 3.

Yerzeicbniss der fur die Bibliothek eingegangenen

Schriften u.s.w. Noch einraal der Zar, v. K. Vollers.

Ueber die lautlicbe Steigerung bei Lehmvortern im Ara-

bischen, v. K. Vollers.

Der Giftmann, y. K. Yollers.

Versucb einer Kritik v. Hamdanis-Beschreibung der

arabiscben Halbinsel u. einige Bemerkungen iiber Prof.

David H. Muller’s Ausgabe derselben, v. A. Sprenger.

Ein arabischer Beleg. zum heutigen Sklavenhandel in

Singapore, v. C. Snouck Hurgronje.

Aus dem Geistesleben persischer Frauen, v. H. Vambery.

Zu M. de Clercq’s Catalog, seiner Sammlung sasanidischer

Jemmen, v. P. Horn.

Die Accentuation der "Wiener Kathaka-Handschrift, v. L.

von Scbroeder.

Apollonius v. Thyana bei dem Arabern, v. M. Stein-

schneider.

De Parva Naturalia des Aristoteles bei dem Arabern, v.

M. Steinschneider.

Liste von transcriberten Abscbriften u. Ausziigen vorrire-

gend aus der Jaina-Literatur, v. Ernest Leumann.

Heinrich Thorbecke’s wissenschaftlicher Nachluss u. H. L.

Fleischer’s Lexikalische Sammlungen, v. A. Miiller u. A.

Socin.

Der Zweite Corrector der Clodius’schen hebraischen Bibel

Dr. med. Leo Simon Babbiner v. Mainz, v. D. Eaufmann.
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4. Journal Asiatique.

Yol. xviii. No. 2.

Histoire politique, religieuse et litteraire d’Hdesse jusqu’a

la premiere croisade (M. R. Duval).

La traite des rapports musicaux ou l’Hpltre a Scharaf

Ed Din, par Sufi Ed Din Abd el Mumim Albagh-adI (M.

le baron Carra de Yaux).

Les Lolos et les Miao-tze a propos d’une brochure de M.

P. Yial, missionnaire apostolique au Yun-nan (M. G. Deveria).

II. Obituary Notices.

Bishop Caldwell.—The name of Bishop Caldwell, of

Tinnevelly, in South India, has been removed by death

from the list of our Honorary Members. He was 78 years

of age
;

he went out to India as the member of a Non-

conformist body, but he passed into the Church of England,

and was for many years Bishop of the Mission of the

Society for Propagation of the Gospel. He died at Edyen-

goody, the headquarters of his District. He was highly

esteemed and beloved by his flock, and some influential

Mahometans laid flowers on his coffin as a tribute of respect.

He was well known in England, and the compiler of this

notice had the pleasure of his friendship.

It is, however, as the investigator of the South Indian

Family of languages that Bishop Caldwell was most widely

known. His “ Comparative Grammar ” of the Dravidian

Family, originally published in 1856, was a revelation to

Western philologers
;

and it remains, in the form of a

second edition (1875), the standard authority on the subject,

without a rival or a successor. Dr. Caldwell’s intimate

personal acquaintance with the people and their dialects,

his patient study of their past, as proved by his “ History

of Tinnevelly
” and “ The Tinnevelly Shanars,” and the

strong religious convictions, which made pursuits that to

another man would have been the relaxations of a busy

j.r.a.s. 1892. 10
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life, with him a serious and unremitted duty, enabled him

to accumulate a mass of carefully verified and original

materials such as no other European scholar has ever

amassed in India. There are points, for example, with

reference to the proportion of aboriginal words in the

modern Indian vernaculars, in regard to which his con-

clusions have been modified by subsequent research. But

his “ Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian or South

Indian Family of Languages ” will ever stand forth as one

of the monumental works of the age. Scarcely less interest-

ing, although on a different scale, were his contributions

during many years to the Indian Antiquary, and the series

of Sanskrit manuscripts w7hich he brought to light in

Southern India and rendered available to Western scholar-

ship. But in this, as in every other branch of his untiring

labours, he was inspired with the belief, that he was doing

true missionary service. The literary work to which he

himself looked back with greatest satisfaction was the part

which he took during eleven years in the revision of the

Tamil Bible, and, when that long labour was ended, in the

revision of the Tamil Book of Common Prayer.

Nov. mil, 1891. R. N. C.

Raja Rajendra Lala JSIitra .—This distinguished scholar

was descended from an ancient stock, the Kulin Kayastha,

who rank in Bengal next after the Brahmins. For upwards

of forty years he had contributed to the Journal of the

Bengal Asiatic Society papers of much interest— in all 114.

The following maybe mentioned:—“On Some Gracco-Bactrian

Relics from Rawul Pindi ” (1862) ;
“ On Greek Art in

India,” and “On Leprosy in Ancient India” (1875); “On
the Representation of Foreigners in the Ajanta Frescoes”

(1878); and various papers on human sacrifices, the use of

spirituous drinks, the consumption of beef, and other customs

among the ancient people of India. Another branch of

antiquarian research to which Dr. Mitra devoted much

attention was the elucidation of inscriptions (whether on

stone or copper) and of ancient coins, and his numerous
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notes and treatises on these possess great historical value.

His more important works were:—“Buddha Gaya, the

Hermitage of Sakya Muni,” a handsome monograph on

that great temple
;

“ The Antiquities of Orissa,” in two

volumes, a work which was the outcome of an archaeological

mission to Bhuvanesvara, whither Dr. Mitra was despatched

by Government in 1868-69
;
“ The Indo-Aryans,” produced

in 1881
;
and “The Sanskrit Buddhist Literature of Nepal,”

in 1882. Dr. Mitra was often consulted by the Government

in regard to antiquarian and literary matters, and he was

created a Companion of the Indian Empire in 1878. He
was also a Fellow of Calcutta University, and he was an

Honorary Member of the Royal Asiatic Society. He rendered

an essential service to Indian learning by striking out new

paths and new methods of research, based upon the ex-

amination of ancient local remains. The wisdom of the

orthodox Brahmans was in a large measure a wisdom of

words. Dr. Mitra practically proved to his countrymen that

scholarship deals also with things. His erudition in Sanskrit

literature and philosophy would have sufficed to win for

him a high place as a pandit of the old order, and it

secured for him, in spite of his new departures, the respect

of that order. But his main work was the investigation

of the actual and material relics of the past, rather than

of its science and metaphysics. Educated half a century

ago in one of the then few private seminaries in Calcutta

conducted by Hindus on Western lines, yet independent of

missionary influences, Rajendra Lala Mitra entered life as

a young Hindu of the clever worldly type, with an abundant

stock of knowledge, and quite willing to push his fortunes

by means of it. Having distinguished himself in the

Medical College, he was selected as one of the four students

who were to be sent to Europe. But his family, from caste-

reasons, objected, and he was diverted from the medical

profession. He then began a scholar’s career, and was

appointed Assistant Secretary and Librarian of the Bengal

Asiatic Society. Before he had reached middle life he had

mastered, in addition to English and the Yernaculars of
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India, Sanskrit, Persian, and Latin, with a working facility

in French, German, and Greek.

When the Bengal Government determined to provide

more seriously for the education of State wards, or orphan

landholders and nobles placed by law under its care,

Rajendra Lala Mitra was appointed director of the Court

of AYards’ College in Calcutta. In this congenial position

he passed many years, branching out into various forms of

public activity, as a municipal commissioner of Calcutta,

critical in temper and caustic of speech, as an active member

of the governing body of the University, and as a wise and

honoured leader of the Native Landholders’ Association in

Bengal.

The labours by which he will be remembered, however,

were of a different class. In the maturity of his knowledge

he formed the design of bringing the mass of writings

about ancient and mediaeval India to the touchstone of the

existing material remains. He explored step by step the

sacred sites of the Hindus in Bengal and Orissa, gaining

admission as a pandit to their innermost recesses, and pro-

ducing, with the aid of the skilled draughtsmen and

photography of the Surveyor General’s Office in Calcutta,

a useful record of their now fading inscriptions and crumb-

ling temples and gods. His “History of the Antiquities of

Orissa” would alone have raised him to a very high rank

among native scholars, second only to those who, like

Bhagvan Lai Indraji, had acquired the methods of

historical criticism. But that work forms only one of

fifty-five separate publications which issued from his un-

wearied pen in English, Sanskrit, or Bengali. As will be

seen from the list of those of his works in our Library,

he edited an important Buddhist text, the Lalita Vistara,

and translated a few pages of it, and began to edit

the Prajha Paramita, another of the standard books

of the Nepalese Buddhists. These works, though by no

means perfect, were the fruit of much labour; they have

made the general contents of these books accessible to

scholars, and will have prepared the way for the future
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editor of critical editions. Scarcely less important was the

search for ancient Sanskrit manuscripts, which he conducted

under the auspices of the Government throughout Bengal,

from the Himalayas to the sea, a task undertaken just in

time to rescue many invaluable documents, and to secure

a vast treasure-trove from antiquity.

Nov. mh, 1891. R. 1ST. C.

Professor Paul Hunfalvy.—Dr. Paul Hunfalvy was horn

at Nagy Szalok in the county of Szepes in Upper Hungary,

on the 12th of March, 1810. His father, a simple agri-

culturist, could afford to give his son no better education

than that obtainable at the village school. The family name
was Hunsdorfer, which being Magyarized, was also adopted

by the younger brother John, the famous Hungarian

geographer. Whilst at the village school young Paul’s

intelligence and industry attracted the attention of the

Pastor, who lent him books to read, and when the Pastor

found with what diligence and earnestness the young lad

continued his studies, he endeavoured to procure means of

assisting him to higher schools
;

a boon which was not in

the power of the poor father to give. Admitted to the

Lycseum of Kesmark, Paul’s exemplary conduct gave great

satisfaction to his masters. The holidays he spent at home

and employed his time in reading the Bible and books on

Geography
;
the deep religious feelings which characterized

the man in after-life took root at this early age in the

parental home.

Four years were spent at the Lycmum, during which

his progress in classics was conspicuous. Whilst there he

was a most assiduous visitor at the large library, where he

endeavoured to learn more than the powers of his age would

allow. From Kesmark he went for two years to the

Lutheran School at Miskolcz, where he studied especially

Hungarian and ancient classics.

Moreover, he learnt as much logic, history, and other

sciences as was required by the curriculum. “ As I was

journeying homewards from Miskolcz,” says Hunfalvy in
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his “ Reminiscences,” “ and caught sight of the landscape

of my native country with its snow-clad Carpathian peaks,

my eyes filled with tears of joy. The world I thought was

beautiful indeed, but one’s home is the most beautiful of

all.” He returned to the Lycaeum and studied the higher

branches of Philosophy and Law, which, together with

philology, fully occupied his time. He now began seriously

to meditate on the fact that the road to real knowledge

was long and arduous, poverty was staring him in the

face, which made success very dubious. He refers probably

to this period of his life when he writes, “ I hardly

know what good fortune means. As far as I can form

any judgment on the subject by other people’s thoughts,

I cannot consider myself fortunate. The world looks up

to family connection, splendour, wealth and competence as

such—none of these advantages fell to my lot. Yet I was

happy, I passed my early years in contentment, I enjoyed

the splendid rays of the sun as they spread their warmth,

no melancholy thought ever entered my mind, I never

suffered hunger and the nights passed in refreshing sleep
;

later on I found comfort in the school, it seemed at first

as if poverty had conspired to deny me that blessing. I

began to contemplate the problems of human destiny, and

ray happiness would have been complete if doubts regarding

the value of human knowledge had not disturbed my con-

templations.”

This seems to have given young Hunfalvy the first

impulse towards individual research leading to the solid

results of scientific attainments which he left behind him.

When he had finished all his studies at the Lycaeum

he supported himself by teaching, and after some years of

hard struggle was offered the tutorship to the sons of Baron

Podmaniczky at Budapest. This gave him the opportunity

of being enrolled as a law student at the High Court of

Judicature, and after passing examinations Hunfalvy was

admitted an Advocate. Yet he never practised as a lawyer,

but rather devoted himself to literature, and in company

with such distinguished literary men as Toldy, Bajza,
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and Vorosmarty, he contributed to the volumes of the

Hungarian Athenaeum. In this publication appeared his

first works, namely : the “ Drezdai levelek,” Letters from

Dresden
;

“ Emlekezes Kesmarkra,” Reminiscences of

Kesmark
;

“ Rhapsodiak,” and “ Thukydides,” which, to-

gether with three other Essays, were subsequently published

in a separate volume under the title of “ Tanulmanyok,”

Locse, 1873. These essays do not possess any special

elegance of style or beauty of composition, but their contents

bear witness to the work of a thoughtful mind, extensive

reading, critical acumen and sound judgment.

In 1871 Hunfalvy was elected corresponding member
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, and a year later

a similar distinction was oifered him by the Literary Society

the “ Kisfaludy Tarsasag.” At this period his tastes had

not as yet shown a definite tendency. He wrote articles in

political and scientific publications, he translated the fables

of Lokman from the Arabic, and was conversant with

Hebrew. He took his seat at the Academy by a Dissertation

on “ Thukydides,” and at the Kisfaludy Tarsasag on the
“ Poetry of Aristotle.” It was surmised at the time that

classics were the field which he had marked out for his

future labours, although just then French romance and

national lyric poetry commenced to attract public attention

in Hungary.

In 1842 Hunfalvy obtained the offer of the Professorship

of Law at his old Lycseum, which he accepted with great

satisfaction, and published his work on “ Commercial

Legislation.” For six years he occupied the chair, during

which his fame spread far and wide
;
students from distant

parts of the kingdom came to attend his lectures, who
admired not merely his clear and attractive teaching, but

they loved him as a man. The poet Petofi paid Hunfalvy

a visit in 1845, and speaks of his great popularity with

his numerous pupils.

In 1847 he visited several countries on the continent, and

published a work on matters concerning education—the

“Tanodai Szozat.” Hunfalvy’s name now became known.
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In 1848 he was elected to Parliament to fill one of the seats

for his native county. At the beginning of 1849, when

the Austrian Field-Marshal, Windischgratz, was nearing the

capital, Hunfalvy, with the rest of the Parliament, followed

Kossuth to Debreczin, and remained at his post till its final

dissolution in August, 1849, at Szegedin. He belonged to

the Peace party, and frequently spoke out in the public press

on that side. He opposed the deposition of the Habsburg

dynasty, and consequently the Declaration of 14th of April,

which he characterized as a grave mistake. Yet, notwith-

standing his moderate views, he suffered persecution and

imprisonment from the Austrians. On being released, he

took up his quarters permanently at Budapest, and resumed

his literary pursuits
;

he was appointed Librarian to the

Academy, which post he held till his death. "Works and

essays on various literary and scientific subjects issued from

his pen. In 1857 he edited a “Library of Hellenic Classics,”

and published one volume of “Translations from Plato.”

From this time forward he devoted himself, however, more

thoroughly to philology, having entered on a path of re-

search which afterwards he made his own. He was the

first who, since Revai, 1 resumed the study of comparative

Magyar philology, and thus became the founder of a school

whose merits were soon universally acknowledged.

On the 18th January, 1851, he pointed out to the Academy

of Sciences the direction in which Hungarian philology

should go, if it desired to attain results worthy of philo-

logical science. In the study of Altaic languages, he

thought Hungary should take the lead, and thus become

an acknowledged factor in the scientific world.

With full conviction, and with all the resources of know-

ledge he possessed, Hunfalvy fought against the errors of

his adversaries, and proclaimed the principles which should

guide comparative philology, enumerating the problems

which have to be solved. Concerning the Altaic languages,

he endeavoured to establish the link which unites the Turk,

Finn, and Magyar languages, and after studying the philo-

1 See Journal Royal Asiatic Society, July, 1889, p. 647.
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logical treasures which Anton Reguly 1 brought home from

his travels in the Ural region, he brought the Finn dialects

and the Mordvin and the Cheremiss languages within the

sphere of his researches, leading him to the conviction that

the Magyar tongue occupies a mid place between the Finn

and the Turk, and stands in near relationship to the Mordvin

and Vogul-ostjak languages. In these studies Hunfalvy

found a faithful co-worker in Joseph Budenz, with whose

aid he subsequently laid down those solid foundations of the

comparative philology of the Ugor languages, which he and

others should build upon. This was done in the publication

called “Magyar Nyelveszet” (Magyar philology), and in the

“ Nyelvtudomanyi Kozlemenyek ” Philological transactions,

the latter of which he edited till 1878.

The publications issued by Hunfalvy contained, not only

papers on Ugor comparative philology, but also communica-

tions on the Altaic, Indo-Germanic, and Semitic languages,

and there are also found essaj7 s on ethnographic and mytho-

logical subjects, because he was convinced that comparative

philology cannot show satisfactory results in any other way

than by paying attention to the ethnographic and mytho-

logical peculiarities of different nations. When Reguly

returned home from his northern travels, with philological

and ethnographic treasures, his health was broken by the

hardships and long privations he had endured, and from

which he never recovered. On his death, at the early age

of 39 years, the task of working up his literary remains de-

volved, at the special request of the Academy, on Hunfalvy.

Bearing on this subject he published several treatises, the

most important of which were the following :

“The Yogul Story of the Creation of the World,” in

original, with translation and a dictionary, in 1859
;
this was

the first work ever published in Europe on the Yogul people.

“ Chrestomathia Finnica,” Finn Olvasmanyok, in 1861.

“A Yogul Fold es nepe,” the land of the Yogul and its

people, in 1864, containing, in a well-digested form, all the

results of Reguly’s travels.

1 See Journal Royal Asiatic Society, July, 1889, p. 614.
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Hunfalvy determined to study the life and languages of

the peoples related to the Magyar race, and to base upon

such data the principles of Magyar philology, which de-

termination he pursued with unflagging industry and

enthusiasm, ready to give battle to those who ventured to

attack the result of his researches. Up till quite lately

Hunfalvy had to fight hard in support of his theory that

the Magyar tongue was cognate to the Finn-Ugor group of

languages, and not to the Turco-Tatar, as was maintained

by Vambery. But just because he was ever ready for the

fight, and continued it without intermission, he was able

gradually to secure pupils and associates to his school.

In furtherance of his researches Hunfalvy travelled in

the Baltic provinces and in Finland in 1869, the result of

which was a work in two volumes, published in 1871, under

the title of “Utaza’s a Balti videken,” a journey in the

Baltic Provinces. When at Dorpat, he discovered the Gospel

of Matthew translated into South Vogul dialect. Based on

this, he wrote a treatise on the Konda Yogul Language in

1872, which was soon followed by another on North Ostjak

Language, “ az ejszaki osztjak nyelv,” based on Beguly’s

literary remains. These works established Huufalvy’s re-

putation as a philological authority.

In his later years, he paid particular attention to

Ethnography. In 1876 was published his “ Magyarorszag

Ethnographiaja,” Ethnography of Hungary, an important

work relating to history, language and racial differences of

the various nationalities inhabiting Hungary, with regard to

whom he advanced several striking and new propositions,

supported by clearly defined arguments. Two of his con-

clusions especially raised heated discussion and originated

a copious literature. The first of these was the question

whether the “ Szekler ” of Transylvania were the descendants

of Attila’s warriors or not ? The long and bitter controversy

which followed, produced a work in 1870, “ & Szekelyek,”

the Szekler and several articles on the same subject iu the

periodical called “ Szazadok ” from Hunfalvy’s pen.

The second obscure problem of Ethnography was connected
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with the origin of the Eumun (Roumanian, Wallach) nation.

In endeavouring to throw light upon this subject, Hunfalvy

gave great offence to the national pride of the Roumanians,

because he ventured positively to question the theory that

the Wallachs, as the Roumanians of to-day were till quite

recently called, could claim the Roman Legions stationed in

Dacia as their ancestors. The first and probably most im-

portant Monograph on the subject was published in Vienna,

1883, under the title “Die Rumanen und ihre Anspriiche,”

The Roumanians and their Pretensions (1883), followed by

“ Neuere Erscheinungen der rumtinischen Geschichtsfor-

schung,” New Phases of Roumanian Historical Researches

(Vienna, 1886) ;

“ Der Nationale Karnpf gegen das Ungar-

ische Staatsrecht,” The Struggle of the Roumanians against

the Hungarian Public Law (1880); “ Hogyan csinalodik

nemely historia? Pillantasok a rumun tortenetirasba,” How
some History is being fabricated. Glimpses into the rumun

History (1885) ;
“ A rumun nyelv,” The Rumun Tongue

(Budapest, 1878) and numerous articles in the periodicals

“ Literarische Berichte aus Ungarn” and “ Ungarische

Revue.” The crown of Ilunfalvy’s researches on this subject

was expected to be a great historical work on the Rumun
people which Hunfalvy brought down as far as the middle

of the fourteenth century, and on which he worked on the

day preceding his death. Another ethnographic work of

great merit was published in Vienna and Teschen in 1881,

“ Die Ungern oder Magyaren,” and the Transactions of the

Hungarian Ethnographic Society bear the impress of his

scientific interest. In the Transactions of the Hungarian

Academy, and in the Proceedings of various scientific Con-

gresses, he attended, of which that of the Orientalists at

Stockholm, in 1889, was the last, there appeared many articles

and essays from him. Five years ago he was nominated a

life member to the House of Magnates, and when the bill for

making the study of Greek optional in the colleges instead

of being compulsory as in the past, was brought in, Hunfalvy

spoke out with the fervour of youth against the innovation.

He was Doctor of Philosophy, Professor at the University
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of Budapest, an honorary member of the Academy of

Sciences and corresponding member of many foreign

scientific societies.

Hunfalvy’s death came unexpectedly, although he was

in his 82nd year, and complained of late that his strength

and power of work were not the same as of old
; the last

two summers he spent in his native county of Szepes,

at Tatrafiired on the southern slopes of the Carpathians.

When the academical season re-opened this year, it being

the fiftieth anniversary of his connexion with the Academy,

congratulations poured upon him from private friends and

public bodies, not the least amongst whom was a deputation

from the Academy itself, with the President, Baron Eotvos,

at its head. On the 24th of November he presided over

his section at the Academy, and on the 28th received the

congratulations of the Ethnographic Society, of which he

was the President. In returning his thanks for the honour

done to him, he spoke of the first Hungarian philologist

Revai, and pointed out, as if with a presentiment of his

approaching end, that should he close his eyes there would

be those who could continue the work he was engaged in.

“ If I may,” he says, “ be permitted to compare my humble-

ness to a thing really grand, I might ventui-e to predict

that, as after John the Baptist, so after me will come much
mightier men than I, who will follow in the direction I

have pointed out.” He was the President of the Luther

Society, one of the revisors of the Hungarian Bible, and

a prominent supporter of the Evangelical church.

Beturning home from the meeting of ethnographists, he

begged to be excused attending the public dinner which

was to follow, as he felt fatigued. The next day, Sunday,

the 29th November, he rose in his usual health, took his

customary walk, and spent the afternoon over his work on

the Roumanians
;
he went early to bed without the slightest

complaint. About four o’clock in the morning, his wife

awoke and heard a gentle snore
;
she lit the candle and

saw after a few deep gasps, her husband peacefully pass

away. It was Monday, the 30th of November.
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Hunfalvy’s body lay in state in the Palace of the Academy
of Sciences, from whence it was conveyed to its last

resting-place in the afternoon of the 2nd of December,

amidst every manifestation of public sympathy and regret,

an honour he so well deserved.

15 th December, 1891. Theodore Duka.

Mr. Rehatsek .—The Bombay Gazette of Dec. 19th says :

—

A most unusual event took place at Worli on Friday, when

a European was, by a desire expressed in his will, cremated

in Hindu fashion. The man was Mr. Edward Rehatsek,

well known in Bombay as being possessed of extraordinary

learning, a first-rate Arabic and Persian scholar, a great

linguist, and of remarkable literary ability, though, since

he retired from the Latin and Mathematics Professor’s chair

at Wilson College twenty years ago, he has led a strange

life, living all alone, and welcoming no Europeans to his

place of abode. Edward Rehatsek was an Austro-Hungarian

by birth, and was born on July 3, 1819, at Illack. He was

educated at Buda-Pesth, at which University he studied

and took the degree of M.C.E. in the year 1843. After

that he made a tour through Europe, spending a few months

in Paris, then four years in the United States of America,

and afterwards came to Bombay in 1847, when he settled

down as Professor of Latin and Mathematics at Wilson

College. He was also a Fellow of the Bombay University,

and for twelve years was examiner in Arabic, Persian, Latin,

and French. Even then he led a quiet life, seeking more

the society of natives, among whom he laboured, than his

European brethren
;
but when he retired from his professor-

ship in 1871, his what might be termed almost hermit life

began. He dwelt in a small bungalow at Khetwadi, kept

no servants, went every morning to bazaar and purchased

his provisions, which he cooked by his own hand. His

meals were of the most frugal description, and his dress was

most threadbare. He always went out for a short time

morning and evening, and lately he took to cycling. It

was a strange eight to see this old man, over seventy years
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of age, moving slowly along the Queen’s Road night and

morning on his tricycle; but, though old, he enjoyed the

best of health till within a few months of his death, when
he was seized with an internal inflammation, from which

he died yesterday morning at half-past six o’clock.

Though he had retired from his regular pursuit, it must

not be imagined he was an idle man by any means. He
laboured continually at his desk, chiefly translating foreign

works into English, and many interesting and valuable

contributions came from his pen. Most of his works were

published at his own expense, for living so frugall}' as he

did since he came to Bombay, he amassed a considerable

sum of money, which he did not grudge spending on any

hobby, or in giving the fruits of his study to the world

with which he cared so little to mingle. Among his more

prominent works were “Historical Sketch of Portuguese-

India, with a List of its Officers till 1881,” “The Alexander

Myth of the Persians,” “ Gastronomical Anecdotes of the

Earlier Kaliphs,” “Life of Jesus according to the Mo-

hamedans,” “ The Relations of Islam to Christianity, and

of Christianity to Civilization,” “Bombay 115 Years Ago,”

in five volumes, “The Diamond Fields of India,” in two

volumes. There are many other valuable works of the late

Mr. Rehatsek now published, but the list is too long to give

in detail. The above, however, will suffice to show how

great a student of literature he was, and how deeply he

must have dipped into research to write so many books on

such a variety of subjects.

His last work was a heavy task, namely, the translating

into English of Mirkhond’s “History of the World” from

Persian into English. It is being printed and published

by the Royal Asiatic Society, and the last volume, completed

a short time before his death, is now in the press, and

will soon be issued.

Occasionally he would leave his recluse life and come

before the public, to lay before them personally the fruits

of his research, and many will remember when, before the

Bombay Anthropological Societj7

,
he lectured on “ Veneration
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for the Dead in China,” and “ Hindu Civilization in the

Far East,” and again recently when he read an interesting

and instructive paper on “ Statistics of Suicides in Bombay

since 1886.” To the Anglo-Vernacular journal, Native

Opinion ,
he was for many years a constant contributor, never

missing a week without sending in an article in English.

Even when laid up with the malady that proved fatal to

him, he would not lay aside his pen, and only five days

ago, when Mr. Hari Madhay Paranjpe, the editor of Native

Opinion, who was one of Mr. Rehatsek’s closest friends,

called upon him, the poor old man, too feeble to speak,

signed to his desk where lay, just completed, the last

contribution that came from his pen. Mr. Rehatsek also

took a great interest in Theosophy, and was in constant

correspondence with Theosophical Societies in Europe.

Much as he kept himself to himself, he did not want for

attention from friends after he was seized with his last

illness, and three doctors—namely, Dr. Deshmuck, Dr.

Kunte, and Dr. John De Cunha, all former pupils of his,

ministered to him. By his death-bed yesterday morning

were Mr. Hari Paranjpe and two other friends, -and also

two servants who had been left there by Dr. De Cunha to

attend to the dying man. When a professor he was much
beloved by his students, and they remained his friends to

the last. What money he had remaining to him was not

much, but he made a will leaving it all to local charities

and to be spent in prizes for primary education schools in

Bombay. In his will there was also a clause which was

the cause of yesterday’s strange proceedings, instructing

his executor, Mr. Narayen V. Mandlik, to cremate his body

in Hindu fashion, and that was carried out yesterday, at

the Municipal burning-ground at Worli.

At four o’clock the deceased, Mr. Rehatsek’s friends, all

Hindus, with the exception of Dr. De Cunha, and nearly

all former pupils of the late professor, assembled at his

bungalow at Khetwadi, where the corpse had, native fashion,

been laid out, face exposed, on a bier, profusely decorated

with flowers. A procession was formed, the corpse-bearers
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going in front and the carriages with the mourners following.

Worli was reached about 5.15, and the body was immediately

carried to that part set aside for deceased persons having

no relatives. The still smouldering embers whereon a body

had been burned that afternoon were swept aside
;

fresh

wood was piled up, and the body was placed thereon
;
lights

were applied, and in about two hours, the remains of Mr.

Edward Rehatsek, the first European ever cremated in

Bombay in native-fashion, were reduced to ashes.

Sir James Redhouse.—It is our painful duty to record

the death of Sir James Redhouse, K.C.M.G. He joined

this Society in 1854. He succeeded Mr. Norris as Secretary

in 1861, and resigned that post in 1864, being succeeded by

Dr. Reinhold Rost. He was elected Honorary Member in

1886. He contributed to our Journal no less than twelve

interesting papers—a complete list of which will be found

in the Index to the Society’s publications published in our

Journal for the year 1888.

Sir James Redhouse was born in 1811 ;
was educated at

Christ’s Hospital, and went to Constantinople in 1826, where

he was employed by the Ottoman Government in the pre-

paration of various military, naval, and literary works. In

1830 he visited Russia. Having begun soon afterwards the

preparation of a Turkish, English, and French dictionary,

he returned to London in 1834 to take steps for its publica-

tion, which was rendered useless, however, by the appearance

of Bianchi’s Turkish-French work. In 1838 he was ap-

pointed a member of the Translations Office of the Porte, and

in 1840 was transferred to the Turkish Admiralty ; from 1839

until 1853 he acted as confidential medium of communication

between the Porte and the British Ambassador. In 1840 he

went on a mission to the coast of Syria, then blockaded by

the allied squadrons of England, Turkey, and Austria, where

he was engaged in communications between the admirals and

the Turkish Commander-in-Chief on shore. After other

services he assisted to conclude in 1847 a treaty of peace

between Persia and Turkey
;
and in 1854 he was appointed
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Oriental Translator to the Foreign Office. In 1857 Mr.

Redhouse was sent to Paris to assist in the wording of the

text of the treaty of peace with Persia, which set the British

troops free to aid in the suppression of the Indian mutiny.

Sir James Redhouse, who was knighted in 1888, was a member
of several Turkish, Persian, and other Orders. In 1884

Cambridge granted him the honorary degree of LL.D.

Among his works may be mentioned an English-Turkish

and Turkish-English dictionary, a manual of colloquial

Turkish for use in the Crimean war, a grammaire raisonnee

de la langue Ottomans published in Paris, and an incomplete

manuscript dictionary of Arabic, Persian, Ottoman Turkish,

Eastern Turkish, and English in ten large folio volumes.

He was in many respects the leading authority on the

Osmanli-Turki language : to the other members of the great

Turki linguistic family he had not paid much attention. He
very naturally regarded the world from the Constantinople

point of view, and did not hesitate to claim for the Tartar

Sovereigns of that country the Kaliphat of Islam, a claim

which the great Mahometan Emperors of India, whose

ancestor, Tamerlane, had carried about Bajazet, the ancestor

of the Sultans of Turkey, in an iron cage, laughed to scorn,

and in no Mosque of India was prayer ever offered for him

as the Kaliph of the Faithful.

It was a pleasure to visit year by year Sir James in his

retreat at Kilburn, and converse with the great scholar : the

sight of the great volumes of the great Dictionary of the

Osmanli-Turki on the desks round his writing table im-

pressed one more with the grandeur than the prudence of

the undertaking. Every word of the Arabic, Persian, and

pure Turki languages had been incorporated alphabetically,

but, when it came to publication, at the request of the

American Board of Foreign Missions, who have extensive

Educational Agencies in Turkey, a selection had to be made
of a much more moderate size. The National Library of

the British Museum has secured these folios, which will ever

remain as monuments of his industry and knowledge.

Jan. 7, 1892. R. N. C.

j.e.a.s. 1892. 11
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III. Notes and News.

Count A. de Gubernatis has been appointed Professor of

Sanskrit at the University of Rome, and has accordingly

left the Istituto di Studii Superiore at Florence.

Behramji M. Malabari, the author of “Gujarat and the

Gujaratis.” A life of this writer and philanthropist, by

Dayaram Gidumal, acting district judge at Shikarpur, with

an introduction by Florence Nightingale, is announced for

publication shortly.

Vyasakara Sataka .—A MS. of this Sanskrit poem in

Sinhalese characters has just been found in the Royal

Asiatic Society’s Library. Each of the hundred moral

verses of which it consists is followed by a pada-gata-

sannaya, or word for word commentary, in the Sinhalese

language. There is another copy in Europe, at Copenhagen,

wrongly described by Westergaard (Cat. p. 21) as Vyasa-

sataka. An English translation of forty-four out of the

hundred verses is published by Philalethes in his “ History

of Ceylon,” pp. 308 to 314. There is no copy of this

work among the sixty-three Sanskrit MSS. in the Kandy
Library (none of which are noticed in Aufrecht’s Catalogus

Catalogorum), though a list of them was printed in the Pali

Text Society’s Journal, 1882, p. 45. It would seem also

to be wanting in Colombo (see ibid. p. 58). The date and

author of the little work are entirely unknown.

The Burmese Government has started a series of open

competitive examinations in Pali. Prizes and scholarships

are said to be promised to the successful candidates, but the

exact details have not reached Europe.

Mr. Edward G. Browne
,
a member of the Council of the

Royal Asiatic Societ}^ is about to publish the “ Makala-i-

shaksi sayyah ki dar kaziyya-i-Bab naviskta-ast.” This

work, composed in Persian by order of Beha Ullah, the

present chief of the Babi sect, comprises a history of that

sect from its origin to the present day, together with a

statement of its doctrines and principles. The present

edition will contain in Vol. I. the text in facsimile,
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and in Yol. II. the translation, illustrated by critical and

historical notes. The volumes will be sold separatel}'- at

the Cambridge University Press.

Tibet.—M. Dutreuil de Rhins, the learned author of

“ L’Asie Centrale,” is said to be at present attempting an

exploration of Tibet. When last heard from, in August,

1891, he had reached Khotan, which he places in lat.

37°-7 N. and long. 79°-55 E.

Prof. Bragsch is planning a journey into the Libyan desert,

principally with the hope of finding there papyrus rolls.

Adam's Bridge.—In No. 101 of ‘l Petermann’s Mittheil-

ungen,” Dr. J. Walther discusses the mode of formation

of this curious and famous link between South India and

Ceylon. He thinks it was built up by ocean currents, and

that neither an upheaval of the land nor the labours of

coral insects had any share in its history.

A Conch Shell 1200 Years Old.—A pair of conch shells

have been discovered in a poor peasant’s field near Amreli

on Gohelvad Timbo. The larger of them weighs 3|- lbs.

It bears on it an inscription in Yalabhi Gupta characters,

Si Bhatakadatti (possibly the name of the owner), and an

engraving of a Venidavana

,

or raised enclosed bed of the

Tulasi or Basil plant. The latter sign, and the existence

of the Sankha, may indicate Vishnu worship in old Amreli,

as both the Sankha and Tulasi are now sacred to that deity.

An old Phallus of Siva had previously been found near the

same spot. An inscription in the temple of Naga Natha

Mahadeva at Amreli mentions the find of that Phallus.

We know of Siva worship there in the Yalabhi period from

the published Yalabhi grants. There are remains near by

of what is probably a Buddhist stupa, and the name
Amaravalll (Amreli) would recall Buddhist associations,

as its other name Grlvana-valli would recall Brahminic

associations. Popular tradition gives a third name to it,

viz. Kanakavati. Not far from it are the ruins of another

old town Tamra-vati. Old Kshattrapa, Gupta, and Indo-

Sassanian coins are found in large numbers about these

parts.—H. H. D.
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Prachtna Kamja Mala.—H. H. the Gaikvad of Baroda,

a member of this Society, has sanctioned Its. 12,000 for the

publication of poems of some of the Gujarati poets that

flourished in his domains. Some eighteen numbers of the

series are out up to date, containing poems of great merit

of Kavi Premananda, his son Yallabha, Kavi Bhalana, Kavi

Dayaram (the Byem of Gujarat), and Ratnesvara among

others. The researches of the zealous editors of the series,

among them R. B. Hargovinddas Dvarkadas, Director of

Vernacular Instruction, point to the arrangement made by

Kavi Premananda with his son and disciples who formed

a large band to enrich the language of Gujarat by dividing

the work among them. Some were to write verses on the

model of Sanskrit, others on that of the old Prakrits, some

on that of Hindustani, and others of the Urdu tales and

traditions. This was so in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries. II. H. is also said to have sanctioned a large

sum, Rs. 50,000, for Marathi and Gujarati popular school

series. A large illustrated Gujarati Dictionary is said

to be under contemplation. The works of Narsimha Meheta,

said to be the Chaucer of Gujarat, are intended to be

similarly published by the Junaghad Durbar. A young

poet is moving among other Kattyawad States for getting

the works of other Kattyawadi poets collected and published.

The energetic editor of an Aryo-Gujarati bi-weekly, of

Bombay, has issued over four large volumes of old Gujarati

Poets, Brihatkavya Lokana.—H. H. D.

Constable's “ Oriental Miscellany —We beg to call the

special attention of our readers to this new venture under

an old and honoured name, the details of which will be

found in our advertisement pages. It is a good sign of the

times that publishers, whose estimate of things monetary

is not often over-sanguine, should find it pay to publish

books on Oriental subjects, and we trust that Mr. Constable

will receive sufficient support to encourage him in producing

works of real and permanent historical value.

Harvard Oriental Series .—This series is to he devoted to

texts, translations, and other works concerning India, its
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history, religions, languages, literature, and antiquities. The
aim is to supply what has been urgently needed, well-selected,

and well-edited texts, easy in style, of interesting contents,

and not too long, suitable, in a word, for the acquisition of

facility in reading, and which can be sold at a low price.

The series is to include not only works of use to advanced

scholars, but also books suited to the needs of younger

students. Volume I., which is already out, is the text of

“The Jataka-mala,” by Aryacura, edited by Professor Kern
(royal 8vo. cloth, pp. xii. and 254, price 6s.). Volume II.

will be the text of “ Kapila’s Aphorisms of the Sanikhya

Philosophy,” with the Commentary of Vijnana-bhiksu
;

edited, in the original Sanskrit, by Richard Garbe, Professor

in the University of Konigsberg, Prussia. This text and

commentary were published about thirty-five years ago by

Pitzedward Hall, but are now out of print. The new edition

is in handsome English letters. A translation into German
by Professor Garbe was published by the German Oriental

Society in 1889. Volume III., in preparation, is on “ Buddha

and Buddhism,” as illustrated by English translations from

the Buddhist Scriptures in Pali, by Henry Clarke Warren,

Esq., of Cambridge, Mass. This will be a series of selections

made in such a way as to give a systematic exposition of the

subject according to the views of the native authorities and

the canonical books of Buddhism. The whole is, we are glad

to see, under the editorship of Prof. Lanman, whose name
is a sufficient guarantee for the scholarly character of any

work that may be chosen for publication.

Buddlia Gaya .—A few days ago there arrived at Colombo

a Japanese monk sent from Tokio to Ceylon on a special

mission to inquire into the “Buddha-Gaya Mission” founded

in Colombo to acquire some lands on the site, at Buddha-

Gaya in India, where Gotama Buddha preached his doctrines,

and to consecrate them to the service of all Buddhists. Mr.

Dharmapala, the Secretary of the Mission, who is away in

India now, has already purchased the lands
;
and he is now

making arrangements to build a monastery there. Japanese

and Siamese Buddhists have been appealed to for help, and
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the arrival of the “Jap” to make inquiries on the subject

is the result of the appeal. The Buddha-Gaya mission has

succeeded in securing the site of the Bo-tree at Gaya, where

Gotama Buddha attained Buddhahood. The Sinhalese

monks who have gone there to take charge of the place are

making rapid progress in learning the vernaculars of Bengal,

and they will shortly commence the work of the propaganda.

A deputation of Sinhalese, Japanese, Siamese, and Burmese

Buddhists will wait on H. E. the Governor-General on his

visit to Gaya about the middle of October.

Since the above was written we learn from the “ Calcutta

Englishman ” that there has been a meeting of the Com-

mittees arranging this matter at Buddha Gaya itself.

There were present the following delegates :— Japan, Ato

Tokuzawa
;

Ceylon, Dharmapala
;

the Secretary of the

Budgya Society, Gunaratana Bhikshu
;

China, Tochij’a

Lama ; Chittagong, Girish Chandra Dewan and Krishna

Chandra Chowdri. Letters promising support were received

from Prince Chandradat on behalf of the Siamese Buddhists,

and Moung Shoung on behalf of the Burmese Buddhists.

Letters were also read from Sir Edwin Arnold, Baron

Harden Hickey, and the Australian Buddhists. Resolu-

tions were passed calling for subscriptions from Buddhist

countries for erecting a monastery and founding a Buddhist

college. The meeting closed by thanking the Government

of India for repairing the temple and the Indian press

for the sympathy shown.

Dr. Bezold.—The Trustees of the British Museum will

shortly issue the second instalment of Dr. Bezold’s “ Cata-

logue of the Cuneiform Tablets in the Kouyunjik Collection.”

This volume will contain the descriptions of nearly six

thousand tablets and fragments which formed part of the

famous clay library preserved by the Kings of Assyria at

Nineveh. This library was founded by Assurbanipal b.u.

668-626, and contained official documents which had been

sent to Sargon and Sennacherib by the generals of the army
and others

;
as well as a series of works relating to every

branch of science known to the Assyrians, and copies of
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ancient classical books and legends from Babylonia. In

this volume will be found a classification of omen and

astrological texts, a work which has never before been

atteinpted; and a considerable number of important extracts

are printed in the Cuneiform characters.

—

Athenaeum, 30th

Nov. 1891.

Etruscan.—Prof. Krall, of Vienna, in examining the bands

of a mummy, probably of the age of the Ptolemies, which

for the last forty years has been preserved in a museum, has

found a strip of linen with several hundred lines of Etruscan

writing. In this text, which is the longest we possess in

that language, some words occur that are to be found in

Etruscan inscriptions known to us, but the whole cannot

in the actual state of Etruscan studies be deciphered. The

cloth was, no doubt, written on for some purpose before

being carried by ship to Egypt and there used for the

wrappings of a mummy. The publication of the text by

the learned discoverer is awaited with the keenest interest.

Egyptian Antiquities.—Messrs. Newberry and Fraser have

already left England for their second season in Egypt, and

will be followed somewhat later by Mr. Blackden. Their

work for this winter will be to survey, copy, and photograph

the remaining historic antiquities from Beni-Hasan tombs,

the tombs of el-Bersheh (Xllth Dynasty), the Speos

Artemidos, and the tombs at Isbedeh. It should be added

that this archaeological survey is supported by special

subscription.

The Egyptian Government has asked the Caisse de la

Dette for £50,000 from the general reserve fund on behalf

of the Antiquities’ Department, but, before granting so

large a sum, the Caisse will probably require the appointment

of a commission to study the purposes of its employment.

It is hoped that this opportunity will be availed of to make

a searching investigation into the management of the de-

partment generally, which has for a long time excited

dissatisfaction amongst all nationalities, and is discreditable

to the country. The Ghizeh Museum especially is without

a catalogue, its exhibits are unlabelled, and its immense
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quantities of valuable objects are stored away from public

view to tbe utter disappointment of visitors who desire to

do more than merely pass an idle hour in the building.

Tbe monuments scattered throughout the country are in-

efficiently protected, and much irreparable mischief has

been and still is caused by theft and wantonness.

—

Academy
,

5 Dec., 1891.

Prof. Maurice Bloomfield
,
of Johns Hopkins, has published

in the fifteenth volume of the “ Journal of the American

Oriental Society
”

a third series of “ Contributions to tbe

Interpretation of the Yeda,” continuing his former method

of interpreting the early mantras by help of the later

literature—Brahmanas, Sutras, commentaries, and classical

legends. He first deals at considerable length with the

story of Indra and Narnuci, which he makes intelligible

by piecing together many scattered allusions. Perhaps the

most novel feature in this re-constructed story is the scene

where Namuci (the iisura) makes Indra (tbe deva) drunk

with sura (brandy) instead of his own favourite soma.

Secondly, he takes up the two dogs of Yama, and shows

how identification with the sun and the moon in the

Brahmanas explains many of the conflicting attributes

assigned to them in the Yedic mantras. Lastly, he dis-

cusses the much-disputed passage (Rig-veda, x. 17, 1, 2),

which describes the conjugal exploits of Saranyu, his

explanation being that it is a Brahmadya (riddle or

charade), not, as has hitherto been held, either a fragment

or a story in a form so condensed as to be foreign to Indian

habits of narration. As the basis of the riddle he finds

a cosmogonic conception with which a number of mytho-

logical inventions have been combined to make up a story

of a composite character.

Dr. de Cara has published a paper under the title “ Della

Identita degli Hetbei e dei Pelasgi dimostrata per la

Ceramica pre-fenica e pre-ellenica ” (Rome: Befani). The

work shows an acquaintance with the most recent results

of Oriental and archaeological research, and the views ex-

pressed in it are novel and suggestive. The author seeks
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to show that the Pelasgians of Greek tradition represent

the Hittites of Asia Minor and Syria, and that the culture

of Mykanse had its ultimate origin in the Hittite empire.

The Oriental School at Berlin .—The official catalogue

(Verzeichniss) of the teachers and students of the Berlin

Seminar fur Orientalische Sprachen, for the term October

15th, 1891, to March loth, 1892, has appeared. The

teaching body seems to have undergone some changes. In

the first place, the Lector in South Chinese is An Fung
Tschu, whose name does not occur in the Verzeichniss for

1890. Next, Dr. Moritz is entered, not only as librarian,

but as teacher of Arabic, while the dialect of Morocco is

taught by Muhammad Bin Selham, a name also new.

Another new teacher is the Lector in Suaheli, Amir bin

Nasir Lomeri. The number of hearers is 118, against 132

in the early part of the year. The non-official courses are

attended by 33 hearers.

The Bams.—A Russian artillery lieutenant, Alexander

Toumansky, having gone to Ashkabad with the object of

visiting the Babi colony there, has returned to St. Peters-

burg with many notes, photographs, and manuscripts.

Several of the latter are described in the last issue of the

‘ Collections scientifiques de l’institut des langues orientales
’

at St. Petersburg (Part 2 for 1891). The same volume

contains the complete text of some other Babi works which

form part of a volume of Babi tracts lately presented to

the library of the Institute. The description of these new

treasures commences with a warm eulogium of Mr. Browne’s

articles in our ‘ Journal ’ for 1890.

The Rig -Veda .—The first volume of Prof. Max Muller’s

translation of the Rig-Veda, which has been so long looked

forward to by scholars, has at last appeared just as we are

going to press. It contains the translation into English,

with a very elaborate commentary, of the forty-nine hymns
to the Maruts, including nine not addressed specially to

them, but dealing with allied subjects.

Lahore Museum .—The new buildings for this important

local museum are nearly completed, and will be shortly
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opened, to the great benefit of those who visit the collections

there arranged under the able superintendence of Mr.

Kipling, senior.

IV. Notices of Books.

The DInkard, Vol VI. By Peshotan Dastur Behramjee
Sanjana. (Published under the patronage of the Sir

Jamshedji Jeejeebhai Translation Fund, Bombay,

1891.)

With this sixth volume of the Text and Translations of

the DInkard the learned high-priest of the Bombay Parsis

completes seven-tenths of the third book, or nearly one-

third of the whole work so far as it is still extant. The

first two books appear to have become separated from the

other seven more than 870 years ago, when the latter were

copied from a manuscript found in Baghdad
;
and no trace

of the former two books has yet been discovered.

The DInkard is an extensive summary of information

regarding the Mazda-worshipping religion, its legendary

history, and its sacred books, compiled chiefly from writings

no longer extant, and written in the Pahlavi language.

This compilation was commenced by Atui'-farnbag, son of

Farukhzlid, who was supreme high-priest in Iran early in

the ninth century
;
and it was revised and completed, more

than half a century later, by Aturpad, son of Hemed, one

of his successors. Nearly the whole of its third book is

quoted from the Nikeso-I Veh-dlno, or Exposition of the

Good Religion, which was probably the name of some

important treatise on religious matters
;
but it also contains

some answers to sceptical inquiries, and several series of

admonitions issued by celebrated religious men and their

opponents, which may be derived from other sources.

In preparing his edition of this Pahlavi work Dastur Dr.

Peshotan has had to provide not only for European scholars,

but also for his own couutrymen. He publishes the original

Pahlavi text required by both parties, with an English
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translation for Europeans, and a Pazand transliteration, a

Gujarati translation, and a Glossary of a few of the Pahlavi

words for his own countrymen. His last two volumes contain

a marked improvement, as compared with the preceding

four, owing to the English translation being no longer a

mere translation of the Gujarati, but being made direct from

the Pahlavi, though still following the general course of

interpretation adopted by the editor in his Gujarati version.

This improvement has been carried out by the editor’s son

with great success, considering the difficulty of the task.

There is always much uncertainty in the reading of

unusual Pahlavi names, and the best translators will often

be led astray in such cases by the ambiguity of the Pahlavi

characters. It has already been shown by Darmesteter (in

Textes Pehlvis relatifs uu Judaisme, p. 3) that the name of

the high-priest which is read Dayun by Peshotan, in- his

chaps. 197, 198, ought to be read Sheno, he being the Saena

of Yt. xiii. 97, in the Avesta. And another correction of

a similar character may now be suggested with regard to

the name Asrite which is coupled with that of Hoshang

in chap. 209, §§ 8, 11, and should doubtless be read

Vaegeredo (the first letter being supplied, in two cases

out of three, from the preceding word mini, which ought to

be min), as it appears from Sachau’s Alblrunl’s Chronology

of Ancient Nations, pp. 206, 212, that Vaikard was the twin

brother of Hoshang and superintended the agriculture of

the realm. 1 His name occurs again in the fifth, seventh,

and eighth books of the Dinkard, but has not been preserved

in the extant Avesta.

In chap. 229, § 5, huafrit is not a name, but merely a

title of the Sasanians, which is also used in Book VIII. chap,

xiii. 17. The passage in chap. 229 would be better trans-

lated as follows :

“ The good government by sagacity as an

administrator (?) among those of the race of Yim, after

Fredun, was first through the descendants of Manushchihar,

1 I am indebted to Prof. Darmesteter for calling my attention to this state-

ment, in correction of my translation of Dinkard VIII. xiii. 5, in The Sacred
Hooks of the East, vol. 37.
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secondly through the Kayanians, and thirdly through the

well-created (or the fully-blessed) that are descended from

the same Kayanians, who are the Sasanians that are also

so called.”

Similarly, in chap. 274, §§ 2, 3, bratrut is not a name, but

should be read bradarvat “ brotherly, fraternal, akin
;

” and

the passage can be translated as follows :

“ Virtuous action

is that which is due to the diligence that is free from the

avarice which is akin to diligence. And honest comfort is

that due to contentment preserved from the indolence akin

to discontent.” It has been suggested that bradarvat

generally means “ brotherly ” in an Oriental sense which

would be better expressed in English by “ inimical ”
;
but

this passage does not support that view.

It must certainly be admitted that the third book of the

Dlukard is the most difficult part of the whole work, and

probably the portion least interesting to scholars who are

not Parsi theologians. The next three books contain some

passages that may be more entertaining. But the last

three books, which comprise much legendary history and a

summary account of the Nasks as they existed in Sasanian

times, are likely to be far more generally interesting,

especially the seventh book. If the Trustees of the Sir

J. <1. Translation Fund could manage to expedite the

publication of the Pahlavi text, by postponing that of the

translations and other accompaniments, they would be con-

ferring a favour upon European Pahlavi scholars generally,

who look forward to their next fifteen years of waiting for

the completion of the publication, at its present rate of

progress, with some degree of impatience.

E. W. West.

The Dwarfs of Mount Atlas.

Mr. Ilaliburton, Q.C., has published a brochure (David

Nutt) giving a detailed statement of the evidence in his

possession as to the existence of a race of dwarfs (with an

average height of less than 4^ feet) in the district subjoined
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to Morocco immediately south of the Atlas range. It is

made perfectly clear that a number of natives of Morocco

believe in the existence of such a race, and that Europeans

in North Morocco have seen dwarfs there who are believed

to belong to such a tribe, and not to be isolated cases of

arrested development or of atavism. The strongest evidence

is that of a donkey-man in Tangier, 4| feet high, the son

by a Moorish woman of one of the Akka dwarfs. He told

Mr. Haliburton that his father, brothers and sisters were

smaller than himself, and entirely confirmed the hearsay

evidence (of those who had told the author or his informants

about the dwarfs) as to the existence in Akka of a pigmy

race. We understand from the brochure that Mr. Hali-

burton’s conclusions have been controverted
;

but he does

not state where
;

and it is difficult to see what negative

evidence, except that of a trained observer who had been at

the places indicated and found no pigmies, could be of much
value against the carefully authenticated inquiries set out

in this little book. Mr. Haliburton deserves the thanks

of historical students for the trouble he has taken in the

matter.

The statement of evidence as to the existence of this

particular pigmy race is followed by seven pages of rather

desultory remarks on dwarfs and dwarf- worship. It is

suggested that nearly all the earliest myths of Greece came

from the Atlas pygmies,—either direct, or through Crete,

to which island they had emigrated, and it is confidently

stated that “ Probably on both sides of the Atlantic the

ancient dwellings cut in cliffs were made by dwarfs.” These

propositions would be sufficient to overthrow the beliefs

at present held among scholars as to the Greek myths on

the one hand, and the cave-dwellers on the other. If the

author would produce in support of them evidence as

substantial as that set out in the earlier part of the

pamphlet, he would find that serious scholars would not

be prevented by the revolutionary air of his theses from

giving to them a respectful attention.
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Lectures on the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic

Languages. From the papers of the late William
Wright, LL.T)., Professor of Arabic in the University

of Cambridge. (Cambridge, at the University Press,

1890, pp. 288.)

If we overcome the feeling of sadness that the author of

the above-mentioned work is no more, nothing but pleasure

is in store for the reader of these lectures which he has

bequeathed to the students of Semitic philology. It is

particularly lamentable that he was not spared to take into

consideration the two latest works in this province which

claim to do away with so many views hitherto sustained,

and the ingenuity of which has opened up quite a new field

of investigation. Like the foregoing works Wright’s book

extends over the whole realm of the Semitic dialects, but

it omits entirely any theory concerning the formation of

the nouns as well as the usual classification of their forms.

The author has probably deemed it to be beyond his task,

and declined consequently to give his young hearers a

system, the deficiency of which was evidently too manifest

to him. But on the other hand he does not give the

slightest reason for this omission, nor does he intimate

the existence of any other theory, with the exception of

some remarks at the beginning of the chapter on the verb.

The lectures thus extend over the Phonology and all the

rest of the Morphology. It is surely an unsurpassable

masterpiece to treat of so vast a subject in less than 300

pages. Yet the diction is transparent and clear, nay almost

popular—as the lectures were meant for undergraduates

—

even though every word is written with the utmost care.

The unhappy circumstance that the author was prevented

by death from putting the finishing touch to his book was

fully made up by its being edited, prefaced and annotated

by Professor W. Bobertson Smith, whilst Professor Th.

Noldeke read the proofs and added notes and corrections.

The introductory chapters are devoted to a resume of the

latest investigations concerning the cradle of the Semitic
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peoples, which the author, in common with Sayce, Schrader,

and de Groeje, considers to have been in the South, and also

to a survey of the single Semitic dialects.

To these general remarks I should like to attach a few

details which include one or two unimportant suggestions.

Referring to the chapter of the pronouns the author agrees

with all other grammarians, that the demonstrative pronouns

nn and Klnn are a combination of HI resp. frOH with

the article. It seems peculiar that no other Semitic

language has this combination, whilst some place the

demonstrative element lid before the pronoun da. On the

other hand no Semitic language, nor even the Phoenician,

puts the article before the pron. demon-sir. and Mesa ‘ 1. 3,

neither. The treatment of niM and Kinn as adjectives is

after all only owing to external formation and is frequently

omitted also in Hebrew (see the instances given in Gesenius-

Kautzsch. Hebr. Gramm. 24th ed. p. 289, to which are to

be added Deut. xxi. 20, Jos. ii. 14, 20.) We should thus

expect that the i"l before HT and XlH (with Dagesh follow-

ing) should properly be not the article as such, but also

a demonstrative prefix which was originally !"!, but was

gradually treated as analogous to the article by sharpening

the syllable and Dagesh following. The Phcenician form

TX which Wright disunites from niH , may yet perhaps

have corresponded to it, and have been pronounced ’aza with

the n dropped, just as the Vulgar-Arabic add
; as to jtf'inn

and nnn cp. the Vulg. Arab, alio and aliom [Wr. p. 107,

Spitta, Gr.A.V. p. 76]. Whether cases as DV3H, Gen.

xviii. 32, DVn in the signification to-day, Jer. xxviii.

16, had originally the same !"l or the real article is more

difficult to decide. But with respect to the last instance

we may quote the Bedouin which Noldeke [Wright,

p. 115, note 1] dissolves in

1 Cp. Gesen.-K. ibid. p. 102.
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As to the relative pronoun Wright, mentioning

the view which connects it with Aram. “UlK, inclines to

acknowledge the other theory of Ewald-Bottcher that it is

modification that its origin is to be sought for in the region

of the demonstrative pronoun. The fundamental element

seems to be the demonstr. & (Hommel, Z.D.M.G. 32, 708)

which in Phoenician, with the prosthetic or rather likewise

demonstrative tf, was pronounced as or ase (Wr. p.

119, cp. Ges.-K. p. 102). 1 Such a word, however, being

impossible in Hebrew, the second syllable was closed by a

liquid or guttural r which origiually did not belong to the

root, the addition of which may yet have been supported

by the tendency to triliterality (see the examples with

added at the end in O/shattsen’s Gramm. § 216c.). The

liquid character of this 1 is particularly visible in the forms

EJt [with Dagesh following] and which represent the

archaic form and are used preferentially in poetic passages,

but were supplanted gradually by the fuller form

With reference to [p. 85, cp. Olshausen, § 202b.]

the author mentions the Syriac 12^. Also Levy in his

Dictionary to the Targums gives to the ‘Ayn a Patah.2 In

two rather old Yemen MSS. belonging to the Montefiore

College Library, cod. Montef. 501 [Haftaroth] and 506

[part of the Pent.] both with Targum and written with the

Babylonian system of vowels, I find always with

Qatnez.

As to the chapter of the nouns, the author confines his

1 The use of HT as relative pronoun in poetic speech shows the close relation-

ship between it and reap. C’X ,
cp. Aethiop. za, Aram. J cp. Gesen.-K. ibid,

p. 308.

2 Probably on account of an erroneous derivation from “IJ?D. Buxtorf’s

Concordantiue have the word under this root

compounded rather prosthetic, but with the
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remarks to the gender and the attaching of the suffixes.

Only—as said above—at the introduction to the chapter of

the verb he accentuates the close relationship which prevails

between this and the noun. With Stade he confesses to

have long believed that the verbal forms of the Semitic

languages are really nominal forms, mostly in combination

with pronouns. The question concerning the precedence

of nomen or verbum has been lately raised with much vigour

through Lagarde and Barth. Wright’s view coincides in

so far with that of Barth, as the latter, although he does

not seem inclined to give a decided answer, for the nouns

derived from the Perfect-stem, ascribes the precedence to the

noun, but not for the nouns derived from the Imperfect-

stem. This view is most likely influenced by the circum-

stance that the imperfect includes principally future actions

which cannot be conceived and expressed otherwise than

through a verbal idea [Wr. p. 179], whilst completed actions

can easily be comprehended as something existing, or a

nominal idea. This, however, is by no means sufficient to

help us in dealing with the above question, which will

perhaps hardly be satisfactorily answered, owing to our

most scant knowledge of the development of the elements

of human culture.

In treating of the verb Wright starts from the three

fundamental forms qatal
,
qatil, qatul, which by doubling one

of the consonants or lengthening a vowel developed into the

other forms. By lengthening the first vowel, he says, arose

the form qatal, which by changing the vowel of the second

syllable into i became indistinguishable from the hightening

of qatil into qatil. Apparently Wright does not share fully

the view hitherto generally held that the participle active

was developed from an older form qatal, but says expressly

[p. 197] that the form qatil may be explained in one of

two ways, the second of which is the hightening of the first

syllable of qatil into qatil, thus corroborating the view so

strongly advocated by Barth \_Nominalbildung

,

p. 200, and

Z.D.M.Gr. 44, 685]. Yet Wright, on the other hand,

admits—what Barth emphatically denies— the existence of

j.r.a.s. 1892. 12
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forms fa‘al, viz. DJlfl, Arab. *5^. and . As
r r ~

.

c? *

to Dnn we may quote the longer form [Gen. xxxviii.

25], which may fairly be subjected to the rule expounded

by Barth, Z.D.M.G. ibid. 606. Perhaps DHll had origin-

ally also an f-sound in the second syllable, and is only a

transformation of Dm

.

According to the theory of deriving the verbal forms from

an original noun "Wright regards the 3rd pers. pi. m. perf.

to be qataluna, in opposition to Noldeke [Z.D.M.G. 38, 411],

who declares it to be only ending in u, the n being affixed

later on. Wright seems to have thought that the n belonged

to the ending of the plural in primitive Semitic, which

however does not entirely agree with his own opinion con-

cerning the formation of the plural of the noun by

lengthening the vowel-ending of the singular, viz. into u.

The addition of the n is here hardly sufficiently explained

;

on the other hand, examples quoted by him from Assyrian

[p. 147] malki, mm, pagri, etc., seem to strengthen the idea

of the plural as having been formed without n. With this

Noldeke’s ending of the plural u coincides very well. The

same is to be said concerning the ending 3rd pers. pi. f.

which Wright traces as qatalana against Noldeke-Hoffman

qatala. Wright himself takes at this place notice of his

disagreement with the opinions of these scholars.

The same is again repeated where Wright denotes the

oldest form of the 3rd p. imp. to be una. To this much

the same may be applicable as to the perfect. The ending

of the 2nd pers. sing. m. perf. is regarded by Noldeke as

being ta, by Wright however ta, whilst the lengthening,

according to his view, was brought forward by the weight

of the accent.

H. UlRSCIIFELD.
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Catalogus Catalogorum. By Theodor Aufrecht.

(Leipzig, Brockhaus.)

This is an alphabetical list of all Sanskrit books and

their authors mentioned in accessible printed catalogues of

MSS. of the Brahmin literature. It does not mention

editions ;
nor such works as have been edited, but do not

appear in the lists of MSS.
;
nor any Indian works, whether

Sanskrit or not, which are not written from the Brahman

standpoint. But it does include the names of books and

authors quoted in the Catalogues under other books or

authors. The Catalogues of MSS. thus inedited, fifty-six

in number, are set out in the preface, and include all that

the author could procure. The result is a statety volume

of nearly 800 pages 4to., which will be a standard work

of reference for all interested in the history of thought in

India, and which reflects the greatest credit on the careful

industry and exact scholarship of its distinguished author.

No one will be surprised to learn that this colossal work

has been thirty years in preparation. But the labour and

scholarship involved could scarcely have been better em-

ployed. For we have here the first step, and a most

substantial one, towards that ‘ Dictionary of Indian Litera-

ture,’ which shall do for Indianists what Murray’s series

of dictionaries has done for the classical student. It has

been necessary, of course, in order to bring the index

within any reasonable limits, to omit all detailed descriptions

either of books or authors. The plan adopted is exceedingly

simple and clear. Each book is mentioned in its alphabetical

place with a reference to the name of the author (whenever

known) and to the names and authors of commentaries upon

it, and usually with a single word, or a word or two,

descriptive of the subject treated. Each author is given,

also in the same alphabetical order, with a complete list

of the titles of his works, and the names of his teachers

or pupils, his father or sons, and his date, whenever such

details are known. The work is published by the German
Asiatic Society, and has received a substantial subvention

from the Indian Government.
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Arabic Literature.

Historia virorum doctorum Andalusiae ab Aben Alfaradhi

scripta, ad fidem codicis Tunicensis ed. Francisco Codera. T. i.

Matriti, Typ. Guirnalda. This publication forms the 7th

volume of the Bibliotheca Arabico-hispana.

A volume of notes and indices by D. H. Muller has now

appeared
;

it forms the second part of his edition of Ab-

Hamddni’s Geography of the Arabian Peninsula.

Among the recent publications of Croux, Paris, we may
mention a Chrestomathie magrebine, Recueil de textes arabes

in edits, avec vocabulaires, by 0 . Houdas.

Les monuments sabeens et himyarites de la Bibliotheque

nationale ( Cabinet des medail/es et antiques), edited by Harticiy

Derenbourg (Paris, Leopold Cerf), in honour of the eightieth

anniversary of his father’s birthday. The small volume,

with phototyped frontispiece, contains thirty-one inscriptions.

Hafiz.—The Diviin of Hafiz has been translated for the

first time out of Persian into English prose by H. TV.

Clarke.

Jewish Literature.

Among T. Kauffmann’s (Francfort-o.-M.) new publica-

tions are Haimonides’ Commentar zum Tractat Kilajim.

Zum ersten Male irn arabischen TJrtext herausgegeben, mit

verbesserter hebrdischer Uebersetzung und mit Anmerkungen

versehen, by Dr. Salomon Bamberger. With a sheet of

figures and designs.

—

Die Nominalbildungen in der Mischnah,

by Dr. F. Hillel.—Messrs. Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner

& Co. have just issued an excellent and comprehensive book

on the Jewish Religion by Dr. M. Friedliinder.

African Philology.

The following books have been published during the last

half of 1891 :

I. Comparative Grammar of the Bantu languages, by

Rev. Father Torrend, S.J., of the Jesuit Mission on the

Zambesi. This is a large and important volume, compiled
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on the model of the great Comparative Grammar of the

Arian languages, but comprising a very much larger

number of languages, the knowledge of which has been

revealed to us during the last twenty years by the Grammars,

Dictionaries and Texts prepared by Missionaries in South

Africa. No doubt there are many points, which will require

consideration, as our knowledge extends, but under any

circumstances this is an epoch-making book. (Kegan Paul,

Trench, Triibner, & Co.)

II. Grammar of the Nyanja language on Lake Nyassa,

by the Rev. George Henry, Medical Missionary of the Free

Church of Scotland. This is a most satisfactory book.

(Frazer, Aberdeen.)

III. Hymns by the same author in the same language.

IY. Angola Proverbs in the Mbundu or Banda language

of the West Coast of Africa within the Portuguese Colony :

the translations are in the Portuguese language, and the

book is interesting as compiled by an educated Native.

(Lisbon.)

Y. Notes on the Tambuka language spoken on the West
Coast of Lake Nyassa, by Dr. Elmslie, Medical Missionary

of the Free Church of Scotland. This is a most useful book.

(Frazer, Aberdeen.)

YI. Table of Concords, and Paradigm of Yerb in the

same language, by the same author (Frazer, Aberdeen.)

VII. A few linguistic notes and Table of Concords and

Paradigm of Yerb in the Ngoni form of speech, a dialect

of the Zulu language, spoken on the West Coast of Lake

Nyassa: for this also we are indebted to Dr. Elmslie. (Frazer,

Aberdeen.)

VIII. Afrikanische Petrefakten, a Study of the Gram-

matical Features, and Mutual Relation of African languages,

in the German language, by Professor A. W. Schleicher

(Berlin). We particularly welcome this book, as indicating

that the attention of German linguistic scholars is beginning

to be turned to the wonderful new material brought to light

by honest, though untrained, British labourers in a virgin

field.
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IX. A Gospel in the Shitswa language spoken in the

Portuguese Colony in East Africa, near Lorenzo Marquez.

We publish annually in this Journal a list of the translations

made by the British Bible Society
;

but we are indebted

for this translation to the American Bible Society. It may
readily be understood how exceedingly important are

genuine Texts, made by capable men in the Field, to be

brought into immediate use, and severe criticism by the

tribe, which speaks that language, when used in the schools

and chapels.

December 31sf, 1891. R. N. C.

Y. Additions to the Library, Oct. 1891-Jan. 1892.

Bombay Branch of Royal Asiatic Society, Journal,

No. 48. 1891.

Roberts (Rev. EL). Grammar of the Khassi Language.

post 8vo. London, 1891.

Presented by R. N. Oust, Esq.

Bysack (G. D.). Kalighat and Calcutta. Pamphlet.

8vo. 1891.

Presented by the Author.

Biddulph (C. E.). The “ Friend of London,” or the

Rajputs of Meywar. Pamphlet. 8vo. 1891.

Presented by II. H. Dhruva, Esq.

Rajarajasvara Sankarasrama. Paryatanamlmansa. 8vo.

University College, London : Calendar for Session

1891-92. crown 8vo. 1891.

Mirkhond. The Rauzat-us-Safa
;
or Garden of Purity.

Part 1, Yol. I. Translated by E. Rehatsek : edited

by F. F. Arbuthnot. (Oriental Translation Fund.)

8vo. London, 1891.

Bloomfield (Maurice). On Adaptation of Suffixes in

Congeneric Classes of Substantives. (From Amer.

Journ. of Phil. Yol. XII. No. 45.)

8vo. Baltimore, 1891.
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Twentieth Annual Report of Anglo-Jewish Association,

1890-91. 8 vo. 1891.

Annals of the Propagation of the Faith. Vol. LII.

Sept. 1891, No. 311.

Annales de la Propagation de la Foi. Sept. 1891,

No. 378.

Tagore Law Lectures.

1886. Chatterjee (K. M.). The Law relating to

the Transfer of Immoveable Property.

8vo. Calcutta
,
1890.

1888. Crotapachandra Sarkar Sastri. The Hindu

Law of Adoption. 8vo. Calcutta, 1891.

1889. Doss (Lai Mohun). The Law of Riparian

Rights, Alluvion and Fishery. 8vo. Calcutta, 1891.

1889-90. Pearson (T. A.). The Law of Agency

in British India. 8vo. Calcutta, 1890.

1891. Press List of India Office Documents from

earliest date to 1630, including also notices of all

documents extant in India. fol. 1891.

Presented by L. Pice, Esq.

Bhattakalanka Devas. Karnataka-Sabdanusasanam
;

with its vritti or gloss named Bhasha-Manjari,

and vyakhya or commentary thereon, called Mahjarl-

Makarandah : an exhaustive treatise on the grammar

of the language, completed 1601 a.d. Ed. by B.

Lewis Rice. 4to. Bangalore, 1890.

Presented by the India Office.

India. Trigonometrical Survey. Account of the

Operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of

India. Yol. XIV. 4to. Dehra Dun, 1890.

Black (0. E. D.). A Memoir on the Indian Surveys,

1875-1890. royal 8vo. London, 1891.

Risley (H. N.). The Tribes and Castes of Bengal.

2 vols. 8vo. Calcutta, 1891.

Bangalore. Report on the Administration of the Civil

and Military Station, imperial 8vo. Bangalore, 1891.
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Calcutta Gazette, Appendix to. Bengal Library-

Catalogue of Books. 1st Quarter. 1891.

Selections from the Records of the Government of

India. No. 278.

Report on the Political Administration of the Rajputana

States for 1890-91. fol. Calcutta, 1891.

Ditto. No. 280.

Report of the Political Administration of the Territories

within the Central India Agency for 1890-91.

fol. Calcutta, 1891.

Selections from Settlements Reports of the Sakrand

Taluka (irrigational settlement).

Selections from the Records of the Bombay Govern-

ment. No. 202, n.s.

Settlement Records of the Rohri Division of the

Shikapur Collectorate, Sind. Talakas Rohri, Ghothi,

Mirpur, Matholo and Abacure. fol. Karrachi, 1891.

Dinkard. Published by Sir Jamshedji Jeejeebhai

Translation Fund. Yol. YI. 8vo. Bombay, 1891.

Haliburton (R. G.). The Dwarfs of Mount Atlas.

Pamphlet. 8vo. London, 1891.

Seal (B.). A Memoir on the Co-efficients of Numbers,

being a Chapter on the Theory of Numbers.

8vo. Calcutta, 1891.

Watters (T.). Essays on the Chinese Language.

8vo. Shanghai, 1889.

Floyer (E. A.). Unexplored Baluchistan. 12 Illus-

trations, Maps and Plates. 8vo. London, 1882.

Tide Tables for the Indian Ports for the Year 1892

and Jan. 1893. 2 vols. post 8vo. London, 1891.

Madras Literary Society and Auxiliary of the Royal

Asiatic Society, Catalogue of the Library of.

8vo. Madras, 1891.

United States : Department of Agriculture.

North American Fauna. No. 5. (Through Smith-

sonian Institute.) 8vo. Washington, 1891.

Lindsay (Lord, Alex. W., Earl of Crawford and Bal-

carres). The Creed of Japhet. (Printed for private

circulation.) 8vo. 1891.
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Archaeological Survey of Southern India.

Lists of Ancient Monuments selected for Conservation

in the Madras Presidency in 1891. Compiled by

Alex. Rea. pp. 28. fol. Madras, 1891.

Beames (John). Bengali Grammar, Literary and

Colloquial. post 8vo. Oxford

,

1891.

Olcott (Lieut.-Col. H. S.). Le Catechisme Boudhique.

32nd ed. 12mo. Paris, 1891.

Australian Year Book. 1886, 1 vol. 1890, 1 vol.

Presented by Hyde Clarke, Esq.

Turkish Almanac. square post 8vo. 1892.

Sclater (W. L.). List of Snakes in the India Museum.

8vo. Calcutta, 1891.

Burgess (James). Orthography of Foreign Place-

Names. Pamphlet. 8vo. 1892.

Bombay. Director of Public Instruction. Report for

1890-91. 1891.

Max Muller. Sacred Books of the East. Vol. 32.

Vedic Hymns, Hymns to the Maruts, Rudra, Vayu
and Vata. Part 1. 8vo. Oxford, 1891.
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PALI TEXT SOCIETY.

COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT.

Professor FAUSBOLL. Dr. MORRIS.

Professor J. ESTLIN CARPENTER. M. EMILE SENART, de l’lnstitut.

Managing Chairman—T. "W. RHYS DAVIDS, 3, Brick Court, Temple, E.C.

(With power to add workers to their number.)

Hon. Sec. and Treas. for America—Prof. Lanman, Harvard College, Cam-
bridge, Mass.

Hon. Sec. and Treas. for Ceylon—E. R. Gooneratne, Esq., Atapattu Muda-
liyar, Galle.

This Society has been started in order to render accessible to

students the rich stores of the earliest Buddhist literature now
lying unedited and practically unused in the various MSS.
scattered throughout the University and other Public Libraries

of Europe.

The historical importance of these Texts can scarcely he ex-

aggerated, either in respect of their value for the history of

folk-lore, or of religion, or of language. It is already certain

that they were all put into their present form within a very

limited period, probably extending to less than a century and a

half (about b.c. 400-250). For that period they have preserved

for us a record, quite uncontaminated by filtration through any

European mind, of the every-day beliefs and customs of a people

nearly related to ourselves, just as they were passing through the

first stages of civilization. They are our best authorities for the

early history of that interesting system of religion so nearly

allied to some of the latest speculations among ourselves, and

which has influenced so powerfully, and for so long a time, so

great a portion of the human race—the system of religion which

we now call Buddhism. The sacred books of the early Budd-

hists have preserved to us the sole record of the only religious
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movement in the world’s history which bears any close resem-

blance to early Christianity. In the history of speech they contain

unimpeachable evidence of a stage in language midway between

the Yedic Sanskrit and the various modern forms of speech in

India. In the history of Indian literature there is nothing older

than these works, excepting only the Yedic writings; and all the

later classical Sanskrit literature has been profoundly influenced

by the intellectual struggle of which they afford the only direct

evidence. It is not, therefore, too much to say that the publica-

tion of this unique literature will he no less important for the

study of history—whether anthropological, philological, literary, or

religious—than the publication of the Vedas has already been.

The whole will occupy about nine or ten thousand pages 8vo.

Of these 6000 pages have already appeared. The accession of

about fifty new members would make it possible to issue 1000

pages every year.

The Subscription to the Society is only One Guinea a

year, or Five Guineas for six years, payable in advance. Each

subscriber receives, post free, the publications of the Society,

which cost a good deal more than a guinea to produce.

It is hoped that persons who are desirous to aid the publication

of these important historical texts, hut who do not themselves

read Pfili, will give Donations to he spread if necessary over a

term of years. Nearly £400 has already been thus given to the

Society by public-spirited friends of historical research.

*** Subscriptions for 1891 are now due, and it is earnestly requested

that subscribers will send in their payments without putting the Chairman

to the expense and trouble of personally asking for them. All who can

conveniently do so should send the Five Guineas for six years, to

their own benefit and that of the Society also.

The Society keeps no books, and its publications cannot in any

case be sent to subscribers who have not already paid their sub-

scriptions for the year.

Cheques and Post Office Orders should be made payable to the “Pali

Text Society.” (Address: 22, Albemarle Street, London, TV.)
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Art. V.—The Book of the Apple, ascribed to Aristotle. Edited

in Persian and English by D. S. Margoliouth.

A pseudo-Aristotelian treatise called de pomo et morte

incliti principis philosophorum Aristotelis has been printed

several times in Europe, the earliest editions being without

place or date. 1 This work is a Latin translation of a

Hebrew tract bearing the name “The Book of the Apple,”

the translator being Manfred, King of Sicily (ob. 1266), or,

as Steinschneider suggests, 2 a Jew employed by him. The

Hebrew text professes to be a translation from the Arabic

made by B,. Abraham B. Hisdai, an author who flourished

at the end of the thirteenth century. There are MSS. of

B. Hisdai’s work in the Vatican and at Oxford, and it has

been repeatedly printed, first at Venice, 1519. 3 It was

republished with a new Latin translation and a copious but

irrelevant commentary by J. J. Losius, at Giessen, in 1706.4

A German translation was issued by J. Musen at Lemberg,

1873, and an English translation by Kalischer at New York,

1885. An edition with a brief Hebrew commentary is said

to have been produced by J. Lichtstein (Grodno, 1799).

1 Hoffmann, Bibliographisches Lexicon, i. 347. Fabricius, Bill. Gr. iii. 281

(ed. 2), mentions certain early Latin editions of Aristotle in which it is to be

found.

2 Hebrdische Ubersetzungen, p. 268 (advance sheets lent the author by Dr.

Neubauer).
3 See "Wolf, Bibl. Hebr. i. p. 57 ;

Steinschneider, l.c.

i Biga dissertationum quaruni prior exhibet rilSHn ”)BD, etc. Losius’ trans-

lation is very inaccurate, and his text very corrupt.

j.u.a.s. 1892. 13
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The Arabic work which served as the basis of the Hebrew
translation is not known to be in existence, nor is it noticed

by the Arabic bibliographers, although reference is made

to it in the encyclopaedic work Ikhwiin ul-Safa. 1 The

Persian translation, however, which is here printed for

the first time from a Bodleian MS. 2 will probably make

up for the loss, and will show that the Hebrew translation

is a very unfaithful abridgment, in which the original

purpose of “ The Book of the Apple ”
is entirely obscured.

That the Persian is more faithful than the Hebrew is

proved by the fact that a quotation made from the Arabic

by an author of the thirteenth century, and discovered by

Steinschneider, 3 corresponds exactly with a passage in the

Persian, but has nothing corresponding to it in the Hebrew. 4

The passage runs as follows in the Arabic :

ALjIL&A (J-J Hi ^A.£. \j\

Hi aiLAjLA ^jAb' ^ J.-j

In the Persian as follows (1. 182 sqq.) :

j\ HI

&5T X^rfA A Ajl-O
j

AjJ
^

As *
K

Jj A-Cj A '

i

1 Dieterici, Die Philosophic der Araher
,

i. 106, cited by Steinschneider, l.c.

This quotation is rather vague.

2 MS. Ouseley, 95, viii. The dialogue is written on the margin of an analysis

of the de anima of Aristotle.

3 Catalogue Bibl. Hebr. quce in Biblioth. Bodleiana asservantur, p. 674, from

MS. Uri, f. 195.

* The definition of “injustice” in Tebrizi’s notes on the Hamasa, p. 7 (ed.

Freytag), ys JJ corresponds closely with the definition given

here, 1. 272.
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It has been the custom to assume that the author of the

work was a Jew, 1 although Erasmus suggested that he was

a Christian. 2 The passage from which these inferences

were chiefly drawn was that in which Noah and Abraham

are mentioned, a passage which does not occur in the

Persian, and is therefore an interpolation. It would have

been as reasonable to argue from it that the author was

a Muhammadan, for the Qor’an is quoted there, although

the quotation is concealed in Losius’ edition by a gross

mistranslation. 3 The original work as represented by the

Persian bears no trace of a Jewish origin.

It is not probable that the book ever existed in Greek

:

not only is there no vestige of any mistranslation of a

Greek text, but also many of the phrases which cannot be

banished from the argument show the influence of the

Qor’an; such are <—fly and 1UT, iys-Sl. The

expression “ to mortify one self before death” seems borrowed

from a tradition of the Prophet. On the other hand, the

author must have possessed some acquaintance with Greek

works. The passage in which Kriton warns Aristotle

against making himself warm by talking is borrowed from

the Phaedo of Plato (p. 63 d, e). From the same dialogue

comes the discussion upon suicide (p. 62). The saying

attributed to “ Hermes,” and quoted from Aristotle’s

“Metaphysics” (P), is not unlike the opinion of Empedocles

explained in that work. The names Simmias and Kriton

are borrowed from the Phaedo
;
Zeno and Diogenes from

some history of philosophy
;

the source of Pindar and

Lysias is less obvious. A Greek writer, choosing names

for the interlocutors in a dialogue, would probably have

chosen those of real disciples of Aristotle. In this respect

Musen’s text, which gives Aristoxenus as an interlocutor,

is an improvement.

1 So especially Losius, l.c . ;
Carmoly, Revue Orientate, iii. 49 (Brussels, 1843).

2 Fabricius, Is.

3 pp3 'NTJJ Xlpjn what is called ‘Uzza. in the Qor'an is rendered by him
excellentior bovium. Musen’s text is corrupt.
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The author’s purpose is philosophical, not religious. The

last stage in the argument proves that philosophy is revealed

through a chain of prophets, of whom the first was Hermes,

who obtained his knowledge from the angels. Since the

pseudo-Sabaeans of Harran regarded Hermes as the founder

of their religion
,

1 and adopted the neo-Platonic idea of

angel-mediators
,

2 and since some of the most distinguished

of the Arabic philosophers and translators of Greek

philosophy emanated from this sect
,

3
it may he suggested

that one of these Sabaeans was the author of our treatise.

Many philosophical problems are discussed in the dialogue,

but the various conclusions are ingeniously dovetailed into

the leading argument, which ma}r be briefly analyzed as

follows :

The world of things is to be divided into knowledge

and ignorance, and that to which they lead. Knowledge

embraces both subject and object; the relation of the

intelligent soul to philosophy being illustrated by that of

the eye to the sunlight; while the relation of knowledge

to virtue—all virtues being reducible to one—is similar to

that of ice to water. Ignorance embraces all that is opposed

to knowledge : this is, in the first place, the bod}1' and its

passions
;

in the second place, the whole material world.

If it be argued that the passions belong to the soul and not

the body, since they disappear with the soul from the body,

we answer, that they are an accidental result of the union.

That they are not a necessary property of the soul is shown

by the fact that the souls of the true philosophers are free

from them. The existence of a result

—

i.e. a future world

in which knowledge and ignorance are requited—is proved

mainly by an argumentum ad hominem. Knowledge is in-

compatible with the enjoyment of the pleasures of this

world, which are a hindrance to it. Yet the philosopher

must pursue knowledge with some object—he who doubts

this is asked why he doubts, if not for some object; and

1 Cliwolsohn, die Ssabier, passim.
2 Zeller, die F/iilo'Ophie der Griechen, iii. 2. 420, etc.

3 Cliwolsohn, l.c. bk. i. c. xii.
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since that object is not to be realized in this -world, it must

be realized in another. That the future world will he like

this in respect of the division into knowledge and ignorance

may be argued from the analogy of the present. That

knowledge and ignorance there will be respectively as-

signed to knowledge and ignorance is proved by reductio ad

absurdum.

If, therefore, the future world is like this in respect of

the division, since knowledge constitutes the happiness of

the soul, and the power of acquiring knowledge increases

as the bodily humours diminish, when finally freed from

those humours the soul will have an unlimited power of

acquiring knowledge and become perfectly happy. To the

question why in that case suicide should not be committed,

the answer of Socrates in the Phaedo must be given.

Although the dialogue is not free from obvious fallacy and

self-contradiction, its ingenuity is no less apparent than the

elegance of the Persian translator’s style.

Of this argument the Hebrew translator has misunder-

stood or omitted almost every step, substituting for it

much foreign matter, chiefly consisting in commonplaces of

mediaeval scholasticism about the three souls, the four

principles, etc., and some legends embodied in the Qor’an.

On the other hand, his answer to the question why suicide

is not commendable is more original : any one who had

reached the eminence of Abraham would be justified in

perpetrating that act
;

but the ordinary philosopher needs

time in which to perfect himself. The same reason is

assigned by the commentators on the Qor’an for the precept

“ slay not yourselves.” 1

The title, “ Book of the Apple,” has been adopted from

the quotations in Ikliwan ul-Safa and the Uri MS.
;
I have

not ventured to translate it into Persian. The Hebrew
translator evidently thought the Apple was not given

sufficient prominence in the dialogue, and endeavoured to

1 A characteristic interpolation is that in which the contents of the Book of

the Soul are described in accordance with the Hebrew 5^3311 IDS, edited by

Lowenthal.
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supply this defect. Vague conjectures about this “ Apple ”

are made by Losius in his notes; Fabricius in his Bibliotheca

gives some more useful information.

The Persian text has been re-collated with the MS. (which

is almost entirely without diacritic points, and in a difficult

hand) and the translation revised by Mr. J. T. Platts, teacher

of Persian in the University of Oxford, who, however,

is not responsible for any errors that may remain. The

editor begs to tender him sincerest thanks for his kindness,

and also to the Council of the Royal Asiatic Society for

allowing this work to appear in their Journal.

Remarks on the Arabic version of the Metaphysics of

Theophrastus.

The MS. from which this text has been copied (Ouseley 95)

bearing the title “Translations from Greek Philosophers,”

among others, contains a variety of interesting matter, which

has been catalogued by Dr. Ethe with his ordinary thorough-

ness. 1 Perhaps the only tract in the Miscellany which can

properly be called a translation of a Greek philosophical work

is No. xvi., consisting of four torn leaves which originally

contained an Arabic translation of the fragment of Theo-

phrastus ordinarily known as his Metaphysics. We learn from

Wenrich’s authorities that Yahya ibn Adi (ob. 363 a.h. =
973 a.d.) rendered this treatise into Arabic from Syriac;

the present translation is probabl)r by him, though it might

seem to have come directly from the Greek. Although the

MS. is perfect at the commencement—for the obverse page

is blank—the copy from which it was made must have

contained more
;

for the present MS. commences in the

middle of a sentence, viz. at the word e/cdrepa, p. 410,

1. 15, ed. Didot, p. 308, § 2, Brandis, p. iv, a. 12, Usener.

The fragments—counting any line in wffiich a word or more

has been preserved as a whole line
;
owing to the pages

having been torn obliquely, very few of the lines are

1 Persian MSS. of the Bodleian Library, pp. S61-875.
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complete—cover the following portion of Usener’s edition

(Bonn, Index Scholarum, 1890-1).

Fol. 1. U. iv. a. 12, § 2 — v. a. 2, § 5, Kpeinovi.

2. U. v. b. 11, § 9, im^r]T^<Teiev — vi. a. 19, § 11,

Ap%vTa<;.

3. IT. vi. a. 19, § 11 — vii. a. 16, § 15, \ap./3dvovaiv.

4. TJ. viii. a. 8, § 17, mo? wore — viii. b. 21, § 20, ISlwv.

5. U. viii. b. 21 — i. b. 11, § 25, Svvdp,e0a.

6. TJ. x. a. 25, § 28, ap%acr0at — xi. a. 10, § 31,

olcro(f)d<yov.

7. TJ. xi. a. 10 — end.

The following passage, which is fairly well preserved, wdll

serve as a specimen of the translation (cf. TJ. p. xi. a. 2, § 31).

i^\ ^ <0 Jwai J.-J jj

Ui-Ua^* ^Lc (Jy-ii-ll ^Ai> liiA^As- (—fiJb

Jyill [read ,J,b] Ajb 3Ai u\

JjSlb Aa-lj Aa»^ j^Ilc ij>d-3 Ulj jUlsM ^Lc l<il

Li-J ^AiV\

• . £ l ^ ! A I
^ ^^ ^ 3 A-fciJ l -J

1

j-Ay* ^ j*aSU 1 53 Jy

j*Aib» i ••J.ta- ij^asAs^

AJi i^jsl 1 t,
•• ^3 b ^“^3 A^j ....

J&\ y& Jj J--3-3^ y*l!l J-ib Dy 3 (J
1

y^iaj ^ ^ M

^yaasT 3« a! ^ A aL.1L> Lvn

A-jsll yli 1 A
^
A h a! iLia

^a ^ Ai AAxJl i ?A^Jh ^ 3
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<Lli £.) L* ^a kij

^*-1 \ 1 CJ
l p . , , U '

... ^

|»a Aa£ ^
t ^

yA b# c a Ij
\ ^jj^c j!

—V^J
^
A—Z- O ^yj lj

^

i*r i *S- \j^ *
^

.It ILj ^ b#lj
^

Uj

Translation : “And if these things are not because of any-

thing in which the better was intended, then it is necessary

that we should understand its limits and not assert this

proposition of everything absolutely. For in these things

the statement as it were sways to two sides, when they are

stated absolutely, and when they are stated individually.

I mean by the absolute statement, that nature in everything

desires the better, and that she, wherever possible, bestows

order and persistence. The same is the case with . . . and

animals. For where it is possible . . . she does not fail in

any single place. An example of that is how the throat is

placed in front of the oesophagus . . and likewise there is

placed . . . The desire follows the same course
;

only it

appears that what does not obey it nor accept the better

matter is abundant, nay, it is far more abundant than what

does accept it. For that which is possessed of soul is of small

number, whereas what has no soul is innumerable and comes

quicker into existence than what has a soul, and is better in

existence. And in general the good is little and in few

things
;
and the bad large in number. And the fact that

this only exceeds limit is like what is in the nature of the

extremity of folly. For those who talked of substance as

a whole like Speusippus made the honourable in the middle

place small and rare, whereas the extremes on either side of

the middle are according to them as they should be. Plato

and the Pythagoreans however carried the matter very far

in what they held.”

It is to be regretted that the passage breaks off here.
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The following readings would seem to he of some interest

(cf. Usener, Rheinisches Museum, xvi. 264 sqq.).

iv. a. 16, § 2, ioairep ical ta aiSca twv (fadaprcov: the beginning

of the line is lost
;

the Arabic, however, has ‘LAUl

oLukili aJjUII *La!s1! <L!\jl\

like the priority of eternal things to things which are corruptible.

iv. a. 20, § 3, ovd' oXw? a^io^pea cj^alveTai TravTos :

yj ,_AlXr^ A_l^sh

nor are they altogether such as are needed or can be useful in all

or on the whole. This would represent Trdvra)*;.

23, avra, Se Sc avTwv ovSepclav e^et (jnjaiv:

' ^ LS* ^ As,*ijJ Aj L* i Ud

Ax.»ds hj

They are merely likely what ice invent and set up ourselves, and

as for them in themselves, they have not any abiding nature.

Owing to the loss of the preceding words, it is difficult to

say whether eyec or eyetv was read
;
nor can we be sure that

abiding was a supplement of the translator.

The next words el Se pg, ov% ware awdineiv toZ? t?)?

cpvaecos wctt’ ipirocgaai tcadcnrep %cogv ical tcivgcnv avTois are

represented by fragments :

^

... ^1*J ... A^iJ li A^fddsj 1^1
(

J )h

Hi* A iLs- tAuJed*

And if they have no permanent nature ; the stroke that re-

mains of the last word seems to me to point to ^
[they cannot] be connected with the [ things appertaining to~]

nature so as to create in them life and motion as it were.

This would be in favour of the conjecture old re for wore

(Hoffmann). The Arabic continues: ^
... Is .... Ail A;J] jJb

j Xj-z-d- LaJ
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AJLi iha—ij b*A-ii-j' A—A \ \ L* s>-
\*is*

tCfjli 4x»[A]

^
i j\] JA*H <Uj JyL\ *jyj ^

^ A/t-A: \j\ tr^?' ^
^J-j^ ^ ^Xw

j~
iH —L_1 ’ £Aj|j * l- * A.

^

/or oron number itself, much less anything else, which people

believe .... has not an abiding [nature]. And if there be

here any other substance of greater priority and excellence, we

should endeavour to speak about it, whether it be one in number

or [one] in species or one in genus. And it is most probable,

since its nature is the nature of a beginning, that its existence is

in many, abundant things, unless the first parts of its existence

p. v. a, §5, if kvkXlkt) Kivgcn<{. Usener’s insertion of the

word KLV?)<n<; is distinctly confirmed by the corresponding

fragment,

j
2*-

t

[read c,
.

c ^

the nature of . . . from which there comes the circular motion.

U. v. b. 18, § 10, locrwep aSewTov tt teal aavvOerov elvai.

Arab, fragment ^

not receiving nor enduring to be tied together.

This confirms Usener’s conjecture davvhejov which the

Arabic exactly represents.

U. V. b. 23, crvp./3aivei yap olov /card avpLfieftrjKOS kt\.

fj* a! 1 L,^J uirc V '

it is like an accident which attends herfrom the circular motion.

The words /cat et? too? to7too? yaera/SoXd? were omitted by

the translator.
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U. Y. b. 27, koXKlov av tl 7rapa tov 7rpcoT0v SeoL t?}? kvk\o-

<f>opla<; kt\.

f* j* <J3

bjta! 1

It would require which comes near the middle some-

thing better than the circular motion.

U. vi. a. 14, § 11, /ecu tovto pen dnnrep erepcov Xoycon ktX.

tsx*oy* Iajs 1 l&J

& a—
^ ^

..1 t^\ 1 _\ *..7 1 3
f
, .—•’j [^. ] j . j

111
1

. bbl

^3'*"*'*^ . . . mj 1 cwh.y 3 b*j *

3

^Libj j*j . . . I*j3

Aw? it is fitter for the speaker [i.e. any one] to say that this is

not the place for the discussion of this subject. Only would

I knew tvhether a man should believe from this beginning or

from these beginnings orfrom the rest of the beginnings existing

together at one time.

Wimmer conjectured in 1. 17 aXKwv dp%wv, which is

perhaps confirmed.

vi. b. 3, § 12, xpovov S’ apq teal ovpavbv.

These words occur at the end of a line in the Arabic uUjJh,

ttwJl £_*, which is not therefore in favour of Usener’s athetesis.

vi. b. 5, ovhepiav en ttolovvtcu pvelav,

(Ui Lii Ls3 S*£ jo |J

they did not mention them at all, not to speak of dealing with

them
; Lj* is used below for dwTeadat.

vi. b. 10, § 13, UXarwv pen — povov :

jA <f)\ jjliu Ai ,_£jL*33 A-lli ^yjli\ [L*h]

Jfij [Jl] *L^3 J, AJb -L&N^L.
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J\ M J M Us J\ ^
jyJ>\

As for Plato
,
when reducing [things~\ to the beginnings he might

be thought to have dealt with the rest of things, inasmuch as he

reduced things to the forms and the forms to the numbers and

ascendedfrom the numbers to the beginnings ; and when he began

to discuss generation he reached the forms.

This does not seem in favour of Usener’s emendation

Karcvyeiv for Kara.

vii. a. 15, § 15. The words (jjj Jls b* according as

Heraclitus said appears as a solitary fragment. But the word

for Xagfidvovoiv shows that Yahya read the follow-

ing paragraph.

viii. b. 4, § 18, teal fieXava iv avTols : the remnant of a line

begins Ui AjUl the black in them.

§§ 19 and 20 are fairly well preserved in the Arabic.

viii. b. 24, § 20, o\<us is represented by the Arabic <tUs!b

in general.

viii. b. 26, § 20, olov apid/aoU ’ypapLpLais f&ien? (£uto?9 :

A^tXcS! Jlftj b«

like that which is said about numbers and about lines, etc.

Usener’s conjecture (Rh.M. p. 274) that iv should be in-

serted seems confirmed.

viii. b. 27, § 20, teAeo? 8’ g ii; cifujjoiv eariv S' evia (evda

Usener) tmv p,g uadoXov tcAo? kt\ :

[read <U] bU A.~AU!h <LUJb ijyUj

jSfLi <L.vA
J\ Ui1\
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And perfect knowledge is in respect of universal things like the

end and the goal ; for the existence of the cause is in these only ;

hut in respect of particular things it is to the extent of the

division into individuals.

The translator might seem to have read re\eo? Se tcov yev

KadoXov TeAo9,
tmv 8e iv yepei.

ix. a. 7, §21, 8ia irXeiaTov Se to kclt avaXoyiav :

Usener’s conjecture too is distinctly confirmed :

(Wiliuil; At [1. i iili] < aJu l.-* jf>\

except that most of ichat we understand it by is by analogy.

ix. a, 14, § 22, ta iv apxv Kai T<^ eTroyeva :

f.
AhY \ —

i cT* ^
and what of these things are in the beginnings and what of them

are following.

ix. b. 1, § 24, Tot? TrXeovayws Aeyoyevots rj ical tout airopov.

. ... . ^
^ J lib

^ ^3

1

the things which are said in different ways ; and perhaps this.

x. 1. 4, § 29, g a'i yev iv avrrj ry ktX.

The words U-s J.*J i and likewise ice shall ask con-

cerning what, correspond with the beginning of this sentence
;

after a loss of two-thirds of a line then follows ^p-1

other things not a few — x. b. 6, ical erepa ovk

oXLya. Yahya must have either read the passage bracketed

by Usener, or some substitute for it.

x. b. 12, § 29, Kvrjaei teal Trapauopyaei is rendered

)!]j, the first of which represents /avrjcrei.

x. b. 13, § 29. The sentence teal to? evia—Toiavra is omitted.
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x. b. 16, § 30. The words /cal to pkyimov Srj real pakiara

So/covv are rendered

:

aJ i.fi 1 CaI 1 L*

the greatest point of this into which the doubt enters and the

point to which it especially belongs.

x. b. 19, § 30, elarep tovtgov '\dpiv :

Arab. on account of anything, confirming

TTsener’s conjecture too X(*Plv - The last word is almost

obliterated, but can from the diacritic points have been

nothing else.

The next sentence is

and a man may also inquire concerning plants, nay, concerning

the souls [read the soulless] of the cause for which there became . .

For p. xi. a. 1, § 31 to xi. b. 1, § 33 see above The place

which would have corresponded to pupeladai f ideXeiv dwavra

is unfortunately obliterated
;

the word which remains is ap-

parently aLaaj will receive it. The text contains :

*f].% jfAjA-sT^i b 111 '

^

<ui JtLaj

although they made its cause to consist in the contrariety between

the infinite dyad and the one, wherein enters infinitude arid

disorder.

xi. b. 5, §33, dvev ravTT)<; : iA-iJi ^ free
from this, i.e. mischief ; similarly after ctepa? a gloss

meaning goodness.

xi. b. 12, e’£ ivavricov ye real iv ivavrioi? ovaav.

iv was added by Sylburg
;
Yahya must have read it, as

appears from the rendering
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since it is of contraries and in contraries.

xi. b. 15, § 34, ovt6 yap to (3e\Tiov ovre to tlvo <

? x^Plv •

L*Ld , . . lA^aiij’ i fs>

^ijV*

for these things intend . . . the better, and if they are regarded . .

The MS. represented by Yahya was clearly better than

any existing.

Although the amount to be obtained from these fragments

is not as great as might be wished, it is still interesting to

find them confirm some scholars’ conjectures.

No. xxiii. Plato’s de legibus is of course wholly spurious

;

the passages quoted by Dr. Elbe show this.
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lV? **'y ^ &b L^*-»^«-J ^ b h)yi ^l/vl

'*Sj\jr‘ ^r~ -} j^>- lJ}j. i-J; u4^ J
^ '"V'^J ^A;,

;
l<

\JLj\~p>-j\ \juj vJ^# Jj Jj Jj ^jj

^^«***J^ ~ ^ wO «_'V J k^ i# t M |to I ^j^' 1# ^N<^1

^

^lyjJ I
< Jolj JyL JU- jl^ d£sj\j JJt3 &xT I

^ ^ lS£ Aj j ^

<-5jrs- j\ y &£ yy^lb*\s. yi t)jr*-y \ji t&

y L# As^A &)jzl y ^ /\

j^\
^ L‘*^js.2 11^ I.W**: A £() ^JbU ^ ^5"*

j
J ^/i# LI—-w*3 A-J Ju<J

I

j ^c^t

v_Ty^§ ^ ^jvj cJ^5^ i^c

U» L^xuJyj |y
A&tas^lj ^1 c --WJ l^Lt 6&jiJ\*\j^

|^wT"~'
^

j^i L! ' ^\*+2 1^«MJ u3 \ L **

y
Vs u\«mJ ^-' 15

L5^ *“Cj ^ (*J-^ U-i u5^J j'

J l&l ^ yi Jjb jJ
<5^
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J \ i 4*^
1 ^ \j^

'

&& j\~~+ ^jJlJiS^js:^ \j}\ &£ U^*J\ XJyjJ \j*• L

ji ^* ' ** b ^ *A^i ^ Lc- 1
:

$ * jj ^ gSijS ^
I

1/!;)' cr*f20

b d^w-J^ ^\j CJ’^*
d-*-&-3

^

faXJbt) {JL^XSU+s*j-1jj£

^

1^-^# 1 iXJC-J

ajyL>-^ bdi c;*^jJ c/
1* ^

‘V^rf C^' L^^oir^ji:- *J^ j' ^r* *V^ c (ifa

!^\-J <Sj Ij J.-i i i„> <L^ ^£>L3 1 25

»* \ Li^-w:^ iJj^J b*^ ^^t\jS' &£

^l) 0 Li!—-*— l “ -* Q^^2-^\ Cj<-5

/

s

*

I ^ AJ ^Ln^Wljj j*;! &J)jLU/t \j C^-vV^Ls- jJ.^.j S^zjS CLJjS- I

u^i^*rw !»* V^ ^Ca CJX^bbl &£

tS~>j LiJ-tJ ^jbj ^ \j j~\r**
33 vJ^i \j^aJ*» 30

vJ^i b* <L^ bi«-£j ^ ^ hXX>»yJb «XJ AXJ t)jcs^

^/^SLJ ^j->[bJ d-^>Jb^l ^1 1 LiX-'-'-u-J £^JcX-dujb iCiiVc t^-J

jl JjJ<Lxib rfksHjJ d-^Jb j*-jJ1jj (j!u*J JuX-X.jLjTjjjJL#^^-

/-J^k d-^-i.X^^jJ <Li U

^/i*.j ^ <J J
^ ^ J^j d-^sl£ <Xj b iAj kX) 1 35

^^ t\^J^ (3J 1

bx-^jj \j-U.£i b {_$* j\ f£*j ^jfcX3l/«^A^-

ls^j cy ^l5j>Jj_) d£ij JC^U-K-^ L^-Jjl b lj J^J lj »5^ Ij^Jy

j.e.a.s. 1892. 14
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*,*

j
^ Sj Ij

^ ^»y j
<LX-? Ij ^-o.j 1 tJ

^ S' l^J*^**^ ^ %J 8jAJ &£ L^*£>S' IbX-J

^ ^*fc\j\^§jl^J^ A.' *JL |4j^» ^yij ^ kJ ^jXjl««J^

cT
1'

jl> b ^ upy yj ^ £j)j ^ ^
^ X*

.‘?i
>,)j!>-

'

^M.jjjJ ^y [j <t_£
^.

4 , <Aj1 <U As^-

L^ir* ' u^-~*j-j; u~j-^J J
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The Book of the Apple.

This is the translation of a discourse which Aristotle

delivered at the time of his death. It is said that when
the life of the sage Aristotle approached its end, some of

his disciples came to see him. When they saw the emacia-

tion of his frame, and his weakness, and perceived about

him the signs of death, they despaired of his life
;

only

5 the joy, alacrity, and clearness of intellect that they

perceived in him showed them that he took a different

view of his condition from that which was taken by others.

Then one of the disciples said to him : Our grief over

you is greater than your grief over yourself, and we are

more vexed than you concerning your departure
;

if it

be that you feel otherwise than we feel about you, tell

10 us also of this.

—

Aristotle said: The joy that you perceive

in me does not arise from my cherishing any desire for

life, hut from my confidence about my condition after

death.—A disciple named Simmias said : If you have this

confidence, it were better that you should explain the

ground of it to us also, that we may be as certain as you.

—

15 Aristotle said : Although it is difficult for me to talk,

still for your sake I will endure some trouble : but first let

me hear Kriton, for I can see that he wishes to say some-

thing:.—Kriton said : Although I should much like to

hear your conversation, and acquire knowledge thereby,

0 teacher of mankind, the physician whom you employ

commanded me not to induce you to talk, on the ground

20 that talking would make you warm, and should the heat

get the better of you the cure would be delayed, and the

effect of the drugs impeded.

—

Aristotle said : I will disobey
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the advice of the physician, and will employ no drug but

the scent of an apple
;
which will keep me alive till I have

given you the lecture to which you have a right. Why
should I not speak, when the best thing I hope to obtain

from the drugs is the power to speak ? Come now, tell

25 me, Do you grant the excellence of wisdom or not ? They

answered : Our only reason for honouring wisdom is the

fact that we know it to excel other things.

—

Aristotle

said : Is its excellence in this world or in the next ?—They

said : We do not deny the excellence of wisdom, and

necessity forces us to place its excellence and value in the

30 next world. Aristotle : Then why do you abhor death

and adhere to the notion that some detriment will accrue

to you therefrom, when you ought to perceive that death,

horrible as it is to the vulgar, is nevertheless nothing but

the freeing of the soul from its bodily case ?—Disc. : How
so ? Let us know more.

—

Aristotle : Does the knowledge

which you have acquired make you glad or not ? And
does the knowledge which has escaped you make you sorry

35 or not ?—Disc. : The former is true in both cases.

—

Aristotle : Through which then do you acquire knowledge

—through the bod}', which is a blind, deaf, impotent, and

useless mass when the spirit departs from it, or by the spirit

whereby a man is continually rendered capable of learning,

seeing, knowing and speaking, so long as it is with him ?

—

Disc. : Doubtless through the vitality and goodness of the

spirit knowledge is acquired, and by the dullness of the body

40 it is kept out of it.

—

Aristotle : Since then it is clear that

knowledge is a product of the spirit, and that the dullness

of the body keeps it out, and that by the acquisition of

knowledge you become glad, whereas by being precluded

from it you become sorry, evidently you must prefer the

separation of the spirit from the body to the persistence of

the spirit in the body
;
and separation from the body must

be better for the spirit than abiding in the body. Do you not

see that the desires and delights of the body such as women

45 and children and wealth and eating and drinking still more

impede the search after wisdom ? and that when you abandon
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those lusts you do so in order to protect the intellect and

to devote yourselves to knowledge ?—Disc. : Certainly.

—

Aristotle.—Then, since you confess that lusts have the power

to damage the intellect, surely the body which enjoys those

lusts must be more detrimental to the intellect ?—Disc. : Our

judgment forces us to agree with what your discourse has

50 proved thus far; but what shall we do and how shall we

act, in order to become as brave about death as you are,

and as regardless of life as you are ?

—

Aristotle : The best

means for a seeker of knowledge to attain his end is an

effort on the part of the speaker to speak only what is true,

and of the hearer to hear correctly. I will now endeavour

55 to speak truly
;

do you endeavour on your part to hear

and receive correctly and truly. Do you not know that

the meaning of the word ‘philosophy’ is ‘fondness for

wisdom ’ ? and that the mind in its substance and origin

is philosophy, and only delights in it, and only obtains

peace therefrom ?—Disc. : Certainly.

—

Aristotle : Do you

not know that wisdom is the joy of the mind, and that

wisdom can be obtained by goodness of soul and mind : now

60 goodness of soul consists in its adjustment, and the adjust-

ment of the mind consists in diminution of phlegm, rheum

and blood ?—Disc. : Aye.

—

Aristotle : If the goodness of

the mind lie in its adjustment, and its adjustment in the

diminution of those humours, when those humours altogether

depart, it will become sounder and better?—Disc. : We cannot

fail to admit the truth of what jrnu say, but nevertheless

we do not find in ourselves the same pleasure in death that we

65 perceive in you.

—

Aristotle : Since sight guides the seer to

his gain and preserves him from harm, try to let me increase

your sight as to the advantage of death. 0 friends of wisdom

!

do you not see that the seeker after wisdom whose soul has

become free from sin has mortified himself before death

in respect of friends, and wealth, and empire, for the sake

of which men desire the life of this world, and undertaken

70 much sorrow and a heavy burden in seeking wisdom

—

sorrow so great that it can only be relieved by death ?

What desire has he for life who enjoys none of the pleasures
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of life : and why need he flee from death who can only

rest in death ? Nay ! He does wrong, whosoever seeks

the name of philosophy without being worthy of its mean-

ing : and he is ignorant who fancies that in the comforts,

75 pleasures and delights of this world the road to philosophy

can be found. Can you desire that the name of knowledge

should be bestowed on you whilst you are enjoying the

pleasures of this world, of eating, drinking, and so on ?

—

Disc. : We have no such desire, nor do we seek any such

thing. How could we aspire to be philosophers while caring

for this world, when we have seen that whenever there has

80 been any excess in food or drink, or there manifests itself

in the heart any motion of something contrary to the

intellect, such as lust, or anger, or covetousness, or envy,

the intellect remains inactive all that time
;
whereas, if that

motion come not into play, then the blood only is at work,

and there is nothing which serves better to protect it, and

from which protection is more sought than the intellect.

—

Aristotle : The branch of a thing does not come but

85 of the root, and the part is not but of the whole. If ye

abstain in this world from lusts, but are attached to this

world in your heart, your abstinence is not perfect. Now
the root of attachment to the world lies in love of self-

preservation. Hence every one who abstains from its lusts,

but desires to remain in the world has caught the branch

and neglected the root
;

whereas he is perfect and has

reached the goal who has both root and branch.—Simmias :

I have been abstemious in regard to the pleasures of this

90 world
;

but now from what I have heard you say, I am
anxious to remain in it no longer. Should that not be

granted me, at least I shall endeavour to walk in your

footsteps, and adopt your way of life, O teacher of man-
kind !

—

Kriton : My mind’s eye now shows me that there

is no one to whom death is not detrimental except the

philosopher. Whosoever has attained thereunto and become

perfect, let him seek death and desire it
;

but whoso has

95 failed to attain thereto, let him flee from death his

farthest, and avoid it his hardest. For nothing but
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wisdom withstands death and gives peace from its pain.

—Zeno said : Aristotle’s discourse leaves us no risrhtO
to participate in pleasure or to endeavour to remain in

the world, and the fact that he is more courageous about

death than I—though I do not fear it very much—comes

100 from his having been at greater pains than I to set his

affairs right
;
had I looked after myself as he has looked

after himself, and banished from myself avarice, desire,

and anger, as he has banished them from himself, as great

courage would be perceptible in me as we perceive in him.

—

Another said : Until this day I used to dread the approach

of death
;
now what I fear is the protraction of life.

—

Zeno :

105 You are better able to attain death than to protract life.

—

He answered : My weariness of life does not induce me to

summon death myself, before it comes to me.

—

Zeno : We
have known friends do much to see the friend who has not

seen them
;

if you love death, what prevents your seeking

110 it before it seek you ?—He answered : Death is not a friend,

but a bridge which men must pass before they can arrive

at that which they desire and love.

—

Zeno : Then why do

you remain, although you know for certain that death will

make you nobler ?—He answered : I am like a guardian

of the frontier-pass who, if he abide, abides with regret,

and if he advance and conquer, will attain to honour.

—

115 Zeno: What is the meaning of your parable?—He said:

The soul of the philosopher is stationed at the pass, its pass

being the body
;
on the other side are wants, lusts, and

passions. Every soul has sore trouble in dealing with these

enemies, and in keeping them away. The glory consists

in the joy and pleasure whereto the soul attains at parting.

—When their discussion had reached this point, another

named Stephanus (?) said: If the name of ‘philosopher’

120 have no other use than to preserve its owner from the

name of ‘ ignorant,’ why should I make anjr effort to obtain

it ?—Another said : Merely for the sake of honour I would

not seek this name.

—

Zeno said : Did I desire this name

for nothing else, I should desire it for the sake of obtaining

security from the fear and horror of death.

—

Kriton said:
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125 The greatest of the benefits of that science is that it makes

for us many cares into one.

—

Kramas (?) said : Since in

this world one thing alone, sorrow, is permanent, the most

profitable thing for us to sympathize with is the high

aim of one who is concerned about a thing that is ever-

lasting.

—

Pindar said: All men are at war, and the fittest

enemy for the warrior to attack is the enemy nearest

home
;
and that enemy is the trouble of his own breast.

—

130 Eletus (Theaetetus ?) said: Who are the philosopher’s

enemies ?

—

Pindar said : His most particular enemies

are the pleasures of his breast, which hinder his search

after wisdom.—When the discourse of these people had

reached this point, Simmias, turning to Aristotle, said

:

Enlighten our hearts with the rays of thy lamp ere its

light be quenched, good father!

—

Aristotle: The most

acquisitive of scholars is he who acquires no knowledge

135 until he has disciplined himself and corrected himself; the

most accurate of speakers is he who attempts not to speak

save after meditation, and the soundest of workers is he who
acts only after deliberation. And no one more needs

deliberation and caution in carrying out a plan, than the

140 philosopher in undertaking matters of which the trouble is

present and the reward prospective. First let him meditate;

then, when meditation brings sight, let him make sight

his guide to action
;
and if sight show that the action will

be remunerative, then let him endure the trouble of doing

before he reaps the fruit. And when after seeing he

resolves to undertake the work, at the time when he should

145 reap the fruit he ought not to be vexed at the trouble he

has endured. For he who weans his soul from pleasures

and undertakes the labour of searching for wisdom for the

sake of God, and to gain the reward therefor after death,

if at the hour of death he exhibits melancholy, makes
himself an object of laughter and derision. So too does he

become an object of laughter and derision who makes a

feast and lays the foundation of a palace, and when about

150 to attain the purpose of his feast and of the building

of his palace becomes sad and gloomy. I have known

j.r.a.s. 1892. 16
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men who have undertaken this task while in doubt con-

cerning the reward—nor is there any wonder that one

who is in doubt concerning the recompense after death

should be grieved and sorrowful about dying—but I do

wonder at any one who is grieved at death while professing

to believe in a recompense after death.—When Aristotle

155 had brought this discourse to a conclusion, Kriton said:

If you desire us to be contented after your departure,

O worthy teacher ! the eloquent speech which you have

made must increase our sorrow at your departure; and if

death be profitable to you, to us it is most detrimental,

on account of the unsolved difficulties remaining among

us for which you were our refuge.

—

Diogenes said: The

same thing cannot be profitable to one thing and detrimental

160 to another unless there be some contrariety between the

two latter
;

if Aristotle’s departure be profitable to himself

and detrimental to us, this must be because of some difference

between us.

—

Kriton : There is both agreement and diversity

between us and him
;
wre agree in our wish and desire, and

differ about our remaining and his departure.

—

Diogenes :

Your grief comes not of his being about to enter the house

of honour, but rather of your remaining in the abode of

165 disgrace.

—

Lysias said : You both speak well. You were

the pillars of a hall wherein were lamps
;

the greatest

pillar has fallen, and the weight has come upon the other

pillars
;
the most brilliant lamp is extinguished, the light in

the hall is diminished, and the darkness increased. Nor

is it the falling of the pillar nor the extinction of the

lamp that troubles you
;

but rather the darkness of the

hall and the weight of the roof.

—

Simmias, glancing at

170 Aristotle, said : O guide to wisdom ! tell us what is the

first thing which it behoves the seeker after wisdom to

acquire?

—

Aristotle: Seeing that the soul is the source

of wisdom, the first knowledge which is profitable for him

is knowledge of the soul.

—

Simmias : How should he seek

it?

—

Aristotle: By his own virtue.

—

Simmias: TThat is his

own virtue?

—

Aristotle: That virtue whereby you asked

175 me about yourself.

—

Simmias : How is it possible for any one
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to ask any one else about himself ?

—

Aristotle : Even as

the sick man asks the physician about himself, and even

as the blind man might ask those about him of his own

colour.

—

Simmias : How can the self be blind about the self,

180 when the self is the source of all sight?

—

Aristotle : When
wisdom is secreted and concealed in the self, that is the

soul, it is blind to itself, and to others alike : even as the eye

without the light of a lamp is blind both to itself and others.

—Simmias : Then the learner can only learn through wisdom,

and the seer can only see with a lamp.

—

Aristotle : The

soul becomes capable of receiving wisdom only by its natural

correctness, and the sight of the seer becomes penetrating

only through a lamp. When the two come together, it can

185 penetrate.

—

Simmias: If the soul and the eyes cannot attain

brightness in their functions by their own virtue, unaided by

wisdom and the lamplight, then nothing is nearer akin to

the soul than wisdom.

—

Aristotle : IIow can anything be

nearer akin to that which it takes in than its own source?

Ho you not see that the teacher has a better right to the

name of knowledge than the taught ? and that the possessor

of force has a better title to the name of force than one who
190 is acquiring it ? For the teacher is the source of knowledge,

seeing that knowledge flows from him, and the strong is

the source of strength.— When the discourse reached this

point, Lysias said : This subject is finished, and I will now
begin afresh. Tell me how it is that knowledge of the

soul is the worthiest thing for the acquirer to acquire first?

—Aristotle : Because knowledge is an essential property of

teacher and taught.

—

Lysias : How am I to know that know-

195 ledge is a property of the soul ?

—

Aristotle said : Because

knowledge is in the body only so long as the soul is in it

;

and when the soul is separated from the body, knowledge

disappears from it.

—

Lysias : It may come from the body

rather than the soul.— Aristotle: If it were of the body,

it would appear in the dead body as much as in the

living body.

—

Lysias : We are as ignorant of the knowledge

200 of the dead, as we are of their ignorance. May it be that

the ignorance of it which we do not know may come from
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the fact that the soul is departed from it ?

—

Aristotle :

If ignorance be blindness to one’s own concerns, then the

ignorance and blindness of the body before death are even

more evident than its ignorance alter death. —Lysias :

Though the ignorance of blindness may be in the body after

205 death, the ignorance of folly is not there assuredly.

—

Aristotle : What is the difference between the ignorance

of blindness and the ignorance of folly?

—

Lycias: Wherein

is the identity ?

—

Aristotle : The two are identical in that

they both afflict people of understanding. As for the

ignorance of folly, it is like badness and evil-doing and

evil-speaking
;
and as for the ignorance of blindness, it is

like an evil smell and the fetid matter whence it proceeds.

210 —Lysias : I only know of the existence of foulness and

sensuality while the soul is in the body : can it be that this

foulness proceeds from the soul and not from the body?—
Aristotle : If foul habits were of the original essence of the

soul, while the soul was abstracted from accidental states,

this foulness would appear in every soul, and no soul would

be without it
;
how then could we have learned that the

215 philosopher’s soul is free from foulness, and uncleanness?

Whereas we have learned and kuow well that the purity of

their souls has gained the upper hand over lust and overcome

desire and passion. They have subdued these inclinations

and harmonized lust with reason.—Lysias : If then between

lust and the soul there be so great a difference, how comes

it that passion and the soul part together from the

body ?

—

Aristotle : The soul is a flame, and when some

220 one of the humours of the body prevails, it kindles the

body as fire kindles fuel, and causes the light of the soul

to issue from the body even as a fire brings brightness

and heat out of wood. And passion is as a fire that brings

the brightness of the soul out of the body.

—

Lysias : Can it

be that brightness itself comes from warmth ?

—

Aristotle :

If brightness varied with heat, a summer night should be

225 brighter than a winter day, even as a summer night is

warmer than a winter day.—When the dialogue had reached

this point, Lysias said : You have enlivened my mind,
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0 teacher ! this discourse is worthy of deep consideration.

Most assuredly I must endeavour to distinguish between

soul and passion, the heat of the latter and the brightness

of the former. You have made clear to me each of the

two, passion and the body, and the distinction of the soul

from both, according to their attributes. Now, I would

230 have you show the distinction between the conduct of the

soul and of the passion, even as you have shown the distinc-

tion between themselves.

—

Aristotle : Do you know of any

distinction between their functions ?

—

Lysias : I know not

of any distinction between their substance, but only between

their functions : but I would fain have you show me the

difference between the conduct of the one and that of

the other by signs clear enough to distinguish the work

of the one from that of the other.

—

Aristotle : All that

235 is bad is the work of the passion and all that is good is

the work of the soul.

—

Lysias : I know the difference

between the good conduct of the one and the foul action

of the other no better than the difference between their

substances.

—

Aristotle : Good action or goodness is that

which, when it comes to you, puts you right
;
and badness is

that which, when it comes to you, does you harm.

—

Lysias :

240 Nothing has ever come to me which has done good to a

part of me but has damaged some other part. How can

I call it
“ good ” when I never have found it free from

harm P

—

Aristotle : When the thing that is beneficial

benefits that part of jmu which you are more bound to

love than to hate, be not vexed if it harm some part of

245 you which you are more bound to hate than to love.

—

Lysias : What part of me is it which I am bound to hate,

and what, that I am bound to love ?—Aristotle : You
should love your intellect and hate your unintelligent part.

—Lysias: What comes of this?

—

Aristotle: Why, nothing

increases your intellect but that which lessens your non-

intelligence. Love therefore that which improves your

250 intellect, even though it lessen your non-intelligence.

For the advantage done you by it in decreasing your non-

intelligence is not inferior to that done you by the improve-
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raent of your intellect.

—

Lysias : You distinguished between

soul and passion by your illustration of heat and light
;
and

you showed me the difference of their functions by showing

the difference of their origin. I then asked you to make

clear to me what they each do by some sign which should

255 sever the work of the one from the work of the other ;

you then told me that well-doing was the work of the

soul and ill-doing the work of the passion. I asked you

the difference between good and bad actions. You answered

that whatever increases the intellect is a good action even

though non-intelligence is increased by it, and what-

ever causes decrease of intellect is bad, even though it

260 increase the non-intelligence. Neither intelligence nor

non-intelligence is diminished except by its opposite, nor

increased except by what agrees with it. Now, I still

require an explanation of what it is that increases the

intelligence and what it is that lessens it.

—

Aristotle said :

Whatsoever adds brightness to your vision of things

increases your intelligence, and whatsoever makes things

dark to you lessens it.

—

Lysias said : What is it that

gives them brightness, and what is it that veils them ?

—

265 Aristotle : Truth-speaking and whatever resembles it is

an illuminator, doubt and whatever resembles it a cloke.—

Lysias said : I understand how true-speaking illuminates

and how doubt darkens
;

but what are the things which

resemble them ?

—

Aristotle: Night-doing or justice re-

sembles true-speaking, and injustice or iniquity resembles

270 falsehood and doubt.

—

Lysias : In what respect do justice

and veracity resemble each other?

—

Aristotle: Each of

them consists in leaving things in their own places.

—

Lysias : And in what respect do falsehood and injustice

resemble each other ?

—

Aristotle : Each consists in re-

moving things from their own places.

—

Lysias: Justice and

injustice are the work of administrators and judges only;

whereas I am asking you concerning things in general.

—

Aristotle: All men are judges, only some private, others

275 public. He whose judgment errs, and whose tongue

speaks false, and whosoever appropriates what is not his,
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such a man is unjust and a liar : whereas he who sees

things aright, and whose tongue speaks the truth, and who

is satisfied with what is his, is righteous, just, and veracious.

Nor is any human action outside the two patterns which

we have described.

—

Lysias : How am I to know that

280 nothing falls out of these two kinds ?—Aristotle : Enquire

among the events which are passing and have passed over

you, whether any of them lies outside these patterns. If

none such be found, include those events which have not yet

passed over you among those which have passed over you.

—

Lysias: How am I to include what has not yet happened

to me with what has happened, and pass the same judgment

upon it P

—

Aristotle : If the few be part of the many
285 things, and the parts of a thing resemble the whole, then

the few things which you see belong to the many things

which you do not see, and it is probable that the many
things which you do not see are like what you do see. If

this reasoning he correct, then you may well pass the

same judgment upon the good and evil which have not yet

happened to you as upon the good and evil which have

290 happened to you.

—

Lysias: What should make me judge of

the absent as of the present?

—

Aristotle: That which is

present must necessarily make you pass a judgment on

what is absent; or the thing which makes you know the

absence of the absent from knowing the presence of the

present.

—

Lysias : What prevents my knowing the present

without knowing the absent ? Or how is my knowledge

295 of the absent increased by my knowledge of the present ?

That portion of the earth which I see does not show me
the portion which is beyond

;
neither does my not seeing

the portion to which my eye cannot reach hinder my
seeing the portion which I can see.

—

Aristotle: But do

not you pass judgment that beyond the earth which we

300 see there is the earth which we do not see ? Similarly

must you not necessarily pass judgment that beyond those

events which have happened to you are those which have

not happened, even as you passed judgment that beyond

the portion of the earth which you saw there was the earth
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which you did not see ?—Lysias : I am constrained to

admit that I must judge by the absent of the present.

Only tell me this : If I pass no judgment from the

present on the absent, does my knowledge of the present

305 suffer any detriment ? By knowing which I may derive

benefit in judging of the absent from the present.

—

Aristotle : No one knows a thing who is unable to

distinguish it from what differs from it.

—

Lysias : How
so?

—

Aristotle: If the saying of the wise Darius be

true, that no one knows the truth who cannot dis-

criminate it from the false, and no one knows what is

310 right who cannot sever it from what is wrong, then so

long as you are not acquainted with the absent, you have

no means of knowing the present.

—

Lysias: This subject

is over. Now, 0 guide to philosophy ! I would ask you this

:

Is it possible to embrace in one notion all those things

concerning the baseness of which mankind are agreed,

fornication, theft, drunkenness, deceit, injustice, treachery,

315 fraud, malice, envy, ignorance, pride, self-complacency, so

as to exclude nothing, whereby I might know that the

events which have not yet passed over me are like to those

which have passed over me ?

—

Aristotle : The possessors of

these qualities and characteristics are unjust, false, and

self-blinding, insomuch as they strive after what is not

theirs.

—

Lysias : How so ?

—

Aristotle : Do you not see

320 that no one sets about any of these iniquities before avarice,

desire, or anger bestir itself in him, after which he sets

about them. Now with avarice, desire, and passion reason

cannot remain at peace. And the reason being out of

order, it cannot take the right path, and whoso does not

take the right path goes astray
;
he that goes astray is a

wrong-doer, and the wrong-doer and the liar are in torment.

325 —Lysias : You have collected under one notion all the vices;

could you do the same for the virtues?

—

Aristotle: To

abandon injustice is to adhere to justice and right; and

to avoid the false is to strain after the true. If the foulness

of the vices has been made clear to you, it must inevitably

have been made clear that virtue consists in abandoning
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vice.

—

Lysias : Is there any mean between vice and virtue P

330 so that having got rid of vice I might not attain to virtue,

but remain at the mean
;

like one who, abandoning false-

hood, stops short at silence and speaks neither truth nor

falsehood
;

or one who avoids iniquity and does neither

injustice nor justice?

—

Aristotle: He who is silent elects

to be so either with ignorance or with knowledge
;

if he be

silent with knowledge, he is a speaker of truth
;

if with

335 ignorance he is a liar. So, too, whoso pauses does so

either for fraud or for right
;

if for right, he is just and

righteous
;

if for fraud, he is iniquitous and a doer of

injustice.

—

Lysias : You have made clear to me the difference

between all the good and the bad that may happen to me
by a clear distinction, and have proved to me that whatever

has not happened to me must resemble what has happened.

340 God, who gave thee wisdom, and who protects thee, give

thee therefor a meet reward ! Never has father in his

lifetime tended his child better, or after death left him
a more honourable inheritance !

—

Aristotle : If you are

satisfied with the answer to your questions, let Kriton speak,

for I can see that he wishes to do so.

—

Kriton : It is painful

345 to impose on you the burden of speaking, whereas it is

sad to be quiet and leave the subject to be finished on some

later day.

—

Aristotle : Withhold nothing, so long as you

see a spark of life in me on which I can sustain myself.

—

Kriton : I heard and understood all the answers you gave

Lysias; and I agreed as he did that the absent is to be

350 known from the present. But I am not quite satisfied

without knowing what are the qualities and unknown
operations of that “ absent

”
to which I confessed and

agreed.

—

Aristotle : I know of nothing in the present

or the absent, save knowledge and ignorance, and the

reward of the two.

—

Kriton : How could I acknowledge

this of the “absent and the present,” when I have not yet

acknowledged it of the present ? And though }
7ou should

355 force me to acknowledge it of the present, I will not acknow-

ledge it of the absent, save by definition and evidence.

—

Aristotle : The evidence which tells you it of the present
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will also tell it of the absent.

—

Kriton: "What evidence?—
Aristotle: Do you not agree that the right way in seeking

the truth is what Sokrates said ?—Kriton : And what did

300 lie say ?—Aristotle : I am told that he said, Whenever you

are in difficulty about a question, give it two alternatives,

one of which must necessarily be true
;
then proceed till one

of the two is refuted, for with the refutation of the one

alternative will come the establishment of the other.—
Kriton : Yes, I have observed that he acted thus in difficult

investigations. Now what evidence have you about the

nature of the present and absent?

—

Aristotle: Do you not

grant that there is nothing outside knowledge and its con-

trary^?—Kriton : I must do so.—Aristotle : Do you grant

305 that things are bettered only by their like, and damaged

only byr what is unlike them?

—

Kriton: Undoubtedly.—
Aristotle: Then do you not see that if the recompense of

knowledge be not like it, it must be the contrary of it? And,

if it be the contrary of knowledge, then the recompense of

370 the wise will be ignorance, and the recompense of the

seeing blindness, and the recompense of well-doing ill-

doing ? Now such as this would not be a recompense but

a punishment. Then whoever bears the burden of knowledge

must allow that he will gain no recompense for it. This

judgment being false, the opposite of it is true. The

recompense for seeing will be sight; for well-doing, good;

375 for seeking wisdom, finding wisdom

—

Kriton: You have

forced me to agree that knowledge will be rewarded and

ignorance punished.

—

Aristotle : If y
rou are satisfied that

the recompense of the ignorant is the reverse of the re-

compense of the wise—otherwise the reward of blindness

would be sight and that of goodness badness, and that of

hating wisdom obtaining wisdom. Now such a view or

380 doctrine must be false in the eyres of him who has borne

the lajbour of pursuing knowledge in the hope of the

reward thereof, and in order to avoid the penalty of

ignorance. This opinion being proved false makes the

opposite necessarily true.

—

Kriton : This argument applies as

forcibly" to me, since I have borne the burden of the searcher
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after knowledge with a view to the reward thereof, and

have avoided ignorance fearing its penalt}'. But what will

you say if I withdraw this concession, and deny that know-

385 ledge is rewarded and ignorance punished ?

—

Aristotle :

Then what induces you to discuss and to argue with me ?

The desire for the benefit of knowledge and the endeavour

to avoid the harm of ignorance or something else ?

—

Kriton : Nay, desire for the benefit of knowledge and the

endeavour to avoid the harm of ignorance induce me to do

this.

—

Aristotle : Then you have acknowledged that know-

ledge is beneficial and ignorance detrimental. Now a reward

390 is not other than beneficial, and a penalty is not other than

detrimental.

—

Kriton : I acknowledge that wisdom is bene-

ficial during life, not after death.

—

Aristotle : What is

the advantage of knowledge during life? A pleasant life

or increase of knowledge ?—Kriton : I granted the value

of knowledge, and I have seen that knowledge is detrimental

to the pleasures of life
;

it necessarily follows that the ad-

vantage of knowledge must be in the next world.

—

395 Aristotle : If you doubt the benefits accruing to the wise

in the next world, while knowledge precludes the enjoyment

of this world, it is impossible for you to assert that know-

ledge is of value in either world.

—

Kriton : I see that

if I grant that knowledge is beneficial, I must acknowledge

that it is so in the next world. I will now deny that it

possesses any advantage, in order to be able to deny that it is

400 of advantage in the next world.

—

Aristotle : Do you not

then prefer hearing, seeing, and understanding to blindness,

deafness, and folly ?

—

Kriton : Yes.—Aristotle : Do you

prefer them for the sake of some advantage or not?

—

Kriton :

For the sake of some advantage.

—

Aristotle : Once again

then you have acknowledged that there is some advantage
;

and you have the same conclusion forced on you as before.

—

405 Kriton : I have ever acknowledged the value of knowledge,

so long as I live, in respect of the comfort and peace that I

gain from it, and the pain of ignorance that I am freed from;

but I know of no other benefit therefrom.

—

Aristotle :

Then is there anything else beyond this which is otherwise
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than it ?

—

Kriton : What evidence is there that there is

anything else beyond this, which exists after death and is as

it was in life ?

—

Aristotle : Now death is nothing else but

410 the soul surviving the body ?

—

Kriton : It is nothing else.

—Aristotle : Then is anything “ absent
” which is bene-

fited in absence except by that whereby it is also benefited

in presence?

—

Kriton: It must be so.— Aristotle: Then

why do you ask what it is from which the soul derives

benefit in the state of absence from the body other than that

415 from which it derives benefit in the state of presence ? Or,

what can harm it in the state of absence that does not

harm it likewise in the state of presence?

—

Kriton : You
have left me no loophole to deny the value of knowledge in

this world and the next, and the harm of ignorance in both
;

these I must acknowledge, and I allow that you are right in

stating that in the present and the absent I know of nothing

save knowledge, ignorance, and the recompense of the two.

420 It may be, however, there is something besides these which

others have learned, though I have not.

—

Aristotle : Can

an answer be given but after a question ?

—

Kriton : No.
—Aristotle : Can a question ever be asked before that

which is asked about comes into the mind ?

—

Kriton : No.

—Aristotle : If you have a clear notion of that about

which you have asked, you have obtained the answer thereto

425 in the answer which you received to your question about

knowledge, ignorance, and their recompense. But if you

have no notion in your own mind of that about which you

would ask, I am not bound to reply.

—

Kriton : True, my
question was not justified, and no answer is due from you.

I have obtained the answer to my question.

—

Aristotle :

Then give Simmias leave to speak in his turn.

—

Simmias

430 said : I heard all that Lysias asked concerning your state-

ments, and the replies you gave Kriton : and all is clear to

me except one word that Kriton accepted from you, but

which is not clear to me as yet.

—

Aristotle : Which ?

—

Simmias : I heard you say that there is nothing either in

“ absence ” or “ presence ” except knowledge, its opposite,

and the recompense of the two. Now how can it be clear
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to me that there is nothing save this ?

—

Aristotle : Do
435 you know of anything else ?

—

Simmias : I know of the

heavens and the earth, the mountains and the plains, the

animals, and all else that is on the dry and the moist,

which I cannot call knowledge, nor ignorance, nor the

recompense of either without proof.

—

Aristotle : Do you

agree with the saying of Hermes, quoted by me in the

book of physics ?

—

Simmias : What is that saying ?

—

Aristotle: Hermes states that no object acquires strength

440 except by union with its like
;

and that none acquires

weakness except by union with what is unlike it.

—

Simmias : Yes, it is so
;

there is nothing in which

experience does not show the truth of Hermes’ saying.

—

Aristotle : Then you have acknowledged that nothing

exists except knowledge, ignorance, and the recompense of

the two.

—

Simmias: now so?

—

Aristotle: Of the things

445 which you have enumerated there is none that does not

belong to this world.

—

Simmias : Certainly.

—

Aristotle :

Know you what it is that induces philosophers to abandon

this world ?

—

Simmias : Their knowledge, by seeing that these

things are detrimental to the intellect, induces them to take

this course.

—

Aristotle : Then have you not learned that

whatever harms the intellect is the 02iposite of the intellect,

450 and the opposite of the intellect is non-intelligence?—
Simmias : If what you say, that these things harm the

intellect, be true of the earth, it is not true of the heaven.
—Aristotle : Hay, the heaven differs not from the earth in

this matter.

—

Simmias : In what respect are the heavens as

detrimental to the intellect as the earth ?

—

Aristotle : The
least detriment occasioned to knowledge by the heaven is

this, that it prevents the sight from penetrating and passing

455 through
;
now that which is inimical to sight is inimical to

intelligence.

—

Simmias : This theory is true of the present

;

what of the absent ?

—

Aristotle : The absent must either

be like or uulike the present, must it not?

—

Simmias: Yes.

—Aristotle : If it be like it, must it not help its like ?

if it be unlike, must it not oppose it and thwart it?

—

460 Simmias : How, indeed, I must certainly agree to all that
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Kriton accepted from you. Now tell me the explanation

of a single saying that I have met with in the works of the

great Plato : that everything that does good averts ill
;
but

not everything that averts ill does good
;
and that the

philosopher should amass a great quantity of those things

465 which both avert ill and do good, and be content with a

small number of those things which avert ill but do no

good.

—

Aristotle : Plato tells you that only those things

suit the philosopher which bring him good and avert ill

from him
;
and thereby he means knowledge which brings

illumination to the mind and averts the darkness of

ignorance; and he bids him acquire much of it. And
of that which averts ill but is unprofitable, which is food,

470 clothing and lodging, he bids him be content with as

much as is absolutely necessary, because to exceed the limit

in these things does harm to the intellect, whereas to seek

the mean averts ill, but does no positive good, since none

of the pleasures of knowledge proceeds therefrom to the

mind. Hence it behoves the philosopher to be easily

satisfied with obtaining the means of subsistence and very

eager to acquire knowledge.—Simmias : What is it that

475 prevents that which averts ill from doing positive good

when both agree in averting ill?

—

Aristotle: That which

does positive good differs from that which averts ill in

this, that whatever averts ill only, if it be pursued to

excess, ceases even to avert ill, and becomes detrimental

;

whereas that which does positive good, i.e. knowledge,

the more there is of it the more beneficial it is
;
whereas

that which averts ill only does so, so long as it

480 in moderation. Do you not see that if you are satisfied

with a modicum of food, it averts the mischief of hunger ?

similarly drink and clothing
;
whereas all, if there be more

of them than is necessary, become detrimental, and their

power of averting ill even is annulled, like heavy armour

which wounds or kills its bearer. Whereas that which

both does good and averts ill (that is, wisdom), however much

485 there be of it, does not, like heavy armour, weigh down its

possessor. Thus did Plato distinguish between that which
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does good and that which averts ill, according to what you

heard of his sayings.

—

Simmias : Is there any other term

besides these two or not ?

—

Aristotle : One other term re-

mains
;

if it be added to these others, nothing is left out.

—

Simmias: What is that?

—

Aristotle: Things are of three

490 sorts: the thing which both does good and averts ill; that

which averts ill, but induces no good ;
and that which does

harm.

—

Simmias : What is it that does harm ?

—

Aristotle :

A thing which averts ill, when carried to excess, so as to

become detrimental.

—

Simmias : This subject is concluded.

My mind is as much brightened by your instruction as the

eye of the seer by the light of day. Now tell me : Is

there any affinity between that which gives brightness to

the mind and that which gives brightness to the eye ? Or,

495 is there any resemblance between the mind and the eye ?

—

Aristotle : They are things which do not resemble each

other so much in substance as in function. If you have

received the answer to your question, let Diogenes speak.

—

Simmias became silent.

—

Diogenes then said: I have observed

that those philosophers whose mental vision has been most

500 acute have been the most temperate. Now tell me : Do
goodness and temperance spring from brightness of mental

vision or not ?

—

Aristotle : There are different sorts of

passions and divers sorts of intellects. Over against each

passion there is an intellect best capable of opposing

that passion. Lust in its nature is not the essence of

folly, but each is a separate essence, though both are at

505 one in harming the philosopher and keeping him from

his recompense. Nor again is that faculty and quality

which recommends self-restraint identical with the faculty

and quality which overcomes folly and brings knowledge
;

neither are they opposed to each other
;

rather is there

resemblance and also diversity between the two, like the

resemblance and diversity between running water and ice
;

the one being fine and rare, the other hard and coarse
;

just so is fine ignorance opposed to fine knowledge, and

510 strong piety to strong lust. And if a man’s habit of

temperance is weak and his property of knowledge strong,
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liis judgment sees aright, while his conduct, so far as con-

tinence goes, is weak
;
while the intellectual vision and the

conduct of him whose case is the opposite are opposite.

—

Diogenes : How can this be right, when you have said before

that nothing exists except knowledge, ignorance, and the re-

515 compense of each ? Now you have acknowledged the existence

of knowledge, ignorance, continence, lust, and other things.

—Aristotle : Do you not see that running water and ice

resemble each other ? Similar to this is the resemblance

of lust to ignorance, and. the rest are like this too.

Being similar in operation they become one in name.

—

Diogenes : How do I know that ignorance is to lust as

running water to ice?

—

Aristotle: Do you not see that

520 both hurt the intellect, just as running water and ice neither

tolerate heat ?

—

Diogenes : This subject is over. Now
tell me: Which science is the most proper for me to pursue?
—Aristotle : Since the pursuit of philosophy is the best of

the pursuits of this world, and the recompense therefor is

the greatest of the recompenses of the next world, philosophy

is the best science that you can pursue.

—

Diogenes : Is

525 there any other knowledge besides philosophy or not ?

—

Aristotle : The vulgar herd have a sort of knowledge and

science and truth and honesty and generosity and other

wmsted virtues, which are as different from wisdom as the

form of an animal is from a picture or sketch on a wall.—
Diogenes : Why do you call those virtues of the vulgar

530 herd wasted?—Aristotle: On account of the .ignorance

of the vulgar with regard to them.

—

Diogenes : How so ?

—Aristotle : Because the vulgar wise man brings his

knowledge into play there where it will not increase his

gain, and their merciful man spares him who is worthy

of exemplary punishment, and their veracious man brings

his veracity into play when it pleases him, though the

truth be obscene, and their liberal man is liberal to the un-

worthy, and their faithful man keeps his promises to people’s

535 ruin, and their hearer hears to no purpose. Beyond a

doubt these good qualities are wasted in them, and no

more resemble the virtues of the wise than a painting on
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a wall resembles a living animal.

—

Diogenes : How does

your illustration correspond with the virtues of the few

and of the many ?

—

Aristotle : Have you not learned

that knowledge is life and ignorance death?

—

Diogenes:

Yes.

—

Aristotle : The knowledge of the wise man vivifies

540 his actions, whereas the folly of the ignorant mortifies his.

—

Diogenes : Then are their good actions any better than their

bad ones or not ?

—

Aristotle : They are not.

—

Diogenes :

How so ?

—

Aristotle : The well-doer of the vulgar intends

to do good, and takes a wrong path. The evil-doer among

them intends evil and carries it out in the wrong way.

They are just alike and neither has the advantage.

—

545 Diogenes : I know now in what way their virtues are

wasted. Now show the superiority of wisdom without

which no actions are profitable.

—

Aristotle : Whosoever

has seen good, abandoned evil, and entered into goodness

has acted in accordance with wisdom
;

and whosoever

has intended good and erred, or intended evil and

carried it out, has departed from wisdom.

—

Diogenes : This

550 whole subject is clear. Now tell me : To whom was this

thing, I mean wisdom, first made clear ?

—

Aristotle :

The minds of men are far from being able to attain to

any thing so grand without teaching
;

just as their eyes

are far from seeing without the light of a lamp.

—

Diogenes :

Prom whom did the philosophers learn it?

—

Aristotle:

The heralds and ambassadors of the different ages in the

555 different regions of the globe were constantly summoning

mankind thereunto
;
and the first person on earth to whom

that knowledge came by revelation was Hermes.

—

Diogenes :

Whence came it to Hermes ?

—

Aristotle : His mind was

taken up to heaven and it came to him from the Archangels,

who had got it from the record of God. From him
it came to the earth, and was received by the sages.

—

Diogenes : How am I to know that Hermes obtained that

500 knowledge from the inhabitants of heaven ?

—

Aristotle :

If that knowledge be the truth, it can come from above.

—

Diogenes : Why ?

—

Aristotle : Do you not see that the

upper part of each thing is better than the lower ? The

j.k.a.s. 1892. 17
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upper part of water and its surface are purer than the

lower
;

the higher parts of the earth are pleasanter and

fairer than the lower parts
;

the best member of a man
is his head, the purest thing in a tree is its fruit

;
and so

565 on with everything. The fittest thing, therefore, to come

from on high is wisdom. Another proof is this : the

substance and nature of wisdom have overcome and out-

topped everything else.

—

Diogenes : 0 guide to wisdom !

Our minds vary not the least from thine. Make a compact

between us which will guard us from differing with one

another

!

—Aristotle : If you would follow my ways,

570 imitate my books.

—

Diogenes: There are so many. Which
will settle differences between us best if any such arise ?

—Aristotle : Questions concerning the “
first science ” and

the science of theology you should seek from the hook

of Hermes
;

for difficulties in the way of politics [you

should go to the Politics, and for] difficulties in natural

science, to the Physics
;

for difficulties about good and

had actions, to the Ethics
;

whereas if anjr difference arise

575 among you about the definitions of speech, you should

refer to the four books of Logic, the first the Categories,

the second irepl epp-gveia ^?, the third ava\vTt,ng, the fourth

airoSeucTiro], or hook of Demonstration, which tells you how

to distinguish between true and false. There you will

obtain light on dark matters.

When Aristotle had spoken thus far, his soul became

powerless; his hand shook, and the apple fell out of his

580 hand. The philosophers all rose and came near to him, and

kissed his hand and eyes and eulogized him. He grasped

Kriton’s hand and laid it on his face, saying, “ I commit

my spirit to the Receiver of the spirits of the wise.” Then

he ceased and his spirit passed away. His friends lamented

over him, saying, “ The day of knowledge is over.”
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Art. YI.—Manvari Weather Proverbs. By Vidya Bhashkar
Pandit Lalchandra, of Jodhpur (Marwar), M.R.A.S.

ii \ ii

TT^T^HrfW. H'ftnt-

^ctiNT II ^ II

wm ii ^ n

^fwmilr II B II

II ^ II

^Y3TTteT^<jft- T^r-

VTt^T

II <U

If there he at sunrise stripes

of red light in shape of fish

and at sunset red rays of

light stretching in diverging

stripes from the west, Dunk
says to Bhadli that rivers

shall have foams.

If it rains in Magh the

rain is heavy, and if not,

dusty winds will blow (ends

in famine).

In Magha either the rain

copiously falls or it ends.

Heat in Rohin and wind

in Mirag are certain to bring

on unexpected thunder (rain)

in Adira.

Winds in Rohin and heat

in Mirag will cause the King

to enter into war and thus

ruin his subjects.

If it is cloudy on Friday

and remains so till Saturday

next, Dunk says to Bhadli

that it must rain.
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«rfr-

'^1*
II *> ||

¥T^H*TT¥ -^fT^r ^T-

^T^RTU

RR^T 3TTrPr RT^

Wt II
c

II

q=[rj cfi9| ^fT^T-

WT3 Rft^T II £_ ||

C\

rftrR^^fl 3T^*ft-

^>t^T f^ *T3 II \° II

n"r^T^^rt ^T^fPr- wr

Rf%R f^T WD
Rf*R-

3TTT*T II \\\\

W ^f?T RTR-

^RT*ft rT<ft-

T^
-

II ^ II

Enemy’s kindness is bad,

but good is friend’s unkind-

ness, for when it becomes close

and hot it rains.

When North-East wind

blows in Sawan (August)

Eastern wind in Bhadun

(September) and the sea

wind in Asoj (October) the

crop is 20 annas in Kartik

(November).

If North-East wind blows,

farmers, why have you given

up regular ploughing (it will

rain instantly).

If there be a partridge-

feathered cloud and deep blue

sky, Dunk says to Bbadli that

fish will jump even in plains

(all the plains will be under

water, i.e. so heavy will be

the rain).

If a partridge-feathered

cloud go the west, within

fifty-four hours it will rain

cats and dogs.

If the chameleon changes

colour, the snakes climb a

tree, it will rain in torrents.
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qit

Tf^R- W ^ ^T*T

II ^ II

5TT*T fT^rfr-

fVt

II \V II

^f
^mirfr^ 5? T^i II \v\

tlf^ft ^TtfTT tfT^fTfW-

II ^ II

3T

fTT^r *r $Nr

II II

tn^m ^ ^fr-

^TTt^?T- TT^mTTf^r-

T^^TT- WT *T^<T

II Vs II

*TT¥ Tfift-
sj

«T^t (iY q»T ^ ^sft

If the sparrow sings, the

North wind blows, and the

fish swim on water surface,

rain may be expected.

If Jetb is intensely hot who

can prevent the excessive fall

of rain.

After the rise of Canopus

the rains do not set in, and if

it rains, it falls in unbroken

showers.

Rain, frost, and kings come

from the north.

A cloud like partridge-

feather, a widow with colly-

rium-marked eyes, one will

rain, the other again keep

house
;
of this there can be

no doubt and is not to be

criticized (or no need to con-

sult constellation to discover

this)

.

"When there are rolling

clouds in the morning, heat

at midday, at night clear

stars, it is time to be off, my
son, i.e. there are signs of

drought and famine.

If you fly a kite in Sawan,

if not to-day, to-morrow it

will sink (because rain will

wet it).II ||
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^T-
Cv

TUT ^ 7Tf%^T II II

C\

#r*rc mrv 11 ^ 11

^fgtjr qf%^r q^Tfr. wr

^T3T 3T*T-

WV II ^ II

HT T^^T^TT-
W^rTT 3T3- ^ m-

^ 3H*rt rfWT

II ^ II

m
frl’q ziz ^T^J- 7TT^*5 ij^

II ^8 II

^RTIT ^ ^ €trf-

*HTT ^RT*T ^TTfa! iltrT

II ^*i II

^rt ZZ\ II ^ II

Cv Cv

^3?*TT *! ^tJ*TT
Cv

II ^ II

A flash of lightning in

Kirti cancels all bad omens.

If the wind blows under

Adra, the hut will rock {i.e.

will he abandoned on account

of the famine which will

follow).

If on the 5th day of Sawan

the wind blows strong, a

famine will prevail through-

out the land, and man will

eat man.

Rolling clouds in the

morning, a cool breeze at

eve, are signs of famine says

Sahdes Joshi.

If a day he cancelled (by

the Hindi Calendar) in the

first fortnight of Sawan, the

cow will not keep its calf and

the mother will sell her child.

If the month of Mah
(January) is not cold, know

friend that grain will be dear.

It has rained in the hills

and “tale” is blessed or “The

low lands are content.”

Canopus has risen and the

rain is past. There is said to

be no rain usually after the

star canopus appears above

the horizon.
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^TWTTiTT ^ i?T?IT

II ^ II

^T»?r tfr^r ^ ^t^rr

II ^<L. II

t^Tnt sfteT^ft ii v h

*ifeft \\\\\\

II ^ II

W^WT W2T- l^f

SJVTW II ^ II

fa^f *jt3 *1 sn-fwr.

fWw flift *T

^rvrig^T-
e\

ii ii

^PfT*

t^Tj TT^fr

ii ^ ii

Red horizon indicates heavy

rain.

Yellow horizon indicates

rain scanty.

Lightning in N.E. is sure

to bring on rain.

Rain in Rohin and the

crop is eight annas or re-

duced by half.

Rain in Bharin will make

a husband quit his wife (so

severe will be the famine

that he would not be able

to support his better half).

Rain in Ashlecais welcome

to doctors (a disease is sure to

prevail).

If winds blow not in Mirag.

If heat be intense in Rohin

and Jait, why should we build

a hut as we shall have to live

under banyan (will be home-

less on account of famine and

consequent emigration).

If there be too many clouds

and flashes of lightning on

the 24th of Asad, clean all

your granary and only keep

quantity sufficient for seed

and plough, the year will be

a good one and no stock of

grain, except seeds, will be

required.
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Art. YII.

—

Some Remarks on the Babi Texts edited by

Baron Victor Rosen in Vols. I and VI of the Collections

Scientifiques de l’lnstitut des Langues Orientales de

Saint-Petersbourg. 1 By Edward Gt. Browne, M.A.,

M.B.A.S.

The Institut des Langues Orientales of St. Petersburg has

an admirable custom, which it were well if other similar

institutions would imitate. From time to time it publishes,

under the title of Collections Scientifiques, not mere cata-

logues of recent acquisitions, but full accounts of the more

interesting manuscripts which have been added to its

library, with copious extracts, tables of contents, and

critical notes. The sixth volume of these Collections has

lately appeared in two parts, of which the second is almost

entirely filled with a description, from the pen of Baron

Rosen, of certain Babi MSS. acquired by the Institut. It

is this second part of vol. vi that I propose specially to

discuss here, but of the Babi texts contained in vol. i

(published in 1877) I shall also have something to say.

Before proceeding further, I wish to enumerate briefly

the publications to which in the course of this article I shall

have occasion to refer, and to specify the abbreviations by

which they will be hereinafter denoted. They are as

follows :

—

(1) Collections Scientifiques, etc., vol. i, Mannscrits Arabes,

by Baron Y. Rosen (St. Pet. 1877), denoted as

Coll. Sc. i.

1 I omit in this article all hut incidental reference to vol. iii of the Collections

Scientifiques (Mannscrits Persons), published in 1886, which contains descriptions

of the Persian Beijdn and the Than. Of the former I am now engaged in the
preparation of a complete test, and I gladly take this opportunity of expressing
my gratitude to the Academy and the Institut of St. Petersburg for their

liberality in permitting me to borrow the MSS. of this work contained in their

collections.
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(2) Collections Scientifques, etc., vol. vi, Manuscrits Arabes,

{non compels dans le No. 1) .... et Babys, by-

Baron V. Rosen (St. Pet. 1891), denoted as Coll.

Sc. vi.

(3) My first paper on the Babis
(
The Bdbis of Persia.

I. Sketch of their History and Personal Experiences

amongst them) in the July number of the J.R.A.S.

for 1889 (pp. 485-526), denoted as B. i.

(4) My second paper on the Babis
(
The Bdbis of Persia.

II. Their Literature and Doctrines
)
in the October

number of the J.R.A.S. for 1889 (pp. 881-1009),

denoted as B. ii.

(5) My recently published Traveller’s Narrative, written

to illustrate the Episode of the Bab (Cambridge,

1891), of which the first volume, containing the

Persian text, is denoted as T.N. i, and the second

volume, containing the English translation, intro-

duction, and notes as T.N. ii.

Were it possible, I would fain consider Baron Rosen’s

work by itself, without reference to my own. But it is

not possible to avoid such reference; for, just as I, in my
second paper in the J.R.A.S. for 1889, which dealt with

the literature of the Babis, as well as in the Traveller s

Narrative, had Baron Rosen’s researches continually in view,

so he, in his later writings, constantly alludes to my work,

often correcting, supplementing, or criticizing most kindly

and most pertinently the statements and conjectures which

I have advanced. To withdraw or modify such of these

conjectures as are no longer tenable, to harmonize, as far

as possible, the results of our independent researches, to

epitomize, for the benefit of those not specially engaged

in this branch of Oriental studies, the results of Baron

Rosen’s valuable discoveries, and to add some few new facts

which have come to my own knowledge, is the object of

this article. With these preliminary remarks, I proceed

to the detailed examination of the texts published by Baron

Rosen.
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I. The Bab’s Commentary on the Sura-i-Yusuf,

OTHERWISE CALLED THE KaYYUMu’l-AsMA.

Coll. Sc. i (MSS. Arabes) contains descriptions of two

Babi MSS. The first of these (pp. 179-191) is conjectured

by Baron Rosen to be the Commentary on the Sura-i-Yusuf

(Kur’an, xii), composed by the Bab at the beginning of

his mission. In B. ii, pp. 904-909, I gave some account

of this book, based on Baron Rosen’s notice of the St.'

Petersburg MS., and remarked that there existed in the

British Museum Library a MS., marked Or. 3539, which

appeared to be a copy of the same work. Quite recently

I obtained from a learned Ezeli, resident at Constantinople,

a MS. which is professedly a transcript of the Bab’s

Commentary on the Sura-i-Yusuf. This I have compared

with the British Museum MS. as well as with Baron Rosen’s

description of the St. Petersburg Codex, and I have satisfied

myself that all three MSS. are copies of the same work,

and that this work is none other than the Bab’s celebrated

Commentary. A Commentary in the strict sense of the

word it is not, but rather a mystical and often unintelligible

rhapsody, containing as many chapters as the original Sura

in the Kur’an does verses, viz. one hundred and eleven.

Five of these chapters (Nos. i, ii, iii, iv, and lxi) are de-

scribed in the British Museum MS. as containing forty-two

verses each. The number of verses is inserted, as in the

Kur’an, after the name of the sura. Thus the second

chapter or sura is headed ajT
j *UUM

Ll\AA
,

“ The Chapter of the Doctors, consisting of 42 verses.

Revealed at Shiraz,” and so with the others. In my MS.
the number of verses is prefixed only to chapter xlii, which

is described as containing forty verses, but in the letter

which accompanied the MS. the sender wrote as follows :
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A; \ AJ ''

* LA~««:1 \j .-AvY £A^" ^A»»_(

\&jy4 ^ 3 [> _• djL A^iy (^1 i_f
J 1 Ai

! ^ f" * ) JAc A^ LAvaI Aj 1 A-J&[j£C^

iw^Aj ^ ''A. ^
^
. »J A^" Iaa

5
^

g] J,A *

^ A^ X
Aj 1

,
A A^ wV-A L) ( £ — T

*

a£ lift < ^ - l'-^*
t
. 't AJ jl <4 1a» La- Ck^ ^A^a* ^

A > a ^ "AA

J j*-2> ^
LA-aaaa-3 (^X^'< ^A-vA (^1 j-y^- * --^-A

i_5^ ^ V. V. o^r-1

^s^y*

a A

“ This book, the Kayyumu’l-Asma, has been well and

correctly transcribed. Its writing is in the style of the

Beyan, which is [called] shikaste-i-hayavan. The only

defect which it has, is that the names of the suras have

not been inserted, and we had not another copy from

which to transcribe them. You must get these names

from Kirman, Isfahan, or Teheran. Each sura contains

40 verses, which is the number [equivalent] to ‘to me’

[J=30, — 10], in allusion to the blessed verse [of the

Kur’an, ch. xii, v. 4], ‘I saw them performing obeisance

to me.’# But it is impossible to understand the book

Kayyumu’l-Asma without the book Mustaykidh [see T.N.

ii, p. 311], which is its commentary and explanation
;

and there is no copy of it either in the Island [i.e. Cyprus]

or Constantinople. Write for it to Kirman, or Isfahan,

or Teheran, that they may send it for you.” It appears,

therefore, that each chapter properly contains 40 verses.

As regards the names of the suras, for the omission of

which the sender of my MS. apologizes, they appear to

be altogether absent in the MS. described by Baron Rosen,

but a good many of them are given in the British Museum
Codex, and a very few in mine. A list of these names, as

far as they are given, with the corresponding numbers

of the suras, I subjoin.
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Chapter i. . . LLSXiH ij*~ Chapter xxxi. .
.

j_*l 1

,,
ii. . . *1*1*11 ,, 33 xxxii.

- Jl• • 1 ”

,,
hi. . . „ 33 xxxiii. •

• J !!

,, iv. . . „ 33 xxxiv. . „

. T. . . ,, 3 3
XXXV. . 0 1 ,

,

(In my MS. this is called 33 xxxvi.
• (J 1

; >

,
hut ch. lxi

33 xxx vii . \ j j

hears the same title.)
33

xxxviii.
,,

vi. . .

3 3
xxxix. • 1 ,

,

,, vii. . . „
3 3

xl. .
.

^LaJUI
,,

viii. . . n
33 xli. . . „

jj ix. . . . j,
3 3

xlii. No title.

,,
x. 1**11 ,,

33 xliii. . £S^ji\
,,

„ xi. . .
.
^kJl „

33
xliv. w »

,, xn. . . i^uii „ Chs. xlv.— liii. Without titles.

„ xiii. . . (jsj.OyW „ Chapter liv. . . • A> )U! 1 £
I

Chs. xiv.—xvi. 'Without titles. Chs. Iv.—lx.

1

Without titles.

Chapter xvii. . is Chapter lxi. .

,, xviii. . \sVA\
,,

33 lxii. Without title.

J J
XlX . • • l

y J
33

lxiii. . il*2»yl 1 is

,, XX. . .
.

jjxll
,,

33 lxiv. Without title.

xxi. .
.

js^\ ,,
3 3

lxv. . . C 1 iS iiw

,, xxii. . . *un
,,

33 lxvi. Without title.

,, xxiii. .
.
j^A\ ,,

33 lxvii. .

1 Lio 11 1 a

„ xx iv. .
.
jAiill „ 33 lxviii. • • ,>

>> XXV. . J'U)l „
3 3

lxix.

„ xxvi. . (?) jj\ „ 33 lxx. . . Sowuuii! \ } ?

„ xxvii. .
. j\y]\ „

33
lxxi. . . AiU \ j

,

„ xxviii. . . ijlyill „
33 lxxii.

\

• Jli^ \
I s

„ xxix.
. „

33
lxxiii. . „

33 33
XXX.
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The remainder of the chapters (lxxiv-cxi) are without

titles.

To each chapter, save the first, is prefixed a verse from

the Sura-i- Yusuf and a group of mystical letters. A list

of the latter, from ch. ii to ch. xx inclusive, is given by

Baron Rosen, and this agrees witli my MS. with the

following exceptions :—Ch. x in my MS. has for

;
ch. xii has ^ZZ (or ch. xvii has Ji+1 for \

;

chap, xviii has for ^j***-+ ;
and ch. xix hasJ^JT for

\j^\. The first chapter forms a sort of preface or introduc-

tion to the work
;
the second is a *“ commentary ” on v. 1

of the Sura-i- Yusuf
;

the third a “commentary” on v. 2,

and so on, up to ch. lxxxi, which is a “commentary” on

verses 80 and 81. From this point onwards each chapter

corresponds to the verse in the Sura-i- Yusuf whicli bears

the same number, ch. Ixxxii being a “commentary” on

v. 82, ch. lxxxiii on v. 83, and so on. But, as in Baron

Rosen’s description, only the first half of v. 103 is prefixed

to ch. ciii, while the second half of this verse, together with

v. 104, is prefixed to ch. civ. The irregularities in the

arrangement of the verses prefixed to chapters liii and liv,

noticed by Baron Rosen, are absent in my MS. The British

Museum MS., like the St. Petersburg Codex, is without

title, but to my MS. is prefixed a full title, as follows :

—

|01 101

“ The Book of the Kayyumu’l-Asma, the Commentary on

‘The Best of Stories,’ which is the Sura-i- Yusuf; for the

number of Kayyurn
(

1

*+j + i_> + J= 40+ 6+ 10+ 100= 156)

agrees with the number of Yusuf (.

—

>+ +o= 80 +
60+ 6+ 10= 156).”

Amongst the Babis, therefore, this work is indifferently

known as Shark or Tafsir-i- Sura-i- Yusuf (“ Commentary on
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the S ura-i-Yusuf ”), Alisanu' l-Kisas (“The Best of Stories,”

a title given, in Kur’an xii, 2, to the history of Joseph),

and Kayyumii’l-Asma (the word Kayyum being numerically

equivalent to Yusuf). We find in the Persian Beyan

( Vahid vii, ch. i) the following passage corroborative of this

identity :

—

f-

* _\Aj b dZ.Sj}y) A

>

1 to*l,c i ?..

A &A*i> 4'J.A^J I*.' Ai w\ to>- *AJ 1

“ It hath not yet been heard that the book KayyumiCl-Asmd

([so called], according to the number inherent in Kayyum,

which is the number of the name of Joseph, upon whom be

peace) hath been written out as it deserves, yet withal, how

many books have been written from the beginning of the

‘ Manifestation ’ to the present day, lack of belief in which

hath no result.”

The book is again referred to in ch. 18 of Vahid iv of

the Persian Beyan in the following words :

—

^ to
\f.j

i '-fo * ^ - ~^* * is Cv.• • •

“ Not that special grace was shewn to him [alluding to one

who had accompanied the Bab on the pilgrimage-journey

and believed in him, probably, therefore, Haji Mulla

Muhammad ‘Ali of Barfurush, afterwards called Jendb- or

Hazrat-i-Kuddus, or else Suleyman Khan], for that same

grace was shewn to all, though they veiled themselves

therefrom. For in that year of the ‘ Manifestation
’

[a.h. 1260] the Book of the Commentary on the Siira-i-

Yusuf reached all.”
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If aught else be required to establish the identity of the

JYayyiimu’l-Asma with the Commentary on the Sura-i- Yusu f,

and to prove that it is this work, and no other, which is

contained in the MSS. under consideration, it is supplied

by a passage from the I'kdn, quoted and remarked on by

Baron Rosen, at p. 43 of Coll. Sc. in. This passage is as

follows :

—

l jJs dAii \j Xj ^ *- \j Aj ' c-
*

'

w*w* 1 A-..*

i\ u j cjcl-- . ^<1 jsj

.... L^j jj <dJ\j 1

“ Glory be to God ! In the first of his books, which he

named JTayyumu’l-Asmd, and which is the first, the

greatest, and the chiefest of all books, he [fie. the Bab]

foretells his own martyrdom, and, in one passage, utters

the following verse :
—

‘ 0 Remnant of God ! I am wholly

sacrificed to Thee
;

I am content to be reviled in Thy

way
;
I crave naught but to be slain in Thy love

;
and

God the Most High sufficeth as an Eternal Refuge ’

” 1

On this passa'ge Baron Rosen remarks :
—

“

Ce passage est

tres-important, parce qu’il nous donne le nom autkentique

d’un des ouvrages fondamentaux de la secte. II s’agit

maintenant de retrouver ce passage dans les manuscrits

babys connus jusqu’ici.” 2 Well
;

the passage in question

actually occurs in ch. lviii of my MS. of the Commentary

of the Sura-i- Yusuf in what appears to be verse 37 or 38.

The whole of the verse (or verses, for I am not sure whether

1 This passage is also quoted in the Traveller's Narrative (vol. i, p. 4 ;
vol. ii,

pp. 3-4).
2 Cf. also B. ii, pp. 952-3, and n. 1 on latter.
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a division should not be made at the word is as

follows :

—

L iA-i
t

b 1 _\j 1 31 bl bi^b'jl si*: b

Cl-ol i Si
J*\

1 b* t c_CLc 31 L^bJb'l

AlJb
j
bus'll i £jl <J-sll <dJl

_j
^ibjl

C-X) ^.-iib t_L>o _\i aj <tDl A'lij b |^*«£sj oyill ^/..c

_J
i X.b.S'1

* JjfiLll Si LZ^Ji+5 bi
j J *

* ibb
j,

lAHibi) <b.Jb » L/4JAJ b*«il'i/K <tblb cb~

My MS. has 22 lines to the page, contains ff. 202 (the

last blank), and concludes with the following colophon :

—

bk«b 'l * **~ ( S C Jbb J,!, ^>btJ

t^jbboo <Jil L2—~J,NJ

ir-1 .,.,, . \,.

“ Here endeth the precious book of the Kayyumu’l-Asmd in

explanation of the ‘ Best of Stories/ by the hand of the

least of [God’s] servants, Huseyn the Persian, on the first

day \_ghurre\ of the month of Rabi‘ ’uth-Thani, a.h. 1609”

(Nov. 4, a.d. 1891).

Concerning the British Museum MS. (Or. 3539) I have

two remarks to make. Firstly, owing to the same catch-

word occurring at the foot of two closely adjacent pages, the

leaves between f. 105 and f. 112 are improperly arranged.

Their proper order, as I have ascertained by comparison

with my own MS., is as follows :
— 105, 110, 111, 108, 109,

106, 107, 112; in other words the leaves at present

numbered 110, 111, 106, and 107 should be transposed and

numbered respectively 106, 107, 110, and 111. Secondly,

the first page is smudged and blurred, as though with water,

to such a degree as to be illegible. Now when I was in

Cyprus in March, 1890, Subh-i-Ezel incidentally mentioned,

in the course of one of our conversations, that at one time

j.r.a.s. 1892. 18
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the Bab, for some reason or other, issued a general order

that such of his followers as had in their possession copies

of his Commentary on the Sura-i- Yusuf should “wash them

out ” or obliterate them. Between their love for their

Master, and their love for his book, the Babis found them-

selves in a dilemma, from which the majority of them sought

escape by expunging a single page of the Commentary.

It seems to me very probable that this accounts for the

state of the first page of Or. 3539, the remainder of which

is in perfect preservation.

I cannot here speak at greater length on the Commentary

on the Sura-i- Yusuf, but before passing on I would remark

that, sooner or later, it will have to be fully and carefully

examined, and copious extracts, if not the whole work,

published. It was the first, and, for a long while, the chief

sacred book of the Babis, and in it the earliest form of

the Babi doctrine must be sought. Apart from this it

appears to me almost certain that some passages, at least,

will he found in it to throw new light on the Bab’s life

and character.

II. The Suratu’l-Muluk, or ‘Chapter of the Kings,’

by Mirza Huseyn ‘AlI of Nur, commonly called

Beha’u’llah.

The second Babi MS. described in Coll. Sc. i (pp.

191-212) consists of “ a collection of 30 pieces, mostly very

short, which, judging by the tone and style, all belong to

the same author.” The twentieth of these pieces is,

however, of considerable length, and is addressed collectively

“to the Kings.” Its contents are fully described by Baron

Rosen, and copious extracts from it are given. Before

proceeding to discuss it, I will in a few words dismiss the

other 29 letters, of which, with one exception (Xo. 29),

only the opening words are given. There can be practically

no doubt that they are all by the same author, and that

he is none other than Beha’u’llah, the chief of the Beha’i

Babis, now resident at Acre, where I visited him in April,
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1890 (see T.K. xxxix-xli). A similar collection of fifty-

five letters is contained in tlie British Museum MS. Or.

3114, which was purchased on Jan. 9th, 1886, from Baron

von Kremer, for whom, according to a rather illegible

pencil-note in German on the first page, it appears to have

been bought in Acre by one Yusuf Khalidi from “the

spiritual chief of the Babis there living in exile” (evi-

dently Beha’u’llah). This MS. I have examined, but with

negative results, for it contains none of the letters described

by Baron Rosen. This, however, is not surprising, since

the number of these alicali or epistles addressed by

Beha’u’llah to his followers (who regard them all as equally

inspired) is practically illimitable.

I now pass to a consideration of the far more important

Suratu'l-Muluk, the twentieth piece contained in the MS.

(No. 438), described at pp. 191-212 of Coll. Sc. i. This

MS. contains, as Baron Rosen informs us, IF. 72, of which

the Suratu'l-Muluk occupies if. 36b-57a
,
or rather more than

a quarter. The description of it here given was written in

1877, and, since the history of the Babis, subsequently to

the year 1852 (when most of the still surviving chiefs of

the sect, including Mirza Huseyn, ‘All Behd'u’lldh and

Mirza Yahya Subh-i-Ezel, emigrated from Persia and took

up their abode at Baghdad), was then unknown in Europe,

its authorship and many of the allusions contained in it

could not at that time be determined by Baron Rosen. In

the elucidation of this later history it was my good fortune

to render some service to science—service to which, in Coll.

Sc. vi. (pp. 141-3, etc.), Baron Rosen awards a more than

ample tribute of praise. Now when, in the summer of

1889, I came to write my second paper
(
B . ii

)
on the

literature and doctrines of the Babis, this Suratu'l-Muluk

greatly puzzled me. So much did it seem to me to differ

both in style and tone from the Epistles of the Kings (Alwah-

i-Saldtin), of which Beha’u’llah was confessedly the author,

that I finally came to the conclusion that “the letter de-

scribed by Baron Rosen was not by Beha, but by one of

the other Babi chiefs, possibly Ezel ”
(
B . ii, p. 958).
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But Baron Rosen's recent researches have proved con-

clusively that I was wrong, and that Beha’u’llah is the

author of the Surata'l-Mulhk, as well as of the Alwah-i-

Salatin. His ingenious arguments, the substance of which

I shall state immediately, will be found at pp. 145-8 of

Co//. Sc. vi. Disregarding, for the present, an important

postscript of twelve pages, dated Oct. loth, 1890, of which

I shall have to speak subsequently, this volume (that is to say

the second part of it) contains descriptions of four Babi

books recently presented by M. Gamazof to the library of

the Institut. The first three of these, which are dismissed

very briefly, are: (1) A MS. of the I'kan, dated a.h. 1299;

(2) A copy of the Bombay lithographed edition of the same;

and (3) A MS. of the <_AA
,
which I originally

misnamed ^Ail -y (see Coll. Sc. vi, p. 243, n. 1 ;
B. ii,

pp. 972-981 and 1007-1008; and T.N. ii, p. 211). Two and

a half pages suffice to describe these, since their contents,

nature, and authorship have already been determined and

made known. Far otherwise is it with the fourth MS.

(No. 48/465), the description of which fills nearly 100 pages,

and the contents of which, briefly stated, are as follows :

—

(1) The Suratu'l-Muluk, already described from another MS.

(No. 438) in Coll, Sc. i, pp. 191-207 (Ff. P-39b
).

(2a) The Sura-i-Heykal, of which the Epistles to the King#

(Alwah-i- Salatin)

,

described by me at pp. 953-972 of

B. ii, form a portion (Ff. 40 3-109a
).

(25) The Letter to the Shah of Persia (Lawh-i-Sultan),

together with the instructions to the bearer written

on the outside of the packet. The latter are of

singular interest. By the kind permission of Baron

Rosen I was enabled to include them (both text

and translation) in vol. ii of my Traveller's

Narrative (pp. 390-392). It is not certain whether

this Epistle should be regarded as part of the

Sura-i-Heykal or not. Baron Rosen (Coll, Sc. vi,

pp. 216-217) expresses his opinion in the negative,

as follows: “Nous avons vu plus haut, p. 195, que
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dans le titre de la lettre se trouvaient les mots,

ulkLJ! SjAJ ^ Jjfi ^ 'As” [‘Tills is what

was revealed in the Heykal to His Majesty the

King ’] “ On en pourrait peut-etre conclure que la

lettre fait partie de la dont M. Browne

nous a revele l’existence et qui est probablement

identique avec le texte imprime plus haut, pp.

149-192. Pour ma part je croirais plutot que cette

lettre n’en fait pas partie et qu’elle a ete composee

un peu plus tard que la sourat-al-heykal. 1 Dans ce

cas les mots . ?\ \ ci Jjj doivent naturellement

avoir un autre sens, que je n’ose point preciser pour

le moment ” (Ff. 109b-143a
).

(3)
“ A piece without title, which contains, in comparatively

simple language, some definite information as to the

transference of the sectaries from Adrianople to Acre.

In the margin one reads ^UaL*. It is possible,

therefore, that this document may have been

intended for the Sultan” [sc. of Turkey]. I myself

am inclined to identify this epistle with the “ letter

to Sultan ‘Abdu’l-‘Aziz ” to which I referred at

p. 520 of B. i (Ff. 143a-154a
).

(4)
“ A piece without title, which is the ^ of Mr.

Browne (II. pp. 960-63). In the margin one again

reads ^

j

(ff. 154a-166a
).

(5) “Without title. A sort of hymn of triumph on the

occasion of the death of one of the most violent

enemies of the new religion, who, as would appear,

had gone to Paris for medical advice.” Fu’ad Pasha

and ‘Ali Pasha were the two Turkish statesmen who
were chiefly concerned in the removal of the Babis

from Adrianople in 1868, and against whom the

Babis therefore cherish a deep resentment. Amongst
the notes which I took of my conversations with

Subb-i-Ezel in March, 1890, I find the following:

1 I find, some difficulty in accepting this view. See pp. 281-2 and 313 infra.
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—“Fu’ad Pasha was first <^U j)\

^

(Minister of

Finance) and then y \» (Minister for Foreign

Affairs). He and ‘All Pasha (then Prime Minister)

combined to expel the Babis [sc. from Adrianople],

The former died abroad, it is said a renegade from

Islam. The latter was not so bad. Subh-i-Ezel

wrote him a petition asking not to be sent to Acre,

and he laughed and sent a verbal message offering

the choice of three places, Bosnia, Philippopolis,

and Tekir-daghi. ‘All Pasha died a few months

after Subh-i-Ezel came to Cyprus.” It appears,

then, that I was mistaken in alluding (
B . i, 492)

to “the death of lAli Pasha away from his native

country ” as one of the events foreshadowed by

Beha’u’llah, and that the name of FiCad Pasha

should be substituted. Mehmed (Muhammad) Fu’ad

Pasha, son of the celebrated ‘ Izzet Mulla, was born

in 1814. He received a medical training, but

later abandoned this profession for diplomacy. He
became Minister for Foreign Affairs for the second

time in 1855. In 1867 he accompanied the Sultan

to England and France. He died at Nice, whither

he had gone for the benefit of lm health, February

12, 1869. These particulars are taken from the

last edition of the Encycdopcedia Britannica, vol. ix,

p. 805, article Fuad Pasha, and on the whole they

agree well with the supposition that his death

was the occasion of this letter. Just as the

Persians, for the most part, know no England but

London, so would they naturally enough regard

Nice as practically the same as Paris. This letter

I shall therefore provisionally call ‘ the Epistle of

Fu’ad Pasha ’ (flf. 166a-168b
).

(6) Another epistle, without title, in Persian (Ff. 168b-170b
).

(7) Beha’u’llah’s answer to a question concerning the nature

of the “First Point”
(
i.e . the Bab) addressed to him

by one of the “ Letters of the Living,” or members

of the original “Unity” (AoA.) (Ff. 17L-182').
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It is the discussion of this most interesting MS., which

contains so much that is new and important, that has led

Baron Rosen to reopen the question of the authorship of

the Suratu’l-Muluk. The conclusion to which he comes is

that it was written by Beha’u’llah, and that it was written

at an earlier date than the Alwah-i-Saldtin, or “Epistles

to the Kings.” The arguments whereby he justifies this

conclusion (and, as I have said, they appear to me irre-

fragable) are as follows :

—

(a) The MS. containing this copy of the Suratu'l-Muluk

contains also a number of other documents, of which

Beha’u’llah is undoubtedly the author. Considering

the hatred which subsists between the Beha’is and

the Ezells, it is extremely unlikely that writings of

Beha’u’llah and Subh-i-Ezel should be included in

the same volume.

(
b
)
The cyphers l°r, prefixed to most of the letters contained

in this volume, as well as to MSS. of the Kitdb-i-

Akdas and Titan (both of which are known to have

been written by Beha’u’llah), stand also at the head

of this copy, and at the end of the other previously

described copy of the Suratu’ l-Mulult. Now these

cyphers, as Baron Rosen points out, can hardly stand

for anything else than the corresponding letters

1, g, l#, Beha, who in this case must be regarded

as the author.

(c) The difference of tone which I remarked between that

portion of the Suratu’l-Muluk addressed to the Shah

of Persia and the separate Epistle to the Shah carried

to Teheran in July, 1869, by Badi‘ (see Coll. Sc. ri,

pp. 193-5, and B. ii, pp. 956-7) is admitted by

Baron Rosen, “but,” he adds, “it would be rash

to conclude from it that the two documents emanate

from different authors, since we are still but im-

perfectly acquainted with the character of Beha and

the circumstances of his life.” Baron Rosen also
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considers (and I now agree with him) that the differ-

ence of style between the documents is not sufficiently

great to justify my thesis.

(d) Baron Rosen points out a passage, occurring in the

letter to the Queen of England, wherein kings and

rulers in general are exhorted to live in peace with

one another, and to spend less on the maintenance

of vast armies, so that the money thus saved may
be spent for the benefit of their subjects. In

this passage occurs the following expression:

—

— >1j J.-JS

“This did we counsel you in the Epistle which we
sent before this on another occasion” (cf. B. ii,

pp. 971-2). Well, a precisely similar injunction

actually occurs in the Suratu'l-Muluk, and there can,

as Baron Rosen says, be little doubt that it is to this

that Beha’u’llah alludes. Baron Rosen gives the

text of the two parallel passages side by side {Coll.

Sc. vi, pp. 147-8), and of these parallel texts I here

subjoin a translation, that the closeness of their

similarity may be made apparent to all.

From the Suratu'l-Muluk.

“ Fear God, 0 Kings, and

transgress not the ordinances

of God, and conform to that

whereunto ye £fre commanded

in the Book, and be not of

the transgressors. Beware

that ye oppress not anyone

[even] to the extent of a

single mustard - seed, but

[rather] pursue the path of

justice, for verily it is a

straight path.

From the Epistle to the Queen

of England.

“ 0 concourse of Kings !

Yerily we see you increasing

your expenditure each year,

and laying the burden thereof

on your subjects
;

this is

naught else than a great

injustice ! Fear the sighs of

the oppressed and his tears,

and lay not burdens upon

the people beyond their en-

durance, neither ruin them

to build up your palaces.
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From the Suratu’l-Muluk.

“ Next, be at peace one

with another, and reduce

your armies that your ex-

penses may be diminished,

and that ye may be of those

who are in easy circum-

stances. And [even] if ye

should raise up differences

between yourselves, ye will

not need great military forces,

but only so much as will

suffice for you to guard your

domains and realms. Fear

God, and act not extrava-

gantly in anything, and be

not of those who are prodigal!

We know how ye increase

your expenses daily, laying

the burden thereof on your

subjects; this is beyond what

they can bear, and verily it

is a great injustice. Act

justly, 0 ye Kings, amongst

mankind, and be ye mirrors

of justice in the earth
;

this

is incumbent on you and ’

befitteth your dignity, were

ye of those who judge

equitably.”

From the Epistle to the Queen

of England.

“ Be at peace one with

another
;

then will ye not

need large armies or stores

for their equipment, but only

such a force as will suffice for

you to protect your realms

and domains. Beware that

ye forsake not the counsel

given you on the part of One

Wise and Trusty ! Agree

together, 0 concourse of

Kings
;

thereby shall the

blasts of discord he lulled

amongst yon, and your sub-

jects shall liye in peace and

those who are about you, did

ye but know. If one amongst

you arise against another,

rise up against him : this is

naught but evident justice.

Thus did we exhort you in the

Epistle which we sent before

this on another occasion.”

The parallelism between these two passages, pointed out

by Baron Rosen, is so evident that no one, I think, will

be inclined to doubt that both emanate from the same pen,

or that the first is alluded to in the closing sentence of

the second. We may therefore take it as proved that

the Suratu’l-Muluk was written by Beha’u’llah, and that
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it was written before the “ Epistles to the Kings ”

(Alwah-i-Salatin) which form a portion of the Sura-i-Heykal.

Baron Rosen is now publishing the whole text of the

Suratu’l-Muluk (together with, the other 29 letters con-

tained in the MS. described in Coll. Sc. i, pp. 191-212)

in the Zapisski of the Oriental Section of the Russian

Imperial Society of Archaeology, and until this appears

it would be premature to enter into a full discussion of

the document or the date of its composition. Still it

may not be amiss to notice such indications of the period

to which it must be referred as occur in the extracts

given in Coll. Sc. i. Now, there are certain passages which,

taken by themselves, would tempt us to detect a reference

to Acre, and the fact that other passages negative this

hypothesis shews us how cautious we should be in attaching

too definite a meaning to the vague and mystical expressions

in which these Babi texts for the most part abound. The

first of these passages occurs on pp. 192-3 of the afore-

mentioned volume, and is as follows :

—

iyAAl aJJI 'I jJ <— ^ V.

*1 ^Lc

aJJ! jjd! ixM &±2b jAaiUll Si aJI U Ajb

^ j {j+i ss &
,
Am: 1

*
1 A j

^ 1 1^1

“ 0 Kings of the earth ! Hearken to the Yoice of God
from this fruitful, lofty Tree, 2 which grows in the Land

of the Red Sandhill, in the Desert of Jerusalem, 3 and is

vocal with the melody of ‘Verily there is no God save Him,

1 Cf. Kur’an, xxviii. 30.

2 The Bab continually calls himself bA1 “The Tree of Truth” (cf.

T.N., pp. 219, n. 12 ; 224, 225, 230, 294), and Beha’u’llah here (and I think

elsewhere) applies the same term to himself. The allusion is to the “ Tree on

Sinai” (the Burning Bush) from which Moses heard the words Ui “Verily

I am God.” See Kur’an, xxviii. 30.

3 It is probable, however, that the word al-huds (“the Holy”) may here

have a less definite meaning.

I
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the Mighty, the Potent, the Wise.’ This is the place

which God hath blessed to those who approach it, and

wherein is heard the Yoice of God from a lote-tree holy and

high.”

This passage certainly appears to refer to Acre, which

might fairly be described as “in the Desert of Jerusalem”;

which is actually called by the followers of Beha 7^^ 2xh

“ The Red Place ” (in reference, as I was informed by

Behais sons, to a little hill hard by Beha’s dwelling, which

is covered in the spring with red flowers)
;
and which is

situated amongst sand hills.

Here is another passage (apparently addressed to the

Sultan of Turkey) in which allusion would seem to be made

to Acre {Coll. Sc. i, pp. 197-8)

:

p
Lj \pAC. L . 0 L» Igjl lj

b cP~‘^ cT*

li.Ac b*J J*S\ Ijl

Uxc JjtJ t_5oJJ 0^« bl~a-<J t i 'Lsib bA;=- Ub

^ A-!j A_> AiU JoJ'

^ "
' b# Axj O

t ^ i

l.d 1 j , hj b
^

*
\ ^,^4 li5 » alixSA i Syt\ Lx4~s IjLi ,Jil

“ Hast thou heard, 0 King, what hath befallen us at the

hands of thy ministers, and what they have done unto us,

or art thou of the heedless ? If thou hast heard and

known, why didst thou not withhold them from their action,

and why didst thou sanction against one who responded to

1 PUjUjI.
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thy command and obeyed thee [proceedings] which no

[other] king would sanction against the people of his

country ? And if thou didst not know, then this is more

grievous than the first [case], if thou art of those who
fear God. Then will I tell Your Majesty of what befell

us at the hands of these oppressors. Know then that we

came at tluj command and entered into thy city with con-

spicuous honour, but were expelled from it with dishonour,

wherewith no dishonour in the world can be compared, if

thou art of those who are informed. And they made us

go until they caused us to enter in unto a city which none

entereth save such as have disobeyed thy command and have

been of the \_number of the] transgressors
;
and this though

we disobeyed thee not for so much as a moment ! For

when we heard thy command we obeyed it, and were of

the obedient.”

Two passages in the above extract I have italicized,

becaused it is to them especially that I wish to refer. In

the Traveller's Narrative, just edited and translated by

myself, which was inspired, if not written, by Beha’u’llah,

we find it stated (text, p. 118; translation, p. 90) that

“throughout this journey” (from Baghdad to Constanti-

nople) “ the governors and officials observed the utmost

consideration and respectfulness, while march and halt were

alike dignified and honourable.” It seems probable, then,

that by “the city” into which Beha’u’llah and his com-

panions “ entered,” in his own words “ with conspicuous

honour,” Constantinople is meant.

As to the second passage italicized, it certainly seems to

describe Acre better than Adrianople
;

at least I am not

aware that the latter is specially used by the Turks as a

place of banishment for criminals or political offenders,

while the former certainly is. Hence Beha continually calls

Acre \L=
iLr
sr> “the prison of Acre” (T.N vol. ii, p. 146)

;

“a place of exile for murderers and robbers” (ibid. p. 73),

and the like
;
while Adrianople is generally entitled

“ the Land of the Mystery,” and, moreover, according to
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the Traveller's Narrative (vol. i, pp. 121-2
;

vol. ii, pp. 92-3),

the Babis were there treated not only with indulgence but

“ respect and deference,” so that one is disposed to doubt

whether Beha could consistently describe it in the words

here used.

A few lines lower, however {Coll. Sc. i, p. 198), we find

a passage, of which the translation is as follows :
“ And

they brought us until we reached [what is] in their fancy

the Land of Transgressors and when we reached

it we found therein no house wherein we might dwell,

wherefore we alighted in a place whereunto none entereth

save every miserable stranger. Therein we abode for some

few days; but the thing waxed grievous unto us by reason

of the straitness of the place
;

wherefore we hired houses,

abandoned by their tenants, because of their extreme cold-

ness . . . . ,
which none inhabiteth save in the summer

;

but it was in winter-time that we took up our lodging

there, neither had my family, nor those who were with

me, clothing to shield them from the cold of that bitter

weather.”

Now the first part of this passage is still quite consistent

with the supposition that Acre is referred to
;

and the

complaint uttered by Beha of the absence of proper ac-

commodation for the exiles on their arrival finds a parallel

in one of the other epistles published in Coll. Sc. vi (p. 218,

11. 13-18), which describes the hardships endured by the

Babis on their arrival at Acre, where they were first

imprisoned in the barracks. But the concluding words of

this same passage supply a very strong argument against

this theory, for it is evident from them that the Babi exiles

arrived at this “ Land of Transgressors ” in the dead of

winter. Now there is no doubt that they were removed

from Adrianople to Acre in August, 1868 {B. i, p. 526

;

B. ii, pp. 984 and 988, stanza 11 of Nabil’s chronological

poem
;

Coll. Sc. vi, p. 218, n. 1 ;
T.N. ii, pp. 378, n. 2,

380), so that they could hardly have suffered from cold on

their arrival there ! On the other hand, if Nabil’s poem
is to be trusted, they reached Adrianople in Bajab, a.h.
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1280, 1 corresponding to December, a.d. 1863 ; and even

though Nabil be mistaken in the year, as Baron Rosen

is disposed to think {Coll. Sc. vi, p. 218, n. I), 2
it is still

not unlikely that he may have given the month correctly. 3

This argument appears to me quite to overweigh the

evidence of isolated expressions which, taken alone, would

seem to point to Acre
;

for severe suffering from cold is

not a thing about which there can be any mistake or

forgetfulness, and it is impossible that any one could

feel cold at Acre in August. And in one passage in

the Epistle to the Emperor of the French {Coll. Sc. vi,

p. 181, 11. 17-18) Beha does describe Adrianople as his

“ prison ” :
—“ Matters waxed more grievous to us daily,

nay, hourly
;

until they brought us forth from the Prison ”

[Adrianople] “and caused us to enter into the Most

Grievous Prison ” [Acre] “ wdth manifest injustice.” And

a few lines lower down on the same page (11. 24-25) he

actually alludes to the previous letters which he designed

to send to the Kings {i.e. as it would appear, this same

Suratu’l-Muluk, which we are now considering) in these

words:—“Verily when we reached the Prison we designed

to convey to the Kings the letters of their Lord, the Mighty,

the Laudable.” If we could only be sure that here also

“the Prison” (without an epithet) denoted Adrianople,

and that Beha was consistent in his terminology, the matter

would be proved beyond doubt

!

There is, however another passage in the Suratu’l-Muluk

which gives us surer ground to go upon. It occurs on

p. 195 of Coll. Sc. i, 11. 5-7, and runs thus :

—

1 Not A.H. 1281 as stated at p. 525 of B. i. See p. 308 infra.

2 See p. 307 infra.

3 Instances of this are pretty common, hut one example will suffice. The

Bhb appears to have been born on Muharram 1st, a.h. 1236 (cf. B. ii, p. 993,

and T.N. ii, pp- 218-222), but in the text of the Traveller's Narrative

(vol, i, p. 2; vol. ii, p. 2) the date of his birth is given as Muharram 1st.

a.h. 1235 (cf. also Cull. He. vi, p. 252). It is easy to see that an anniversary

is more likely to be correctly remembered than a date.
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A?*-! ^J~c
'~J*

* A * AJ A5^" ilj

^ f

“ 0 Kings ! Twenty years have passed in each one of which

we have been visited with some new affliction, and wherein

there hath befallen us what hath not befallen any one

before us, if ye will be of those who hearken.”

Now since the Bab first proclaimed his doctrine in

a.h 1260 (a.d. 1844), this passage would seem to have

been written about a.h. 1280 (a.d. 1863-64). It may,

indeed, have been written somewhat later, since the

“afflictions” of the Babis did not begin till a.h. 1261,

when the Bab’s missionaries at Shiraz were subjected to

very cruel treatment by Huseyn Khan, the Governor of

Fars (B. i, 521 ;
T.N. ii, pp. 5-6), but it can hardly

have been written earlier. The removal of the Babis to

Adrianople took place, according to Nabil, in Bajab

a.h. 1280 (December, a.d. 1863), 1 according to Baron

Bosen
(
Coll. Sc. vi, p. 218, n. 1) in a.d. 1862 (a.d. 1278-9).

The SuratxC l-Maluk would therefore seem to have been

written about the beginning of the Adrianople period. It

is, at any rate, difficult to suppose that it was written so

late as a.h. 1285 (a.d. 1868), which was the beginning

of the Acre period
;

while the allusions which it contains

to the action of the Persian Minister at Constantinople

and the support accorded to him by the French Ambassador

{Coll. Sc. I, p. 194, 1. 6 from the bottom et seq., and Coll.

Sc. vi, p. 146, top), forbid us to suppose that it was written

before the removal of the Babis from Constantinople to

Adrianople.

There is still another reason for referring the composition

of the Suratu’l-Mit/uJc to the Adrianople period. Stated

briefly this reason is as follows : (1) The Epistle to the

King of Persia appears, from internal evidence, to have been

composed, or at any rate begun, before Bella left Adrianople.

(2) Beha describes the SuratiCl-Muluk as having been

1 See pp. 307—S infra.
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written at a time when the Babis had endured twenty years

of persecution (pp. 280-1 supra), while in the Epistle to the

King of Persia he speaks of the persecution having lasted

more than twenty years. The natural assumption is that

the former document was written at an earlier date than

the latter, and consequently some time before the end of

the Adrianople period.

The passage in the Epistle to the King of Persia, which

implies that it. was written before Beha left Adrianople,

occurs in Coll. Sc. vi, p. 213, last line, and p. 214, first line,

and runs as follows : ,

ILc bi
,
J\ tj

“ o >

“ And the lords of authority and wealth are about to send us

forth from this land, which is named Edirne [Adrianople],

to the city of ‘Akka [Acre].” 1

The other passage in the Epistle to the King of Persia,

alluded to, will be found in Coll. Sc. vi, p. 203, 11. 12-14,

and T.N. i, p. 148 ;
ii, p. 119, and runs as follows

:

..it
^
] Id % ^bd^c) Ai

’

‘

—
’ j

* St Alw: U? J

i
‘ C i .. A— \\ t Ax.*

All SjIajI

“ But as to this sect, it is more than twenty years that they

have been tormented by day and night with the fierceness

of the Royal anger, and that they have been cast each one

into a different land by the blasts of the tempests of the

King’s wrath.”

Row even granting that the expression in the Suratu'l-

HTuluk, “twenty years have passed,” be not absolutely

definite, it is at any rate relatively so. "When Beha speaks

thus, we may doubt whether he reckons from the date of

1 See Traveller's Narrative, i, p. 146, where the passage stands somewhat

differently, though the general sense is the same.
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the Bab’s ‘Manifestation’ (a.h. 1260), or the beginning of

the minor persecutions (a.h. 1261), or the period of the

great massacres and persecutions (a.h. 1265-8), but at

any rate we may fairly assume that he is consistent in his

method.

For the reasons above stated it appears to me probable

that the Suratu’l-Muluk was written some time— possibly

a considerable time—before the end of the Adrianople

period. It is worth noting in this connection the statement

of the Ezeli author of the Haslit-Bihisht (see T.N. ii,

pp. 358-9), that Beha began his propaganda by letters from

Adrianople.

III. BehaVllah’s Sura-i-Heykal, or ‘Chapter of the

Form,’ and the Alwah-i-Salatin, or ‘ Epistles to

the Kings ’ which in part compose it.

In my first paper on the Babis
(
B . i, p. 520) I mentioned

and enumerated certain Epistles addressed by Beha’u’llah

to various potentates, to wit

:

1. The Shah of Persia.

2. Sultan ‘Abdu’l-‘Aziz.

3. Napoleon III.

4. The late Emperor of Russia.

5. The Pope.

6. The President of the United States.

7. The Queen of England.

In a footnote on the same page I remarked :
“ Of the

second and sixth of these I do not possess a copy, and of

the existence of the latter I am doubtful.” I may now
add that I believe the sixth to be altogether mythical,

and that, as has been above shewn, the first Epistle at

any rate, and possibly some of the others, were written

not at Acre but at Adrianople.

In my second paper (B . ii, pp. 953-971) I gave a fuller

account of these letters, and translated certain illustrative

j.r.a.s. 1892. 19
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passages from each. “ Taken collectively,” I wrote
(
loc . cit.

p. 954), “ these letters constitute what is known amongst

the Babis as the Sura-i-Heykal, which I think includes

also some shorter letters addressed to sundry other people.”

The whole text of this Siira-i-Heykal (for there can be

practically no doubt that it is this document) has now

been published by Baron Rosen in Coll. Sci. vi, pp. 148

et seq. It forms the second piece in the Institut MS.

marked No. 48/465, and contains, besides other matter,

several of the afore-mentioned Alwdh-i-Saldtin or “Epistles

to the Kings,” namely, (1) The Epistle to the Pope (Coll.

Sci. vi, pp. 172-8)
; (2) The Epistle to Napoleon III. (Coll.

Sci. vi, pp. 178-186)
; (3) The Epistle to the late Emperor

of Russia (Coll. Sci. vi, pp. 186-188), of which in my MS.

only a portion was given
;

and (4) The Epistle to the

Queen of England (Coll. Sci. vi, pp. 188-192). Whether

the Epistle to the Shah of Persia, and the other letters

which follow it (pp. 270-2 supra), should be regarded as

forming part of the Siira-i-Heykal or not is doubtful.

Before proceeding to discuss Baron Rosen’s text of the

Siira-i-Heykal, it seems desirable to give a short description

of the MS. used by me in preparing my description of the

Ahcdh, in which the arrangement is somewhat different.

Description of the Kirman MS. which formed the basis of my
account of the Alwah-i-Salatin (B. ii, p. 954).

Contains ff. 40, each leaf measuring 17 -5 x 10‘5 centi-

metres. Written throughout in a small and rather illegible

shikasta hand. Some marginal notes and glosses. Contents :

Ff. l b-19b
. The Kitab-i-Akdas (formerly misnamed by me

Laich-i-Akdas).

Ff. 20a-21 b
. A tarjf-band in praise of Beha.

Begins

:

J . f-jy-sr cr*

xJiJ
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j-j

Ends with the band or refrain :

!aj>- Ud >=r

j
jjsr j-j j&

F. 21 b
. Three short prayers, which I give in extenso :

—

<— _j
o^j^iU (

—

i Cjj cs\

iUJ iA,**sh
.
^/ilbd! j-Li! t ^LiX l_5sibj •

*

*)!a! ^! ^ ^
ja-x ^L^J! iLb&j ^ j y& )!! <d! U <ol <dj! a^£>

* ^yiLs^ *Aix^ Jf^b j£ <L*Jbd I ^J!

AXj^jcsT i j) ^.sAtf> idaiij Ll>y>2>>

jbx ji (Jj <d_l! <dJ! jjj all! (?) (J.j&

* ^^13 s^b J.i
_j

<d

Ff. 22a-3(K The Lawh-i- Sultan, or Epistle to the King of

Persia [Coll. Sc. vi, pp. 195-216). To this is prefixed

the following prefatory note:

—

j*ob>- A-£ ^j! Jjb iGjj
\

jd ^Uab-i CUj»a>- ^jsj+zs.'* ^jj\

tAJbx.!
_j

(sic) AjU
;
s iS la-^>!j JU |!

^bbxsrM

^ ijAJ* J~ ^ b

uX-vJ £*-*)
Jj
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“ This Epistle was revealed in Adrianople 1 specially for Tlis

Majesty the King [of Persia]. This servant, the con-

fidential attendant of their Excellencies, 2 sends it for you

to peruse. The meanings of sundry Arabic phrases which

were in my mind have been written down agreeably to the

command of God’s Most Mighty Branch”
(
Ghusnu'llahi’l-

A‘zam, i.e. Beha’s eldest son, ‘Abbas Efendi. See B. i,

pp. 518 and T.N. ii, p. 393, n. 2). Then comes the

heading

—

followed by the text of the Lawh-i-Sultan, which closely

agrees with Baron Posen’s text, even to the marginal

glosses, but differs here and there from the text contained

in the T.H., which has evidently been toned down in places

to suit a wider audience and to avoid giving offence to non-

believers.

Ff. 30a-32b
. The Lawh-i-Ra’ is {Coil. Sc. vi, pp. 224-231),

separated from the previous Lawh only by a break

in the line of about half an inch and the invocatory

words .

Ff. 32b-34b
. The Epistle to the Pope (Coil. Sc. vi, pp. 172-

178), to which is prefixed the following heading :

—

* A; L. A*..»« ,1 —' S3

“ Of the parts of the Heykal. Revealed for the Chief of

Urumiyya [sic /] on the part of the Lord of Creation.”

Ff. 34b-37 a
. The Epistle to Napoleon III. (Coll. Sc. vi,

pp. 178-186), headed:

—

* ^3 (Jj-J

“ Of the parts of the Heykal. What was revealed in the

Heykal for the King of Paris.”

1 This is important, as confirming the conclusion already arrived at (p. 282

supra) concerning the date of this Epistle.
2 Apparently Beha’u’llah and his sons

(
Aghsan), the “confidential attendant”

being, in all probability, Aka Mirzk Aka Jan of Kashan called Khadimu' llah.

(See B. i, p. 519, and T.N. ii, Index, s.v. Kkadimu’Uah).
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Ff. 37a-37b
. A portion of the Epistle to the late Emperor

of Russia {Coll. Sc. vi, p. 186), headed:

—

* ) 1
^ ^ dj~'J ^

^ Ibf*

“ Of the parts of the Heylcal. What was revealed in the

Heykal for the Emperor of Russia.” As I suspected {B. ii,

p. 969), this proves to be only a portion of the Epistle in

question. The whole is given by Baron Rosen.

F. 37b
. A short letter addressed to Mirza Muhammad ‘AH.

Begins

:

a Ail! AiUl

*AA Jjli Ahs'* 111

. . . \aj &*J!ubjJb $\j

^

^

5 ^ J

^

[_5^ A»*s."* Ij

Ends

:

(?) ^jJA-Jl
L^~~ 3 l— 1

l^ol^ Aj tij,\ jjJxW

* \ jjj.d \

Ff. 37b-38a
. Another short letter addressed to the same

person.

Begins

:

*aA Jjli *U~jjI <__>Ursrl ^LsasIj JJ

*\ji—

J

J

jib

. .

.

yAj \sj *1+~>\ i (^ysr* ?) j\ JA JCisi Ij

Ends

:

UbU
^
Ajaj j <6Jl <L1a*j l Jj ^jb

<dJl ^i\ j\ \jjjc\j \tjib ^yJ All LrkiL.* JjIjAj

* j~) Is Lb—>j Ij
t

* CmaCAc.
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Ff. 38a-38b
. A letter to Mirza Muhammad Taki of Yezd.

Begins

:

Jj icLuJl Jj& ^LS! Jj tuljSl Jjb

* •
' i

Ajs^b ^Ji\ j
CJ—jU»- JJ j^3-* }

Ends

:

i <sJyj ^,*1 »h «__>b AjI t_?r^

j*Ul 1 jj& J ^ 4-wj Ijl

A: u_jIS»jS 1 ,JJil JJU (3^
(_5

l»e j t-JCL=
J

^ '-k&j u u' p'j

F. 38b
. Letter to A^a Mirza Huseyn.

Begins

:

^A— 33^ j

.

Ij 1 L — '• ~*~*~

j J 'o

l^I w^Ulyb

l_£HJs\ i ‘j£- lj Jj>-j (_5a! (JjGb£ JJ

tfir*' J u^'
'Ul£ u">' fji o" Li

1^^

Ends

:

L* j j.->

\

ieLc 4 i_n-»Lc ^g.
1 Ah< *L*w>«:

’cj
'*

** Ja-O t ^ ^y
' 3 ‘

“' ^*^“*“*^*~
_/ ^

» ^^...*
J

. fZ t « )k J « 1 ^ ^ C J lJ^iji

Ff. 38b-39a
. Another letter addressed to the same person.

Begins

:

iJ.A <u!l jlsAjh Laj!

s-AJ\ ^\ j^j all cjil Lll-u
. ^j\ ^ Lau us Ui

.... (_5^1 &~2jZ
j
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Ends

:

*Lla..c ^®AA *l^Al iA -^

* ^..J^ j

*Aj

Ff. 39a-39b
. A letter to Aka Mirza Ibrahim.

Begins

:

i^A (Jj
b

j

*-.Sbji \ lv^ Ijj 1 l-j\u=^~ jlASib

. . .
. ^

l^jb»Abc 5

^

A^?>-

Ends :

t ^ ^ 1 A *
, .

..4 l.bA..£ .Tb.—
^ ^

^l^A

!

(?)
|

»'»——

«

^r^jA
_j

t“
-

^'-Al

^bl^s ^ J < >-Vjb\
^ L^SjJ-Si J

l £)A..c ^ ji A-> C_J>bAA

i Aik bAl ^A ^ A l^-A JjLA Aj jJl

* j*AA) ^

Ff. 39b-40a
. Another Epistle.

Begins

:

^Ji ^IjJl i Aj ^ AA ^ All IAIA ibA*:>- <__AA )As>

. . . ALAI LUjlk'j l^i

*'Ab
j

AjIAjJ
. ^J:

U-ir*
1

Ends

:

J.?^ f
;

A aJI H flAj l^i* ^lc ^OcAAl ^1 Ail A^^-j sUb
^

&js», —

(jA A-^* cD/^ 3 r
1'^ < b*b.*J

1
^Jb

^AAI
j tjj

A .*^A.c A$AI
^ ^jb.£>. A

il

I J^j=*- lb Ab I

j
aLJ l a^a>

=Ub- L>o

F. 40 a
. A prayer.

Begins

:

£_. A-« ^j.c. ^lljLi.1 . <«AAu.U ^jL^sr a*j i f^-cA i cA ^Al l»

.... cAolsj-hw* iXc-Ui^* ^c ^bA
_j
t_AAs>-^
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Ends

:

j C_50 j5J- j
L— L_^l->wil

5

Cl— ^
1

Ĵ ^
^

^Lc
t j ^

g^‘C.st

cuU»^ll j axjjJI cyW®^\ ^ a-Is. lj-oI Uj Ajjy~ 1! j
iL^Aj

^j.1— A_ch*Jl £AJb C_—'2£T* t^y* } i

j
i jSLxJj ^\ j

<L4J«XjiJl

A_U1 l*-J\ C-& 1 C ^UA^:
^ t c_AA*j ^c,A t d.

)

* jJLyJlj ^liUJl jJcJU]\

Having now described the contents of my MS., it behoves

me to say something of the manner in which it came into

my possession. While I was at Kirman in July, 1888,

some of my Babi friends informed me that a poor akhund,

or teacher of their acquaintance, who was not a Babi, had

copied out for himself certain Babi documents, but that,

inasmuch as the possession of such was in itself somewhat

of a risk, he would be glad to sell them for a small sum

of money. Accordingly, on the evening of July 29th, this

akhund, Mirza Ahmad by name, was brought by two of

the Babis to my lodging. Soon after his arrival he pro-

duced the MS. in question, and agreed to let me buy it

of him. I observed, while turning over the leaves, that

he had (as a safeguard to himself, in case the book should

be found in his possession by Musulmans) written at the

end of the Kitab-i-Akdas, that it was the Book of “ the

accursed, misguided, misleading sect
”

of the Babis.

Fearing, lest he should get into trouble with my Babi

friends, if they should chance to see these words, I closed

the book and laid it aside. Shortly afterwards I was led

outside into the garden by one of the two Babis, who

wished to speak to me in private. On my return I found

my anticipations verified. The other Babi had, in my
absence, taken up the MS. and seen the objectionable

words, and was now pouring out the vials of his wrath

on poor Mirza Ahmad, who, shivering with fear and

shame, was on the verge of tears. I did my best to make
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peace, but with small success, until Mirza Ahmad washed

out the abusive paragraph, and, under the previous

jS-L <LLJ aJj!

“By the praise of God and His favour and grace. This

is the precious Most Holy Book
(
Kita

b

-i-AMas
) ,

which is

[one] of the works of His Most Excellent Holiness Bella

(may my life and the life of the worlds be a sacrifice

to him), and was revealed by the Sun of the Horizon

of Illumination, and sets forth laws and regulations for

[God’s] servants and for all mankind. Request is made

for the prayers of the reader. Vale. The month of

Zi’l-Ka'da, a.h. 1305” [July, 1888],

Now it is very seldom that we come across a Babi MS.

transcribed by one who is not himself a Babi, and this

perhaps accounts for the fact that in point of accuracy

this MS. leaves much to be desired. Indeed, so inaccurate

is it in places, that the sons of Beha, to whom I shewed

it, would have destroyed it if I had not begged that it

might be spared.

From this digression I now return to a consideration

of the text of the Sura-i-Heykal, published by Baron

Rosen (Coll. Sc. vi, pp. 149-192), in which, for the

present, I do not include the Epistle to the King of Persia,

the Latch- i-Ra’ is, and the other documents enumerated at

pp. 270-2 supra.

colophon

—

wrote in their place as follows

:

i r • o nsxLj.iL
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The Sura-i-Heykal is divisible, as Baron Rosen points

out {Coll. Sc. vi, p. 149), into two parts, of which the

second part (p. 172, 1. 15-p. 192, 1. 2) contains in un-

interrupted succession, (1) the Epistle to the Pope, (2) the

Epistle to the “ King of Paris,” (3) the Epistle to the

Emperor of Russia, and (4) the Epistle to the Queen of

England. Inasmuch as these were described in my second

paper on the Babis in the J.R.A.S. for 1889, I shall have

but little to say of them here. The first part of the Sura,

on the other hand, now first made available to Orientalists,

deserves a fuller notice. It contains Beha’s formulation

of his claims, and declaration of his divine nature and

mission, coupled with reproaches addressed to such of the

Babis as refuse to acknowledge them, and angry denuncia-

tions of his rival and half-brother Mirza Yahya Subh-i-

Ezel. Speaking broadly, then, we may say that the first

part of the Heykal is addressed to the Babi community,

the second part to the rulers of Christian lands. Of this

first part I can, perhaps, best convey some idea by trans-

lating from it certain selected passages, prefixing to each,

the number of the page in Coll. Sc. vi, on which the

original text occurs.

Selected passages from the First Part of the Sura-i-Hcyhal.

(P. 150, 1. 5) “ Blessed be He who hath caused to descend

upon his servant the burden of the heavens and the

earth
;

herein we do verily praise Him, and none

knoweth it save the wise. Glory be to Him Who
hath cast nis Beauty under the claws of hatred

amongst the wicked
;

verily we acquiesce in this,

and none understandeth it save them who have

understanding. Glory be to Him, Who hath en-

trusted Iluseyn, 1 amidst the hosts of the enemy

1 i.e. Beliu’u’llah. Though he is generally spoken of, when mentioned by
name, as [Mirzh] Huseyn ‘All, it would appear from this and other passages,

especially the opening words of the Suratu' -l-Muliik, and a passage in another
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while the spears of violence and hatred reach his

body every moment
;
verily, we thank Him for what

He hath decreed against His afflicted servant who

turns to Him and stands for Him.
“ And when I saw myself at the culminating

point of affliction, I heard a voice of the most won-

derful and sweetest over my head
;

and when I

turned my face I beheld the Huri 1 of celebration

of my Lord’s Name floating in the air on a level

with the head, and I saw her to be rejoicing in

herself, as though the fashion of Paradise were

apparent in her face, and the splendour of the Most

Merciful were displayed in her cheek. And she was

speaking between the heavens and the earth with

a voice wherewith hearts and intelligences were

attracted. And all the wounds within me and with-

out me were made glad with glad tidings wherewith

my soul was rejoiced, and the honourable amongst

[God’s] servants were filled with joy. And she

pointed with her finger towards my head and [thus]

addressed all who are in the heavens and the earth :

—‘By God, this is, indeed, the Beloved of the worlds,

but ye understand not. This is, indeed, the Beauty

of God in your midst, and His authority amongst

you, did ye but know. And this is, indeed, the

Mystery of God and His Treasure, and the Command
of God and His Glory unto whomsoever is in the

kingdom of command and creation, if ye will under-

stand. Yerily this is, indeed, he whom all who
inhabit the realms of Eternity desire to meet, and

beside them those who rest within the pavilions of

splendour
;
but ye turn away from his beauty.’

letter contained in MS. No. 438 (see Coll. Sc. i, p. 192 and n. 2) that he some-
times calls himself either Huseyn simply, or Huseyn ibn ‘All So, in ch. lxxxii

of the Commentary on the Sura of Joseph, the Bab, who is generally called

[Mirza] ‘All Muhammad, speaks (apparently) of himself as fbn Muhammad
‘Ali. Yet Beha’s father was named ‘Abbas and the Bab’s father liiza.

1 This celestial Huri or angel occupies a prominent position throughout the
first half of the Sura-i-Heykat, and seems to play a part analogous to that taken
by the angel Gabriel in the revelations of Muhammad.
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“ 0 people of the Beyan !
1 If ye will not help

him, God will help him with the hosts of the heavens

and the earth, and beside them the hosts of the

Unseen, by His command, * Be,’ and it shall be

!

And He will raise up by His will a creation, whereof

none knoweth save Himself, the Protecting, the Self-

subsistent. These will He purify from the stain of

vain conjecture and passion, and will raise up to the

station of sanctity, and by them He will make
manifest the signs of glory of His rule on earth :

thus hath it been devised on the part of God, the

Mighty [p. 151], the Loving.

“ 0 people of the Beyan ! Do ye deny him whom
ye were created to meet, and do ye then rejoice in

your seats ? And do ye take objection to him, of

whom one single hair is more precious in God’s sight

than whomsoever is in the heavens and the earth ?

Do ye then mock at us ?

“ 0 people of the Beyan ! Produce what ye have

that I may know by what proof ye formerly believed

in the Manifestations of the [Divine] Command, and

by what argument ye are to-day puffed up with pride.

By Him, who created me from the Light of His

Beauty, I have not found any more heedless than

you, nor any blinder than you : verily, ye seek to

justify your faith in God by the Epistles which are

in your hands, [but] when verses are revealed and

the lamp shines brightly, ye reject him by whose pen

matters are determined in a Preserved Tablet. Ye
read the verses and deny their Source and their

Bevealer : thus hath God taken away your sight, as

a recompense for your actions, did ye but know it.

Ye write the verses in the evening and at dawn, and

then ye are veiled from him who reveals them ! . . . .

1 The expression 1U “people,” or “church of the Beyan,” is ordinarily

used to denote the adherents of the old dispensation of the Babi religion, or, in

other words, Babis pure and simple, as contrasted with Beha’is.
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“ 0 Supreme Pen

!

1 Hear the voice of thy Lord

from the Lote-tree beyond which there is no passing, 2

in the bright abode of [the Divine] Unity, that thou

may’st find thyself refreshed and fragrant by the

strains of thy Merciful Lord, and that thou may’st

he sanctified from sorrow by these gales, which breathe

from the region of My Name, ‘the Forgiving.’ Then

raise up in this Form \_Heykal\ forms of the [Divine]

Unity, that they may tell in the kingdom of creation

of their Lord, the Supreme, the Most Splendid, and

may be of those who are illuminated by the lights

of their Lord. Yerily, we have appointed this Form
\HeyhaT] the Source of Being amidst the new

creation, that all may be assured that I am able to

do what I will by My Word ‘ Be, and it is.’ And
under the shadow of each Letter of the Letters of

this Form \_Heykal~] we will raise up a creation

whose number none knoweth, save God, the Protect-

ing, the Self-Subsistent.”

Here begins that portion of the Sura from which it derives

its name of “ Heykal” This word means “ body,” “ form,”

“temple,” “altar,” and it appears to be used in somewhat

different senses in different passages. In some cases, as in

the above paragraph, Beha seems to apply it to himself, as

being the corporeal “ temple ” which the Deity inhabits.

In other places
(
e.g

. p. 158, 11. 9-13) it would appear to

denote this particular revelation—the Sura-i-Heykal. In

different parts of the Sura the Eye, the Hearing, and the

Tongue of the Heykal are addressed
;

and elsewhere, the

four letters H. Y. K. L. composing the word, are severally

and successively apostrophized in like fashion. Altogether,

however vague may be the sense in which the term is em-
ployed, its occurrence is so constant, and the importance

attached to it evidently so great, that the name of the Sura

1 By this expression Behh appears to denote himself, as the instrument whereby
God’s pleasure is made known to men.

2 Kur'an, liii, 14.
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is amply accounted for. Interesting as this is, it is so long

and so obscure that I cannot here do more than notice a few

of the most important and characteristic passages. Chief

amongst these is one in which Mirza Yahya Subh-i-Ezel is

accused of having tried to poison Beha. This passage

I have translated in full at pp. 368-9 of vol. ii of my
Traveller's Narrative. As a comment on it I will therefore

here give the Ezell account of the same transaction, trans-

lated from a MS. which I recently obtained of a very rare

and interesting work entitled Ilasht Bihisht, composed, as

I was informed, by the late Hap Seyyid Jawad of Kirman,

an ardent partizan of Subh-i-Ezel’s. It will be seen that

not only the charge of attempted fratricide, but also the

charge of bringing a false accusation of the same against

the victim of the attempt, is brought by both factions of

the Babis against the chief of the rival faction. Which
version, if either, may be true, it is impossible to decide,

but at least the fierce animosity which subsists between the

Ezelis and the Beha’is will be sufficiently apparent from

a perusal of either.

[Translation from the Ilasht Bihisht] : “The first juggle

and trick of sorcery which he [i.e. Mirza Huseyn

‘Ali Behd’u’lldh] outlined was this, that he brought

to Hazrat-i-Ezel a dish of plain food, with one side

of which he had mixed some poison, intending to

poison His Holiness. For hitherto the apportioned

breakfast and supper of His Holiness the Fruit

[
Hazrat-i-Thamara

,
one of the titles given to Subh-

i-Ezel by his followers] had been from the house of

Mirza Huseyn ‘All. When that poisoned dish was

> placed before His Holiness, Mirza Huseyn ‘All

pressed him to partake of it. By a fortunate chance

the smell of onions was perceptible in the food, and

His Holiness, being averse to onions, refused to taste

it. Mirza Huseyn ‘All continued to press him

urgently to eat. He replied, ‘Since it smells of

onions, I will not eat it
;

if it is [so] good, eat it
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yourself.’ From this answer Mirza Huseyn ‘All

supposed that His Holiness had divined his evil

design, and, simply with the view of disguising

[the truth] and putting a better appearance on the

matter, ate a little from the other side 1 of the dish,

in order that the suspicions of His Holiness might

perhaps be dispelled and he might eat of the poisoned

side. But His Holiness, because of the smell of

onions, would not eat. Now, inasmuch as the poison

had to some extent diffused itself to the other side, 1

it produced some slight effect on the aforesaid Mirza

[Huseyn ‘All], causing in him sickness and vomit-

ing. Then he summoned the physicians, gathered

his own people round him, and privately informed

them of his state, declaring that Hazrat-i-Ezel had

poisoned him. Next day, when His Holiness the

Fruit went to the bath, Muhammad ‘All the barber

of Isfahan (whose ears had been cut off for theft

and other crimes by the governor of Isfahan, and

who, having fled thence to Baghdad, had become one

of Mirza Huseyn ‘All’s chosen associates, and the

source of manifold evils and mischiefs) came forward

in the bath [as though] to shave with his barber’s

razor the sides of the head and the lower part of

the throat of His Holiness. His Holiness, however,

divining with great acumen his evil design, refused

to be shaved
;
and, as soon as he came out from the

bath, chose another lodging in Adrianople, and with-

drew himself from these persons.” This narrative

may be most instructively compared with Beha’s

version contained in the Sura-i-Heykal {Coll. Sc. vi,

pp. 154-5
;
T.N. n, pp. 368-9). I now proceed to

give translations of a few more passages from the

Sura- i-Heykal.

(P. 155, 1. 20) “ 0 Pen of Eternity ! Grieve not at what
hath befallen thee, for God will raise up a people

who shall see with their eyes and shall remember
1

i.e. the unpoisoned side.
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what hath befallen thee. Withdraw the pen from

the mention of these
;
then wield it in commemora-

tion of the King of Pre-existence. Leave the things

of the contingent world
;

then drink of the pure

sealed wine of My celebration. Beware that thou

busy not thyself with the mention of those from

whom tlfou shalt obtain naught but the savours of

hatred
;

those of whom love of supremacy hath so

taken possession that they destroy their souls to

increase their celebrity and to perpetuate their name.

These hath God inscribed as the slaves of names in

a Preserved Tablet

(P. 156, 1. 3) “0 Form \_Heijkal~\ ! Stretch forth thy hand

over all that is in the heavens and in the earth, and

take the reins of command in the grasp of thy will :

verily We have set on thy right hand the dominion

of all things : do what thou wishest, and fear not

those who know not ”

(•P. 158, 1. 3) “Beware that ye shed not blood! Draw the

sword of the tongue from the sheath of utterance,

for therewith thou shalt subdue the cities of [men’s]

hearts. Verily, We have taken away the command

to slay from your midst

:

1 verily My mercy hath

preceded all contingent beings, if ye would know

it”

(P. 159,1. 12) “0 Form of the [Divine] Command! If

thou findest none advancing towards thy gifts, grieve

not ! Thou wert created for Myself : occupy thyself

with celebrating me amongst my servants : this is

what hath been apportioned to thee in a Preserved

Tablet.”

(P. 160, 1. 15) “ And amongst the infidels is he who dis-

believed within his soul and arose in war, saying,

* These verses are spurious :
’ thus in bygone time

said men who have passed away, and Lo ! in hell-fire

do they [now] cry for help.”

1 i.e. the Jihad, or religious warfare, is abolished in this dispensation.
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In the last word of this sentence

—

yastaghithun, “they

cry for help ”—allusion is probably made to the Mustaghdth

(He from whom help is sought) of the Began (see B. i,

p. 515). The sum of the letters composing this word is

2001 ((*=40, ow= 60, c^=400,
£
= 1000, 1= 1, lU= 500),

and it is implied in certain passages of the Persian Beyan

that ‘ He whom God shall manifest ’ will or may delay his

advent till this number of years have elapsed since the

beginning of the Bab’s mission. To these texts the Ezells

specially appeal in justification of their rejection of Bella

’u’llah’s claim to be the Promised Deliverer, while they are

reproached by the Beha’is for suffering themselves to be

“ veiled ” by this word from the truth. Thus Na‘im of

Ybade says in one of his poems :

“There is no other ‘Helper’
(
Mughith

)

for the world than

Beha,

He who is the ‘Help’
(
Ghiyath

)
for every seeker after help

(Mustagfrith).

Tell to those foul aud benighted ones (i.e. the Ezelis)

This message from the strains of the birds of Eternity :

‘Hear, O thou who tarriest expectant of “Help” (Ghiyath),

Yerily this is the cr}r of Him whose help is sought (al-

Mustaghath)
.’ ”

I will here quote two passages from the Persian Beyan
which bear on this point. The first occurs in Valud ii.

ch. 17

lSj}i <£2*- * aIJI J jy 1 \j <*.>-

j.r.a.s. 1892. 20
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_vj ^ bbL*-~iJ ,lj ,b Jo »A Jch-lb

J-Ai \ ,^\ <b ijj+j ajj\ Sj§]ai ^y* \\ \j J«aJ J
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^
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^ ^
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• • • • L t 1 , s 1 J '. 1
, * ,x^« • Ju.

•• > j- ) j -y

“ Many a Fire shall God convert into a Light by Him
whom God shall manifest, and many a Light shall he make

a Fire !
1 And if he appear in the number of G/u'yath

[=1511], 2 and all shall enter in [to his faith], not one

will remain in the Fire. And if he come ere Mustaghdth

[=2001], and all shall enter in, not one will remain in the

Fire, but all will be converted into Light. Seek this favour

from Him whom God shall manifest, for this is the Greatest

Favour and the Most Great Salvation : that ye tarry not

as other churches, even like the Letters of the Gospel, 3

who still await ‘ him who shall come, by name Ahmad,’ 4

while two other Books 5 are revealed. But if He come not

ere [the lapse of a number of years equivalent to] these

two Names, [still] He will certainly come, and there is no

escape for Him [from this].”

The second passage occurs in Vahid iii. ch. 15 :

<dJl Sj $
-5, j bb»-i

,
jy*y* *ji~*y* iJ-5 j- '

V* i

b-sL-isr y ^UjI ^.b *-C=>- j bbU b_sL-=r ,lj jd

.
,»A U b.A3 <lL>U ,bi ,.A? t ~i\.s» J. jA

L
A

?ly‘~. ... .4.1 \ 1 d cT* ' iV*

1 Light (
nur

)

and Fire (ndr) in the Beyan mean belief and unbelief, or

believers and unbelievers.
2 i.e. Within this number of years after the ‘ Manifestation ’ of the Bab.
3 i.e. the Christians.
4 The words wherewith Christ is alleged by the Muhammadans to have fore-

told the mission of Muhammad. See T.X. it, p. 293, n. 16.

5 i.e. the Kur’an and the Beyan.
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“ And so likewise if all the believers in the Beyan believe

in Him whom God shall manifest, none will remain in the

Fire, and none will be adjudged an unbeliever. But watch

for the Manifestation, that there may not be an interval

of so much as a moment between the Manifestation and the

belief of all who believe in the Beyan. For even so long

as until [the number of years represented by] Mustaghath

it is not meet that they should remain [in expectation], if

caution should lay hold of their skirts, for such caution

hath been and is in Fire. But it is hoped of the Grace of

God, the Pitiful and Compassionate, that at the time of the

Manifestation He will by His high commands [contained]

in His Epistles awaken all His servants from sleep and will

not 4 suffer them to remain in the Fire 5 until the period

determined in the Beyan, which is till [the fulfilment of

the number of] Ghiyath or Mustaghath. For none hath

1 One MS. here inserts jSu which, however, seems redundant.

2 Two MSS. read d,1jio, which very materially alters the meaning of what

follows. The reading here adopted, however, seems to me the best.

3 One MS. has

4 Or, if we adopt the other reading, “ will suffer.”

5 Here the fire of expectation and unsatisfied longing seems to be meant.
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knowledge of the [time of the] Manifestation save God :

whenever it takes place all must believe in the Point of

Truth and render thanks to God
;

though it is hoped of

His Grace that it will not reach to [the number of]

Mustaghath, and that the word of God will be raised up

ere this. And His verses only, and the very nature of His

being in itself, are the proof [of His truth], since all else

is known by Him, while He cannot be known by aught

but Himself. Glorious is God beyond what they attribute

[to Him] !

”

I now continue my translation from the Sura-i-Heylial :

(P. 160, 1. 17) “Say, ‘Woe unto you by reason of that

which issueth from your mouths ! If the verses be

spurious, then by what proof did ye [formerly]

believe in God ? Produce it, if ye know. When-
ever We have revealed unto them signal verses they

have denied them, and when they saw that whereof

all creation was unable to produce the like, they

said ‘ This is sorcery.’ 1 What ails these people

that they say that whereof they have no knowledge?

Thus spoke the church of the Furkdn 2 when God
brought His religion : are they not indeed an un-

believing people? And they 3 forbade men from

presenting themselves before the Beauty of the

Eternal 4 or eating with his friends
;

and some

amongst them said, ‘Approach not these! Verily

they bewitch men 5 and lead them astray from the

path of God, the Protecting, the Self-Subsistent.’

By God the True One, verily he who is unable to

1 Cf. Kur’hn v. 110; vi. 7; si. 10, etc.
2

i.e. the Muhammadans. Bella here accuses the Ezells of being as obdurate

in their rejection of himself as the Muhammadans were in their rejection of the

Bah.
3 i.e. the Muhammadans.
4

i e. from going to visit the Bab.
5 Cf. T. N. ii, p. xxxviii. This alludes to a vulgar belief prevalent amongst

Persian Muhammadans that the Babls bewitch their guests by means of

some enchanted substance mixed with their food or tea, so that whoever eats or

drinks with them becomes a Babl. This superstition is referred to in the

Tartkh - i-Jadid.
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speak before us saitb what none of those of yore

said, and hath stooped to do what none of those who

have disbelieved in [God] the Merciful have done

throughout all the ages : to this their words and

deeds bear witness, if ye will judge aright. Verily

he who refers God’s signs to sorcery hath not believed

in any one of God’s apostles : his efforts have gone

astray in futile life, and he hath become of those

who say what they know not. Say :
‘ 0 servant,

fear God who created thee and fashioned thee, and

seek not to emulate God : be just in thy soul, aud

be of those who act equitably.’ Verily, such as are

given knowledge from God, these will find in their

[
i.e . the Ezells’] very objections strong arguments

wherewith to confute them and to establish [the

truth of] this Apparent Light. Say :
‘ Do ye say

what the infidels said when there came unto them

the Reminder 1 from their Lord ? ’ Woe unto you, 0
concourse of fools ! Evil is that which ye acquire !

”

The whole of this most interesting passage is directed

against Ezel and his followers, and it contains the gist of

the Beha’i argument. The Bab laid down the doctrine

that the production of ‘verses’ [ayat), or inspired words,

was the one and only proof of a divine mission. To this

proof alone did Muhammad appeal : to this proof alone did

the Bab appeal: and of ‘Him whom God shall manifest’

this proof alone was to be expected or required. On this

ground the Beha’is assert that no unprejudiced Babi can

remain (like the Ezelis do) in the old dispensation. They
believed in the Bab because of his ‘ verses ’

;
Beha has pro-

duced similar ‘ verses ’
;

therefore they cannot fairly refuse

\P
1 By the ‘ Reminder of God

’ J,’S) the Bhb seems to be meant. This is

clearer in another passage of the Sura-i-Heykal (p. 167, 11. 3-5), of which this

is the translation “ Do ye ask the Jews whether the Spirit [i.e. Christ] was of

a truth from God P Or [do ye ask] idols whether Muhammad was a prophet ?

Or [do ye ask] the church of the Furkan [i.e. the Muhammadans] concerning

the Reminder of God (<di\ Ji), the Mighty, the High?”
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to believe in him. Hence the Beha’is are of no people

more impatient than of the Ezells, who, accepting their

premiss, that such ‘verses’ are the sign of a divine mission,

deny their conclusion that Beha is divinely inspired. Two
passages addressed to Subh-i-Ezel in the Kitab-i-Akdas and

the Lawh-i-Nasir serve admirably to illustrate and elucidate

this portion of the Sura-i-Heykal. The text and translation

of these I have given in the footnotes on pp. 93-4 and

96-7 of vol. ii of my Traveller’s Narrative
,
and I will not

therefore repeat them here.

Having now devoted nearly as much space as I can spare

to the Sura-i-Heykal, I must content myself with noticing a

few of the most important passages in what remains of the

first part.

On p. 161, 11. 21-22, Beha says, speaking of his own
‘ Manifestation,’ “ When the Light of the horizons shone

forth from the horizon of ‘Irak.” By ‘Irak Beha in his

writings always means Baghdad, so that we are led to infer

from this passage that his ‘Manifestation’ took place there.

In the Traveller’s Narrative we are told that it did take

place there (vol. ii, p. 63, vol. i, p. 80-81), and further
(
loc .

cif. and vol. ii, p. 55) that it took place in the month of

Muharram in the year a.h. 1269 (Oct. 15-Nov. 13, a.d.

1852), which statement appears impossible, inasmuch as

Beha was arrested in August, 1852, and imprisoned for four

months at Teheran ere he was suffered to depart to Baghdad.

Nabil, on the contrary, in the chronological poem published

in my second paper on the Babis, in the J.R.A.S. for 1889

(pp. 983-990), says that Beha’s manifestation took place

at Adrianople when he was 50 years old. As Beha was

born on the second of Muharram a.h. 1233 (Nov. 12th, a.d.

1817), he would attain his fiftieth year in Muharram a.h.

1283 (May-June a.d. 1866). Amongst the Beha’is them-

selves, then, there is as much as fourteen years difference as

to the date of so important an event as the ‘ Manifestation
’

or annunciation of the divine mission of Beha ! How can

we account for this discrepancy, and which date must we

accept as the more probable ?
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The facts, so far as they are yet known, are these. The

Suratu’ l-Muliik, the Sura-i-Heykal
,
the Kitab-i-Akdas, and,

in short, all the writings wherein Beha clearly advances

a claim to supremacy, contain internal evidence to prove

that they were not written before the Adrianople period.

The I'kan, which is the only one of Bella’s works certainly

known to have been written at Baghdad, contains no de-

claration of such a claim. On the contrary, it is entirely

filled with praises of the Bab, and arguments in favour of

his religion
;
the Beyan is throughout spoken of as the last

revelation
;
and there is no hint of any idea in Beha’s mind

of claiming the supremacy, save the expression of a hope

that the “ people of the Beyan ”
will not in their turn

become as obdurate against new Truth as were the Mu-
hammadans. Immediately after the expression of this hope,

Beha complains of the envy and aversion wherewith certain

persons (presumably Babis) regard him, which secret envy

and aversion on the part of pretended friends are, he says,

far harder to bear than the open persecution of declared

enemie's. He adds that he never sought precedence over any

one in any matter b

;
that soon after his arrival in Baghdad he

voluntarily retired alone into the solitude of the deserts to

avert discord and strife
;
that he remained in this seclusion

for two years, and only abandoned it at the command of his

chief [evidently Subh-i-Ezel~\
;
and that since his return,

which took place two years previously, he had experienced

such unkind treatment that nothing would induce him to

remain at Baghdad save the reflection that he too mi ght

be called upon to lay down his life for the Bab. How,

according to Habll’s poem (stanza 6), Beha returned to

Baghdad from his two years’ retirement at the age of forty,

i.e. in a.h. 1272-3 (a.d. 1856), so that the I kan must have

been concluded (for the passages referred to above occur at

the end of the book) in a.d. 1858. We have, therefore,

the best of reasons for believing that, during the first half

of the Baghdad period at any rate, Beha still fully ac-

knowledged, in appearance at least, the supremacy of
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Subh-i-Ezel
;
and consequently we must regard the early

date given for his ‘ Manifestation ’ in the Traveller's

Narrative as fictitious. The evidence, in short, as far as

it goes, entirely accords with the assertion of the Ezell

historian (in the Hasht Bihisht) that Beha’s claim was

first publicly advanced in Adrianople. Now the author of

the Traveller's Narrative, who may very probably have been

one of Behh’s own sons, and who, at any rate, wrote under

his immediate sanction, and had every means of ascertaining

the facts, must have known this, and must therefore have

deliberately and purposely antedated the ‘ Manifestation.’

His reason for so doing is, I think, not far to seek. He
desires to curtail as far as possible both the extent and the

duration of Subh-i-Ezel’s authority, and to give colour to

his assertion that Beha was from the first recognized by the

Bab as that Greater Deliverer whose advent he announced.

Having accounted for the (according to him) temporary and

nominal supremacy of Subh-i-Ezel by describing it
(
T.N. ii,

pp. 62-3) as a precautional measure designed to divert at-

tention and danger from Beha’u’llah during his continuance

in Persian territory, he is compelled, in order that his

theory may appear consistent with facts, to represent this

supremacy as ceasing on the arrival of Beha’u’llah at

Baghdad.

I have had occasion to refer several times to the little

chronological poem of Nabil’s, which I published with a

translation in the J.R.A.S. for 1889 (pp. 983-990). Baron

Bosen has found reason to doubt the accuracy of the date

therein given for the arrival of the Babi exiles at Adria-

nople. Commenting on a passage in Beha’s Persian letter

to the Sultan of Turkey {Coll. Sc. vi, p. 218), in which the

sojourn of the Babis at Adrianople is described as having

lasted six years, he says :
“ Ce renseignment est important.

Beha dit positivement que le sejour des secretaires a Andri-

nople a dur4 six annees. Leur depart force de cette ville

ayant eu lieu, d’apres le poeme chronologique publie par

M. Browne, II. 984 ;
cf. I. 525, en Aout, 1868, ils ont du

etre internes a Andrinople en 1862, et non en 1864, comme
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le veut le poeme cite. La date du depart est confirmee par

une depeche du gerant du consulat de Russie a Andrinople

datee du 26 Aout, 1868. Elle confirme en meme temps la

date de l’arrivee, car il y est dit que le gouvernement

turc en 1862 fut contraint d’interner les emigres babys, et

qu’Andrinople fut choisi a cet effet. La difference n’est

pas tres-considerable, mais elle prouve que la cbronologie du

petit poeme de Nabil n’est pas rigoureuse.”

Baron Rosen’s discovery of this official document is an

important one, and, as regards the date of departure, it is

confirmed by the State papers of the Cyprus government

(see T.N. ii, Note w, especially p. 378, n. 2). According to

one of these, the ferman of banishment was dated July 26th,

1868 ;
while in another, the date of Subh-i-Ezel’s arrival

in the Island is given as September 5th, 1868. According

to Nabil’s poem, Beha reached Acre on August 31st of the

same year, so that the approximate date of departure from

Adrianople may be regarded as absolutely certain. The

date of arrival at Adrianople is much more difficult to

determine. It is true that, in the passage noted by Baron

Rosen, Beha describes the period of his sojourn there as

six years, but then in the chronological table, prepared for

M. Toumansky, by the Babis of Tshkabad {Coll. Sc. vi,

p. 252), the duration of that period is stated as “about 5

years.” Now the dates and figures given by Beha can

only be regarded as approximate
;
thus, for instance, in the

Epistle to the King of Persia {Coll. Sc. vi, p. 199, last line),

he says that he remained twelve years at Baghdad, while

in a passage in the Suratu’l-Muluk {Coll. Sc. i, p. 202, 1. 18)

he says eleven years. Now, taking even the lower of these

figures as correct, Beha cannot have reached Adrianople

much before the date which Nabil gives, since he only

reached Baghdad some four months after the attempt on

the Shah’s life, i.e. early in a.h. 1269 (beginning of a.d.

1853). If, therefore, the date of his arrival at Adrianople

was (as stated in the Russian consular despatch) 1862, he

cannot have been more than nine years at the most in

Baghdad, seeing that the journey thence to Constantinople
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took four months, and that he was detained four months

more in Constantinople. Without having seen the text of

the Russian consular despatch it is impossible to speak with

confidence, but the easiest hypothesis seems to me to be that

the Turkish government decided in 1862 to remove the

Babis from Baghdad to Adrianople, but that the actual

transfer was not effected till Rajab a.h. 1280 (Dec. 1863).

The data given by Nabil will admit of this construction,

since it is not stated that Beha had attained his forty-eighth

year (which he did on Muharram 2nd, a.h. 1281), but

that he was in his forty-eighth year. This seems to me,

provisionally, the best solution of the difficulty, though,

perhaps, I am partly influenced by a desire to vindicate

Nabil’s accuracy.

Lack of space forbids me from noticing several other

interesting passages and allusions in the first part of the

Sura-i-Heykal, but, before passing on, I have a few words

to say about the second part, consisting of the Epistles to

the Pope, Napoleon III., the late Emperor of Russia, and

the Queen of England. I have collated the text of these

given by Baron Rosen {Coll. Sc. vi, pp. 172-192) with the

text of my Kirm an MS. (containing the whole of the first

two and part of the third Epistles) and with the separate

transcript which I received from Shiraz of the Epistle to

the Queen of England. Baron Rosen’s text is, on the whole,

much the best
;
though, apart from mere careless omissions

and mistakes occurring in my MS., the agreement is very

close, and the only variant afforded by my text which seems

to me worth mentioning is for on p. 177 at

the beginning of line 21. Baron Rosen has seen that his

text requires emendation here, but conjectures L, b

.

Two more points remain to be discussed, and I pass on

from the Sura-i-Heykal. They are these :— (1) Were the

four Epistles which constitute the second part of it written

at the same time as the first part, or are they to be regarded

as a later appendage ? (2) What chronological relation

subsists between the Sura-i-Heykal and the three long
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Epistles (to the Shah of Persia, the late Sultan of Turkey,

and the “ Ra’is,” which follow it in the MS. described by

Baron Rosen? These questions I propose to discuss together

as briefly as possible.

We have seen (p. 282 supra) that the Epistle to the King

of Persia purports to have been written before Beha left

Adrianople, but after he knew that he was to be transferred

to Acre. This fixes the date of its composition pretty

closely, since on the one hand the ferman of banishment

bore as its date July 26, 1868 (and Beha can hardly have

been made acquainted with the intentions of the Turkish

government before this), and on the other hand Beha was

at Acre ere September of that year had yet begun. Though
the Epistle may very likely have been finished at Acre, it

must have been begun, therefore, in August, 1868.

Of the four Epistles comprised in the second portion of

the Sura-i-Heykal it is only in the Letter to the Queen of

England that I can find any internal evidence of the date

of composition. This begins :
—“ 0 Queen in London !

Hear the voice of thy Lord, the King of creation, from the

Divine Lote-tree :
‘ There is no God but Me, the Mighty,

the Wise.’ Lay aside [all] that is on the earth, and adorn

the head of dominion with the diadem of celebratioti of thy

Glorious Lord : verily He hath entered into the world in

His most great Glory, and what was recorded in the

Gospel hath been fulfilled. The land of Syria hath been

honoured by the approach of its Lord, the King of men
. . . etc.” These concluding words seem too definite to

allow us to suppose that they were written elsewhere than
at Acre.

The Persian Epistle addressed apparently to Sultan

‘Abdu’l-'Aziz must also have been written at Acre, inas-

much as it contains a detailed description of the arrival

of the Babis and their inhospitable reception at that

place.

The Laich-i-Ra’is contains certain expressions and allusions

which seem to indicate that it too was written at Acre.

These are as follows :
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(P. 226, 11. 6-13). “ 0 Dove ! Hear the most glorious Voice

[nida’a’l-abhd] in this night wherein the captains of

war 1 assembled over us, and let us rejoice greatly.

0 would that our blood might be shed on the surface

of the earth in God’s way, and that we might be cast

upon the dust, for this is my desire and the desire

of him who had me in view and who hath ascended

into my most wondrous and marvellous kingdom. 2

Know that one morning we found the friends of God
in the hands of the malignants : the troops had

occupied all the gates, and forbade men from entering

or going forth, and were of the oppressors. And the

friends of God and His family ivere left during the first

night without food : thus was it ordained unto those

for whom was created the world and what is therein.”

The words italicized in the above passage appear to refer

to the arrival of Beha and his followers at Acre, which is

described in very similar words in the Persian Epistle to

Sultan ‘Abdu’l-'Aziz as follows:

(P. 218, 11. 13-18.) “And after [our] arrival [at Acre]

the captains of war [or zaptiehs, as above] encom-

passed all [the Babis], men and women, small and

great, and lodged all in the soldiers’ barracks. On

the first night they kept them all without food or drink,

for the zaptiehs had occupied the gate of the barracks

and prevented all from going out, while none

bethought himself of these poor people, so that they

even craved water and none responded. Some while

has [now] passed, and all are [still] imprisoned in

the barracks.”

Again in the Lawh-i-Ra’is we have the following passage,

apparently referring to an incident of the voyage from

Gallipoli to Acre

:

1 bU;. Perhaps we should rather translate “zaptiehs’’ or “military

police.”
2 The Bab appears to be meant.
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(P. 229, 1. 7 et seq.)
“ Thank God for that He hath helped

thee [to attain] to His knowledge, and caused thee

to be beside Him on the day whereon the infidels

encompassed the people of God and His saints and

drove them forth from the[ir] houses with evident

injustice, and desired to effect a separation between

us on the shore of the sea . .
.” Unless I am

much mistaken the incident referred to is that

described at B. i, p. 516 and T.N. i, pp. 126-7, and

ii, pp. 100-101 and footnotes.

f

We may therefore fairly conclude that the Laich-i-Ra’is

also was written at Acre soon after Beha’u’llalTs arrival

there. It contains several interesting allusions, some of

which are at present not clear to me. One of these (p. 226,

11. 20-21), which I formerly
(
B . i, pp. 962-3 and n. 1 on

the latter) regarded, without due reflection, as an allusion

to the death of the ‘ Martyrs of Isfahan,’ must refer to some

other event, since this took place several years subsequently

to the date to which the Epistle must be referred. The

allusion (p. 226, 1. 18) to “ one of the friends who sacrificed

himself to myself, and, for love of God, cut his throat with

his own hand,” seems to be to Haji Muhammad Ja‘far of

Tabriz (T.JV. ii, pp. 100-101, and n. 1 on former, and B. i,

p. 516); and it is probably the same person who is addressed

(p. 227, 1. 15) as b ^\. This conjecture (which I

regard as almost a certainty) suggests another, which I offer

as a mere hypothesis. The latter part of the Lawh-i-Ra’is

(p. 226 seq.) is addressed, not to the infidel “ Ra’is,” but

to some believer, concerning whom we gather (1) that he

had come to visit Beha at Adrianople “ on the day whereon

the fire of injustice was kindled and the raven of separation

croaked” 1
(p. 227, 11. 9-10) and had been with him as a

“ partner ” in his “ afflictions on the night wherein the

hearts of the believers were troubled ”
; (2) that he had

“entered in” [to Adrianople] “in love for” Beha, and

1
i.e. as I suppose, when the final breach occurred between Beha and Ezel.

(See pp. 296-7 supra).
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had “gone out” at his “command” (p. 227, 11. 11-12);

(3) that his heart was “ melted with separation from God ”

(sc. Beha’u’llah), in which, however, he is enjoined to be

patient, for he shall again stand in Bellas presence and con-

verse with him (p. 227, 11. 20-22); that he had borne grievous

affliction for Beha’s sake “ the like of which few men have

borne ” (p. 228, 1. 8) ;
and that he had written to Beha a

letter to which this is an answer (p. 228, 11. 18-19, and p.

229, 1. 12). I think that no one who, bearing these points

in mind, reads (at pp. 493-5 of B. i.) the account given to

me by Haji Mirza H
,
the Babi missionary whom I

met at Shiraz, of the circumstances which led to his banish-

ment and that of his colleague Haji Mirza H ‘Ali to

Khartum, will fail to see that these circumstances accord

singularly well with the hypothesis that the latter part of

this Epistle is addressed to one of these two missionaries.

Thus (1) they went to Adrianople to visit Beha “ about

1866 . . . before he was sent to Acre ”
; (2) on

leaving “they were instructed (by Beha) to proceed to

Cairo to ... avert a threatened schism ” (i.e. in

all probability, to persuade the Babis there to reject Subh-

i-Ezel and accept Beha). They travelled thither with Haji

Muhamad Ja'far of Tabriz, who cut his throat “ for love

of God” (cf. T. N. ii, p. 100, n. I). 1 On their arrival

there, they were arrested and exiled to Khartum, where for

some time they could neither ascertain whither Beha had

been removed from Adrianople, nor find means of communi-

cating with him. At length, however, they succeeded in

sending a letter to Beha, from whom after some time they

received an answer “ telling them that they would shortly he

released and rejoin him at Acre” (B. i, p. 494), which actually

occurred some time later.

Having thus examined such passages in the Epistles in-

cluded in and connected with the Sura-i-Heykal as throw

1 I mention this point because if, as I have conjectured above, Haji

Muhammad Ja’far be addressed in the words h w1, it is natural enough

that he should be associated in Bella’s mind with the missionaries who were his

fellow-travellers.
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light on the date of their composition, I may, I think,

conclude

—

(1) That the Epistle to the King of Persia was at any

rate begun at Adrianople about August, 1868, when

Beha first learned that the Turkish Government had

decided to send him to Acre.

(2) That the Persian Epistle to Sultan ‘Abdu’l-Aziz and

the Lawh-i-Ra’is were written at Acre.

(3) That the Epistle to the Queen of England was also

written at Acre.

If I am correct in these conclusions, either the different

portions of the Sura-i-Heyka l, in the more limited sense of the

term were not written at the same time hut were subsequently

put together in this form, 1 or the whole Siira-i-Heykal was

composed at a later date than the Epistle to the King of

Persia, and this would therefore properly stand first in order,

as it does in my Kirman MS. It seems to me not unlikely

that the Epistles to the Pope, the Emperor of the French,

and the Czar of Russia were written at Acre about the same

time as the Epistle to the Queen of England; and that the

first half of the Sura-i-Heykal, addressed to the Babi church,

was composed at Adrianople soon after the schism took

place. Beha, after formally advancing his claim and reject-

ing Subh-i-Ezel’s supremacy, almost must have addressed to

the Babis in Persia and elsewhere whom he desired to win

over to his 'cause a circular letter of some sort. What
more likely from its general drift and nature than that

the first half of the Sura-i-Heykal should be this circular

letter ?

Having already devoted so much space to the Sura-i-

Heykal, I must necessarily forego, for the present, the

pleasure of giving as full an account of the remaining

1 The possibility of such recension or re-arrangement must always he borne
in mind. That the sanctity of the sacred texts is now considered to be violated

by the publication of a “ revised version” is clearly shewn by the very con-
siderable alterations and suppressions made in the text of the Epistle to the King
of Persia by the author of the Traveller's Narrative.
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letters included in the MS. described by Baron Rosen as

their great interest merits. A brief notice of each must
suffice for the present.

IV. The Persian Epistle to the Sultan of Turkey.

{Coll. Sc. pi, pp. 217-224).

Of all the documents published by Baron Rosen this is,

perhaps, the most interesting, since it contains a pretty

circumstantial account of several incidents connected with

the transference of Beha and his followers from Adrianople

to Acre, and the treatment they underwent during the early

days of their sojourn at the latter place. Many of the

details which Beha here gives are fully confirmed by the

information which I was able to obtain in Cyprus from

official documents and other sources. Thus Beha says

{Coll. Sc. vi, p. 219, 11. 1-2), that he and his followers thrice

changed ship between Gallipoli and Acre, and Subh-i-Ezel

informed me that he and the other Babis were brought

from Adrianople to Gallipoli, put on board ships, conveyed

to Alexandria, and there transhipped into vessels bound for

their respective places of exile (see T.N. i, p. 101, n. 1).

Beha also mentions that four of his followers were separated

from him and taken elsewhere, and that one of them, named

‘Abdu’l-Ghaffar, threw himself into the sea. Confirmation

of this statement is afforded by the Cyprus official records,

which show that four of Bella’s followers, to wit, the above-

mentioned ‘Abdu’l-Ghaffar, together with Mushkin Ealarn,

Sheykh ‘All Sayyah, and Muhammad Bakir, were sent to

Famagusta with Subh-i-Ezel (cf. B. i, p. 516, and T.N. ii,

pp. 376-389). The independent corroboration of Bella's

statements thus afforded gives us confidence in the other

details which he mentions—the imprisonment of himself

and his followers in the barracks at Acre, the hardships

to which they were subjected, the badness of the bread

supplied to them, the message to the Sultan given by Bella

at Gallipoli to the Turkish colonel ‘Omar, to whose custody
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he was entrusted, etc. Beha mentions, amongst other things,

that most of his followers were ill from the confinement to

which they were subjected; that two had died soon after

their arrival
;
and that the Turks would not suffer their

bodies to be buried until a certain sum of money was paid.

Is it not possible that the deaths here alluded to are those

of the Khayyat-bashi and Haji Ibrahim, who, as the Ezelis

declare
(
T.N. ii, p. 362), were assassinated by the Beha’is

in the caravansary of the corn-sellers and buried in quick-

lime under the platform ? If so, we may hope that the

version contained in this Epistle is the true one, and that

the suspicions of the Ezelis are unfounded.

The Epistle also contains (pp. 220-221) a rather fine

description of a puppet-show which Beha saw as a child

in Teheran. In simple and graphic language he describes

the sense of wonder and admiration produced in his young

mind by the mimic pageant. Then he continues (p. 221,

11. 4-10) :
“ The audience [of the mimic Sultan] came to

an end, and they drew the curtain of the tent. Twenty

minutes later a man emerged from the tent carrying a box

under his arm. I asked him what the box contained, and

what the pageant was. He told me that all these things,

exhibited together with their accessories, which I had seen,

and the nobles, the ministers, the splendour, the pomp,

power, and majesty which I had beheld were now in the

box. And by my Lord who created all things by a word on

His part, from that day forth all the things of the world

have appeared and do appear in my eyes even as that

[mimic] pageant, neither have they had, nor will they have,

so much consideration as a grain of mustard-seed.” Allusion

is made to a “ great fire, which burnt most of the city
”

[probably Constantinople], and a fierce plague which broke

out—these events being regarded by Beha as Divine chastise-

ments for the Sultan’s unbelief and hard-heartedness. We,
for our part, may regard them as points which may help

to determine more closely the date when the Epistle was

written.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 21
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Y. The Epistle of Fu’ad Pasha.

(
Coll. Sc. vi, pp. 231-3.)

I have already (p. supra) given my reasons for believ-

ing that the person whose death Beha exultingly celebrates

in this document was Fu’ad Pasha. An additional reason

for this belief I find in the following passage (p. 232, 11. 16-

20), which, as it seems to me, contains a jmnning allusion

to the Pasha’s name :

—
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“ Thus did we overtake him with vengeance on Our part

:

verily thy Lord is stern in chastisement. An angel called

to him from the right hand of the Throne :
‘ These are

ruthless angels : hast thou whither thou may’st flee ? ’ It

was answered : * [No,] save Hell, wherewith the heart

[_Fiidd~\ boils.’ To meet his soul came forth the tormenting

angels. It was said :
‘ This is Hell, wherewith thou wert

threatened in the Book, and which thou wert wont to deny

in the nights and in the days.’
”

The whole Epistle affords a fine specimen of Bella's com-

minatory style, but this one extract must for the present

suffice.

Of the two other Epistles contained in this precious MS.

the first {Coll. Sc. vi, pp. 233-5) is in Persian, and presents

no remarkable features of interest. The second (pp. 235-

243) is of great interest, but also, as Baron Rosen points

out, of singular obscurity and difficulty. It contains Beha’s

answer to one of the Bab’s original apostles, or “ Letters

of the Living,” who had asked certain questions touching
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the nature of the “First Point”
(
i.e. the Bab). 3, cannot

better describe the letter than by quoting Baron Posen’s

own words :
—“ Cette piece est la derniere du recueil et

donne des explications qui seraient tres satisfaisantes si

elles etaient plus claires. Telles qu’elles sont donnees par

Beha, elles ont grandement besoiu d’un commentaire. Ce

qu’on voit bien, c’est que Beha repond a la question un peu

malgre lui. Mais il ne pouvait l’eviter, car le curieux,

cette fois, etait un membre de ‘ la premiere Unite,’ une

des ‘ Lettres du Yivant ’ : ‘Si tu n’etais pas de la premiere

Unite,’ lisons-nous, ‘ je te punirais, car tu as pose une

question concernment Dieu, qui t’a cree, qui t’a nourn, qui

t’a tue et qui t’a ressuscite dans ton corps ici present par

le Point de l’Exposition pendant cette manifestation unique

dans son essence.’ Beha, il faut bien le dire, s’est tire

d’affaire avec une adresse admirable. La repouse est un

veritable chef-d’oeuvre de phrases bien sonnantes, tres

edifiantes, tres respectueuses envers le Bab, mais en meme
temps tres peu precises.”

I have only one remark to make on this piece, or rather

on a note appended to it by Baron Posen. He says (p. 242,

n. 1), alluding to a passage in the text:—“Cette date est

singuliere. L’an 1270 correspond a 1853/4. Le texte

parait faire allusion a la manifestation du Bab, mais la date

s’y oppose.” The solution of the difficulty is that the Bab,

as I pointed out in B. i, p. 507, generally dates the com-

mencement of his mission, not from the flight of the Prophet

(
hijra), but from the time when he was first commissioned to

preach the doctrine of Islam, which time he places ten years

earlier. Many passages in proof of this might be adduced

from the Persian Beyan, but one (the same which I pre-

viously quoted) will suffice. It occurs in the seventh

chapter of Vahid ii. and runs as follows

:
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“ And from the moment of the ‘ Manifestation ’ of the Tree

of the Beyan until its disappearance is the Resurrection

of the Prophet of God, which God hath promised in the

Kur’an
;

whereof the beginning was after two hours and

eleven minutes had passed of the night of the fifth of

Jemadi-ul-Avval, a.h. 1260, which was the year 1270 of

the Mission [of Muhammad]. [This was] the first da}r of

the Resurrection of the Kur’an, and till the disappearance

of the Tree of Truth [i.e. the Bab] the Resurrection of the

Kur’an continueth.”

Lieutenant Toumansky's Researches and Acquisitions.

The sixth volume of the Collections Scientifiques concludes

with a brief, but most interesting, postscript, dated October

15th, 1890, wherein Baron Rosen gives a short account of

the discoveries made and the new MSS. acquired by M.

Toumansky, a young artillery officer, who had spent some

months at ‘Ishkabad during the summer of 1890, with the

intention of entering into relations with the Babi com-

munity there (which, as it appears, is pretty numerous),

and learning more of the history, condition, doctrines, and

literature of the sect. His plans were crowned with the

fullest measure of success
;
he was welcomed effusively by

the Babis of ‘Ishkabad, and received from them a rich store

of information, books, and photographs. The MSS. which

he obtained were as follows :

(1) The Tarikh-i-Jadid, described by me in B. i, p. 496,

B. ii, pp. 1002-3, and, more fully, at pp. 192-7 of vol. ii. of

the Traveller’s Narrative. Baron Rosen remarks {Coll. Sc. ri,

p. 244) that according to the Babis of ‘Ishkabad this work

was composed by Manakji, who, till lately, acted as repre-

sentative of the Zoroastrians of Bombay at Teheran, and

watched over the interests of their down-trodden brethren

of Persia. As he died about a year ago, I may now say,
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without indiscretion, that I too heard from many Babis that

he was the author of the work in question, though by some

it was assserted that his mirza, or secretary, had a con-

siderable share in its production. I have lately had occasion

to go through the whole work again (having already tran-

scribed and collated it throughout) and to make a translation

of it, which I hope soon to publish, and my estimate of its

value is increased, inasmuch as many of the events which

it chronicles appear either to have been copied from a work

composed by Haji Mirza Jani of Kashan (who suffered

martyrdom at Teheran in a.d. 1852), or to have been

sujjplied by eye-witnesses.

(2) An Epistle called with commentary, dealing

mainly with ethical questions.

(3) Two most interesting Epistles from Beha’u’llah, the

first addressed to the Babis of ‘Ishkabad in particular, the

second to the Babi church generally. Both of these Epistles

(of which the text is given in full by Baron Rosen) refer

to and were called forth by the following strange episode,

which, as Baron Rosen affirms, created a certain sensation

even at St. Petersburg.

“ On September 8th, 1889, at 7 a.m., two Persians, Mash-

hadi ‘Ali Akbar and Mash-hadi Huseyn, both fanatical

Shiites, hurled themselves, dagger in hand, on a certain

Haji Muhammad Riza, of Isfahan, who was peaceably

traversing one of the most frequented streets of ‘Ishkabad,

and inflicted on him 72 wounds, to which he succumbed.

Haji Muhammad Riza was one of the most respected of

the Babis of ‘Ishkabad. The crime was perpetrated with

such audacity, that neither the numerous witnesses of the

tragedy, nor the constable who was present, were able to

save the victim of this abominable attack. They yielded

themselves up to the police without offering any resistance.

They were placed in a cab for conveyance to the prison
;

during the journey they fell to licking up the blood which

dripped from their daggers. The trial, conducted with

much energy by the military tribunal, gave as its result

that Muhammad Riza had fallen a victim to the religious
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fanaticism of the Shi'ites, who feared his influence
;

those

of ‘Ishkabad, acting on the orders of Mullas who had come

for this purpose from Khurasan, resolved to put a stop to

the Babi propaganda by killing Haji Muhammad Riza.

But, knowing very well that the crime would not remain

unpunished, they drew lots to determine who should sacrifice

themselves for the Shi‘ite cause. Thus it was that the

persons above mentioned became the assassins of Muhammad
Riza, who had done them no harm. The sentence of the

tribunal was severe—‘All Akbar and Huseyn, together with

two of their accomplices, were condemned to be hanged, but

the death-penalty was commuted, by His Imperial Majesty,

to hard labour for life.

“ This sentence was hailed by the Babis with an enthu-

siasm easy to understand. It was the first time since the

existence of the sect, i.e. for nearly fifty years, that a crime

committed on the person of an adherent of the new religion

had been punished with the utmost rigour of the law. The

impression produced on the chief of the sect, Beha, appears

to have been equally profound. The two “ revelations
”

which we shall submit to the reader sufficiently prove this.

They are also interesting from another point of view: they

are almost the only Babi documents of which we can under-

stand all the meanings, all the allusions.”

The documents in question are indeed full of interest,

but I must necessarity limit myself to translating one

extract from the first of them, which is addressed to the

Babis of Ishkabad in general, and to one of them named

‘Abdu’l-Karim of Ardabil in particular.

(P. 249, 1. 2). . .
“ Your deeds have rejoiced me, and

your patience in affliction. Ye were slain and did

not slay. . . Ye have done that whereby the

breaths of patient suffering are diffused through

creation. In truth the Glorious State [of Russia]

(may God strengthen it!) hath displayed justice, and

justice is the cause of the supremacy, majesty,

and power of Kings. Well is it with him who is
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adorned therewith, and hath drunk of its cup, and

hath been illuminated with its effulgences ! This

society [ i.e . the Babis] must unceasingly regard

this condition. God (glorious is His Glory
!)

hath

ever loved and doth love constancy, and in diverse

epistles hath enjoined it on all. This succour on

the part of the Glorious State [of Russia] and this

manifestation of justice and equity will, please God,

obliterate the injustice and violence of the world.

We enjoin it on this society not to forget this [act

of] justice, and to pray God from the bottom of

their hearts to perpetuate and render permanent

the works of him who holds the standard of justice

by the maintenance of [his] dominion and power. .
.”

(4) Five loose leaves, containing:—

(

a
)
A poem of 72

verses, praising the Emperor of Russia for his justice in

punishing the assassins of Muhammad Riza
; (

b
)
Two

religious poems by a Babi poet named Ruhani, whom M.
Toumansky thinks may be identical with the poet l=-«j

mentioned by me in B. ii, p. 1008. (c) Another religious

poem beginning :—xAi JUp- && luWA
jj. This poem is included in a small MS. of Babi

miscellanies copied for me at Kirman, and since Baron

Rosen only gives the first beyt, and even this offers no

less than three variants from my text, I shall publish the

whole in the Appendix to this article. If I remember

aright I was told that Nob'll was the author of it, but it

is evidently modelled on the two poems, written in the same

rhyme and metre
(
Kdmil-i-mutharnman-i-sdlim ), which tradi-

tion ordinarily ascribes to Kurratu'l-'Ayn. Of these two

poems I have published the text and translation (the first

in B. ii, pp. 936—7 and 991; the second in vol. ii. of the

Traveller's Narrative, pp. 314-6), and I cannot deny myself

the pleasure of adding to them this further specimen of

the Babi poetic genius, (cl) An account of the Babi law

of heritage, the division of the year, and the names of the

months, drawn up for M. Toumansky by the Babis of
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‘Ishkabad. (
e
)
A short chronological notice of the principal

events in the lives of the Bab and Beha, also prepared for

M. Toumansky. To this I have already had occasion to

allude (p. supra).

(5) A copy of the Bombay lithographed edition of the

Babi work mentioned by me in B. ii, p. 944, as Muduniyyat

(“Civilization”). Its full title is given by Baron Rosen as

At the end of this is given the

test of an Epistle in pure Persian, free from all admixture

of Arabic, written by Beha’u’llah to a follower of the

Zoroastrian faith. Of this epistle, and of another similar

one, I obtained copies at Acre which are now amongst my
MSS. One of them, if not both, was addressed, as I was

informed, to the late Manakjl (already mentioned as the

author of the Tarikh-i-Jadid), whose full name appears to

have been Manakjl Limji Hadarja, and who came from

India to Persia in the summer of 1854. 1

I have now completed my notice of Baron Rosen’s most

valuable contribution to our knowledge of Babiism. Lengthy

as this notice is, I have had to omit much of which I should

like to have spoken
;

yet, I trust, I have sufficiently made

clear the extreme value of the materials which he has made

accessible to scholars, and the exceptional claim which he

has on the gratitude of all Orientalists.

See Z.D.M.G. for 1881, vol. xxxv, p. 328.
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APPENDIX.

I. A Poem attributed to Nabil.

[Metre

—

Kamil-i-mutliamman-i-salim : MutafaHlun (<~>

8 times.]
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1 "When y>- is short in scansion, or is commonly written &=- by modern
Persians.
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Translation.

“ Good news, 0 apparitions of holiness, for the Beauty of

God is divulged !

0 Zephyr ! convey to the quickened of heart a summons

to his presence !

Ho ! ye peoples who expectantly await the Grace of the

Mighty King,

The glorious moon is publicly apparent, resplendent and

beautiful.

The Apparition of the Eternal hath appeared to set up the

standard of the Beyan
;

Exalted beyond the conception of worldlings’ fancy is the

Most Holy Realm of Power !

That Signless King hath sat on the throne of majesty,

might, and state
;

He hath thus greeted the sufferers of affliction :
—

‘ 0 band

who pretend to [my] love !

When anyone treads my path I will cry to him, that he

may know,

1 It would appear that this should be JjL ^

.
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That whosoever becomes enamoured of me shall not escape

suffering and sorrow. 1

Should anyone not obey me, not take hold of the rope of my
protection,

I will drive bim far from my presence, I will give him in

my wrath to the wind of Not [-being].

I am Eternal: I am from the World of the Everlasting: I

am One : I am from tbe Land of the Unlimited :

I am come after the children of the Spirit, and unto me do

they advance.

Kindlings of the Fire of my Will ! Lo, am I not your

Lord P

Pass to the place of the holy ones
;

hear the shrill cry of

“Yea! Yea!” 2

I am that Manifestation of the All-Protecting ! I am that

Ark of Safety !

I am that Impersonal Personality, and I have appeared in

my Glory !

I am the uplifted Tree of Life ! I am the Hidden and

Apparent Fruit

!

I am the King of the Kings of the Beyan, and by me is the

Beyan exalted !

3

0 witnesses of my fiery Apparition ! Hasten towards my
country !

Make your heads and lives my sacrifice
;

for I am the

Monarch of Kerbela !

’ ” 4

1 Cf. Traveller's Narrative

,

vol. ii, p. 315, n. 2.
2 Cf. Traveller's Narrative, vol. ii, p. 315, n. 1, and B. ii, pp. 917-918.
3 Cf. Traveller's Narrative, vol. ii, p. 357. n. 5.
4

i.e. I am the Imam Huseyn returned again. Cf. B. ii, p. 932, and footnote 1.
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II. A Tarkib-band in praise of Beha.

{Authorship Uncertain.)

[Metre:— Khafif-i-makhhun : FaHldtun, mafaHlun, fa*lan

(—v-*—, —), twice.]
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1 MS. J3U.
2 MS. om. y .
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1 MS. y. ,
but I think this emendation is needed.

3 MS.
,
contra metrum.

3 MS. iiJi£ .

4 MS. omits.
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1 MS. yUl
,
but, unless we can take this in tbe sense of c^U! (a trust) some

emendation seems missing.

2 MS.
,
contrary alike to sense and metre.

3 MS. by an obvious slip.

4 MS. (_^>jj . An emendation is clearly needed, but I am by no means

certain that I have hit on the right one.

5 This -word is very carelessly written, and might he read .
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Translation.

“ I seek God, and where is my God ? [I hold] the coin of

life in my hand, but where is my price [or Beba] ?
5

Save for Thee I am a stranger to both worlds
;
by God !

save Thee where have I a friend P

0 Idol! Fain would I approach thy street, but where is

strength 6 for me [to do so] ?

Since I set my footsteps in the Path of Love, where [does

there exist] a single grain of anxiety as to my
annihilation ?

"What matter if I die a martyr in His cause ? Where will

be my blood-wit save [with] the Beloved ? 7

Since I became a beggar at Thy door, what do I care for

sovereignty ?

1 have purified the house of the heart from all else [but

Thee] : where is there in my mansion anyone but the

Beloved ?

1 MS. j? ,
which seems to me to give no good sense.

2 MS. om.
} .

3 For js- see first footnote on preceding poem.
4 This line seems to me corrupt, but I cannot suggest an emendation.
5 The words “ Behayam leu?" have a double signification: either “where is

my price ? ” in the sense of “ where is my equivalent for this coin of life ?
”

—

“ Where is an object on which I may worthily expend it ?”— or, “ where is my
Beha?”

6 Pdyam leu ? Strength, endurance ; i_jb) is a recognised and not

uncommon meaning of pa.
7 i.e. my blood- wit or compensation will be nothing less than the Beloved.
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I speak not, and, should I utter speech, what should I assert

save this maxim ?

—

‘ The temple of God’s Glory is none other than Behd :

If thou seekest God, seek Him from Beha.’

“ Again hath the splendour of the Beloved shone from door

and roof, 0 men of vision !

The Moon of his Countenance hath arisen, and in shame the

sun hath cast a veil on its cheek.

By His life-fostering lip live a hundred such as Jesus in

every nook and corner.

Crying ‘Show me ’ 1 by the Sinai of His aspect sit a thousand

such as Moses.

0 Thou, the Adored of the mighty prophets ! 0 Thou, the

Object of worship of the greatest saints!

Come forth but one step, that at thy feet all beside Thee

may cast down the coin of life !

Where is an adversary, that he may hear from me that

which Mansur 2 cried on the cross ?

Open the ear of the heart, that thou maj^est hear this cry

from all atoms

—

* The temple of God’s Glory is none other than Behd :

If thou seekest God, seek Him from Beha.’

“ Thou art the King of the realm of the Everlasting ! Thou
art the Manifestation of the Essence of the Lord of

Glory

!

Thou art the Pearl of the store-house of Beauty ! Thou

art the Coin of the treasury of Glory !

Thou art a Yoid for the Divine communing !
3 Thou art the

temple of Glory of the Prophet and the [Prophetic]

Family !

Thou art Beauty and Love, Lover and Beloved
;
nay, Thou

art alike Separation and Union !

1 Kur’an, vii, 139.
2 Huseyn Manshr the wool-carder

(
hallaj ), the celebrated Sufi who was

hanged or crucified for crying out in one of his mystical raptures Ana ’l-Hakk
(“ 1 am the Truth,” i.e. “ God.”)

3 I am uncertain alike as to the correctness of the reading and the true sense

of this line.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 22
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Save Thee there is naught else which truly exists : Thou art

for ever changeless.

The Creator of creation and the Distributor of provision in

power and bounty without doubt art Thou

!

Thou bast no peer or partner, since Thou art the Lord

without compare

!

For creatures to assume equality with Thee is an error, for

Thou [alone] meritest this description

—

‘ The temple of God’s Glory is none other than Bella :

If thou seekest God, seek Himfrom Beha.’

“ 0 Thou, the Mirror of Divine Beauty ! The Temple of

Glory of the Beauty of the Lord !

0 Thou, who, on the Night of Ascent, did’st entertain the

Seal of the Prophets as Thy guest !
1

0 Thou at the approach to the throne of whose rank

Gabriel 2 prides himself on holding the office of gate-

keeper !

Latent in Thee [is] the quality of compelling might
;
ap-

parent from Thee [are] the attributes of Merciful-

ness !

O Thou in whose retinue, surpassing the stars in number,

are servants like the Moon of Canaan !
3

At the end of Thy street stand a thousand like Ishmael 4

[ready] for sacrifice

:

Demand [my] life, 0 Beha, only with a glance, that I may
readily lay it before Thee !

In love for Thy Countenance again hath the nightingale of

my soul this melody

—

‘ The temple of God’s Glory is none other than Bella :

If thou seekest God, seek Him from Beha.’

1 This alone is tantamount to a declaration of Beha's Divine Nature, since,

according to Slii’ite belief, Muhammad was God’s guest on the night of his ascent

to Heaven.
2 Cf. Traveller's Narrative, vol. ii, p. 362, 1. 5.

3 i e. Joseph
4 According to Muhammadan belief it was Ishmael (Isma’il), not Isaac, who

was destined by Abraham for sacrifice, wherefore he is entitled
,

“ the

sacrificial victim.”
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“ In our sight there is none but Thee: save Thee to whom
should we look ?

Since I made my head a foot in Thy Path I reck no longer

of foot or head.

How long, 0 Idol, how long shall yearning for Thy Face

drive us from door to door ?

Each moment from the shafts of thine eyelashes doth the

arrow of injustice smite our hearts.

He opened His sweet lips and [raised] his eyebrows, making

bitter [by contrast] sugar-cane in our mouth.

Every night, through separation from Thy moon [-face]

stars 1 rain from our eyes till morning.

On whatsoever I cast my glance the Beauty of Thy Face

shines forth on me. 2

Each moment this cry comes to my ear, as to [that of]

Moses, from every tree

—

‘ The temple of God’s Glory is none other than Bella :

If thou seehest God, seek Him from Bella.’

“ The Sun of Truth has shone forth unveiled from Thee, but

the eye of the bat is blind.

0 thou who liest in pledge to this low world, how long wilt

thou strive and seek [but] for [worldly] provision ?

Take religion in thine hand, and forsake the world : make

the study of religion thine employment, not the

understanding of a trade.

How long shall thy pillow be of folly and heedlessness
;

or

thy couch of the conformity of blind imitation P

Go to the court of a throne whereof the rank is such that a

Holy Spirit is its carpet-spreader.

Look ! Of the countenance, so gracious is it, the Divine

Pencil must have been the limner !

If thou desirest the Grace of God, wound not the breasts of

his servants

!

1 i.e. tears.

3 Kur’an, ii, 109.—Ail i.*-
}

ijly U~>U .—“ And whithersoever ye turn there

is the Face of God.”
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The dwellers in the sanctuary of Divinity are familiarized

with this utterance

—

‘ The temple of God's Glory is none other than Beha :

If thou seelcest God, seek him from Beha'

“ The Seclusion of the Placeless is the place of Beha
;

the

verse ‘ only
’

1

is in reference to Beha

;

The flame of the fires and the draught of Zakkum 2 are food

for the souls of the foes Beha.

Kawtbar, and Salsabil, and Tasnim 3 too are the portion and

share of the friends of Beha.

The justice and fairness of which Mustafa 4 made promise to

friends is [fulfilled in] the time of Beha.

Those signs which have come down in tradition are all, in

truth, the signs of Beha.

The books of the prophets and their miracles, go, see ! all

are Beha’s !

Moses, and Jesus, and the apostles are, in truth, amongst the

followers of Beha.

This saying, uttered with all sincerity, is ever the portion of

the tongues of Beha’s servants

—

* The temple of God's Glory is none other than Beha :

If thou seekest God, seek Him from Beha

“ Open Thy lip, that the pistachio-nut 5 may close its lips

:

shew Thy cheek, that the day may become night.

0 Thou, in the dimple of whose chin two hundred helpless

and hapless Josephs are fallen captive !

1 The word uil (only) occurs in so many passages of the Kur’an that it is

difficult to conjecture which is here intended. I think, however, that Kur’an vi,

109, may be meant—All cAAl Uil J5—“ Say, ‘signs
[
ayat

] are in God’s

hands alone.’
”

2 The name of a foul and bitter tree which grows in hell. See Kur’an,

xxxvii, 60 ;
xliv, 43 ; lvi, 52.

3 The names of three celestial rivers.

4
i.e. Muhammad, called al- Mustafa “ the Elect.”

6 The gaping of the shell of the pistachio-nut is continually taken by Persian

poets as the emblem of a smiling mouth. Hence the meaning of this line is

Eelax Thy mouth in a smile that all other smiles may seem in comparison of

no account.”
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Thou knowest, 0 King, what suffering and hardship befal

me at the hands of mine enemies for [my] love of

Thee

;

Suffer not that, though the tyranny of fate, my moon should

be eclipsed, [or] put away.

Exert Thine influence, that I may come forth from the pit of

nature, like the moon of Nakhshab.

Though they should melt my soul and body in the crucible

of time like gold,

My source [of inspiration] shall be naught but Thy ruby

[lip], my religion shall be naught but union with

Thee.

For the glorification of Thy Most Holy Essence every

moment this word raises me to ecstasy

—

‘ The temple of God's Glory is none other than Behd :

If thou seelcest God
,
seek him from Behd.’

“ 0 Thou, who wert the object of man’s creation ! 0 Thou,

who wert the purpose of the Prophet’s mission !

0 Thou, whose body is admitted where the soul of Gfabriel

would be consumed !

Ho, [I spoke] at random : it is not right [to talk of] body

and soul in connection with Thee, for Thou art free

from Time and Eternity !

0 Thou, like unto whom in eloquence and grace Mother

Time hath brought forth none in Arabia or Persia

!

0 Thou, whose hand is the solver of difficulties ! 0 Thou,

whose lip makes plain whatever is doubtful

!

Since I became Thy servant [apart] from all others, so that

I might be here the companion of grief,

[And] since I opened mine eyes on Thy face, involuntarily

this utterance breathes forth each moment from my
lips

—

‘ The temple of God's Glory is none other than Behd :

If thou seelcest God, seek him from Behd.'
”
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Art. VIII.—Four Cuneiform Texts. By S. Arthur
Strong, M.A.

I.

(a.)

Of Assurbelkala, son and successor of the first Tiglath-

pileser, we know little. The so-called synchronous history

devotes a few lines to his reign, from which, however, we

learn nothing more than that in his time the peoples of

Assyria and Babylon were united in the bonds of friendship

and alliance, and that he took to wife a Babylonian lady,

daughter of the upstart Bammanapluiddinna, King of

Babylon (W. A. I., ii. 65, 25). Two only of Assurbelkala’s

inscriptions seem to have come down to us. Of these the

more important runs in seven partly defaced lines across the

back of a nude female torso carved in stone a little under

life-size. This monument—of the highest interest from an

archaeological point of view—was found at Kouyunjik, and

is now preserved (No. 819) in the British Museum.

The first three lines of the inscription present the remains

of the genealogy of the king. Then follow two mutilated

and extremely obscure lines, and the closing words invoke

the vengeance of the gods of Martu upon whosoever shall

alter the name and writing.

That an Assyrian king should thus make a public appeal

to the gods of the Araorites 1
is in itself remarkable

;
but it

is not more so than the style of the figure considered as a

work of art. The type, it is true, will not appear very

select to those accustomed to Greek models
;
but the forms

of the female nude have evidently been carefully studied,

1 See below.
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and are reproduced with an emphasis which in parts ap-

proaches exaggeration.

Now it is in the representation of the draped human form

that the Assyrian artists may be said to have excelled. Their

freedom of treatment, however, was confined within the limits

of a convention that had become fixed at a comparatively

early date, aud was followed for centuries without material

modification. For instance, the bas-reliefs of Assurbanipal

present, roughly speaking, the same characteristics as those

of Assurnasirpal. In both we admire the picturesque

composition of a variety of incidents, and the vigour and

naturalness of the representation of motion
;
hut the later

artists have not advanced far beyond their predecessors in

the direction of freedom and realism
;
there is nothing to

suggest that an interval of two centuries lies between them.

Moreover, the nude never appears prominently in Assyrian

sculpture. Occasionally, as on the bronze gates of Balawat,

we see a row of impaled captives garnishing the wall of a

conquered town
;
but the fancy of a naked goddess occurred

but rarely to the formal Assyrians. In fact, the attenuated

and closely-draped Istar, who appears on cylinder-seals and,

more rarely, on bas-reliefs, would hardly be recognized as a

goddess at all, if it were not for her accompanying symbols. !

These considerations suggest—though they do not involve

—the conclusion that we have here to deal with the product

of an art foreign in sentiment and method to that of Assyria.

The fact that the name of the god whose vengeance is invoked

has been obliterated must make it for ever impossible to

determine with certainty the meaning and purpose of the

statue
;

but we know that Assyrian kings—Sargon, for

example, and Tiglathpileser III.—followed Syrian fashions

1 Messrs. Perrot and Chipiez ( Histoire de l'Art, ii. 505) reproduce two

cylinder-seals, on which Istar is seen standing naked and emaciated in the

presence of worshippers ; but, in the first place, such a device is very unusual,

and, in the second, the figure of the goddess bears no resemblance whatever to

the statue under discussion. However, there are two little undraped figures

from Nimrud (reproduced on pp. 507 and 508 of the same work), which are

more in the style of the statue
; but it is by no means certain either to what

period they belong, or what they represent. Perrot and Chipiez take them and

the statue as well for figures of istar.
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in architecture, and it may be that influences—religious

as well as artistic—from the same quarter have been at

work here. In that case the statue may either have been

made for Assurbelkala on some occasion or for some purpose

unknown to us, or it may have been carried away with the

booty of some victorious expedition to the West to find a

new shrine and new votaries in Assyria.

The inscription has been published—but from a very im-

perfect and incorrect copy—in the first volume of The

Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia
,
plate 6, No. vi. I

have given an amended edition based upon an independent

study of the stone.

Translations have been attempted both by Oppert
(
Expe-

dition
,

i. 288), and by Menant
(
Annates

, 54) ;
but their

renderings, made from the hopelessly corrupt text of

W. A. I., contain little that is certain except the king’s

name.

Text.

1- m tb T -V HI V
2. tgE £f H< YY -YYYT 4
3. tas HYY H HWf= <Y- « £Y

4- YY <<rzYY sfll* YY H H H
HY

5. <Y~m ^ *yyy H Y«< - <Hd -YY

-yyy mm
of *an -yy<y m <wsr ^ hy

h( mruh y«<

7. V *=YY- HY <~ 4 s=Y HY H<Y ^ £Y YY< £{£
>£Y

Transliteration.

1. e-kal Assur-bel-ka- [la] . . . .

2. apil Tukul-ti-apil-E-sar-ra

dan-[nu]

sar kis-[sa-ti]

. . . [sarru ?]
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3. apil A-sur-ris-i-si sar kis-[sa-ti sar As]-sur-ma

4. a-lam ga-a-te an-na-te ki [nari P] alani

5. u ar-ru-te ina rauh-^ii-si a-hi-e

6. mu-ni-kir sit-ri-ia u sumi-ia Za ilani

7. Mar-tu mi-hi-is si-ri i-ma-ha-su-us.

Translation.

1. The palace of Assurbelkala king

of the whole (world), [Ivin" of Assyria],

2. son of Tiglathpileser the strong [king]

3. son of Assur-ris-isi, king of the whole (world), king

of the same Assyria :

—

4. an image these hands the inscriptions (?)

of the cities

5. and cursings with the crushing of the side

6. Whosoever alters my writing and my name the god

Za [and] the gods of

7. Martu with the crushing of the back shall crush him.

Notes.

4. alani gate. I propose this reading with great hesitation ;

but for alam with the meaning ‘ image ’ see W.A.I. iii.

70, 52, where is rendered by ^ tT<J

sa-al-mu
,
and cf. Arab. *ie. With regard to gate for

hate, the substitution of g for k (a common feature of

Babylonian phonetics) is not unknown in Ass}Trian

texts even of the first period. For example, in the

great inscription of Tiglathpileser I. the forms

gurunate, gurunte (from the root pp) occur in three

places, viz. II. 21, III. 58 and IV. 19.

Mr. Pinches suggests the restoration of

& T? before f<«.
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5. arrute I take to be the plural of arru[m
)
in the sense of

‘curse’ or ‘cursing.’ Cf. W.A.I. ii. 27, 39, pTfrr

I ^ - with W.A.I. y. 30, 65 ^ §§ |

sm J
muhhisi appears to he a noun of the type

J.**
from the

root mahasu. Both muhhusu and wMhhussu are

quoted by Strassmaier (A.Y. p. 674) ;
but in the

former case he seems to have mistaken what is

evidently the 3, pi. permansive ii. 1, (ina lib-bi-su-nu

mu-uh-hu-su-u, ‘in their midst they are smitten,’

K. 680, 10) for a verbal noun of the type Jjfci.

With muhhisi ahi ‘ the crushing of the side (of the

body) ’ cf. mums ahi ‘ the disease of the side,’ with

which among other plagues Istar is smitten in Hades,

W.A.I. iv. 31, obv. 1. 71.

It is possible that the partially defaced character

after should be read

6. The name of the god Za , if we suppose it to

have been that of an Assyrian deity, might perhaps

be restored as ^ ZA-GA-GA, which we

find explained by >->-)[ YTf N IN-IB, W.A.I. ii.

57, 53 and 70; but, on the whole, it seems more

probable that some god of the Phoenicians (or

Amorites) was referred to.

7. ^ is equivalent to the characters fy

-TH (E-Ty) which have usually been read A-har-ri-i,

and explained to mean the ‘ West-country,’ that is

Phoenicia. Both the reading and the explanation

appear to be founded upon a statement made by

Norris, which, however, as it stands, is far from

being conclusive, viz. “ I have also a note that

Vr 4 HPMf is ‘west,’ but I have mislaid the refer-

ence” (Diet. I. 28). On the other hand, the occur-

rence on one of the tablets from El Amarna of the
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unequivocal form ^ Jjy A-mu-nr-ra side

by side with V >^H<
f

seetns to show that

at least in this case must be read mur (Sayce,

Records of the Past, v. p. 98). And if this be so,

suggests the further possibility that the

(= lr 4Se -TH) of our own text should be read

not A-har-ri, ‘the land of the West,’ but A-mur-ri,

* the land of the Amorites.’

With mihis siri ‘ the crushing of the back (?)
’

cf. the phrase mahis muhlii Zi, which occurs in a

mutilated passage of a hymn to Marduk (K. 8717

ohv. 1. 15), and which Briinnow renders doubtfully

by ‘ crushing the head of the Storm- god ’
(
Zeitschr

.

1890, p. 61).

(*•)

The other inscription is only a fragment, and therefore,

though it contains Assurbelkala’s name, cannot with full

certainty be ascribed to him. It seems to be an address or

dedication to Ramman, and closely resembles in point of

style the opening address to Ninib of the great inscription

of Assurnasirpal. It is published by Layard on page 73

of his volume of Inscriptions in the Cuneiform Character

(where it is described as coming from Kalah Sherghat) ;

but not a few of the signs have evidently been misunder-

stood, and, in consequence, erroneously transcribed. I have

endeavoured to correct and—here and there—to restore the

text, as follows :

Text.

1. n Ef- T =T? <!£J xf<

2 . w <<yy v y? ^-y -tt<t <^t <r-

3. ^ ini ^ ^y ^ ^ <*=t* 4 ^ WWM
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4. -r<r^ -tw -tw ~r v - «t -e& jr «<+ w<

~t o? pr
5. <C|* e^h w -eh -j- -tw * -'r ur- ** -e-

e. *y Tr ^ ct -it- -ty <hee

Hf *=n
<^r^nm

7. ^ ^ y -V HPL V Hf - ^T+T -V
tif ^Hr * i

8- cT * + MJ -TTT- <~ Hf T«< SHfe

Transliteration.

1. a-na Rammani asarid sam-e irsi-ti

2. ume ez-zu-te sa a-na ri-gim

3. i-ru-bu ra-as pu-ul-hi sad-lu

4. nam-ri-ri ilu sa ina ba-li-su purussi sam-e irsi-tim

5. ul is-sa-ka-nu nu-ri la na-mar gab-bu

6. te-ni-se-te a-na mu-rim mar-ka-as sam-e irsi-tim

7. beli-su Assur-bel-ka-la sa ilu ina puhur Assur za-kar

sumi-su

8. iz-kur mas-su-u sakkanak ilani

Translation.

1. To Ramman, prince of heaven [and] earth

2. glorious days, who for the fame

3. entered, who inspires fear, broad

4. brightness, the god without whom the decisions of heaven

[and] earth

5. come not to pass, the lights shine not, all [of them] (?)

6. mankind, to make fast the boundary of heaven and earth

7. his lord, Assurbelkala, for whom god throughout the

whole of Assyria the renown of his name
8. has noised abroad, the hero, governor of the gods
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Notes.

4. Cf. the annals of Assurnasirpal, W.A.I. i. 17, 3, ilu sa ina

balusu purussi samie irsitim la ipparsu.

5. nuri la namar. This amendment I propose with great

hesitation. The form of the phrase nuri la namar
‘ the lights (are) without shining,’ that is ‘ shine

not ’ would he parallel to that of such familiar

expressions as rubu la sanan ‘a prince without an

equal,’ asar la amaru ‘ a place that is not seen.’

6. ana tnurim, etc. This phrase also occurs in the annals of

Assurnasirpal, l.c. 2. My rendering is conjectural;

hut that the root idea of murim is that of ‘ shutting
’

or ‘making fast’ is evident from the following glosses :

W.A.I. ii. 23, 19, ^ tf ^ I t?TT -HI
mu-rim ba-a-bi=da-al-tum (a door), l.c. 33, •A?'

-y<y^
| J^y ^y ^yyy^ mu-rim dalti=nu-ku-su-u (the

hinge?). Cf. Arab, ‘ to twist a rope tight, mend.’

7. With ina puhur As&ur
,
cf. W.A.I. i. 14, 102, ina napliar

mat Asur gabbi.

8. massu. It is difficult to determine whether the ductus

literarum points to *f- *-g^yy pyyyc: massu or to + &
massu as the true reading. The difference,

however, appears to be only one of form. For the

meaning cf. W.A.I. iv. 27, 63a, belum napisti mati

massu samie u irsitim, ‘ 0 Lord, the life of the land,

the hero of heaven and earth ’ (Sayce, Hibbert

Lectures, p. 498), and W.A.I. ii. 47, 1 5a, where

Hf- Jfc is explained by >f Ml < V
-yy<y J^y massu asaridu.
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II.

At the end of the monolith-inscription of Samsi-Ramman
III., King of Assyria, there is mention made of a Marduk-

balatsu-ikbi, upon whom the king, in the course of his

campaign in Chaldaea and Babjdonia, inflicted a signal defeat.

This Marduk-balatsu-ikbi, who may be inferred—though

he is not expressly stated—to have been King of Babylon,

has been generally identified with the king of the same

name mentioned in the inscription before us, and—in the

absence of any more precise indications from other quarters

—we have thus a fixed point from which to determine its

date more or less closely, for it was in the year 812 b.c. that

Samsi-Ramman made the expedition against Babylon, which

ended, as it seems, with the overthrow of Marduk-balatsu-

ikbi.

The inscription covers the face of a small oval black stone,

evidently a land-mark. At the top are three divine emblems

of the kind usually found on these monuments, while the

middle of the face is adorned with a rudely executed bas-

relief representing the “ dagger-bearer ” and—presumably

—his royal patron. The lines are separated by division-

marks, and the characters, with few exceptions, are as

clumsily formed and executed as the figures. The text,

though it runs in the conventional style, is difficult, owing

to the occurrence here and there of unusual terms and
expressions.

The stone was found by Mr. Rassam at Abu Habba, and
is now preserved in the British Museum.

Text.

2. ^ Hf «< Hf *T < Hf <-TI

3. sf= Hf- s£ < H C:*T £?
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4. ^ T Hf- c:^f 4 ^TT JQU S
5. & i ir- -rrr- ^
e. yy yy ^ei *y y-

7. yy ^y ** i < tti i

8 - ^yyy- m
9 - « * <

10 .

11 .

12.

13.

14.

< >^y ^ yy

Hf h yy

*# ^y «y
©f < ^ h

is. <+ 4 ^ n *y -yyy- - -it

is. —y ch < ir~ < *=y m ^yy

it. m n y- ( ^y ^ i < ^ i
is. © ^ jy h 8*= ^mr #h g -yy<y

19.

20. ^y $*< i H ^y4 ^y 4 f
~

Transliteration.

1. sal-mu Rammanu-etir nas patri Marduk

2. urn-mat Sin Sam si u Nergal

3. pa-lib Nabu u Marduk ka-rib

4. sarri beli-su Marduk-balat-su-ik-bi

5. apil-su rabu-u epus-ma

6. a-na sa-at u-me

7. a-na zir-su u pir’i-su

8. u-kin

9. man-nu arku-u

10. sa sal-mu
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11. u naru

12. an-na-a

13. ub-ba-tu

14. lu-u ina

15. si-pir ni-kil-tu u-hal-la-ku

16. Marduk belu rabu-u iz-zi-is

17. lik-kil-me-su-ma sumi-su u zir-su

18. lu-hal-lik Nabu dup-sar gim-ri

19. menuti ume-su arkuti kabruti

20. na-sir-su la-li-e balati lus-bi

Translation.

1. The image of Rammanu-etir, priest of Marduk,

2. worshipper of Sin, Samas and Nergal,

3. who fears Nabu and Marduk (the god) who blesses the

sacrifice of

4. the king, his lord, Marduk-balatsu-ikbi,

5. his eldest son made, and

6. for the eternity of days,

7. for his seed and his offspring,

8. set up.

9. Whoever hereafter

10. the image

11. and inscription,

12. this one,

13. overthrows,

14. or with

15. work of cunning destroys,

16. may Marduk, the great lord, in anger

17. look upon him, and his name and his seed

18. destroy ! Nabu, the scribe of the universe,

19. (through) numbers of his days long (and) large

20. protecting him, with the fulness of life may he be filled !

j.e.a.s. 1892. 23
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Notes.

1. nas patri, literally ‘dagger-bearer/ was tbe priest whose

duty it was to cut out those portions of the victim

which belonged to the gods, and to offer them up in

their presence. Besides the ecclesiastical there was

also a military order of nas patrutu. See Jeremias

in Delitzsch’s Beitrage, I. p. 289, and Tallqvist,

Babylonische Schenkungsbriefe, p. 23.

2. ummat. The reading here is not. certain, for the character

which I have taken for um is somewhat defaced.

Mox-eover there seems to be no other instance in

Babylonian or Assyrian of ummat, ummatu with the

meaning which from its position in the sentence it

ought to have here, viz. that of ‘ priest ’ or ‘ worshipper.’

Nevertheless, if the reading be correct, I venture to

regard it as the Babylonian equivalent of the Arabic

<Ul, which, among other meanings, is said to have

that of sectator and summits sacerdos.

3. karib I take to be an epithet of Marduk 1 the god of

sacrifice,’ or ‘ the god who blesses the sacrifice.’ The

word occurs several times as a divine name or epithet

in the Babylonian contracts published by Peiser, and

always in connection with Marduk or his temple :

e.g. isku (Uu) karib babi papahu Marduk ( Babylonische

Vertrage, xxviii. 5), pan
(
ilu

)
karibi ina Esaggil bit

Marduk
(
ib . lxiii. 2). In all such cases Peiser renders

it by ‘ Opfergott.’

19. My rendering of this difficult line is only conjectural.

The character which has the form of me on the stone

seems in reality to be the plural-sign. The reading

of the character printed as ^p[ is not quite certain, for

just above it—and underneath the sar of the preceding

line—there is a seemingly superfluous wedge, which,

although other characters have taken unusual forms

on this monument, makes it a matter of some difficulty
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to understand the intention of the scribe. However,

if KIL-MES be the true reading, it looks as if it

should form a parallel to the BU-MES which im-

mediately precedes, and, as a matter of fact, KIL itself

is quoted with the meaning of araku (W.A.I. iii. 61,

2, 30). For KIL as representing kabd.ru, kabru, see

Briinnow, List, p. 413.

[The above two articles were sent in in December, 1891, but

their publication was unavoidably delayed.—

E

h. D.]
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III.

The following inscription is on a fragment, of a cylinder

of clay, brought by Mr. Rassam from Babylon, and now
(Rm. III. 105) in the British Museum.

It is unfortunately too mutilated to enable us to gain

more than a general idea of its meaning, and the style, even

of the parts which remain, is often obscure and difficult.

It was written by or for a certain Nabu-sumu-imbi, who,

in addition to various ecclesiastical titles, calls himself saku,

or governor of Borsippa.

The first column opens with an invocation, in which, in

the present state of the text, it is difficult to find and follow

the main thread, or to distinguish the gods directly ad-

dressed from those incidentally mentioned. We then learn

that an important work (probably a dam or embankment),

which the negligence of certain officers had allowed to

fall into decay, was taken in hand and restored by Nabu-

sumu-imbi.

The narrative now passes abruptly to the main incident.

In the reign of Nabu-sumu-iskun, the king, son of Dakuri,

the men of Bab3'lon, in alliance, as it seems, with Chaldaens,

Aramaeans, and the men of Dilbat, attacked the men of

Borsippa, and a riot ensued, the disturbance lasting for

many days. Borsippa was captured, and the house of Nabu-

sumu-imbi surrounded by the hostile party. Prominent

in the ranks of the insurgents was the satarn or judge of

Ezida, Nabu-sumu-iddina. In fact, it seems certain from

what remains of the end of Col. I. that he must have

taken advantage of the state of confusion to seize the

governorship of Borsippa. Though there is not enough of

the record to enable us to tell precisely how the matter ended,

still the accent of gratitude and confidence that marks the

final address to the gods leaves no doubt that the situation

was eventually solved to the satisfaction of Nabu-sumu-imbi. 1

1 The end, like the beginning, of the inscription is sadly mutilated, so

much so that it is sometimes difficult to tell whether the subject is a male

or a female divinity.
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In order to fix the date of these interesting events, there

is one point of fact from which we can start, and that is the

mention of the Icing Nabu-sumu-iskun. Now the only king

of Babylon of that name otherwise known to us was a

contemporary of Bamman-nirari II., king of Assyria, that

is, he must have lived about 890 b.c., and there is nothing

either in the style or in the matter of the document before

us to disturb the conclusion that this is the king

referred to. The fact that he is called apil Dakuri probably

means simply that he came from Bit Dakuri, or the northern

part of Chaldsea.

In the same way the phrase apil Assur seems to suggest

that, in spite of the genuinely Babylonian ring of his

name, Nabu-sumu-imbi was of Assyrian extraction. For

we know that the overthrow of Nabu-sumu-iskun by

Bamman-nirari was followed by a period of close intimacy

and alliance between the peoples of Babylon and Assyria;

and it may be that Nabu-sumu-imbi had profited by his

Assyrian extraction or his Assyrian leanings, and that

some such cause as this provoked the outbreak of the men
of Babylon.

The inscription is now published for the first time.

Text.

1- saaasa sst 4 si -m

2- MWH <W SI eswy- -1 -M“M
ehm<~ vsi^-ihmkk«n ebtmm

3- mamma -a = mm jH ht

S? I V- cS=R -IT s=ST=T M. VST

miH +« E! IT -a- Mfff -M f«T
~T 6® <T- SL
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s- asssa b <hs <i-m^ **<m k asi-tf

HM ki ~<v

6- HSH HIM 4
«W= *T^ !! < -<}* S3 !? -TW S3 ££& *T8 >4<

i. asai -+a -n*ma-a atrt^uti v-*
~ <> -<T< 21 ~ ~T }«< ~T S3 21 IIV 1* T!

s-k s*rsm ssm hplsi -m an® n@i

aa-TC'l
9 - ~r tr<M stfkwair« ¥ =sn t?ih-cm.

-m ?mi hr t? e: tt a-tf<i«MgsrBa ¥ hk

10.* fs --} +« s*fc “T +«<W +«< ¥g e?BT

1 1. issiT=! 4« tr it? s<^r 4j=- 1 attfc» m? =?!

^ a i# uaa=r4 hk la-was
12- ISSTHki»H5irHKHV?ri~Is?t“S!s^

i--H?-TW-c^-ssaifci

1 3.MW- =At!B.-f«<a.<^T -m£ BP} HK ¥

M8.<nHKW®B8®i
w. $3K8£RtiSKSMMCB £ 5M s*W v-T-JBK

-T^S-WSKftWBi
is-MfcMMW® T? -IT a=T4 - 13

sr u hr *¥ -jar <> -r-n
is-mmmmmmm

ETK+waM^TiMaa
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i7. ~rw it-^m
is. *# <~ 4«s
1 o \<2>;<ro>;^ov \<>; x<>v& *rzv >_/»» rr Y >-y
19- -eT 5=TT T -Hr ^T Jte*

20 - c=T sMf m&

1. £i

2 . yy ^y vH^T -TT scf 311III

3. d
4. ^ 5=%y xKITTTHK *ig|ll

5 - *# *% ^TU|m tf HK *T ’EM
e. HK^HTHK^^l$»
7. ^ >23&

m

<^ EH4^£T^roiis&flii
8. ? <sf* #|T *T <s: sf=^ <*=T*3U <efc 7"^

n^?ir> 4et

^

mm
9. -ET eh *- £1 T- -!M ^T IT >4K ^yy yy <y~ y~y# 4#

~>^ I
&$<•
>-m

10. Sfa4^ ^t! ter tfc -sir^1 -£Mte VHB3
4© ter »r :#t ^ f

r H-m hk j.

11. KpT 5 WH ~f-J Hf- ??p -Ctt -TRET -TR »T*
-TW-SEfH^fff

12
. y n^^ stt 5ce “Wif= -u>< -<-as <1

- -s-x
SS^jfiSHf- «=-$>

13. T- -TM ¥ 1? <T-* A-T !? T? Hf- <k*H HM
ei?
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l-k T- -TM ¥ I? <T-m #51 -TTN B <~ 51 Efx N>MEN ^
EHT ¥ tW: TT <EC

is. g^its4:a#TtiTSf!Mf<<f-,!±!<K¥-m^;¥
T? xK -TTNS< T! xK 514

16- <ra StT 'Ey ¥ TT xK EE ~H “<y* 51 -iMEN «¥ ;<TT

4® t£E> 65= T ’EM IT -TTl

1 7 - ^= 4.«5=?#r-f«< ^='ES^a^H<tTTKT^r
51 >4< T! S *T <%? ATT iTET

18- m ~
€1! 51 4=T EX y$

gl <~ tt= -w ^=y y«< *y

T«< ET 4- C<T tST XK

is>- TT «5!1T g< T«<Mmy-®« *=U *eT4 TT S.<

H<® EETT .fis: T? *-

20- <H±T ET4T XK -ga EN© 4ei K« « -H <MW

tt «r h« iv- tn -a- nim -fr tt xk

2 1- awatte i -men «* <isr ~nr is: t s? -men e*=

•SIT ST -MEN £s» «T *T SfT XT'S EH
22- SH&aHI s=s@S NEE <2T-T T -MEN

4#- is: N-¥Ex ¥ THiSEN© JjETc^TT T®'
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3- n ~nrm nri*m s#^ <~ mm <ra

m *4B

4. h iS3 <~ <^rt or <hh ^< -ttuu <k=

era <1- Hliiili

5. ^rr Hf^r <tt hi ^ i^ n kr <ra ^i

7 ¥JI^I^ilSS*II!^>I«] -I^HIhItJ^*^
<^wm

s. ti & ~nr ^ 4 hi- *r <r- hi #- * sw*r * thr

<*=i* «ir #i4 sum
9- II ~^T *4 4 Hf- *T <1- I *2=fcW=* 44f S &

T ~¥^ ¥^ IB sMSi
io. kK 4H4^ #T4 ^«MET SI

si^ ii ~n 4- *mn

i. iisis^ 8= $ #-

1

2- I«II?wI^TT^*m- <RS§«I1
3- *&»
4- ^®^^T4=>*4#:3&T~¥^¥^
5. isisMi^R^4 i-ff -i n p*^immm
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6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20 .

21 .

22 .

23.

vO-Tr

&

»m< uensHKifc!*-mm
wmmor <SS <T-t; £jg

wsmmm i <h±t t? ~nr >t= >mam
wumw4-<<> «n ?v

sens*! *=mi >4< +r hk a ~?m.

wmm -<^ -it- n gn ear

mmmm lsn *»88 4Hr ana
e >-'iaen ^ -nr-r «< + -+ sa<nm
m <ss 1? 4HH

a^ «-ri*mamm ?«< hk«

a =.< ~ht -=ssaiir <r- s=®<r~an
amwmmmmmmu

cE^tst a-ssiasT ei* •fr* -rr-ns -aarm
ET4T *K JSTBlll'eS^a 40*=l4B a?-nlmS

«-f4 4sTHISBRW eJ*» —T *8 -IT-TI-IT

<H3 IS4SSHM U JM «T=M= < -+ -a

^in~H«-¥*->«Si

\ a n o \gne -nr?* «= ss «4
-0“ Si? rf- <?-B T! -sras

? n <r-a ^rnsin i-m e-i «hi -a r? -it 4et

e-> fvTiM
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24. HTPf JU W 4~ ’EH «sT4

ET^!Id-lTRJTfrlE^T

25. <Rt!e ~nssg8&~i -¥t -ill tsarsm -IR-nt

26. <v -nUHBKW •.•';¥<•• <2>¥ -tiS. -•!

27. ® -mam &t u -u 4- <~ ~i ~r-< hv-

<ffl^aara
28. T? -fWSB +«<4® -^ST I? HK-® sgf <ES-US

tl -IT ITkSS
s». ssiussmM^<»srcsi'WHKmm *j

<

sa

30. J© -TTls I tfg -S=T453 ¥ T -=Ws£

¥ HT IS =?© 4ET -SS

31. ^ #51 ¥ g= grey *J< ¥ “T i2 EsT fl-'S EH

Transliteration.

COL. i.

1

. ni su-bat sar-bi Nabu sa ki-i e-til-

-K (?)

2

beltu dam-ga ka-nu-tu Istarati be-lit da-ad-mi

sa-ga-pu-ur-ti i sa gim-ri

3

[NINJ-IB bel bi-ri sa i-na ma-har ilani kali-

su-nu il-la-ka bar-ra-ni
V

.
A

4

ilani git-ma-li su-pu-u na-ram Ea

5

ni-me-ki u si-tul-ti mus-ta-bi-li te-ri-e-ti

6

sarru-u-ti mu-ma-’-ir gim-ri na-din hattu

kussu u pali-e a-gi-e sarru-u-ti

7

NIN-IB git-ma-li aplu kun-nu u i-lit-ti

ru-bat ilani E-ru-’-u-a
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A

8 E-sag-ila bel gim-ri sit-lu-tu na-rara Marduk
9.

Asa-ri aplu ris-tu-u a-sa-rid a-lik inab-ri sa it-ti a-bi

a-li-di sa-ti

10

[dan] ilani sar ilani rabuti sa i-na si-tas

u sil-la-an-su

11

ma-lik ram-ni-su li-ku-u un-ni-

ni se-mu-u tas-li-ti rap-su uz-[ni]

12

ti-su ka-bit-ti Igigi ap-pi i-lab-bi-nu-su

A-nun-na-ki

13

me-lam elluti ba-lib na-mur-ra-ti sa pul-ba-

a-ti ma-lu

14

su i-sak-ka-nu sib-tu u Lubaru (?)

la i-sak

15

u-a la-li ina kar-ba-a-ti mu-al-lid . . . .

16

ti sa-ki-nu zazu duh-da u mes-ri-e a . . .

17

ilani rabuti

18

u-sam-mi-hi

19

la is-sa-an-na-ni

20

ti ma

CONTINUATION OF COL. I.

1. su-te-sur ni-[si]

2. a-na Bar-sip

3. i-sad-di-hi u-ru-[ii

4. as-ruk-ka-ti su-a-ti

5.
1 u-ras ta-na-da-ti si-raa

6. sa as-ruk-ka-ti su-a-ti i-na

7. i-ku-pu-u-mi i-ni-su il en

8. sa ul-tu u-mi pa-ni ul-tu ul-la-nu-u-a sa-ku ki-pi

9. la i-pu-su sip-ri su-a-ti ia-a-si Nabu-sumu-im-bi apil

As

10. ni-sak-ki tu-bit Nabd sa-ku Bar-sip du-us-mu-u pa-lib

ilu-u-ti-su

11. ra-bi-ti na-an-za-az mab-ri-su ri-du-u mut-nin-nu-u

12. sa a-na pa-ra-as Nabu bel matati beli i-si-bu tuk-ku

sa-an-tak

1 In lines 5 and 6 the characters si-ma and i-na are no longer to be found upon

the cylinder in its present state. I have restored them from a copy of the first

column of this text made some years ago by Mr. Pinches.
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13. sip-ri sa-a-si u-ka-a-a-an-ni-mi u-sad-gil pa-ni-ia

14. sip-ri sa-a-si u-sar-ri-i-mi e-pi-su ak-bi is-sa-ak-na-a-mi

15. i-na Barsip mafyaz kit-ti u mi-sa-ri-e sa-a-ti ri-ba-a-ti

si-bi

16. u mal-ma (?) sa-a-ti i-na pali-e Nabu-sumu-is-kun sarri

apil Da-ku-ri

17. ameluti Babili ameluti Bar-sip mahaz gup-te-e-ti kisad

Puratu

18. gab-bi Kal-di A-ra-mi Dil-bat ume ma-’-du-u-ti

19. a-na lib-bi a-ba-mes kakki-su-nu i-se-el-li a-ba-mes

u-ra-sa-a-pu

20. u it-ti ameluti Bar-sip i-na eli ikli-su-nu ip-pu-su su-la-

a-ti

21

Nabu-sumu-iddi-na apil Dan-Nabu tu-bit
A A

Nabu sa-tam E-zi-da

22

na ram-ni-su i-na eli Nabu-sumu-im-bi

apil Assur sa-ku Bar-sip is-kun

COL. II.

1. i-na sa mu-si ki-ma sar-ra-ki-is nak-ri a-ha Ha
2. za-ma-nu-u lim-nu-u-ti su-ku-ku-u-ti la se-mi-ia

si-ik
A A

3. a-na E-zi-da u-tir-mi E-zi-da u Bar-sip

4. is-ba-tu-mi eli alu u e-kur ri-ig-mi u si

5. is-kun-u-mi ip-pu-su su-la-a-ti u bit Nabu-sumu

6. sa-ku Bar-sip i-na mu-si su-mi ameluti Bar-sip u

7. sa a-na ri-su-ut a-ba-mes iz-zi-zu il-mu-u-mi ina

mid-pa-na

8. a-di na-pa-hi Sam-si ip-pu-su ta-nu-ka-a-ti ul-tu li . . . .

9. a-di na-pa-bi Sam-si Nabu-sumu-im-bi apil Assur-sa-

ku Bar [-sip]

10

ti u-sal-li Nabu ki-su-su-u-a (?) ia-’-nu

11

’

CONTINUATION OF COL. II.

1. ru-bu

2. si nu-ub-si

3. su-u ti-ra-a-nu as-ruk
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4. Nabu-sumu-im-bi apil Assur sa-ku [Barsip

5. li-hi-su [na]-an-za-az mab
6. ti-su ra-bi-ti lik-bu

7. lim-gur sa-li-mi dumku
8. ruk-su u a-na kis-ti

9. (mes) be-lit Istarati

10. il-ti rim-ni-ti ba-na

11. mit-gu-rat a-kur-rit si-it

12. la in-nin-nu-u ki [-bit-su?]

13. i-na ma-bar pa-ri-is purusu sam-e u

14. apil Bell u-mi-sam lit-tas-kar a-bu

15. lu-u us-sip (mes) arkuti sanati

16. ba-lat na [-pis ?] . . . . na si-rik-ti

17. pir’u lu-u ....
18. i-na e-kal .... . . . . ku mit-gu-rat

19. it-ti e ... . .... Bar-sip li-ku-un ri [-u-tu P]

20. li-ti-ib su eli sar ilani bel bell ri-sit . . .

21. u Bar-sip na ma-har Nabu u Na-na-a

ilani sur-bu [-ti] ....
22. lis-ba-a lit ... . i-na sa-as-mi kab-li tabazi dan-nu

u a-lak

23. sa-a-si pir’u .... ... su-a-su ri-su-us-si a-la-ki

sum—kut nak-(?)

24. zazu ma .... begallu ma-’-da li-ma-al-la-a kata-su

i-na

25. u i-na .... Lubaru sal-ba-bi apil Bel ra-a-mi ga . . .

26. pat-ri . .
[el-] la-te-su sa-lim-ti lu-sa-ak-na-si a-bi-su

lim-nu-u-[ti . . .

27. pul .... ki-ma la-’-mi ilu-u-ti-ku-nu u lib-bi [-ku-

nu ?] . . . .

28. a-na nise (?) dar-ka-a-ti at-ta mi-en lu tuk-la-su . . . .

29. i-bi su-us-su a-na u-mi da-ru-u-ti ta-nit-ti

30. ik-ri-bi-su su-li-e sa Nabu-sumu-im-bi sa-ku Bar-sip

31. mu-sar sa as-ruk-ka-ti sa du-ru E-zi-da
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Translation.

COL. i.

1

the dwelling of the powerful one, Nabu,

who like the lord

2

the gracious lady, who establishes the Istars,

queen of mansions, the mighty one

of the whole,

3

NIN-IB, lord of vision, who in the presence

of the gods all of them has gone (his) way,

4

the powerful gods, the exalted one,

beloved of Ea,

5. (lord of) wisdom and decrees, who proclaims commands,

6

kingship, ruler of the whole, who gives

the sceptre, the throne and the reign, the crown of

kingship,

7

NIN-IB, the powerful, the rightful son,

offspring of the princess of the gods Zarpanit,

8

Esagila, lord of the whole, victorious,

beloved of Marduk,

9. Asari, the chief son, the leader going before, who with

(his) father, (his) begetter

10

judge of the gods, king of the great gods,

who in his rising and going down

11

counsellor of himself (?), receiver of

sighs, hearer of prayers, broad of ear

12

soul, the Igigi bowed down
their faces before him, the Anunnaki

13

the lustre of the shining ones, covered

with brightness, who is full of terror

14

established the sceptre

15

enjoyment (?) in the midst (?) begetting

16 making overflow, abundance and righteousness

17 the great gods
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18

made to flourish

19

is not to be contended with

CONTINUATION OF COL. I.

1. ruling the people

2. to Borsippa

3. enters the way

4. this dam (?)

5. the crown of glory, the insignia

6. of this dam
7. decayed, grew weak

8. which from former days, from beyond me, the governor,

the overseer

9. did not do:—this work I Nabu-sumu-imbi son of Assur,

governor of Borsippa,

10. the prince, tu-bit of Nabu, lord of Borsippa, the

opulent one, who fears his great godhead,

11. who stands before him, the ruler, the prayerful,

12. who according to the command of Nabu, lord of the

lands, the lord, the prince, (is) regular in devotion (?)

13. this work I established, I entrusted to myself,

14. this work I laid the foundation of, I made, I spake,

(and) it came to pass.

15. In Borsippa, this city of justice and righteousness,

(there were) destruction (and) rebellion,

16. and this siege (?)—In the reign of Nabu-sumu-iskun

the king, the son of Dakuri,

17. the men of Babylon, the men of Borsippa, the city of

the joining together of the banks of the Euphrates

:

18. the whole of the Chaldaeans, the Aramaeans, the men
of Dilbat, for many days

19. at one another their weapons they discharged, one

another they wounded,

20. and with the men of Borsippa upon their fields they

made war.
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Nabu-sumu-iddina, son of Dan-

nabu, tubit of Nabu, judge of Ezida,

22

himself over against Nabu-sumu-imbi son

of Assur governor of Borsippa made

COL. II.

1.

In the midst of the night like (?) foes

2.

tbe adversary, the evil ones (?) those who
were not obedient to me
A A

3. to Ezida I brought back, Ezida and Borsippa .

4. they took : over the city and the temple a din

and

5. they made, they made war, and the house of Nabu-

sumu- [imbi ?]

6. lord of Borsippa, in the night those men of Borsippa

and

7. who to help one another stood, they besieged, with

the bow and

8. until the rising of the sun they made war, from (the

evening ?)

9. until the rising of the sun Nabu-sumu-imbi son of

Assur, governor of Borsippa

10 entreated Nabu (?)

CONTINUATION OF COL. II.

1

2

blessing

3

graciousness

4

Nabu-sumu-imbi, son of Assur, governor of

Borsippa

0 in front of him (?), who stands in his presence

6 his great godhead, may he speak

7

may he be gracious, favour, mercy

8

[may he bestow] upon him, and for a

guerdon

j.r.a.s. 1892. 24
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9 lady of the Istars

10

the gracious goddess, who creates

11

the propitious, the noble lady of the rising

[of the sun]

12

whose command is not to be resisted

13. in the presence of who makes the decrees

of heaven [and earth]

14. son of Bel daily may be speak on behalf

of

15. may he increase two - fold long

years

16. preservation of life as a gift

17. offspring

18. in the palace propitious

19. with Borsippa may he establish

[lordship]

20. may it be good towards the king

of the gods, the lord of lords, the chief of

21. and Borsippa in the presence

of Nabu and Nana the great gods

22. may he be satisfied with offspring in ruin,

fight, battle strong and

23. [may] she [upon] this [her] descendant her help

[bestow ?] when he goes to destroy [his enemies ?]

24. with fulness and abundance amply may she fill his

hands

25. and with Lubaru (?) the son

of Bel, who loves

26. [with] the sword of his might in safety may he subdue

his evil foes

27. fear (?) like (?) your godhead and your

heart

28. for future people mayest thou whoever thou art his

strength

29. proclaim his name during everlasting days, (his)

majesty
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30. his prayers, the petitions of Nabu-sumu-imbi, governor

of Borsippa.

31. The inscription of the dam of the wall of Ezida.

Notes.

COL. I.

1. For this form of Nabu see, e.g. W.A.I. iv. 20, 3, 7.

2. sagapurti. Cf. W.A.I. ii. 31, 62, e-til-lum
]

sa-ga-pi-ru.

3- Hf ^TrrT m is the god of the South or midday sun,

according to W.A.I. ii. 57, 51c, a form of NIN-IB.

7. The group Hf ^ ^tttt 1 take to be equivalent to

—y H »
which (W.A.I. iii. 67, 66c) is ex-

plained by NIN'-IB sa me-ih-ri. For Zarpanit as

equivalent to Erua (or Eru’a) see, e.g. W.A.I. ii.

54, 59e.

9. With the phrase Asari aplu ristu, W.A.I. ii. 55, 68c,

where Asari is explained by Hf HfT*^

-tUV'® m* -TIT*

14. H qg 77 • See Delitzsch, Wceterbuch, p. 191.

CONTINUATION OF COL. I.

4. asrukkati I have translated doubtfully by dam. The text

is unfortunately in too mutilated a condition to enable

us to determine inferentially the nature of the work

referred to. In point of form asrukmti looks like

a feminine plural of asruklcu, of which, however, I

am acquainted with no other instance. In W.A.I.

ii. 29, 69 the similar form asurrakku appears as the

explanation of THrpf and in connection with

the words mulu 1 mound,’ muspalu ‘ depression,’ and

suplu ‘ hole.’

5. That uras means some kind of garment, perhaps a head-

dress or crown, is clear from the following glosses :

—
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W.A.I. v. 28, 60 TEJ mud-ru-u
|
u-ra-su compared

with W.A.I. ii. 7, 42e Jgf ^ |

su-bat a-ris-ti
;
and W.A.I. v. 28, 59 JEJ mud-ru-u

\

kar-ru compared with l.c. 10 kar-ru
|
su-bat a-dir-tu.

7. ikupumi. The verbal forms in mi are a peculiar feature

of this text. The suffix mi seems to correspond to

the ni which, as a sort of modal sign, is not un-

common in verbal forms, especially in the language

of the letters; but the exact meaning of which is

difficult to determine or to express. Cf. e.g. K 613

rev. 23-28 (W.A.I. v. 54, 2), a-bu-tu sa u-du-u-ni
|

a-na sarri beli-ia
\
as-sa-pa-ra

|
sarru bell

\
ki-i sa

i-la-u-ni
|

li-pu-us, ‘ the intelligence which I know

to the king my lord I send, may the king my lord

according as he wills do.’ On the other hand in

ukannimi (line 13) we seem to have a combination

of the elements ni and mi.

10. The tu-bitu was some kind of temple official. Of the

character of his functions nothing is known, though

it is clear from contracts that have come down to us

that certain dues were claimed by the tu-bitu as by

the nas-patri. See e.g. Peiser, Babylonisclie Vertrage,

xci. I suggest that the characters should be read

erib bttu as the title of the priest who in the dis-

charge of his functions introit ad altare dei. Cf.

Strassmaier, A.Y. 1114, where (s.v. tumalutu) mention

is quoted of
(
arnelu

)
erib bitutu pan Beli, etc.

dusmii, if that be the true reading, I propose to connect

with Arab. f-O ‘fat.’ Cf. Heb. pi as in JHXH 'SBH
‘ the opulent of the earth.’

12. tukku might be explained formally as the permansive

II. 1 from a root tiku, whence we have the verbal

noun seen in the phrases tik rihsi (Tiglathpileser

I., Col. I., 42), tik sarnie (Sargon, Nimrud, 15). J

In each of these places, however, tik must mean
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something like ‘ stroke, impetus,’ which does not

throw much light on the present passage. In

point of meaning the conditions of the problem

would he satisfied, if we could assume a connection
P ^

with the Arab. ‘ fear of god,’ Jo ‘ pious.’

For santak in the sense of ‘regular, regularly,’

see J.ft.A.S. (July, 1891).

14. usarrimi, perhaps for usar’i ‘ I laid the foundation of,’ as

in the phrase isisu apsa usar’imma, Nebuchadnezzar,

Col. II. 23 (Abel and Winckler, Keilschrifttexte)

.

Cf. also Assurnasirpal, II. 87, ekal ina Tiluli usarri,

which Peiser
(
Keilinschrftlich e Bibliothek, I. p. 86)

translates by ‘ in den Palast in Tiluli zog ich ein.’

15 and 16. These lines are extremely difficult owing, in

the first place, to the redundance of sati, and, in the

second, to the obscurity of the words rihati and

lEf rihati. I connect with the rt. rihu ‘ to

destroy.’ See Zimmern, Busspsalmen, pp. 83, 93.

Perhaps it should be taken closely with sihi so that

the phrase would mean ‘ the destruction (or suppres-

sion) of the revolt.’ Of the reading is quite

uncertain. I can only suggest that in view of Col.

II. 1. 7 it may be connected with lamu according

to the type .

17. mahaz gupteti. The following gloss (W.A.I. ii. 39, 49

and 50) may throw some light on this difficult

passage :
|

gup-pu-tu (1. 50) compared with

1. 49, pu-uh-ri *
|

pu-uh-hu-rum. If these com-

parisons are valid, gupteti would seem to be a

feminine abstract with the meaning of puhru i.e.

‘ bringing together, uniting.’

20. sulati, from a root vhx (?), whence come saltu, selutw

siltu, to which last our form is perhaps related

as subatu to sibtu.
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COL. II.

6. sutni seems to stand for sunu. See note on Col. I.

(cont.), 1. 7.

8. tanukati. Perhaps connected with tukumtu, pi. tukmate.

10. The characters which I have read doubtfully as kisusua

are almost obliterated. Mr. Pinches thinks that

the true reading is hasusua. In either case I am

unable to suggest a satisfactory explanation.

CONTINUATION OF COL. II.

5. lihisu. If this be the true reading, cf. the root n^7 seen

in the phrase ina lah enisu, W.A.I. v. 9, 107.

11. || V' I have read doubtfully as akurrit, regarding

it as the construct of the fem. of akrii, which we

find explained by itlu (W.A.I. II. 1, 172-3) and

asaridu (W.A.I. iv. 70, 17).

14. I restore littaskar abutu as a phrase equivalent in

meaning to the more usual lisbat abutu.

15. »f«< is plainly to be restored after >^.

2G. lusaknasi for lusaknasi.

28. Cf. W.A.I. II. 35, 11, dar-ka-tum
|
ah-ra-a-tu. mien

perhaps for min as seen in minima
(
min-ma).
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CORRESPONDENCE.

The following five interesting letters (Nos. 1-5) have

appeared in tlie Academy :

—

1. The New Bilingual Hittite Inscription.

Dahabiyeh Istar, Cairo,

Dec. 28, 1891.

The Hittite cylinder, of which the Ashmolean Museum
has become the fortunate possessor, is, next to the lost

boss of Tarkondemos, the most important monument of the

kind yet discovered. It was found in Kilikia, and is of

haematite. The figures and characters upon it are ex-

quisitely engraved
;

indeed, from a merely artistic point of

view, it is one of the finest cylinders with which I am
acquainted. For me, however, the interest of the cylinder

chiefly lies in the fact that the four Hittite hieroglyphs

inscribed upon it are accompanied by three lines of cunei-

form, and that this new “bilingual” confirms in a very

gratifying way my system of Hittite decipherment.

The cuneiform characters, which resemble those found on

certain of the Tel el-Amarna tablets, read “ Indisilim the

son of Serdamu, the worshipper of the goddess Iskhara.”

After the cuneiform inscription come the figures of the

owner of the cylinder and of a deity. The owner stands

with an offering in his hand
;
behind the deity, who is also

standing with outstretched arms, are the four Hittite

hieroglyphs of which I have spoken.

The last two of them occur on another haematite seal

found in Kilikia, and now in the Ashmolean Museum, upon
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which a paper of mine was published two years ago. I

there showed that, if my system of Hittite decipherment is

correct, they must represent the name of a goddess whose

figure appears upon the seal. The cylinder of Indisilim

proves that the name is that which was pronounced Iskhara

in Assyrian.

Before the name of the goddess come two hieroglyphs, the

second of which I cannot identify in spite of repeated

examinations. It may be intended for the arm with a

dagger in the hand, in which case it would signify “ great.”

But it has more resemblance to the character which in Old

Egyptian represented a “ district.” The first hieroglyph

is the goat’s head
(
tarku), which I have shown elsewhere

must mean “ prince,” as it interchanges with the ideograph

of “ king.’’ Now, in the Recueil de Travanx relatifs a

la Philologie et a VArcheologie egyptiennes et assyrietmes

(xiii. 3, 4, p. 160), M. Bouriant has published a corrected

copy of the treaty between Ramses II. and the Hittites,

which was engraved on the walls of Karnak. "We learn

from this that the Hittite goddess, invoked by the side of

the god Suteteh, was “ Shashkhir, the regent of the

mountains.” A very slight change in the form of the first

character of the name would give us Ashkhir instead of

Shashkhir ; and it must, therefore, remain doubtful whether

the name of the Hittite deity was actually Iskhara, which is

given in the cuneiform tablets as the equivalent of the

Babylonian Istar, or whether Iskhara is a Babylonian name,

which has been assimilated to the Hittite Shashkhir on

account of the likeness of sound. In any case, in the

goddess of the Kilikian seal we must see the Hittite goddess

of the treaty
;
and since she is there called “ the regent of

the mountains,” we may conjecture that the unidentified

second hieroglyph on the cylinder denotes a “ mountain,”

the whole inscription reading “ the regent of the mountain-

land, Iskhara.”

From the Academy
,

Jan. 9, 1892.

A. H. Sayce.
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2. A Burmese Anecdote.

Ealing, Feb. 5, 1892.

Sir,

—

Herewith an anecdote from Burmese literature. I

have an idea that the same kind of story has been told of

some one else, but cannot recollect where. Perhaps some of

your readers may know.

“When Pingala (afterwards Devadatta) reigned in Biira-

nasi, the most excellent lord (Gotama Buddha) was his son.

As Raja Pingala was very gruff in his mode of addressing

people, his subjects did not love him, and prayed for his

speedy removal.

“When Pingala died, and the future Buddha had ascended

the throne, he observed one of the doorkeepers weeping. On
asking why he wept, the man replied :

‘ Dear son, I do not

weep because I loved your late father
;
hut he used such bad

language in this life, that I feel sure that if he does the

same in hell King Yama will not be able to keep him, but

let him go, and he will come back to this world. That is

why I weep.’ ”
(
From the “ Maniratanapon.”)

R. F. St. Andrew St. John.

3. A Burmese Anecdote.

Dedham School, Essex,

Feb. 16, 1892.

Sir,—“ A Burmese Anecdote ” quoted by Mr. R. F. St.

A. St. John in the Academy of February 13, forms part of

the Mahapingala-jataka (Fausboll i, vol. ii. pp. 240-242), and

was translated into English in the Folk Lore Journal by the

writer of this note.

It was not Pingala’s rough language, but his cruel deeds,

that made his subjects rejoice at the accession of a new king.

The porter, whose head had now some rest from his late

master’s blacksmith -like fist, wept, because he feared that

Hell’s warders and even Yama himself would get a taste of

the departed king’s mighty blows upon their pates, and

unable to endure them, would release him, and bring him
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back to tills life. Buddha comforts the porter by telling

him that those who had gone to another world will not

return in “ the body ” to this world.

It. Morris.

4. The Beginnings of Persian History.

Athenaeum Club, S. W,
Feb. 15, 1892.

Sir,

—

The publication of another volume of the “ Records

of the Past ” is a welcome incident for those students who
like to unravel the intricacies of early history, and have not

the advantage of being able to read the Egyptian and

Assyrian records in the original. Perhaps you will allow me
to comment on some problems which have suggested them-

selves in reading the inscriptions referring to Cyrus published

in Prof. Sayce’s new volume.

Cyrus calls himself in his own inscriptions King of Ansan

or Anzan, and the same title is given to him in the

inscription of Nabonidus from Sippara. The name Ansan

has given rise to a sharp polemic—Oppert, Winckler, and

Koldeke denying, and Rawlinson, Sayce, Halevy, and others

affirming, that it means simply Elam, which itself means

The Highlands. It seems to me that the latter view is

established beyond all doubt, and Prof. Sa3’ce’s arguments

are conclusive. Among them is a quotation from a lexical

tablet, published in the second volume of The Inscriptions of

Western Asia (xlvii. 18), in which Ansan is distinctly given

as the equivalent of Elam.

That Cyrus should style himself King of Elam was a

startling revelation to some people, and yet it was not so

strange after all. The Elamites 1 or “ mountaineers ” styled

themselves, as we learn from the second column in the

Achaemenian inscriptions, Hapirdi. This was converted by

the Greeks into ApapSoi or MapSoi, just as they converted

the Persian Bardhiya and the Babylonian Burziya into

1 The Semites so called them, whence their Greek name of Elymeans.
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or MepBis, both names meaning simply the Mard or

Bard. The native name of the Elamites, therefore, was the

Bards or Mards (see Halevy, Babylonian Record
,
iv. 76).

Now, Ctesias, among his many blundering statements,

distinctly calls Cyrus the son of a Mardian robber
;
and

Herodotus and others had already told us that he called his

eldest son MepSi? or the Mard, while he repeatedly tells us

that Susa was the capital of the Achaemenian kings. There

were ample reasons, therefore, for suspecting a close con-

nexion between Cyrus and Elam.

The fact that he should call himself King of Ansan was,

nevertheless, remarkable. That he and his people were

Persians there can be no doubt whatever
;
and Darius, who

claims to descend from the same stock, styles himself

distinctly an Aryan and a Persian. On the other hand, the

Elamites or Mards were neither Persians nor Aryans. Their

language and their race were not even Indo-European. It

follows that Elam must at some date have been conquered by

the Persians, whose king then took the name of King of

Ansan or Elam. This seems clear. When, then, did this

conquest take place ? Cyrus in his cylinder inscription calls

himself the son of Cambyses the great king, the king of the

city of Ansan
;
the grandson of Cyrus the great king, king

of the city of Ansan
;
and grandson of Tsaispis the great

king, king of the city of Ansan (see his Cylinder Inscrip-

tions, 1. 21).

This inscription seems to establish two facts : first, the

trustworthiness of the descent of Cyrus and Darius as given

by Herodotus, with which it completely agrees
; and the

worthlessness of the statements of Ctesias on the same

subject, when he calls Cyrus the son of Athadates, a Mardian

brigand, and Argosti, a goat-herd. In the second place, it

points to the fact that the Persian conquest of Ansan or Elam
took place at least as early as the time of Tsaispis, or Teispes,

as Herodotus calls him
;
and it seems very probable that

Tsaispis was the first Persian leader who occupied it. This

was suggested by E. Meyer in his Gescliichte des Alterthums,

and supported by an ingenious argument which does not
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seem to have been noticed by English writers, although it

throws an interesting light on the prophecies of Jeremiah

and Ezekiel.

Jeremiah, prophesying at the beginning of the reign of

Jehoiakin, i.e. about 604 b.c., still recognizes kings of Elam

(c. xxv., v. 25). Prophesying again, at the beginning of the

reign of Zedekiah, i.e. about 596, he writes :

“ The word of the Lord that came to Jeremiah the prophet

concerning Elam in the beginning of the reign of Zedekiah,

king of Judah, saying, Thus saith the Lord of hosts : Behold,

I will break the bow of Elam, the chief of their might. And
upon Elam will I bring the four winds from the four

quarters of heaven, and will scatter them toward all those

winds
;
and there shall be no nation whither the outcasts of

Elam shall not come
;
and I will cause Elam to be dismayed

before their enemies, and before them that seek their life
;

and I will bring evil upon them, even my fierce anger, saith

the Lord
;
and I will send the sword after them, till I have

consumed them
;
and I will set my throne in Elam, and will

destroy from thence king and princes, saith the Lord. But it

shall come to pass in the latter daj^s, that I will bring again

the captivity of Elam, saith the Lord ” (Jeremiah xlix.

34-39).

A few years later, namely, in the twelfth year after

Jehoiakin had been carried away, i.e. in 586 B.c., we find

Ezekiel writing

:

“ The strong among the mighty shall speak to him out of

the midst of hell with them that help him, they are gone

down, they lie uncircumcised, slain by the sword. Asshur is

there. . .f. There is Elam and all her multitude round about

her grave, all of them slain, fallen by the sword, which are

gone down uncircumcised into the nether parts of the earth,

which caused their terror in the land of the living
;
yet they

have borne their shame with them that go down to the pit.

They have set her a bed in the midst of the slain with all her

multitude
;

her graves are round about him, all of them

uncircumcised, slain by the sword
;
though their terror was

caused in the land of the living, yet have they borne their
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shame with them that go down to the pit
;

he is put in the

midst of them that be slain
” (Jeremiah xxxii. 24, 25).

These passages have been understood to refer to the

campaigns of Assurbanipal against Elam
;
but this is im-

possible. Assurbanipal had then been dead some time. His

reign extended from 668 to 626 ;
nor did he destroy the

kingdom as is implied in the prophecies. They evidently, as

Meyer urges, contemplated the annihilation of the nation,

which only followed on its conquest by the Persians
;

and

this probably took place about 596 B.c.

Having approximately fixed the date of the conquest of

Elam, the next point that suggests itself for inquiry is,

whence did the invading Persians come ? This question

involves difficulties, and is perhaps fruitful of some sugges-

tions which I will reserve for another letter.

H. H. Howorth.

5. The Hundred and Tenth Psalm.

Oriental MSS. Department, British Museum
,

Feb. 14, 1892.

Sir,—While reflecting on the date of Psalm cx. with

the Hebrew text before me, it struck me that the psalm

contains an acrostic, and that the name embodied in it

is no other than that of Simon, Hebrew piftwh The ti? is

the first letter in the word ^2^, which begins the oracle

in v. 1 ;
and the headings of the next three verses

—

viz. —complete the name

If this be so, the theory (lately advocated with so

much force by Prof. Cheyne in his Bampton Lectures)

that Simon the Maccabee was the person originally

addressed in Psalm cx. would appear to receive a striking

confirmation from an entirely unexpected quarter. After

the introductory phrase, “The oracle of Yahweh to my
lord,” the psalmist, bearing the name of his lord vividly

in mind, proceeds to weave that name, by means of an

acrostic, into the divine oracle itself
;

and one almost
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hears the psalmist say, “ The oracle of Yahweh to m}^

lord, even to Simon : Sit thou on my right hand ”

It would not be very difficult to make more or less

plausible guesses as to the acrostic nature of the first

letters of the remaining three verses, viz. the letters D'X.

but, considering that competent critics look upon this part

of the psalm as manifestly incomplete, the difficulty of

finding a perfectly satisfactory solution for the D'X is at

once explained. In fact, the break in the acrostic appears

to confirm the theory that the latter half of the psalm

is incomplete, and the theory of incompleteness may in

its turn be held to confirm the acrostic theory. For, if

the second part of the psalm wants a verse or two (more

likely one than two), the acrostic must be imperfect also
;

and, as the theory of incompleteness and the acrostic

theory have been proposed in perfect independence of one

another, the fact of their mutual confirmation should appear

to be of considerable importance.

With regard to the theological question involved in

this subject, it is perhaps best to quote the well-weighed

words of Prof. Driver in his “ Introduction ” to the

Literature of the Old Testament, in a note on p. 363,

where he says that the cogency of our Lord’s well-known

argument based on this psalm “ is unimpaired, so long

as it is recognized that the psalm is a Messianic one,

and that the august language used in it of the Messiah

is not compatible with the position of one who was a

mere human son of David.”

A very eminent Biblical critic, to whom I made a private

communication on the acrostic, before making it public,

has drawn my attention to the fact that the idea of

acrostic psalms in general had occurred to Bickell (see

his Conspectus rei Syrorum Literariae, p. 20), and also to

the late much lamented Lagarde (see Academy, January

1, 1872). It will probably be worth while, on a future

occasion, to review the observations made by these great

scholars, and to make further investigations into the subject.

G. Margoliouth.
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6 —Yuan Chwang or Hiouen Thsang ?

The name of the celebrated Chinese pilgrim and trans-

lator is spelt in English in the following ways (among

others) :

—

1. M. Stanislas Julien Hiouen Thsang.

2. Mr. Mayers. 1 Huan Chwang.

3. Mr. AVylie Yuen Chwang.

4. Mr. Beal Hiuen Tsiang.

5. Prof. Legge. 2 Hsuan Chwang.

6. Prof. Bunyiu Nanjio. 3 Hhiien iTwan.

Sir Thomas Wade has been kind enough to explain this

diversity in the following note :

—

“The pilgrim’s family name was
|5f[ ,

now pronounced ch‘en,

but more anciently ch‘in. His ‘ style ’ (official or honorary

title) appears to have been both writen ^ 1 and jQ 2. In

fib at

modern Pekinese these would read in my transliteration

(which is that here adopted by Dr. Legge)

—

1 hsiian chuang.

2 jman chuang.

The French still write for these two characters

—

1 hiouen thsang
,

2 youan thsang,

following the orthography of the Romish Missionaries,

Premare and others, which was the one adapted to English

usage by Dr. Morrison. I doubt, pace Dr. Edkins, that

we are quite sure of the contemporary pronunciation, and

should prefer, therefore, myself, to adhere to the French

Hiouen, seeing that this has received the sanctification of

Julien’s well-known translation of the pilgrim’s travels.”

1 Reader’s Manual, p. 290.
2 Fa Hien, p. 83, etc.
3 Catalogue, p. 435.
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It is quite clear from the above that in the Chinese

pronunciation of the first part of the name there is now
nothing approaching to an English H. And of course

Julien never intended to represent that sound by his trans-

literation. Initial H being practically silent in French,

his Hiouen is really equal to Iouen, that is, to what would

be expressed by Yuan in the scientific system of translitera-

tion now being adopted for all Oriental languages. But

the vowel following the initial letter is like the German ii,

or the French u, so that Yuan would, for Indianists,

express the right pronunciation of this form of the word.

It is particularly encouraging to the important cause of a

generally intelligible system of transliteration to find that

this is precisely the spelling adopted by Sir Thomas Wade.

This is, however, only one of two apparently equally

correct Chinese forms of writing the first half of the name.

The initial sound in the other form of the word is unknown

in India and England. Sir Thomas Wade was kind enough

to pronounce it for me
;

and it seems to be nearly the

German ch (the palatal, not the guttural,—as in Madchen)

or the Spanish x, only more sibilant. It is really first

cousin to the Y sound of the other form, being pronounced

by a very similar position of the mouth and tongue. If it

were represented by the symbol HS (though there is neither

a simple h sound nor a simple s sound in it), then a lazy,

careless, easy-going HS would tend to fade away into a Y.

The latter half of the name is quite simple for Indianists.

Using c for our English ch and ij for our English ng (n

or m or m), it would be simply cwag.

Part of the confusion has arisen from the fact that some

authors have taken one, and some the other, of the two

Chinese forms of the name. The first four of the trans-

literations given above are based on Sir Thomas Wade’s

No. 2, the other two on his No. 1. All, except only that

of Mr. Beal, appear to be in harmony with different complete

systems of representing Chinese characters in English letters,

each of which is capable of defence. The French, not having

the sound of our English CH, for instance, have endeavoured
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to reproduce it by TS. This may no longer be used even by

French scholars; but in Julien’s time reasons could be ad-

duced in support of it.

It appears, therefore, that the apparently quite contradic-

tory, and in some part unpronounceable, transliterations

of this name, so interesting to students of Indian history,

are capable of a complete and satisfactory explanation, and

that the name, or rather title, is now in Pekinese—whatever

it may have been elsewhere and in the pilgrim’s time

—

Yuan Chwang.

T. W . Rhys Davids.

7. The Pummelo.

37, Harrington Road, South Kensington,

March 22, 1892.

Dear Sir,—Can any member of your Society throw any

light on the origin of the word ‘ Pummelo ’ ? Its immediate

parent is ‘ Pompelmoes,’ by corruption into Pummelnoes or

nose ! and then making it singular

—

pummelo. But what

of Pompelmoes ? It is some Malay or Dutch name given

to the large variety of ‘ Citrus decumana.’ I understand

that in the Mauritius, or some adjacent island, there is

a cape called ‘ Pompelmoes ’ point—where the Pumelo is

largely grown
;

but whether the fruit received its name
from the cape, or the cape from this kind of fruit grown

there, is not clear.

Then there are the Indian ‘ Sungtara ’ and Kamilla,

oranges. Rumphius, 200 years ago, said there were oranges

in China called Seng Kam and Bit Kam. These words

appear to have something to do with Sung and Kam of the

former. Perhaps some member of your Society may be able

to throw some light on these points.— Youi’s faithfully,

j.r.a.s. 1892.

Gr. Bonavia.

25
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8. The Kammavacas.

Hampstead, March 21, 1892.

Dear Professor,—In the last number of the “Journal”

I had occasion to notice the fact of the sudden introduction

of Burmese into the Pilli text of the Kammavacas. Since

writing that article I have had the opportunity of studying

a MS. in which whole sentences in Burmese follow the Pali

(not, of course, in the way of Nissaya, that is common
enough).

Being on paper made from the bark of the mulberry and

opening both ways, this MS. has, at first sight, all the appear-

ance of an ordinary Shan book, but in reality it consists of a

Collection of Kammavacas in Pali and of Instructions to

the Shin (Samanera) and Pyin Shin (Upasampanno) in

Burmese, together with a few final directions in Shan.

The order of the Kammavacas differing from that of the

other MSS., it may be well to mention it :

—

1. Upasampada.

2. Samghiidisesa (Suddhantaparivasa, charatta, abbhana)

beginning

:

Ahaiii puttarakkhito bhikkhu . . .

4. Kathinadussaiii.

4. TicTvarena avippavasa.

5. Uposatha.

Mr. St. John has kindly pointed out to me that, the

Burmese which I transliterated sunkrimvrat (p. 73) is than

gyane yut, i e. tikkhattuni vattabbo.—Yours truly,

Herbert Baynes.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER
(January, February, March, 1892.)

I. General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

15th March, 1892.—Sir Frederick Goldsmid, Vice-

President, in the Chair.

The election since the last general meeting of the following

gentlemen as members of the Society was announced :

—

Members elected since May, 1891.

1 Mr. W. H. D. Rouse.

2 Mr. Hira Lai.

3 Mr. Edward T. Sturdy.

4 The Hon. P. Rama Nathan.

5 Dr. Hirschfeld.

6 Mr. Hugh Nevill.

7 Dr. Grigsby.

8 Dr. Mann.

9 Mr. Frederick Jameson.

10 Mr. C. E. Biddulph.

11 Mr. B. A. Evetts.

12 Rev. J. N. Cushing.

13 Mr. A. Constable.

14 Mr. F. Sessions.

15 Mr. Nurallah Shah.

16 Mr. A. A. Bevan.

17 Mr. Consul Devey.

18 Mr. Ralph Slazenger.

19 Rev. B. Mitford Morton.

20 Mr. St. Andrew St. John.

21 Dr. J. Diaz de Leon.
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The gift to the Society of a set of Oriental carpets for the

three rooms of its Library from the Maharaja of Bhaunagar

was announced by the Secretary. He pointed out how
thoroughly in accord with the best traditions of the Indian

courts was such a gift from an enlightened prince to a

Society of scholars, and how interesting a proof it was

of the fact that the educated natives of India were begin-

ning to realize the value to themselves and to their country

of the work done by European scholars to interpret the

East to the West, and more especially to make the English

people acquainted with the great merits and real importance

of Indian literature and thought. The Society passed a

unanimous vote of thanks for this generous and beautiful

gift, and elected the Maharaja a life non-resident member

of the Society.

Surgeon-General H. W. Bellew read a paper 1 On
the Survival of Greek Words in Pukhto or the Language

of the Afghans.’ The lecturer, referring to his ‘ Inquiry

into the Ethnography of Afghanistan,’ published last

year, and to the identification of certain Afghan tribes

therein described as being of Greek descent, proceeded

to illustrate the presence of Greek words in the Pukhto

language by a number of examples in which the Pukhto

word varied but very slightly from its Greek original.

These examples were followed by others in which the

departure of the Pukhto word from the original Greek

form was more or less considerable, but still not so great

as to prevent easy recognition. Besides the Greek words

in Pukhto several instances were mentioned in illustration

of grammatical forms peculiar to Pukhto, and referable

only to the Greek as the source of their origin. The

lecturer, after describing the way in which he came to

discover these Greek elements in Pukhto, expressed his

opinion that a nore thorough investigation of the subject

would prove conclusively that the language spoken by the

Pukhtun, Pathiln, or Afghan people—and more especially

in the country of the Suleiman range, which, as Arrian

asserts, was settled by Alexander the Great with people
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of his own in place of the Indians he had conquered in

it—was no other than a degraded dialect of the Greek

formerly spoken during several centuries as the colloquial

tongue of that region by the Greek conquerors and their

successors, who colonized and hellenized the country by

a wholesale transplantation of tribes—such as the Syrian,

Lydian, Kilikian, Bithynian, Mysian, Pamphilian, Ionian,

and others—from Asia Minor to this eastern frontier of

the Greek Empire in Asia founded by Alexander the

Great. This view is supported by the fact that the

descendants or posterity of these several tribes are now
found in Afghanistan by the identical names of Silri,

Ludi, Ghilji or Khilichi, Batani, Musazi, Farmuli or

Parmuli, Yunus, Yani, or Ya respectively, and others

from the same western region. Taking this view of the

Pukhto language, the lecturer said that it threw a new
light upon the past history of this part of Asia, and

cleared up many obscure points relating to the rise and

progress of the Parthian sovereignty, and to the history

of the long succession of dynasties that had flourished

in this part of Asia subsequent to the commencement of

the Mohammedan era.

A discussion followed, in which Dr. Thornton, General

Maclagan, Prof. Bendall, and Mr. Lyon took part.

II. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals.

1. Journal Asiatique.

Yol. xviii. No. 3. Nov. Dec. 1891 (received Feb. 1892).

Rubens Duval. Histoire politique, religieuse et litteraire

d’Edesse jusqu’a la premiere croisade (Suite).

C. de Harlez. Yajracchedika (Prajnaparamita). Traduite

du texte Sanscrit avec comparaison des versions chinoise

et mandchoue.

J. Halevy. La correspondance d’Amenophis III. et

d’Amenophis IY. (Suite).
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Yol. xis. No. 1. Jan. Feb. 1892 (received March, 1892).

Rubens Duval. Histoire politique, religieuse et litteraire

d’Edesse jusqu’a la premiere croisade (Fin).

Clermont-Ganneau. L’epigraphie et les antiquites semi-

tiques en 1891.

2. Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes.

Band v. Heft 4, 1891 (received Jan. 1892).

G. Bickell. Kritische Bearbeitung der Proverbien

(Scbluss).

H. H. Dhruva. Notes on two Chaulukya Copper Plates

in the Baroda Collections.

G. Biikler. A further Note on the Mingai or Bower MS.

J. Karabacek. Julius Euting’s Sinaitische Inschriften.

Franz Kuhnert. Die Partikel ^ si in Lao-tsi’s Tao-tek-

king.

Band vi. Heft 1, 1892 (received Feb. 1892).

Ernst Leumann. Die Legende von Citta und Sambhuta

(Fortsetzung).

P. Jensen. Elamitische Eigennamen.

F. Muller. Die Pahlawi-Inschriften von Hadziabad.

F. Muller. Bemerkungen zum Pahlavi-Pazand Glossary

v. Hoshangji-Haug.

G. Bickell. Die Strophik des Ecclesiasticus.

J Goldziher. Der Chatib bis den alten Arabern.

III. Obituary Notices.

M. P. A. Pc Lagarde .—The sudden death of this eminent

scholar, which the Athenaeum announced on Jan. 2, makes

a great gap in many branches of learning. Lagarde, like

Ewald, his predecessor in the Semitic Chair at Gottingen,

was a most active worker in a variety of subjects and

languages. He studied theology, Oriental languages, and

philosophy at the universities of Berlin and Halle
;
became

privatim docens in the latter university in 1851, and later
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professor in various gymnasiums, until lie succeeded Ewald

in 1869. He edited in 1854 the Syriac “ Didascalia

Apostolorum,” and followed this up with other Syriac texts

collected in the British Museum and at Paris. In 1877 he

engaged in Armenian investigations
;

in 1883 he took in

hand Persian studies, in which year he also published

“ Aegyptiaca,” relating to Coptic studies. Most of his

publications are connected with the Bible, such as the

edition of the Aramaic translation (the so-called Targum)

of the Prophets according to Codex Reuchlinus, preserved

in the library of Carlsruhe
;

the Hagiographa Chaldaica
;

the Arabic translation of the Gospels
;
the Syriac translation

of the Apocrypha of the Old Testament; the Coptic trans-

lation of the Pentateuch
;
and a part of the Lucian text of

the Septuagint, which he was fortunate enough to recon-

struct from MSS. for nearly half of the Old Testament.

Minor articles, mostly on Semitic philology, are to be

found in his books entitled “ Symmicta ” and “ Mittheil-

ungen,” as well as in contributions to the volumes issued

by the University of Gottingen. How far the Lucian text

is ready we shall soon know
;

thanks to his minute method

of working there can be no doubt that some one will be able

to carry his notes through the press. One of the deceased’s

last works was the collation of the “ Evangelium Hieroso-

limitanum,” edited by Count Miniscalchi Erizzo from the

unique Vatican MS., but not to the satisfaction of the

deceased. Lagarde, like Ewald, meddled with politics,

which he expressed in his “ Deutsche Schriften ” and other

monographs. He belonged to the Prussian Conservative

party. In anti-Semitic prejudice Lagarde far exceeded

Ewald
;
and he unfortunately displayed a lack of generosity

towards fellow workers who had the misfortune to be of

another opinion than himself. Indeed, he did not recognize

any one as his equal, far less as his superior. He attacked

even those who had been long dead—for instance, the late

Dr. Zunz, who was certainly a superior Rabbinical scholar

to Lagarde
;
strangely enough, he laughs at him for having

in a translation of one of Judah Halevi’s liturgies the
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following sentence, “ The plowers plowed upon my back,”

not observing, although a professor of Hebrew, that Judah

Halevi was using the words of Psalm cxxix. 3. He was

agreeable and jovial in society, but he showed himself bitter

and irritable towards most of his fellow workers.

From the Athenaeum, A. Neubauer.

Jan. 9, 1892.

Sir George Campbell, K.C.S.I., D.C.L .—This is the last

duty I could have wished to discharge, viz. to record the

death of my dear life-long friend, Sir George Campbell,

M.P. for Kircaldy Burghs, N.B. He was a member of

this Society since 1875, but never took an active part in

its meetings, though on many subjects connected with Asia

generally, and with India specially, he was a competent

authority. Born a Scotchman in 1824, he received his

early education at St. Andrews and in Edinburgh. On
receiving a nomination to the Bengal Presidency of the

Indian Civil Service he passed two years at Haileybury

College, where he was distinguished for his mathematical

and legal attainments rather than for Oriental scholarship.

In fact he never claimed to be a scholar in the broad sense

of that word, but he was an able administrator of Asiatic

Provinces, and a close observer of Asiatic habits and customs.

He filled successively the posts of Judicial Commissioner of

the Province of Oudh, Member of the High Court of

Judicature of Calcutta, and Lieut.-Governor of the Province

of Bengal. Throughout his whole career he evidenced

talents of the highest order, and an unrivalled grasp of

difficult administrative problems. As far back as 1852 he

published his two volumes “ Modern India,” and “ India

as it should be,” which left their mark on the administration

of the next twenty years.

On his return to England in 1875 he received the honour

of Knight Commander of the Star of India, and of D.C.L.

from the University of Oxford. He was returned in the

same year to Parliament as member for the Kircaldy Burghs,

and occupied that seat to the day of his death with every
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prospect of re-election, and he was indefatigable in the

discharge of his duties in the House of Commons.

He visited the United States, and published a volume

“ White and Black in the U.S.” He visited the Danubian

Provinces and published a volume “ Handy Book of the

Eastern Question.” He visited Egypt repeatedly, and he

also published a book, the “ British Empire,” with special

reference to India and the Colonies. All his writings

evidence careful inquiry and a far-seeing intelligence.

He was a Liberal in politics, and followed Mr. Gladstone,

hut his views with regard to Ireland were formed from a

careful local investigation on the spot, and were placed

before the public in his volume on “ Ireland ” several years

before Mr. Gladstone developed any portion of his Irish

Policy.

In India as in Ireland he was a champion of the interests

of the hereditary occupying tenant of the soil as against

the alien absentee landlord.

A student of anthropology he made one lasting con-

tribution to the science. In considering the ethnical

relations of the Hon-Aryan race of Southern India, he

came to the conviction, no doubt indicated previously by
earlier authors, that in the Vindya range there existed

certain races, who were neither Aryan nor Dravidian : he

struck out the name of “Kolarian ” in 1866, and that term

is now accepted.

He was esteemed and loved by all who knew him. A
friendship of fifty years enables the writer of this notice

to testify to this fact. If he attained every post and honour

which were attainable, it is because he was most worthy

of them
;
and the opinion is deliberately expressed that of

all the members of the Indian Civil Service since 1840 up

the date of the change of system in 1856 he and Sir Richard

Temple, Bart., occupy the highest rank for administrative

ability and knowledge of India.

Feb. 24, 1892. R. N. C.
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IY. Notes and News.

Harsha Carita.—Mr. Thomas, of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, is preparing, in colloboration with Prof. Cowell,

a translation of this work, which will be published, when
completed, by the Royal Asiatic Society’s Oriental Trans-

lation Fund.

Mr. W. TV. Rockhitt, one of the results of whose last

journey to Tibet was the excellent series of articles in our

“ Journal ” of last year, has again started on a tour of

exploration in that country, beginning with the Kokonor

district.

Chinese Caricatures.—Dr. Griffith John’s researches into

the causes at the bottom of the recent anti-Foreign riots

in the valley of the Yangtsze have resulted, writes the

Mercury, in the publication of one of the most remarkable

books ever printed in China. We refer to the volume just

issued at Hankow, entitled “ The cause of the Riots in the

Yangtsze Yalley: a complete Picture Gallery,” which has

been sent to us for review. The book is printed upon

Chinese paper and bound in native style; it consists of

thirty-two coloured facsimiles of the most revolting pictorial

products of the anti-Foreign party in Hunan. No attempt

is made by the printers to gloss over the shocking grossness

of these abominable cartoons, either in the illustrations

themselves or in the letterpress which explains the Chinese

text around the border of each. A more abominable

collection it has never been the lot of any printer to

publish
;
but, undoubtedly, Dr. John and his colleagues have

done well to bring before the foreign world a knowledge,

such as these pictures inculcate, of the foul weapons which

the reactionary party in China, headed by the gentry and

literati of Hunan, use to stir up the evil passions of the

ignorant masses to stem back the tide from the West which

threatens to sweep them away. This class of literature,

as Dr. John has already demonstrated, is chiefly produced

in Hunan, and nowhere in such variety or quantity as

Changsha, the capital of the province.
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The New Asoha Inscription.—Mr. Lewis Rice, M.R.A.S.,

Director of Archaeology in Mysore, who recently under-

took a survey of the Chitaldroog District, reports a most

important discovery of edicts of Asoka inscribed on immense

boulders in the same ancient characters, and the same Pali

language, as have been already met with in the case of

similar records discovered in Northern India. None of

these edicts have hitherto been found south of Guzerat and

Ganjam, and hence the importance of the present discover}r
.

It is known that after the third Buddhist Council held in

the eighteenth year of Asoka’s reign, missionaries were

sent to Banavasi and Mahisa-mandala, which latter, from

its connexion and name, may be identified with Mysore.

The principal inscription now found consists of thirteen

lines, covering a space of 15J feet by 11§ feet. The words

devanatn and piye can be read at the end of the first and

eighth lines, and Jambu-dipa towards the end of the third

line. No further particulars have yet been received.

Jam .—The Batavia Society of Arts and Sciences has

brought out an elaborate work on the antiquities of Java

by Mr. Yzerman, chief engineer, with an atlas of plates.

The Society has done good work in the past in preserving

these antiquities from European business enterprise and

from native love of destruction.

The Straits Settlements .—General Sir Charles IVarren,

K.C.B., has been elected president of the Straits Branch

of the Royal Asiatic Society.

The Van District.—About eighteen months ago two

French gentlemen, Messrs. G. Pisson and A. Develay,

made a journey “ en Asie Anterieure ” on behalf of the

Ministries of Education, Commerce, and Agriculture of

the Republican Government. An account of this journey

has recently appeared in French, of which the following

is a short abstract.

From the Black Sea coast they followed the usual high

road between Trebizond and Erzeroum, along which passes

so much merchandize, camel-borne, for Tabreez and Teheran,

and even farther East
;
a detailed description of this stage
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may be found in Mrs. Bishop’s most recent book of travel.

At Erzeroum they branched southwards, and, after crossing

the steep and lofty Palandoken mountain, passed into the

regions inhabited by Armenians and Kurds
;

the former

are mostly agricultural, and live in the open plain, whilst

the villages of their neighbours generally skirt the sur-

rounding mountains, which afford rich pasturage for their

numerous flocks and herds. After calling in at Khanous,

a little Mussulman town picturesquely situated in the bosom

of a deep sheer basalt cutting, the bed of a mountain brook,

they visited the world-old Armenian Monastery, Sourp

Garabed (St. John’s), or Changeli-Kilisseh (Church of

Chimes), built in the days of St. Gregory the Illuminator.

M. Pisson, having sustained an injury on the road near

here, had to remain several weeks in the Monastery, whilst

his friend, anxious to make the best use of his time, rounded

the north coast of Lake Van, and, having visited the

chief place of the district, crossed into Persia to Tabreez,

passing the border in two places in mid-winter by little-

known mountain bridle-paths. Having rejoined his com-

panion at Bitlis, they then proceeded by the track presenting

fewest obstacles among the mountain vallej's, viz. through

Sert and Jezireh to Mosul. During a few days’ sojourn in

what was probably once an environ of Nineveh, they viewed

the Koyunjik mound and the remains of Ass3rria’s capital

;

their road now led through Arbela, scene of Alexander’s

victory over Darius
;

here all the villages are built on

artificial mounds, testifying to the ancient populousness of

the country, and two broad rivers have to be crossed by the

kellek, or inflated sheepskin raft. The Lesser Zab was also

crossed a little later at Altun Keupri (Golden- Bridge), a

small borough on an islet of conglomerate in mid- river

;

and next the not inconsiderable town of Kerkuk pleased

our travellers by its bright and well-to-do aspect and wide

gardens of tropical produce.

Here the road forward was certainly considered unsafe,

as an escort of thirty gendarmes was furnished for safe

conduct to Sule'imanieh
;

and fanaticism is the order of the
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day in this region. A sheikh of the Hamavend Arab tribe,

however, gave the protection of his company for a space,

and Suleimanieli, the last considerable town in Turkey, was

duly reached
;

it contains 5000 houses, all of one storey

only, and there are but twenty families of Christians.

Just before the Persian frontier, the French party passed

the village Tavileh, and hereafter serious difficulties of more

kinds than one had to be overcome
;

a horse perished, the

tracks were very bad and difficult to follow, and the Kurds

proved overreaching and untrustworthy.

The Avroman Mountain here is of quite a different

character from the mountains of Armenia, where large

plateaux occur frequently. The hills are much rockier and

wilder, and an ascent of 4500 feet has to be made in one

place. Thus, with much scrambling up and down, Hajish,

a village shut in by peaked mountains and huge masses of

grey rock, was reached. And after ascending the valley of

the Gaveh-Rud some way, and passing the villages Ruar and

Tefen, and having had to put up with short rations, Sihna,

or Senneh, a Kurdish town of 35,000 inhabitants, afforded

a short rest to the exhausted Frenchmen.

There is little to chronicle respecting Sihna, except that

it has grown from the condition of a big village to its

present dimensions within the last fifteen years. The

horses are reckoned fine animals, and the best quality of

Kurdish rugs are woven here. There are also two mosques

which contain “chambers of refuge” for criminals flying

from justice.

Fpon leaving Sihna, a visit was made to the districts of

Guerrous and Karaghan, following or touching the bed of

some tributaries of the Rivers Kizil-Uzun (lower the Sefid

Rud) and Abhar-Chi, which empties into the salt marsh to

the south of Teheran. M. Develay also “ rode Chappar ”

from Sihna to Teheran in seven days by the highway

through Hamadan.

After some months in the Persian metropolis, the home-

ward route of the “ Mission Scientifique
”

lay through

Resht and Baku and across the Caucasus.
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Religions in India .—The various religions of the population

of India have been returned in the last census as follows

(so far as ascertainable) :

—

Hindoos, Brahmos, etc 207,654,437

Mussulmans 57,365,214

Christians 2,284,191

Jains 1,416,109

Sikhs 1,907,836

Buddhists 7,131,057

Jews 17,180

Parsees 89,887

Forest tribes

Minor forms of Belief — Theists,

9,302,083

Agnostics, Atheists, etc. . . . 289

Not returned 38,763

Total.... 287,207,046

Brahmos 3401, of whom 3338 are in Bengal, Aryas (sic)

39,948, chiefly in NAV.P. and Punjab.

An Indian Fakir’s Horrible Performances.—An account

of the performances of the Indian fakir Soliman ben Aissa

is given by the Vienna correspondent of the Lancet. The

exhibition has very properly been forbidden in public

places in Vienna, but a series of private entertainments

has been arranged. An aristocratic audience was present

at the first of these. The Fakir commenced his performances

by inhaling the fumes of burnt powder prepared from

extracts of snake and scorpion poisons, and by certain

quick movements of the head he produced a foaming at

the mouth. After these preliminaries needles and other

sharp instruments were thrust through various parts of

his body, including a stiletto a foot long and half an

inch broad, which was thrust through his tongue. Another

feat which is said to have caused great sensation consisted

in pulling forward the eyeball and presenting it outside

the orbit to the view of the audience between two fingers.

He was “ invulnerable
”

also to the heat produced by a
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flaming torch held for a minute and a half against the

under surface of his forearm. Chewing glass and playing

with poisonous snakes were among his other tricks. The

Lancet recalls the experiments of the celebrated “Fire

King,” who many years ago created a sensation in London

by advertising his power to drink prussic acid without

injury to himself. The history of his exposure, sudden

downfall, and subsequent malignant challenge to Mr.

"Wakley to fight a duel, form one of the most interesting

and humorous chapters in the older volumes of the Lancet.

The Lancet deprecates medical men lending their countenance

in any degree to such dismal spectacles. Medical science

has nobler purposes to fulfil and higher motives to guide

it than the gratification, under the seeming sanction of

science, of the morbid curiosity of certain classes.

Rulers of India .—We would venture to call the special

attention of our Indian readers to the very excellent series

of manuals on the great rulers of India, both native and

English, now being brought out at Oxford under the

editorship of Sir W. W. Hunter. Written in a very

interesting manner, and having the charm of the personal

interest attaching to the treatment of history from the

‘ great man ’ point of view, they throw many sidelights

on the history of the development of institutions and of

thought in that great continent, and they cannot fail to

promote that mutual knowledge on which a genuine

sympathy between residents of all classes in India must

depend, and which all true scholarship does so much to

promote.

Buddhist Paintings .—A most interesting collection of

Chinese pictures has been given by M. Rubens Duval to

the Museum of Religions at Paris, better known as the

Musee Gruimet, from the name of its founder, who has now
given it to the French nation. This collection was made
by the great traveller Klaproth, who has written short

explanatory notices on the back of each piece. It includes

a set of miniatures, probably of the last century, painted

with exquisite delicacy on leaves of the sacred fig-tree, in
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the shadow of which the Buddha is related to have passed

the great mental struggle which ended in his Buddhahood.

They represent the twenty lo-hans, that is, Arhats, or

masters of the true doctrine : such miniatures, painted on

leaves of the Bo-tree, are not infrequent in China, but good

specimens are rare in Europe, and there are none in our

Library.

Karakorum Inscription.—Dr. George Huth, privat-docent

at the Berlin University, has published a short monograph

on this interesting inscription. He proves quite clearly

that it must be the record of a language that contained

suffixes, prefixes, and changes in the middle of roots. He
draws the conclusion that the language cannot be Uraltaic,

and is most probably the ancestor of the various Yenissei

languages treated of by Klaproth and Castren. As, how-

ever, the Chinese inscription on the same stone dates from

about 732 a.d., and we have no specimens of these languages

till many centuries after that time, this is only a first step

towards decipherment, and the author does not in fact

propose as yet a translation of any word, or an identification

of any letter.

Epigraphia Indica .—We have just received, in February,

1892, the new part of this valuable serial. It has printed

on the title page “ Issued October, 1891,” so the mode of

transmission must be singularly slow. It contains some

short Jain inscriptions by Prof. Biihler, two short papers

by Dr. Ilultzsch, and an elaborate and important article by

Professor Jacobi on the computation of dates in Hindu

inscriptions, with supplementary astronomical tables.

Etruscan .—With reference to the announcement in our

last number, p. 167, we have now to add that Prof. Krall

has now communicated to the Academy of Vienna the

results of his examination of the inscribed band on the

mummy of a woman in the museum of Agram, which

was brought from Egypt by Michael Baric in 1849. II.

Brugsch in the winter of 1868-9 had already found on

the mummy the end of a band (which afterwards proved

to be 14 metres long) almost entirely covered with characters
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to him completely unintelligible. The director of the

museum having apprised Prof. Krall of the event, the

band was brought to Vienna, and at length, after eleven

months study, discovered by him to be the longest Etruscan

inscription known to us, the longest hitherto known to exist

being the Perugian cippus containing 125 words. The

Etruscan mummy band contains 1200 words divided into

some 200 lines, distributed in at least 12 columns after

the fashion of writing on papyri. The material is un-

doubtedly of ancient Egyptian manufacture, and the ink

shows the same colour as that of the ordinary writing on

mummies. According to the Etruscan scholars Biicheler,

Deecke, and Pauli, there can be no doubt whatever about

the authenticity of the text, so if this real relic of antiquity

comes to be read, our knowledge of Etruscan will be assured.

So far, Prof. Krall has presented to the academy an

unpublished tentative reading, restoring the text and adding

a list of all the words occurring in it with additions and

explanations by TV. Deecke. Messrs. Edler have succeeded

with great difficulty in making photographs of the text.

The Present State of the Nestorian Tablet at Sigan .—This

tablet, as is well known, stands outside the west gate of

Si-gan, Shen-si, and enunciates the leading doctrines of

Christianity. It was erected ad. 780-781, and is the only

relic hitherto discovered in China of the Nestorian Christian

Church. The stone is white, is of an ordinary grey

colour and sonorous, responding with a bell-like sound on

being struck sharply. It is supported on the back of a half-

buried tortoise. The dimensions are : total height, 103 in.

;

breadth, 37 in.
;
thickness, 11\ in. It stands facing an old,

half-ruined Buddhist temple on the south of the road, a

mile and a half from the west gate, and half a mile from

the subui'b. Its surroundings are not interesting
;

the

country is flat, well cultivated, and very fertile. The
remains of a mud wall enclose it and hide it from the

road, though, even were it visible, there is nothing by

which a passer-by could distinguish it from the hundreds

of other stones that are to be found in this district.

j.k.a.s. 1892 26
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Buddhist Folk Lore.—Professor Fausboll (Hon. Member
R.A.S.) has completed the fifth volume of his great

editio princeps of the Jatakas, bringing it down to No.

537 (out of the total of 550). The volume is dedicated

to Professor Rhys Davids and Dr. Morris. The remaining

13 stories, the longest in the collection, will probably

occupy three more volumes. One of them is the Bhiiridatta,

translated in our last issue by Mr. St. John.

Neiv Oriental Department, British Museum.—On the

retirement, in January last, of Dr. Rieu, the well-known

Persian scholar, from the Keepership of Oriental MSS.

at the British Museum, it was decided by the Trustees

to create a new Oriental Department to consist of Oriental

printed books and MSS., in both of which collections

the Museum is very rich. This has now been done, and

Professor Douglas (one of the members of our Council)

has been appointed Keeper of the new department.

Sanskrit name for Australia.—Mr. E. Delmar Morgan,

M.R.A.S., has published in brochure form a very interesting

paper he read at the Geographical Congress of Berne

on the ‘Early Discovery of Australia.’ He there proves

that the coast line of Australia appears with full details

on several early maps, much older than any literary

record of the actual discovery having taken place. The

first authenticated voyage to Australia is that of the

yacht Duyfhen or Dove in 1606. But already in a map
of the year 1521 (by La Salle) the ‘ Terra Australis

’

is given under the curious name of Patalie regio, derived,

according to the Yicomte de Santareus, from the Sanskrit

(or Pali) Patala, meaning ‘ the nether regions.’ This is

the oldest and least perfect of these early maps of Australia,

several of which Mr. Morgan gives in facsimile. Perhaps

the name has some connection with Pdfali-putta, the old

name for Ceylon. Where did these old map-makers get

their information from ?
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Y. Notices of Books.

A Memoir on the Coefficients of Numbers. Being

a Chapter in the Theory of Numbers. By
Brajendranath Seal, M.A., Principal Berhampore

College, Bengal. (Calcutta, Hare Press, 1891.)

It is said tliat the German mathematician Kronecker, at

a scientific gathering in Berlin, proposed the health of The

Theory of Numbers, the only branch of mathematics, perhaps

of human learning, as yet unsullied by a practical applica-

tion. And from this point of view we may congratulate Mr.

Brajendranath Seal, whose memoir deals with speculations

remote indeed from every-day life. A perfect number is

one which is equal to the sum of its division [e.y. 6=3+2+
1). The coefficient of a number is defined to be the ratio

which any number bears to the sum of its division. Perfect

numbers have been studied by Euclid, by Bachet, Fermat,

and Euler. The mention of these names shows that the

class of problems with which Mr. Brajendranath Seal deals

has attracted the acutest of mathematical speculators. Mr.

Seal’s memoir is concerned with the properties of these

perfect numbers and attempts to find all numbers for which

the coefficient (as above defined) is given. Many interesting

theorems are proved by the way; for example, that no perfect

number is divisible by only four prime numbers, and the

paper abounds with examples worked out in detail.

In the history of science it has always been the strong

fastnesses, from which we are afterwards to survey the

country, that have offered the stoutest resistance, until

the walls which have defied force vanish before the wand

of the magician. We cannot doubt that the spirit of Mr.

Seal’s work is that by which we shall at last be able to

understand the secrets of number pure and simple—secrets

guessed at by the great Masters, such as Euclid, Fermat,

and Gauss, but, save for such guesses, almost entirely un-

known to us now.
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Eugene Burnouf—Ses travaux et sa correspondence. Par

J. Barthelemy Sr. Hilaire (Paris, 1891, privately

printed).

No more suitable author of an ‘ appreciation ’ of the great

scholar Eugene Burnouf could be found than the veteran

savant so long his personal friend, and a co-worker with

him on several fields, M. Barthelemy St. Hilaire. It

is pleasant to find that M. St. Hilaire, who first made

the acquaintance of Burnouf on leaving the Lycee Louis-le-

Grand seventy years ago, should still have health and

energy to publish these graceful and touching memorials.

Not that they are new. They are a reprint from

articles in the Journal des Savants published from time

to time between 1852 (when Burnouf died) down to 1891,

and have not been altered to fit the altered circumstances

of the times. There being also neither index nor table

of contents, the usefulness of the book as a work of reference

is seriously hampered. But they are very interesting and

inspiring reading, and give a very clear and pleasant

picture of the devoted labours of the genial scholar in whose

honour they have been composed
;
and they contain those

personal facts of his history which must form the basis

of a critical judgment of the great Burnouf.

As to his greatness there can never be any question,

but when M. St. Hilaire puts in the fore front of his

panegyric an eulogium of the method that he followed,

we feel compelled to distinguish. The result of his twenty

years labours for instance in Buddhism lies before us iu

the two magnificent volumes, the ‘ Introduction ’ and the

‘ Lotus.’ It is agreed on all hands that these works

introduced Buddhism to the West and remained for a

quarter of a century the authorities on the whole subject.

It is agreed on all hands that they give proofs not only

of the rarest industry, but of the ripest and most balanced

judgment, and also of a faculty that cannot be described

as less than genius in feeling the way to a right conclusion

out of insufficient and often contradictory data. But a
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further question remains. There can be no doubt that

had Burnouf devoted those years to editing and translating

the Dlgha and Majjhima Nikayas he would have accom-

plished the task, and accomplished it in a masterly way,

within the time. Would not that method, rather than the

one which he followed, have led sooner and more surely

to the desired goal ? Is it well to waste such priceless

tools as the enthusiastic industry and critical insight of a

Burnouf on weighing one against the other the statements

of writers who lived many centuries after the events of

which they speak, when materials contemporaneous or

nearly so are, all the while, at hand ? Is it the better

method to read works in MS. and publish the results of

such reading to the world (which has not the authority

before it), or to publish the works themselves first, and

then draw the conclusions which every sholar can test

for himself ? These are the kind of questions which

would have to be settled in discussing the question of

the best method to be followed by a pioneer in opening

a new field of historical inquiry, of the best way (in the

interests of science) in which a great scholar can use the

abilities and the time at his command.

It only remains to add that in a list of the unpublished

works there is much that would seem, from our author’s

description, to be still of the greatest value. Cannot

especially the ‘Examen de la langue du Lotus’ and the

‘ Comparaison des textes Palis et Sanskrits,’ and the

translation of the Khudda-sikkha Dlpani be published

at once either in the ‘ Journal Asiatique ’ or elsewhere ?

It is perfectly true that it is a kind of sacrilege to publish

matter which a great author has deliberately put aside

as not to be published. But there is no evidence whatever

that these finished studies were withheld by their author

for any other reason than want of opportunity or want

of space. Those on the spot can judge. To those at a

distance it seems cruel to keep concealed what is of value

now, but will certainly in another generation have lost

its worth.
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A Catalogue of Sanskrit and other Works in the

Oriental Section of the Adyar Library, compiled

to December, 1891. (Adyar, Madras, 1891.)

This catalogue of the collection at Adyar begun in 1886,

and yearly increasing in value, has been put together under

the supervision of II. S. Olcott, the President of the Theo-

sophical Society. It shows seventy-eight printed works

(some of several volumes) and sixty-two MSS. of Yedic

literature. Among the latter may be especially mentioned

a palm leaf MS. of Madhava’s commentary on the Yajur

Yeda (described ‘as a very old MS., about 400 years old’)

—a collection also on palm leaf and in the Telugu character,

of fifteen treatises on phonetics many of which are unknown

in Europe—a palm leaf MS. containing five works by the

father of Ramanuja—and the Yaidika Jyotisha of Lagadha.

The Itihasa and Purana books are twenty-three printed ones

and sixty-eight MSS., among which we may notice an old

copy on palm leaf in Telugu characters of the Utlara-khanda

of the Padma Purana—a palm leaf MS. in Devanagari

characters of the Bhargava Purana, treating of the lives

of Yaishnava leaders among others of Ramanuja—and a

similar MS. of the Badari Mahatmya. The law books are

eighty-two printed and fifty-two MSS., the philosophical

books 135 printed and 131 MSS., of which the Nyayatat-

paryaparisuddhi of Udayana and the Nyaya Kaustubha of

Mahadeva are described as rare works. Some thirty works

on medicine, the like number on astronomy or astrology,

and a few on music, precious stones, etc., complete this

part of the catalogue. There then follow lists of 229

Buddhist, Jain, and Yaishnavite books (of which about forty

are Grantha or Telugu MSS.), of twenty Tantra MSS., and

of 220 miscellaneous works (stories, poems, dramas, etc.),

of which about thirty are in MS., and 121 Sanskrit

grammars or lexicons, of which about seventy-five are

manuscripts.

The printing is not good, and the transliteration of Indian

words is very inaccurate, and the column headed remarks
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gives some curious details. ‘ The original Kathasarit Sagara

(sic) was a poetical compilation by Soma Deva, and published

in Holland And it is disappointing to find that of

Buddhist works, in whicli the library was supposed to be

rich, there are so few, among which are only two MSS.

described respectively as ‘A Buddhist work’ (p. 139) and

‘A Buddhist religious book, name unknown’ (p. 163). The

Pali books seem to be kept in Ceylon, and the Chinese and

Japanese, some 500 in number, are not yet catalogued.

But we should not look a gift horse in the mouth, and will

only express our hope that the library may rapidly increase

and flourish.

An English-Sinhalese Dictionary, by Charles Carter.

(Colombo, Skeen.)

This dictionary is a very great advance on previous

works of the kind, from the well-known dictionary of

Clough published sixty-eight years ago to the little pocket

dictionary issued by the Wesleyan missionaries. It is

in six parts, making a total of nearly 1100 octavo pages,

and is very well aud clearly printed— the English words

in Clarendon, and the Sinhalese words in a bold and

readable type. It is printed at the Government Press

and at Government expense. We congratulate the ruling

powers of the island on so enlightened a use of the public

funds, and the veteran missionary on the successful accom-

plishment of his tedious but most useful labours. What
still remains an urgent want is a good Sinhalese-English

Dictionary, that of Clough being altogether out of date.

Such a work giving full quotations and references, and

the history and derivation of each word,—precisely because

it would be beyond the power of any single man to produce,

—would be a noble gift from the English rulers of

Ceylon to the loyal and intelligent people of that ancient

home of learning and culture.
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Die gottesdienstlichen Yortraege der Judex historisch

ENTWickelt. Second edition, under the auspices of the

“Zunz Stiftung,” by Dr. N. Brull. pp. 516. (T.

Kauffmann, Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1892.)

It is exactly sixty years since the first edition of the

above-mentioned work appeared and marked the creation

of a study out of elements till then generally considered

as unworthy of serious attention. How much the book has

been appreciated by all interested in these researches is

best inferred by the circumstance that it has been out of

print for many years and only obtainable at a high price.

The single branches of Rabbinical literature have, of

course, been largely expanded by able students since Zunz’s

work was first published, and it would have been most

deplorable if it had been otherwise. Yet this does not in

the least diminish the value of the book, and the idea of

a second edition is surely a most happy one, especially as

this was done by so profound a scholar as Dr. N. Brull

of Frankfort-on-the-Main. It is lamentable that the second

editor died before his task was finished, and thus the

scientific world was deprived of the supplement which he

had commenced, and which was to contain a critical selection

of the literature concerning the subject and a bibliography

of the writings reviewed. It is to be hoped that the

publisher will succeed in finding another scholar who,

equipped with the material left by the deceased, will

prove able to complete the supplement.

It is also desirable that he should pay closer attention to

the Jewish Arabic literature referring to the subject. The

Jews in Arabian countries possessed not only Arabic trans-

lations of the Bible, but used this language also for liturgical

readings. There exist Arabic versions of the Haggiidah for

Passover, of the story of Matathias, which latter is to be

found in most MSS. of the Yemen prayer book, several

poetic versions of the story of Hamah and her sons, trans-

lations of the Aramaic Targums, the Canticles, and others

of the smaller Hagiographa, adaptations of portions of the
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Midrash and entire Midrashic treatises, as the Nur al Zulun,

of which MSS. are in London, Oxford, and Berlin.

The finishing touch of the book was added after the death

of Dr. Briill by Steinschneider, who also wrote the preface.

It is regrettable to hear from such a competent authority

that the number of writers interested in the subject is rather

on the decline than on the increase, and this was one of the

reasons why the new edition was undertaken. Let us hope

that it will help to revive the enthusiasm for this branch

of enquiry.

As to the arrangement of the new edition, which con-

siderably surpasses the first in size, it only contains

alterations and corrections added by Zunz himself in his copy,

and which are made recognizable both in text and footnotes

by square breckets. Entirely new are the indices, which

were worked out by a young scholar, Dr. A. Loewenthal,

in Berlin, and a concordance of the pages of the two

editions. The book is beautifully got up, and the price

so low that every one interested in the subject can procure

it for himself.

H. Hirschfeld.

Things Japanese by Basil Hall Chamberlain. (Tokyo,

the Hakabunsha.)

This second edition of a most useful work contains some

twenty new articles, and is provided with an excellent

map of the country. The book is rather intended for

the use of the globe-trotter, and that valuable customer

of the book-maker, the ‘ general reader/ than for the

scholar, and calls for no extended criticism in the pages

of this journal. That it is, in the main, the work of

a scholar is, however, evident enough, but this fact rather

irritates than satisfies the reader, who feels that the author,

too often, deals out but a niggard share of the knowledge

he possesses. Among the new articles much the most

important is Messrs. Aston and Gowland’s contribution on

Archaeology, while the most amusing one is that entitled

“English as she is Japped.” The articles on ‘History
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and Mythology/ ‘ The People/ ‘ Demoniacal Possession/

‘ Tokyo/ ‘ Ten Ceremonies/ ‘ Lacquer/ ‘ Poetry/ and
‘ Printing ’ are interesting, and those dealing with the

aspects of modern Japan are full of shrewd observations,

while quite devoid of the somewhat silly gush which

characterizes so much of the more recent literature dealing

with Japanese subjects.

Manual of the Siyin Dialect spoken in the Northern
Chin Hills by Captain F. M. Rundall, D.S.O.,

Gurkha Rifles. (Rangoon, Government Press, 1891.)

Price, Two Rupees.

This is a most praiseworthy contribution to our knowledge

is an entirely unknown region in the province of Burma,

and the author deserves our hearty thanks. We are

glad to find that a manual of the Baungshe Dialect spoken

in the Southern Chin Hills has been published by Lieut.

Macnabb (it is in fact a different language). It appears

that the Siyin is one Dialect of a form of speech, which

has no leading Dialect, but consists of several, of equal

importance (1) Siyun, (2) Nwengal, and (3) Kanhaw.

Two other forms of speech are mentioned, (1) Haka, and

(2) Tashen, and are pronounced to differ so materially as to

be quite different languages. Here then we have revealed

to us a group of four languages previously totally unknown,

but in which communication is held by British officers

with subject races.

The geographical position of these tribes is as follows

:

A line drawn from Mandalay to Chittagong passes almost

through the Chin Hills. In the North they are bounded

by the Manipur Valley, on the East by the Kubo Kale,

Myillha, and Yan valleys, on the South by the Arakan

Hill tracts, on the West by the Lushai Hills. The District

occupied by the Siyin is roughly between N. Lat. 23°T0

and 23°‘25, and E. Long. 93°'45 and 94'5. The highest

elevation is about 8800 feet above sea-level, but the

average height of the range is about 5000 feet.
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The language is monosyllabic. Genders are distinguished

by tbe addition of the word “ pa ” and “ nu ”
to indicate

inale and female, and one or two other suffixes in the

case of animals. The plural is expressed by tbe suffix

“ te,” but it is frequently omitted.

March 24, 1892. E. N. C.

VI. Additions to the Library, Jan. -March, 1892.

Presented by the India Office.

Madras. Eeport of the Administration of the Madras

Presidency for 1890-91. Parts 1-4.

fol. Madras, 1891.

Giles (G. M). Eeport of the Investigation into the

causes of the diseases known in Assam as Kula-Azar

and Beri-Beri. royal 8vo. Shillong, 1890.

Government of India. General Eeport on the Opera-

tions of Survey of India Department during 1889-

90. fol. Calcutta, 1891.

Geological Survey of India. Vol. 24, part 4. 1891.

Indian Museum Notes. Vol. 11, No. 5. The Economic

Value of Birds in India.

List of Heads of Administration in India and of

the India Office in England. Jan. 1892. fol. pamph.

Catalogue of Books printed in the Madras Presidency

during July, August, and September, 1891.

fol. pamphlet. 1892.

Central Provinces. Eeport of tbe Administration of, for

1890-91, by A. P. MacDonnell. fol. Nagpur, 1891.

Hyderabad Assigned Districts. Eeport of the Adminis-

tration of, for 1890-91. fol. Hyderabad, 1891.

Madras, Government of. Eesults of Observations of

the fixed Stars made with the Meridian circle at

the Government Observatory, Madras, in 1871-73,

under tbe direction of the late Norman Poyson, by

C. Mitchie Smith. 4to. Madras, 1892.
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Government of India. Selections from Records of

Home Department No. 276, Serial No. 10. Report

on Publications issued and registered in the Several

Provinces of British India for 1890.

fol. Calcutta, 1891.

Bombay, Selections from Records of Government of.

Papers relating to Revision Survey Settlements of

47 Government Villages of the Sanand Taluka of the

Ahmedabad Collectorate. fol. Bombay, 1891.

Catalogue of Books registered in the Punjab for 3rd

quarter of 1891. Two copies. fol. pamphlet.

Bengal Library. Catalogue of Books for 2nd quarter of

1891. Appendix to Calcutta Gazette, fol. pamphlet.

Archaeological Survey of India. South Indian Tamil

Inscriptions. Vol. II. part 1. 4to. 1892.

Bombay, Selections from Records of Government of,

No. 250. Revision Survey Settlement of 171

Government Villages of Jamner Taluka of the

Khandesh Collectorate. fol. Bombay, 1891.

Do. 251. R.S.S. of 31 Talukdari Villages and 8 villages

of sons of Latifkhan and also of the Talukdari AVanto

in three Government Villages of the Dholka Taluka

of the Ahmedabad Collectorate. fol. Bombay, 1891.

Presented by the Editor.

Oriental Translation Fund N.S. Part 1, Vol. II.

Mirkhond. Rauzat-us-Safa. Translated by E.

Rehatsek. Edited by F. F. Arbuthnot.

royal 8vo. Royal Asiatic Society, London, 1892.

By the Author.

Casartelli (M. L. C.) Cyena-Simurgh-Roc. Un Chapitre

d’Evolution Mythologique et Philologique.

royal 8vo. pamplet. Paris, 1891.

By the Trustees of the British Museum.

Catalogue of the Cuneiform Tablets in the Kouyunjik

Collection of the British Museum, Vol. II.

London, 1891.
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Lane-Poole (Stanley). Catalogue of Arabic Glass

Weights in the British Museum. Edited by It. S.

Poole. 8vo. London and Paris, 1891.

By Prof. T. W. Rhys Davids.

Catalogue of the Sanskrit and other Works in the

Oriental Section of the Adyar Library.

royal 8vo. Adyar, 1891.

By the Publishers.

Whitney (W. D.) Max Muller and the Science of

Language. 8vo. New York, 1892.

Chamberlain (B. II.) Things Japanese.

8vo. London and Tokyo, 1890.

By the British Association.

Report of 61st Meeting for the Advancement of Science,

held at Cardiff in 1891. 8vo. London, 1892.

By the Author.

St Hilaire (J. Bart.) Eugene Burnouf, ses Travaux et

sa Correspondence. 8vo. Paris, 1891.

By the Author.

Bellew (Surgeon-Major H. W.) Ethnography of

Afghanistan. royal 8vo. Woking, 1891.

By Peter Griffon, Esq.

Leon (Dr. J. Diaz de). El Cantor de los Cantores

traducido del Hehreo.

royal 8vo. Aguascalientes, 1891.

Matthes (Dr. B. F.) Het Boek der Psalmen in het

Boeganeesch. royal 8vo. Amsterdam, 1891.

and Het Boek der Psalmen in het Makassaarch.

royal 8vo. Amsterdam, 1891.

Telang (K. T.) Subandhu and Kumarila.

8vo. pamphlet. Bombay, 1891.
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I. General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

12th April, 1892. — Mr. E. L. Brandreth, Honorary

Treasurer, in the Chair.

The election of Mr. Rogers, formerly of the Bombay Civil

Service, as a resident member of the Society was announced

to the meeting.

Major Conder, R.E., LL.I)., M.R.A.S., read a paper in

which he proposed a decipherment and translation of the

letter of Ring Dusratha discovered at Tel-el-Amarna in

Egypt. The paper will be printed in full in the Society’s

Journal for the current year.

Ylth May, 1892, Anniversary Meeting. — The Earl of

Northbrook, President, in the Chair.

The election of the following new members was announced

to the meeting :

—

1. B. Houghton, Esq., B.C.S.

2. Md S. Husain, Pension Department, Madras.

The Secretary read the

Report of the Council for the Year 1891.

The Council regrets to have to announce the loss, during

the year, either from death or from retirement, of the

following members. There have died :

—

Mr. G. Bertin.

Commendatore Gorresio.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 27
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Nawab Ikbal ud Daulah.

Babu Rajendralala Mitra.

Ahmed Vefek Pasha.

The lit. Rev. Bishop Caldwell.

There have retired :

—

Mr. David.

Prof. Halevy.

M. Raoul de Lagrasserie.

Mr. Justice Pinhey.

M. Osmond de Beauvoir Priaulx.

Mr. IJ. Priestley.

M. Sauvaire.

On the other hand the following new members have,

during the same period, been elected :
—

Resident Members—
1. Rev. C. J. Ball.

2. Mr. R. Chalmers.

3. Mr. Sultan Hosain.

4. Mr. J. Kennedy.

5. Surgeon-Major Oldham.

6. Dr. Schrumpf.

7. Mr. E. Sturdy.

8. Mr. C. L. Tupper.

Non-Resident Members.

9. Mr. H. Baynes.

10. Mr. T. H. S. Biddulph.

11. Mr. E. H. Corbet.

12. M. Le Comte Goblet D’Alviella.

13. Dr. Hirschfeld.

14. Mr. Hira Lai.

15. Hon. P. Rama Nathan.

16. Mr. Hugh Nevill.

17. Mr. Haridas Sastri.
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The comparative statement showing the membership of

the Society for the last five years stands now, therefore,

as follows :

—

Compounders. Subscribers.

Date. Res*.

Non-
Res*. Res*.

Non-
Res*. Libraries.

Hon.
Members. Total.

1888 (July) 43 53 127 154 — 30 411

1889 (Oct.) . 30 62 115 168 7 30 432

1890 (Oct.) . 48 62 112 179 11 30 442

1891 (Jan.) . 48 62 110 185 16 30 451

1892 (Jan.) 47 62 113 183 23 30 458

Since the appearance of the list in January last,: the

following changes have taken place.

Deaths and re-

tirements 2 — 2 4 6 8

45 62 111 179 23 24
Elected . . .

— 1 3 9 4 6 23

45 63 114 188 27 30 467

Transfers . . + 3 —3 + 3 —3

48 60 147 185 27 30 467

There is one feature of these figures which is particularly

encouraging. While the Council in its last report had to

state that the number of resident members had steadily

declined, we have now to point out that the number has

again gone up, so that the total of the resident members

stands this year between the numbers of four and five years

ago, while that of the non-resident members is at 186, the

highest figure yet reached in the history of the Society
;
and

that of the subscribing libraries is 27, also the highest figure

yet reached.
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One consequence of these figures is the increase of a little

over one hundred pounds in the total receipts of the Society

for the year 1891, as compared with the figures presented to

you at our last meeting. The advertisements, which figure

this year in our accounts for the first time, show a receipt of

£18 5s. 8d., and the increase in the amount received for

subscriptions from members is only a few shillings less than

£70. One of the reasons for this improvement in our income

is the increase in receipts from advertisements, and from the

sale of the Journal. Now that the Society is its own

publisher, the whole benefit of any such increase accrues to

the Society without any abatement for discount or agency

charges. Under both of these latter heads also, as in the

number of members and of subscribing libraries, the Council

expresses its full confidence that the Society ma}r expect each

year an increase, steady, if provokingly slow, in its receipts.

On the expenditure side there is an increase of £20 owing

to the higher rent the Society has to pay under its new lease,

an increase of £30 in the expenditure on the Society’s

Journal (most of this being in illustrations), and an increase

of £30 under the head of lectures. The general result of the

whole account is a balance, in spite of these increased ex-

penditures, of rather more that £50 on the year’s working.

As you are aware from the last report, the signs of revival

in the Society, continued now through successive years, have

encouraged the Council to undertake the publication of

a printed catalogue of the Society’s valuable library—a work

which has, for more than a generation, been a ciying want.

The preparation of this catalogue, which has entailed con-

siderable labour on all concerned, is now complete
;
more

than 200 pages are actually struck off, several sheets more

are in type, and the whole is expected to be published by the

end of this year. It will be no less than a landmark in the

history of the Society to have carried to a successful com-

pletion so long-delayed and so useful, even necessary, a work.

The Council has reason to congratulate the Society on the

quality of the papers which are now being offered to them in

increasing numbers. They have selected for publication Mr.
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ftockhill’s standard articles on the present geography and

ethnography of Tibet, a detailed account drawn from the

Chinese, giving entirely new information which may any

day prove to have a political, in addition to its scientific,

value. There have appeared also translations of four new
Oriental texts (in two cases accompanied by the texts them-

selves), and the Society has returned to its old love, Assyrio-

logy, by publishing five cuneiform texts with translation and

notes. The Council considers this side of Oriental enquiry

of so much importance that it has decided to issue, as a

separate book for students, a selection of reprints from the

cuneiform articles to appear in this year’s Journal. It is

impossible to over-estimate the historical importance of these

very early records of mankind, and the Council trusts that

the course it has adopted will meet with your approval,

more especially as such reprints are comparatively in-

expensive.

During the year a systematic re-arrangement and re-

numbering of the very valuable MSS. in the possession of

the Society has been undertaken. It would be very desirable

to have full catalogues of all these MSS. (such as the cata-

logue of the Hodgson Buddhist MSS. prepared by Professors

Cowell and Eggeling) printed in the Society’s Journal. It

would, however, be too costly a proceeding, in the present

state of the Society’s finances, to have such catalogues pre-

pared by competent scholars. To make these MSS., many
of which have lain for years unused on the Society’s shelves,

better known to scholars, rough lists of the titles only have

therefore been prepared, and these will appear from time to

time in the Journal. The special thanks of the Society are

due in this respect to its hon. librarian, Dr. Codrington, to

Dr. Wenzel and to General Ardagh, who have prepared such

lists of the Malay, Persian, Arabic, Tibetan, and Burmese

MSS. A rough list of the Sanskrit MS. (not Buddhist) has

already appeared, and lists of the Pali and Sinhalese MSS.

have been also prepared during the year under review.

The year 1891 was further memorable by the fact that

the Society’s lease expired in that year. The Council spent
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a great deal of time and anxious thought in the endeavour

to make the best decision in the Society’s interest on this

important and difficult question of what course to adopt.

Other premises were viewed, and other offers considered,

but it was finally decided best on the whole to retain our

present premises, though that could only be done at the

cost of an increased yearly rental. By the terms of the

old lease the Council was compelled to spend a sum of over

£200 on the repair of the roof, and on the internal decoration

of its rooms. The Society may regret that so large a sum,

which it would have preferred to spend on the purchase of

books, or in the publication of translations of Oriental texts,

has been absorbed by this claim upon it. But the ex-

penditure was absolutely necessary, and indeed legally

incumbent on the Society
;
and it will not recur for many

years to come.

The Council has to express its regret that no item

appears in the accounts for 1891 for expenditure on books.

The margin of available funds was so very narrow that the

Council felt it could not recommend any expenditure on

this head. But there are a considerable number of books,

in various branches of Oriental literature (over and above

those the Society receives as presents from the authors or

from public or semi-public bodies) which the Society ought

to possess. An amount of £100 a year at least would be

required to supply the gaps on the Society’s shelves where

books of first class importance and interest ought to stand.

And at least £50 a year will have to be spent for several

years to come on bookbinding and repairs in order to put

even the existing library in a satisfactory state in this

respect. The Council would venture urgently to press

home upon the members and on all friends of Oriental and

historical research the desirability of donations either of

books or of money to meet these crying defects. In this

respect the Council has much pleasure in announcing the

gift of a handsome selection of books on Siamese history

and allied subjects from Mr. Satow, late Her Majesty’s

Consul at Bangkok.
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The Council regrets that the same want of funds has pre-

vented it pushing forward, as it would have wished, the

revived Oriental Translation Fund. But as the Society

is aware, the generosity of one of their number has already

rendered possible the publication of two volumes, and others

are to follow under the same auspices. The Council has

very much pleasure in announcing that the President of the

Society, the Bight Honourable the Earl of Northbrook, has

most generously undertaken to defray the cost up to the

amount of one hundred guineas of the publication of some

standard work, if possible Sanskrit, dealing with Indian

history. The Council has accordingly selected the Ilarsha

Carita, a work, perhaps, more urgently required than any

other, and is glad to inform you that Professor Cowell, of

Cambridge, has undertaken, with the assistance of Mr.

Thomas, of Trinity College, to make the translation into

English.

As announced in the lists read at the commencement of

the Report, the Society has lost during the year 1891 no less

than five of its Honorary Members. Under the rules of the

Society vacancies in the list of such members can be filled

up only at the Annual General Meeting
;
and the total

number of Honorary Members is not to exceed thirty. The

thirty names should be, as far as possible, those of the thirty

most distinguished Orientalists in the world, and due regard

being had to the representation of as many countries, and

also of as many sides of Oriental activity as possible. With

these objects in view the Council recommends for election on

this occasion

Prof. Schrader,

Brugsch Pasha,

M. Emile Senart,

Sumangala Mahii Nayaka Unnanse, and

Prof. Yasilief.

By the rules of the Society Professor Robertson Smith and

Professor Sayce, who were elected Vice-Presidents of the

Society three years ago, retire from office at this meeting.
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The Council begs to recommend that they be elected Vice-

Presidents for another three years, and that the Rev. James

Legge, D.D., Professor of Chinese at the University of

Oxford, be also elected a Vice-President of the Society.

By the rules of the Society the following five members,

of whom two are re-eligible, retire this year from the

Council.

Mr. E. Delmar Morgan,

Mr. Arbuthnot,

Mr. Dickins,

Sir M. E. Grant-Duff, and

Prof. Macdonell.

The Council proposes for election to fill these vacant places :

Mr. E. Delmar Morgan,

Mr. F. F. Arbuthnot,

The Rev. J. C. Ball,

Mr. E. W. Gibb, and

Dr. Rost.

Copies of the yearly Balance Sheet, as certified by the

Honorary Auditors, lie on the table.

Mr. Delmar Morgan moved, and General Pearse seconded

the adoption of the Report. This motion, on being put to

the meeting, was carried unanimously.

21 st June, 1892.—The Earl of Northbrook, President, in

the Chair.

The election of the following new members was an-

nounced.

1. Mr. H. Altuart.

2. Mr. G. T. Peppe.

Surgeon-Major Oldham, M.R.A.S., read a paper on the

Ancient Course of the Sarasvatl. The paper will be printed

in full in the Society’s Journal.
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II. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals.

1. Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes.

Band vi. Heft 2.

P. Gr. Kaletnkiar. Die siebente Yision Daniels.

G. Biekell. Kritische Bearbeitung des Iob-Dialogs.

G. Biihler. A new Variety of the Southern Maurya

Alphabet.

A. von Kegl, Seibani, ein moderner persischer Dichter des

Pessimismus.

2. Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft.

Band xxv. Heft iv.

Kresmarik, (J.). Das Wakfrecht vom Standpunkte des

Sarfatrechtes nach der hanefitischen Schule.

Huth, (G.). Das buddhistische Sutra der “ Acht Ersch-

einungen.” Tibetiscber Text mit Ubersetzung von Julius

"NVeber.

Hommel, (Fritz). Ueber den Ursprung und das Alter

der Arabischen Sternnamen und insbesondere der Mondsta-

tionen.

Stackelberg, (R. von). Iranica.

Schmidt, (Dr. R.). Specimen der Dinalapanikiicukasaptati.

Bradke, (P. von). Ueber Vorvedisches im Yeda.

Goldziher, (Ign.). Die Ginnen der Dichter.

Jacob, (Georg.). Kannten die Araber wirklich sicilischen

Bernstein ?

III. Obituary Notices.

General Sir Lewis Pellij, K.C.B., K.C.S., 31.P .—The news

of the sudden death of this amiable and distinguished officer,

at the age of 67, fell heavily on the ears of his numerous

friends and admirers, lie joined this Societjr in 1858, and

had served on the Council, and contributed papers to this

Journal. lie went out to Bombay in the Native Infantry
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in 1841, but at a very early date be was employed in the

Political Department under Sir James Outram and General

Jobn Jacob, and be accompanied tbe former in the Persian

expedition in 1856. In 1859 he was Secretary of Legation

at Teheran, and became Charge d’Affaires on the retirement

of Sir Henry Rawlinson. In 1861-2 he acted as Consul

on the East Coast of Africa; in 1862 he became Political

Resident in the Persian Gulf, and in 1872 he accompanied

Sir Bartle Frere on his mission to Zanzibar. In 1873 he

was Agent to the Governor-General in Rajputana, and in

1874 he was Special Commissioner at Baroda. In 1876 he

was appointed Plenipotentiary for the frontier discussion of

Afghan affairs, at the special desire of the Viceroy, Lord

Lytton, and soon after he returned to England, having

received repeatedly the thanks of the Government of India,

and the Orders attached to his name. His public career in

India and Persia was most remarkable.

But there was a literary side of his career also : he was an

admirable Persian scholar, and he contributed to the Pro-

ceedings of Scientific Societies, published separate pamphlets,

was a constant writer in periodicals and newspapers, and under

his direction was collected and published the Miracle Play

of Hasan and Hasain, a set of thirty-seven dramatic scenes,

concerning which the Times, in a long review under date

August 19th, 1879, remarked that it was full of matter of

the highest value to the student of comparative theology
;
in

fact it was a work unique of its kind, and which no one

could have put forth who had not the peculiar experiences

and knowledge of Sir Lewis Pelly.

In 1885 he stood successfully in the Conservative interest

for the Northern Division of Hackney, and sat for that

borough up to the date of his death. He knew certain

subjects well, and wisely confined himself to those subjects,

and when he spoke, his words had due weight. He was

a Director of the Imperial British East African Company,

and his last utterance in the House of Commons was in

connection with the affairs of East Africa, with which his

official experience had made him very familiar.
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He was extremely courteous in his manner, and agreeable

and instructive in his conversation, and he was one of the

best type of the Anglo-Indian officials.

R. N. C.

June 9 th, 1892.

Mr. Stephen Austin, of Hertford.—The death, at the age of

87, occurred at Hertford on Saturday, the 21st of Ma}r
,
of

one who in years was perhaps the oldest member of the Ilojml

Asiatic Society. Mr. Austin was printer to the East India

College at Haileybury until it was closed in 1858. Sup-

ported by the authorities of that institution, he started the

printing and publishing of works in Oriental languages, and

for many years he was one of the very few Oriental printers

in England. As an Oriental printer he acquired a world-

wide reputation, and many of the finest specimens of Oriental

typography have borne his name. In 1834 he started the

newspaper since known as the Hertfordshire Mercury, and

for upwards of fifty years he actively superintended its

publication. After the extinction of the East India Company

the college buildings at Haileybury were purchased by the

British Land Company as a speculation
;
and it was largely

owing to the unwearjung exertions and persevering energy

of Mr. Stephen Austin that the old college was preserved as

a place of education, and the present successful public school

founded on its site. For the last 25 years the Journal of the

Society has been printed at Hertford, and a great variety of

Oriental types have been introduced into its pages in

beautiful style and with great accuracy : books were pro-

duced from his press in the following languages, Sanskrit,

Bangall, Arabic, Persian, Pashtu, Hindustani, Hindi, and

Hebrew, all these with different or varying alphabets : there

were also considerable issues in the more familiar languages

and alphabets of Europe, Greek, Latin, French, and English.

Mr. Austin received gold medals from Her Majesty the

Queen and the Empress Eugenie of France, in acknowledg-

ment of the taste and skill displayed in his productions, and

medals of the first class at the International Exhibitions of
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Paris and London, and in 1883 the Congress International

des Orientalistes presented him with a diploma for services

rendered to Oriental literature.

Full of enterprize in early life, and of sympathetic intelli-

gence in his declining years, he secured to himself firm and

lasting friendships : he was highly appreciated for his

services by his fellow citizens, and his death has left a gap

which will not easily be filled.

R. N. C.

June 8, 1892.

IY. Notes and News.

The Game of Wei Chi.—At a recent meeting at Shanghai

of the China branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, M.
Volpicelli read a paper on “The Game of Wei-chi,” which,

he said, was the great game of China. It is considered

by the Chinese to be far superior to chess, and to be the

special game of the literary class. Wei-chi possesses in-

teresting features and requires great skill in playing. It

has for us the merit of absolute novelty, because it differs

essentially from all Western games. Unlike chess or

draughts, the men are never taken, but remain where they

are played. The game is not a series of skilful evolutions,

but a successive occupation of points which, joined together,

give a final winning position. Though the game is on a

very extensive scale, the board containing 361 places and

the men employed being nearly 200 aside, still it is very

simple in principle, all the men having the same value and

the same powers. To achieve the object of the game on

such an extensive board requires great foresight and pro-

found calculation. This object is to occupy as much space

on the hoard as possible. He who at the end of the game
commands most places has won. This can be carried out

in two ways—by enclosing empty spaces on the board with

a certain number of one’s men, and by surrounding and

capturing the enemy’s men. The name wei-chi comes from

wei, meaning “ to surround.” Though it is so easy to state
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in general terms the object the player has in view, it

requires great skill to effect it if the player is matched

with a good adversary. While he is trying to surround the

enemy’s men his are being surrounded by the adversary’s,

and this often occurs in the same part of the board, so that

the men get interlocked and the position of one additional

man may turn the scale. As there is no piece of vital

importance, like the King at chess, and as the object of the

game is of a general arithmetical character—to secure most

places—the places lost in one part of the board may be

compensated by surrounding the enemy in another quarter;

so that wei-chi, instead of concentrating the attention of

the player in one spot, as in chess, on the King, diffuses it

all over the board. Very nice calculation is always necessary,

so that one may balance the losses here with the gains there.

The game was first mentioned in Chinese writings about

B.c. 625. It was probably derived from the Babylonian

astronomers, who were at that time the teachers of the East.

Chinese Emperors have been very fond of the game, though

it subjects them to the necessity of forgetting their rank,

and those who play with the Emperor sit in his presence.

It is recorded of an Emperor of the fourth century that

on one occasion he made a move irregularly. The courtier

vdio was playing with him held the Monarch’s finger, and

the Emperor was not offended. This was thought important

enough to be mentioned in history.

Khalsa College .—The Sikh community at Lahore has been

celebrating the opening of the new College for the education

of the Sikhs there.

Mr. Fleet .—We are glad to see that the University of

Gottingen has granted to Mr. Fleet the Honorary Degree

of Philosophies Doctor for his distinguished services to

Indian epigraphy and other branches of historical study in

India.

Captain Bower's Expedition .—This traveller, together with

Dr. Thorold and the rest of the party, arrived safely in

Shanghai on Tuesday, the 12th of March, having traversed

Ladak and a portion of Tibet.
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The Mythical Bird (Syena, Saena, Rok Garuda).—Mr.

Casartelli, M.R.A.S., has sent to the library a copy of his

brochure on the Yedic, Persian, Arabic, and later Indian

forms of this legend. The little pamphlet is a very excellent

guide to the literature of the subject, and contains a very

ingenious and probably true explanation of the mysterious

name Rukh, or Rokh, given to this gigantic bird in the

Arabian Nights.

Jhanesvara.—At Alundi, about ten miles from Poona, an

annual festival is held in honour of an old Mahratta scholar

of this name, who is supposed to have lived at the end of

the twelfth century, and to have completed his Dnyilnesvari

(a commentary in old Marathi on the Bhagavad Gita) in

the Saka year 1212. He is also the author of the Jnanesva-

rasbtaka mentioned in Burnell’s Catalogue.

Cremation of D. A. Be Silva Batuwantudava Pandit.

—

A correspondent, Mr. Capper, of the Ceylon Times, has sent

us the following intaresting particulars as supplied to that

paper :

—

“ Last Saturday morning there was a copious supply of

white sand strewn from one corner to the other in Dam
Street, which, according to Eastern custom, indicated an

occurrence of a most dismal nature. It was the ci'emation

day of Pandit Batuwantudava, on oriental scholar, whose

equal can hardly be found in Ceylon. As the day wore on

groups of sympathizers and friends were wending their

way to his residence
;
and by 3 p.m., the appointed time

for the removal of his remains, there was a large concourse

of people assembled, not deterred by the inclemency of the

weather which continued throughout the day. Precise to

time, the hearse moved on in the following order of pro-

cession : First, there was a cart containing pori (roasted

paddy), which was sprinkled all along the way as a mark

of respect for the departed. Next followed a number of

boys with banners and flags, succeeded by a dozen tomtom

beaters, who played a sort of dead march. Then came

the hearse with the pall-bearers, followed closely by

the principal mourners, sons, and near relations of the
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deceased, the numerous sympathizers and friends closing

the procession.

“ At the crematorium over 200 Buddhist priests of differ-

ent sects awaited the approach of the hearse. There were

the high priest Sumangala and his followers, Dharmarama

and his followers, Suriyagoda priest representing the Mal-

watta Vihara, Mulleriyawa priest representing the Cotta

sect, and also the priests of the Amarapura sect.

“After the coffin was removed and laid on the pyre by

the relatives of the deceased, the usual offering of cloths

(
pansakula

)
was made by them to the priests. The time

having come for the oration over the deceased, the high

priest by right of office had to discharge this duty. He
•was, however, overpowered with grief at the sad bereave-

ment he had sustained in the loss of one who was dear to

him as a fellow student in early days, and as a fellow

labourer in the literary field later in life. He could only

speak a few words, deputing the work to priest Nanissara,

his ablest pupil, who delivered a short and comprehensive

speech, first dwelling on the unselfish, pure, and modest

life led by the deceased, combined with abilities in the

department of oriental languages rarely to be met with
;

next, the duty of relations and friends to honour such a

man
;

and, lastly, what benefits they will derive therefrom.

The discourse being over, the pyre was set fire to by the

nephew (sister’s son, Mr. F. S. Abeyratna) of the deceased,

in accordance with ancient rites.

“Thus closes the last scene in the life of Pandit Batu-

wantudava. That he has rendered eminent service for his

country’s good goes without question. A better knowledge

of medicine has been disseminated among the native

vedaralas by Sanskrit works being translated into the

vernacular by the pandit; and his efforts in the direction

of religious and metaphysical works have given an impetus

to oriental studies among Buddhist priests and laymen, and

have also opened the way to those interested in the study

of Buddhism. His work in connection with the Mahawansa,

required by the Ceylon Government, should receive marked
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recognition. A few pages of the Tikii (commentaries) was

being revised by the pandit when he was cut off. One of

his sons is treading in his footsteps, and with oriental studies

he combines a knowledge of modern languages which was

wanting in tbe pandit, and which placed him at a very great

disadvantage with oriental scholars in Europe .— Ceylon Times.

Mohammedan Coins.—Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole has just

finished his “ Catalogue of the Coins of the Mogul Emperors

of Hindustan in the British Museum,” from the invasion of

Baber in 1525 to the establishment of a British currency by

the East India Company in 1835. It contains descriptions of

over 1400 coins, chiefly gold and silver, 500 of which will be

represented in the autotype plates illustrating the work.

As the Museum possesses incomparably the finest collection

in the world of this splendid coinage the volume will offer

a special interest to Indian students and collectors. In

his introduction, Mr. Lane-Poole deals with the various

historical, geographical, and other problems suggested by

the coinage, and with the difficulties of classification pre-

sented by the early imitative issues of the East India

Company and the French Compagnie des Indes. This

volume, the fourteenth, will complete the description of

the entire collection of Mohammedan coins in the Museum,

which has been in course of publication since 1835 and

with which may be grouped the same author’s analogous

“ Catalogue of the Arabic Glass Weights,” 1891, and Mr.

R. S. Poole’s “ Catalogue of Persian Coins.”

Indian Numismatics.—Mr. Rodgers, Honorary Numismatist

to the Government of India, has finished his “ Catalogue of

the Coins with Persian or Arabic Inscriptions in the Lahore

Museum,” and practically finished his “Catalogue of the

Coins in the Calcutta Museum.” His own immense collec-

tion has now been purchased by the Panjab Government,

and he has nearly completed his catalogue of that. These

catalogues will be of very great importance alike for the

numismatics, and for the modern history of India, and we
congratulate the distinguished author on the completion of

his laborious task.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 23
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Indian Scholars .— "We have been requested to publish the

following correspondence :

63, Elm Park Gardens, S. IF.,

27 th May, 1892.

My Lord,—I am one of the oldest students of the Languages

of British India, and venture to address your Lordship on

the subject of the necessity of extending some additional

encouragement to the study of these languages, and of

Indian Archaeology.

The abolition of the Indian Army, and of a Covenanted

Civil Service trained in a special college, has cut away the

sources of the former supply of Oriental scholars. No
civilian of the past generation would have had any scientific

knowledge of languages if he had not been trained at the

East India College of Ilaileybury.

The Civil and Military services do not now produce

scholars
;
no doubt for their special duties they are equally,

or even more, efficient, but the steady flow of Oriental

scholars has ceased. The Educational Department does not

supply the void, and language is but a small fraction of that

Department. Nor does the native community, with some

rare and splendid exceptions, supply scholars who can hold

their own in European circles.

This failure is becoming yearly more manifest at the

triennial Congresses of Oriental Scholars held at the different

capital cities of Europe, nearly all of which I have attended.

If any post falls vacant, requiring scholarship, in Great

Britain, or the Colonies, or even in British India, a Con-

tinental scholar has to be sent for, which wounds the amour

propre of the subjects of Her Majesty.

It occurs to the undersigned, who at the close of a long

career dedicated to the best interests of British India, has

no personal object to serve, to suggest that your lordship

might, with advantage, extend to young scholars in Oriental

Languages and Indian Archaeology, the same encourage-

ment of Imperial favour, as is properly extended to the great

Engineer, or Soldier, or Judge, or Administrator; some

members of the very distinguished Civil and Military
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Services might then be induced to strive to maintain the

glories of the epoch which produced Sir W. Jones, Mr.

Colebrook, and Dr. H. H. Wilson, and others of a later date.

At present this branch of study is nearly entirely neglected.

The undersigned takes the liberty of illustrating his argu-

ment by two instances : Mr. Brian Hodgson, still living at

the age of ninety, and the late Sir Henry Yule
;
the names

of both these scholars is mentioned with respect and admira-

tion in Continental circles. In their own country their

services to literature have, in the first case been entirely

unacknowledged, and in the latter, so tardily, that death

accompanied the honour. It is true that they, and others

of the older generation, have laboured for the work's sake,

not for the chance of honour, and in that they have their

full, and to them sufficient, reward
;
but the object of the

State should be to encourage others, and it seems as if the

younger generation is compelled now to enquire, what will

pay best in the long run, and, as certainly Oriental study

does not in that sense pay, it suffers, and the high repute of

the British name suffers with it. It is an object of desire to

secure to the British name an all round reputation in arts

and arms, and in every branch of human science, especially

in a branch so closely connected with the religion, customs,

and culture, and welfare of the great Indian nation confided

to our charge.

It is therefore, with the profoundest respect, that I suggest

to your lordship, that year by year a certain number of

honorary decorations be reserved to those who have dis-

tinguished themselves in the advance of Indian Lanffuagres,

Literature, Archaeology, and Culture, whether Europeans or

Natives of Asia. Some men return to their home, illustrious

as Soldiers, or Statesmen, or Judges, or Engineers
;

let it be

possible that to some it should be permitted to be honoured

as Scholar’s, and possibly the fruit of their labours will

survive into the next generation, when the achievements of

the other illustrious public servants will be forgotten. It

may perhaps be argued that in this respect, viz., in the

enduring of their reputation to future ages, they have their
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reward, and that the Father of Buddhist research and the

Author of the Life of Marco Paolo would gain no additional

lustre from anything that the Secretary of State for India

had it in his power to give, but perhaps the Secretary of

State himself might derive honour from the fact that he

honoured those who were deserving of honour
;
at any rate

younger scholars would be encouraged. There are some who
have not attained such honours, though worthy of them

;

there are others who would not care for them, if offered

for their acceptance
;

but there are others who in youth

or middle life, with still unexhausted powers, might be

encouraged to labour on the prospect of the fruits of their

labour being recognized, and in behalf of the young scholars

now in India I venture to intrude on your lordship’s

patience.—I am, your lordship’s obedient servant,

R. 1ST. Oust.

To the Right Uonble.,

The Secretary of State for India,

India Office.

Copy of Reply.

Sir,—I am directed by Lord Cross to acknowledge the

receipt of your letter of the 27 th instant, and to thank you

for the suggestions contained in it as to the encouragement

of Oriental Scholarship.

His Lordship desires me to say that your remarks will be

borne in mind, and that a copy of your letter will be sent to

the Viceroy for his information.—I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

A. IV. William Wynn.
India Office, June 10 th, 1892.
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Y.

—

Notices of Books.

Zur Geschichte und Kritik des Mahabharata. Yon

Dr. Adolf Holtzmann. (Kiel, 1892.).

In this work the Epic is traced by Dr. Holtzmann (who

incidentally complains of the almost exclusive attention

bestowed on Yedic and dramatic literature) from its primeval

Indo-Germanic home, to its development in India. There

he asserts, “ Epos und Yeda sind gleich alt,” the Epic

flourishing alongside of, but quite independent of, the

religious and philosophic poetry of the Brahmans, being

specially the property of the warrior caste, composed by

bards at the courts of kings, and handed down by oral

tradition. It had in its oldest forms as its gods Brahma,

Indra, and Agni, and in its later developments Yishxu

and *Siva, and it was only gradually united into a chrono-

logical sequence, arranged so as to please the king at whose

court the bard resided.

The instances of Polyandry, the rules of family right

and caste customs, as well as the great freedom of women,

are examined to show the age of the underlying portion

of the poem. The construction of the poem, in its collected

form, is believed by Dr. Holtzmann, after a careful and

critical study of the chief personages, to be the work of

one individual poet, whom he believes to have been a

Buddhist, at the court of Asoka, or one of his immediate

successors. The invasion of Alexander the Great is said

to have roused a national spirit, and the Hindu monarch,

who ruled at the time, is supposed to be depicted in the

character of Suyodhana, or, as he appears afterwards in

the Brahmanical revision, Duryodhana.

Deferences to Buddhism are suggested in Carvaka, the

mendicant monk, in the connection between the name of

A.svatthaman and the ficus religiosa (asvattha) : in the

passing of the amulet in the forehead of Asvatthaman (the

personification of decaying Buddhism), to Yudhishthira, the

believer in Yish«uism, and in the red cloth, Kashaya (Pali
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Kasava) of the Buddhist (?) mendicant. The absence of

any clear signs of Buddhism in the poem is accounted for

by the suggestion that the Buddhism in its earliest form

differed but slightly^ from Brahmanism, and that all signs

of Buddhism were carefully expunged by the Brahmanical

revisers. The first Brahmanical revision is ascribed by the

author to the revolt from Buddhism caused bjr its leanings

towards Sivaism adopted from the Demonology of the

Dravidian aborigines. This revision was a wholesale

falsification of the old Epic, Yudhishthira being in the new
version extolled as a king after the hearts of the Brahmans,

and Krishna exalted into an incarnation of Vishnu, a type

of the pantheistic deity. The Brahmanical tendency is

shown in the introduction of the Brahman Vyasa as the

author of the poem substituted for Blnshma as the father

of Dhntarashtra, Panrfu, and Vidura. A second Puranic

revision was undertaken by the Brahmans between the

years 900-1100, who found it necessary, as soon as all fear

of opposition from Buddhism had passed away, to retain

their supremacy and strengthen their position by incorpora-

ting the old Sivaitic superstitions into the poem, where

they may be traced, according to Dr. Holtzmann, as mere

mechanical mixtures, the old Vishnavite portions being on

the other hand chemically combined. The enlargement of

the poem, the metre and grammatical forms of which were

then definitely fixed, the introduction of didactic sections,

and even the addition of entirely new books were the result

of this Puranic revision. The whole argument is in the

highest degree interesting and suggestive. It will be

followed by two further volumes. The first of these will

give a critical survey of the additions, etc., of the whole

poem, and also of the meaning and history of the various

parts of it
;
and the second will deal with the relations of

the poem to the rest of Sanskrit literature

C. H.
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Grammar of the Gujarati Language. By Lev. Wm.
Sr. Clair Tisdall, Missionary of C.M.S. (Kegau

Paul, Trench, Trubner and Co. London, 1892.)

This is one of the important series of Trubner’s Collection

of Simplified Grammars of the principal Asiatic and European

Language, and the twenty-second of that series. The author

is a missionary of the Church Missionary Society, and his

knowdedge has been obtained on the spot from intercourse

with people who speak the language. The language is one

of the important Arian languages of Northern India, which

make up what may be called the Neo-Sanskritic family,

as they occupy to the Sanskrit the same relation that the

Neo-Latin Languages of Europe occupy to 1 atin. The

population which speaks this language exceeds seven millions.

Our author is by no means the first, or the only, gram-

marian in the field. The literature of this language in the

strict sense is poor, but there is great activity in the Native

presses, and a great many newspapers are published in

Gujarati : there is one distinct and well-defined dialect, the

Parsi, and the whole Bible is translated into the language.

There is a form of written character peculiar to the language.

The author tells us in his preface that when he arrived in

Bombay not a single copy of the earlier grammars could be

obtained; he alluded to two Vernacular Grammars of later

date, one by the Rev. J. Taylor, and the other by Sir T. C.

Hope, Educational Inspector. He mentions also a Hand-

book of Gujarati Grammar by P. M. Bhatt.

The Grammar is accompanied by a set of Reading Lessons

and a Vocabulary, and is very creditably turned out, and no

doubt will be very useful.

March Toth, 1892. R. N. C.

Grammar of the Telugu Language. By Henry Morris,

Esq., late of II. M. Indian 'Civil Service. (Kegan Paul,

Trench, Trubner and Co. 1890.)

The Telinga or Telugu langage is one of the four great

Dravidian forms of speech of South India, which have been
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enriched and strengthened by an infusion of Arian words.

It is spoken by a population of nearly twelve millions, ac-

cording to the Census of 1881, in a ring fence, and occupying

the northern portion of the Province of Madras. It has a

written character of its own
;
the symbols differ in form

from the Nagari alphabet of North India, but the group

of the symbols in both alphabets is homogeneous indicating

a common origin.

It is a language with a considerable literature, and well

supplied with grammars and dictionaries, and the whole

Bible has been translated into it
;

it is a vigorous and

important vernacular. Mr. Morris’ Grammar is carefully

prepared, beautifully printed, and will be of great use to

future students. A short text is given with a careful analysis.

March 2oth, 1892. R. N. C.

A Comprehensive Grammar of the Sinhalese Language.

By Abraham Mendis Gunasekara, M.R, A.S., Ceylon

Branch. (Colombo, Skeen.)

This substantial volume of 516 pages, royal 8vo., is by

far the best and most complete grammar of the Sinhalese

language which has yet appeared. Adapted primarily for

the use of students and writers in the Ceylon Civil Service,

it will also be found the most reliable work of reference

on the subject by philological students here in Europe.

It is a pity, however, that the hook has not been con-

structed on historical principles. The forms given, not only

in the paradigms of nouns, verbs, etc., but also in the

examples on the rules of syntax, are not always in current

use, and obsolete forms of different periods are given

indiscriminately side by side. Sinhalese literature having

lasted through so many centuries, during which the

language was constantly changing, it is not possible to give

any grammar that will apply equally to all the books it

contains. It would have been better therefore either to

omit the Elu forms not now in use or to trace the history

of the various grammatical forms now obsolete, the insertion

of which has so much increased the bulk of the work.
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Art. IX .— Catalogue and Description of 27 Babi Manuscripts

.

By E. Gr. Browne, M.A., M.R.A.S. 1

To my second paper on the Babis in the J.R.A.S. for

1889 I added an Appendix (App. IY, pp. 1000-1008),

wherein I brieffy described some of the chief Babi works

of which I had obtained MSS. in Persia, arranging these

according to their authorship and the date of their com-

position, where these could be determined. Of the MSS.

themselves (some of which were of composite character)

I gave no description. This I now regard as an error

of judgement, since, for many reasons (and chiefly that

in the future, when they shall pass into other hands,

there may be no difficulty in identifying them), it is

desirable that their contents should be clearly and succinctly

stated. This defect in my previous work I now propose

to remedy
;
hut I should not perhaps have done so were

it not that since the year 1889 I have acquired a con-

siderable number of new MSS. from authentic sources,

a description of which may facilitate the identification

of Babi MSS. in other collections. To each of these

MSS. I shall now give a distinctive press-mark, which

shall be inscribed on the title-page, and which shall serve

for its future identification. The whole class I denote by

the letters BB (the first B indicating that they are Babi

MSS., the second that they form part of my collection).

1 Throughout this article I employ, in referring to my previous writings

on the Babis, and to those of Baron Rosen, the abbreviations already explained

at the beginning of my last article
(
J.R.A.S

.

for April, 1892, pp. 259-260),
which is itself denoted by the abbreviation B. Hi, just as this article will in

future be referred to as B. iv.
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I further subdivide them according to tbe source whence

they were obtained as follows :

—

(I.) MSS. obtained in Persia between tbe dates February

28th, 1888 (when I first succeeded in establishing

communications with the Babis at Isfahan), and

August 22, 1888, when I acquired my last Persian

MS. (the Persian Beyan) in Bafsinjan near Kirman.

MSS. of this class I denote by the letters BBP
(the P standing for Persia).

(II.) MSS. obtained from Cyprus as a result of the

correspondence which, through the kindness of

Captain Young, the Commissioner of Famagusta,

I have been enabled to carry on since July, 1889,

with Subh-i-Ezel (see T.N. ii, pp. xviii.-xx.) All

these MSS., with the exception of three or four

which were brought to Subh-i-Ezel from Persia in

the summer of 1890, were transcribed by himself.

I feel that it is only due to him to state that he

undertook this laborious task solely from a desire

to render the writings of his beloved Master accessible

to the western world and out of sheer kindness to

myself. I was unable to make him any return,

save sundry little services utterly incommensurable

with the value of his gifts, and quite undeserving

of mention. All these MSS. (including one or two

which he placed in my hands while I was in

Cyprus in March-April, 1890) are denoted by the

letters BBF (the F standing for Famagusta).

(III.) MSS. obtained at Acre in April, 1888, or from

Acre since that date. These were in all cases given

or sent to me by Beha’u’llah’s eldest son, ‘Abbas

Efendi, his second son, Badi'u’llah, or his third

son, Ziya’u’llah. 1 When sent, they were accom-

panied by letters in which the title or nature of

1 I believe that Bella has or had more than three sons, but these are all

that 1 have seen or coriesponded with.
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the book was stated. These MSS. are denoted by

the letters BBA (the A standing for Acre).

(IV.) MSS. obtained from Sheykh A , a learned Ezeli

resident in Constantinople, who is in. constant

communication with Subh-i-Ezel, and is implicitly

trusted by him, and of whose learning and integrity

alike I have had good proof. These MSS. are

denoted by the letters BBC (the C standing for

Constantinople).

The MSS. in each class are further specified by a number

appended to the class-letters, which number denotes simply

the order in which they came into my hands. Thus the

first MS. obtained from Famagusta is denoted as

BBF. 1, the second as BBF. 2, and so on. With this

preliminary explanation of the plan of classification adopted

(which, it will be observed, is empirical rather than rational,

but which nevertheless appeared to me for several reasons

the most satisfactory), I proceed to the detailed enumeration

of the MSS., some of which, having been elsewhere

sufficiently noticed, can be dismissed very shortly, while

others will need a fuller description.

Class I. MSS. obtained in Persia.

BBP. 1.

Ff. 82 (ff. l a
,
81 b

,
82 a

,
and 82b blank), 22 ,25xll'25 centi-

metres, 22 lines to the page. Bought at Isfahan

on March 1st, 1888, for 26 krans (rather less than

sixteen shillings). Unfortunately it has twice suffered

serious damage, firstly by the bursting open of a

portable ink-bottle with which it was packed,

whereby the margins of the leaves were much
stained

;
and, secondly, by the adhesion of a good

many opposite leaves (either from undue pressure

or unusual stickiness of the ink) in the process of
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binding. In many parts it is consequently now

almost illegible, though when I described it in 1888

it was in good condition.

For a general account of the work see Baron Rosen’s

description in Coll. Sc. Hi, pp. 32-51
;
B. ii, pp. 944-9

;
and

Coll. Sc. vi, pp. 143-4.

The work was composed, as I have already shown (p. 305

supra), two years after Bella's return to Baghdad from

the mountains of Kurdistan, i.e. in a.h. 1274 (a.d. 1858-9),

while he still owned allegiance to Subh-i-Ezel. The passage

which proves this has been already alluded to (cf. also B. ii,

p. 946), but it is so important that, as it is not included

in the extracts given by Baron Rosen, I here give it in

full. It occurs on ff. 78b-79b of the present MS., and

ff. 123a-125a of the Acre MS. which will be described

presently. I follow the latter, which offers a better as well

as a more legible text.

o'

y

1
* J

Ai^A es-.~.-y 0,Lj J>1 ^ A~*l y'j

:c*a
ASj L*i .. )1 .A?

jA Ay/l (f. 123
b
) A^LAj 5 kXl ^

f ^J>a^ L? ^yWa^WtStJ J

»-A7
*

^
^ jj cJ? \j * \jj ^ ^

J- lJ Ai Ij^l <t^>jl Ij j*Jlc LA'W Jj' i 1 AS A ajAi a

J ~ >

°u

Sj\ <U>-Lil y jLU cAAljlj Ail j , ty

i
LA-^-yi*jl • Ail J A~i yl chillisr*y «

-a jIriUJ 1 i

1 j A . c b ^Aaj 1 Ij i
l -•

j
1 a

jA /% A a.'

J

V s ]/» i* J&j)
Si A1 i ^jjl Tuy JJj U p-J-uA JU^jA Ulis UL:

AA A .la < *lA21 Jal a *1 Ail ;1 AS , •'Ll) . ILjl <UiiT l> ai)
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JsLJl**
^ l.}j+0

j

+*<S&s* <A^ij ^ ^ c^j-3

UL) ^jA l^SIL J-il) ( i\«a)\ Js\ \j^\£*\ 4i &ss* lJj^

/,
<d^s!l (JJ>- U°J^ 1^-'} ^'J' ift S?~ ($’ ) ,j-jl • <0

CL!j?~-\ist uLj *.ui b cLLl (LjAs'1* CL>\Ijy\

jS& ^jW\j^ jd X&£*y JL }J>
J

AL>Uj Ji\ji ^l^jbb,

J J~s j

^.jslb >

j

f'-' j' } ^j‘. lSj'^T 5 J^'-

LIU'-' • 1^*3 i,
“ ^v^>-

\j
Su^C>- 4.^ 4^>-

^
AJ LlUj* 4.^

JU£ *<A-.--J &y\j^s+ ^^}jj }
4Jjli b

j

t" ;j^j' ^ Uj ‘-yA'< ~>~ ^W» ^
•3j

srr*jir>

lS^ b* j\ y
|4(J^J ^J^Xjuu^I i ^^uAj j*JLwJ

j

j**) % lj*—

^

^J b*^»- j\ t t ^Ia_s * &*a£ 4^ol
^j\

\*£j \
< ^

j*j\ b <*b ^ * 4j C »* ^
^ ^**3 *"^ ^

^ 'Xii*/'l
j 1

u)^—*—
>

Jb.r^> 3 ^ <0 £^b>~

” uj *-*J ^ 4-J \ l>\^
1 ^

Jy? bu^lf
^

3^^* ^

r
J.fj (f. 124

b

) ^JJul
;
,u.

_, ^ cJLri-1

1 j\ J^S- ^j£-> ^_<-t
,^ L^-Lc

j (^5 cN^- 1 L—

J

^
^kA^SS* ^*hJU 43 jjXZ+s* ^j*\ y

0j-O tXJL ^

J*\ J &*&s» j\ i&J 1 Ij’
;

S^b ^jlbs^ tJj~- I _s I
'

l-^ >bi ^.ibo b +*}b**} ^IauJ tAj i!

j
lA^j^jijbc C^»5>-^

0 , S>'~--* J^ tJ
i^~*) 1 .X-r.’ AsT ! 0 J

1 l ••
^

^U^JJil
J tJ

***5 L-^rl^:4 t_5^
i xiil jj

C—^bK^l j\ ^ujM l ^-b > t_,-# Ail X SJ^ ^-J..b,< fcs?\us>-

j
' <^x«b ^'Jw^'1

w\3 jb-zU+i
t

Lcl <$.:>- t^i^j % j L
"

'^‘

1 BBT. 1. om. j\ lene.
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'~-^l ''-'•c
J

^ ^ l_c^J ^U>- Lij A~c ^1

1 A~ l^hc ^—i.1

^ ^1 0 j
%&*jj.si 1 * - _\ -#

^
..’ 1

-^
* ^

jJaj 0'jjy (f. 125
a

) jyJ JL>- Ji\ . jjU _'.-!

^ A-lJlj
t ^

L o . i* i aIo ^,.'1 1

t

^ * 'w' — *^d

'

*
\j <x-!l iJy ^JJ IB

^
<dJib Hji il t ^ jJ^aSI (*'

;^'^

BBP. 2.

O ^ . it ^

J. Commentary on the Tradition libs'* \ lP composed by

Bellas eldest son, ‘Abbas E/endl,for
t

Alt Shevhet Pasha.

Ff. 24 (ff. l a
,

23^, 24a, and 24b blank), 1875 x 12

centimetres, 18 lines to the page. Written in a

small neat naskh hand. Bought in Isfahan along

with the MS. described above.

Begins :

1 1 A.1J

1

Ss
j

c—'Ar- ZjST t— A'" ^
rc _U [>r, UJ-c e^li . Lo CA'lJ^iLM .srl

LA-^'*Ajl J l^p-jAj! clkihJb Jjs>- J1 _7!1jib Aj .

.... c^UKll
,
ciAi.Jl Ui

The Persian preface begins on f. 2a
,

1. 7, as follows :

^y- tiri
1 * aJl. • luUK Jili j

L“ -)\j\.^\ L.

J <£— <Lmuw Li l-l? * \% £>LmJ
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iA--iMitJ LA-»»J Jjbl j
^'.Ajbi- Apbj Alibi.

l
1 j

a)J1 ijj-xj ^LAil ^-1—3 . ^LSa^A

L*j aJj 1 Aifjj Li L w 1 -v t Li) L a-U ^J„c s 3

1

j.j. <uAj
t

_iy«aS>sf* ,—yA) Ai s- lA.*.

llAS'*

. ...
<}J\

A pij* l iy-cU <jLsh LAUiliP Jj!

Ends

:

l*A5
A ^iAyi A*m*£**) ^.fe^A

^ JL ^j.3 <«—

w~ ,.jLaj ^,-dyA Ju>y jfi ^Ls_0 L aUA.« ci-ol£s«- jJU

cL” a^jAj sAjl^ij Lf
^
^3b ^Ur ^jL^J y~^

'

• -* (f. S3) ^ Lt**)
^

)! 3 AL)AJ &S\jAJ
^

-^

"
I- —W^» 1 i— .' 2 C\.J .£Lw)

^]|
^

^~''- A i yi*A '

i
l

**

A^..*.>- Ai l«,A) I

j ^J’..
^ 1 *

*J
y* AA^.c )J

^
A.JAi

A;L
(J
A yA ^.ib A ^JA>- ^-’ •^S'< L/'U 't

^
^fb « LA-w)j^o ^A

o/ fV'J IA^~. u,'^ j-?-r-~j jb=-

Ji y
\ \^As^»L~‘ • A»Ai AjAA* (JLi^c^ y j) LA^w-yA j-+s-j\

j-JAJ A.' A jjl j-^.,*'j--* j\ Li iA^A-L: j^—'-* * 4__^L jl^ol

* A»U cL*A-)l <3y*sr'* l £.*1 —

So far as I have read this treatise I find no mention

of the author’s name, but Babi tradition ascribes it to

‘Abbas Efendi. Scattered through the commentary, which

in the main reflects the ideas of the Sufis, are hints

of Babi doctrine, including discussions on the meaning

of the “Point” (<LaiU) and the “Unity” (AaJj), which

latter is regarded as the “manifestation” of “the One”
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BBP. 3.

Ff. 67 (fF. la
,
67 a

,
and 67b blank), 16xl0'25 centimetres,

14 lines to the page. Written in a small neat naskh

hand. Heading, as well as initial or final words

in some parts, written in blue ink. Given to me
by one of the Babis of Shiraz on April 2nd, 1888.

See B. i, p. 495; B. ii, pp. 972-981 and 1007-8; Coll.

Sc. ri, p. 144. To this work I formerly gave the name

Laich-i-Akdas which I had heard applied to it by the

Babis in Persia. I was informed at Acre that its proper

title is Kitdb-i-Akdas, and that the name Laich-i-Akdas

properly denotes an Epistle addressed to the Christians.

This detail is independently confirmed by M. Toumansky.

(See Coll. Sc. ri, p. 243, n. 1.)

BBP. 4.

Ff. 104 (ff. l a-17a and 90b-104b blank), 13x8 centimetres,

11 lines to the page, Invocation (C*

in red. Written in a good bold naskh

hand by Haji Mirza II , the Babi missionary

whom I met at Shiraz (B. i, pp. 492, 495
;
B. ii,

p. 972, and p. 312 supra), who received in return

the sum of one tiimdn (six shillings).

The same work as that last described.

BBP. 5.

Ff. 189 (ff. l a-2a and 189b blank), 21x13 centimetres,

19 lines to the page. Written in legible Persian

ta'l'ik of an unpretentious character by a scribe who,

from the mistakes in orthography of which he is

not seldom guilty, was evidently a man of no great
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education. Given to me by the Babis of Shiraz in

April, 1888. Concerning this important work see

pp. 318-9 supra
;
B. i, p. 496; B. ii, pp. 1002-3;

Coll. Sc. vi, p. 244 ;
and T.N. ii, pp. 192-7 and passim.

Recent researches have thrown no small light on the

origin and authorship of this history. As the Syndics of

the Cambridge University Press have consented to publish

an abridged translation of it which I have prepared, I

prefer to reserve a full discussion of these points for the

Introduction to that work, and will here coniine myself

to a bi’ief statement of the more important facts.

I have previously had occasion to observe (p. 319 supra)

that the Tarikh-i-Jadid was in great measure based on a

contemporary history of the Babi movement written by

Haji Mirza Jani of Kashan, who suffered martyrdom at

Teheran in 1852. Till quite recently all my attempts to

discover some trace of the earlier work proved ineffectual.

Last Easter, however, I at length found opportunity to

examine the five Babi MSS. belonging to the Bibliotheque

Rationale at Paris which were brought back from Persia

by Count Gobineau. Of these five MSS. two were in

Persian and three in Arabic. Of the former, one (Suppl.

Pers. 1,070) contained part, and the other (Suppl. Pers.

1,071) the whole of a partly doctrinal, partly historical

work which at once rivetted my attention, and which, as

I hope to prove conclusively in the Introduction to my
translation of the Tarikh-i-Jadid

;

appears to be nothing

less than the hitherto lost work of Haji Mirza Jani. I

was not able to subject this MS. to an exhaustive exami-

nation, the period of my stay in Paris not sufficing for

this, but I found in it, reproduced almost word for word,

the bulk of the more important narratives quoted from

Haji Mirza Jani’s work in the Tarikh-i-Jadid, these being

told either as the writer’s own experiences, or as accounts

heard at first-hand from those concerned. If this Parisian

MS. be indeed (as I for my part feel assured is the

case) the history of Haji Mirza Jani, its value can

scarcely be over-estimated.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 29
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Not less important are the results of inquiries instituted

amongst the Babis of ‘Ishkabad by Lieutenant Toumansky

(of whose previous researches some account will be found

at pp. 318-322 supra). Of these results, for the com-

munication of which I am indebted to the unfailing kindness

of Baron Rosen, Lieutenant Toumansky has most courteously

permitted me to make use for this article. As I cannot

possibly express them more clearly or more concisely than

Baron Rosen has done, I prefer to quote his words. He
writes :

—“ M. Toumansky me donne en outre quelques

informations sur le Tarikh-i-Djadid. c. a-dire sur l’histoire

de la composition de ce livre. II tient ces informations de

Mirza Abou’l-Fazl, domicilie a Samar-

cand, qui vient souvent a Ashkabad. Cet Abou’l-Fazl est

cite dans le Tarikh-i-Djadid, comme m’ecrit M. Toumansky,

sur une des pages 306-322 1 de votre manuscrit en ces mots :

c-jULM c—jUa^i

Jw L
"

| Ai

a! ' &*£.*-*
i ^ ^j

' “ b ij

Abou’l-Fazl etait jadis un des oulemas Shiites. Son

frere est Moudjtehid et fut un des membres de la

conference aux * Kazimein ’
(
Traveller's Narrative ii,

85-87). C’est Abou’l-Fazl auquel appartient le com-

mencement du Tarikh-i-Djadid jusqu’aux mots :—- A. t,

u°r'3 ^j j->_ j-f-i c_~ol_s\_d qui se

trouvent sur le page 3 du manuscrit de M. Toumansky. 2

C’est cet Abou’l-Fazl qui a appris a M. Toumansky ce

qui suit an sujet de la composition du Tarikh-i-Djadid.

En 1297 Abou’l-Fazl fit a Teheran connaissance avec

Manouktchi. Ce dernier dans ce temps avait l’intention

de publier deux ouvrages historiques. L’un d’eux, une

1 The passage in question actually occurs on pp. 321-2 (ff. 162b-163a
)

of

my MS.
2 In my MS. these words occur on f. 3b ,

1. 10.
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histoire des rois iraniens avant l’islamisme fut compose

sur l’ordre de Manouktchi par Ismail Khan Zend. La

composition de l’autre, c. a-dire l’histoire du Bab, fut confiee

par Manouktchi a un babide nomine Mirza Hosein Harna-

dani (qui mourut a Resht en 1299). Manouktchi lui-meme

ne pouvait ecrire, car il n’etait pas habitue a ecrire les

lettres arabes, mais il desirait voir inseres dans le livre

ses souvenirs et ses opinions. Mirza Hosein Hamadani

s’adressa a Abou’l-Fazl, qui lui conseilla de prendre pour

base la chronologie du Ndsikh-ut-tewdrikh, et renfermer les

souvenirs et recits de Manouktchi dans ce cadre chrono-

logique. Abou’l-Fazl lui-meme ecrivit une espece de

preface, Mirza Hosein Hamadani soumettait son

brouillon a Hadji Seyid Djevad {^)=r) Kerbelai, qui

donnait a l’ouvrage la redaction definitive. Ce hadji etait

un des savants shiites les plus connus. Il etait de la famille

du Seyid Mehdi surnomme [
“ the Ocean of

Sciences ”], avait fait ses premieres etudes a Kerbela sous

la direction du Sheykh Ahmed Akhsai

Plus tard il avait profite des lecons de Kazira Peshti, et

enfin devint Baby. Il avait connu le Bab encore avant

le yUA. C’est lui qui avait converti au babisme Abou’l-

Fazl. Djevad mourut a Kirman en 1299, ayant environ

100 ans.—M. Toumansky m’a autorise a vous ecrire ce

qui precede. Tout cela repose naturellement sur l’autorite

de Abou’l-Fazl. Yous trouverez peut-etre encore des

renseignments pour confirmer ou refuter ces remarques

sur la composition du Tarikh-i-Djadid.”

The only observation which I need at present make on

the foregoing version of the compilation of the Tankh-i-

Jadul is that it seems difficult to ascribe its final recension

to Sevyid Jawad of Kerbela, inasmuch as he was one of

Subh-i-Ezel’s most loyal supporters (See T.N. ii, p. 342,

n. 2), while the Tdrikh-i-Jadid, in so far as it alludes at

all to the later history of the Babi movement, manifests

Beha’i sympathies, and systematically ignores Subh-i-Ezel.

Moreover, as will be set forth at the end of this article.
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when I come to describe the MSS. bearing the press-marks

BBC. 1 and BBC. 2, Seyyid Jewad actually composed two

large volumes (the Hasht Bihisht, vols. i and ii) on the

Theory and Practice of the Babi religion, which are strongly

Ezell in their proclivities. (See also T.N. ii, pp. 351-371,

and pp. 296-7 supra.) It is not unlikely, however, that

the two or three passages in the Tdrikh-i-Jadid which

refer to Bella may be interpolations of the copyist, and

that, on the other hand, passages bearing reference to

Subh-i-Ezel may have been excised. In any case the

information obtained by M. Toumansky is invaluable, as

affording a definite basis for further investigation.

BBP. 6.

. 1
\

^ h— 1 ^ ^

Ff. 40 (ff. l a and 40b blank), 17'5 x 10 5 centimetres.

The number of lines to the page varies from 15 to

24, and the writing, a minute and rather illegible

shikaste, becomes smaller as well as closer after the

first few pages. The contents of this MS., as well

as the circumstances under which I obtained it at

Kirman, on July 29th, 1888, are fully described

at pp. 284-291 supra.

BBP. 7.

zV'
1 LZJ ,bj

Ff. 220 (ff. l a-19a
,
45b

,
46a

,
52a-53% 90-92% 161 a-164%

193a-196% 213b-220b blank)
;
20‘25 x 6 -5 centimetres,

10 lines to the page throughout the prose portions.

The poems, which are all at the end, are written in

double oblique lines, between which, in some cases,

two extra beyts are inscribed. Written for me by

a Babi telegraph-clerk at Kirman in July-August,

1888.
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Contents :

Ff. l a—19a blank.

Ff. 19 b-45b
. The Ziyarat-ndmi (<u#U C-^bj) or “Book

of Visitation ” (Gobineau’s “ Journal clu Pelerinage”)

composed by the Bab at the beginning of his mission.

This work I discussed at pp. 896-902 of my second

article in the J.R.A.S. for 1889, and I there attempted to

prove that it was identical with a Babi work described by

Mirza Kazem-Beg at pp. 498-502 of vol. viii (series vi)

of the Journal Asiatique. In one of my earlier letters to

Subh-i-Ezel I enquired as to the authenticity of this

work, and he replied, in a letter dated Oct. 1st, 1889, as

follows :

c Aj\ xdyiji A LUjl.'j

a.6
^ ^ un—

j

A— \ 1

* j\ (

jd

A

1 jL.t Ailj ij jjai

“ The Book of Visitation of which you spoke is by His

Holiness the Point
[
i.e . the Bab], and was [written] after

the Manifestation, 1 as is witnessed by [some of] the expres-

sions occurring in it. He wrote many Visitations

:

they

are not limited by any [definite] limitation. But there

is also a Book of Visitations by myself. That is [written]

in a different style, but there is in this land [i.e. Cyprus]

but a little of it.” Concerning this work see B. ii, pp.

896-902 and 1000.

Ff. 45b-46a blank.

Ff. 46b-51 b
. A short Epistle, of uncertain authorship,

beginning with an Arabic exordium and continuing

in Persian.

1 I had in my letter expressed the same opinion which I advanced in B. ii {loc.

cit.), viz. that the Bah wrote it before the Manifestation.
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Begins

:

^N J° } uPj^ }
^ji ^yt jji <0 iXs^. ,_£aJ1

(_)i
j j

h— ^yt AjS^-jN ^yt (Jii iLLJI y.~l !^JlXS>-jJ'

yt> Si <lN S Sy*b *bl*J b*
J
jy*i\ SA—X ^p-Jb A-ll

• • • •

Tlie Persian part begins on f. 47b
,

1. 1, as follows :

k_iyul i . ' -* CX' 1 \ 1 ^ 1 i S*~~-L- 1 b (^1

A;.^A^ lfcOli.il
j

AX'y^.-i Uij.^- A-- ^j\ c_jLa jO

UN j*£jb>- AJ t_^«N tOoLjyu b ,Jj A^jb ^0

JUp-

A

i JtsH AAJb'^lyiN jl^iN ^yx^l ^1 ^r^rr^'

.... ^-X» ^~AJ tAJ^' J

Ends :

,
a a.' <S)

V'
^as ^ * i j a*j l^ij L—^!w Aj«^A>* *,

'

LmJ ^ t\>*» LA-*w^ ^ *wJ i~? * / <»* Uj JLb

A
^
A; ^ <Lj^J tj lj* <L^«*J ^ <G A ^jJ \ij A*j

, A

^ ^ £A^^O ^ ** — - liJ ^

1

* p
* <A5U fbl J1^ _,

This Epistle appears from internal evidence to have

been written by one of those who claimed to manifest

God, but whether by the Bab or Bella I cannot con-

fidently decide, though it seems more probable that the

latter was its author. In this case the “brother” addressed

is probably Subh-i-Ezel.

Ff. 52a-53a blank.

Ff. 53b-89b
. The Lawh-i-Nasir

(yyj —»!). See B. it,

pp. 949-953, and 1004. The Babis of Kirman
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informed me that this document was composed by

Beha at Adrianople, and that in it he first formulated

his claim. It appears that my copy of this important

epistle is not, as I formerly supposed, unique in

Europe, for I have learned from Baron Rosen that

another copy exists at St. Petersburg.

Ff. 90a-92a blank.

Ff. 92b-160b
. The “Seven proofs ” (A*--

j

Jjlita). See B. ii,

pp. 912-918 and pp. 1001-2.

About this work also I questioned Subh-i-Ezel in the

letter alluded to in connection with the Ziydrat-name.

Ilis reply (contained in the letter of October 1st from

which I have already quoted) ran as follows :

*ir.* Akib Cyfl>
j

J A '' ^ Ask" *

AssT

JJ err

Bjr. A j
jil L*

*

.A aA"*-’ UcbljJj

—W ^ b j
iA-2 St

Jjlj t

L) j (A ^li-uAo
^

•4 -A ,L>

“ The Seven Proofs is by His Holiness the Point [i.e.

the Bab], if it has not suffered interpolation. 1 There is

no copy of it here. It was composed, as you say, in the

Mountain of Mim [Maku]. Most of the [Bab’s] books

were revealed during the few years of his imprisonment

in Maku and Chihrik. The rest were composed in Shiraz

and Isfahan, save such as [he wrote] during the pilgrimage-

journey, etc.” I took with me to Cyprus a copy of the

“Seven Proofs,” and submitted it to Subh-i-Ezel, who

kept it by him for several days, transcribed it for himself,

and returned my copy to me with a few corrections,

declaring it to be the genuine work of the Bab. He

1 Sc. at the hands of the followers of Bell h. Subh-i-Ezel often complained
that the Beha’is had tampered with the Bab’s writings to give colour to

their own doctrines and views, and was always careful to guard himself by
this or some similar expression from giving an unqualified guarantee to any
book which he had not himself seen.
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added that it was written by the Bab for his amanuensis,

Aka Seyyid Huseyn of Yezd.

Ff. 161 a-164a blank.

Ff. 164b-192b
. The masnavi poem attributed to Kurratu’l-

‘Ayn, briefly described in B. ii, p. 1002.

Ff. 193a-196a blank.

Ff. 196b-213a
. Other Babi poems, as follows :

Ff. 196b-197a
. The gliazal attributed to Kurratu’l-‘Ayn

which I have published with a translation at pp.

314—316 of vol. ii of my Traveller’s Narrative.

Ff. 197 b-198a
. The poem of which Baron Rosen quotes

the first heyt at the bottom of p. 251 of Coll.

Sc. vi. The text here given (consisting of only 11

beyts), together with an English translation, will be

found in the Appendix to B. iii (pp. 323-5 supra).

Ff. 198a-199b
. Another poem of 18 couplets in the same

rhyme and metre as the last, beginning :

Ik !_.&> sAjAj l^c , s
'

1L* j j

and ending :

j
^j\ jj j*—1 J

bcJLAv* • — . i _v~

Ff. 200a-213a
. A poem, or group of poems, of the nature of

a tarkib-band and tarji‘-band combined, the refrain

being constant in some parts of the poem and varying

in others. The words are very wild, and the phrase-

ology and allusions very obscure. I subjoin a few

typical verses taken from different parts of the piece.

Jv
i * —V * — b

JkMj ^bw l—A—
J J

jib

*
i — Xij

i
lj

1 MS.
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b ^Xi\ ddaiij jl

b ^bwl A-kaj j\

_5L bi^ Jb
TL J

a.

<a«mj

a.a
^

5._) b.*?

V j?U

b j_jibs

* H: *

Ajs- b <L>- b

As- b ^o«J dAa- b ^iJO £«xb
(J-*-'*’ j~ tl^jLjtl-b

*?“ ^ lT'V.
*? ^ £A *1 b

a»~ b b jsj £A_bi" (J.l-ss.* ^—i—lj

V uS^ J i ^3b>- jl

b A c_bbf- jl

Ip* l~> L^-j l-^uu^i l^j'lylic lyLUl.j la

Ig-iUjl £J Ub labial L^jLbsl

b l-Jj
, s-

A-sr*

b <_jj iAs^* Ajj^s'*

* * *

la (J^3 la (J-^-b ^j.4 A.* 1 J»ri- Ab Aysi.

La Jjbl La La Jjk! La La v^^.bJs j A La k_bu j A

la Jal la la Jal la

b <LsA_C b 0?) ijJcmJ Aja^-

lj A>.Jb ^ Lj ^Lx^w-^» aJlLs*. j^j)

* * * * %

Ff. 213*-220» blank.
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BBP. 8.

Ff. 114 (ff. 1% 114% and 114b blank), 21*5x11 centimetres,

in oblong form, like a pocket-book. Written in

bluish ink, in an unformed and ungraceful mm-shikaste

hand. The lines of writing, which run parallel to

the back and shorter side of the book, are unevenly

distributed, and vary from 21 to 30 per page.

Headings of chapters are written in red. Given to

me, after much urgent entreaty, in Rafsinjan, near

Kirman, on August 22nd, 1888.

The Persian Beyan is a work of such capital importance

that I have had occasion to allude to it and quote from it

repeatedly both in B. i and B. ii, and in vol. ii of the

Traveller's Narrative. The contents have been fully stated

by Baron Rosen {Coll. Sc. in, pp. 1-32). See also B. ii,

pp. 918-933 and 1001-1002, and p. 259, n. 1, supra. The

present MS. ends with the following abominably un-

grammatical colophon :

—

Ijjb jo c S}

S'joJ

On the blank leaf at the end of the MS. (f. 114a
) are

sundry notes with dates, recording, as it would appear,

the times when its owner’s children were born. The first

entry is dated Muharram 22nd a.h. 1282 (June 17th,

a.d. 1865), so that we may fairly assume that the MS.

was transcribed before that date. There are five entries

in all, the last a most extraordinary one. The}' are as

follows

:

(?) c_Aj’y -nAs'* ly? j). jJy (1)

jry rr

irAr
„ . ^
JJ>
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I f ^ I
w

J ^ &*+HkO wXJjJ (2)

^.—A...**? (sic) <Ls^ lo ^^-£j p* Xjjblb <ubli (3)

i r .* w

^ wXJ^ (4)

jJy (sw! perhaps ^5*11 is meant) jjjjJl (5)

^ J\jj tr^V. uT* iJ-J J f^1
* ^

A ->—^ t gi
lii

1 j ^ ^ ^
**

1 aA

Class II. MSS. obtained from Subh-i-Ezel.

BBF. 1.

.(lAaIj’-Ia/'#)

Ff. 238 (ff. l a-2a and 237a-238” blank), 17-75 x 1075 centi-

metres, 10 lines to the page. Written in a peculiar

ta‘lik much used by Subh-i-Ezel for the transcription

of the sacred books.

This MS. accompanied the first letter (despatched on

July 29th and received on Aug. 15th, 1889) which I

received from Subh-i-Ezel. In the letter he wrote as

follows

:

^ A— h h
) Aj “ A. i.

».~ 1 hi A^iaJ

j\ ^ ^1^11 j\ y^L-J AJ Ay CAA^Ia

L "

—

y t
' llA Ay iA-A Asy1

1 A->Ay £AAj

A^ ^ jl |*A> Ay bjy^j ^IsyyLs'* Ali-d

$l£y& ALlLyy lx A^^- ^A L1A--**• hJ
JL il Ajj c-ys j'yyJ

|-5irw< cr^ ^ ^
J^=r ^“'-V »j[r^

1 ^ hXj ^5 Ij txlj ^ iljAJ
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Julji tS Ĵ 3 ^ J-*^

* j\ sA >xiL*j ci^wjjj ,L»>^j ^1

“ As regards the words comprised in the writings of the

Beyan for which you asked, inasmuch as certain persons

did plunder this recluse, and steal away most of the Epistles

and Books, all that is [at this moment] available, [namely]

a book of twenty folios, I [herewith] forward to you.

Hereafter I will send you copies of such books as are

accessible. Were it now the time when this recluse dwelt

in ‘Irak-i-‘Arab [i.e. Baghdad], many books could have

been sent
;

but what avails it [now] ? Most of them

have passed into the hands of ignorant men, and these

have pillaged them. [Only] a few remain in this land,

and even these were conveyed [hither] with difficulty,

because of the fewness of [my] friends. For this reason

most of those books, whereof the worth was great, are

no longer in my hands, save only a small fraction.”

In answering this letter I enquired further as to the

name and nature of this book, and in Subh-i-Ezel’s second

letter, despatched from Famagusta on Oct. 1st, 1889, received

reply as follows

:

i •• -..A l
" *

^ L* ^1 j
-*- c

**
'

tXL (Jjb (J"?"
5 <5̂ ' ' 4-^-yAJ \j>

AftLxs*'* ti-***>^ —j&Us* 'b J

J--.-*—

j

j ^1 && cA-JIj j

^
UlL

^ j ^—' j
A.1 1
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“ The book which was sent to you is [part] of the writings

of the Beyan and belongs to His Holiness the Point [i.e. the

Bab]. It consists for the most part of prayers to the

Fulfiller of needs. Who [else] is able to produce such

words ? What was revealed at first was called each book

by a different name, but during the later period [of the

Bab’s life] all received one title and was called ‘ Beyan .’

And much [of this] he [i.e. the Bab] directed to be

arranged in nineteen volumes, as is fully explained in

the Persian Bdyan. 1 But 2 in the Beyan different grades

[or styles] are apparent. The first grade resembles previous

[revealed] books 3
;
the second is of the nature of supplica-

tions and prayers
;
the third is [in] the style of exhortations,

wherein he [i.e. the Bab] had regard to clearness and

eloquence
;

the fourth [consists of] scientific treatises,

commentaries, and answers to enquirers
;

and the fifth,

which is [substantially] identical with the preceding styles,

is in the Persian language.” I have already pointed out

in another place
(
T.N'. it, p. 346) how fully Subh-i-Ezel’s

account of the Bab’s writings and the meaning of the term

‘Beyan’ accords with Gobineau’s (Bel. et Phil., p. 311).

This present work, then, contains a collection of Prayers

belonging to the “second grade” of the Beyan, using

this term in its wider signification as connoting all the

Bab’s later writings. Owing to the number of these

prayers, and the limited space at my disposal, I can only

give the opening words of each.

(No. 1, on f. 2
b
)

jjb
(J\j\

jjlc A^-sr1*

^ j\Jo\ jijnj jf\Jb

-J\ pjj . ^±*3 jJ ^
1 See Persian Beyan, Vahid vi, ch. i, and T.N. vol. ii, pp. 344-346.
2 Translated at pp. 343-4 of T.N. ii.

3
i.e. the Kur’an.
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*S1 S j*Jl u-SCl ^1 j*-»T5>-J
1

^jy*,.>-jl ' *11 1 »**aJ (No. 2, on f. 4
b
)

*SS1
ĉ_

.1. . ‘IkxJI
y v *J1j . ~Ua! 1 w.L ^ SI

i
^ >

-J\ *U-J! uk<!L.
j

. \ \\
; f-r

1-1 ' u_ivjlsa«> j*-S-^J1 i^t^-yll Cww ' ^w.,'

r
•
(No. 3, on f. 5

b
)

• cJM

j&y?? C-iky

1

c ^JULjI i ^ ,L*1

-f'
lirf

r<
;

UJ JJ1 lJo^su, ^ 11
L.j^)\ *±j',*^j (No. 4, on f. 21

b
)

*
\

*
i

•• j ^ > r
•

L__£ksA-iS _«1 < $1)1 ,_>_i jj <_£j^J1

^ <-^1

ys SI *!1 1! *i1 *131 j^n ^Jl *21*^ (No. 5, on f. 26
a

)

SI *31 S kJLSU usls fJuJljSjlj iiLJUlj

j^1 ,»^£-<r 1 01*11

<d!'**uj (*-o-J1 ^4o- J1 <dJ3^j i_JJrs^ *Uj) (No. 6, on f. 27
b
)

i i

• •* -/
i

c— *AJ1 ^ jjS\

* twl • i •Xx*-"'# • l-'V-!••-«*.’ b# • / .5
|
\ ^ • C ? ^ ^

^>y y > y * ••• y w> > y

^ ly#^*s W5** ^J^* \

L^<j\
L CU (

I&X . uJoj^S **JJ1 (No. 7, on f. 57
a

)

t_<J LJo^i S lJa^j eo-ol SI *31 S *131 L^ol

xJ * c
-x j^-sil l_X1 • i_l^L»J1 t_Xl

l

** > **

k' S ‘-^ <— j LJ-^J

jJ ^!1 Ij
J*il!1 ( ^jlsrU;

^j*t
*X5 * ^ %-k-i Si <d!'*w (No. 8, on f. 60

b
)

^‘1 ^^aa11 (_^L. (_« 1
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Ij uJolsa-j £_:X\ (No. 9, onf. 63
b
)

^j-SX (JJ LX Jjj j*S I X
*X C—Xilsruo ^!l <dS^j*Auj (No. 10, on f.66

a

)

X Ljj t_jXX t_io Lio

iX.>l ^.Ll! u_^3Ua~: (No.ll,onf. 68
b
)

j Jb\i

XI
r
fU1 cjCUx- ^Sl -d!^ (No.l2,onf.71

b
)

$ X/ >
CU 1.X \ U. X.-~^V« —0 1

i_£j^S,hUI<— (No. 13,onf.74
a
)

uX i\ 4J1 3 *JJI l^-31 XX Jlc J-AX_,

j*i\ lXj
_j

(jhLs^ <_X-1 lX-! L-jC_j2a U < > ^

ClJy^J i! ^£=- CI»«J 1 tX'j 1 J j

lX! ^U1 XX *11!^ (No. 14, onf.76
b
)

j
^.JsLi Ll^3l

lXj^ ^aX iX^Xy^ i\ dJlf-uuo (No. 15, on f. 79
a

)

XUj' Si < $olsa~j
l̂ rSi'l\ <dll^j (No. 16, on f.81

a
)

CX^sXl Sc ^Ldj X=>X ^\ ^y, (XXjX

l$j
^J\ ^y* X.'X \ j c^-sJuiJ'

cjbc^js^l

^XJ! <dll**«j (No. 17, onf. 83
b
)

i-^-X jjj jj cxi lxi i) jXn < ^jisa^o

As)| \s»y*3 L^»- \<Jji LgM
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<a]}\^uj (No. 18,onf.8C
b

)

^
U-£ot L C-J L-Cl..'

^ j
jjlc L*

,

j2j^\

cJCLLj!
^J>\

(No.l9,onf.88
b
)

l-jj b
V. cr4,5^

j

V. ^ V.

1 ^'-V

<_£i\ j*-g-Lll <d)!j**juj (No.20,onf. 91
b

)

\j
\

Jb\i

t ^ j V^srv—

s

(No. 21, on f. 93 )

~ j'w: J ^S-J j!bjS?

^\ *JU *JJ\ ^,<Jlj .

^ < S.x>-.
c. J

i_£jl a!JW (No. 22, onf. 95
b
)

. c-^-JU! ,JU c^-JI^[J ^j\

^ V. ^ «-Xl^Uo <dN*^ (No.23,onf.97
a

)

^ ^3^*3 ^.3^3 ^.j3

^ b aJJIpj (No.24,onf.99
a

)

^ cy^JI >li t_£!

^11 b uJolsA-o ^Ai3l <dl(**uj (No.2o,onf.l01
a

)

3! 3 <dll i^j\ < £)\
^J.£-

^a.\^

,

(.jd'A^lS

^1 <—5A&-. ti-Ol
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^j\ v.
^i SI aUI^j (No.26,onf.l02

b
)

^1 Li^_J
ujO^ftS

^aSI ail I^ -TfJI Uil ^ a-SI t^Sl aJJL«*j (No.27,onf.l04
b
)

< Sa'^J aI^J
_j

t_5jl_j-j ^Le ys> SI <UI S

i_r
;

ur* <J-' 3

^J\
b *«UI uJoUa- ^AiSI ^Sl aJJI^uj (No.28,onf.llO

a

)

aU^sll <LL! JLLLII *Aa> J j
c_jCj AfiS

1^1 (jLJI (J, lLC-cIa ^11 ^1

<£*.*^1 aLLl l<jl
}

^aSSI «_:~Jl aJJI^w (No.29,onf.ll4
a

)

j&lli* A=-l ^jl Jl aLlaiij ,_£AJ
u^' W. -J

1

^|l <
>_'l\jh aA^b L» j£ ( C^ij i

—

-Jb ^s)l

caaIa J.
£ uU ^Ul (^A-SI ^Sl aJJI^j (No.30,onf.l21

b
)

^
—4>-l l_J

t

S I k,

—
^

—

1 I ..

Jl cy/UII

^Jl
V. (4" d&lsv ^Sl ^Sl adll^-j (No.31,onf.l24

a

)

^1 alii u^jl i £j| ^Lc J£ j < ^jA^-iS

^1 b ^bl lL^Ucu, jjwAjSI t^Sl aJJI^a (No.32,onf.l29
a

)

SI all S w^jl uJbl ^jl-c (J.^

-

t (JJoAfi.S

^ I L S . ^A^ a L“ -.J |

i O-L-sl ^Jl p.^-L'.l ^waJSI *.a*S! <d!!j*w (No.33,onf.l32
a

)

A^
1

c-l"^ c -̂ l"^*' I

^

g-b I b

A^l l$JI vuAJ b« « CaLjSI ^A^y

^1 j*..&JJI (j^aaSI £A.«Sl a>Ulj*^ (No.34,onf.l36
a
)

t
g**3 L-b 4

t ^ 5) l^J I
t

^-^-1 1 b

j.k.a.s. 1892. 30
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^s~ ^Jl <—e-1! Cjl J JJ" juis? U1

C. '-5

i_£UL>! ^1 ^1 ^aSSI t^31 AU^(No.35,onf.l40
a
)

d <J^ Ijjl (— bb

b-s~ J! ^r'-^-i. «-il' J-> i^j-^->

J\ c;Ui!c
^bl b *A!1 ( 5bbsUs ^

S

«

\

31 <bJ^(No.36,onf.l44
b
)

C\XJU LjJ ^
^ ^*1 1 lj •!

^ 3 vr1

cT^ *>" u' LS^

^J\
b ^1 L_£bsU, “

i! ^ 31 ajl*^(No.37,onf.l48
b
)

^1 a j5 Uj ^-i> (_$bjc.i3

^1 b *$111 i_jblsA_j ^aI- 31 «_~*3l ajl*~j(No.38,onf.l52
b
)

<C«1_2 <ij"AiAu~jl b* _Lc c-i , Li > l_£>_) Ai.i.3

A>b^ i_Ji^» ^jl » ci-'jl 31 1 3 ^1 ajl$-i

Jl i_Xb£
,
J LjbJl t_<-' U^l <_yl

3 b cJbLLl jl ^$111 ^31 j-^,31 *11!^ (No.39,onf.lo6
a

)

i^3l 31 ai 3 i! e^3l 31 ill 3 »!*-u l^31 31 dll

j
. t-'# 1 b^-J 1*. 1 *^- ^.1^

t
» y

* 1 ..^ . . |
l

Jl Jjj lb l_<3! ^1 31 ail 3

^1 b *$111 C CUa~: ^aj'JI j_^31 <dll (No.40,on f,15S
b
)

* A-*

j

ij

»

t_<
~* <jaa- —

'

j i *—ab.’ i j_b—’ *-
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^J\
b ^i\ (No. 41,011 f,162

b
)

Ul tJl 1' i £o
! j

^\ jks»\^n

*J 1 */<^ <dl\r*j(No.42
J
onf.l66

!l

)

l^-bi.5^- 1 ^ ^
wVi <£_L«J £ A-k

u^Lbl ^
i ‘s-u-iiu 1 LiJ

^

jst c\AJ Si ^
^

«Aj
^ ^*1 1 (\J ^ 3

't} t—
aLaj ^ J.Jb ^ b (No. 43,on f,171

b
)

*J\ qjLJI <LbjU

*Te L-<UU oe3l ^)\ <d!Lw (No.44,onf.l74
b
)

^ j
'
l*£j b.-tf>

Ll<j CSSXJ J\ ^\ ^l\ aJJLw (No.45,onf.l78
b
)

jj\ < $y& i
1

j CS\ i__$Ax.c
^j

-1 i!

^2-H b 1 £blsru> (No. 46,011 f.l80
a

)

ijf \

,;

a _\^ ^4
, ^

l 1

c^LSU ^31 ^AJl ^jbSl ju^Sl 4in
r
^(No.47,onf.l85 a

)

^ J**-^
^2> U> 1 t_x.x-*Jjb

i^sr’ ^S1 1 VM
*i.

i__aJ! CXilj yJs x-J

lLXLL-
1 ^ -fJJ! (jwJjin AJJ!*«j(No.48,onf.l89

a
)

t
l
l-C b« 1 ^ 1 b 1 . ^ 7b

\ L. —

4

gJ 1 L * \
)
l

c^bjjl
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dldull ijljj cjjJi 1 ili dJl~*j (No.49,onf.l94
a

)

LS=~ L^
1

' ‘-Vs* cT*^ }
]

< o ^jb l_-£d-c Lss^ ^ cj-^rcC (—

-

1tt-laldl

dd ^Jd
;

H IjjIj lyui

Ji t_Cld

lJCLJLJ ^ <diy^j(No.50,onf.201
a

)

1) V.
<-r'D V.

b •—£*-*b

cidj Jx cr^v!l Uj, ^1 (No.51,onf.201
b
)

J>’^* cT» Jsl
'

(*S fct—M ‘-V-

u_ib-d J»-j i^s?" ^Le de^KsIl did j*JJI

^
L) La.c\ 3 ^ 1^1^^ jji li

In the middle of this prayer, at the bottom of f. 202b
,

occurs a form of “ Visitation ” for believers presenting

themselves before “the First who believed” or “the Letter

Sin,” by which terms Mulla Huseyn of Bushraweyh appears

to be designated. It is entitled <0Jb
cT* Jjl c^-jbj,

and begins :

Vjsr“ jo.^ aLldJl < £Lj' Ji*

^1#
^ ^

ij * . .

«

1 1 I s
^

. > -.-.j
, , J

Jib?- ^
<tdad dJl

^
i^glsl dJl ^yd?

Jl d.^1 dJl

4 _ 1 dj 1 *«o^. 1 dl _jjb <Ui ax^c. ^ (No.52,onf.203
b

)

Ji
_J
l_5oJ>^U ^Sl b t-ibbsA^ (jwddll

5 dd ^d lVi
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In the course of this piece also occurs, on f. 209 a
,

a

form of “Visitation,” which begins :

ij AAC
}

i ^S*! i A»J j!

Jlsr* <UJ! ^jU _j
ill! I—S'Ij! AJ

L/

'

— 1 )\ ill! ^^AJ
(
, ,

*.-'

j
-1

Uj! i_^Aj

L-Jj ^1 ^Ail! ^*i\ ,dl!rj(No.53,onf.213
l1

)

^*-A» U l^jic
j uJaJIAs.-} i^-S"'

'-^\ 1 AA-*£ i- N—!*
X

v
* ^1*1

u_>o! l-SaUo-j ^AiU! ^a^S! (No.54,onf.214
b
)

^ IAzW !a^ 1 1^1! LA-Ai Jjj' UAvil

(-JOa^U j*^Ul <_£lsx-j ^aSSI ^a^U! (No.55,onf.219
a

)

^*1 ill! la-3! l_&! ^1a j£ _j

^
g^l

1
^^111 ^ ^-ajS! Hi ill! (No. 56,on f.223

n

)

IfUaclj lUoI
^ J

'-'t

b ^*^1 IH ill!^ (No.57,onf.225
h
)

tjjst l_£LU

^ l_£1a-j! j*^i! (j-ajII! ja^U! illl^j (No.58,onf.229
b

)

I >AA£ if AJ La* (JJajAj!
^
l&Ajhj uli'A’AJ 1

lL£ajajIj l_5C1a~.! j*d.l! laIaXJ! ^1 j ^
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^ iJtiJ J\ <diy«y (No.59,onf.233
a

)

r- l^J\ ^ ^ ^ (Colophon,on f.236
b
)

BBF. 2.

Ff. 200 (ff. l*-2a
, 46b

, 199a-200b blank), 20-5x12-75

centimetres, 14 lines to the page. "Written in

Subh-i-Ezel’s clear and legible naskh hand.

This MS. accompanied Subh-i-Ezel’s second letter to

me (despatched from Famagusta on October 1st, received

on October 11th, 1889). It contains specimens of each

of the “five grades” or “styles” into which the Bab

divided his writings, and is consequently partly in Persian.

The nature of these “ five grades ” has been already

explained at p. 453 supra. Concerning this MS. Subh-i-Ezel

wrote in the aforementioned letter as follows

:

Lu\jy.*L j\ sxii L^oy ^

4. n j\ i jl'lC
t p 'wwj jjs 4^ L '*

—
.
,l>-

1
jL.* LI >,<»<«’>

J
J 1 S*

i_V>- ^._d t iSJli

q
^ 4.S 4wi H Am) * L —'—y 1

' T * lA I AjbwJ
^

iJ^Aj aLs-Ia** ,lc>. gJ< Ayy*-*

jl 4s.' I lAil 1^,—jl t SjjAJ A»L>4a.« ^y*

• s JiA.1 aIJ^ * L*.uj 1 i ** g *

“ What is sent to you this time is of the * Five Grades,’

whereof each few [successive] pages are in a different

style. This book is by His Holiness the Point [i.e. the
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Bab]. There has been no tampering with it on the

part of certain persons, save in so far as may have resulted

from slips of the pen. For though I myself copied out

the previous manuscript and this one, still it may be that

there has chanced some defect in the manner of its arrange-

ment, the original copy not being available. But [at

least] it has not been tampered with by outsiders, as

certain persons have tampered with some passages, whereby

textual corruptions have arisen. Please God there has

been no interpolation in what this humble servant [of

God] has written.” To the first piece (on f. 2b
)

is pre-

fixed the title

The contents of the MS., stated as briefly as possible,

are as follows

:

M U! J! U <d!1 \i\ (No. 1, on f. 2
h
)

4)jtf M all!

L> uXibsu *JS1 (No. 2, on f. 7
b
)

t
1 dLbU i a A.& Acbl 1 ^ l b A^d!

‘^\ ^ j
Igiciiac t AJ

aaJ\ M (No. 3, onf. 12”)

bs (_5 a!1 aU

CIA 1 \ 1

iz^as. ^LsfLsl

\i\ N d\ 1 aLK lit ^j\ aM aM aIII-ua (No. 4, on f. 17
b
)

A«*ii j*j AiJt !Sj4\a.> ^ bit a!|\

i*l
Ai Isrtw All t lj a*j

^ jJj
1

!

ys. <_j (_) \y^ U

bt lxsu Ixcx*.*
(Jjj

'MS. «JS1, which is doubtless a mere slip.
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V.
uCwb i_<li-l ^1 a!)!! (No. 5, on f. 22

b
)

b Lfi b *jri b ii\ b In b lui b It b iS\

P b *pl b 5pi

(What follows the exordium is mostly in Persian.)

j^l j^J! s^.i\ j^-Jl (No. 6, on f. 27
a
)

bi t *ji *M\\j\
l

31 J^.3l 0^,31

^1 b *11! (.jCbsA-a j^3l A^Jl aUI*^ (No. 7, on f. 32
a

)

^— < 1 dl^j_^Lb'# ^ A^l J

pi c^Jl 31 *!! 3 <d!l l^o! c_Cb
c_ J

j^aj j^uil <d! j^s^I as-JI a=^. 31 <d!l*w (No. 8, on f. 36
b
)

-J\ tZJ Jj!
" *

^5 31 *11 3 ^jJl <d! j*Jl s^.t a^3! Jdil^o (No. 9, on f. 40
b
)

r̂. itil' •^ •' ^-. UJ' Lwl
,

jo-.'-H

Ju= fS ^-1 J J' j J,' > Jill J.t

^1 Jji c
5 Jj^l}= d *jj£> *3j1

bLo t - v ^j~, t . jl>-.31 a=-.31 a111*w (No.l0,onf.44
b

)

^
tb^p.

j

1 .
—- 4^4 *

*

^

t
»i- ~4 -~

w

.

.*^ ^ w C ..-^.yjl 4.1..^
j
—

tL
“

(The last four and a half lines on f. 46a and the whole

of f. 46b are blank, but there appears to be no interruption

in the continuity of the text.)
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a!)Ij ^)\ aJJ^ jJtM, l> *UM (No. 11, on f.49
1

)

(Part of this piece will be found on pp. 318-319 of

T.N. ii. What is here the third clause is there placed

over the line immediately under the title. Thus it is

written
;
but a fresh examination of it convinces me that

it is intended as an insertion, as here placed.)

b aJJI^j (No.l2,onf.54
b
)

a!! 3 a111 ca-JI < ^Lc
y i £i(A^i>3

l y <__>A=>^} lAA-iil

jjb\ Si ^S)\ aU a*J\ ^jl\ ^)\ a)JL*a (No.l3,onf.59
b
)

AaajJ^J? j\j}o jjlo j\j}c\l dA^A^sl CuL-jij

^ ^ aL«j 1 a! 1 <
* yu*S ^jSji

\

y

aa-a^aj

^ a 3 a j*Ji ^si ^i\ (No.i4,onf.65
a

)

^ an ^ Uii
}

SxJt
(

« 3
1 ^ ^ A«uj^&j

j
3a1 aISI

A-ft.1_>- l o .^yj * ^

‘

r
y \

- Aj liSA-j aJJ
1 ^y\ A^AA li

^1 *Al«*e CA~*AJ (AA-^*AJ 3 j

^ (jwU-)
_j

lXk>- ^31 ^31 (No.l5,onf.70
a

)

Jj-J jj
a CA-wil \j~i j*J L-Jy~£=* CA^A

3 ^
£A»J ijy^~ AiL* CAAlA ^J3

-JLa_^Aj

AAs 1 A^^»~ ‘ " - 1 A ^(aai# 1 Ij

^ Ijjl A-'^-^aIaAIu AjJ
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JaJ! Jas)! adJ! ailb Ja^-1! adJl^j (No. 16, on f. 7o
b
)

J/4cs!! <>Sj\^m.} JaS^!

^! Jasl'^I Jas.^! all!^ ‘lU^sl!

,j>' V.
^l J-*s-U! 0U.:> 1! adJ! (No. 17,onf.81

a

)

<01 1 ail! c^Jl diO! ^Lc. ^-1 j£
_j
LjOa^I

c_jlLi! ljCJ i_jll lL&jJl 1 i_iA^ c^j! H!

ijAiiJ1 cLC! j j\*\\ u_XJ
_j
tuyXJl

_j

^1 c^yLll _. ayi_l! i_Cl
_j
cAyl!! j

aj ^aJI <dJ a^JI J^-Jl Jasj-11 <dlLw (No.l8,onf.8o
b
)

<ulijjlj
_j

cyUiL*4,l j£ j»i *jLu ^jLcwjI

Js J£jJ A.ci'.i^»!j —a! ^
(A2A! A»5^j^! Ji

^ ^ ^ 3^1^ * *
\j ^ C ] 1

^1 CAA!_jAui!
_j

^r=j^l

aJ! 3 ^jJl ail a^I Jap-1! J^Jl ail!^ (No.l9,onf.90
a
)

^Lc ail!
‘
IjJ! U3l

_j
Jasj-11 Jas»-1! yj> 1!

1' c^o- a=J_j1! i_J3a auLio ^ i J^l! aj-1_j1!

Jl Jjl! a^Vj!! 1! <ui

(-HA!a jjygjASj ,^-xxuJ Ja>"H! Ja^^I! ai!!j*.xuj (No. 20, on f. 96
b
)

Jja |J
_j

aAy Ij^jJja j*l L—Jt^s.''t

1! j
#Ay Acv ^*/AjL< <aa!a JIL&ji^j!

AJfc!^^- A»i- AaA* aji cljyuj! cL^i» \j J!y

^
!aAj

t ^ 'j • ! a^>. lx-Aj Ay

adJb ^il! ^yil! adl!^ ^11 adll^y (No.21,onf.l02
b
)

ail! j.yil y* 11 al! 1 ail! ^! ^! <dJl
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31 *1! 3 *11! fjiJl ^JLS! ys 2! *1! 3

JijUbJ!

e-*JI L>
r
4J! L_<JWu> ^31 c^H! *1)1^ (No.22,onf.l07

b
)

a! I 3 aU! l^-J! L_Xi! ^jLc
^

l_53 t_bJ L_3o^-i 3 < —J ! 3!

b

J

Aii-l ! L
J 1 ^ J ^

7\ c!yUI
; ifb\ lSI j

ca^I,

Jri! Si ^3J! aJJ *+A\
ry3! ry3!

aIN^j (No.23,onf.ll2
a

)

J>.i bi> ^b Jj3l

i
*•
"

- bb^-.'il ! L /-
t

*'

* A.v. * * 1 j

^ AxJIa^p AjS.'
1*

j* 3! a!! 3 ^jJ! aU j*Jl ^331 ^33! aJJ!*^ (No.24,onf.ll7
a

)

j*j
A.U!

l

_jb ‘l^J! Uj!
_j ^3! j*y3!

AjlsA-j aU! (j! a*j
}

1

J!jj 3^ Jjj jJ aj3a!

Lb-sr* L^: Wi2JjSi I^wWt# l--*—

^

*^\ c\i l/# ^3

UwjJi LL-o
^ *1)1*^ (No.25,onf.l21

b
)

<L^
j ^ L5^*"

cXA^ c *.V 1

I

^Ij2j^>

frX&^rs*- LiL;.^
1

J^Lssru^lj

1 MS. Jj>, but this appears to be a mistake.
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a^SI joJI .dll <d!b A^f\ a^SI My-j (No.26,onf.l26
a
)

y> SI *J! S *JJ\ joJl A^i\ ys SI <l!U

5 J^yn a^I ys> SI <s!U <6J1 j^St

v.
y«LH L_Ol=^ a^I a^J\ <Myuj (No.27,onf.l31

a
)

*11 S <d!l caaJ! u_£i^ ^ic
_j
<—

Jyj j*J i $3 S i £a=.^ JM

UUaL-j bj-J U- Ijy 1 a^«2 ^A>-1 L^il

L*j1j L-uaj

y& SI <dl S <Ul <dJI A^i> a^V! a^JI <dlly^j (No.28.onf.l36
a

)

u««Aii!l ^U- o A^y^l . JIjSI 'jS. AyL^dl

^1 I

_j
j*l! u_£-L« (j a=. IaJI

_j
Jl^l

_j

<dll ^ ‘Ul Ul
3

Jo. Si joJl <d]ly~j (No.29,onf.l41
a

)

j-y;l j *;aJ ic_j J=r ^ ir&. ^r*

JjSI^^^>1 J1 J,* jy cT*^
^1 J-*^l Jls^l ‘"^

ti 4j2j! ^JlC
y

— L1.J ^w- A A 1

1

! t .•— '-.A-.w

—

1 Ai>- -
' A>- !l <6J!yuA (No.30,onf.l46

a

)

yl y MjiJJs* 1;^?-:

LS^_y

<-l-

JjJl J±s!l jJJI <dJb JUSI JUSI ^y-j (No.31,onf.l51
a

)

y* SI 4j\ S <dJI Jl^SI JL>-S1 y> SI 4JI S <dJI

yi jks^i jy^i y>sun *jj! jul\ jl^i

tJoAflS ^1 lUOlsy JUSI Jl^SlaUly^ (No.32,onf.l56
a
)

^i si *ji s 4JJ1 lJj 1 ^ jij
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J^aS <dl a*J| JU3^ JM' (No.33,onf.l61
b
)

i—SjXj
j

c CU^^laJ IAaLC***^ ^Ic

^ 1
js. (AAb '

J y+f£ AA ^ *}*£*-* •*!
'

31 *11 3 ^jJI <jJJ a*J| JU31 JU3I (No.34,onf.l66
a

)

^ *1N ^ %!l U;t j JU31 JU31 yb

J-Ls!l ^iAJLHj 4j 3 J)\ ^..c
jj JjJ jJ <dH

J\ A^lli A*J
_J

ti>u^a53
j
^-w«J JU3' JU3! *111^ (No.35, on f. 170

b
)

A—-n>^A j.
1 *- AAj^-S-'1*

^j\yJ\ <631^ ^3^31 <d!L*uj (No.36,onf.l75
a

)

J\j^\
jjJ\\

lI&a^ lI&Wu, ^'
r
-o(No.37,onf.l81

a

)

b»
j _j

*—
! jy aa5^ l_3o ^ ^

j ^
* 3

'' A~\xi^< ^ i^r^* j
\*"' *

aj clL! a^-s^I jy3tj»j3l (No.38,onf.l84
b

)

^
^ ^

.L—
C

^—3ywU) l

^ ^
)l-i—

I

iUaJ

Ji c^L^Jl

j* 31 aJl 3 t/jJ! <lL! a-ks^I jii^\j^\ <dl!|**yj (No.39,onf.]89
a
)

ca- j^o <j£ ^-Jl L*jl
. ^331

j
j31

3 *sj^3^T 3 j «tJj3 3

<aa!a ^jj*jaJLj
^

^au_i ji»J3l! (No.40,onf.l94 )

1 L
**
*.aA& HAaJ

1^ , j ^
U
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ys ys ys 3! *1! 3 *3! *13! (No.41,onf.l98
a
)

3! *1! 11 *3! *13! j*i ^3! ^3! *13!^^!!

y' OrrV. ^ j ^

•J\ cyj*j 1! ys *3! > }

Excluding the last of these pieces, which appears to form

a kind of appendix or peroration to the rest, it will be

observed that the remaining forty fall into groups of five,

each group beginning with the same formula. Thus the

first five begin with the formula *131 *13! *3j!j***j
,
the second

with «Xs*j3! *13L*uJ
,
etc. We may fairly assume that

within each group the first piece represents what the Bab

calls the “ first grade
”

or “ style
”

of his writings, the

second piece the second grade, and so on. This hypothesis

is supported by the fact that the last piece in each group

of five is in Persian, and therefore corresponds to the Bab’s

“fifth grade” (see p. 453 supra). Of the majority of these

pieces it must be frankly confessed that they are not only

untranslateable, but almost unreadable, consisting merely of

endless permutations (often etymologically and grammati-

cally impossible) of the different “ Names ” of God.

BBF. 3.

! j
13 !

Ff. 200 (ff. l a-2a
,
199b-200b blank), 20‘5 x 13 centimetres,

14 lines to the page. Written in Subh-i-Fzel’s clear

and legible naskh hand.

This MS. accompanied Subh-i-Ezel’s third letter to me
(despatched from Famagusta on Dec. 3rd, 1889, received

on Dec. 18th, 1889). It contains selections from the Bab’s

writings of almost every variety
;
prayers

;
forms of visita-

tion
;

letters to Subh-i-Ezel and other believers
;

extracts

from the Commentary on the Sura-i- Yusuf, etc. Concern-
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ing this MS. Subh-i-Ezel wrote very briefly. Alluding

to the visit which, as I informed him, I had paid to Sheykh

Tabarsi, he said :

Aj 1 i A-w.'
,

AJ 1 i A-wJ ^
i

LA-O yi ^j}\ <)A ^j)\ jj LA——Up 1 Ap- j\

. AA)L Ald-lLn l A

—

“ If you have visited Tabarsi it is as though you had been

at all [the holy] places. The form of visitation specially

[appointed] for that place is contained in the book which

will reach [you] this time : read it.” In reply to further

enquiries, Subh-i-Ezel said that this form of visitation was

composed by the Bab himself. To this MS., as to the last,

is prefixed the title (jLj
,

evidently in that wide sense

to which I have already adverted (p. 453 supra). As it

contains a great number of pieces, I must, for the sake of

brevity, confine myself to the briefest enumeration of all save

the most interesting.

The first five pieces (extending from f. 2b to f. 27b
)
begin

with the formula j*ajD! ^AjIH and appear to represent

each of the “ five grades ” above described, the fifth of the

group being, as usual, in Persian, and beginning in the

same way as the Persian pieces already described. The

first of these, containing endless permutations of the root

fAS , is much the longest, extending to f. 23b
.

Next follows another similarly arranged group of five

pieces (ff. 23b-55 a
), each beginning with the formula

t—ylH 1 . Of these again the first contains permutations

of the root ,
and the last is in Persian.

Next follows a third group of five pieces (ff. 55a-76a
)

beginning with the formula
,
and

arranged like the preceding.

The 16th piece (ff. 76a-78b
)

is preceded by the formula

AS1 j*auJ
,
and begins :
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Jjl A J^l y& M aJl n Ab <Sj\si A'IaI aa£ ^aJI aJJ a*sH

A J
• {'j'* ^iaass^ b* Ja*j ,^y lA j£> Al

j Jljill

^1 JUaI n
j a

The 17th piece (£f. 78b-82a
)

begins with the formula

£-a*31 £^a*A 1 All **uj
,
and proceeds :

J*^- Aj ^Jl |*jJLn All Aij: ^ c_aIAL1 1a& ^j\ j

b ^•**11x11 a a^c
t^r

1* 1_^Aa
t

^bc J. .«.
*

J.*^» A.1

LA-i-£ bl
J ^ > <J^ cT* (*^ S_5^ lJ-r~ J-^-r-1

. Uoaj Xj!

Since Nabil is, as I have shewn
(
B . ii, p. 997), equivalent

to Muhammad, it is clear that we have here an epistle

addressed to a Babi named Muhammad ‘All, presumably

either to Mulla Muhammad ‘All of Barfurush ( Jenab-i-

Kuddiis

)

or Mulla Muhammad ‘All of Zanjan, and probably

to the latter. For on f. 97 b we find the following words :

As
^ . ,-<-b lx] 1 ~1.£ Aas.

)

b j^l 1 *
*

L
'^ *

. . *'1 ui b»Lx^~ aj b 1

J_.H1 a=- lj _jA.A« A Iaajst" Ai.£ ^ Ub-.J1 a <

.
j^-^lUll ^Lc

And from the Tarikh-i-Jadid we learn that Mulla

Muhammad ‘All of Zanjan enjoyed the title of Jenab-i-

Hujjat (“ the Proof ” or “ Authority ”).

The 18th piece (ff. 82a-93b
)

is another epistle addressed

by the Bab to one of his chief apostles, beginning thus

:

AJ1a.*£ ^bA 1 aAaj a^£ c-aIia 1 a^
^
aAAI

1 jaAAI 1 Ail^xu.)

<U-A jJsS All Jx;>- Ai ^J1 ^Ub
\jl 1 Ji U-^£=- ^Abxl! <Ls?“ SU£ A*s>- .

•J\ L$ bL# iA-£ ^ ^A*^
_j

All 1a. aj U JJ
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The following passage of this epistle (on f. 84b
), wherein

the Bab asserts his identity with all previous and future

prophets, is noteworthy :

d aD! a£ JJ! ^.jaj J\ .

~yA /j-J <J> y
y-A-hi Aj U* *-:b jy-f-'A

(*;•• <-i y ^r* ^ oy fyi <-& y

/—f—*—' t I*
-"*•—

- ^
‘

1y~ d^^ t *}?. L ^ y
A.'-S'® A^-S^1

® ^y^ v

e/
1
* ir&. ur* i*}?.

<-i y ^rrA.J
. i^y* ^ ij* (*yi !-s c/y^ y

J
A fc—' I t Aj 'i A*J

t
.
.- t <tll\ h A.^

<dl^ S^laJ ^y* A*J A*J td!l £^2J AxJ Axj ^laj

A*J ^ ^kl ^y. <dj' ^y® AO A*J A*J ^ ^yt ^y> <J y

j^y* AxJ A*J A*j A*J y^V. ^y® (*yJ <J> y <^re^V. li
y* A*J AxJ

^=-1 ^11 <tl!l ^y® A*J AxJ A*J A*J j&i j^y® <tU! S^iaJ

4ISI Asr" d^ d CAA^ Jyl ,_£a!I (Jyl d*** ^ ^ ^ <_?aH

* ^Jdj j*Aii J>- Jy ^y*'® IaA ^yyilUH

The 19th piece (ff. 89b-93b
)

is entitled l»Ly aL^jI,

begins with the formula AysyUl Ay=y^ and consists

in great part of permutations of the root A.sy . From

the expression Alysll *~d It occurring on f. 91 b it would

appear to be addressed to a believer named Jaicad, who

is commanded in one passage to write to “ Muhammad in

Calcutta,” and to “ forward this letter to him and to

such as be on the sea beside him,” and, in another passage

at the end of the epistle,
“ to ascend b}r the way of

Basra, ” if he desires “
to meet God,” and to “ direct

Muhammad before Taki” [i.e. Muhammad Taki] thither

(presumably to Maku), as well as all others in whom he sees

“ aught of the light” [of faith].

j.r.a.s. 1892. 31
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The next piece in the collection which is of special

interest is the 23rd (ff. 98b-107a
). This is the form of

prayer ordained by the Bab for the visitation of Sheykh

Tabarsi and the commemoration of the martyrs who fell

there, and is headed accordingly— Ma$A)1

It begins thus

:

'i . cLCjJl J v S
; J jljj S . uJJj\ Jjj3\

^ j
js*i\ l»»0 ^ t Lll Ai L*J C_-'^A AJ

j

A little further on the martyrs are thus described :

. -
' 1

M ^ A *»• l.i# p l xl J t t . ‘v.
. S . X.-'

L. X-. i w t " - ‘V r '
. X . J .

N - ~ L
" '

a b# a

“ These were hearts which glorified none but Thee, spirits

which praised none but Thee, souls which declared Thy
Unity alone, bodies which did service to Thee only.”

A few lines lower curses are invoked on the persecutors

as follows

:

hA^^C * l S.—3'Aj *'

t

^.S.
1

!jJa!1 —
* A*.1

t
1 0 ^

* lAj * 1 A j
-VA.. a CAj 1 b* i ] \2.

t_>A~J ^ <0 hls-1 AJ Uj ^U.3 ^.(L.

cA? 1- % &A*A-d
t

A*- Aa A>~ jC. AA «— J b-*
^

* a^-Jl J U_ A-aC AJ D
^

itAJAi

Two pages further on (f. 100b
)

similar curses are

repeated

:

^ Zjjj d'* t“ cr* ct*^

CUyS—\ J^T ^ Al IA-AjAI Ai ^jx) JAj
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The instructions to the Babi pilgrim who intends to

visit the shrine begin on f. 102a as follows

:

y
L— 'A 'A&b ^ L cAAA j\ A^

y

^JkzS i 4! liA
y
A»Lc^A^ib* CA-A^ L*

1
|

^Lc i_$AAc Li*

_j
<—ybL JjJ |J *L!I (jl

j
ij>j A ^AAx*

_j

Jl l—jCLsr1* <LuA£j

The purifications to be performed and the prayers to

be offered up, before setting out for the shrine, and on

arriving there, are then specified in full. One of these

prayers, which is to be recited on entering the inner shrine,

appears to be addressed to Mulla Huseyn of Bushraweyh,

who is described as “the Friend of God, whom he bath

chosen unto Himself, and elected for this revelation.” It

is in many ways remarkable, but I must confine myself

to quoting a few lines from it

:

s L-—£)^n j&&s*
j
‘bum

(

^--'*
1

1
\ }

1

1 L*j <dl! C— Si L>
j
^L.- jjb y \

jiby>- L l CA g

JJ ( Cl I

—

C\
L5

i^r' Si *aLc ^
A-5 y>J

t lI'S
' A^X-^

^

i- jAyA '

j
u^ux.1 <-A* i L5^

<— Jtl) }

lI&I A^-id ujO J ^1-2) ( £> ^=*4 y

LA-v*bliL4 AJLj idll AAC i

j
LA-La (jl y

^ U
y

a=-\ ul&L~» U ii^A L-Ssuz U J.G <dl!

AaAjLj <C»Lc lHAAaAj Aj? L*j ya
y

iaa^$jA Aj L*
t

^JLdj

y
^yt ^Lc4 O |*-&> L_ A**S Si

y

•s/AJ
j*j

A^rsC t_xJLjS 1
L*w:

L \ A^Ajli ^ ^ 1 lx*
^

, , , , Aj^ *«xl
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H A/frsT"' ft ,
t >- .-.I.- H

^
*— L " -*

’’ 1

X&Zj
i

1 ! illl ^ i Ag j, ftJ ^^1 £^-AJ
j

J A>-^J
^

*

The 24th piece (ff. 107 a-126a
)

is of considerable length,

but a superficial examination of it reveals no points of

special interest.

The 25th piece (ff. 126a-126b
)

appears to be addressed

to Subh-i-Ezel, and is described as ULj. aL*5>- j! . It begins :

‘U^J! 0-j ^iA\ <diy«A *11!^ <dl!

<d!l ^.c A: o ^-—=1 V. ^ ^ast: As

. iA'Ty* all! ^Lc • ajj

The remainder of the epistle, which is very short, is

partly in Persian.

The 26th piece is short, and not specially noteworthy.

The 27th is long (ff. 127a-130 a
), is written partly in

Persian, and contains answers to sundry questions addressed

in writing to the Bab.

Nos. 28-45 (ff. 130a-141 a
)
are all short epistles addressed

to believers who had written to the Bab. The names of

these correspondents are mentioned in several cases, but

their identification cannot be satisfactorily effected in a

brief notice like this, and I therefore reserve them for

future consideration.

The 46th piece is the document which I published and

translated at pp. 996-7 of B. ii, wherein Subh-i-Ezel is

designated the Bab’s successor.

The 52nd piece is the same as the first in BBF. 1,

already described at p. 453 supra.

The 53rd piece (ff. 150a-153a
)

is the 57th chapter of

the Commentary on the Sura-i- Yusuf (see pp. 261-8 supra),

containing the explanation or expansion of v. 56 of the

Sura.
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The 58th piece is an extract from the Book of the

names (U~5H
;

see T.N. it, pp. 202, 318, 338), to

which are prefixed ordinances bearing on the arrangement

of the Babi calendar. The year is here explicitly described

as consisting of 361 days (19x19), and no mention is

made of the intercalary days used by the Beha’is, so that

these would seem to have been introduced by Beha (cf.

T.N. ii, pp. 419, 422-5). This preface concludes with

a command that all letters shall be fully dated, according

to the Babi method, and, as a specimen, a date (seemingly

that whereon this document was written) is given in full,

as follows :

b#
^ ^

in c
. * i

u ^

i 1 I_5'S Ai i—A.sl f.x. ^ j£~) ^y* jfrLrH j*jJ ^y»

The date thus given is “the day of Istiklal [Friday],

the day of Tim [the 12th day] of the month Tim

[the 12th month] of the year Jab ” [^-+ l+ t_-'= 6], so

that the document must have been written during the

last year of the Bab’s life (October, 1849). For this

reason, if for no other, it is interesting.

The 59th piece is a letter of instructions to Subh-i-Ezel,

who therefore prefixes to it, as to some of the letters

previously described, the words bL?
^ j

\

—

“ Some of the behests given to this servant.” It begins

as follows

:

Jj^ Jj^ 1 Mpui

_y.(_ 1'

lH
:
j_Ls'd <0 yi» a!\ J <d)l
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V. ^ ^ S-*b Alj U Ji

il <sB ^Lc
j*3 Lrjj^s'*

i

\ jjj*.1\ IB Si <)Ji S tOi ^Lc j^^lli JjSi

^i ^^Ji u^oi si <ji

Tlie following passage (on f. 175a
)

is important, as

implying not only that the Bab regarded Subh-i-Ezel as

liis sole vicegerent, hut that he did not contemplate such

a contingency as the appearance of “Him whom God

shall manifest ” in Subh-i-Ezel’s life-time :

. f ij— ILjJ bA£j |*J
L

N* i

(

b bw ' •

<dli Ijj (jU hi^pJi ^ j*Jb
^

ill!^»i

^jihij li) *J (jli Je-ijii All ^*Si L» ijjb

All ^Ji ^Si <Uujb 1 ^1 ji^i L» All

^»AU!1

“ Exhort to virtue those who believe in me and in my
words, that they disagree not touching the Religion of

God, [for then] shall they stray away from the Path.

And if God cause one like unto thee to appear in thy

days, then he it is to whom shall be bequeathed the

authority on the part of God the Single, the One. 1 But

if [such an one] appears not, know for a surety that

God hath not willed to make Himself known, and render

up the authority to God, your Lord, and the Lord of

the words, all.”

Almost immediately after this comes another passage,

which is of considerable importance, as shewing that the

Bab intentionally left the [Persian] Beyan incomplete,

only publishing 11 of the 19 Vahids
,

2 and, as stated by

the Ezelx author of the Basht Bihisht (see T.N. it,

1 Here, as elsewhere (B. ii, p. 997), Wahid probably stands as equivalent

to Yahyd
(
i.e

.

Subh-i-Ezel).
2 This affords another instance of Count Gobineau’s extraordinary accuracy

in all that he states concerning the Babi literature and doctrines. See

Religions et Philosophies, p. 332.
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p. 353), conferring on Subh-i-Ezel the right of completing

it if the time should be propitious. This passage is as

follows :

SI iljj$>\ U IAJ i AA£ ^Lej aS jj (jLJI ».d (j! ^

J-J ^ A^,w*a! 1 JiL.& j-'4 A^ L 1 Ai*~h jmS. ^ ; s w\=*- ^

^a i_Clj <dll ai.c Iap-Ij ,_£A=A^Ajt!l

A \j£ a1! )
^ ^ ^ cJ^* ^

aL! S
1 j

A^^-

.^•^S! aA.£ LA-'i.i Lj All! (j^aIj a-ALL) i_C*M

From a passage on f. 175b
it would appear that with this

epistle were sent to Subh-i-Ezel seven Vahids of one of the

sacred books. Of these he is instructed to keep one himself,

and to distribute the other six to the “ Lands of Fa, ‘Ayn,

Kha, Alif, Mim, and Kaf” (i.e. Fars, ‘Irak, Khurasan,

Azarbaijan, Mazandaran, and (?) Kirman). The particular

believer in each of these provinces to whom the vdhid in-

tended for that province is to be sent, is designated, but

in a somewhat enigmatical manner, as follows :

{jpj* o y (
g-^1

1 i_5^
^LAl A>-^j j

^
\ axL< La a1! i i s a! 1 ^1. -*..a1 \ ^ ^ i

t
^-1 )

s

^p_j^ A y • • • • • LA^-c li L^ aUI a^£ a]

A i ls^
-AS! ^Pj^ A } {jhJA«tf jj^A-a

<PJ A ^ tiF*
j*^A!

1a^-^ SI a^S (J=sc S Ajyjsh AyLs!) A'yjsd (*-A

a11! a SI Sy l^aAstli

In a letter written by Subh-i-Ezel on March 13th, 1892,

in answer to questions addressed to him by myself as to the

identity of the persons to whom allusion is here made, the
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following explanations (some of which refer to other docu-

ments described in this article) were given. By Ismu'l-Anis

“the Name of the Intimate”) Haji Suleyman

Khan, who accompanied the Bab on his pilgrimage-journey,

and suffered martyrdom at Teheran in 1852, is meant. Ismu’l-

Jawad “ the Name of the Generous”) denotes Xka

Seyyid Jawad of Kerbela, who died some eight years ago at

Kirman. (See T.N. ii, p. 342, n. 2, and pp. 443-4 supra.)

The Letter Sin
(

i— ) sometimes means “ Jenab-i-

Bdb” (i.e. Mulla Huseyn of Bushraweyh, who inherited this

title when his master declared himself to he the “Point”),

and sometimes Hazrat-i-Kuddus (Mulla Muhammad ‘All of

Barfurush). Ism-i-Musawir (j}~^ *->!
,
“the Name of the

Limner ”) means the Bab himself. Ism-i-Hujjat
,

“the Name of the Proof”) means Mulla Muhammad ‘All

of Zanjan. (Cf p. 472 supra). Ism-i-Sadik (jj^Ls
,
“the

Name of the Faithful ”) means Mulla Muhammad Sadik,

called Mukaddas-i-Khurasan, “the Saint of Khurasan.” Ism-

i-Rahim
,
“ the Name of the Merciful ”) was a

Tabriz!, reports of whose death had been circulated. Ism-i-

Nabil (J^ “ the Name of the Noble ”) denotes a certain

Haji Sheykh Muhammad of Kazvin, who died at Lahijan in

Gilan during the Baghdad period. (The name Nabil always

stands for Muhammad, with which it is numerically equiva-

lent. Cf. B. ii, p. 997). By Ismid l-‘Alt (^^1*1! “the

Name of the High”) in the Land of Fars, Haji Seyyid ‘All,

the Bab’s maternal uncle and guardian, and one of the

“ Seven Martyrs,” is no doubt meant.

The 60th piece (ff. 176b-177 a
)

contains more “instruc-

tions ” (hUe*) addressed to “ the Name of the Merciful ”

who is very probably the same Rahim mentioned

in the last piece. Subh-i-Ezel’s authority is again asserted,

and confirmed in the following words :
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j
j*~fi ^g-11

y*iH ^j\ j

*\ A^jjuJI A.A \ 111
}

A.J1 Ajs?" 1a A-Li^J Allies! ^ JA*J

* UJ
5j;ls3j 1! ^jLJl o (J)3 ^J

4^2*- (j-
2 o

The 61st piece, containing the Bab’s testamentary

dispositions as to his burial, is translated in part in

n. 1 on p. 46 of the second volume of my Traveller's

Narrative. From the introduction of the words

in the first line it would appear to be addressed

to Haji Suleyman Khan b. Yahya Khan of Tabriz, to

whom this title of Ants was given by the Bab. (See

preceding page.) This piece, which is as short as it is

interesting, I give in full.

aL\s>- j\)

A—wJj
1 j * 1 A yt ^

*’ A 1.11 ^ aU 1

is A^.’#^J A.j ».-‘ a A.!,J 1 , .
1 ^b A A AssA

! ^ $A.o

A-*^*- k -A J A- ? . ib—
' t

1 1 W.xl 1 A-.£ 3 IwA A^&J A 1

J

* ^iiiW' 1 All
1 j

liAs-j A

The 62nd piece (ff. 177a-182b
)

is a prayer for daily

repetition written by the Bab, who here styles himself,

according to Subh-i-Ezel’s explanation given on the pre-

ceding page,jy^d' j*— 1 jz^* •

The 63rd piece (ff. 182b-188a
)

begins witb a long

doxology, which is followed by what would seem to be

a form of visitation to be used by such as present them-

selves before (or before the grave of) “ the First to believe,”

otherwise called “the Tree” (elsewhere “the Letter”)

“ Sin” i.e. Mulla Huseyn of Bushraweyh. This is implied

in the opening words of the “visitation” (on f. 185a
),

which run thus :

^jS AaA.iAv^.,1
j

&jmJls

^

Aj^ C—.1^-1 A
is Is AA&
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*1^-11 1*3
1 Jj j ^1! Ll-obJl *3 <OJj

^1 *>^l Ifel V. JjM }
u^j *Ul ^ j^J\

From allusions to “afflictions” and “calamities” suffered

by “the Tree” (or “Letter”) “Sin” and his “branches”

(
i.e . followers, it seems probable that this is another form

of visitation for Skeykh Tabarsi comparable to No. 23 supra.

The 64th piece consists for the most part of praise and

prayer, but also contains a form of salutation to the Sun,

similar to that whereof I gave a translation (from the

Persian Beyan) at pp. 929-930 of B. ii. This form,

interesting as illustrating the revival of Zoroastrian ideas

by the Bab, 1 begins as follows :

^ JsX\ .1*11 3 ^1 A^\ U3l JS J u^\ J1 c^hll
r

5

LU\ L^l
3
**liyi 1 l» LjCifi *111 u_

<Lj!a.>^j11 ^.aasI!
j

<l*^11!1 y\ j
Las-I'I A-l^Ul

^

1^1 1 Jjj> jj
lJjj } ^ ill U Jjs

d\ li^i

The 65th and last piece (again described by Subh-i-Ezel

as IjLs, • *1^>- j\) contains the Bab’s instructions to

those of his followers who shall visit the place of his

martyrdom (“ the place where this Tree shall be struck

down ”), together with the form of prayer to be used

by them. I subjoin the text of the former only :

J*A ^HI Jzp 4_Aj (J?H1 Js'* ^S. J\ }

k 1
J l ^

,/ ^ ^P'*
'

1 Gobineau says well
(
Relig . et Philos., p. 316) in speaking of tbe Babi

conception of the Divine Nature :
—“ En un mot, soufys, guebres semitises,—

c’est a dire tous les guebres depuis les Sassanides,—et avant eux l’Orient tout

entier, ont coufesse et cbe'ri et chercbe ce dieu-la depuis que la science a

commence dans ces contrees.”
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» uJau j*j Ai L* ^Lc

tr®- ffr-M c;
£

J u;J cr* ^
<—£-! a ff ^1 i aj b* 511

(

*h>aac ^»xj

1^)3 lolj ^^»»*]l*]l I~T->J ^ IjbuuuJL) (j_)l Alii ^yl

<J_}=- ^ ly>-y^Z f fir:'-
2

- f
AxiUl! ( 0 A (j ifjLall < £Jj

J aJJI
J

4->~C_X*.' 1^# ».' fk,£. &Xau<J 5)1 t_dj

1 jj 1 ^ ^ L— A&] j ^ ^ ^

t—^ L_fOlsA_: (_^)^_j4i-J ^1 J (j^*Aj^J
_j

^ u
^ j

clj1^4»uJ
1
^I?lj la-01

This piece ends on f. 199 a as follows

:

ajj U»
j*j

j*xsr L» aJJI c_,'!a£!1 *1 aUI jas ^1 ,

* A.^.j UJ J Ui Ail

BBF. 4.

Writings of Jenab-i-Kuddus. a^-.aj ^DT

Writings of Subh-i-Ezel. ^ILsr*
_j

^llli _^11 <ajL43

Ff. a, /3, and 208, (a1

, a2
, /3

1

,
l a

, 21 a-22a
,

102a-106 a
,

204a-205 a
,
and 208b blank), 20 -5xl2 -75 centimetres,

14 lines to page in first and last parts, which are

written in naskh, 17 in second and third parts

(which are written in mm-shikaste, or what Subh-

i-Ezel calls shikaste-i-hayawan). The letter which

accompanied this MS. bears the date J(emadi-

uth-)thdid 13th [a.h. 1307= February 4th, a.d.

1890], and is bound up with the MS., of which

it now forms (additional) ff. a and /3. In it
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Subh-i-Ezel thus writes of the accompanying

volume :

jhj
1 j\ t&J I

j\Jzu 'j) jti ^ jii

t "
^ ^ j ^ ^ y

^ ^ ^ ^ v *

**V. |a

'

1 lj* A-'
. ] l.£ **~2 t'* 1

“The three books previously sent are [a part] of the

Beyan, nor have they been tampered with by any persons. 1

This time, however, since no [more] portions of the

Beyan were at hand, a few folios of my own words and

two folios of the writings of Hazrat-i-Kuddus 2 are sent

to you, that you may ever bear in mind this recluse.”

The contents of the MS. are divisible into five parts

:

I. (ff. a-/3, additional). Subh-i-Ezel’s letter, quoted

above.

II. (ff. l
b-20b

). Writings of Hazrat-i-Kuddus (six

separate pieces).

III. (ff. 22b-101 b
). Naghamatu’r-Riih (“ Songs of the

Spirit ”) by Subh-i-Ezel, consisting of text (written

in naskh) and commentary (in nim-shikaste), both

in Arabic, and both composed by Subh-i-Ezel.

From the heading prefixed to the text a1s!I

-•J\
c^UAi (j^i) it would appear that there is a

first part of this work which I do not possess.

IY. (ff. 106b-203b
). La all u Majdli (JU* • JtfJ),

an imitation and expansion of the well-known

Sententiae of ‘All ibn Abi Talib, 3 by Subh-i-Ezel.

1 Cf. p. 447, n. 1 supra.
2

i.e. Mulla Muhammad ‘Ali of Barfurdsh, -who suffered martyrdom at

his native place in the summer of 1849 after the fall of Sheykk Tabarsi.

See Gobineau, 1Id. et Phil., pp. 230-2.
3 First published in Europe in the original Arabic, with a Persian

translation, and Latin glossary and notes, by Professor Stickel (Jena, 1834).
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Y. (ff. 205b-208b
). A short piece in Arabic without

title, apparently by Subh-i-Ezel, certainly not by

the Bab, whose death is thus alluded to (f. 206b
)

:

wVJLi *G ls»- ,>&j JjA b

* IA
_j J>j*

Of each of the last four parts I shall now give a brief

description.

Writings of Hazrat-i-Kuddus jIj I ).

Si LjS\ <dl \ (No. 1, on f. l
b
)

J' V.
lS.'j\ j (No. 2, on f. 6

a

)

^
A I 43 b ^jhJ!

t

^A
y

<dl A^s'l jjt>
j
jJd ^ 4!! i!

jAl AjjtAb j)M\ j»l\ sJ

4)1 3 43b jA^Jb^yi
*

-^\ ^Si oA

1 5! ^31 r
Ad

«AA&- 1 b c_5o
1 j

l Ai.tlU

u' V.
(-rVv) - ; t—Ai A <__y*'

Asr^l i_AA* UB
_j
l_AA &=Si

l

jfj jJ bsr^l

Acl L^i—»-Ab«sl t\j
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^ » )b ,« y y
a0.£ W

Pi 1j*sl> j^a.^\

r
XiJ\ U1 b31 ^LpOl^b^l jLosll ^JM.J (No. 3, on f. 10

b
)

JObl! —ol ^jl UjJO *1^01 *U.£ o ^ii/01

J.&3 Ujl „b»j o Ojj-p! ^<0b <-r0^rc
',
31

J y> 31 <01 3 jJl bl ^b ^^yJl^Jb *U01

^IjJ ^1 Jui bt»ij C_>b31j~)

*lij!l (Jjs> 3 <L jo-31 j^y o *p«*Pl
uj*

‘^\ \x^a.^~ ,^0 1 ,10 b

OJ j*Jl
r
-k01 J*)l yb 31 01 3 ^jjl <u^ (No. 4, on f. 13

a

)

^<4.x~; j
<b«;j<0l <L3b <-^-?l_<^_iJl <5P-b»~>j <yb^»

0*-j_l_/»Jl <LkjLj
1 J 1

ybj L^'bjbfcOl

<by^l < cJ31 jib cr,J '^31 ^JLJ cyUlfcJl

<wiJ bi.-^w01 * b^M k ^-b-J <
**

-1 , bw><3
1

^Jjl -
1 j

£\ ^Jill JP1 y, 31 01 3 <ub

r
P_!l Jl*i)l jjjOl ybJl Jbc-01 t^Jl

r
w (No. 5, on f. 17

a

)

^jb: <wOl l_Sbl u5<A--j ; ,_f3y* ,^ _j
^1 b

b# ^bc J^Pl l_0 ^
»! J>0b i_JoLi3 ^

J<^s)l < 0 » *1^Ks'l <b ,»!b ( P Lai ^«a-4J

J»ajb 1 j</*.5>- J<^s!l c_0 >4
cl^31 djj ^ *0 y~ 1

W*2>~- L1X5 J 131 J IPO Js.

A^s'l ( P
j
Lxl^ 1 lx*.»- j<^sSl < P . lltljol

L_ibl
^
bp bfe lx**. lx*Pl c__P! ^

bpjl Ix*^*-

^1 '1*0! ,o o <x*Jl
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^jJl <d! xks'I i-jJ\ j**«j (No. 6, on f. 19
a

)
1

i 1
'

1 J ^y*
cO Sc>~ 1' 1 1 yX3

i s axA*Ajw4u 1 ^ As j

rS-Airi ^y* Ji o *-5*^11 <0^1jAd ** !J^

^ cj:)j&. fay. iji.^ ^

These specimens of the style of Hazrat-i-Kuddus, few

though they be, sufficiently show that his Arabic is even

more open to the grammarian’s criticism than is usually

the case with Babi writings in that language.

Naghamdtu’r-Ruh (yjJ 1 c^Uii).

This, as I have already said, presents a continuous text,

composed by Subh-i-Ezel, and interspersed with his own
commentary, extending from f. 22a to f. 101 b

. I shall

give the first few lines only of the exordium, the whole

of the introductory preface, and a short specimen of the

commentary and text commentated, the latter being here

distinguished (for want of a separate fount of type) by

overlining.

*21 31 *11 3

Zlr
\\

cT*
^yl21 jiLsll

! 1 ^ ^ l—£^22 1
^

12 1 iGiwuyJ&

^ j
ij Jsj j*l£3!

j
*IijxJ (JL^S'l

2^21 — '2 .

.

.

C

i m2 \%2 1 ,
—1-.-' w

^ ^
AJ ^yyj22 1

1 The handwriting of the MS. suddenly changes at the top of this page
(i.e. for this piece and the last 7 lines of the preceding one) from naskh to

nim-shikaste.
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(_J
GU U.C 43" 1 A A-ibb 1 -'.-S' 1 t L&-G b 4amxJ AA 1 4A-J jJ ~

(VM 1^ ^ybGl
j J 5b ^bJl >a*U1

j <Jlih3l 5b
^J:

IG1 ^51aS
1 j

Jjifi

yU-5!l *^a11
j

4JJI ^!1 ^jLsll ^>-1^11 a-*!1 JyLi a*j U
‘LaJiJl

j ^*511 G! 43 b i__£GSl *Ulj ^3liSl

* ^ ^
—

‘ b'* *—3 1 ^ a!
|J
>* j U..4 l^2.^J LAA^-w-3

^4j

.—.^AaSI CUj^ Ai j «-»^Gf51
j
^jl^Gl i_J 4jJuLj 1 G i

i^-s4

! J (J 4^
i
i
jfw~^*> o t*^

G j Gb

<—Ayil ( C! A jSsjSs G ssu*=>- j ^b^sll ^jjz +L0l\ e^GG*l 5J1

la-GI j
^aa-c ‘Taj 511 t_^=»l » J,-aS *UG!l <ULil

j J^Sl *Lro»-5!i

^ ^ib U la-aG
_j

lAAs*-^-! L« ciSjJs 1J1 ^*5!' lGISa ,J ‘UaG'I

^ c
5 <sj

j

j
Gil #a!aj ciaj;»-

,

^
^*^>-51 t i

i i 43Gj

l£A*lii'AG Axj 4 1 A5 1 ^—G -
1 ^ 4j^*j w\^j A^>- '' 5UJ

bGbl
j
ji

\
jM^\ cGG-* lAA^JUAsl G sx: Gob < 0. «"

5! ^ U

^

( G! a 3 caG>
^
^GaG G a*j aG

{

js* ^jc^j 5! . <ULso ij*Jl
^

* i -* I. ei 5 > 51 , &Ji ijj Lj s^ss^ - ^ ^j-j aJ 1

bj ^4-si^*1
5 ^

5
1 ^ ^ -5lCb 1 4b bj 1 1

*
1 c a^..1

1 ^ Jyb

*

^ .* ^yuis'i ^iJ5 i—

C

j1.G
5! ^1 ‘\j*d*}\ t iili

(hij jB> 4j! US jib 511 4ac <_;Is4=- j! * 4Jj Juxll jUjl ^ All

„j~c ^UaJI b
^
Lfjtijo

_j
bSLJl j XI! < <C! i

uN-0 j}'* ^ l/i-3
^ ^ ^

jJb
j ^

\

^ Ui fldCU^
) ^ ^

^MliO ^
^ C. kXl -1 ^

<d!\ U lil j%lifs)l
^

^liui!^ CJ3j
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J\

As will be apparent from the above extract, the com-

mentary is very profuse, if not very clear.

Ends (on f. 101 b
)

:

L hs-cl^ll UJl CuU!£3! A Uii

Js j ^A-i d n jj-WJ
LS^*^ Ji <—

j ^*»*! ij\
j

ys> J.J
_j

Ajihs- (_$yil 4ji
cS"0

* ,«.*! 1*1 1 (__>
,

<til

errtiAc rtrcrttrvi

The cyphers at the end of the Naghamdtu’r-Ruh are

repeated at the end of the La’ till u Mcm.li (f. 203a
), and

at the end of another MS. containing some of Subh-i-Ezel’s

Persian writings which will be described presently. They

indicate, as Subh-i-Ezel informed me by word of mouth,

that the writings to which they are appended are by

him. Their significance, however, he was not willing to

divulge to me. Probably they refer in some way to the

abjacl notation.

La’ali u M'ajali.

Of this piece also I shall give first of all the opening

words of the exordium, then the short introductory preface,

then a few specimens of the aphorisms or “ Sententise,”

which, arranged in groups according to the position of

the initial (or sometimes the final) letter in the alphabet,

make up the remainder of the work.

4111 ill 4ll 1!

i LS
Jl^

uU^Jl JULN 4Ul
r
^j

XSx.) j~-\ 5 4l.r.i Jjl H JJ1 <sll

j.u.A.s. 1892. 32
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y
<Lj«A ^Ssb •

^SsUSS * <Giyys2wSj> I' ysUaJS
j

JS Sj±-\^\> u>. 21 J 1^1 2'

J ^ **.

J\ 21 bi-b Jb ,y^b
21 J

Sylk

j <USb ^x^s* j_}j U ^* ^ j y*2» U yi.b ^
.?

j-U? US b.UJ j yb US S^Uij <L>Ui ^ J.A-! Ali ^jS^+j j~~'~\

CLs\y^a L-Ulbyl ^\ L-UUSS J A*!
2
^J^US J*US ^j$J* S

.

i^—Ua U ijmj
li
^« <Uj 2!S j <t_U_c d^SU^. ct-U-s.'1*

[jX* g~$~^ Uj tLz*s^~ S A&i 1* ^bU 1* S ^yJLS
1 j

j^j-N-u^.^JJ !-^~j
_j

^^j-^USbJJ b- a ^‘-U! ^#-2 j^-\ «

* <d!b 2!S iy 2! J Jy>. 21 <02; ijbe-JS . j-JyJ2 <U!b
^
^LJl

<dS2 *Uj S.asc* <d!b 2yx-x*x*x S ^ )U<**U S J ax. 1
^

g-j t
^axo

^s>2JS i £lx&> b^UA ^«**aSb ly-xxU <sJJ2 'US b a^." <dlb Sy^je^S

X " X S^aX^S ^ b A2C^ ylU b U-.x.^^xX S

and so on for 23 similar sentences, the section ending with

the words <bUi~j2J\ <bUi~:2!l.

The second section (f. 107 b
)

contains thirty-one short

aphorisms beginning with the word l^abi-l, as, for example

:

S^xU^-S AiyjlS b A^-" AyjSS S 1 Ay*! 2 bAw^-1

Ay*! 2 bx^b^-

^

5s JUi2!S 2y^ JSy2!S

The third section (ff. 107 b-109 a
)

consists, for the most

part, of aphorisms beginning with the definite article, further

arranged according to the letter in which they end, e.g .

:

£-!a jJ-J *bo^!S ^-b’ jJUS

y Uosb ijlsySS £_2U U'I>2'S ^2Li uUb!2

5 2 i*scr'A *211? -iJS
C • • r >
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The whole work, excluding the preface, consists of 179

such sections, arranged in groups alphabetically according

to the initial letter of the aphorisms. The number of

sections belonging to each letter varies. Sections i-xix

begin with 1 ;
xx-xxvii with t-o

;
xxviii-xxxiii with ca>

;

xxxiv-xxxvii with Ca
;
xxxviii-xli with — ;

xlii-xlvi with

— ;
xlvii-lii with a; liii-lv with ^ ; lvi-lvii with A;

lix-lxv with j ;
Ixvi-lxx with j ;

lxxi-lxxv with
;

lxxvi-lxxxii with
;

lxxxiii-lxxxvi with ^js
;

Ixxxvii-

lxxxviii with yo
;
lxxix-xcii with If

;
xciii-xcv with 1?

;
xcvi-

cv with c^; cvi-cviii with cj cix-cxiii with i i
;
cxiv-cxvi

with j ;
cxvii-cxxix with lL>

;
cxxx-cxlii and again

clxviii-clxxi with J ;
cxliii-cl with + ;

cli-clvii with ^ ;

clviii-clxii with j ;
clxiii-clxvii with a

;
clxxii-clxxix with

o'. The work thus consists entirely of short, disconnected

aphorisms, and the specimens which I have given, though

few, will, I think, sufficiently indicate its general character.

The last piece contained in the MS. is separated by

three blank pages (ff. 204a-205 a
)

from the preceeding

one, is written in naskh, occupies only six pages, and

begins abruptly as follows :

zr^> 3 J
1 AAs*

j
AA 4 ' L»X.S' 1 L-

« <dll cubb VAlUl Li . *A=>- ^1

b# ^ tSyX&J b# ^
L " —. l

> ^ ^
t

^
i A- 1

o 1 IaI ^
1 \a

^
b# (Osj

^
^

Ends (on f. 208a
)

:

A-J il.sA UULs 1ja£ aUI Aa

JiyAA yjJAll
J
AJ b* J ^ j aUI <SAl.O

* cb* W Ji
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BBF. 5.

Ff. 274 (l a and 274b blank), 17 -75xl0'75 centimetres,

11 lines to the page.

A collection of Subh-i-Ezel’s Persian writings, transcribed

by himself in a clear, graceful, and somewhat peculiar ta'l'ik

hand, and containing a number of sections or chapters of

various lengths, to each of which is prefixed a doxology, but

no title. The full examination and description of such a

collection being necessarily a work of time, I confine myself

here to giving the beginning and ending. Near the end

of the MS. is a rather long and very important piece

wherein Subh-i-Ezel defines and defends his position, and

enters a protest against the schism of the Beha’is. This

piece I hope to publish with a translation in a subsequent

number of the Journal.

Begins

:

JUT

js* ^ CL-'XJ JyjL* j- ^ j! i

| • ’^”*7 tJ/Vl j*"
^ — ft^~-' JM t'

jl3 jib j
<3

^Jh*s\ <)\ i

•

jz- 1 j0 %
1

t 1
, ^

^ iw
^

.2 7 Aj 1 L 'y**—

~

i
D As '

^

L* AiUtfj Ln
J ^

j

A JijZ L» \
I

i ijlj DftS^-j

*, / ft-lc^Ei 1 ,ftl L ‘ \ ,*1

J-J O J

j

> > ^ > •• v (V" ^ / C,
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& \\jij^ Jfj j\ C^\jJj\jxT (f. 2
a

) .1

AA^Ci A^aA< LfJ
j
AjAj

Ends

:

l-J \ LJ 1 lm) & wVm) ^JaW «X ® L) ^

^
JAmI t

^
2i Aj

^
f—^X—! l& ^.

.
^1 ^

A - 1 •

t_l/J <lU J U7 ^!l*5
J

crriiAc ri r irn rv i

ir*r

A^-4J
^

,=Sfc' A>-^3
^

A/* i ^L-Aa

* Aj_,*_j JL-ij J
U ^ ^U-

* A->y-X-J lIAmi?- j*AacsT ^)l^~ i)—-~ jA

^ ^J!u.J*S>-
^J.

J Ai jJa -

BBF. 6

^yiAl i

The Bab's Commentary on the Suratu’l-Bakara \_Kur'an, 27].

This and the three following MSS. (all containing works

of the Bab) were not transcribed by Subh-i-Ezel, but were

transmitted to me through him from Persia. The circum-

stances under which they were conveyed from Teheran

to Cyprus and thence to me were somewhat peculiar. On
July 9th, 1890, I received from Teheran a letter from an

unknown correspondent belonging to the Ezell sect of

the Babis which bore as its date “Tuesday, Shawwal 14th,

a.h. 1307” (June 3rd, 1890). After a preliminary doxology,

the writer proceeded to explain that, being at Famagusta
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in Cyprus in the month of Zi’l-Ka‘da, a.h. 1306 (July,

1889), he had been present when my first letter, asking

for books and information, was handed to Subh-i-Ezel,

and had perused its contents
;
and that he had also been

present wffien the “ Governor ” (i.e. the Commissioner of

the district, Captain Young), called to see Subh-i-Ezel

aud to converse with him through his interpreter. On
leaving Cyprus to return to Persia he had been commanded

by Subh-i-Ezel to collect together such of the Bab’s writings

as he could (especially those concerning which I had more

particularly enquired). On arriving at Teheran he had

accordingly set to work on this task, and had succeeded

in obtaining copies of (1) The Commentary on the Sura-i-

Yusuf or Ahsanu’l-Kisas
; (2) The Names of All Things

*U-j1); (3) The Commentary on the Suratu’l-Bakara
;

(4) The Commentary on the Suratu’l-‘Asr

;

(5) The

Horology of our Lady Fatima (<ulAi ^_^J). These

books were to have been forwarded through a certain Ezeli,

whose position would have enabled him to secure their

safe conveyance, 1 but his sudden death had rendered this

impossible. My correspondent therefore desired me to

suggest some means of transmission, adding that desire

to see Western lands and to learn their languages and arts,

as well as anxiety to escape from the continual persecutions

of the Mullas (who had lately, without cause or pretext,

slain six of his co-religionists at Isfahan and burned

their bodies),

2

rendered him very willing to bring the

MSS. to England himself, if I approved of this plan, and

if he could obtain money for the journey.

To this letter I replied in the manner directed. After

thanking my correspondent for all the trouble he had

taken, I explained to him the great expense and difficulty

of the scheme he proposed, and suggested that the books

1 My correspondent did not mention the name of this person, but I have
no doubt in my own mind as to who is meant.

3 The persecution of Si-dih is alluded to. See my Traveller's Narrative
,

vol. ii., pp. 406-410.
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should, when opportunity offered, be conveyed to Cyprus

and placed in the hands of Subh-i-Ezel, who could after-

wards, if he pleased, transmit the originals or copies of

the originals to me through Captain Young. In any

case it appeared to me right and proper that they should

first be placed in his hands.

On September 19th, 1890, I received another letter in

the same hand, bearing the Constantinople post-mark,

but written, apparently, from Famagusta, whither my
mysterious correspondent had again journeyed. In this

letter he stated that he had, according to my advice,

abandoned the idea of coming to England, and had safely

brought the following six volumes with him to Cyprus

and handed them over to Subh-i-Ezel: (1) The Names

of All Things, 2 vols.
; (2) The Commentary on the Suratu’l-

Bakara, 1 vol.
; (3) The Commentary on the Suratu’l-

Kawthar, 1 vol.
; (4) The Commentary on the Suratu

,

l-
,Asr,

1 vol.
; (5) The Commentary on the Sura-i-Yusuf or

A hsanu’l-Nisas, 1 vol.

Having thus explained how this and the following

volumes were conveyed to Cyprus, whence most of them

have since been sent to me, I return to the present MS.,

the Commentary on the Suratu’l-Bakara. That it was one

of the Bab’s earlier works appears from a passage in the

Tdr'ikh-i-Jadid, of which the substance will be found at

pp. 902-903 of my second paper on the Babis in the

J./i.A.S. for 1889. This passage contains the account

given by Mulla Huseyn of Bushraweyh of his conversion

to Mirza ‘Abdu’l-Wahhab of Khurasan, who narrated it

to Haji Mirza Jani of Kashan, from whose book it is

copied by the author of the Tdrikh-i-Jadid. It is too long

to quote or translate in extenso, and I must therefore

confine myself to citing that portion of it which bears

directly on the Commentary in question.

V'. A. ^ jj LJ lx
^A t

\ 1

I

**3 Y
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\
,

\

JJ~ 1 T**

iwl
y ^Jj^j ^yio J * A^uJ

^

^^-.w.4
^

L ** ^. C‘-ll-.4

liA-d
_;

>V«I ^hA ^-^iJ |*JiJ ^b jt**^

^ AilAJwiy ^Llj ^Ab , Jdb ^A

b

j-^uJii Job

JoL«J^4
_}
UJ-~*Acj i^_,Ab-jUAl l^Jl^ ijbj y-»**AJ t—J-U

^.wA.1

^4
J.’
J ^4 1 J .,\ ^ A'? A4 L ^>J Jj

cT* c^ .J ^ tO:^
* ei"‘'1

' eA^

. 4 »~-w^«
,
..» J>-J 1 Ltwi. 4 1 .CO^>-

fJ •• uT •• V • r
jJ Jo!

'_J^ i
* i J “ ^LijJ

^a.w.C’I L
~‘

.~v4>- if^ J A^.Aa.4 —J lAi 4J
^

W.b Aj 4 «*: ,

“‘After a while’” [says Mulla Huse}'n of Bushraweyh]
“

‘ I observed several volumes lying in a recess. I picked

up one of them, and found it to be a Commentary on the

Suratn’l-Bakara. After reading a little I perceived it to be

a commentary of singular merit, and demanded in astonish-

ment who the author might be. “A mere youthful

beginner,” answered he, “ who nevertheless lays claim to

a high degree of knowledge and greatness.” I again asked

who and where the writer was. “ Thou seest him,” he

replied
;
but I did not at the time apprehend his meaning,

and continued to read on till I came to a passage where

it was written, “ the explanation of the inmost of the inmost.”

This appeared to me to be an error, and I remarked, “ Here

it should be ‘ the inmost,’ and they have written ‘ the inmost

of the inmost.’” “What can I say?” he answered, “the

author of the Commentary lays claim to even more than

this of greatness, glory, and knowledge. Consider the

passage attentively.” I did so, and said, “It is quite correct.

But I am wearied. Do you read and I will listen.” He
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read for a time, and then, as men are wont, I said, “ It is

enough. Do not trouble yourself further.”
’ ”

It is this work, then, hitherto unknown in the West,

that the present MS. represents. The MS. reached me,

together with another (the Commentary on the Suratu’l-

‘Asr) to be described immediately, on December 8th, 1890.

With them came a letter from Subh-i-Ezel, dated November

2-5th, wherein he wrote as follows :

j\ XAjL.

>j \j a*!y* j- v i A-l Ajh A A G'*

Ai
.

.

A^*A- J Lo*.

a[^.*s L '*

-y * a AxJ ^ £ AAj a!.^*" A^J iAA

Ai a!;>- [xj aU ! ^aAJ

jAs* JJJ cijl cAAwj! lSjAA !
4 y-0

-LAy
^ j-'f

^ A aL>- 4«,iL) dcJAz

--.yA AyAA^l iAl-U—yj Cw—j ^

i
bjAjl ^^AAJ A-l Ij

^

, l)aA LAAA^ ^JL*yl ,
1 lj LI—^Yo l.>- pJb » p..*y

“The pilgrim of whom you wot also arrived about the

same time ” [as Captain Young, whose absence on leave

from Cyprus had prevented Subh-i-Ezel from writing for a

considerable period], “ The letter which you wrote being

conveyed to him, he abandoned his idea [of proceeding

to England in person], and returned to his own place.

The books which have been signified, six volumes, are

ready, but owing to lack of opportunity they have not

yet been completely copied. Now, by means of Ilis

Excellency the Governor [i.e. Captain Young] (may God
Almighty guard him !), two volumes of them, one of which

is the Commentary on the verses of the Sura-i-Bahara, and

the other the Commentary on ‘TFa’l ‘Asr,’ are forwarded

to you. The remainder, namely three other volumes, the

Commentary on the Kawthar and two volumes of the Names

of All Things, will, if it please God, be forwarded by
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degrees. The Commentary on the Sura-i- Yusuf is also

ready, whenever the time to send it may come.”

The description of this MS. is as follows: Ff. 110 (ff. l a-

2a
,
and 110a-110b blank), 19xll -5 centimetres, 19 lines

to the page. Written in a legible naskh hand, without

title or colophon. F. 2a bears a seal-mark which reads

—

The text begins with the Suratu’l-Fatiha and a short

commentary on it, which I give in extenso—

1 1 All \

• A*
' * ki
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~‘ '''
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L-JiuLs** L-J , N^S'’* jLx^- 4~sjLu!l • <bLa*3 t
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The Commentary ends on f. 109b with v. 131 of the

Suratu’l-Bakara as follows :

. ^ '
i. A$

"

l/( ^
£ L* 1^1 uX* t—

£

1
j ^JUj a1!1 Jli*

4X5
^

1 ^ ^ c
**

1 ^ \y lb l,4.^ J ^1 ^

* ^f-
j*lii!l CJAsi.!

The rest of the Commentary, therefore, would seem never

to have been written. I have not been able to find the

expression ^bb ^bb j+*.Ju alluded to in the account of

Mulla Huseyn’s conversion given by the Tdnkh-i-Jadid,

which may perhaps be mistaken as to the identity of the

work, since Subh-i-Ezel told me that it was the perusal of

the Commentary on the Sura-i-Yusuf which convinced Mulla

Huseyn of the Bab’s divine mission.

1 Here, without break or hiatus, begins the Commentary on the Suratn'l-

Bakara. The commentary on the first verse extends to f. 8a
,
so I must needs

content myself with giving the first few lines only.

(To be continued.)
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Art. X .— Catalogue of the Arabic, Persian, Hindustani, and

Turkish MSS. in the Library of the Royal Asiatic Society.

This Catalogue has been compiled chiefly from the follow-

ing ones which are still in the Library :

—

(1) A Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the Arabic, Persian,

Turkish, and Hindustani Languages, preserved in

the Libraries of the Royal Asiatic Society, and

the Oriental Translation Fund of Great Britain

and Ireland. MS. By William H. Morley, 1808.

(2) A Descriptive Catalogue of the Historical Manuscripts

in the Arabic and Persian Languages, preserved in

the Library of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great

Britain and Ireland. By W. IT. Morley, Printed

by order of the Council, 1854.

(3) A Rough Additional Catalogue of the Oriental

Manuscripts belonging to the R.A.S. (such as are

not entered in Morley ’s work). By Guy Le Strange,

1881.

A fuller description of many of the MSS. will be found in

some one of these Catalogues which are here indicated as (1)

M. Ms. Cat. (2) M. P. Cat. and (3) Le S. Cat. respectively.

The order of arrangement, transliteration, titles of works

and names, are in accordance with those used in the British

Museum Catalogues. Arabic MSS. not included in the above

mentioned Catalogues have been referred for description

when necessary to Mr. H. C. Kay, and the Persian and

Hindustani to Mr. E. G. Browne. Mr. E. J. W. Gibb

has examined and described all the Turkish, and the

Catalogue of them is made from his notes.

Oliver Codrington,

Hon. Librarian.18 tli January, 1892.
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Arabic MSS.

\_Table of Transliteration.

^•=th £=kh u& = d _=
'

(a, i, u)

<i=d \s
—

t t=gh
jo— s )a= z J= k

*=’a, ’i, ’«.]

1 and 2. Koran. In two volumes. Arabic Texts very

finely written in large Naskh, with interlinear

Persian translation and copious marginal notes in

Shikastah Arulz. Yery finely illuminated first pages

and title heads of Sarah. Pages of text enclosed

in gold and coloured frames. Yerses marked with

a gold leaf. Ajzaa noted in red. Yol. I. contains

the first 18 and part of the 19th Surah. Fol. 816.

Yol. II. contains the remainder of the Book. Fol.

356. 9 lines of text on a page. Size, 19^ by 12.

(M. Ms. Cat. 1 and 2.)

3. Koran Well written in Naskh by Hafiz Hafiz Allah

Walad Shaikh Ibrahim. Illuminated first page.

Headings of Surah in red. Ajzaa and quarter Ajzaa

noted by illuminated marginal labels. Yerses of

Surah marked by gold pellets. Fol. 446. 11 lines

on a page. Size, 12f by 8§. (M. Ms. Cat. 3.)

4. Koran. Written in Naskh with interlinear translation

in Malay. Headings of Surah, Ajzaa, and quarter

Ajzaa in red. Yerses divided by gold pellets.

Fol. 352. 9 lines of text on a page. Some pages

damaged and partly destroyed. Size, 13J by 9*.

(M. Ms. Cat. 4.)

5. Fragments of a fine folio Koran, written in Naskh.

13 lines on a page. 1st, 7th, and 13th lines in

large letters on blue or pink ground. Yerses marked

by a gold rose. Size, 16 by 14.
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6. Koran. Finely written in Naskh. First page illumi-

nated in gold and colour, and the others lined and

marked in gold. Headings of Surah in gold.

Ajzaa, half Ajzaa, 60th parts of the book, and

groups of five and of ten verses noted in gold in

the margin. Fol. 349. 14 lines on a page. Hated

a.h. 1098. Size, 8| by 5f. (M. Ms. Cat. 7.)

7. Portions of the Koran. Parts of the 4th, 5th, 7th,

and 9th, and the whole of the 8th. Surah. Naskh.

Fol. 69. 11 lines on a page. Size, 74 by 41.

(M. Ms. Cat. 8.)

8. 9, and 10. Koran, in 3 vols. Finely written in Naskh.

Illuminated in gold and colour. Each line enclosed

in a gold border and an ornamental gold frame to

each page. Surah headings in red. Ajzaa marked

in red. Gold pellets between the verses. Yol. I.

contains first 8 Surah. Fol. 256. Yol. II. contains

9th to the 28th Surah. Fol. 250. Yol. III.

contains the remainder. Fol. 271. 7 lines on a

page. Size, 54 by 3|. (M. Ms. Cat. 9, 10, and 11.)

11. Koran. Written on a roll of paper 20 feet long by

3| inches broad, mounted on rollers, in a wooden

glazed case. Writing very small and arranged with

gold dividing lines into variously shaped areas form-

ing here and there patterns, words, or letters. The

first two Surah in large characters and illuminated

with colour. The remaining Surah not indicated,

the writing continuous, and the Ajzaa marked by

the first words being in red and by red numerals

in the margin.

12. Koran. Fine Maghrib! writing. Titles of Surah,

divisions, and verses, marked in red, yellow, and

green. Fol. 167. 22 lines on a page. Size, 11

by 8. (Le S. Cat. 52.)

13. Extracts from the Koran, with Turkish Notes. Naskh.

Fol. 75. 11 lines on a page. Size, 5 by 3|. (Le

S. Cat. 53).

14. Extracts from the Koran. Maghrib!. Fol. 147. 9 lines
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on a page. Imperfect. Size, 4g by 3|. (Le S.

Cat. 55.)

15. Prayers, Extracts from the Koran, etc. Naskh. Fol. 79.

9 lines on a page. Size, 7| by 5. (Le S. Cat. 5b.)

16. Bab fi fada’l Surat al-Kadar. On the Excellencies of

the 97th Surah of the Koran. Naskh. Fol. 64.

15 lines on a page. Size, 5f by 4. (M. Ms.

Cat. 12.)

17. (1) On the Reading of the Koran. Naskh. Fol. 10.

21 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1151.

(2) A Poetical Commentary on the Koran. Naskh.

Fol. 49. 13 lines on a page in double column.

Dated a.h. 1150. Size, 8 by 5|. (Le S. Cat. 54.)

18. Al-Raudat min al-Kafi. On Duties and Religious

Ceremonies illustrated by Traditions. Nastalik. Fol.

465. 24 lines on a page. Size, 111 by 7. (Le S.

Cat. 58.)

19. Al-Istibsar fi ma Ikhtalaf min al-Aklibdr. On Tra-

ditional Discrepancies. By Muhammad ibn al- Hasan

at-TusI. Naskh. Fol. 380. 27 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1093. Size, 13 by 8. (Le S. Cat. 67.)

20. Kitab as-Snlat tea al-Jawabat i al-Imam ar-Razi. Ques-

tions and Answers, Theological and Legal. By
Imam ar-Razi. Naskh. Fol. 137. 24 lines on a

page. Size, 9J by 6|. (Le S. Cat. 61.)

21. Ash-Sharaa al-Ahkdm or Sharai' al-Islam. On Laws

and Statutes of Islam. By Najm ad-Dlu Abul-

Kiisim Ja
r

far ibn Said al-Hilll. Shiitic. Naskh.

Fol. 260. 21 lines on a page, and marginal notes.

Dated a.h. 1120. Size, 11 1 by 7\. (Le S. Cat. 57.)

22. Shark al-Kafi. Yol. II. of a Commentary on the Kafl.

Shiitic. By Muhammad Salih at-Tabrlzi. Com-

prising the Kitab al-Hajjat and the Bab at-Tukiyat.

Naskh. Fol. 255. 29 lines on a page. Size, 11J

by 71. (Le S. Cat. 59.)

23. Commentary on the Mukhtasar of Khalil. By Muhammad
al-Kharshl. Magjhribl. Fol. 169. 31 lines on a

page. Size, llg by 8. (Le S. Cat. 60.)
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24. Abridgement of the Work of Shaikh Khalil ibn Ishak al

Maliki. Raskh. Fol. 210. 13 lines on a page with

marginal notes. Size, 8^ by 6. (Le S. Cat. 65.)

25. A History of the Prophets, Martyrs, etc. Imperfect.

Sals Fol. 387. 17 lines on a page. Size, 8J by 6.

(Le S. Cat. 66.)

26. Jami' at-Taicarikh. Part of the general history of the

world from the earliest times. By Rashid ad-Dln

ibn 'Imad ad-Daulah Abiil-Khair Ibn Muwafik ad-

Daulah. Comprising (1) Fragments of the history

of Muhammad and his early adherents. (2) The

concluding portion of the history of Khita. (3)

The history of Hind and Sind. (4) A fragment

of the history of the Jews, from the creation to

the time of Jonah. Naskh. Fol. 59. 35 lines on

a page. Illustrated by 100 drawings in colour

executed in an unusually high style of art. Dated

a. h. 714. Size, 17j by 12. This MS. is fully

described in the Society’s Journal, Yol. YI. 1841,

by Mr. W. H. Morley and Professor Duncan Forbes,

also in M. P. Cat. 1.

27. Jami ' al-Tawarikh. A portion of Rashid ad-Dlu’s

history, with an interlinear translation into Persian.

Commencing with the 11th chapter of the Tarlkh

i Hind wa as-Sind, and containing the history of

Shakmunl. Text in Haskh. Translation in Nastalik.

Fol. 33. 20 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1238.

Size, 13 by 9j. (M. P. Cat. 2.)

28. Tuhfat al-Mujaliidin. History of the early Muhamma-
dans in Malabar and their struggles with the

Portuguese. By Shaik Zaln ad-Dln al-Ma'bari.

Haskh. Fol. 43. 14 lines on a page. Dated a.h.

1246. Size, 9 by 7. (M. P. Cat. 4.)

29. History of the Expeditions of Idris, Sultan of Burnu, in

the land of Kanin against the tribes of Bulala. Naskh.

Fol. 113. 17 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1269.

Size, 8J by 7. (Le S. Cat. 68.)

30. Kharidat al-'Ajaib. A Cosmography. By ITafs 'Umar

j.r.a.s. 1892. 33
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ibn al-WardT. Maghribl. Fol. 97. 28 lines on

a page. Dated a.h. 1221. Size, 12£ by 8^. (Le

S. Cat. 71.)

31. Hagat al-Kulub. An Encyclopaedia. Naskh. Fol. 407.

26 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1093. Size, l()i by

7f. (Le S. Cat. 69.)

32. Al-Iklil. Yol. viii. of the Work on Yemen Geography.

By Abu Muhammad al-Hasan, al-Hamadani. Naskh.

Fol. 71. 19 lines on a page. Size, 9f by 5^. (Le

S. Cat. 73.)

33. Daawi Aklidas ma Istibanat. Translation of Euclid.

with the two additional books attributed to Hypsiclus,

with marginal notes in Persian. Nastalik. Fol. 531.

22 lines on a page. Size, Ilf by 7f. (M. Ms. Cat. 15.)

34. Shark al-Jaghmirii. A Commentary on the Astronomical

Work al-Mulakhkhas fl al-IIay’t. By Mahmud
ibn Muhammad al-Jaghmlnl. Fol. 65. 19 lines on

a page, "with marginal notes and diagrams. Size, 8|

by 5. (Le S. Cat. 70.)

35. Marginal Gloss by Ash- Sharif Jurjani, on the Tahrir al-

Katcad al-Mintakyiat fi Shark ash-Shamsigah of Kutb

ad-Din Mahmud ar-Razi. Naskh. Fol. 61. 21 lines

on a page, with marginal notes. Size, 10 by 6J. (Le

S. Cat. 62.)

36. Al-Kanun fi al-Tibb. Part of the Kauun of Abu 'Ali

al-Husain ibn'Abd Allah ibn Slna, commonly called

Avicenna; containing the concluding sections (14 to

22) of Book III., Book I Y., and Book Y. on Pharma-

ceutics. Moorish Arabic. Fol. 243. 35 lines on a

page. Dated a.h. 627. Size, 13j by 9f. (M. Ms.

Cat. 22a.)

37. Elementi della Lingua Araba, Spiegati Secondo i principi

Latini in Italiano. By Professor Guiseppe Grassi.

Written by Miss Forbes in fine Arabic and Italian

writing. Fol. 183. 23 lines on a page. Size 10f

by 8|. (M. Ms. Cat. 16.).

38. Treatises on A rabic Grammar. Naskh. (1) Mi’at A mil,

on the Government of Arabic Sentences. By Abu
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Baler 'Abd al-Kahir al-Jurjani. Fol. 56. 15 lines

on a page. (2) Paradigms of Arabic Grammar. Fol. 3.

(3) Al-Ajarrumiyah

;

on Arabic Syntax. By Abu 'Abd

Allah Muhammad ibn Daud as-Sanhaji, called Ibn

Ajarrum. Size 10^ by 6j. (M. Ms. Cat. 18.)

39. Al-Kafiyah. A Treatise on Arabic Grammar. By Abu
'Amril 'Uthman, commonly called Ibn Hajib. Nastalik.

Fol. 89. 5 lines on a page, with interlinear and

marginal notes. Dated a.h. 1082. Size 94 by 6.

(M. Ms. Cat. 17.)

40. A Note-book containing some Arabic Verses. Maghribi.

Size, 8 by 3. (Le S. Cat. 74.)

41. Muntalihab al-Lughat. A Dictionary of Arabic Words
explained in Persian. By 'Abd ar-Itaskid at-TattavI.

Nastalik. Fol. 414. 21 lines on a page. Size, 8j

by 6|. (Le S. Cat. 72.).

42. Diwdri. Poetical Works. By Sharaf ad-Din Abu Hafs

'Umar ibn 'Ali called Ibn al-Farid. With a Preface

by his grandson 'All. Naskh. Fol. 65. 21 and 18

lines on a page. Size, 8J- by 6j. (Le S. Cat. 75.)

43. Kalilah wa Dimnah Sha'r 'Arab!. A Poetical Version of

Kalilah Dimnah. Naskh. Fol. 121. 15 lines on a

page in double column. Dated a.h. 1238. Size, 12

by 8J. (M. Ms. Cat. 19.)

44. Alf Lailah wa Lailalx. A portion of the 1001 Nights.

Naskh. Fol. 168. 17 lines on a page. Size, 85 by

6± (M. Ms. Cat. 20.)

45. Shark i Hikmat al- Ayin. Commentary on the Hikmat

Al-'Ayln of Najm ad-Din Abu Bakr ibn 'Umar al

KatibI al-KazwInl. Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 138. 17

lines on a page. Size, 9J by 5|. (M. Ms. Cat. 21.)

46. (1) Rashiditjah Shark Sharlfah 'ilm al-Mandzrat iva al-

Adab. A Commentary upon an Arabic Work on the

Science of Disputation with marginal and interlinear

Persian notes. Naskh. Fol. 34. 19 lines on a page.

(2) Tract of Fol. 3, respecting the Sunni Doctrines of the

Attributes of the Deity. By Sayid al-Ilaklm as-

Samarkandi. Size, 9 by 5|. (M. Ms. Cat. 22.)
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47. (1) A Theological Tract. Naskh. Fol. 7. 21 lines on

a page. Size, 8j by 6.

(2) Kasidat. A Poem. Ta'llk. 29 lines on one page

in double column with marginal notes. Size, 16

by 10. (Le S. Cat. 63.)

48. Two Imperfect Writings. By Muhammad ibn Yusuf as-

Sanfisi al-Hasani. Maghrib!. Fol. 79. 23 lines on a

page. Size, 8j by 6|. (Le S. Cat. 64.)

Persian MSS.

Table of Transliteration.

C_5=s -= h (_^
= sh L=t

£
= gh

jr— j t=kh ^= ?

„=ch j= z J==z ^=='(a, i, u) f =’(a,i, u.)

1. Tafsir. An explanation of the Koran. By Fath Ullah

Naib Shaikh Baha ad-Dln. Yol. I. [Shikastah.

Fol. 347. 29 lines on a page. Defective at the

beginning. Size, 14 by 8. (M. Ms. Cat. 23.)

2. Tafsir of Shaikh Balia ad-Dln. Yol. Y. Shikastah. Fol.

337. 27 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1107. Size,

14 by 8. (M. Ms. Cat. 24.)

3. An enumeration of the times which each letter of the Alphabet

occurs in the first 30 Surahs of the Koran. Nastalik

and Shikastah. Fol. 32. Size, 91 bv 81. (M. Ms.

Cat. 28.)

4. (1) A Collection of Prayers. Talik. Fol. 114. 11

lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1079.

(2) The properties of the Seven Verses of the Koran which

the Prophet communicated to 'All ben Abi Tdlib.

Shikastah and Naskh. Fol. 5. 7 and 9 lines on

a page.
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(3) The Prayer Tawakkulat 'All Allah and its thirty-one

excellent qualities. Shikastah and Naskh. Fol. 8.

7 and 9 lines on a page.

(4) On the Births and Deaths of the fourteen Innocents.

Shikastah. Fol. 3. Size, 7§ by 5. (M. Ms. Cat 30.)

5 Treatise on the Ceremonies and Religious Duties of

Muhammadans. By Nasr Ullah ben Muhammad ul-

Kirmani. Nastalik. Fol. 302. 15 lines on a page.

Incomplete at the end. Size, 8| by 6. (Le S. Cat. 1.)

6. jKiddyah Farsi. Persian translation of the Hidayah.

Yol. III. Nastalik. Fol. 208. 13 lines on a page.

Size, 12 by 7. (Le S. Cat. 187.)

7. Hajjat ul-Hind. A treatise of Musulman Controversy

—The tale of the Parrot and the Sharak. Ibn

'Umar Mihrabi. Nastalik. Fol. 152. 13 lines on a

page. Dated a.h. 1195. Size, 9 by 5. (M. Ms.

Cat. 262.)

8. Jami' i 'Abbasl

.

An abridgement of the Laws

according to the Doctrines of the Shiahs. By Baha

ud-Dln Muhammad 'Amall. Shikastah. Fol. 297.

16 lines on a page—last page wanting. Size, 74

by 6i. (M. Ms. Cat. 27.)

9. Shark Masnavi. A Commentary on the Masnavi

of Jalal ud-Dln BumL By Mir Muhammad. Fol.

116. 17 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1091. Size,

9 by 5i (M. Ms. Cat. 241.)

10.
'

Arcfsh Abkar or Nazhat ul-Arvah. A moral and

religious work in prose and verse. By Husain ben

'Alim ul-Husainl. Shafia. Fol. 121. 11 lines on

a page. Dated a.h. 1080. Illuminated. Size, 8 by

5. (M. Ms. Cat. 238.)

11. Arash Abkar. Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 126. 11

lines on a page. With marginal and interlineal notes.

Dated a.h. 1119. Size, 9f by 5|. (M. Ms. Cat. 239.)

12. Dabistan. An account of the Religious Creeds and

Philosophical Systems of the East. By Mubad Shah

Muhsin Fan!. Nastalik. Fol. 366. 18 lines on a

page. Size, 9| by 7. (M. Ms. Cat. 26.)
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13. Risalah i Hasaniyyah, A controversy on the Shiah

Doctrines. By Ibrahim ben Wall Allah Astarabadl.

Naskh. Fol. 87. 15 lines on a page. Dated a.h.

958. Size, 91 by 6|. (M. Ms. Cat. 29.)

14. Mahdbharat. Persian Translation. Vol. I. Con-

taining first six books. Nastalik. Fol. 617. 21

lines on a page. Size, 12 by 7|. (M. Ms. Cat. 72a
)

15. Mahdbharat. Vol. II. Containing last ten books

(books seven and eight are omitted). Nastalik.

Fol. 460. 21 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1126.

Size, 12 by 7|. (M. Ms. Cat. 73.)

16. Jug Bashisht. History of the Seventh Incarnation

of Vishnu. Translated. Shikastah. Fol. 149. 13

lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1179, and a.d. 1823.

Size, 7f by 5. (M. Ms. Cat. 124.)

17. Siyar i Hazrat Kalim ul-Rahman Musi. Life of

Moses and History of the Jews. By M'uin ud-Din

Haratl. Nastalik. Fol. 315. 15 lines on a page.

Size, 9 by 61. (M. Ms. Cat. 114.)

18. Rauzat ul-Alibdb fi Siyar un-Nabi u ul-Al u ul-

Ashab. A History of the Life and Actions of

Muhammad and his companions and their disciples.

By Jamal ud-Din 'Ata Ullah ben Fazl Ullah ush-

ShirazI un-Nlshaburl. Nastalik. Fol. 441. 19 lines

on a page. Last few leaves much worm-eaten and

defective. Size, lOf by 6. (M. P. Cat. 5.)

19. Rauzat ul-Ahbab fi Siyar un-Nabi u ul-Al u ul-

Ashab. First portion of the work concluding with

the events of a.h. 4. Nastalik. Fol. 200. 20 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 999. Imperfect at the end.

Size, 11 j by 7J. Bound up with No. 51. (M. P.

Cat. 6.)

20. Manakib ul-Murtazavi—On the virtues of "All ben Abl

Talib By Mir Muhammad Salih Kashfl. Nastalik.

Fol. 416. 14 lines on a page. Size Ilf by 7j.

(M. P. Cat. 7.)

21. Futuh A'smn. A History of the immediate successors

of Muhammad, and the early Conquests of the
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Musalmans. Persian version of the Arabic Work
of A'sam ul-Kiifl. By Muhammad ben Ahmad
MustaufI HaravT. Nastalik. Fol. 355. 17 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1242. Size, 11J by 8.

(M. P. Cat. 8.)

22. Tarikh i Tabari. Persian translation of the general

History of at-Tabarl. By Abu 'All Muhammad ben

'Abd Ullah ul-Bal'aml. The history continued to

a.h. 529 by some other author. Naskh. Fol. 351.

33 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 701. Size, 12f
by 91. (M. P. Cat. 9.)

23. Tarikh i Tabari. Persian version by Bal'aml. Naskh.

Fol. 451. 27 lines on a page. Imperfect at the end.

Size, 9f by 6|. (M. P. Cat. 10.)

21. Tarikh i Tabari. Persian version by Bal'aml. Nastalik.

Fol. 344. 24 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 988.

Size, 13 by 91. (M. P. Cat. 11.)

25. Tabakat i Nasiri. A general History from the earliest

times to a.h. 658. By Abu 'Umar Usman ben

Muhammad ul - Minhaj ben Siraj ul - JilzjanT.

Nastalik. Fol. 300. 21 lines on a page. Size, 10

by 6. (M. P. Cat. 12.)

26. Tarikh i Banakiti. A general History up to a.h. 717.

By Abu Sulaiman DaTid, surnamed Fakhr ud-Dln

ul-Banakitl. Yol. I. containing the first six and

part of the seventh book. Fol. 301. (M. P. Cat.

!3.)

27. Tarikh i Banakiti Yol. II. containing the remainder

of the work. Fol. 157. Naskh. 15 lines on a page.

Size, 7f by 5. (M. P. Cat. 14.)

28. Majma ul-Amab. A history from the Creation to

a.h. 736. By Muhammad ben 'All ben Shaikh

Muhammad. Nastalik. Fol. 145. 15 lines on a

page. Size, 8f by 6. (M. P. Cat. 15.)

29. Rauzat us-Safa. A general history from the earliest

times to a.h. 91 1. By Muhammad ben Khawand

Shah ben Mahmud, commonly called Mir Khwand.

Yol. I. Preface and history to the time of the last
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Sassanian King, Yazdajird III. Naskh. Fol. 223.

26 lines on a page. Size, 13j by 8f .
(M. P. Cat. 16.)

30. Rauzat us-Safa. Yol. I. Partly Naskh and partly

Nastalik. Fol. 240. 25 lines on a page. Dated

a.h. 1085. Size, 15 by 9$. (M. P. Cat. 17.)

31. Rauzat us-Safa. Yol. I. Nastalik. Fol. 302. 21 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1037. Size, 12f by 7|. (M.

P. Cat. 18.)

32. Rauzat us-Safa. Yol. II. History of Muhammad and

the first four Khalifs. Nastalik. Fol. 219. 31 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1005. Size, 12j by 8. (M.

P. Cat. 19.)

33. Rauzat us-Safa. Yol. II. Nastalik Fol. 508. 19

lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1076. Size, 10# by 61.

(M. P. Cat. 20.)

34. Rauzat us-Safa. Yol. II. Nastalik. Fol. 709. 19

lines on a page. Defective at the end. Size, 11 £

by 6. (M. P. Cat. 21.)

35. Rauzat us-Safa. Yol. III. History of the twelve

Imams and the Amavi and 'Abbasi Khalifs to a.h.

656. Nastalik. Fol. 104. 31 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1005. Size, 12| by 8. (M. P. Cat. 22.)

36. Rauzat us-Safa. Yol. III. Nastalik. Fol. 204. 24

lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1079. Size, 11 j by

6j. (M. P. Cat. 23.)

37. Rauzat us-Safa. Yols. I. II. III. Naskh. Fol. 403.

30 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1022-23-24. Some

of first pages partly destroyed. Size, 14j by 9.

(M. P. Cat. 24.)

38. Rauzat us-Safa. Yol. IY. History of the Dynasties

contemporary with the 'Abbassi, and up to a.h. 778.

Nastalik. Fol. 269. 20 lines on a page. Illumi-

nated first two pages. Illustrated with paintings.

Size, 121 by 8±. (M. P. Cat. 25.)

39. Rauzat us-Safa. Yol. V. History of the Turks, Khans,

Monguls, and Sarbadiirians of Persia to the time of

Timur. Naskh. Fol. 75. 27 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 995. Size, 13§ by 8f .
(M. P. Cat. 26.)
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40. Rauzat us-Safa. Yol. VI. History of Timur and his

successors to a.h. 873. Naskh. Fol. 277. 27 lines

on a page. "Written by the same hand as Yol. Y.

Dated a.h. 996. Size, 13f by 9. (M. P. Cat. 27.)

41. Rauzat us-Safa. Yol. YI. Nastalik. Fol. 403. 24

lines on a page. Size, lOf by 61-. (M. P. Cat. 28.)

42. Rauzat us-Safa. Yol. YI. Nastalik. Fol. 412. 23

lines on a page. Dated a.h. 991. Size, 13f by 9.

(M. P. Cat. 29.)

43. Rauzat us-Safa. Yols. IY. Y. and YI. Nastalik.

Fol. 577. 25 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 978

and 979. Finely illuminated title and first pages.

Size, 13f by 10. (M. P. Cat. 30.)

44. Rauzat us-Safa. Yol. YII. History of Sultan Husain

Mlrza. Naskh. Fol. 111. 27 lines on a page.

Size, 13f by 8f. (M. P. Cat. 31.)

45. Khulasat ul-Aklibar. An Abridgement of the Rauzat

us Safa. By Ghlyas ud-Dln Muhammad ben Hamam
ud-Dln, surnamed Khwand Amir. Nastalik. Fol.

596. 17 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 977. Size,

10J by 7. (M. P. Cat. 32.)

46. Habib us-Siyar. A general history by Khwand Amir.

Vol. I. From the Creation to the History of the first

four Khalifs. Nastalik. Fol. 283. 27 lines on a

page. Size, 12 by 7. (M. P. Cat. 33.)

47. Habib us-Siyar. Yol. II. History of the twelve Imams,

Amavi and 'Abbasi Khalifs, and of Dynasties con-

temporary with the 'Abbasi. Nastalik. Fol. 305.

27 lines on a page. Size, 12 by 7. (M. P. Cat. 34.)

48. Habib us-Siyar. Yol. II. Nastalik. Fol. 356. 21 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1026. Size, Ilf by 7J.

(M. P. Cat. 35.)

49. Habib us-Siyar. Yol. II. Nastalik. Fol. 457. 20 lines

on a page. Size, 10| by 5f. (M. P. Cat. 36.)

50. Habib us-Siyar. A portion of the Second Yolume com-

prising nearly all of the first chapter. Nastalik.

Fol. 140. 14 lines on a page. Imperfect at the

beginning. Size, 10f by 7. (M. P. Cat. 37.)
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51. Habib us-Siyar. First chapter of the second volume.

Nastalik. Fol. 107. 19 lines on a page. Dated

a.h. 999. Size, 11 by 74, hound up with No. 19-

(M. P. Cat. 38.)

52. Habib us-Siyar. First two and part of the third Chapter

of Yol. III. comprising the history of the Mongols,

Khans, Mamliiks, Muzaffarides, and other contempo-

raries, and of Timur and his descendants. Nastalik.

Fol. 395. 21 lines on a page. Size, 94 by 54.

(M. P. Cat. 39.)

53. Habib us-Siyar. First two chapters of Yol. III. Nastalik.

Fol. 259. 19 lines on a page. Size, 101 by 6j.

(M. P. Cat. 40.)

54. Habib us-Siyar. The fourth chapter and conclusion of

Yol. III. comprising the history of the Safavl dynasty

and of Persia to a.h. 930, with cosmographical notices

and brief account of notable men. Shikastah Amiz.

Fol. 277. 19 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1239.

Size, 11 by 5f. (M. P. Cat. 41.)

55. Nagdristdn. A collection of narratives and notices of

Rulers and Celebrated Persons, from the time of

Muhammad to the tenth century of the Hijrah. By
Ahmad hen Muhammad ul-Ghaffarl. Nastalik. Fol.

247. 17 lines on a page. Size, llj by 7. (M. P.

Cat. 42.)

58. Zubd ut-Tarikh or Zabdat ut-Tavarilch. A general

History of Persia from the earliest times to a.h. 1063.

By Kamill ben Jalal. Nastalik. Fol. 115. 15 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1088. Size, by 4|.

(M. P. Cat. 44.)

57. Hir'at ul- Alum. A general History from the Creation

to a.h. 1079. By Muhammad Bakhtavar Khan.

Partly Nastalik, Shikastah Amiz, and Shikastah.

Fol. 282. 29 and 31 lines on a page. Size, 17 by 10.

(M. P. Cat. 45.)

58. Mir'dt i Aftdb Numa. A general history from the

earliest times to a.h. 1217. By 'Ahd ur-Rahman

Shahnavaz Khan HashimI BanhanI Dihlavl.
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Nastalik. Fol. 402. 17 lines on a page. Dated

a.h. 1228. Size, Ilf by 6§. (M. P. Cat. 45.)

59. Tabakat i Akbarsliahi. A general history of India,

from Sabaktagln Ghaznavi to the Author’s own time

in Akbar’s reign. By Nizam ud-Dln Ahmad ben

Muhammad Muklm ul-HaravI. Nastalik. Fol. 517.

21 lines on a page. Imperfect in places, and has

been disarranged in binding. Size, 9f by 4f.

(M. P. Cat. 46.)

60. Tarikh i Hakki A general history of the Muhammadan
Dynasties of India to the time of Akbar. By Shaikh

'Abd ul-Hakk ben Saif ud-Dln Dihlavi, called Hakki.

Nastalik. Fol. 118. 15 lines on a page. Size, 9 by

51. (M. P. Cat. 47.)

61. Tarikh i Firishtah, or Gulshan i Ibrahimi. A general

history of India. By Muhammad Kasim Ilindushah

Astarabiidi, Surnamed Firishtah. Nastalik. Fol.

602. 21 lines on a page. Size, 16f by 10-|-.

(M. P. Cat. 48.)

62. Tarikh i Firishtah. Nastalik. Fol. 593. 25 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1147. Size, 13f by 8|.

(M. P. Cat. 49.)

63. Tarikh i Firishtah. Nastalik. Fol. 576. 23 lines on

a page. Dated a.h. 1159. Size, 16 by 9. (M. P.

Cat. 50.)

64. Tarikh i Firishtah. Introduction and first two books,

up to the death of Akbar. Nastalik. Fol. 349.

17 lines on a page. Size, 11 f by 7. (M. P.

Cat. 51.)

65. Tarikh i Firishtah. Introduction and first two books.

Nastalik. Fol. 322. 19 lines on a page. Size,

111 by 7. (M. P. Cat. 52.)

66. Kliulasat ut-Tavarikli. A general history of India,

from the earliest times to the death of Aurangzlb.

By Sujan [Sanjan] Pal Munshl. Nastalik. Fol.

325. 19 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1130. Size,

121 by 81. (M. P. Cat. 53.)

67. K/mlasat ut-Tavarikli. Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 209.
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19 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1223. Size, 12j

by 8f. (M. P. Cat. 54.)

68. Khulasat ut-Tavankh. Nastalik. Fol. 352. 15 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1239. Size, Ilf by 9g.

(M. P. Cat. 55.)

69. (1) Hakikat i Rajahai Mutafarrikah i Hindustan. A
short history of the early Rajahs of India. Nastalik.

Fol. 23. 15 lines on a page. Size, 8J by 5. (M.

P. Cat. 56.)

(2) An account of the early Rajahs of Hastinapur.

Nastalik. Fol. 5. 15 lines on a page, Size, 8^

by 5. (M. P. Cat. 57.)

(3) Hakikat i Rajalidi Ujjain. An account of the early

Rajahs of Ujjain. Nastalik. Fol. 8. 15 lines on

a page. Size, 8| by 5. (M. P. Cat. 58.)

(4) Hakikat i bind u 'Uruj Daulat i Rajahai Satarah. A
short history of the Rajahs of Satarah. Nastalik.

Fol. 8. 15 to 17 lines on a page. Size, 81 by 5.

(M. P. Cat. 79.)

(5) Hakikat i bind u Uruj Daulat i Rajahai Satarah .,

Shikastah. Fol. 8. 10 and 14 lines on a page.

Size, 84 by 5. (M. P. Cat. 80.)

(6) An account of Hadhurao Peshtca, comprising the events

which took place between a.h. 1174 and 1187.

Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 5. 9 and 10 lines on a page.

Size, j\ by 5. (M. P. Cat. 82.)

(7) Hakikat i bind u 'Uruj i Firkah i Sikhan. A short

history of the origin and rise of the Sikhs.

Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 19. 15 and 16 lines on a

page. Size, 8| by 5. (M. P. Cat. 83.)

(8) Hakikat i bind u 'Uruj i Firkah i Sikhan. Nastalik.

Fol. 23. 14 to 17 lines on a page. Size, 84 by 5.

(M. P. Cat. 84.)

(9) A letter from the Emperor Shah 'A/am to the King of

England. Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 3. 14 and 15

lines on a page. Size, 84 by 5. (M. P. Cat. 134.)

70. Tdrikh i Sind. A history of Sind from the Muhamma-
dan conquest to its annexation to Akbar’s Empire.
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By Muhammad M'asum, poetically named Naml.

Nastalik. Fol. 223. 11 lines on a page. Dated

a.h. 1233. Imperfect in places. Size, 81 by 7.

(M. P. Cat. 59.)

71. Khutut i Slvdjl. Letters, Firmans, and documents

relating to the transactions between the Mahrattas

and Aurangzib. Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 34. 9 and

11 lines on a page. Size, 9j by 6. (M. P. Cat. 81.)

72. Makhzan Afghani. A history of the Afghans from the

time of Adam to the reign of Jahangir. By Ni'mat

Ullah ben Habib Ullah. Nastalik. Fol. 272. 13

lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1131. Size, 9 by 51.

(M. P. Cat. 60.)

73. Tdrlkli i Numb Namah i Alimad Shah Durrani. A
history of the Durrani Afghans from Ahmad Shah

to a.h. 1212. By Imam ud-Dln Husaini. Nastalik.

Fol. 76. 23 lines on a page. Size, 13f by 8-|-.

(M. P. Cat. 61.)

74. (1) Nasab Namah i Afdgliinah u Kaifiyat i Huhumat

Anha. A history of the Afghans. By Sayyid

Muhammad ut-Tabatabal ul-Isfahanl. Nastalik.

Fol. 41 11 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1224.

Size, 8J by 5J. (M. P. Cat. 62.)

(2) A Short History of the Sikhs from the time of Nanak

to a.d. 1806. By Bakht Mai. Shikastah. Fol. 55.

12 lines on a page. (M. P. Cat. 85.)

75. Bisdlali i Ansab Afdghinali. A history of the Afghans.

By 'Abbas Khan Sarvanl. Nastalik. Fol. 20. 9 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1217 and a.d. 1803. Size,

7f by 5J. (M. P. Cat. 63.)

76. Tazhirah i Ahical i Saldtln i Bljapur. A short History

of the 'Adil Shahi dynasty of Bljapur to a.h. 1111.

Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 39. 14 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1234. Size, 8J by 6J. (M. P. Cat. 64.)

77. Basatln us-Salatln. A History of the 'Adil Shahi

dynasty to a.h. 1111. By Muhammad Ibrahim uz--

Zubairl. Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 387. 13 lines on a

page. Dated a.h. 1240. Size, lOf by 8. (M. P.

Cat. 65.)
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78. Muntakhab i Tavarlkh i Bahrl. Notices, Extracts, etc.,

relating to the History of the Dakhin. By KazI 'Abd

un-Nabl. Partly Nastalik, partly Shikastah Amiz.

Fol. 155. 13 lines on a page. Size, Ilf by 7f.
(M. P. Cat. 66.)

79. Tarikh i Nizam 'All Khan u Nasir Jung. A History of

the Nizams of Haidariibad from the origin of the family

to a.h. 1206. Nastalik. Fol. 212. 14 lines on a page.

Imperfect at the end. Size, 10! by 7f .
(M. P. Cat. 67.)

80. Tarikh i Sultan Muhammad Kutbshahi. A History of the

Kutb Shahl dynasty of Galkandah. Nastalik. Fol.

303. 15 lines on a page. Size, Ilf by 6g. (M. P.

Cat. 68.)

81. Hadikat ill- Alain. History of the Kutb Shahis and

Nizams of Haidariibad. Part I. Preface and Seven

Books, to reign of Abul Hasan. By Abfil Kasim, ben

RazI ud-Dln al-Musavi, called Mir 'Alarm Nastalik.

Fol. 336. 15 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1258.

Size 12 by 7. (Le S. Cat. 8.)

82. Mir'at i Ahmadl. A History of Guzerat, from the origin

of the Kingdom to a.h. 1174. By ‘All Muhammad
Khan. 1st portion up to a.h. 1131. Nastalik. Fol.

246. 15 lines on a page. Size, Ilf by 8f. (M. P.

Cat. 70.)

83. Mir'at i Ahmadl. 2nd portion. History from a.h. 1131

to 1174. Nastalik. Fol. 309. 15 lines on a page.

Size, Ilf by 8f. (M. P. Cat. 71.)

84. Mir’at i Ahmadl. The Khiltimah or Appendix, giving

an Account of the City and Subah of Ahmadabild.

Nastalik. Fol. 43. 15 lines on a page. Size, Ilf

by 8. (M. P. Cat. 72.)

85. Mir'dt i Ahmadl. Detached portions of the work.

Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 92. 13 lines on a page.

Size, 9f by 5f. (M. P. Cat. 73.)

86. Ahu'dl Rdjahal Maisiir it Nagar. A concise history

of the Rajahs of Mysore from Timmaraj to Haidar

'All. Nastalik. Fol. 21. 15 lines on a page.

Size, 8f by 6f. (M. P. Cat. 74.)
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87. Nishan i Haidari u Khuruj u Nuzul i Daulat i Tipu

Sultan. A history of the reigns of Haidar and Tlpil

Sultans. By Mir Husain 'All Khan Kirmanl.

Nastalik. Fol. 396. 11 lines on a page. Size,

8j by 5f. (M. P. Cat. 77.)

88. A Register of Accounts of Military Expenditure of Tipu

Sultan. Irregularly written in Shikastah. Pol.

174. Size, 8| by 6. (M. P. Cat. 78.)

89. Tarikh i Maharajah Ranjit Singh. A history of the

Sikhs from a.d. 1469 to 1831. By Munshi Suhan

La'l. Nastalik. Fol. 643. 17 lines on a page.

Size, 11 by 5-|-. (M. P. Cat. 87.)

90. Mir’at i Daulat 'Abbdsi. A history of the Dawud
Putras or family of the Nawabs of Bhawalpur, from

their origin to a.h. 1224. By Lalah Daulat Rai.

Nastalik. Fol. 441. 15 lines on a page. Dated

a.h. 1247. Size, lOf by 7. (M. P. Cat. 88.)

91. 'Imad us-Saadat. A history of the Navvabs of Oude,

from the origin of the family to a.h. 1216. By
Ghulam 'All Khan Nakavl. Nastalik. Fol. 239.

11 lines on a page. Size, 14 by 8-1-. (M. P. Cat. 89.)

92. Intikhab i Aklibdr i Navab Vazir ul-Mamdlik Bahadur

u Intikhab i Akhbar i Durbar Mualla u Atraf. A
journal of occurrences which took place in Oude

and at the court of its Nawab a.h. 1208-1209.

Nastalik. Fol. 293. 11 lines on a page. Imperfect at

beginning and end. Size, 9f by 6j. (M. P. Cat. 90.)

93. Intikhab i Akhbar i Durbar i Navab Vazir ul-Mamalik

Asaf ud-Daulah Bahadur. A journal of events which

took place at Oude and at the court of its Nawab,

a.h. 1209-1210. Nastalik. Fol. 328. 11 lines on

a page. Imperfect at the end. Size, 8J by 6.

(M. P. Cat. 91.)

93a. Tarikh i Mansuri. History of the Nizam at family

of Murshidabad, By Navab Nazir Sldl Darab 'All

Khan. Nastalik. Fol. 284. 17 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1270, Bengali Saka 1261, and a.d. 1854.

Size, Ilf by 7\. (Le S. Cat. 6.)
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94. Zufar Ndmah. A circumstantial account of Timur from

his birth to his death. By Sharaf ad-Dln ‘All

YazdI. Nastalik. Fol. 262. 29 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 891. Size, 10 by 6f. (M. P. Cat. 92.)

95. Zafar Ndmah. Nastalik. Fol. 302. 21 lines on a

page. Imperfect at beginning and end. Size, 11 by

5}. (M. P. Cat. 93.)

96. Malfuzdt i Timuri. The Autobiographical Memoirs of

Timur. Translated into Persian by Abu Talib ul-

Husaini. Nastalik. Fol. 230. 17 lines on a page.

Size, 10 by 6. (M. P. Cat. 94.)

97. Tuzak i Timuri. Institutes of Timur. Talik. Fol. 26.

7 lines on a page. Size, 8 by 44. (Le S. Cat. 49.)

98. Tuzak i Timuri. Nastalik. Fol. 126. 10 lines on a

page. Dated a.h. 1229. Size, 7 by 5. (Le S.

Cat. 50.)

99. Matla us-Sadain u Majma ul-Bahrain. A History of

Timur and his Descendants to a.h. 875. By Kamal

ud-Dln 'Abd ur-Bazzak ben Jalal ud-Dln Ishak us-

Samarkandl. Nastalik. Fol. 379. 23 lines on a

page. Written by the author a.h. 875. Size, lOf by

61. (M. P. Cat. 95.)

100. Tazldrat us-Salatin i Chaghata. A general History of

the Cbaghatai Sovereigns. By Muhammad Had!,

surnamed Kamvar Khan. Vol. I. From the Origin

of the Mongols to the death of Jahangir a.h. 1037.

Nastalik. Fol. 421. 16 lines on a page. Size, 10 by

61. (M. P. Cat. 96).

101. Tazkirat us Saidfin i Chaghatd. Vol. II. From Jahangir

to the seventh year of Muhammad Shah, a.h. 1137.

Fol. 478. 15 lines on a page. Size, 9J by 5|. (M. P.

Cat. 97.)

102. Tdrikli i Khdfi Khan, or Muntakhab ul Lubab. A History

of the House of Timur from their origin to a.h 1145.

By Mir Muhammad Hashim, called KbafI Khan.

Vol. I. containing Introduction and Historj' to a.h.

1067. Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 240. 19 lines on a

page. Size, Ilf by 7f. (M. P. Cat. 98.)
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103. Tarikh i Kliafi Khan. Yol. II., containing the History

of Aurangzlb a.h. 1068 to 1118. Shikastah Araiz.

Fol. 200. 19 lines on a page. Size, 11 by 7f.

(M. P. Cat. 99.)

104. Ma’dsir ul-JJmara. Biographies of the most celebrated

Amirs and others who lived during the times of the

Timurides. By Samsam ud-Daulah Shahnavaz Khan
Khwafi Aurangabad!, with additions by Grhulam 'All.

First portion to the middle of the letter Dal. Nastalik.

Fol. 220. 21 lines on a page. Size, llj by 7. (M. P.

Cat. 101.)

105. Ma’dsir ul-JJmara. The continuation and remainder of

the work. Fol. 233. Dated a.h. 1204. Size, llj

by 7. (M. P. Cat. 102.)

106. Ma’asir ul-Umara. First portion to letter IF. Nastalik.

Fol. 231. 21 lines on a page. Size, 12 by 7. (Le

S. Cat. 9.)

107. Ma’asir ul-JJmara. From the letters Kaf to the end.

Nastalik. Fol. 179. 21 lines on a page. Dated a.h.

1261. Size, 12 by 7. (M. Ms. Cat. 89a.)

108. Ma’asir ul-JJmara. 2nd Edition. Edited with additions

by 'Abd ul-Hayy Khan, called Samsam ul-Mulk.

Nastalik. Fol. 421. 25 lines on a page. Dated

a.h. 1242. Size, 17 by 11±. (M. P. Cat. 103.)

109.
'

Ibrat Namah. A history of the Empire of Dehli

from the death of Aurangzlb to a.h. 1133. By
Sayyid Muhammad Kasim Husaini, called 'Ibrat.

Shikastah. Fol. 108. 12 lines on a page. Dated

a.h. 1202 and a.d. 1788. Size, 9|- by 7. (M. P.

Cat. 104.)

110. Siyar al-Muta’ahhkhirm. A history of the Muhammadan
power in India, from a.h. 1118 to 1195. By Mir

Ghulam Husain Khan Tabataba’L Hastalik. Fol.

481. 21 lines on a page. Size, 10J by 7f. (M. P.

Cat. 105.)

111. Siyar ul-Muta’ altlikhirin. Nastalik. Fol. 362. 25

and 28 lines on a page. Size, 12j by 8f. (M.

P. Cat. 106.)

j.k.a.s. 1892. 34
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112. Siyar ul-Huta'akhkhirin. Yol. I. History from the

death of Aurangzlb to a.h. 1152. Shikastah Amiz.

Fol. 496. 15 lines on a page. Size, 12 by 8J. (M.

P. Cat. 107.)

113. Siyar ul-Muta'akhkh irin. Yol. II. a.h. 1153 to 1195.

With Appendix. Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 184. 15

lines on a page. Size, 12 by 8j. (M. P. Cat. 108.)

114. (1) Akbar Namah. A history of the Emperor Akbar.

By Abiil Fazl ben Mubarak, surnamed "Allami.

Shikastah. Fol. 232. 32 lines on a page. Dated

a.h. 1146. Size, 16f by 9|. (M. P. Cat. 109.)

(2) Jahangir Namah. Autobiographical Memoirs of

the Emperor Jahangir. 1st Edition with Panel

Namah. Nastalik. Fol. 35. 25 to 29 lines on

a page. (M. P. Cat. 118.)

115. Akbar Namah. Yol. I. Parts 1 and 2. Containing

the history to a.h. 979. Nastalik. Fol. 294. 23

lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1014. Size, 12 by 81.

(M. P. Cat. 110.)

116. Akbar Namah. Yol. I. Parts 1 and 2. Nastalik.

Fol. 484. 17 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1232 and

a.d. 1817 and Samvat 1873. Size, 13 by 8f.

(M. P. Cat. 111.)

117. Akbar Namah. Yol. I. Part 1. Nastalik. Fol. 146.

23 lines on a page. Size, 12£ by 8. (M. P.

Cat. 112.)

118. Akbar Namah. Yol. II. Part 2. Nastalik. Fol.

168. 23 lines on a page. Size, 12J by 8. (M.

P. Cat. 113.)

119. Akbar Namah. Yol. I. Part 1. Nastalik. Fol. 288.

17 lines on a page. Size, 11 by 7-f. (M. P. Cat. 114.)

120. Akbar Namah. Yol. I. Part 2. Nastalik. Fol. 367.

17 lines on a page. Size, 11 j by 7f. (M. P.

Cat. 115.)

121. Akbar Namah. Yol. III. or A’in i Akbarl. A
detailed description of Akbar’s Empire. Nastalik.

Fol. 324. 25 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1066.

Size, I4f by 10. (M. P. Cat. 116.)
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122. Tarikh i Jahangir Namah Sallml. The Autobiographi-

cal Memoirs of Jahangir, from his Accession to a.h.

1029. Followed by a Panel- Namah or collection

of moral maxims and rules, and concluding with

a number of letters, petitions, etc. Nastalik.

Illuminated first two pages. Fol. 195. 14 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1040. Size, 9 bv 54.

(M. P. Cat. 117.)

123. Jahangir Namah. First Edition, with Pand Namah.

Nastalik. Fol. 164. 13 and 17 lines on a page.

Size, 11 by 6f. (M. P. Cat. 119.)

124. Tuznk i Jahangiri. The Second Edition of the

Autobiography, edited with an introduction and

commentary by Muhammad Had!. Nastalik. Fol.

488. 15 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1231. Size,

114 by 71. (M. P. Cat. 120.)

125. Ikbal Namah Jahangiri. A history of the reign of

Jahangir (a.h. 1014 to 1037). By Muhammad
Sharif Mu'tamad Khan. Nastalik and Shikastah

Amiz. Fol. 211. 12 and 15 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1145. Incomplete. Size, 94 by 54.

(M. P. Cat. 121.)

126. Padshah Namah. A history of the first ten years

of Shah Jahan’s reign. By Muhammad Amin ben

Abill Hasan Kazvlul. Nastalik. Fol. 408. 20

lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1173. Size, 12f by 8f.

(M. P. Cat. 122.)

127. Padshah Namah. A history of the reign of Shall

Jahan. Yol. I. Containing preface and an account

of his ancestors and of the first ten years of his

reign. By 'Abd ul-Hamld Lahaurl. Nastalik. Fol.

509. 15 lines on a page. Illuminated. Size, 13

by 84 . (M. P. Cat. 123.)

128. Padshah Namah. Yol. I. Nastalik. Fol. 503. 15

lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1231. Size, llj by 7j.

(M. P. Cat. 124.)

129. Shah Jahan Namah or Mulakhkhas. A history of

the reign of Shah Jahiin. By Muhammad Tahir,
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commonly called 'Inayat Khan. Shikastah Amiz.

Fol. 87. 29 lines on a page. Imperfect at the end.

Size, 16 by 10. (M. P. Cat. 125.)

130. 'Amal i Salih. A history of Shah Jahan. By Mu-
hammad Salih Kanbii. Latter portion of the work

beginning at the eleventh year of the reign.

Nastalik. Fol. 306. 20 lines on a page. Size, 12f
by 8f. (M. P Cat. 126.)

131. Alamgir Ndmah. A History of 'Alamgir AurangzTb

from a.h. 1067 to the eleventh year of his reign.

By Muhammad Kazirn ben Muhammad Amin Munshl.

Partly Nastalik and partly Shikastah Amiz and

Shikastah. Fol. 432. 15 and 22 lines on a page.

Hated a.h. 1150. Size, 8^ by 5. (M. P. Cat. 127.)

132. Alamgir Ndmah. Nastalik. Fol. 508. 16 lines on

a page. Dated a.h. 1152. Size, 9^ by 5J. (M. P.

Cat. 128.)

133. 'Alamgir Ndmah. Shikastah. Fol. 425. 17 and 19

lines on a page. Size, lOf by 61. (M. P. Cat. 129.)

134. 'Alamgir Ndmah. Shikastah. Fol. 410. 20 and 24

lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1137. Size, 101 by 6.

(M. P. Cat. 130.)

135. 'Alamgir Ndmah. Nastalik. Fol. 490. 18 to 24 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1225. Size, 12f by 61.

(M. P. Cat. 131.)

136. Ma’asir VAlamgiri. A History of AurangzTb from a.h.

1067 to 1118. By Muhammad Sakx Musta'idd Khan.

Nastalik. Fol. 274. 15 lines on a page. Dated

a.h. 1230. Size, 11|- by 7. (M. P. Cat. 132.)

137. Tdrikh i Padshahan i 'Ajam. An Epitome of the

History of Persia from Kayiimars to a.h. 1046 in

the reign of Safi I. Nastalik. Fol. 115. 11 lines

on a page. Size, 6j by 4J. (M. P. Cat. 135.)

138. Rigdz ul-Firdaus. A General History of Persia, from

the earliest times to the reign of Sulaiman, a.h.

1077. By Muhammad Mirak ben Mas'ud ul-Husaini.

Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 194. 17 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1243. Size, 11J by 8£. (M. P. Cat. 136.)
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139. Kitab ul-JSIujam ft Asar Muluk ul- Ajam. A history

of the early kings of Persia, from Kayilmars to the

death of Nushlrvan. By Fazl Ullah hen 'Abd Allah

ul-KazvInl. Nastalik. Fol. 152. 16 lines on a

page, with numerous marginal scholia in Arabic and

Persian. Dated a.h. 1090. Size, 10J by 61. (M.

P. Cat. 137.)

140.
'

Alam Aral 'Abbasi. A history of the Safavi dynasty

of Persia from its origin to the death of Shah 'Abbas

I. a.h. 1037. By Iskandar Munshl. Yol. I. and

first part of Yol. II. up to the seventh year of Shah

'Abbas. Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 279. 19 lines on

a page. Size, 11 by 6J. (M. P. Cat. 139.)

141.
'

Alam Aral 'Abbasi . Yol. II. History from the

Accession of Shah 'Abbas to a.h. 1037. Nastalik.

Fol. 287. 28 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1059.

Size, 15| by 9. (M. P. Cat. 140.)

142.
'

Alam Aral 'Abbasi

.

Vol. II. Nastalik. Fol. 674.

17 lines on a page. Imperfect at the end. Size,

101 by 6. (M. P. Cat. 141.)

143.
'

Alam Aral 'Abbasi. Yol. II. First portion of the

first part
;
from Accession of Shah 'Abbas to the

end of a.h. 1015. Nastalik. Fol. 422. 17 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1082. Imperfect at the

end. Size, 12 by 7±. (M. P. Cat. 142.)

144. 'Alam Aral 'Abbasi. Yol. II. Latter portion of the

first part, a.h. 1016 to 1025; and the second part,

completing the work. Nastalik. Fol. 429. 17 lines

on a page. Size, 13 by 8|. (M. P. Cat. 143.)

145. 'Alam Aral 'Abbasi. Yol. I. Nastalik. Fol. 153.

23 lines on a page. Imperfect. Size, 101 by 6.

(M. P. Cat. 144.)

146. Fava’icl i Safaviyyah. A history of the Safavi Family

from its origin to a.h. 1216. By Abul-Hasan ben

Ibrahim Kazvlnl. Nastalik. Fol. 153. Size, 9 by

5f. (M. P. Cat. 145.)

147. Tarlkh i Nddirl. A history of Nadir Shah. By
Muhammad Mahdl AstiabadI, called Mahdl Khun.
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Naskh. Fol. 245. 18 lines on a page. Illuminated

and illustrated with paintings. Size, Ilf by 7.

(M. P. Cat. 146.)

148. Tarikh i Nadiri. Nastalik. Fol. 189. 17 lines on

a page. Dated a.h. 1225. Size, 11 by 7f. (M. P.

Cat. 147.)

149. Ahsan ut-Tavarikh, or Tarikh i Muhammadi. A history

of the Kajar Family, from its origin to the death

of Agha Muhammad Khan. a.h. 1211. By Muham-
mad Taki us-Saru’I. Nastalik. Fol. 259. 12 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1235. Size, 13f by 8. (M.

P. Cat. 149.)

150 Ahmn ut-Tavarikh. Nastalik. Fol. 171. 16 lines on

a page. Size, 111 by 8. (M. P. Cat. 150.)

151. Ma’astir i Sultdniyah. A history of the Kajars from

their origin to a.h. 1229. By 'Abd ur-Razzak Najaf

Kull. 2nd Part. Nastalik. Fol. 104. 17 lines

on a page. Imperfect. Size, 12 by 8. (M. P. Cat.

152.

)

152. Ma’asir i Sultdniyah . The portion of the second part

missing in the last MS. Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 12.

16 lines on a page. Size, 11J by 8. (M. P. Cat.

153.

)

153. Tarikh i Jahan Ard. A history of the Kajars, from

the origin of the family to the end of a.h. 1233.

By Muhammad Sadik Marvazl. Yol. I. History

to a.h. 1221. Nastalik. Fol. 165. 15 lines on

a page. Dated a.h. 1234. Size, Ilf by 7\. (M.

P. Cat. 154.)

154. Tarikh i Jahan Ara. Yol. II. a.h. 1222 to 1233.

Nastalik. Fol. 224. 15 lines on a page. Dated a.h.

1233. Size Ilf by 7. (M. P. Cat. 155.)

155. litmlah i Tadabir i Shah u Vazir. A short Account of

Agha Muhammad Khan, King of Persia, and of his

Yazlr Hajl Ibrahim Khan Shlrazi. Nastalik. Fol.

137. 9 and 11 lines on a page. Size, 7f by 5f.

(M. P. Cat. 156.)

156. Tarikh i Ilasht Bahist. A History of the Ottoman
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Dynasty from 'Osman Beg GhazI to Bayizld Khan IT.

By Mania Idris ben Husam ud-Din Bidlisl. JSTastalik.

Fol. 280. 21 lines on a page. Size, lOf by 6f.

(M. P. Cat. 157.)

157. Ttirikh MuJchtasar dar Valida fath i Kastantiniyah. A
concise Account of the Conquest of Constantinople by

Muhammad II. and the early History of the City.

Translated from the Turkish by Muhammad Mahdl

ush-Shirvani ul-Ansaii. JSTastalik. Fol. 31. 14 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1210. Size, 9f by 5f (M. P.

Cat. 158.)

158. Sharaf Namah. A history of the Kurds. By Sharaf

ben Shams ud-Din. JSTastalik and Shikastah Amiz.

Fol. 287. 17 and 18 lines on a page. Size, 12 by

8|. (M. P. Cat. 159.)

159. (1) Tavarikhi Narshakhi. A History and Description of

Bukhara from its Origin to the Extinction of the

power of the Samanides. An abridged translation

from the Arabic of Abu Bakr un-JSTarshakhl, by

Muhammad ben 'Umar. Nastalik. Fol. 105. 13 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1246. (M. P. Cat. 160.)

(2) An Account of the Holy and Learned Men of

Bukhara from a.h. 54 to 814. JSTastalik. Fol. 46.

Dated a.h. 1246. Size, 9f by 6. (M. Ms. Cat. 71a.)

160. Tazkirah i Mukim Khanl. A History of the Uzbak

Khans of Mavara un-JNahr. By Muhammad Yusuf

MunshI ben Khajah Baka. JSTastalik. Fol. 165.

13 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1246. Size, 10 by 5f.

(M. P. Cat. 161.)

161. A Short History of the Sultans of Mavara un-Hahr.

JSTastalik. Fol. 31. 13 and 18 lines on a page.

Defective in places. Size, 7| by 5j. (M. P. Cat.

162.)

162. Tarikh Namah. A Collection of Chronograms giving

dates of births and deaths of Kings of Mavara un-

JSTahr, and of Great and Holy Men who flourished

a.h. 736-1055. JSTastalik. Fol. 227. 17 lines on a

page. Size, 8j by 5j. (M. P. Cat. 163.)
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163. Tazlcirat i Dnulat Shahi, or Tazldrat ush-Shu ara.

Lives of Poets. By Daulat Shall ben 'Alii ud-

Daulab ul-Bakhtishah ul-Ghazi us -Samarkand!.

Nastalik. Fol. 124. 18 lines on a page. Size, 9§

by 7|. (M. Ms. Cat. 176.)

164. Tazldrat unit- Shu ara. Memoirs of Persian and Hin-

dustani Poets. By Azild Husain! Vasit! Balgram! :

—

Ghulam All. Shikastab. Fol. 159. 19 lines on

a page. Size, 9| by 5|. (M. Ms. Cat. 186.)

165. Tazkirat ush-Shu'ara. By Ghulam 'Ali. Talik. Fol.

330. 17 lines on a page. Illuminated. Dated a.ii.

1079. Size, 8 by 4f. (Le S. Cat. 7.)

166. Khizanah i 'Amirah. Lives of Persian Poets. By Aziid

Balgriimi, Ghuliim 'All. Nastalik. Fol. 420. 20

lines on a page. Size, 8 by 4f. (M. Ms. Cat. 187.)

167. Hukm namah i Tipu Sultan. Orders and Regulations

instituted by Tipu Sultan. In Persian, Marathi,

and Karnatit languages. Fol. 153. Size, 12 by 81.

(M. Ms. Cat. 94.)

168. Regulations of the Treasury Department of Tipu Sultan.

Shikastah. Fol. 39. Size, 8| by 6. (M. Ms.

Cat. 110.)

169. Risalah Muhtavi bar Rasum i Kadkhadai. A treatise

on the Regulations for Marriages under Tipu

Sultan’s rule. Shikastah. Fol. 7. Size, 84 by 6.

(M. Ms. Cat. 111.)

170. Risalah Muhtavi bar Rasum i Radldiadai. Shikastah.

Fol. 7. Size, 8J by 6j. (M. Ms. Cat. 112.)

171. A Description of the Seals, Flags, Standards, Inscriptions,

etc., used by Tipu Sultan. Shikastah. Size, 9 by 7.

(M. Ms. Cat. 113.)

172. A Booh of Military Accounts. Shikastah. Fol. 94.

Size, 9 by 7. (M. Ms. Cat. 261.)

173. Copies of Persian Letters, Accounts, etc. Fol. 88. Size,

9£ by 8i. (Le S. Cat. 17.)

174. Inscriptions from Mosques and other buildings. In

Arabic, Persian, and English. Naskh and Eastalik.

Fol. 52. Size, 9f by 6| (M. Ms. Cat. 138.)
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175. Description of the Tomb of Shah Jahan, with Inscriptions,

etc. Nastalik. Fol. 107. 8 lines on a page. Size,

10 by 6. (Le S. Cat. 4.)

376. Pisalah i Mister Wilford. Extracts and notes from

Captain Wilford’s Routes in Afghanistan, Bukhara,

etc. By Mughal Beg. Eol. 46. 17 lines on a page.

Dated a.d. 1806. Size, 91 by 6. (M. Ms. Cat. 117.)

177. Masir i Talibi. The Travels of the Author in Europe,

a.h. 1216-1218. By Abu Tillib ben Muhammad
Isfahan!. Nastalik. Fol. 306. 15 lines on a page.

Size, 10 by 7\. (Le S. Cat. 2.)

178.
'

Ajd’ib ul-Makhliikat. Wonders of the Creation.

Translation of KazvinTs Arabic Work. Tallk. Fol.

438. 15 lines on a page. Illuminated and illustrated

with paintings. Size, 10 by 6. (M. Ms. Cat. 116.)

179. 'Aja’ib ut-Tabakat. The Wonders of the Universe.

By Muhammad Tahir ben Abul-Kasim. Nastalik.

Fol. 178. 17 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1234.

Size, 9J by 5|-. (Le S. Cat. 3.)

180. Tarikh i Isfahan. A descriptive and historical

account of Isfahan. Translated from the Arabic

by Husain ben Muhammad ul-'AlavI. Nastalik.

Fol. 83. 17 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 884. Size,

10 by 7. (M. Ms. Cat. 115.)

181. A Description of the Public Buildings at Shahjahanabad,

until copies of the Inscriptions on them. Nastalik.

Fol. 64. 11 lines on a page. Size, 13 by 8J.

(M. Ms. Cat. 98.)

182. Nuzhat ul-Kulub. Cosmography. By Hamd Ullah ul-

Kazvlnl. Nastalik. Fol. 170. 27 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1219. Size, 12J by 8. (M. Ms. Cat. 31.)

183. Nuzhat ul-Kulub. Geographical portion. Nastalik.

Fol. 122. 20 lines on a page. Size, 12 by 7\.

(M. Ms. Cat. 32.)

184. Majmal ul-Hikmat. A Compendium of Philosophy.

Translated from the Arabic. Nastalik. Fol. 334.

14 lines on a page. Imperfect. Size, 64 by 34.

(M. Ms. Cat. 251.)
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185. Kitdb Intazam i Hii/at. A paraphrase translation of"

Dodesley’s (Economy of Human Life, in Persian,

Arabic, and Hindustani. By Major Pogson. Nastalik

and Naskh. Fol. 172. 15 lines on a page. Dated

a.d. 1828 and a.h. 1244. Size, 12 by 8. (M.

Ms. Cat. 225.)

186. Akhldk i Muhsini. A work on Ethics. By Husain

ul-Kashifi. Nastalik. Fol. 194. 13 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1247. Size, 8f- by 7\. (Le S. Cat. 46.)

187. Akhldk i Muhsini. Nastalik. Fol. 189. 15 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1069. Size, 9 by 5|.

(Le S. Cat. 47.)

188. Akhluk i Ndsiri. A treatise on Ethics. By Niisir ud-

Dln Muhammad ut-TusI. Nastalik. Fol. 183. 15

lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1216. Size, 11 by 6f.

(M. Ms. Cat. 220.)

189. Akhldk i Ndsiri. Nastalik. Fol. 180. 16 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1053. Size, 9 by 5. (M.

Ms. Cat. 234.)

190. Akhldk i Ndsiri. Talik. Fol. 158. 19 lines on a

page. Size, 8f by 4f. (M. Ms. Cat. 235.)

191. Akhldk i Ndsiri. Talik. Fol. 193. 15 lines on a

page. Size, 9| by 5J. (M. Ms. Cat. 236.)

192. Akhldk Jala/i, or Lavami ul-Ishrak .' A treatise on

Ethics. By Jalal ud-Din Davanl. Talik. Fol. 90.

19 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1043. Size, 8f by 4f.

(M. Ms. Cat. 237.)

193. Zara't Ndmah. A treatise on Agriculture. Shikastah

Amiz. Fol. 16. 13 lines on a page. Dated a.h.

1223. Size, 9| by 6. (M. Ms. Cat. 266.)

194. Bij Ganit. A treatise on Algebra. Translated from

the Sanskrit by 'Atii Ullak Rashid! ben Ahmad Nadir.

Talik. Fol 106. 15 lines on a page. Dated a.h.

1213. Size, lOf by 6|-. (M. Ms. Cat. 152.)

195. M'udlijdt dara Shikuhi. A work on Medicine. By
Mir Muhammad 'Abd Ullab Hakim. Vol. I.

Nastalik. Fol. 252. 16 lines on a page. Size, 13£

by 8£. (M. Ms. Cat. 142.)
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196. M'ualijat dara Shikuhi. Yol. II. Fol. 636. 15 lines

on a page. Size, 14 by 10. (M. Ms. Cat. 143.)

197. M'ualijat dara Shikuhi. Yol. III. Fol. 781. 15 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1056. Size, 14 by 94.

(M. Ms. Cat. 144.)

198. Makhzan ul-Adviyat, or Karabadln. A Dictionary of

Materia Medica. By Ibn Sayyid us-Sind Muhammad
HadI ul-Afili ul-HalavI Muhammad Husain. Yol. I.

Preface and first five and part of the sixth chapter

of the first part of the dictionary. Nastalik. Fol.

349. 21 lines on a page. Size, 15 by 10. (M. Ms.

Cat, 145.)

199. Makhzan ul-Adviyat. Yol. II. Continuation of the

sixth chapter and to the twentieth chapter. Fol. 352.

(M. Ms. Cat. 146.)

200. Makhzan ul-Adviyat. Yol. III. From the twentieth

to the twenty-eighth chapter. Fol. 339. (M. Ms.
Cat. 147.)

201. Makhzan ul-Adviyat. Yol. IY. Appendix to the first

part, and first portion of the second part of the work.

Fol. 454. (M. Ms. Cat. 148.)

202. Makhzan ul-Adviyat. Yol. Y. The remainder of the

work. Fol. 398. (M. Ms. Cat. 149.)

203. Tuhfat ul-Miiminln. A work on Materia Medica. By
Muhammad Mumln Husaini. Shikastah Amiz.

Fol. 354. 27 lines on a page. Size, Ilf by 8.

(M. Ms. Cat. 150.)

204. Tazkirah Asar i Sung Mazar. A tract on Cholera.

By \Abd Ullah ben Haji Muhammad Mazandaranl.

Nastalik. Fol. 8. 16 lines on a page. Size, 10 by

8£. (Le S. Cat. 11.)

205. JRinalat Ma’kul u Mashrub. A treatise on Dietetics, in

Yerse. Nastalik. Fol. 9. 12 lines on a page. Size,

6J by 41. (M. Ms. Cat. 151.)

206. Ta'blrNamah. An Interpretation of Dreams. ByAbul
Fazl Husain ut-Taflatl. Nastalik and Shikastah.

Fol. 354. 17 and 18 lines on a page. Size, 9j by 5f.

(M. Ms. Cat. 265).
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207. Tahir i Khavdb. A Masnavi Poem on the Interpretation

of Dreams, preceded by a short Treatise on Omens
Dreams, etc. Talik. Fol. 20. 12 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1238. Size, 9| by 6.

208. Risdlat Jihad. A treatise on the Art of War.

Shikastah. Fol. 55. 13 lines on a page. Size, 9|

by 6j. (M. Ms. Cat. 243.)

209. Risdlat Tadbir al-Ilarb. On the Art of War. Trans-

lated from French. Shikastah. Fol. 20. Size, 8 by 6.

(M. Ms. Cat. 232.)

210. Risdlat Tim Musiki. Translation from the Sanskrit

Parjataka. Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 107. 15 lines on

a page. Dated a.h. 1137. Size, 8f by 5. (M. Ms.

Cat. 153).

211. Treatise on the Game of Chess. Illustrated. Naskh.

Fol. 64. 15 lines on a page. Imperfect at the end.

Size, 9f by 7. (M. Ms. Cat. 260.)

212. Treatise on Horticulture. By Muhammad Fazl, of

Lahore. Nastalik. Fol. 64. 14 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1251. Size, 10 by 6. (Le S. Cat.

10 .)

213. Risdlat dar Bayda Atdmah. Treatise on Indian

Cookery. Nastalik. Fol. 13. 15 lines on a page.

Size, 10| by 7. (M. Ms. Cat. 267.)

214. Burhan i Kdti. A Persian Dictionary. By Muhammad
Husain ben Khalaf ut-TabrlzI, called Burhan.

Nastalik. Fol. 573. 21 lines on a page. Size, 12

by 84 . (M. Ms. Cat. 154.)

215. Burhan i Kdti. Nastalik. Fol. 515. 23 lines on a

page. Size, 13 by 8f. (M. Ms. Cat. 154a.)

216. Farhang i Rashldi. A Persian Dictionary. By 'Abd

ar-Rashld ben 'Abd ul-Ghafur Tatavl. Nastalik.

Fol. 340. 21 lines on a page. Size, 114 by 74.

(M. Ms. Cat. 155.)

217. Farhang i Jahangiri. A Persian Dictionary, with

Appendix. By Jamal ud-Dln Ilusain Injii. Nastalik.

Fol. 420. 25 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1093.

Size, 12 by 7. (Le S. Cat. 12.)
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218. Farhang. A Dictionary of Arabic Words explained in

Persian. Nastalik. Yol. I. From letter Alif to

letter Sin. Fol. 321. 23 lines on a page. Size,

13f by 9i. (M. Ms. Cat. 156).

219. Farhang. Yol. II. Continuation to letter Yi. Last

few pages wanting. Fol. 282. (M. Ms. Cat.

157.)

220. Muntakhab ul-Lughat Duncani. A Persian Dictionary.

By Muhammad Sadik Bahbahanl. Nastalik. Fol.

207. 12 lines on a page. Size, 8J by 6. (M.

Ms. Cat. 159.)

221. Naubahdr i
'Ajam. A Dictionary of Phrases, etc.

Nastalik. Fol. 378. 18 lines on a page. Size, 8^

by 5. (Le S. Cat. 13.)

222. A Dictionary of the Pushtu Language. The significa-

tion of the words explained in Persian. Nastalik.

Fol. 181. 17 lines on a page. Size, 111 by 7\.

(M. Ms. Cat. 158.)

223. (1) The Arabic Sentences which occur in the Gulistan,

with Persian translations. Fol. 13. 11 lines on a

page.

(2) A Glossary of the Terms relating to the Doctrines of

the Sufis which occur in the Divan of Hafiz. Fol. 23.

11 lines on a page. Size, 8j by 6. (M. Ms. Cat.

160.)

224. Amad Hamah. Paradigms of Persian Yerbs. Nastalik.

Fol. 28. 9 lines on a page. Size, 8 by 6. (M.

Ms. Cat. 161.)

225. Insha i Harkarn. Forms of Letters. By Harkarn,

son of Mathuradas Multani. Nastalik. Fol. 44.

13 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1204. Size, 10 by 6.

(M. Ms. Cat. 245.)

226. Insha i Harkarn. Shikastah. Fol. 24. 17 lines on a

page. Dated a.h. 1195. Size, 8 by 5|. (M. Ms.

Cat, 227.)

227. Insha i Latif. Forms of Correspondence. Shikastah.

Fol. 72. 15 lines on a page. Size, 9 by 4. (Le

S. Cat. 14.)
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228. Infilla i Mirza Mahdi Khan. Forms of Correspondence.

Nastalik. Fol. 54. 12 lines on a page. Size, 8J
by 5J. (Le S. Cat. 15.)

229. Malmtabat i 'Allami. Letters of Abiil Fazl 'Allami,

written for the Emperor Akbar. Nastalik. Fol. 67.

15 lines on a page enclosed in gold framing, witli

writing on the margin. Dated a.h. 1224. Size,

14 by 8|. (Le S. Cat. 16.)

230. Majma ul-Imha. A Collection of Letters. Shikastah.

Fol. 460. 15 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1195.

Size, 8| by (M. Ms. Cat. 246.)

231. Badd’f ul-Insha. Letters on various Subjects. By
Yusuf ben Muhammad, called Yusuf i. Nastalik.

Fol. 195. 13 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1115.

Imperfect. Size, 7| by 4£. (M. Ms. Cat. 249.)

232. A Collection of Letters on various Subjects. Shikastah.

Fol. 86. Size, 9i by 6. (M. Ms. Cat. 229.)

233. Jdmi ul-Kavanin. Letters of Khallfah Shah Muham-
mad. Nastalik. Fol. 62. 12 lines on a page. Size,

8 by 5§. (M. Ms. Cat. 228.)

234. Sahifd Shdhl. A Dictionary of terms and appropriate

verses used in Epistolary Correspondence. By
Husain Va'iz Kilshifi. Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 141.

Irregular. Size, 94 by 7. (M. Ms. Cat. 230.)

235. Fihrist i Katab Kitdbkhdna Sirkar. A catalogue of

the Oriental MSS. in the College of Fort William.

.

d. 1813. Nastalik. Fol. 138. 9 lines on a page.

Size, 10 by 8-|. (M. Ms. Cat. 162.)

236. Fihrist i Kitabha. A catalogue of Persian, Arabic,

and Hindi books in the Library of Ferzada Hole.

Nastalik. Fol. 96. 15 lines on a page. Size, 9 by

. (M. Ms. Cat. 162a.)

237. A Treatise on Letter- Writing. By Sayyid 'All Naki

Khan. Nastalik. Fol. 27. Size, 6| by 4|. (M.

Ms. Cat. 252.)

238. Shdh Namah. The Historical Epic Poem. By
Abiil Kasim Firdausi Tiisl. With preface by Mirza

Balsunghar. Talik. Fol. 581. 2 i lines on a page
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in four columns. Dated a.h. 1077. Size, 14j by 0.

(M. Ms. Cat. 165.)

239. Shah Ndmah. With preface. Talik. Fol. 531.

25 lines on a page in four columns. Finely illumi-

nated and illustrated with paintings. Containing an

autograph note of the Emperor Shah Jahan. Size

13J by 9. (M. Ms. Cat. 165a.)

240. Shah Ndmah. With preface. Talik. Fol. 632. 25

lines on a page in four columns. Size, 10f by 7.

(Le S. Cat. 37.)

211. Shah Ndmah. With preface and dictionary of obsolete

words. Talik. Fol. 74l. 19 lines on a page in

four columns. Size, 14j by 10|. (M. Ms. Cat.

166.)

242. Shah Ndmali. Talik. Fol. 577. 25 lines on a page

in four columns. Size, 13Jby8. (M. Ms. Cat. 166a.)

243. Shall Ndmah. Talik. Fol. 474. 27 lines on a page

in four columns. Illuminated and illustrated with

paintings. Size, 12^ by 9J. (M. Ms. Cat. 177.)

244. Khasrau a Shinn. Poem. By Nizam ud-Dln Mu-
hammad Ilyas ben Yusuf ;—Nizami Ganjavl. Talik.

Fol. 92. 11 lines on a page in double column.

Illuminated and illustrated. Size, 11 by 7\. (M.

Ms. Cat. 174.)

245. Khusrau u Shinn. Talik. Fol. 239. 15 lines on a

page in double column. Imperfect. Size, 8 by 5.

(M. Ms. Cat. 192.)

246. Panj Ganj or Khamsah Nizami. The five principal

Poems of Nizami Ganjavl. Nastalik. Fol. 338.

23 lines on a page in 4 columns. Illuminated first

pages, illustrated with paintings. Size, 8| by 54.

(M. Ms. Cat. 188.)

247. Khamsah Nizami. Talik. Fol. 454. 14 lines on a

page in double column, and marginal writing. Dated

a.h. 1077. Size, 9| by 5f. (M. Ms. Cat. 189.)

248. Mahhzan ul-Asrar. A mystic Sufi Poem. By Nizami.

Nastalik. Fol. 55. 20 lines on a page, in double

column. Size, 8| by 5J. (M. Ms. Cat. 190.)
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249. Iskandar Namah. A Poem. By Nizami. Nastalik.

Fol. 262. 13 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1036.

Size, 8 by 4J. (Le S. Cat. 42.)

250. Iskandar Namah. Second Part. Talik. Pol. 124.

13 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1212. Size. 8 by 5|.

(M. Ms. Cat. 191.)

251. Bustan. A moral Poem. By Muskarrif ud-Din Sa'di

Shlrazl. Talik. Fol. 149. 14 lines on a page.

Finely illuminated and illustrated with paintings.

Size, 12 by 7\. (M. Ms. Cat. 170.)

252. Bustan. Nastalik. Fol. 165. 13 lines on a page in

double column. Finely illuminated in gold. Size,

101 by 6^. M. Ms. Cat. 171.)

253. Bustan. Talik. Fol. 104. 11 lines on a page in

double column. Dated a.h. 1217. Size, 10 by 6^.

(M. Ms. Cat. 172.)

254. Bustan. Talik. Fol. 175. 13 lines on a page in

double column. Size, 8| by 6. (M. Ms. Cat. 178.)

255. Bustan. Talik. Fol. 115. 17 lines on a page in

double column. Dated a.h. 1014. Size, 9^ by 5|.

(Le. S. Cat. 30.).

256. Bustan. Nastalik. Fol. 147. 15 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 2000. Size, 8f by 6j. (Le S. Cat. 31.)

257. Bustan. Parts of the Poem. Talik. Fol. 27. 9 lines

on a page in double column. Dated a.h. 976. Size,

9 by 6$. (Le S. Cat. 32.)

258. Gulistdn. By Sa'di. Talik. Fol. 128. Beautifully

illuminated and illustrated with paintings. 12 lines

on a page. Size, 12| by 8. (M. Ms. Cat. 233a.)

259. Gulistdn. Nastalik. Fol. 180. 9 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1187. Size 8J by 5f. (M. Ms. Cat. 233.)

260. Kutliyat i Sa'di. Complete Works of Sa'di, with Preface

by 'All ben Ahmad ben Abil Bakr. Talik. Fol. 375.

17 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 895. Size, 7 by 4f
(M. Ms. Cat. 213.)

261. Kutliyat i Sadi. Talik. Fol. 318. 17 lines in the

centre of the page and part of the writing on the

margins. Illuminated. Size, llj by 7. (Le S.

Cat. 28.)
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262. Kulliyat i Sadi. Talik. Fol. 363. 19 lines on a

page and writing on the margin. Dated a.h. 1013.

Size, 10 by 6. (Le S. Cat. 29.)

263. Risalat Shaikh Sa'di. Preface to the Works of Sa'di.

By 'All ben Ahmad ben Abu Bakr. And first five

and part of the sixth treatise of Sa'di. Nastalik.

Fol. 50. 15 lines on a page. Size, 8 by 5. (M.

Ms. Cat. 242.)

264. Rand Namah. By Sa'di. Talik. Fol. 12. 12 lines

on a page in double column. And Ghazals by

Mahmud written on the margins. Size, 10^ by 6J.

(M." Ms. Cat. 198.)

265. Divan i Hafiz. The Odes of Shams ud-Dln Muham-
mad Hafiz Shlrazl. With Preface by Muhammad
Grulandam. Talik. Fol. 205. 15 lines on a page.

Size, 14 by 8|. (M. Ms. Cat. 168.)

266. Divan i Hafiz. With Preface by Gulandiim. Talik.

Fol. 193. 12 lines on a page in double column.

Illuminated in gold and colour. Size, 10 by 6.

(Le S. Cat. 21.)

267. Divan i Hafiz. Talik. Fol. 378. 9 lines on a page

in double column. Finely illuminated iu gold and

colour. Size, 12 by 7. (Le S. Cat. 20.)

268. Divan i Hafiz. Talik. Fol. 175. 15 lines on a page

in double column. Dated a.h. 1151. Size, 9 by 5.

(Le S. Cat 22.)

269. Divan i Hafiz. Talik. Fol. 192. 14 lines on a page

in double column. Illustrated. Size, 9^ by 6. (Le

S. Cat. 23.)

270. Divan i Hafiz. Naskh. Fol. 68. 19 lines on a page

in double column. Size, 8J by 6|. (Le S. Cat.

24.)

271. Divan i Hafiz. Talik. Fol. 132. 17 lines on a page

in double column. Dated a.h. 872. Size, 8J by 5.

(Le S. Cat. 25.)

272. Divan i Hafiz. Talik. Fol. 240. 12 lines on a page

in double column. Dated a.h. 1046. Illuminated.

Size, 4f by 2f. (M. Ms. Cat. 218.)

j.r.a.s. 1892. 35
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273. Divan i Hafiz. Talik. Fol. 198. 15 lines on a page

in double column. Size, by 3. (M. Ms. Cat.

219.)

274. Divan i Hafiz. With Preface by Gulandiim. Talik.

Fol. 183. 11 lines on a page in double column.

Size, 8 by 5. (M. Ms. Cat. 197.)

275. Divan i Hafiz u Biistan i Sa'di. Odes of Hafiz and

Preface, with the Bustan written on the margins.

Nastalik. Fol. 163. Size, lOf by 7\. (M. Ms. Cat.

184.)

276. Haft Aurang i Jami. The seven principle Poems of

Mir ud-Dln 'Abd ur-Bahmiln Jam!. Talik. Fol.

244. 25 lines on a page in four columns. Size,

12 by 7\. (M. Ms. Cat. 169.)

277. Divan i Jami. Odes of Jam!. Talik. Fol. 406. 17

lines on a page in double column. Size, 94 by 64-

(M. Ms. Cat. 195.)

278. Sabhat ul-Abrar. A religious Poem by Jiiml. Talik.

Fol. 137. 11 lines on a page in double column.

Size, 7| by 5. (M. Ms. Cat. 196.)

279. Sabhat ul-Abrar. Talik. Fol. 93. 14 lines on a

page in double column. Size, 8j by 5|. (M. Ms.

Cat. 196a.)

280. Yusuf u Zulaikha. Poem by Jami. Talik. Fol. 150.

15 lines on a page in double column. Imperfect.

Size, 9| by 6. (Le S. Cat. 19)

281. Khamsah i Amir Khusrau. Five Poems. By Khusrau

Dilhavl. Nastalik. Fol. 211. 21 lines on a page

in double column and on margins. Size, 9 by 5. (M.

Ms. Cat. 193.)

282.
'

Ashkiyah i Amir Khusrau. Erotic Poems. By
Khusrau. Talik. Fol. 135. 17 lines on a page

in double column. Size, 8| by 5|. (M. Ms.

Cat. 194.

283. Divan i
' TJrfl

.

Poetical Works. By 'Urfl Shlrazl.

Talik. Fol. 243. 21 lines on a page. Size, 8 by 5.

(Le S. Cat. 35.)

284. Kasa’id i'Urfi. Poems. By Urfl. Talik. Fol. 245.
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15 lines on a page in double column. Size, 9f by 5.

(Le S. Cat. 34.)

285. Divan i Sa ib. Poetical Works. By Mirza Mu-

hammad 'All, poetically named Sa’ib. Talik. Fol.

210. 16 lines on a page in double column. Size, 9

by 5. (Le S. Cat. 27.)

286. Divan i Mirza Fasihl. Poetical Works. By Faslhl

Haravi. Shikastah. Fol. 58. 10 lines on a page

in double column. Size, 124 by 7|. (Le S. Cat. 36.)

287. Divan i Kalim. Poetical Works. By Abu Talib

HamadiinT, poetically called Kalim. Talik. Fol.

125. 17 lines on a page in double column and on

margins. Size, 9J by 5f. (Le S. Cat. 39.)

288. Divan i Muzaffar. Poetical Works. By Muzaffar.

Nastalik. Fol. 72. 15 lines on a page in double

column. Size, 10| by 7. (Le S. Cat. 41.)

289. Kasa’id i Fath 'All Khan. Poems. By Fath All

Khan Kashi. Talik. Fol. 50. 11 lines on a page

in double column. Size, 8j by 5|. (Le S. Cat. 38.)

290. An Eulogy on 'All. Written by 'Abd ur-Kashld.

Talik. Fol. 12. 8 lines on a page. Dated a.h.

1061. Illuminated in gold and colours. Size, lOf

by 6. (Le S. Cat. 33.)

291. Masnavl i Jaldl ud-Dln. Masnavi. By Jalal ud-Dln

Muhammad Biiml. Talik. Fol. 411. 17 lines on a

page and on margins. Dated a.h. 1094. Size, 8^

by 5. (M. Ms. Cat. 202.)

292. Masnavl i Jalal ud-Dln. Nastalik. Fol. 535. 17 lines

on a page in four columns. Dated a.h. 1120. Size,

10 by 8f. (M. Ms. Cat. 181.)

293. (1) Masnavi i Jalal ud-Dln Mulcl Ruml. Naskh. Fol.

297. 25 lines on a page in four columns. Illuminated.

(2) Nan u Halva. A Masnavi on the Ascetic Life.

By Baha’i;—Baha ud-Dln 'Am ill. Naskh. Fol. 5.

25 lines on a page. Size 10J by 7|-. (M. Ms. Cat.

180.)

294. Intikhab Masnavi i Mulvl Ma'navl Muhammad Jalal ud-

Dln. Extracts from the Masnavi of Jalal ud-Dln Kuml.
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Talik. Fol. 29. 13 lines in double column on a page.

Dated a.h. 1255. Size 6| by 4.

295. Tuhfat ul-Irakain. A Poetical Description of the two

"Iraks. By Afzal ud-Dln Khakanl. Talik. Fol. 102.

16 lines on a page in double column. Size, 81 by 51.

(M. Ms. Cat. 182.)

296. Tuhfat ul-Irakain. Talik. Fol. 118. 13 lines on a

page in double column, with marginal notes. Dated

a.h. 1210. Size, 8± by 5|. (M. Ms. Cat. 209.)

297. KulHyat i Khakanl. Poems. By Afzal ud-Dln Khakanl.

Comprising the Kasldahs, the Mukatta'at, and the

Divan. Talik. Fol. 416. 17 lines on a page.

Finely illuminated. Size, 14 by 9. (M. Ms. Cat.

167.)

298. Divan i Mir Razi ud-Dln. Odes. By Mir Razi ud-Din.

Talik. Fol. 64. 12 lines on a page in double column.

Dated a.h. 1080. Size, 6f by 4\. (M. Ms. Cat. 215.)

299. Divan i Ni'mat Ullah. Odes. By Amir Nur ud-Dln

Ni'mat Ullah. Talik. Fol. 611. 15 lines on a page

and on margins. Illuminated. Incomplete. Size,

11 by 7. (M. Ms. Cat. 211a.).

300. Shah Namah i Shah Isma il. A Poetical History of

Shah Ism ail Safari. By Mlrza Kasim, surnamed

Kasiml. Talik. Fol. 141. 15 lines on a page in

double column. Imperfect at the beginning. Size,

71 by 4f. (M. Ms. Cat. 204.)

301. Ilumal Humayun. The Loves of Ilumal and Humayun.

By Khwaju Kirmanl. Talik. Fol. 153. 14 lines on

a page in double column. Copied in Paris, a.d. 1830.

Illustrated with paintings. Size, 10| by 6|. (M. Ms.

205.)

302. Hamai Humayun. Nastalik. Fol. 147. 12 lines on

a page in double column. Size, 8| by 5. (Le S.

Cat. 26.)

303. Hihr u Mushtari. A Masnavi. By Muhammad Assar

Tabrlzl. Talik. Fol. 187. 13 lines on a page in

double column. Dated a.h. 959. Size, 8f by 5g.

(M. Ms. Cat. 206.)
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304. Mihr u Mushtari. Talik. Fol. 219. 12 lines on a

page in doable column. Illustrated and illuminated.

Size, 7f by 4\. (Le S. Cat. 40.)

305. Timur Hamah u Ismail IS amah. Poetical history of

Timur and that of Isma il. By Hatifl. The latter

written on the margins. Talik. Fol. 162. 15 lines

in double column on a page. Size, 10J by 6. (M.

Ms. Cat. 208.)

306. Divan i Najib ud-Din. Poems. By Najlb ud-Dln.

Talik. Fol. 120. 14 lines on a page in double

column. Imperfect. Size, 8 by 4\. (M. Ms. Cat.

199.)

307. Divan i Mirzd Ahsan. Poems. By Mlrza Ahsan.

Talik. Fol. 80. 15 lines on a page in double

column. Size, 8f by 4f. (M. Ms. Cat. 200.)

308. Divan i Mirzd Sayyid Muhammad. Poems. Talik.

Fol. 174. 12 lines on a page in double column.

Imperfect at the end. Size, lOf by 7. (M. Ms.

Cat. 173.)

309. Divan i Ndsir 'All. Poems. By Nasir 'All. Talik.

Fol. 84. 15 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1194.

Size, 7f by 5§. (M. Ms. Cat. 201.)

310. Kitab Mamaviyat i Zufar Khan. Masnavis. By
Zafar Khan ben Abill Ilasan. Talik. Autograph of

the Author. Fol. 120. 15 lines on a page in double

column. Illuminated and illustrated with paintings.

Dated a.h. 1073. Size, 10j by 6. (M. Ms. Cat.

203.)

311. Hamlah i Haulari. A Poetical account of the Life

of Muhammad and the first Khalifs. By Mlrza

Muhammad KafT, surnamed Bazil. Nastalik. Fol.

406. 20 lines on a page in four columns. Finely

illuminated and illustrated with paintings. Size,

lOf by 8. (M. Ms. Cat. 179.)

312. Hamlah i Haidari. Nastalik. Fol. 338. 24 lines on

a page in four columns. Size, lOf by 8. (M.

Ms. Cat. 179a.)

313. Nal Daman. A Poem on Nala and Damayanti of
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the Mahiibharata. By Shaikh Abiil-Faiz, surnamed

FaizI. Talik. Fol. 140. 15 lines on a page in

double column. Size, 7J by 4|. (M. Ms. Cat. 207.)

314. Divan i Riyazi. Odes. By Riyazi. Talik. Fol. 52.

Size, 7\ by 4J. (M. Ms. Cat. 216.)

315. Minu Khirad. A Poem. By Marzaban BiivanT.

Nastalik. Fol. 121. 13 lines on a page in double

column. Size, 10 by 5f. (Le G. Cat. 43.)

316. MSS. of Persian and Arabic Poetry, including the Gul

u Nauruz by Jaldl Tabib. Naskh. Fol. 143. 15

lines on a page. Size, 8 by 5|. (Le G. Cat. 44.)

317. Kitab Mafatih ul-Ajaz fi Shark Gulshan i Rdz. A
commentary on the Gulshan i Riiz. Shikastah.

Fol. 222. 19 lines on a page. Illuminated. Dated

a.h. 1096. Size, 7J by 4. (Le G. Cat. 45.)

318. Kitab Marzaban Ndmah. A Book of Apologues. By
Marzaban ben Shirvln. Translated by S'ad ul-

Varamlnl. Nastalik. Fol. 153. 17 lines on a

page. Dated a.h. 1086. Size, 11| by 6j. (M. Ms.

Cat. 224.)

319. Kitab i Vakiat az barai Imam Husain. The Lamenta-

tions of the Shiahs. By Miskin and Makbil.

Nastalik. Fol. 156. 8 lines on a page. Size 7J
by 6. (M. Ms. Cat. 183.)

320. Majmuah Shard. A collection of Poems by various

authors. Shafia. Fol. 233. Illuminated. Size, 8f
by 5i. (M. Ms. Cat. 210.)

321. A Miscellaneous Collection of Poetry. Talik. Fol.

75. 20 lines on a page. Size, 9 by 7|. (M. Ms.

Cat. 185.)

322. A Collection of Poems by Various Authors. Xastalik

and Shikastah. Fol. 178. Size, 10| by 64. (M.

Ms. Cat. 211.)

323. A Collection of Poems, Letters, etc., by Various Writers.

Shikastah and Shafia. Fol. 169. Size, 8 by 5.

(M. Ms. Cat. 212.)

324. Kasulah dar Marah Naval) Governor General Bahadur.

A poem in honour of Lord Hastings. Talik.
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Fol. 7. Finely illuminated Size 10 by 6f. (M.

Ms. Cat. 175.)

325. A Common-place Book of Poetry. Talik. Shikastah.

Fol. 79. Size, 5| by 3£. (M. Ms. Cat. 217.)

326. Anvar i Suhaili. Persian version of Kalllah and

Dimnah. By Husain ben 'All ul Va'iz Kashifl.

Latter portion of the work. Shikastah Amiz. Fol.

158. 15 lines on a page. Imperfect at the

beginning. Size, 9J by 7j. (M. Ms. Cat. 231.)

327. Anvar i Suhaili. Nastalik. Fol. 408. 14 lines on a

page. Dated a.h. 926. Size, 9J by 5J. (Le Gi.

Cat. 48.)

328. Anvar i Suhaili. Nastalik. Fol. 369. 17 lines on

a page. Size, 11j by 7j. (M. Ms. Cat. 222.)

329. Kalllah u Bimnah. Translated from the Arabic. By
Abul Ma'ali Nasr Ullah. Nastalik. Fol. 135. 17

lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1237. Size, 12f by 8J.

(M. Ms. Cat. 221.)

330. Ayar i Danish. A Version of Kalllah and Dimnab. By
Abul-Fazl ben Mubarak, called 'Allami. Nastalik.

Fol. 223. 15 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1209.

Size, 8f by 4f. (M. Ms. Cat. 223.)

331.
'

Iyar i Danish. Nastalik. Fol. 416. 15 lines on a

page. Dated 1203. Size, 11 by 6j. (M. Ms. Cat.

223a.)

332. Ahvab ul Jinan. A Collection of Moral Tales and

Maxims. Nastalik. Fol. 256. 21 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1079. Size, 9f by 5. (M. Ms. Cat. 240).

333. Tdrikh i Iskandar zu Karnin. Story of Alexander the

Great. Nastalik. Fol. 386. 20 lines on a page.

Size, 13| by 8|. (M. Ms. Cat. 253.)

334. Jdmi ul-Hikayat. A Collection of Tales. Shikastah

Amiz. 23 lines on a page. Vol. I. Fol. 137.

(M. Ms. Cat. 255.)

335. Jdmi ul Hikayat. Vol. II. Fol. 246. (M. Ms. Cat.

256.

)

336. Janu ul Hikayat. Vol. III. Fol. 217. (M. Ms. Cat.

257.

)
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337. Jdmt nl Hikayat. Yol. IY. Fol. 195. Size, 11 by

6f. (M. Ms.' Cat. 258.)

338. Hazar u yak S/iab. A Portion of the One Thousand

and One Nights. Translated from the Arabic.

Nastalik. Fol. 119. 13 lines on a page. Dated

a.h. 1217. Size, 9 by 6£. (M. Ms. Cat. 259.)

339. Mufarrih vl-Kulub. A Persian translation of the

Ilitopadesa. Nastalik. Fol. 96. 13 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1217. Size, 9 by 5. (M. Ms. Cat. 259.)

340. Kissah Dilraba. A Tale. By Mukhtar Khanl.

Nastalik. Fol. 80. 13 lines on a page. Illustrated

with paintings. Size, 8^ by 4f. (M. Ms. Cat. 263.)

341. Jdmi al-Hikayat. A Collection of Tales. Shikastah

Amiz. Fol. 140. 14 lines on a page. Dated a.h.

1221. Size, 7 by 5. (M. Ms. Cat. 269.)

342. A Collection of Stories, etc. Turki. Shikastah. Fol.

84. Size, 12^ by 7J. (Le G. Cat. 51.)

343. A Common-place Book. Historical fragments, Tales,

Poetry, Sayings, and Letters. Shafia and Shikastah.

Fol. 340. Size, 12| by 5. (M. Ms. Cat. 270.)

344. Baydz. A Common-place Book. Extracts in Prose

and Yerse. Shikastah. Fol. 198. Size, \\ by 9.

(M. Ms. Cat. 271.)

345. (1) A Concise History of Hindustan, from the birth of

Aurangzib to the time of Muhammad Shah. Shikastah.

Fol. 20. 15 lines on a page. Size 10 by 5f. (M. P.

Cat. 100.)

(2) An Arizdasht to the Emperor Aurangzib. Fol. 5.

13 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1121. (M. Ms.

Cat. 131.)

(3) JDlbachah Shah Hamah i Firdausi. Preface to the

Shah Namah. Fol 27. 14 lines on a page. Dated

a.h. 1210. Size, 10 by 5f. (M. Ms. Cat. 131.)

346. Rik'adt i Jdmi. Epistles of Jami. Fol. 54. 17 lines

on a page. Size, 8f by 5. (M. Ms. Cat. 244.)

347. Latifah i Faizi. Letters of Faizi. Nastalik. Fol. 134.

18 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1099. Imperfect

at the beginning and end. Size, 8i by 6|. (M.

Ms. Cat. 226.)
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348. (1) Risal Vasul. A Tract on the Muhammadan Faith.

Shikastah. Fol. 7. 16 lines on a page.

(2) Inshd i Harltarn. Fol. 37. 16 lines on a page.

(3) Tuhfat i Suttaniyah. Formulae of Letters, etc. By
Hasan ben Gul Muhammad. Nastalik. Fol. 35.

15 lines on a page. Size, 9 by 5^. (M. Ms. Cat.

250.)

349. Tracts. (1) A Collection of Medical Recipes. Shikastah.

Fol. 13. 17 lines on a page.

(2) De Coitu. Shikastah. Fol. 18. 20 lines on a

page.

(3) An Arabic and Persian Vocabulary in Verse. Talik.

Fol. 10. 11 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1095.

(4) A Collection of Distiches. Talik. Fol. 3.

(5) The Counsels of Nushirvan the Just. Shikastah.

Fol. 3. 15 lines on a page.

(6) A Vocabulary of Arabic and Persian Words.

Shikastah. Fol. 4. Size, 8| by 4f. (M. Ms.

Cat. 268.)

350. (1) Kitdb Munajat Hazrat KHwajah 'Abd Ullah Ansarl.

A Collection of Prayers. Talik. Fol. 16. 9 lines

on a page. Illuminated. Dated, a.h. 966.

(2) Divan i Khusrau. Talik. Fol. 28. Size, 9| by

6. (M. Ms. Cat. 264.)

351. (1) A concise Account of the. coming of Nadir Shah to

Shahjahanabad. Nastalik. Fol. 13. 13 lines on a

page. Size, 12| by 1\.

(2) An Account of the Inscriptions, etc. on the Mosques

and other buildings at Shahjahanabad. By Sangin

Beg, son of 'All Akbar Beg. Nastalik and Naskh.

Fol. 73. 11 lines on a page. Size, 12f by 7\.

(3) Inscriptions on Mosques, etc. Naskh, with inter-

linear notes in Nastalik. Fol. 7. Size, 13 by 9J.

(4) Another copy of the last Pamphlet. Fol. 7. Size,

13 by 9|. (Le G. Cat. 5.)
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Hindustani.

1. (1) An Account of the Religion of the Sad sect. By
Bhawiinl Das. Shikastah. Fol. 52. 13 lines on

a page.

(2) The Pothi of the Sads in the Brij Bhaka or Thenth

Hindi dialect. Fol. 128. 11 and 13 lines on a page.

Size, 9f by 7f. (M. Ms. Cat. 277.)

2. Shigurf Hamah i Vildyat. Travels of Mirza 'Itisam ud-

Dln in Europe. Naskh. Fol. 150. 17 and 16

lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1226 and a.d. 1811.

Size, by 6j. (Le S. Cat. 77.)

3 Risalah Kd'nat. A treatise on Natural History and

Geography. By Khalil 'All Khan Ashk. Nastalik.

Fol. 33. 9 lines on a page. Size, 8| by 5f. (M.

Ms. Cat. 278.)

4. Rauzat ush-Shuhada. Paraphrase of Kiishifis work of the

same name. Nastalik. Fol. 187. 15 lines on a

page. Dated a.h. 1186. Size, 8J by 6. (M. Ms.

Cat. 280.)

5. A Poetical Account of the Wars between Tlpu Sultan and

the Mahrattas. Shikastah Amiz. Fol. 68. 11 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1225. Size, 9 by 6. (M.

Ms. Cat. 282.)

6. Ganj i Khubi. Translation of the Persian Akhlak i

Muhsini. By Mir Amman. Nastalik. Fol. 175.

15 lines on a page. In the author’s handwriting.

Size, 11 by 8j. (Le S. Cat. 79.)

7. Kulliyat i Sauda. Poetical Works. By Muhammad
Ilafl called Sauda. Nastalik. Fol. 485. 15 lines

on a page. Size, 10| by 7. (Le S. Cat. 78.)

8. Gulshan i Ashk. A Deccani Poem. By Nasrati.

Nastalik. Fol. 279. 11 lines on a page in double

column. Dated a.h. 1164. Size, 9j by 7. (M. Ms.

Cat. 281.)
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9. Mnjma ul-Intikhab. Selections of Hindustani poetry.

With preface and epilogue in Persian, and an Index

of Poets and of their poetical names. Written by

Shaikh Karam 'Ali. 17 lines on a page. Dated

a.h. Size,

10. Gulshan i Hind. A Chrestomathy of Urdu Poetry.

Arranged alphabetically. By Mirza 'Ali Lutf.

Talik. Fol. 195. 17 lines on a page. Dated a.h.

1255. Size, 12 by 7.

11. Chahar Darwish. Tale of the Four Darwishes.

Nastalik. Fol. 157. 13 lines on a page. Size, 10

by 6f. (M. Ms. Cat. 283.)

12. Chalidr Darwish. Nastalik. Fol. 156. 15 lines on a

page. Dated a.h. 1241 and a.d. 1826. Imperfect

at the beginning. Size, 9J by 6j. (M. Ms.

Cat. 284.)

13. Guhar Chin. The Story of Rizvan, Prince of China.

Nastalik. Fol. 123. 9 lines on a page. Size, 8f
by 5f. (M. Ms. Cat. 285.)

Turkish.

1. (1) Vasiyyet. An Exposition of the Sunni Creed and of

Religious and Moral Obligations. By Muhammed
ben Pir 'All, Birgill. Neskh. Fol. 43. 13 lines on

a page.

(2) A Tract on Religious Faith, Doctrine, etc. By Rumi
Efendl. Fol. 3. 13 lines on a page.

(3) A Tract on Religious Purity and Faith. By Kan
Ziideh Efendl. Fol. 3. 13 lines on a page. Size,

8J by 6i.

2. Vasiyyet i Birgill. Neskh. Fol. 93. 9 lines on a page.

Size, 4f by 3|.

3. Fetava i 'All Efendl. Legal Responsions, with Arabic

marginal notes. By 'All Efendl. Talik. Fol. 247.

23 lines on a page. Illuminated. Dated a.h. 1104.

Size, 81 by 5|.
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4. Kitdb i 'Ilm i Na.fi'

.

A Christian Treatise. Neskh.

Fol. 13. 13 lines on a page. Size, 8 by 5|.

5. Tarikh i Nishanji Efendi. A Compendium of General

History. By Muhammed Nishanji. Neskh. Fol.

107. 19 liues on a page. Dated a.h. 984. Size,

9J by 6.

6. Sa'adet NCuneli. Stories of Muhammed and his family.

A Translation of the Persian Rauzat ush-Shuhada of

Kashifl. Talik. Fol. 216. 18 lines on a page.

Size, lOf by 7\.

7. Terjumeh i Futuh vsh-Sham. Vakidi’s History of the

early Muslim Conquests. Translated by Muhammed
ben Yusuf Cherkesi. Neskh. Fol. 363. 21 lines

on a page. Dated a.h. 1106. Size, 7f by

8. Tarikh i Rashid. History of the Ottoman Empire. By
Muhammed Rashid Efendi. Vol. I. Rika. Fol.

446. 29 lines on a page. Size, 12 by 7.

9. Tarikh i Rashid. Yols. IE and III. Neskh. Fol. 375.

33 lines on a page. Size, 11 by 6f.

10. (1) Tarikh i Subhi. History of the Ottoman Empire.

By Subhi Muhammed. In two Yols. with Prefaces

and Index. Neskh. Fol. 329. 21 lines on a

page.

(2) Tarikh i 'Izzi. Neskh. Fol. 203. 31 lines on a

page. Dated a.h. 1166. Size, ll| by 6|.

11. Tarikh i Izzi. History of the Turkish Empire. By
Suleiman ‘Izzi. Talik. Fol. 427. 19 lines on a

page. Size, 12 by 6J.

12. Tarikh i Na’ima. Annals of the Ottoman Empire. By
By Na'Iraa. Neskh. Fol. 360. 33 lines on a page.

Size, 11 by 7.

13. History of the Reigns of the first twelve Ottoman Saltans.

By Solalc Zadeh Muhammed Ilemdeml. Neskh. Fol.

506. 19 liues on a page. Size, 13 by 8|.

14. Taj ut-Tevarikh. Part of the History, containing the

Lives of the first Seven Sultans. By Sa'd ud-Dln ben

Hasan Jan, commonly called Khojah Efendi. Neskh.

Fol. 264. 23 lines on a page. Size, 11| by 7|.
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15. Taj ut-Tevankli. Nastalik. Fol. 503. 29 lines on a

page. Illuminated. Size, 10| by 6|. (M. Ms.

Cat. 272.)

16. Tevarikh i Sultan Suleiman Khan. History of Sultan

Suleiman from a.h. 966 to 974. Divani Heskh.

Fol. 45. 10 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1144.

Size, 9J by 7. (M. Ms. Cat. 274.).

17. Tdrikh i Misr i Fath Sultan Selim Khan. History of

Sultan Selim’s Conquest of Egypt and of that Country

to a.h. 1030. By Suheyll. Translated from the

Arabic of Sheyk Ahmed ben Zenbel er-Remmal.

Divani Neshk. Fol. 99. 19 lines on a page. Dated

a.h. 1068. Size, 7f by 5J.

18. Account of a Fight between the Ottomans and Venetians

Rika. Fol. 60. 7 lines on a page. Size, 9 by 6.

19. Es-Seba us-Seyyar. A History of the Seven Khans of

the Kriinea. By Seyyed Muhammed Riza. Divani

Neskh. Fol. 114. 27 lines on a page. Size, 12^ by 8.

(M. Ms. Cat. 273.)

20. Tezheret ush-Shu ara. Memoirs of Turkish Poets. By
'Abd ul-Latlf, surnamed Latlfl. Neskh. Fol. 164.

15 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 964. Size, 8j by 5f.

21. Tezheret ush-Shu‘ard. Memoirs of Turkish Poets. By
Kinall Zadeh. Kirma. Fol. 100. 19 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1051. Size, 8 by 6.

22. Seyahat Ndmeli i Evliya Chelebi. Travels of Evliya

Chelebl. Yol. I. Heskh. Fol. 450. 33 lines on a

page.

23. Seyahat Ndmeli i Evliya Chelebi. Yol. II. Fol. 472.

33 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1066. Size, 13j

8f •

24. Sefaret Nameh i Resmi Efendi. Travels in Germany,

Poland, etc. By Haji Ahmed Resmi. Neskh.

Fol. 34. 23 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1178. Size,

by 51.

25. Munshe’at i Nabi Efendi. Letters of Nabi Efendi.

Neskh. Fol. 152. 19 lines on a page. Size,

7* by 6.
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26. A Book of Charms, etc. Turkish and Arabic. With
part of the Koran at the beginning. Neskh. Fol.

145. 6 lines on a page. Size 4 by 3.

27. Nevadir ul-JEmsal. Treatise on Figures of Speech.

Talik. Fol. 74. 17 lines on a page. Size, 8 by 51.

28. Sherh i Bustan. A Commentary on the Bustan of

Sa'di Shirazi. By Mustafa ShemT. Talik. Fol.

268. 21 lines on a page with marginal notes.

Size, 8f by 5.

29. Intikhab i Shah Nameh. A Synopsis of the Shah

Nameh of Firdiisi in Turkish prose. Nastalik.

Fol. 42. 21 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1109.

Size, 8| by 4|. (M. Ms. Cat. 275.)

30. (Ibret Nameh. A Religious Poem. Talik. Fol. 54.

15 lines on a page in double column. Size, 9j

by 6$.

31. Divan i Muhammedi. A Religious Poem. Neskh.

Fol. 369. 17 lines on a page in double column.

Dated a.h. 954. Size, 11| by 8f.

32. Genjineh i Raz. A Religious Poem. By Yahya Beg.

Talik. Fol. 73. 23 lines on a page in double

column. Size, 7\ by 4f.

33. Divan i Emrl. Poems. By Emr Ullah EmrI. Talik.

Fol. 111. 14 lines on a page. Size, 8j by 5 J.

34. Divan i Azlzl. Poems. By AzTzI. Talik. Fol.

108. 15 lines on a page in double column. Size,

8 by 5.

35. Divan i Baki. Poems. By Abd ul Bakl. Talik.

Fol. 90. 14 lines on a page in double column.

Size, 8f by 5|.

36. Divan i Khayall. Poems. By Khayiili. Talik. Fol.

106. 17 lines on a page in double column. Size,

8* by 51.

37. Divan i Sirrl ma Divan i Nazim. Poetical "Works of

SirrI and of Nazim. Talik. Fol. 83! 20 lines on a

page. Dated a.h. 1108. Size, 8 by 5f.

38. Divan i Ney/i. Poems. By Neyli. Talik. Fol. 102.

15 lines on a page in double column. Size, 7j by 5
#
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39. Kitab i Usui. Poems. By Yahya Efendl. Talik.

Fol. 75. 23 lines on a page in double column.

Size, 7± by 5|.

40. Shuara. Poems. By various writers. Talik. Fol. 234.

19 lines on a page in double columns. Size, 11| by 7.

41. (1) Gulshen i Efkar. A Poem. Talik. Fol. 62. 15

lines on a page.

(2) A Poem without title or name of author. Fol. 59.

16 lines on a page. Size, 7 by 5.

42. Humayun Nameh. Translation of the Anvar i Suhaill.

By 'All Cbelebi. Neskh. Fol. 120. 29 lines on

a page. Bated a.h. 988. Size, 10J by 5§.

43. (1) Mizan ul-Hnkk fi Ikhtiyar il-Ahctkk. Tract on the

rational method applied to the discussion of Muslim

Doctrine. By Haji Khallfah, known as Katib

Chelebi. Nastalik. Fol. 50. 23 lines on a page.

Dated a.h. 1192.

(2) A Treatise on Various Articles of Food. Neskh

.

Fol. 66. 27 lines on a page. Size, 8 by 5.

INDEX—WOEKS.

Arabic.

Alf Lailab wa Lailab, 44.

Al-Ajarrumiyab, 38.

D’aawi Aklidas m'a ul-Istibanat, 33.

Elementi della Lingua Araba, 37.

Grammar, Arabic, Treatises on, 38, 39.

Hayat al-Kalub, 31.
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Idris, Sultan of Burnu, Expedition of, 29.

al-lklll, 32.

al-Istibsiir fi raii Ikhtalaf min al-Akhbar, 19.

Jiimi' al-Tawarikh, 26, 27.

al-Kiifiyah, 39.

Kalilah wa Dimnab, Sha'r 'Arabi, 43.

al-Kanun fi al-Tibb, 36.

Kharidat al-'Aja’ib, 30.

Kitab as-Siilat wu al-Jiwiibat i al-Imam ar-Razi, 20.

Koran, 1 to 12.

Koran, Extracts from, 13 to 15.

Koran, Commentaries on, 16 and 17.

Mi’at 'Amil, 38.

Mukhtasar i Khalil, Commentary on, 23.

Muntakhab al-Lughat, 41.

Poems, 42, 47.

Prophets, Martyrs, etc., History of, 25.

Rashid ad-Din’s History, part of, with Persian Translation, 27.

Rashidiyah Sharh Sharifa 'ilm al-Manazrat wa al-Adiib, 46.

Shara’T al-Islam, 21.

ash-Shara'a al-Ahkam, 21.

Sharh i Hikmat al-'Ayin, 45.

Sharh al-Jaghmini, 34.

ar-Raudat min al-Kiifi, 18.

Sharh al-Kiifi, 22.

Tahrir al-Kawa'dal-Mintakyiati ar-Riizi, Marginal Gloss, 35.

Theological Tract, 47.

Tuhfat al-Mujahidin, 28.

Persian.

Abvilb ul-Jiniin, 332.

Ahsan ut-Tavarikh, 149, 150.
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Ahwiil Rajahai Maisur u Nagar, 86.

'A’in i Akbari, 121.

'Aja’ib ul-Tabakiit, 179.

'Aja’ib ul-Makhlukat, 178.

Akbar Niimah, 114 to 121.

Akhliik Jaliili, 192.

Akhliik i Muhsini, 186, 187.

Akhlak i Nasiri, 188 to 191.

'Alam Arai 'AbbasI, 140 to 145.

'Alamgir Niimah, 131 to 135.

'All. A poem in Eulogy of, 290.

Amad Niimah, 224.

'Amal i Salih, 130.

Anvar i Suhaill, 326 to 328.

'Ara’sh Abkar, 10, 11.

An Arizdasht to Aurangzib, 345.

'Ashkiyah i Amir Khusrau, 282.

Bada’i' ul-Insha, 231, 232.

Basatin us-Saliitin, 77.

Bayaz, 343, 344.

Blj Ganit, 194.

Bukhara, an account of Holy and Learned Men of, 159.

Burhiin i Kati', 214, 215.

Bustan, 251 to 257, 275.

Chess, Treatise on, 211.

Commonplace books of Poetry, 325, 343, 344.

Counsels of Nushirvan the Just, 349.

Dabistan, 12.

Dibachah Shah Niimah i Firdausi, 345.

Diviin i Hafiz, 265 to 275.

Divan I Jarnl, 277.

Diviin i Kalim, 287.

Diviin i Khusrau, 350.

Diviin i Mir RiizI ud-Din, 298.

Diviin i Mirza Ahsan, 307.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 36
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Divan i Mirzii Fasihi, 286.

Divan i Mirza Sayyid Muhammad, 308.

Divan i Muzaffar, 288.

Divan i Najib ud-Din, 306.

Divan i Nasir 'All, 309.

Divan i Ni'mat-Ullah, 299.

Divan i Riyazi, 314.

Divan i Sa’ib, 285.

Divan i Urfi, 283.

Farhang, 218, 219.

Farhang i Jahangiri, 217.

Farhang i Rashidi, 216.

Fava’id i Safaviyyah, 146.

Fihrist i Katab Kitabkhana Sirkar, 235.

Fihrist i Kitabha, 236.

Futuh A'sam, 21.

Gul u Nauriiz, 316.

Gulistan, 259 to 262.

Gulistan, Arabic Sentences in, 223.

Gulshan i Ibrahimi, 61 to 65.

Habib us-Siyar, 46 to 54.

Hadikat ul-'Alam, 81.

Haft Aurang i Jami, 276.

Hakikat i Bind u 'Uruj Daulat i Rajahai Sitarah, 69.

Hakikat i Bina u 'TTriij i Firkah i Sikhan, 69.

Hakikat i Rajahai Mutafarrikah i Hindustan, 69.

Hakikat i Rajahai Ujjain, 69.

Hamlah i Haidari, 311, 312.

Hastinapur, Account of Early Rajahs of, 69.

Hazilr u yak Shab, 338.

Hidayah Farsi, 6.

History of Hindustan from Aurangzib to Muhammad Shah,

345.

Horticulture, Treatise on, 212.

Hujjat ul-Hind, 7.
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Hukm Niimah i Tipfi Sultan, 167.

Humal Humayun, 301, 302.

'Ibrat Niimah, 109.

Ikbal IN amah Jahangir!, 125.

'Imiid us-Sa
?

adat, 91.

Inscriptions on Mosques and Buildings at Shahjahanabiid, 351.

Inscriptions from Mosques and other Buildings, 174.

Inska i Harkarn, 225, 226, 348.

Inshii i Latif, 227.

Insha i Mlrza Mahdi Khan, 228.

Intikhab i Akhbiir i Naviib Vazir ul-Mamalik Bahadur

u Intikhab i Akhbiir i Durbar Mu alia u Atraf, 92.

Intikhab i Akhbar i Durbar i Naviib Yazir ul-Mamiilik Asaf

ud-Daulah Bahadur, 93.

Intikhab Masnavi i Mulvl Ma'navi Muhammad Jalal

ud-Din, 294.

Iskandar Namah, 249, 250.

'Iyar i Danish, 330, 331.

Jahangir Namah, 114, 122, 123.

Jam! i 'Abbilsi, 8.

Jami' ul-Hikayat, 334 to 337, 341, 342.

Jam! ul-Kavanin, 233.

Jug Bilshisht, 16.

Kalilah u Dimnah, 329.

Kasa’id i Fath 'Ali Khan, 289.

Kasa’id i 'Urfi, 284.

Kasidah dar Marah Navab Governor-General Bahadur, 324.

Khamsah i Amir Khusrau, 281.

Khamsah i Nizami, 246, 247.

Khizanah i 'Amirah, 166.

Khulasat ul-Akhbar, 45.

Khulasat ut-Tavarikh, 66, to 68.

Khusrau u Shinn 244, 245.

Khutut i Sivaji, 71.

Kissa Dilraba, 340.
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Kitiib Intazarn i Hiyat, 185.

Kitilb Mafatlh ul-A'jaz fl Sharh Gulshan i Riiz, 317.

Kitab Masnaviyat Zafar Kbiin, 310.

Kitilb Mirzabiln Namaha 318.

Kitiib al-Mu’jam fi Asiir Muluk ul-'Ajam, 139.

Kitilb Munajiit Hazrat Khwajah 'Abd Allah Ansarl, 350.

Kitilb i Viiki'at uz bariil Imam Husain, 319.

Koran, Notes on, 1, 2, 3, 4.

Kulliyat i Khakani, 297.

Kulliyat i Sa'di, 260 to 262.

Latlfah i FaizI, 347.

Lavami" ul-Ishrilk, 192.

Letter from Shilh 'Alam to the King of England, 69.

Cojjies of Letters, Accounts, etc., 173.

Letter "Writing, Treatise on, 237.

Ma’itsir i 'Alamgiri, 136.

Ma’asir ul-Umara, 104 to 108.

Ma’asir i Sultaniyah, 151, 152.

Madhurao Peshvii, Account of, 69.

Mahiibharat, 14, 15.

Majma' ul-Ansiib, 28.

Majma' ul-Insha, 230.

Majmal ul-Hikmat, 184.

Majmu'ah Sha'ra, 320 to 323.

Makatabat i 'Alliiml, 229.

Makhzan ul-Adviyat, 198 to 202.

Hakhzan Afghani, 72.

Makhzan ul-Asriir, 248.

Malfuzat I Tlmurl, 96.

Manakib ul-MurtazavI, 20.

Maslr i TalibI, 177.

Masnavl i Jaliil ud-Din Kiimi, 291 to 293.

Matla us-Sa’dain u Majma ul-Bahrain, 99.

Miivara un-Nahr, History of Sultans of, 161.

Mihr u Mushtarl, 303, 304.

Military Accounts, a Book, 172.
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Mlnu Khirad, 315.

Mir’at i Aftab Numa, 58.

Mir’at i Ahmad!, 82 to 85.

Mir’at ul-'Alam, 57.

Mir’at i Daulat 'Abbas!, 90.

M'ualijat Dtira Shikuhi, 195 to 197.

Mufarrih ul-Kulub, 339.

Mulakhkhas, 129.

Muntakhab ul-Lubab, 102, 103.

Muntakhab al-Lughat Duncani, 220.

Muntakhab i Tavarikh i Baliri, 78.

Nagiiristan, 55.

Nal Daman, 313.

Nan u Halva, 293.

Nasab Namah i Afiighinah u Kaifiyat i Hukumat Anha, 74.

Naubahar i
r

Ajam, 221.

Nishan i Haidar! u Khuruj u Nuzul i Daulat i Tlpii Sultan>

87.

Nuzhat ul-Arvah, 10, 11.

Nuzhat ul-Kulub, 182, 183.

Padshah Namah, 126 to 128.

Pand Narnah, 264.

Panj Ganj, 246, 247.

Players, 4.

Pushtu Language, Dictionary of, 222.

Pauzat al-Ahbab fl Siyar un-Nabl u ul-Al u ul-Ashab,

18, 19.

Pauzat us- Safa, 29 to 44.

Peligious Ceremonies and Duties, 5.

Rik'aat i Jam!, 346.

Pistil Vasili, 348.

Pisalah i Ansab Afaghinah, 75.

Pisalah i Hasaniyyah, 13.

Pisalah i Mister Wilford, 176.

Pisalah Muhtavl bar Pasum i Kadkhadtii, 169, 170.
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Rasalah i Tadilbir Shall u Vazlr, 155.

Risalat Ilm Musiki, 210.

Risalat dar bayan Ata'mah, 213.

Risalat Jihad, 208.

Risalat Makul u Mashrfib, 205.

Risalat Shaikh Sa'di, 263.

Risalat Tadblr ul-Harb, 209.

Riyaz ul-Firdaus, 138.

Sabliat ul-Abrar, 278, 279.

Sahlfa ShahT, 234.

Shah Jahan, Description of the Tomb of, 175.

Shah Jahan Nilmah, 129.

Shahjahanabad, Description of Public Buildings and Copies

of Inscriptions at, 181.

Shahjahiinabad, Account of the coming of Nadir Shah

to, 351.

Shahjahiinabad, Account of the Inscriptions on the Mosques

and other Buildings, 351.

Shah Nilmah, 238 to 243.

Shah Namah i Shah Isma II, 300.

Sharaf Nilmah, 158.

Sharh Masnavi, 9.

Sikhs, a Short History of, 74.

Siyar i Ilazrat Kalim ur-Rahman Musi, 17.

Siyar ul-Muta’akhkhirin, 110 to 113.

Sufi Doctrines in the Divan of Hafiz, Terms relating to,

223.

Tabakat i Akbarshilhl, 59.

Tabakat i Niisiri, 25.

Ta'bir i Khaviib, 207.

Ta'bir Nilmah, 206.

Tafsir, 1, 2.

Tiirikh i Banakiti, 26, 27.

Tiirikh i Firishtah, 61 to 65.

Tiirikh i HakkI, 60.

Tiirikh i Hasht Bahist, 156.
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Tarikh i Isfahan 180.

Tarikh i Xskandar zu Karnln, 333.

Tarikh i Khafi Khan, 102, 103.

Tarikh i Jahan Ara, 153, 154.

Tarikh i Jahangir Namah Salirai, 114, 122, 123.

Tarikh i Maharajah Ranjit Singh, 89.

Tarikh i Mansuri, 93a.

Tarikh i Muhammad!, 149, 150.

Tarikh Mukhtasar dar Vaka'a fath i Kastantiniyah, 157.

Tarikh i Nadiri, 147, 148.

Tarikh Namah, 162.

Tarikh i Nasab Namah i Ahmad Shah Durrani, 73.

Tarikh i Nizam 'All Khan u Nasir Jung, 79.

Tarikh i Padshahan i 'Ajam, 137.

Tarikh i Sind, 70.

Tarikh i Sultan Muhammad Kutbshahi, 80.

Tarikh i Tabari, 22, 23, 24.

Tavarikh i Narshakhi, 159.

Tazkirah i Ahwal i Saliltin i Bijapur, 76.

Tazkirah Asiir i Sung Mazar, 204.

Tazkirah i Mukim KhanI, 160.

Tazkirat i Daulat Shahl, 163 to 165.

Tazkirat us-Salatln i Chaghata, 100, 101.

Tazkirat ush-Shu'ara, 163 to 165.

Timur Namah u Isma'il Namah, 305.

Tipu Sultan, Regulations of his Treasury, 168.

Description of Seals, Flags, Standards, Inscrip-

tions, etc., used by, 171.

Tipii Sultan, Register of Accounts of Military Expenditure

of, 88.

Tracts, various, 349.

Tuhfat ul-'Irakain, 295, 296.

Tuhfat ul-Muminin, 203.

Tuhfat ul-Sultaniyah, 348.

Tuzak i Jahangir!, 124.

Tuzak i Timurl, 97, 98.

Yusuf u Zulaikha, 280.
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Zafar Niimah, 94, 95.

Zara’t Niimah, 193.

Zubd ut-Tarikh, or Zubdat ut-Taviirlkh, 56.

Hindustani.

Chahiir Darwish, 11, 12.

Ganj i KhubI, 6.

Gulshan i Hind, 10.

Gulshan i 'Ishk, 8.

Gulziir Chin, 13.

Kulliyiit i Sauda, 7.

Majma' ul-Intikhiib, 9.

Rauzat ul-Shuhada, 4.

Risalab Ka’nat, 3.

Sitds, Religion of, 1.

Shigurf Niimah i Yiliiyat, 2.

Tlpii Sultan and the Mahrattas, "War between, 5.

Turkish—Works.

Charms, etc., A Book of, 26.

Divan i 'Aziz!, 34.

Divan i Biiki, 35.

Divan i Emrl, 33.

Divan i Khayall, 36.

Dlviin i MuhammedI, 31.

Divan i Neyll, 38.

Divan i SirrI mil Dlviin i Niizim, 37.

Fetava i All Efendl, 3.

Food, Tract on articles of, 43.

Genjlneh i Riiz, 32.

Gulshen i Efkar, 41.
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Humayun Nameh, 42.

'Ibret Nameh, 30.

Intikhab i Shah Nameh, 29.

'Ishrat Nameh, 30.

Kitab i 'Ilm i NafI, 4.

Kitab i Usui, 39.

Mlzan ul-Hakk fl Ikhtyar il-Ahakk, 43.

Munshe’at i NabI EfeudI, 25.

Nevadir ul-Emsal, 27.

Ottoman Sultans, History of the reign of the first twelve, 13.

Ottomans and Venetians, Account of a Fight between, 18.

Religious Tracts, 1.

Sa'iidet Nameh, 6.

es-Seba' us-Seyyar, 19.

Sefaret Nameh i Resml Efendi, 24.

Seyahat Nameh i Evliya ChelebI, 22, 23.

Sherh i Bustan, 28.

Shu'ara, 40.

Taj ut-Tevarikh, 14, 15.

Tilrikh i 'IzzI, 10, 11.

Tarlkh i Misr i Fath Sultan Selim Khan, 17.

Tilrikh i Na'ima, 12.

Tarlkh i Nishanji Efendi, 5.

Tarlkh i Rashid, 8, 9.

Tarlkh i Subhl, 10.

Terjumeh i Futfih ush-Sham, 7.

Tevarlkh i Sultan Suleiman Khan, 16.

Tezkerit ush-Shu'ara, 20, 21.

Vasiyyet i Birgill, 1, 2.
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INDEX—AUTHORS.

Arabic.

'Abd ar-Rashid at-Tattawi, 41.

Abii 'Amrii 'Uthmiln, 39.

Avicenna, 36.

al-Farid, Ibn, 42.

Grrassi, Gruiseppe, 37.

Hafs 'Umar ibn al-Wardi, 30.

al-IIamadani, Abu Muhammad al-Hasan, 32.

Ibn Ajarriim, Abii 'Abd Allah Muhammad, as-Sanhiiji, 38.

Ibn Hiijib, 39.

Ibn Sinii, Abu 'All al-Husain ibn 'Abd Allah, 36.

al-Jaghmini, Mahmud ibn Muhammad, 34.

al-Jurjanl, Abu Bakr 'Abd al-Kahir, 38.

al-Kazwinl, 45.

Khalil ibn Isbiik al-Malikl, Shaikh, 24.

al-Kharshi, Muhammad, 23.

Muhammad ibn Yiisuf as-Saniis! al-IIasanl, 48.

Kashid ad-Din ibn 'Imiid ad-Daulah Abul-Khair ibn

Muwafik ad-Daulah, 26, 27.

ar-RazI, Imam, 20.

ar-Razi, Kutb ad-Din Mahmud, 35.

Sayid al-Hakim as-Samarkandi, 46.

Sharaf ad-Din Abii Hafs 'Umar ibn 'Ali, 42.

ash-Sharif Jurjani, 35.

at-Tabrizi, Muhammad Salih, 22.

at-Tusi, Muhammad ibn al-IIasan, 19.
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al-Wardi, 30.

Zaln ad-Dln al-Ma'bari, Shaikh, 28.

Persian.

'Abbas Khan SarvanI, 75.

'Abd Ullah Ansarl, 350.

'Abd Ullah ben HajI Muhammad MazandaranI, 204.

'Abd ul-Hakk ben Saif ud-Din Dihlavl, called Hakki, 60.

'Abd ul-Hamld Lahaurl, 126, 127, 128.

’Abd al-Hayy Khan called Samsam ul-Mulk, 108.

'Abd un-Nabi, KazI, 78.

'Abd ur-Rashld, 290.

'Abd ur-Rashid ben 'Abd ul-Ghafur Tatavl, 216.

Abd ur-Razzak ben Jalal ad-Dln Ishak as- Samarkand!,

Kamal ud-Din, 99.

Abd ur-Razzak Najaf Kuli, 151, 152.

Abul-Fazl Hnsain ut-Taflatl, 206.

Abill-Fazl ben Mubarak, surnamed Allam! 114 to 121, 229,

306,’ 307.

Abul Hasan ben Ibrahim Kazvlnl, 146.

Abul Kasim ben Razi ud-Din ul-Musavi, called Mir

Alam, 81.

Abul Ma'all Nasr Ullah, 329.

Abu Talib ben Muhammad IsfahanI, 177.

Abu 'Umar 'Usman ben Muhammad ul-Minhaj ben Siraj

ul-Juzjanl, 25.

Ahsan, Mlrza, 307.

'All ben Ahmad ben Abu Bakr, 260, 263.

'All Muhammad Khan, 82 to 85.

'AllamI, 116 to 123, 229, 306, 307.

'Assar Tabrlzl, Muhammad, 303, 304.

Ata Ullah Rashid! ben Ahmad Nadir, 194.

Azad Husani YasitI BalgramI, Ghuliim 'All, 164 to 166.

Baha ud-Din Muhammad 'Amill, 8.

Bakht Mai, 74.
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Bakhtiivar Khan, Muhammad, 57.

ul-Bal'aml, Abii 'All Muhammad, 22, 23, 24.

ul-Banakiti, Abu Sulaiman Da’ud, 26, 27.

Bazil, Muhammad Rafi', 311, 312.

Burhan, Muhammad Husain, 214, 215.

Daulat Rill, Liilah, 90.

Daulat Shah ben 'Alii ud-Daulah ul-Bakhtlshah ul-Ghazi

us-Samarkandl, 163.

Davilni, Jalal ud-Din, 192.

FaizI, Shaikh Abiil-Faiz, 313, 347.

Fasihl Haravl, 286.

Fath 'All Khiin Kashi, 289.

Fath Ullah Nalb Baba ud-Din, 1, 2.

Fazl Ullah ben 'Abd Ullah ul-KazvInl, 139.

Firdausi TusI, Abiil-Kasim, 238 to 213.

Firishtah, Muhammad Kasim Hindushah AstrabadI, 61 to 65.

ul-Ghaffarl, Ahmad ben Muhammad, 55.

Ghuliim 'All, 104 to 108, 164, 165, 166.

Gbulilm'AlI Khan Nakavl, 91.

Gbulam Husain Khan Tabataba’l, Mir, 110 to 113.

Gulandiim, Muhammad, 265, 266, 274, 275.

Hafiz ShlriizI, Shams ud-Din Muhammad, 265 to 275.

HakkI, 60.

Iiamd Ullah ul-KazvInl, 182, 183.

Ilarkarn, son of Mathuriidas Multani, 225, 226, 348.

Hasan ben Gill Muhammad, 348.

Hatifl, 305.

Husain 'Ali Khiin KirmiinI, Mir, 87.

Husain ben Muhammad ul-'AlavI, 180.

Husain Ya'iz Kiishifl, 186, 187, 234, 237, 238.

ul-Husaini, Husain ben 'Alim, 10, 11.

Ibn Sayyid us-Sind Muhammad HiidI ul-Afill ul-HalavI

Muhammad Husain, 198 to 202.

Ibrahim ben Wall Ullah AstrabadI, 13.
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'Ibrat, 109.

Idris ben Husam ud-Dln Bidllsi, 156.

Imam ud-Dln HusainI, 73.

Tnayat Khan, Muhammad Tahir, 129.

Iskandar Munshi, 140 to 145.

Jahangir Shah, Nilr ud-Dln, 114, 123, 124.

Jalal ud-Dln Davani, 192.

Jalal ud-Dln Muhammad Rum!, 291 to 294.

Jalal Tablb, 316.

Jamal ud-Din 'Ata Ullah ben Fazl Ullah ush-ShlrazI

un-NishabOrl, 18, 19.

Jamal ud-Dln Husain In
j
fl, 217.

JamI, JNTir ud-Dln 'Abd ur-Rahman, 276 to 280, 346.

Kallm, Abu Talib HamadanI, 287.

Kamal ben Jalal, 56.

Kamal ud-Dln 'Abd ur Razzak ben Jalal ud-Dln Ishak

us-Samarkandl, 99.

Kamvar Khan, 100, 101.

Kashfl, Mir Muhammad Salih, 20.

ul-Kashifl, Husain Ya'iz, 186, 187, 234, 326 to 328.

KasimI, Mirza Kasim, 300.

Kazvlnl, 178.

KhafI Khan, Mir Muhammad Hashim, 102, 103.

KhakanI, Afzal ud-Din, 295 to 297,

Khallfah Shah Muhammad, 233.

Khusrau Dihlavl, 281, 282, 350.

Khwaju KirmanI, 301, 302.

Khwand Amir, 45 to 54.

Latlf, 227.

Mahdl Khan, Muhammad Mahdl AstrabadI, 147, 148

Mahdl Khan, Mirza, 228.

Mahmud, 264.

Makbil, 320.

Marzabiin ben Shirvln, 318.

Marzaban Rilvanl, 315.
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Mihrabi, Ibn 'Umar, 7.

Minhai ben Sirai Juziani, 25.

Mir 'Alam, 81.

Mir Khwand, Muhammad ben Khiiwand Shah, ben Mahmud,
22 to 44.

Miskin, 320.

Mubad Shah, 12.

Mughal Beg, 176.

Muhammad Amin ben Abul-IIasan Kazvini, 126.

Muhammad ben Ahmad Mustaufi Haravi, 21.

Muhammad ben 'Ali ben Muhammad, 28.

Muhammad ben 'Umar, 159.

Muhammad Fazl, of Lahore, 212.

Muhammad Hildi, surnained Karavar Khan, 100, 101, 124.

Muhammad Husain ben Khalaf ut-Tabrizi, called Burhan,
’

214, 215.

Muhammad Ibrahim uz-Zubairi, 77.

Muhammad Kasim Husaini, Sayyid, called 'Ibrat, 109.

Muhammad Kiizim ben Muhammad Amin Munshi, 131 to 135.

Muhammad Mahdi ush-Sklrvanl ul-Ansari, 157.

Muhammad M'asurn, 70.

Muhammad, Mir, 9.

Muhammad Mirak ben Mas'ud ul-Husaini, 138.

Muhammad Mumin Husaini, 203.

Muhammad Rati', surnamed Bazil, 311, 312.

INIuhammad Sadik Bahbahani, 220.

Muhammad Sadik Marvazi, 153, 154.

Muhammad Salih Kanbii, 130.

Muhammad Salih Kashifi, Mir, 20.

Muhammad Tahir ben Abiil-Kasim, 179.

Muhammad Taki us-Saru’i, 149, 150.

Muhammad Yusuf Munshi ben Khajah Baka, 160.

Muhsin Fani, 12.

M'uin ud-Din Harati, 17.

Mukhtar Kbani, 340.

Musta'idd Khan, Muhammad Siiki, 136.

Mu'tamad Khan, Muhammad Sharif, 125.

Muzaffar, 288.
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Najib ud-Din, 306

Naim, 70.

Niisir 'All, 309.

Nasir ud-Dln Muhammad ut-Tusi, 188 to 191.

Nasr Ullah ben Muhammad ul-Kirmani, 5.

Nazir Sldl Darab 'All Khan, 93a.

Ni'mat Ullah, Amir Nur ud-Din, 299.

Ni'mat Ullah ben Habib Ullah, 72.

Nizam ud-Din Ahmad ben Muhammad Mukim ul-Haravi, 59.

Nizami Ganjavi, Nizam ud-Din Muhammad Ilyas ben Yusuf,

244 to 250.

Nur ud-Din Muhammad 'Abd Ullah Hakim, 195 to 197.

Nushirvan, 349.

Pogson, Major, 185.

Pazi ud-Din, Mir, 298.

Riyazi, 314.

S'ad ul-Varamlnl, 318.

Sa'di Shirazi, Musharrif ud-Din, 251, to 264, 275.

Sa’ib, Mirza Muhammad 'All, 285.

Samsam ud-Daulah Shahnavaz Khan Khwafi Aurangabad!,

104 to 108.

Sanjiln, or Sujan Hal Munshi, 66 to 68.

Sangin Beg, son of 'All Akbar Beg, 351.

us-Siiru’I, 149, 150.

Sayyid 'Ali Naki Khan, 237.

Sayvid Muhammad, 308.

Sayyid Muhammad ut-Tabatabai ul-Isfahani, 74.

Shahnavaz Khan, 104 to 108.

Shahnavaz Khan Hashimi Banbani Dihlavi, 'Abd ur-Kahman,
58.

Sharaf ben Shams ud-Din, 158.

Sharaf ud-Din 'All Yazdi, 94, 95.

Suhan La'l, Munshi, 89.

Talib ul-Husaini, Abu, 96.
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'Urfl Sblrazl, 283, 284.

Yusuf ben Muhammad, called YusufI, 231.

Zafar Khan ben Abiil Hasan, 310.

Hindustani.

All Lutf, Mirza, 10.

Amman, Mir, 6.

Bhawani Das, 1.

Itisam ud-Dln, Mirza, 2.

Karam' All, Shaikh, 9.

Khalil 'All Khan Askk, 3.

Muhammad RafI, 7.

Nasratl, 8.

Sauda, 7.

Turkish.

'Ahd ul-Latlf, 20.

Ahmed ben Zenbel, 17.

'All ChelebI, 42.

'All Efendl, 3.

'Azlzl, 34.

BakI, 'Abd ul-, 35.

Birgill, 1, 2.

Emrl, Emr TTllah, 33.

Evliya ChelebI, 22.

HajI Khallfah, 43.

'IzzI, Suleiman, 10, 11.

Katib, ChelebI, 43.

Khayall, 36.
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Khojah Efendl, 14, 15.

Kinall Ziideh, 21.

LatifI, 20.

Muhammed NishiinjI, 5.

Muhammed ben Pir 'All, 1, 2.

Muhammed Rashid Efendl, 8, 9.

Muhammed ben Yusuf CherkesI, 7.

NiibI Efendl, 25.

Na'Imii, 12.

Nazim, 37.

Neyll, 38.

Rashid Efendl, Muhammed, 8, 9.

Pesmi Efendl, Haji Ahmed, 24.

Rumi Efendl, 1.

S'ad ud-Dln ben Hasan Jiin, 14, 15.

Seyyid Muhammed Riza, 19.

Shem'l, Mustafa, 28.

Sirri, 37.

Solak Ziideh Muhammed Hemdemi, 13.

Subhl Muhammed, 10.

SuheilT, 17.

Suleiman 'IzzI, 10, 11.

Yahya Beg, 32.

Yahya Efendl, 39.

Ziideh Efendl, KazI, 1.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 37
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Manuscripts.

(I.) Damamfisho (sic !) c
jans . blun zhes bya vai mdo [Mdo

xxviii. 1, Feer, p. 283], fol. 300, line 7. Miniatures

of Qakyaraja, Maitreya, Quddhodana, Maya (?), and,

on last leaf, Guru sen-ge * sgrn * sgrogs and Gcug *

gtor mam • par rgijal ma. 22 by 7\. (Presented by

Hodgson, 1833.)

(II.) 26 by 8J. Fol. 315 (desunt 68-126 incl.), line 8.

Begins : Arya daca dig andhakara bhiddbansananama

mahayana sutra 1
(sic !),

‘ in Tibetan.’ The ‘venerable

treatise of the great vehicle called the entire chacing

of the darkness of the ten regions.’ (See Mdo xxii.

3, Feer, p. 272.) Yol. marked * (ra, i.e. 25). Fol.

9. Arya meitraya prasthanan nama mahayana sutra

(sic.), Tib. : the entry (?) of Maitreya.

(III.) 26 by 8f. Lines 8.

(1) Sign
^

(nga=?), fol. 2-6, begin and end incomplete,

no title.

(2) Sign R* (na=:4), fol. 81-150, begin and end incom-

plete, no title. On fol. 100b begins a ‘sixth book.’

Fol. 185-201 (on 204, 11 book).

(3) Sign ** (clia= 6), fol. 33-166 (fol. 37b
, book 4; 40,

‘fourth chapter, the showing of examples’).

(4) Sign in* (r= 25), fol. 68-126.

1 The Sanscrit titles are given exactly as found in the Tibetan translitertion.
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(IY.) 22| by 8£. Lines 8. Silk labels with embroidered

‘Book 1/ etc. (Hodgson). Qatasahasrika prajhiipara-

mita, title in gold on blue under silk.

Yol. 1. cn fol. 283. Yol. 10. 0 fol. 327.

99 2. n „ 320.
99 11.

CD 99 296.

y> 3. CO „ 276. 99 12.
0) 99 334.

99 4. p) „ 324. 99 13. 0 99 303.

99 5. n „ 300. 99 14. D deest.

99 6. ni
. desunt.

99 15. n 99 340.

316.99 7.
(0/ 99 16. 0 99

99 8.
to „ 250. 99 17. (0 99 317.

99 9.
C)

deest.

(Y.) Line 5. Fragments, negligently written on coarse

paper.

(1) Sign !*> (2). Fol. 25, 30-33, 41.

(2) Sign (14). Fol. 3, 20 (?), 23-30, 32, 34.

(3) Sign ^ (17). Fol. 6-12. Firm writing.

(4) Subhabusmatamgha, Gser Oocl (lam • pai sha rgai gruhs.

Fol. 14, lines 6 (desunt 4, 11), signed W (24), and,

from fol. 7 on, I. (25).

(5) Qatasahasrika prajhii paramita. Fol. 2.

(6) Fol. 1. End leaf, number 10, lines 2.

(7) Yajracchedika. Fol. 1.

(8) Yajracchedika. Title white in black. 1 fol., and 16

stray leaves from different works.

(YI.) 15f by 4. 5 lines (3 black and 2 red, interchanging).

Fol. 3-7, 9-11, 13-15, 17, 18, 20, 22-28, 30-47

(end). Yajracchidika—ink in places very much

fainted.

(YII.) Arya bhadracarya pranidhanaraja *
0phags *pa bzan

po spyod • pa smou lam • gyi rgyal * j>o [Phalchen

45, Feer, p. 212], Fol. 9, lines 6. 15j by
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(VIII.) Sarvadurgati par^odhani tejo raja ya
(
sic !)

tatkagata arahate sarnyag-sambuddhasya kaljia namo
[Ptgyud ix, 1, 2, Feer, p. 306]. 8j by 3§. Lines 5

(3 silver, two gold, alternately) on blue. Fol. 1-4,

6-10, 12-26, 28-33, 36-88, 91, 92, 95-128, 130-152,

155-185 (end).

(IX.) Arya vaj racchedika prajnaparamita gbuna dhora sutra

(.sic!). Rdo rje good ’ pai phan yon bgad ’ pai • mdo

( i.e . ‘Sutra explaining tbe usefulness of the Vajracche-

dika’). Fol. 12. 20| by 7f. Lines 8.

(X.) Sdig • pa thams • chad bgags • pai ' mdo (‘ Sutra of

tbe confession of sins’). 20j by 7. Fol. 5, line 8.

(XI.) Arya pradha jriana nama mabayana sutra (sic !). Qphags

pa mda ga ye * ges zhes • iya • va theg pa chen •

poi mdo (‘ Sutra on tbe knowledge of death ’).

Fol. 3. 19| by 6. Lines 5. Signed Cra (iii).

(XII.) Arya manjucri nama sangiti. Fol. 20. 17 by 6.

Line 6 (Qphags pa Jam ‘ dpal ’ gyi mchan yah ’ dag ’

par brjod • pa).

(XIII). Byah • chub Ituh ' va bgags • pa (‘TheBodhi (satvas)

confession of their faults.’) This on front and at end,

on fol. 5. On fol l b
. Trikanta sutri (sic !). Pun ’

po gsum • pai mdo (sic !) (Sutra of tbe three Skandkas.’)

Fol. 5. 19J by 6. Lines 6.

(XIV.) Gcug ' tor nag ‘ mo (* Tbe black turban ’ or rather

* She with the bl. t..’). On fol. l b . Dema bebhi

mahecara (sic!). Lha ‘ mo • rol • par byed ’pa (‘The

play of the godess ? ’) Signed Cha (vi.) Fol. 3

(incomplete). 19 by 5f. Lines 5.

(XV.) Bbagavati ushnisha vijajra nama dharaui. Fol. 3

(incomplete). Sign Ja (=vii.) 19J by 6. Lines 5.

(XVI.) 19 by 7j. Lines 7. Fol. 83-91, 94, 100 (P200),

117, 123-132 (the same fol. numbered 132 and 133)>

169, 186-194, 201, 202, 208-211, 213-234 (incom-

plete). Signed Ka (i.) On fol. 89 a
. Klu • Jbum dkar '

po of which a German translation by Scbiefner was

published in the St. Petersburg Academy (‘Das weisse

Nilga Ilunderttausend.’) It is preceded here ap-

parently by another work on the Bon religion.
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(XVB.) Four stray leaves, whereof two belong together.

17i by 3.

(XVII.) Rje bla • tnai gsol •
o
tfe5s • /dim //m ma

‘ The Rev. Lama’s prayer, (called P) Steelyard of the

Tushita gods.’) Fol. 3. 13 by 3j.

(XVIII.) Mkha0gro bcu skor mo dpe snah gsal hi • m«/
dftye'/ 0/»7mr (‘ Circle of the sun, illustrating the ten

divisions of Dakini’s’). 9f by 2f. Fol. 32 (stitched

at small side, and written straight on like European

book). Lines 6.

Cursive.

All the following MSS. are written in Cursive
;

mostly

of the ‘ stiff’ kind :

(XIX.) 16J by 4|. Fol. 30. In dark green cloth cover.

(1) Lha • bsahs bar chad kun sel gser skyem dan bcas pa
(‘ That with the gold drink, dissolving all impedi-

ments withstanding (?) the gods’). Lines 7. On
Fol. 15, 16. Magical diagrams (a hand, circle,

square, human body, scales, scene of adoration, etc.),

with explanation (in running hand). Fol. 17, 18,

19a. Badly written flying cursive.

(2) Fol. 29, 30a. Coarsely written cursive.

(XX.) 18 by 3. Lines 7 and 8. Bde mchog mkha cgroi sham
ST

rdud las . . Ihancig skyes ’ mai .... Sign in

margin Ya (xxvi.). Fol. 11 (incomplete).

(XXI.) Running hand. 17^ by 3J. Fol. 4. Lines 7. 0di

na JYa.ro poi upade gao. (‘ Herein is (contained)

Naro’s counsel.’) See Print xiv.

(XXII.) 17f by 3. Lines 8. Title (in Dbucan) : Tl lo

gzhuh chuhgi ygrel • pa mkhas ' pa dga byed mthoh •

va don grub zhes bya ' va.

Two miniature portraits. Margin signed Om. Fol.

1, 2, 4-12 (incomplete).

(XXIII.) 18^ by 3. Lines 7. Shan ‘ rgyud — rkaii * gi

sa bead ma rig mun sel zhib . mo bkod pa zhes ’ bya

• va. Fol. 5 (incomplete).
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(XXIY.) 18| by 3^. Lines 7. Begins: Rta nag rcan

dgod
,
etc. Fol. 3 (incomplete).

(XXV.) 17§ by 3 (and little smaller).

(1) Bla • ma dgons * pa 0dus pa las — thus

sgruhs gsal byod thugs • kyi nor • bui bsgrub pa
daii las sbyor. Fol. 1 (incomplete).

(2) lido • rje mam • par Ojom * pa zhes bya • i'«. Fol. 1

(incomplete).

(3) Incomplete; without title. Lines 7. Fol. 10, 11,

13-24.

(4) Opal ze-ces • 7i//« ‘ po phyag bzhi pai chog sgrigs.

Fol. 13 (incomplete).

(5) Incomplete. Fol. 9-13 (end). Lines 7.

(6) Incomplete. Fol. 2-5. Sign, Ja (zrvii). Coarse

writing.

(7) Gzhad ' pa. Fol. 2 (incomplete).

(8) Incomplete. Fol. 3-4 (end). Lines 8.

(9) Incomplete. Fol. 22-24 (end). Lines 7.

(10) Bla • ma mchod • pai lhan thabs dvah mchog. Fol. 3

(incomplete). Lines 5.

(11) Title pasted over (!). Margin signed Chos dvah.

Fol. 4-27 (incomplete). Lines 6.

(12) Two leaves, coarse writing. Signed, Cha (v.) 2, 3

(incomplete).

(13) 26 stray leaves from different works.

(14) 12| by 2|. Bzlog • pha lam gyis zhal gdarns.

Fol. 3.

(15) Two leaves apparently of same work. Lines 9. 13

by 2f.

(16) Fol. 1, 3-5. 121 by 3. Lines 7.

Qjam • dpal nog • poi - - .

(17) Two leaves. 7f by 2\.

Jxhor • gyi phag • yon, etc.

(XXVI.) Lhan gcig skyes sbyor • gyi khrid • (‘ Instruction

(bow to) conform with the (divinity) born together

(with oneself)’?). 19^ by 3J. Fol. 1-14. Line 7.

(XXVII). Running cursive. Beginning wanting. Fol.

7-14 (end). 15j by 3. Lines 7.
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(XXVIII). Fol. 6 and end leaf of some work. 19 by 3.

Lines 7.

(XXIX). Fol. 2-6 of some work. Incomplete. 7\ by 2|.

Prints.

(I.) (1) Vajraccbedika [Qerphyin xxi. 5, Feer, p. 201],

Fol. 35. Lines 6. Coloured likeness of Qakyamuni,

Dlpaiikara, Maitreya and the arbat Subhuti. 16 copies.

(2) Same. Another copy. Likenesses not coloured.

(3) = (2). (4) same. (5) s. (6) s. (7) s. (8) s. (9) s.

(10) s. (11) s. (12) s. (13) s. (14) s. (15) s.

(16) s.

(16.) Same. 14 copies.

(II.) Vajracchedika. Fol. 33. Lines 6. Likenesses of

Qariputra, Qakyamuni, Maudgalyaj^ana. 17 copies

and some stray leaves of same edition (2, 23-28).

[No. 6.]

(III.) Id. 11 copies and stray leaves. [No. 5.]

(IV.) Id. 2 copies. 16| by o\. Fol. 35. Lines 6.

desunt, in copy 1 : 26, 29, 32 : in copy 2 : 12.

Duplicates fol. 6 (twice) 8, 11.

(V.) Id. 16j by 5 jj. Fol. 35. Line 6. Likenesses

as i. 2.

(VI.) Legendary biography of Padmasambhava of Udyana

(
TJ-rgyan ghu-ru {sic !). Paclma Jbyah gncts ' kyi

shyes • rabs mam • par . thar ’ pa rgyas • par bkod . pa

padnia blcai than ’ yig). 20 by 4. Fol. 252. Lines 6.

Of this work there is an incomplete manuscript in

the British Museum (15,522).

(VII.) ‘Coherent exposition of perpetual offering’ (F)

(Rgyun • gtor khrigs • su bkod • pa). A ritual. 19J
by 3|. Fol. 17 (dust 16). Lines 7.

(VIII.) Arya aparimita-ayurjnana ' nama mahayana sutra

(Kanjur, Rgjmd xiv. 30 ;
Feer, p. 329). 13J by 44.

Fol. 25. Lines 5. Extremely well printed on stout

European paper (watermark).
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(IX.) A great number (about 600) copies of leaf 53 of some

work. Lines 7. 18 by 4|, and two end leaves of

different works with roughly coloured likenesses.

(1X6.) Great number of leaf 22 of Vajracchidika and some

more of the leaf 53 of ix.

(X.) Fragments of different works, disorderly put together,

beginning of many leaves cut off, so that signs and

numbers have disappeared. But the following may
be recognised as being each the parts of one work,

all about 10| by 4. Lines 6. Mostly ritual.

(1) C/ios spyod
(
i.e . Dharma-carita ?) in margin. Fol. 9,

10, 12, 14, 16-20, 24-29, 31-37, 39-42, 44-53, 80-86.

(2) Same title in margin, but ka
(
= 1) before. Fol. 16,

27, 31, 32, 35, 36, 40, 46, 50, 51 (twice), 59 (twice),

65, 75, 79, 84, 98 (twice), 99.

(3) Same title as 1 ;
but apparently different (edition ?).

Fol. 16, 17.

(4) Gsah dkyil (‘ Circle of mystery ’

;
perhaps Guhya-

mandala) on margin
;
two different (editions?). Fol.

3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, and 3, 6-10.

(5) Ka (=i), Gzhuh lam (‘The main road?’). Fol. 8,

12, 17, 18, 23, 26-32, 43, 45, 63, 102, 108, 109 (end;.

(6) Bija * rgyud don • gsal. Fol. 11, 12, 13, 20, 21, 192,

194, 197, 213, 215, 217, 218, 280, 307, 310 (twice),

311, 314, 315 (twice), 316, 317 (twice), 318, 320

(twice), 321, 340 (?), 370 (?).

(7) Ca (— iv.) Ewam. Fol. 4, 26, 43, 120-124, 168-170,

172, 212-215.

(8) Gsah mam (‘ Classes of mystery ? ’). Fol. 3, 5,

12-39 (38 twice), 41, 42, 43.

(9) Lam geo (‘The excellent way’). Fol. 17, 21, 23,

24, 26, 28, 30, 33, 34, 37, 42, 47, 48, 52, 54, 55.

(10) Gsah mhon (‘ The evident secret ’). Fol. 9, 13, 14,

17, 19.

(11) Gzhi gsum (‘The three fundamental causes’). Fol.

13, 24, 26, 27, 28, 37.

(12) Gzhi gsum gsal hyed (‘Explanation of the three

fundamental causes’). Fol. 10, 12, 13.
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(13) Bde mhon (‘Evident happiness’). Fol. 5, 6, 8,

9 (?), 12, 13, 18, 19, 20-24.

(14) Skyabs Ogro (‘Qaranagamanam’). Fol. 3, 5, 7, 11-18.

(15) Las chog (‘Fite of work ’). Fol. 21, 22, 30, 32, 34.

(16) Kha (=11.) Gsah bskyed (‘Birth of mystery’).

Fol. 4, 5, 50, 51, 52.

(17) Bde dkyil (‘ Circle of happiness ’). Fol. 28,

33—36, and one with number cut off.

(18) Brgya bzhi (‘Hundred and four’). Fol. 3, 4, 5, 7.

(19) Jigs • byed bskyed rim (‘ Method of producing

the fearful ’ viz. ‘ divinities ’). Fol. 27, 30.

(20) Ka (=1.). Fol. 10, 12, 28, 38 (twice).

(21) Thor • bu (‘Separate’ (sc. work)). Fol. 45, 46.

(22) Qdul • va (‘Vinaya’). Fol. 3 (twice).

(23) Ka
(
= 1.) Good dkar 0gyed. Fol. 13, 14, 15, 16.

(24) Single leaves of the following : JRnam tliar

(‘Legend’) Ka (I.), fol. 48; Lam rim gsol ydebs

(‘ Prayer for the way of perfection ’), fol. 3 ;
Cila,

fol. 3. ;
Ka (I.), Bla khrid (‘ Guidance above), fol. 3 ;

Ma (=XVI.) Small ' bla (‘The supreme physician,’

i.e. god of medicine), fol. 4 ; Ca (Y.) Sgrub thabs

(‘ Method of coercion ’
i.e. Sadhaua), fol. 20 ;

Thig ‘

le bcu drug (‘The sixteen spots’), fol. 16; Bde lam

(Way of happiness’) fol. 5; Gser zhun (‘Gold

Melting’), fol. 6.; 0 jigs
• dkyil (‘Circle of fear’),

fol. 5; Grans cel, fol. 38; Sna chogs (‘Various’)

Ja
(
= VII.), fol. 22 ;

Tha
(
= XIV.) Lam (‘ Path ’),

fol. 8 ;
Ca (Y.) Oth, fol. 2 ;

Bpal Jchor • lo sdom pai

zhi • mi shyin • sreg gi cho ’ gai rim pa gsal var

bkod pa (‘Ritual of the burnt offering of the glorious

wheel ’), fol 1 ;
Bla ' mai bka • drin dran • pai

gsol ydebs (‘ Prayer remembering the Guru’s kind-

ness ’), fol. 1, 3, (end)
;

Shags khan bla brgyud,

fol. 3 (end).

(25) 30 leaves whose beginnings are cut off, so that

it was not to be seen to what work they belonged.

(26) Unknown ! fol. 6-13, 16, 17, 36-70, 88-98, 107,

108, 109, 118. Lines 7. Prayers and dharanis.
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(XI.) Vajracchedika. 13§ by 4. Lines 6. Fol. 4-44, 46-

49 (end).

(XII.) Bla • mai gsolQ debs slyin rlabs myur Jug (‘ The Guru’s

prayer: Quick entrance to blessing’). 14f by 3|.

Fol. 6 (complete). Lines 4.

(XIII.) Dohakocanitma mabii mutra upadeca, first leaf 1 and

first leaf of another work, printing blurred and

unrecognisable
;
together with four leaves of mystical

diagrams (of human figures) and calculations. Also

two large sheets (20 by 19 and 15 by 19) with magic

circles. Diagrams and the rest manuscript.

(XIV.) About 300 leaves of various works, among which

are apparently 110 belonging to the same volume.

Among them are also the following leaves belonging

to works enumerated in x. Ca Ewam (see x. 7), fol.

206-209, 218; Gsah mhon (x. 10), fol. 12, 15, 16;

Bya rgyud don gsal (x. 6), fol. 21, 303, 308, 309, 310,

312 ;
Bde lam (x. 24), fol. 6, 7, 10-15

;
Ka Gzhuh

lam (x

.

5), fol. 106; Ka chos spyod (x. 2), fol. 35;

Lam • geo (x. 9), fol. 15, 18; Las cltog (x. 15), fol.

26, 27 ;
Kha Gsah bskyed (x. 16), fol. 10; Bde mhon

(x. 15), fol. 15; Dpal gsah va ydus * pai dkyil Okhor

gyi cho ga hag Odon gyi rim par bsgrigs • pa (being

the full title of x. 4), fol. 1, 2 ;
Gsah main (x. 8),

fol. 2; Skyabs Ogro (x. 14), fol. 10. Further, Bcom

Idan das ma phags • ma gdugs dkar can gyi sgrub

thabs mchog • tu grab pai shin . po (‘ Method to coerce

the Bhagavani, the Noble Holder of the white

umbrella, called Essence of Excellent Coercion’),

fol. 1 (incomplete)
;
Ta

(
= ix.) Dkar chag (‘Index,’)

fol. 1 (complete), end leaf of a work (24), blurred

printing
;

Ndro lugs • kyi bde • mchog bcu ' gsum

gyi khor • loi 0dsih (? khrid) (‘The bringing of the

thirteen Qambaras in Naro’s (a celebrated Blama)

manner,’) fol. 9 (incomplete)
;

Maitri .pai phyag •

1 This being apparently the first leaf of the Vol. mentioned last in xiv,

I have reunited them.
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rgya clien ' po tshig bsdus . pa, on end leaf ( ‘ The

great Mudrii (mj^stical gesture) of Maitreya, con-

densed,’) fol. 2-13 (end). On fol. 12 b the Skr. title
;

Mahamutra saucamitha (!) ;
fol. 11«, Adlii sidhisama,

Tib. Lta • va mdor bsdus • pa (‘The views (opinions

of Naro) collected’); fol. 9 a, Maha mutra (sic!)

upade§a, etc.

(XV.) 18 by 3j. Lines 6. Fol. 371. 1. Chos skyoh vai

rgyal
'
po bsroh • btsan • rgarn • poi bkah • Jbum /as

smarf • kyi cha zhal gdams . kyi bskor. Fol. 1-319.

‘ From tbe collected works of the Defender of the

Faith, King Srongtsangampo ’
: The Circle of In-

structions?’ 1 Fol. 320 begins: 2. Chos skyoh vai

rgyal po bsroh btsan rgam poi zhal • gdams •phags • pa

nam • mkhai rgyal • poi mhon • sor/s phran '
<7«.

(XVI.) 1. Itdo rje rgyal ' mtshan ’ gyi yohs • sm (f.e.

Vajradhvaja-parinama). [Phal chen 30, Feer p. 211.]

20f by 8j. Fol. 3. Line 7.

2. Arya vipule praveca maha sutrana (sic!).
0
phags * pa

yahs • pai groh ‘ kliyer ' du jug • [Rgyud xi, 4

;

Feer p. 311.] Fol. 9.

(XVII.) 1. Arvadacadigandhakara vidhvansana (see MS. ii.)

20 by 6|-. Line 7. Fol. 1, 5-9, 12, 13 (incomplete).

(XVIII.) One leaf. 12J by 3. In margin Ka (i.) Line 6.

Prayer (10 strophes).

1 Being short speeches of advice from the king to his subjects on different

occasions, beginning with his two queens (the Nepalese and the Chinese princesses)

;

preceded by a short explanation, which Avalokiteqvara gives to the king, of the

meaning and power of the Om mam padme hum
,
which latter is repeated in each

section. (The six syllables are said to belong each to one of the six divisions of

animated beings (gati)).
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Art. XI .—Life and Labours of Mr. Edward Rehatsek. By
F. F. Arbuthnot, M.R.A.S.

A short notice of this most industrious and intelligent

Orientalist has already appeared in the obituary notices of

the Journal of January, 1892. But as my deceased friend

had devoted the whole of his life to the cultivation and

propagation of Oriental knowledge and Oriental literature,

it was considered desirable to place on record a more

detailed account of his varied labours in this particular

field of thought and culture.

Of Mr. Rehatsek’s early life very little is known. It

is said that his father was a Forest Inspector on the

estate of Princess Odescalchi, in Hungary, and that he

was born on one of the estates at Illack on the 3rd July,

1819. He was educated at Buda-Pesth, studied at the

University there, and took the degree of Master of Civil

Engineering. Leaving Hungary at the end of 1842, he

spent a few months in Paris, then four years in the

United States of America, and in 1847 sailed to India

from Hew Orleans via Liverpool and the Cape of Good
Hope. Arriving in Bombay on the 5th of December,

1847, he settled down in India, and remained in that

country for the rest of his life, dying in Bombay on

Friday, the 11th of December, 1891, aged 72.

I have some idea that on Mr. Rehatsek’s first arrival

he was employed in the Public Works Department, in

which, however, he did not remain long. He then con-

tinued his studies of Oriental languages and literature,

and sometimes accompanied Dr. Bhau Daji, the well-known

Bombay scholar and antiquary, in his travels of research

over various parts of India. Later on, being a competent

mathematician and a distinguished Latin scholar, he was
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employed as Professor of Mathematics and of Latin in

the Wilson College, Bombay, which office he held till 1871.

Being acquainted with some twelve languages, he also

taught private pupils, and gave lessons in Latin, Persian,

Arabic, and French. He further translated a number of

Persian and Arabic works, read many papers before learned

Societies, and wrote many articles for Indian Reviews

and Journals generally, the details of which will be given

presently.

For twelve years up to 1881 Mr. Rehatsek was Examiner

at the Bombay University in Latin, Persian, and Arabic,

and for one year in French also, but such was his inde-

pendence that he gave up these duties as soon as the

application system was introduced. In 1873 he was made

a Fellow of the said University and was twice the Wilson

Philological Lecturer there on the Hebrew and Semitic

languages. In 1874 he was elected an honorary member

of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society in

recognition of his Oriental learning, and also became an

honorary member of some learned European and American

Societies interested in Oriental research. All these honours

were unsought for, and as a general rule, it may be said,

that he never asked for anything during his whole career.

Mr. Rehatsek was unmarried, and a man of regular habits,

living the life of an ascetic and recluse. He was his own

master and his own servant, for servant he kept none,

thereby showing the truth of the Sanskrit saying, “ Ascetics

are their own servants.” He abstained from wine and

spirits altogether, and tried also to do without animal food,

but he found, as he told me himself, that this weakened

him so much that he was obliged to revert to it, though

he took it very sparingly. His usual food consisted of

bread, milk, tea, coffee, rice, and plantains. At the door

of his house there was a box into which the baker put

a loaf of bread every morning, and the milkman filled

with milk a jug that was placed there. His other necessities

he purchased himself in the bazaar, and he prepared all

his own food, using a spirit lamp to boil the water for
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his tea and coffee, as he told me that it was more economical

than a fire. Doing without servants, he said, was a great

source of peace, comfort, and repose, and he certainly

adopted Schopenhauer’s ideas that the two great principles

in life were to live, if possible, without pain and without

ennui.

The only real property that Mr. Rehatsek possessed

was a small house situated in Khetwady, Bombay, and

which he had purchased. His furniture was of the poorest

kind, and so very scanty that one wondered how it was

sufficient for his wants. His library consisted of Arabic,

Persian, English, German, Latin, and French works, and

with these he worked all day, going out every morning

and evening for a walk, and latterly I believe on a tricycle,

to the sea-side. His manuscripts and translations were

all written in a very small, but very legible, hand, and

he had several cases full of them.

Most of the above has been taken from an obituary

notice of Mr. Rehatsek which appeared [13th December,

1891] in “ Native Opinion,” an anglo-vernacular bi-weekly

journal published in Bombay, and to which the deceased

had been a constant contributor since 1871. So devoted

was he to his work that on Wednesday, the 9th of December,

while on his death-bed, he had prepared his usual article.

When the editor of the paper called upon him, the poor

old man, too feeble to speak, pointed to his desk, where

lay, just completed, the last contribution that came from

his pen.

From his latest letters to me it was evident that his

health was failing, and that he had not been well for some

time. In his last illness he was attended by Dr. Kunte,

Dr. Deshmookh, and Dr. John de Cunha. It culminated

in cystitis, and he died on Friday morning, the 11th of

December, 1891, at about 6.30 a.m. attended upon by his

friends, all of whom were either natives of India or

Portuguese. Having expressed an earnest desire to be

cremated according to the Hindu fashion, the ceremony

was performed the same evening. His body, covered with
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garlands of flowers, and accompanied by his friends, was

carried to the sea-shore, and placed there on the usual pile

of wood, was soon converted into ashes. It is said that this

was the first European ever cremated in Bombay, or perhaps,

indeed, in India.

Though Mr. Rehatsek had reduced the necessaries of

life to a minimum, it was from his habits and tastes that

he did so, and not from actual necessity. The Duke of

Wellington used to say that habit was not only second

nature, but ten times nature
;

well, Mr. Rehatsek was so

accustomed to his style of living that he preferred it to

any other, and it grew upon him, like every so-called virtue,

or so-called vice, grows upon other people. Anyhow he

seems to have saved some thirty thousand rupees, which

he left for the education of the poor boys in the primary

schools of Bombay, without any distinction of caste, colour,

or creed. The interest of this sum [the principal being

invested in Government securities] is to be awarded in

money prizes to the most deserving pupils of these schools.

Ilis house is either to be sold and the proceeds added to

the above fund, or to be lent for scholastic purposes free

of charge, as his executors may decide. His books, manu-

scripts, and translations he bequeathed to the Native General

Library, Bombay.

It now remains to place on record the literary work

of Mr. Rehatsek during the many years he spent in India.

As this is somewhat scattered, I have collected, as far as I

have been able to do so, the names of the works that

he translated, and of the articles that he wrote, and the

subjoined list, though long, is not devoid of interest.

(1) His contributions to the Journal of the Bombay Branch

of the Royal Asiatic Society between 1874 and 1882

are as follows, twenty-six in all

:

Vol. X.

Twelve Sabman Inscriptions.

Explanations and Facsimiles of eight Arabic Talismanic

Medicine cups.
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Facsimiles of Muhammadan coins.

The Evil Eye, Amulets, Recipes, Exorcisation, etc.

Yol. XI.

The subjugation of Persia hy the Moslems and the ex-

tinction of the Sasanian dynasty.

The labours of the Arab astronomers and their instruments,

with the description of an astrolabe in the Mulla Firuz

Library, Bombay.

Yol. XII.

Some beliefs and usages among the Pre-islamitic Arabs,

with notes on their Polytheism, Judaism, and Christianity,

and the Mythic period of their history.

Contact of the Jews with the Assyrians, Babylonians,

and Persians, from the division of the Hebrew Monarchy

into two kingdoms till the entrance of Alexander the

Great into Jerusalem, and a view of Jewish Civilization.

The Baw and Gaobarah Sephabuds along the Southern

Caspian Shores.

Yol. XIII.

Christianity in the Persian dominions from its beginning

till the fall of the Sasanian d}7nasty.

Christianity among the Mongols till their expulsion

from China in 1368, comprising the Eastern Grand Khans

or Emperors with the Western or Persian Khans.

Brief notice of two Arabic MSS. on the history of Yemen.

Yol. XIY.

A Punja of yellow brass in the Museum of the B.B.R.A.S.

drawn and described.

Early Moslem accounts of the Hindu religions.

A few analogies in the Thousand and One Hights and

in Latin authors.

Some parallel proverbs in English, Arabic, and Persian.

The use of wine among the ancient Arabs.

On the Arabic alphabet and early writings [with a table

of alphabets].

j.r.a.s. 1892. 38
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Magic.

Notes on some old arms and instruments of war chiefly

among the Arabs.

The history of the Wahhabis in Arabia and in India.

The doctrines of Metempsychosis and Incarnation among

nine heretic Muhammadan sects.

Yol. XY.

Picture and description of Borak.

The Alexander myth of the Persians.

Specimens of Pre-Islamitic Arabic poetry selected and

translated from the Ilamasah.

Emporia, chiefly ports of Arab and Indian international

commerce before the Christian era.

(2) His contributions to The Calcutta Review between 1879

and 1891 consisted of twenty-one articles as follows :

Yol. 68.

Oriental humour illustrated by Anecdotes.

Vol. 70.

Gastronomical anecdotes of the earlier Khalifs.

Oriental Folk Lore. Part I.

Yol. 71.

Oriental Folk Lore. Part II.

Oriental Folk Lore. Part III.

Vol. 72.

Oriental Folk Lore. Part IY.

The Holy Inquisition at Goa.

Yol. 73.

The life of Jesus according to the Koran and Moslem

tradition.

Historical sketch of Portuguese India, with a list of the

Viceroys till 1881.
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Yol. 74.

How the Portuguese obtained a footing in the island

of Diu.

Yol. 75.

Mandelslo and Thevenot, their travels in India.

The Monastic and Secular Clergy of Portuguese India.

Yol. 76.

Carvalho, Count of Oyeiras, better known as Marquis

of Pombal.

Adamole’s notes on a journey from Perm to Tashkend.

Part I.

Yol. 77.

Adamole’s notes on a journey from Perm to Tashkend.

Part II.

Capello and Ivens, their exploration in Africa, 1877-1880.

Yol. 78.

The vicissitudes of the city of Baghdad from its foundation

till our times.

“La nuova Italia ed i Yecchi Zelanti ” of the Ex-Jesuit

Curci.

Yol. 79.

Contacts of China with foreign nations from the earliest

till the present times.

Yol. 81.

The pre-historic man of caves and lake dwellings.

Yol. 82.

Missionaries at the Moghul Courts
;
in Southern and in

Portuguese India during the reign of the Emperor Akbar

and after it.

Yol. 85.

The Relations of Islam to Christianity, and of Christianity

to Civilization.
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Yol. 87.

Military career of the Prophet Muhammad, which began

a.h. 2, and ended with his death a.h. 11.

Yols. 91 and 92.

The beginnings of Dutch Commerce in India. Parts I.

and II.

Yol. 93.

Journey of Padre Manuel Godinho, S.J., from India

to Portugal in the year 1663 by way of Mesopotamia.

(3) Between the years 1872 and 1886 Mr. Rehatsek supplied

the following articles to The Indian Antiquary
,

not

including short letters and explanations addressed to

the same journal :

—

1872.

Facsimile of a Persian Map of the World with an English

translation.

1873.

An embassy to Khatii or China, a.d. 1419, translated

from the Persian.

Also twelve other minor contributions in the shape of

reviews and translations of small pieces from the Persian.

1874.

The Establishment of the Royal City of Ilirat and its

dependencies, translated from the Persian.

Also nine other minor contributions and translations.

1875.

Biography of Jellal-ud din Rumi, the great Persian poet

and mystic.

Also six minor contributions.

The Twelve Imams.

1876.
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1877.

A notice of Garcin de Tassj^’s “ La langage et la

litterature Hindoustanies ” en 1876, and a translation of

the first part of Professor A. Weber’s paper on the

KrishnajanmashtamI or Krishna’s birth festival.

1878.

A notice of Garcin de Tassy’s Work mentioned above

for 1887.

Notes and Queries.

1881.

1882.

Three Inscriptions from Raichor.

1883.

An Aden Epitaph in Arabic translated.

1884.

Did the Arabs really burn the Alexandrian Library ?

1885.

Sabsean Inscriptions on an Incense-burner.

Russian Icons.

1886.

The Last Years of Shah Shuja’a, with an Appendix on

the Affairs of Hirat. Translated from the Tarikh Sultan i

of Sultan Muhammad Khan Barukzai. This is a very

interesting article, and describes events from an Afghan

standpoint, but with considerable impartiality.

1887 and 1888.

A letter of the Emperor Akbar asking for the Christian

Scriptures.

The Reign of Ahmed Shah Durani. Translated from

the Tarikh Sultani quoted above.

A Notice of the Zafarnama-i-Ranjit Singh, or Book of

the Conquests of Ranjit Singh, by Kanhaj^ya Lai Sahib,

Executive Engineer, Lahore.
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1890 and 1891.

A Notice of the Gulabnama, or Biography of Gulab

Singh, Maharajah of Kashmir, a.d. 1875, by Kirparam,

Diwan of Maharajah Ranbir Singh.

(4) The papers sent to The Bombay Anthropological Society

were as follows

:

On Religious Injunctions and Personal Vows with respect

to Sexual Abstinence.

Veneration for the Dead in China.

Statistics of Suicides in the City of Bombay since 1886.

A Descriptive Alphabetical List of Twenty Occult Sciences

of the Moslems.

On Hindu Civilization in the far East as represented by

Architectural Monuments and Inscriptions, with a Map.

Superstitions of the Goa People from Portuguese sources.

(5) Between 1880 and 1882 Mr. Rehatsek sent the following

interesting papers to The Journal of the National Indian

Association :

—

Bombay One Hundred and Fifteen Years Ago. This

account of Bombay and of Surat in 1764, by the father of

the historian Niebuhr, was translated and printed in the

above Journal of 1880 in five parts.

The Begums of Bhopal, also in five parts, in the Journal

of 1881.

The Diamond Fields of India, embracing five groups,

viz., Cuddapah, Nandial, Ellore, Sambhulpur, and Pama,

translated from Ritter’s Erdkunde von Asien, and published

in the Journal of 1882.

(6) An article by Mr. Rehatsek on the subject of Oriental

Armour, with a plate illustrating it
;

his original

design, having been very faithfully reproduced in

chromo -lithography, was published in The Journal of

the German Oriental Society iu 1882.
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(7) Mr. Rehatsek’s translations from the Arabic of the

Book of the King’s Son and the Ascetic, with a short

preface by Professor T. W. Rhys Davids, was published

in The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great

Britain and Ireland in Januar}q 1890. About this

translation Mr. Rehatsek wrote to me on the 4th

June, 1889, as follows :

—

“ The text which I have translated from the Arabic is

unique, there being [as far as is known] no other MS. of

it in existence, except the one given by Dr. Blau to

the German Oriental Society, and printed by Dr. Hommel.

The original source being undoubtedly Sanskrit or Pali,

I thought I was doing a service to those who might,

by their knowledge of these two languages and their

literature, be able to trace the true source and determine

the real age of the composition of the Book of the King’s

Son and the Ascetic.

“ It requires an extensive knowledge of Sanskrit and

Pali literature to enter into this subject properly, and

I, not possessing it, have been able to make only very

small foot-notes, although even these may be of some

use. By making a full translation of this precious Arabic

text, which it would be a great pity to mutilate or

abridge in any way [as cutting off the opportunity of

comparison with Sanskrit or Pali works], I have drawn

the attention of, and given the best text to, Sanskrit and

Pali scholars for investigating this subject here in India,

and for pointing out many more relations between

Buddhism and Christianity than I was able to do myself.”

(8) Mr. Rehatsek sent the following papers to His Majesty

the King of Sweden and Norway, at the time of the

eighth Oriental Congress held at Stockholm in 1889.

1. Indian Fables in Moslem Literature.

2. The Women of the Shahnamah.

3. Seven interesting episodes from the conquest of Syria,

the events narrated beginning a.d. 634-35. Translated

from the Arabic of the Futuh-ush-shum by Al-Wakidi.
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4. The Indian Mahdi and his successors. Translated

from a unique but reliable and faultless Persian MS.

5. Processional cross taken at Magdala from the cathedral

by the British Troops in 1868 ;
this is a drawing with

translations of the inscriptions.

6. A photograph taken from a large silver dish repre-

senting the adventures of the whole life of the God Rama
[a deified hero] in compartments in concentric circles.

(9) On the 28th of August, 1891, Mr. Rehatsek wrote

“ Having been asked for a paper to be read in Dr.

Leitner’s Congress of Orientalists in the beginning

of September, I sent a MS., “ The Pre-Islamatic History

of Yemen and Hirah till the time of Muhammad.”

It does not appear to have been read at the Congress.

(10) For the Kama Shastra Society Mr. Rehatsek prepared

unexpurgated translations of Jami’s Beharistan or

Abode of Spring, and of Sa’di’s Gulistan or Rose

Garden. These were printed for private subscribers

only in 1887 and 1888 respectively.

(11) For the Oriental Translation Fund New Series he

translated the following works :

—

The Negaristan or Picture Gallery by Muin-uddin Jawini,

a.d. 1334.

Biography of our Lord Muhammad, the Apostle of Allah,

according to the tradition of Ibn Hisham, obtained from Ibn

Isriik.

The whole of the first two Parts of Mirkhond’s “ Rauzat-

us-safa.”

Of these the first Part of Mirkhond’s General History has

been printed and published in two volumes in 1891 and

1892. The second part will fill three volumes, which will,

it is hoped, be brought out in 1893 and 1894.

(12) For the use of the Hakluyt Society Mr. Rehatsek

translated from the Italian from the voyages of Pietro
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della Valle his letters from India, the first of which is

dated Surat, 23rd March, 1623. These are, I believe,

still with the above Society, and will probably form

part of a volume containing the whole of the journeys

of that versatile and talented traveller.

(13) The following translations were also made by Mr.

Rehatsek at various times. Those marked by an

asterisk have been printed.

From the Persian.

*Amusing Stories.

^Fortune and Misfortune.

Both of these are extracts from the Shamsah-va-Quhquhah,

a Persian story book of 557 large quarto pages, written by

Mirza Berkhordar Turkman. They were printed in Bombay
in 1870 and 1871.

Hospitality, or Etiquette of Eating and Drinking.

A Tract on the Observances of Women and the Harem.

A short Manuscript on “Physiognomies,” described in

the Catalogue raisonne of the Mulla Firuz Library, p. 199,

No. 48.

The Tutinamah, or Parrot Book, by Kadiri.

From the Arabic.

Twenty-four Anecdotes, Stories, and Fables picked out

and translated from the Naphut ul Yaman [breeze or breath

of Yemen].

Thirty-five Stories from the Merzuban-namah.

Six Stories from the celebrated Arabic work Al-Mustatraf,

or the Gleaner or Collector.

Some Stories from the Sihr-ul-oyoon, or Magic of the

Eyes.

Some Extracts from the Siraj-ul-muluk, or Lamp of

Kings, a well-known work composed a.d. 1126.

A Translation of a portion of the Arabic work “ Tuhfat-

ikhvan ussafa,” under the title of “ The discussion between

Man and Animal before the King of the Jinns.” This
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celebrated work, written in the eighth century of our era

by the society called “ The Brethren of Purity ” of Bosrah,

is well known, and a curious notice of it was given in

Yol. XVII. of the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society

by A. Sprenger. No English translation of the “ Tuhfat ”

has yet been produced, but the original Arabic text of the

discussion between man and animal was printed at Leipzig

in 1879.

A Treatise on Falconry with an Appendix on other

Birds, Poultry, and Bees.

*Some Arabic and Persian Inscriptions from Mosques,

Tombs, and Ancient Buildings for the Archaeological

Survey of Western India.

From the Italian.

A Mission to the Grand Moghul.

From the French.

The Indian Travels of M. de Thevenot in 1665.

Voyage of Mandelslo from Persia to India in 1638-39.

The Amours of Camoens and of Catherine D’Ata'ide,

by Madame Gautier, 1827.

(14) The following productions of Mr. Rehatsek may be

classed under the head of “ Miscellaneous.” Those

marked "with an asterisk have been printed.

*An Essay on the Reciprocal Influence of European

and Muhammedan Civilization. This gained the prize,

given by Sir Charles Trevelyan when Finance Minister

in India, for the best essay on the above subject, in

1865. Printed in 1877.

^Catalogue raisonne of the Arabic, Hindustani, Persian,

and Turkish Manuscripts in the Mulla Firuz Library at

Bombay, with full descriptions of them, 1873. This is

both useful and interesting, and is known to European

Orientalists as a valuable book of reference. It contains

also a list of Pehlevi and Zend works added to it by
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another hand. I have presented an extra copy of this

work to the Library of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Anthology, containing notice of two hundred and fifty

Persian poets, with specimens of their composition and

English translation of the same. Also the titles of the

principal historical and epistolographical works written

in Persian.

The Invasion of India by Timur 1398-99, and by

Nadir Shah 1738-39, traced on a map with six written

folios.

The Canals of the Euphrates and the Tigris, being a

description of ancient canals, vestiges of which are still

to be traced, with map.

Export of Girls for Marriage to Portuguese India

during the end of the sixteenth century.

Early Portuguese travellers to the East from Portuguese

sources.

The Present Constitution of the Government of

Portuguese India.

The Beginnings of Indo-Portuguese Journalism.

Cosmogony according to the Koran and Moslem Tradition.

Could Muhammed read and write.

Horses and Camels among the Arabs.

The Emperor Akbar’s Repudiation of Islam.

(15) At the time of his death Mr. Rebatsek was engaged in

preparing for the Indian Antiquary a notice on a

work containing Ranjit Singh’s Diary kept for nearly

forty years by one of his Pundits in Persian, and in

translating for the Oriental Translation Fund New
Series the third Part of Mirkhond’s “ Rauzat-us-safa,”

so that the old man may be said to have truly died

in harness.

2nd May, 1892.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

[The following is the letter referred to on pages 1 and

36 of our Journal for 1892] :

—

Bee. 12, 1891.

Dear Professor Davids,—As regards the occurrence

of Buddhist sects in inscriptions, I would call your attention

to the following documents and names, in addition to those

mentioned in your article : (1) Mahasaghiyas Karle, No. 20,

Arch. Rep. W.I. iv. 112, Savasaka i.e. Sauvarshika, 1
op. cit.

p. 113, Karle No. 21, Bhadayaniya Kanheri, No. 4 (Arch.

Rep. W.I. vol. v. p. 75) and ibidem, p. 85, Kanheri, No. 27

;

Chetikas, Arch. Rep. South I. vol. i. p. 100 (see also p. 85),

Chetiavadaka ibid. p. 102, No. 13; Aehdryanam Sarndsti-

vadinam (parigrahe) in a Kadambavana or Kamari inscr.

to be published in Ep. Indica, vol. ii. Mathura Inscrs. third

series, No. 42 ;
aehdryanam Malmdsdkdnam, Ep. Indica,

vol. i. p. 240-41. Possibly the term Mahavanasaliya, which

occurs repeatedly in the Amravatl inscrs. as an epithet of

teachers, may refer to a Buddhist school. There are also

Buddhist schools mentioned on the Vardak vase (see

Dowson’s article) and on Dr. Bhagvanlal’s Lion-Pillar, at

least, according to my readings, but you will have perhaps

Bh.’s article on the latter. In the inscrs. of the 3rd and
2nd centuries b.c., i.e. in those at Sanchi and Barhut, about

400 Nos., no schools are mentioned, whence I infer that

the schools had no great importance. I send you my
article on the Sanchi inscrs., which will appear in the

These are either the same as, or closely allied to, the Kassapika.—

E

h. D.
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Ep. Indica, vol. ii. Kindly return these proofs. "With

respect to Barhut, see Hultzsch, vol. xl. of the Zeitschrift

dr I). Morg. Ges. With best regards and the compliments

of the season,—Yours sincerely,

G. Buhler.

Kimbum (Lusar),

ls£ March, 1892.

My Dear Rhys Davids,—Having been detained in this

part of Kan-mu for a few weeks, waiting to complete my
preparations for my journey westward, I availed myself of

the opportunity to visit the Salar, a Turkish people living

on the Yellow River, S.E. of here some eighty miles.

Robert Shaw published some years ago in the J.R.A.S.

some interesting notes about this people (he had met a couple

of Salar in Kashgar, if I remember rightly). Prjevalsky

mentions them, but confounds them with the Tibetans.

Potanin passed through their villages, but I do not know
what he learnt, as nothing of his work has been published

(as far as I am aware).

The Salar traditions (their Ahars say they have no written

records) state that in the third year Ming Hung-wu, three

or four men, driven from Samarkand, (sic) arrived at the

Yellow River, and founded the present Salar head village

of Katzu-kun. They had been driven from their country

by internal discords. They were rapidly followed by others

of their countrymen, and soon the eight kun (or thousands,

for the Chinese chim has that meaning) were founded, and

these Turkish settlements were henceforth known in this

part of China as Salar pa-kun. The villages the people now

occupy are probably 75 to 100 in number, and the popula-

tion is estimated at 8,000 families at the lowest.

In the forty-sixth year Ch‘ien-lung they rebelled under a

Ahar called Ma Ming-ching. A narrative of this rebellion

is found in Wei Yuan’s Sheng wu chi.
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For the last month I have been in daily intercourse with

Salars, as a number of them had come to this place. I send

you a short vocabulary, and have a much longer one, but

have not now time to copy it. I have read it over to any

number of the people, men, women, and children, and

believe the phonetic transcription represents fairly well

their pronunciation.

The Salar have in their language a number of words

borrowed from Chinese, Mangol, and Tibetan. Some

of these borrowed words are worth noting. It seems

strange that they have no name for a mare, a stallion, or

a gelding, but use the Chinese terms. The word for

“ language ” they have borrowed from Tibetan
;

thus they

say Mohul Ka-clia, “ the Chinese language.” So likewise

their term for “ flint and steel,” chah-mah is Tibetan. From
the Mongols they have borrowed the word aiha, “ wooden

bowl,” shinaha, “spoon,” and from the Chinese a large

number of terms of various classes.

I have taken a number of photographs of the Salar, both

men and women, but as I have not developed them, I cannot

send them to you now.

In my transcription of Salar words the accents only

mark the emphasized syllables, those on which stress was

laid.

I was rather surprised to find among the Tibetans (Fan-

Tzu) living in the mountains along the Yellow Fiver a large

number of Bonbo. They have on the very summit of a

mountain some forty miles west of Hsiin hua T'ing, a

lamasery (Sachung gamba), with some 100 or 200 lamas,

and many more live with their wives and families in the

little mountain villages. I stopped over-night in the house

of one at Ssu-ke. He was very communicative, showed me
his books, etc., but could tell me little about his creed. The

Bonbo wear red gowns, and all their hair, hut plait into it a

huge tress of yek hair which is afterwards wound round the

head. At the Shachung gamba they print books, and it

would he well if some one visited the place, as they might

have books of interest, although the two I have read of
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theirs were a jumble of lamaist works and of undoubtedly

recent date.

Trusting that I may be able to see you when I get out of

this part of the world (probably sometime in the autumn

of this year).—I remain, ever sincerely yours,

W. W. Rockhill.

Salar.

One Pir

Two Iske

Three Usk

Four Tue

Five Pesli

Six A!die

Seven Tete

Eight Sckese

Nine Tokos

Ten Un
Eleven Un-pir

Twelve Un-iske

Thirteen Un-usli

Twenty Igermi

Thirty TJtush

Forty Keren

Fifty Pile

Sixty Hamisli

Seventy Yemush

Eighty Siksdn

Ninety Toksan

Hundred Pircns

Thousand Pir-ming

Myriad Pir-sanza

Ten myriad Un sanza

Year II

This year Pile

Next year Pche sagon

1st month
Salar.

Pir-indye

2nd month Isk-indye

3rd month Ush-indye

4th month Tuetindye

To-day Pugun

To-morrow Pte

Day after to-

morrow Pasagon

Spring Loye

Summer Ye
Autumn Nobody knew a

Winter

name for this

season. They
called it 7th,

8th, 9th months.

Kish

Wind Yel

Rain Yarmur

Snow Kerr

Mountain Tar
River Uzen

Stone Task

Sky Asman
Earth Yir

Sun Kan
Moon Ai
Star Yuldus

North Ashar

South Uriss

East Clivyi
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West
Salar.

Isht’yi

Ground Ir

Water Su (also Ossu)

Man British

Woman Kadini

Boy Ao
Little boy Balaksh

Little girl Anna
Lather A-pa (families)

, (
A-nia „

Mother ' y 7 •

(
lchia

Brothers Avene

(elderbrother ?)

(younger

brother) Eni

Sisters Ehe sanye

Friend Nuhur seda

Face Jamhau

Head Pash

Hose Purni

Lips Ahse

Eye Kuso

Eyebrows Kula

Eyelashes Su-kulu

Teeth T’ich

Ear Golak

Hand Elle

Finger Pinna

Thumb Pash-pinna

Forefinger Irmum
Second finger Otta

Third finger Mazum
Little finger Seje

Finger-nail Terna

Tongue Tili

This man is good

That man is bad

Salar.

Beard Sahal

Foot Enje

Hat Sorok

Furlined govmlaniak

Belt Bulk’

a

Trowsers Ishtan

Socks Ling-tea ( Ch

)

Boots E’tu

Sandals H’ai (Ch)

Sash Queue

Button T’iigma (Tib?)

Gold Altum
Silver Kumush
Iron Temur
Copper Tuguma
Salt (white) T’uss

Coarse salt Kuh t’uss

Black Karas

White Ah’asen

Blue Kuh
Yellow (or red) Kenzil

Green Yashil

Good Iskur

Bad Ishimas

Rich Parkish

Poor Yarkish

Good boy Balatsh iskur

I Men
Thee Sen

He TJsli

To write Pitegan

To drink Ish

To eat Ash

To ride Min

Kishi irsluder.

Uhshi irshi emester.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 39
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I beat him

How old are you ?

Those three men
Is the food ready ?

Have you eaten ?

I understand

I do not understand

Men antugur.

Sen myeche aseapar.

Ush ishio

Ashwa me yurter.

Pugim ash.

Pile.

Pilines.

3. Bimbohana.

Hear Sir,—Childers offers no etymology for Pali bimbo-

hana ‘pillow’ or ‘bolster.’ Hemacandra (Deck vi. 98),

cites bimbovanaya=ucchircak&. The Jaina-prakrit equivalent

is bibboyana ‘ ganduka ’ (Spec der iVayadhammakaha, f. 22.)

The former part of the compound ‘ bimb ’ = Skt. biniba,

offers no difficulty
;

but it is not, at first sight, easy to see

what is the corresponding Sanskrit term to ohana. Bearing

in mind such Prakrit forms as parihana — Skt. paridhana

(see II. D. vi. 4), we can have no objection to identify oliana

with *odh&na= Skt. upadha.ua (Cf. Skt. upasakta with Pkt.

osatta for change of upa to o through uva, ua).

So Pali bimbohana —*bimbodhana — bimbopadhana ;
while

Prakrit bd)boyana— bimbovana—*bimbovahana—*bimbovadhana

— bimbopadhana.—Yours faithfully,

Richard Morris.

4. A New Variety of the Southern Maurya Alphabet.

Vienna
,
May 1, 1892.

Sir,—Prof. Biihler addressed the following letter to the

Academy of the 28th May, 1892 :

—

During some excavations which Mr. Pea, Archaeological

Surveyor to the Madras Government, lately undertook in

the already despoiled Stupa of Bhaf7iprolu in the Kistna

District, he has had the good fortune to discover some relic
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caskets, 1 which bear nine votive inscriptions. Impressions

of the latter were sent to me by Dr. Burgess; and, after a

prolonged study, I have succeeded in making out their

contents, and have arrived at the conclusion that these

documents are written in a new variety of the Southern

Maurya or Lai alphabet, the characteristics of which may
be briefly stated as follows.

(1) Twenty-three letters of the Bha^iprolu inscriptions

—

viz., the initial vowels, a, a, u, o, and the consonants k, A:h,

chh, n, t, th, n, t, th, dh, n, p, ph
,

b, y, r, v, s and h—agree

exactly with those ordinarily used in the Edicts of Asoka.

The letter y has both the ordinary angular Maurya and the

rare one with the rounded top, which occurs a few times in

Asoka inscriptions

—

e.cj. in magesu (Pillar Edict vii. 2, 2)—
hut is used invariably in the later inscriptions. The un-

aspirated palatal tenuis ch has a tail, the vertical stroke

being continued beneath the semicircle. The unaspirated

lingual media, d, shows strokes slanting somewhat more

strongly than in the abnormal da in amb&vadika (Queen’s

Edict, Allahabad, 1. 3. The corresponding dental cl

exactly resembles the Maurya letter, but is turned round,

the opening of the curve facing towards the right, as in

the Devanagari da.

(2) Five letters are entirely abnormal
:

(a) Oh is expressed

bv the sign for g, with a small curve attached to the right

side, which denotes the aspiration, the letter being formed

according to the same principle as the Maurya ch/ia from

cha, dha from da, and pha from pa. It occurs only in

personal names—e.g. Satugho, i.e. Satrughna, Vaghaca, i.e.

Vydghrapdd. (b) J has the angular form, which occasionally

—e.g. Girnar Bock Edicts ix. 1, in the word raja—is used

by Asoka’s scribes, and regularly in all later inscriptions,

without the central horizontal bar. It therefore consists

of a vertical stroke, with horizontal bars at the upper and

lower ends. It occurs repeatedly in the words majum or

majusam, in Sanskrit mahjushd, a box or casket, (c) M is

Described by Dr. J. Burgess in the Academy of last week (p. 497).
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turned topsy-turvy, the circle standing above, and the two

strokes, forming an open angle, below. It occurs in the

last-mentioned word, and in well-known names like Malm,

i.e. Mdg/m, Samano, i.e. Sramana.
(
d

)
L differs from the

Maurya sign by the omission of the small horizontal bar

to the left of the curve, and by the addition of a long

slanting line, attached at an acute angle to the right of

the vertical stroke. It thus somewhat resembles the Greek

Lambda of the ancient Papyri. It occurs only in names

—

e.g. Oda/o, Kelo, i.e. Kaila, Pigalo, i.e. Pingala. (e) The

lingual sibilant sh is a development of the form in the

Kalsi version of Asoka’s Rock Edicts. The whole letter

has been turned round, and the upper curve has been con-

verted into a cross-bar. It thus looks exactly like the kra

of the later inscriptions. It occurs in tesharii, the Pali

genitive of the pronoun tad, in the termination of the

genitive singular of vowel-stems

—

e.g. in Kurasha, from

Karo, Sivasha from Sivo—in the word shamugo, i.e. samudga,

a small box, and in names like Samanadasho, i.e. Sramanaddsa.

3. There is further the lingual l, which does not occur

in Asoka’s inscriptions. Its form resembles a Maurya pa,

with a horizontal bar attached in the middle to the right

of the vertical stroke
;
and it may be compared to the ska

of the later inscriptions. It occurs in the word pkal-

igashamugam, i.e. sphatikasamudga, a casket made of crystal.

The initial vowels, i, i, u, e, and the consonants jh, d/f, and s

do not occur. Bh may occur in two doubtful names, where

I have noticed a sign resembling the Maurya bha, but

turned the other way.

4. The notation of the medial and final vowels presents

two remarkable peculiarities :
(a) The short a is invariably

marked by the horizontal stroke, which denotes long a in

the Maurya alphabet, except when an Anusvai’a follows
;

and the position of this stroke is much the same as that

of the d stroke in the Maurya alphabet, i.e., it is usually

attached to the top of the consonant, but to the middle

of the vertical n and of j. Hence the ja of the Bha/Yiprolu

alphabet is exactly like the angular form of the letter in
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Asoka’s Edicts. The omission of the stroke before an

Anusvara is probably due to the fact that the native lists

of mamikas, or radical letters, invariably note the Anusvara

by am. Hence the Anusvara came to he considered as

equivalent to this syllable, (b) The long a is marked by a

horizontal stroke and a short vertical one hanging down

from its end. In other respects, the notation of the medial

and final vowels agrees mainly with that used in Asoka’s

inscriptions. The o is, however, more commonly expressed

by a bar, projecting to the right and to the left of the top

of the consonants than by two separate strokes. The former

notation occurs in Asoka’s inscriptions, sometimes, e.g. in

nigoliani (Pillar Edict vii. 2. 2), but rarely. In the syllables

n i and m, the vowel is attached to the middle of the vertical

stroke, e.g. in Kanitho.

To judge from the general appearance of the letters, the

Bha/fiprolu inscriptions are probably only a few decades

later than Asoka’s Edicts. If one places the Edicts on

one side, and the Nanaghat, Hathiguwpha, and Bharhut

Torawa inscriptions, which all belong to the middle of the

second century B.c., on the other side of the Bha^iprolu

inscriptions, one can only come to the conclusion that the

latter hold an intermediate position between the two sets,

but are much more closely allied to the documents of the

third century b.c. than to those of the second. On this

evidence, which, as every epigraphist knows, may mislead

under certain conditions, but which, though not absolutely

safe, is for the present alone available, the BhaZ'fiprolu

inscriptions cannot be placed later than 200 b.c., and may
even be a little older. If this estimate is correct, their

characters prove (what, indeed, is also made probable by-

facts connected with Asoka’s Edicts) that during the third

century b.c. several well-marked varieties of the Southern

Maurya alphabet existed. For they contain a perfectly

worked out system, which cannot have sprung up in a

short time, but must have had a long history.

The importance of this result lies herein, that it removes

one of the favourite arguments of those scholars who believe
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the introduction of writing into India to have taken place

during the rule of the Maurya dynasty, or shortly before

its beginning. It has been stated repeatedly that one of

the facts, proving the Asoka Edicts to belong to the first

attempts of the Hindus in the art of writing, is the absence

of local varieties among the letters of versions incised at

places between which lie distances of more than a thousand

miles. This argument is based, as I have pointed out more

than once, on imperfect observation
;
and it may be met

also by the obvious objection, that Asoka’s Edicts were all

issued from the same office, and that the importance naturally

attributed to the writing of the royal clerks at Paialiputra

might be expected to influence the copyists in the provinces,

and to induce them to imitate as closely as possible the

shape of the letters used at headquarters. Nevertheless, if

the Bha*7iprolu inscriptions now show a system of writing

which in some respects is radically different, and which

may be reasonably supposed to be coeval with that in Asoka’s

Edicts, they furnish a very great help to those who, like

myself, believe the art of writing to have been practised in

India for centuries before the accession of Chandragupta to

the throne of Pafaliputra.

This is, so far as I can judge at present, the chief value

of the new alphabet. I do not think that it teaches us much
regarding the early history of the Southern Maurya characters,

and the manner in which they were derived from their

Semitic prototypes. There is only one form among the

anomalous letters which, it seems to me, is in all probability

more ancient than the corresponding Maurya chai’acter.

This is the m, whose shape comes so close to the full form

of the Kharoshfri (vulgo Bactrian Pali) ma—which consists

of a semi-circle with two short strokes, forming a right

angle, attached to its lower left side—that I am inclined to

assume the evidently allied Southern ma to have consisted

originally of a semicircle or circle with two strokes below.

Hence the Maurya form would be the later one, obtained by

turning the older one topsy-turv}'-. The case of gh, as stated

above, which has been formed by the extension of the
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principle underlying the formation of cJiha, Aha and pha, is

more doubtful. For, the Southern Maurya glia looks, prima

facie, like an independent character. Still, there is just a

possibility that it may have been derived from an inverted

ga with a round top, to which a curve was attached in order

to denote the aspirations. And in favour of this view it

may be urged that the KharoshM gha has been derived

by a similar contrivance from ga. Regarding the new 1,

I do not dare to offer any opinion.

But the remaining anomalies appear to be developments of

the corresponding Maurya forms. They with two horizontal

bars is to all appearance the offspring of the angular form

with three bars
;
and the central bar has only been removed

in the syllables ju, ju, je, and so forth, in order to obtain

a convenient means of marking the short a of ja. For,

the Southern Maurya jha, which has been derived from an

imperfectly formed or perhaps a very ancient ja, by the

addition of a short upward stroke denoting the aspiration,

shows that the central bar is an essential part of the letter.

Again, the lingual sibilant sh is in all probability a cursive

form, derived from the clumsy character which is used in

the Kalsi version of the Rock Edicts. Finally, the most

curious feature of this alphabet, the marking of the short a,

seems to me, because it complicates matters, less ancient

than the omission of this vowel. The Semitic original,

from which the Southern Maurya alphabet was derived,

had in all probability no signs for medial and final vowels.

Hence, if we find in India one system of notation with five

or, including the diphthongs e and o, with seven vowel signs

and another with eight, the natural conclusion is that the

second is the later one. This is all that I can offer at

present in explanation of the origin of the very remarkable

anomalies of the BhaMprolu alphabet. I must, however,

call attention to one other curious point : the fact that, so

far as I know, not one of these anomalies has left any trace

in the later Indian alphabets, the signs of which are all

derived from the Southern Maurya characters.

The language of the Bha^iprolu inscriptions is a Prakrit
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dialect, closely allied to the literary Pali. As regards their

contents, the two longest, Nos. 3 and 8, which are incised

on the circular lids or topstones of two relic caskets (Mr.

Rea’s second and third caskets), consists of strings of names.

No. 3 enumerates the members of a gothi, i.e., goshthi, pro-

bably a committee or Pahch, and No. 8 certain negama,

i.e., naigamah, members of a guild. The remaining inscrip-

tions record the names of the donors of the caskets, and,

it would seem, of the artists who made them. I transcribe

the three most interesting ones as specimens :

—

No. 1, incised on the lower stone of the first casket.

Kurapituno cha Kurama[t\u cha Kurasha cha Siva\sha] cha

majusam-panatiphaligashamugam cha Budhasariranam nikhetu

[ | ] Banavaputasha Kurasha shapitukasha tnajusa [| |].

“By the father of Kura, by the mother of Kura, by Kura

and by Siva (Siva, has been defrayed the expense of) the pre-

paration of a casket and a box of crystal in order to deposit

some relics of Budha (Buddha). By Kura the son of

Banava, associated with his father
(
has been given) the

casket.”

No. 6, incised on the lower stone of the second casket.

Shaga\th~\inigamaputdnam rajapamukha[nam\ Sha.i.sha puto

Khubirako raja Shihagothiya pamukho tesham athnam maj[u\-

s\_arii\ phabigashamugo cha pasanashamugo cha.

“ By the sons of the Shagafiii nigama (guild or town
)
chief

among whom is the king—king Khuhiraka (Kuberaka) the

son of Sha.i., is the chief of the Shiha
(
Simha

)
gothi—by

these (has been given
)
another casket, a box of crystal and

a box of stone.”

No. 9, incised on the lower stone of the third casket.

Arahadinanam gothiyd majusa cha sha[nf\ugo cha [ j ] tina

kama yena Kubirako raja am\Ji]i [| |
]

.

“ By the gothi of the venerable Arahadina (Arhaddatta,

has been given) a casket and a box. The work (is) by him,
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by whom king Kubiraka (Kuberalca) caused the carving

to be done.”

In conclusion, I must offer to Mr. Rea my best con-

gratulations on the important discovery which he has made,

and express the hope that future operations, which he

may undertake in the same district, will furnish further

specimens of this interesting new variety of the Southern

Maurya alphabet, which we owe to his exertions.

G. Buhler.
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Art. XII .—The Sabiri and the Saroguri. By Sir Henry

H. Howorth, Esq., K.C.I.E., M.P., M.R.A.S.

Some time ago I ventured to print a monograph on the

Avars in the Journal of the Asiatic Society. I should now
like to continue the story by analyzing the difficult ethno-

logical and historical problems involved in discriminating

the races which occupied the Steppes of South-eastern

Europe before the arrival of the Avars. The question has

exercised many inquirers, nor does it seem to me that a

final and definite answer can be reached, but we can at

all events secure a tentative solution of the problem.

Priscus, in a famous passage, has preserved for us an

account of the immediate effect of the Avar domination,

which I think deserves our close attention. He tells us

how about the time when the Vandal Grenseric was de-

vastating Italy, i.e. about 456, the Avars fell upon the

Sabiri, who expelled the Saroguri, the Urogi, and the

Onoguri from their country, who thereupon sent envoys

to the Roman Emperor (Priscus, Excerpta, Bonn edition,

p. 158). Inasmuch as the Sabiri are next found in the

Steppes east of the Don and about tbe Kuban, the meaning

of this seems to be that the Sabiri were then driven across

the Volga and pushed the other tribes before them, so that

j.e.a.s. 1892. 40
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they came in contact with the frontiers of the Empire on

the lower Danube.

I first propose to limit myself to the Sabiri, and to collect

what is known about them. From the statement of Priscus

it would seem to follow that the Sabiri were the neighbours

of the Avars in Asia. They are called Hafiipoi or Hafieipot

by Priscus and Saviri by Jornandes.

The name has a singular resemblance to Sibir, which

gave its name to Siberia, and it is at all events curious

to find that the early Arab geographers speak of Siberia

as Ibir-Sibir or Abir-Sibir, and of the town of Sibir which

gave its name to a small Khanate first conquered by the

Cossack Jermak and afterwards to the Russian province

of Siberia, which was situated not far from Tobolsk.

When they were driven forward, the Sabiri apparently,

as I have said, settled in the Kuban Steppes north of

the Caspian, where we afterwards find them, and, as

Yivien St.-Martin says, they probably then became the

dominant tribe in the country afterwards occupied by the

Kogais, giving their name to a league of the various Hunnic

races of Sarmatia (Y. St.-Martin, Geog An. vol. ii. 23).

Procopius describes these wide plains as specially suited

for the breeding of horses. There, he tells us, dwell nearly

all the tribes called Huns. Their settlements extending

to the Maeotis, whence they were wont to break through

the Caspian gates and to invade the Persian and Roman

borders. About the year 508 we are told that the fortress

commanding the pass, i.e. probably the pass of Dariel,

was in the hands of a Hun named Ambazuk, who was

doubtless a Sabirian Hun. He was on friendly terms

with the Emperor Anastasius, and having grown very

old, offered to surrender it to him for a consideration. The

offer was not accepted by the Emperor, who was a prudent

person, and realized the difficulty of maintaining a Roman

garrison there, and he accordingly thanked him and

promised to consider the matter. Ambazuk shortly after-

wards died, whereupon his sons were driven away and

the place was occupied by the Persian ruler Kavad
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(Procopius De Bell Pers. lib. i. ch. 10). Anastasius was

praised for his prudence on this occasion
;
but, as Lebeau says,

a different opinion prevailed when, a few years later, the Huns

broke through the pass and carried ravage into the empire.

This famous raid was made in the year 516. Unfortunately

I can only refer at second-hand to the Armenian authors

who refer to it, namely, as quoted by St.-Martin and by

Avdall. Vahan, the Mamikonian, who had ruled over

Armenia as deputy of the Persian sovereign and as in-

dependent prince for thirty years, died in the year 510.

His brother Yard, who had been constable, was appointed in

his place with the approval of Kavad, the Persian King,

but he only ruled for three years when he was removed

in consequence of the complaints made against him, and

a Persian named Burzan or Burghan was appointed marzban

of Armenia. It was at this time that the Sabiri forcing

the Caspian gates invaded Armenia. Burzan fled, abandon-

ing the country to their fury, and the Prince of the

Grusiuians named Mijej alone opposed them. He attacked

a body of them who had invaded the mountains of the

district of Sasun (Sasun is situated in the Kurdish moun-

tains east of the Tigris, and formed part of the Armenian

province of Aghdsnik). He completely routed and drove

them away, and marching his forces with those of some

other Armenian chiefs, pursued the invaders and drove

them out of Armenia. When this was reported to Kavad,

he deposed Burzan and nominated Mijej in his place, and

we are told how inter alia he restored the towns and villages

which the invaders had destroyed (Lebeau, vol. vii. pp. 435-

436 ;
Avdall, pp. 329-330). The invaders are called simply

Huns by the Armenian historians, but we know from the

Byzantine writers that they were Sabiri. On leaving

Armenia, we gather from the latter that they invaded

Cappadocia, Galatia, and Pontus, which they laid waste.

They penetrated as far as Euchaites and the frontiers of

Lycaonia (Anastasius passim). It was on this occasion that

Euphemius, patriarch of Constantinople, who had been

deposed and exiled to Euchaites, fled from this place
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and took refuge at Ancyra. His successor, who had also

been exiled to the same town, retired for similar reasons

to Gangra, where he soon after died (Lebeau, vol. vii.

p. 433). Anastasius, in the MS. followed by Stritter, calls

these Huns Satnen, but in the corresponding passage of

Cedrenus they are called Sabiri.

The next time we read of the Sabiri is in the year 522.

They are not called Sabiri in the notice, but only Huns

;

but inasmuch as they were apparently living in the Kuban,

it can hardly have been any other tribe. We read

that war having broken out again between the Persians

and Romans, the Emperor Justin sent envoys and gifts to

Ziligdes (otherwise called Zilgbior or Ziagbiris and Zilgibio),

who engaged by an oath to help the Romans; but Justin

speedily discovered that he had made the same offer to the

Persian ruler Kavad, whom he had furnished with a con-

tingent of 20,000 men. Justin now informed Kavad of

the double treachery of the Hunnic chief, adding, “ Brothers

as we are, had we not better remain at peace than become

the to)rs of these dogs?” Having summoned the Hunnic

leader, and discovered that J ustin’s account was true, Kavad

put him to death, and afterwards slaughtered his men, who,

unaware of their leader’s death, were sleeping comfortably

in their tents (Theophanes, etc.
;

Stritter, vol. i. pp. 602-3
;

Lebeau, vol. viii. pp. 28 and 29).

Seven years later, namely, in 528, we read that Justinian,

being at war with the Persians, won over by presents and

royal ornaments Boarex, called Boa by Malala, and Boazer

in the Historia Miscella of Paul the Deacon. She was the

widow of Balakh, or Malakh, chief of the Hunnic Sabiri. She

marched with 100,000 of her men against two Hunnic chiefs

who “lived in the interior parts,” i.e. doubtless further north,

and who were probably the leaders of the Utigurs and the

Kotrigurs. Their names are given as Styrax and Gloues

by some authors, while by Malala they are named Turagx

and Glom. They had it seems been invited to his assistance

by the Persian king Kavad, and were marching 20,000

strong. She fought with them, captured one of their kings,
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namely, Styrax, who was sent in chains to Constantinople

;

the other king was killed (Stritfer, op. cit. vol. i. pp. 577

and 578; Lebeau, vol. viii. pp. 104-5).

The struggle between the Romans and Persians still con-

tinued, and in 530 there was fought a memorable battle

near the town of Dara. The Romans were commanded by

Belisarius and the Persians by Peroses, or Firoz : on the

Roman side was a body of 600 Huns commanded by Sunika

and Augan. Procopius calls these Huns, Massagetae. In

another place Procopius speaks of two other Hunnic chiefs

also commanding 600 horsemen, namely Simas and Askhan

(see Procopius De Bell Pers. lib. i. ch. 13). These Huns
fought very bravely, and, in fact, restored the battle after it

had been lost
;
Sunika, as we read, fighting his way right up

to and cutting down the Persian standard bearer. Mean-

while Kavad, the Persian ruler, had sent another army into

Armenia, consisting chiefly of Perso-Armenians and Sunites,

i.e. Suans, to whom we are told were joined 3000 Sabiri

(Procopius, i. 15). This army was twice badly defeated.

Thus did the two great empires, by their strife, afford their

barbarous allies ample room for the display of their treachery

and disinterestedness in allying themselves with either side.

Well might the Persian king complain of the continued

aggressiveness of the Romans—their violation of treaties,

and their building a threatening fortress at Dara, and

attempting to erect another at Murdoneh. He complained

further that he had continuously to employ two armies,

one to oppose the Romans, and the other to oppose the

northern barbarians, and declared that if the Romans
wanted peace, they must contribute towards guarding the

Caspian gates or they must demolish Dara (Procopius,

i. 16). The struggle between the two empires consequently

continued, and the ill success of his arms seems to have

brought on an attack of paralysis, from which Kavad, the

Persian ruler, died in the year 531. His death led to the

raising of the siege of Martyropolis by the Persians and

to fresh negociations for peace. Meanwhile the Sabiri, who
had promised to send aid to the Persians in their attack
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upon Malatiya, or Martyropolis, arrived there and, not

finding their Persian friends, they proceeded to invade and

lay waste the second Cilicia and Comagene (Malala, part

ii. p. 213). According to the Syriac chronicle of Edessa,

published by Assemanni, they ravaged the environs of

Aleppo (see Ass. vol. i. p. 415). They advanced as far

as four leagues from Antioch, and as they retired, laden

with spoils, Dorothaeus met them in the Armenian moun-

tains, surprised them in several ambuscades, and recovered

a large part of their booty (Malala, loc. cit. Lebeau, viii. 175).

Peace was made between the Romans and Persians in

the year 531, which was finally ratified in the year 533,

and thus did the long strife which had lasted for thirty

yeai’s come to an end. We are told that Dagaris, who
had been captured in Armenia, was now exchanged. He
defeated the Huns in several encounters and drove them

out of the provinces which they had laid waste (Procopius, i.

ch. 22). The peace between the two empires offered no

opportunities for the Sabiri to renew their incursions for

some years, and it is not till the year 550 that we again

read of them, and again read of them also as taking part

in the struggles between the Romans and the Persians.

Gabazcs, king of Lazica, having been threatened by the

Persians, sought succour from Justinian, who sent him a

body of 8000 men, with whom he proceeded to lay siege

to Petra, with him were also a body of Alans and Sabirs

who for the sum of 300 golden marks had undertaken not

only to defend Lazica, but to lay waste Iberia (Procopius,

de Bell Pers. 1. ii. ch. 29). The Huns named by Procopius

as fighting on the side of Chosroes in this campaign were

jn-obably White Huns. Jornandes, who wrote his history

of the Goths as Mommsen argues in the year 551 and

before the invasion of the Avars, has the following not very

definite notice of the Sabiri :
—

“

Hunni quasi fortissimorum

gentium fecundissimus cespes bifariam populorum rabiem

pullularunt. Nam alii Altziagiri alii Saviri nuncupant-ur,

qui tamen sedes habent divisas,” (Geticia, ch. v. ed.

Mommsen, page 63).
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In the same year when this is supposed to have been

written, viz. in 551, the Sabiri are again named as taking

part in the struggle between the Romans and the Persians.

We read that the Romans then had in their service many
Sabiri who were a Hunnic race, and were ruled by several

chieftains, some of whom were in alliance with the Romans,

and others with the Persians, and were kept in a good

humour by continual largess. Justinian having need of

their services at this time sent them some money, but the

person who took it was not able to convey it to the

Caucasus since the Persians intercepted the route. When
he reached the camp of the Romans, who were besieging

Petra, he sent word to the Sabiri to go and meet him.

They accordingly sent three of their chiefs with some

soldiers, who, seeing that the Romans were despairing of

breaking down the walls of the place, invented or con-

structed a new battering engine of a kind hitherto unknown
both to Romans and Persians. This was not built of up-

right longitudinal and transverse beams, but of wicker

work covered with hides, and in the midst they suspended

a beam with an iron head and it was so light that it did

not need to be dragged along, but the forty men who were

underneath could carry it about with them. Several of

these machines were built by the Sabiri. Petra was duly

taken (Procopius de Bell. Goth. iv. 11). Meanwhile the

Roman commander failed to follow up his victory, and

we read how the Persians, under Mermeroes, marched to

attack them and laid siege to Archeopolis. In this war

we are told that a body of 12,000 Sabirians were among
the auxiliary troops in the service of the Persians (id. 13).

Having heard of the new machines which the Sabiri had

made for the Romans, Mermeroes in turn had similar

ones made by the Sabiri in his service (id. 14). The
Persians were foiled however in their attack, and the

result was a truce of five years coupled with the payment

of a considerable sum by the Romans. Chosroes, the Persian

king, was not very punctilious, however, in his observance of

treaties. He employed the monej7' he received from the
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Romans to pay a considerable contingent of Sabiri, whom be

sent with some Huns, doubtless White Huns are meant, and

elephants to the help of Mermeroes. The result of the

treachery was not, however, successful. Many of his men
were cut in pieces, and inter alios, the chief of the Sabiri

was killed. A struggle took place for the body of the

Barbarian (id. 17).

The next we read of the Sabiri is in the year 554, when

two thousand of them commanded by Balmakh, Kutilzis, and

Ildiger are named as in the service of the Romans. They

were posted near Archseopolis when Nakoragan, the successor

of Mermeroes as commander of the Persians, ordered 3000

Dilemites, or people of Dilem, to attack them. They set

out intending to surprise the Sabiri at night, but were

misled by a Colchian, who had offered to guide them, and

who meanwhile escaped and gave warning to the Sabiri.

They accordingly arose and planted themselves in ambush.

While the Dilemites entered their camp and used their

lances and swords to probe tbe beds where their enemies

were supposed to be, the latter broke out of their ambush

and put 800 to the sword, and captured many of them.

The commander of Archaeopolis, at daybreak, having

heard a noise and learnt its cause, joined his forces to those

of the Sabiri and continued the slaughter so that barely

1000 of the Dilemites escaped (Agathias, iii. 8). The

Romans having rewarded the Sabiri for their services, we

are told that they now joined the Persians. Agathias

says of the Sabiri that they were numerous and powerful,

accustomed to war and pillage, and were pleased to enter

the service of foreigners when there was hope of pillage,

and they thus changed sides frequently, fighting now for

the Romans and now for the Persians. In the war of

the year 555, 500 of them were encamped some distance

from the main army and kept guard badly and lived with

but lax discipline. Maxentius and Theodore despatched

300 cavalry, who, we are told, easily jumped the low

wall enclosing the Sabirian camp and speedily killed all

the Sabiri save forty, who escaped to a wood. We are
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told they were under the impression that the force opposed

to them was much larger than it proved to be (id. iv. 3).

We have now reached the time when the domination

of the Sabiri, north of the Caucasus, gave place to that

of the Avars or Psued-Avars whose invasion occurred in

the year 558.

The Sabiri, among other tribes, succumbed to this invasion.

A portion of them, doubtless, marched westwards as we shall

presently see under the banners of the Avars, while another

portion were apparently driven into Albania, i.e. Arran, and

we, in fact, read in the pages of Menander how in the year

575, when the Romans and the Persians were again at

war, the Roman frontier commanders made incursions into

Albania and took hostages from the Sabiri and other tribes

of the Caucasus, whom they sent to Constantinople. The

Albanians (or perhaps Alans as Menander’s text here has

it) and the Sabiri seeing their children in the hands of

the Romans determined to submit to the empire. These

envoys were well received by Justin. Abeir, the chief

of these tribes, whose name is apparently a form of Avar,

was absent from home at this time, and on his return,

without regard to the hostages, he persuaded the greater

part of the Sabiri and the Albanians to again submit to

the Persian King (Menander, loc. cit. 119; Lebeau, x.

131, etc.). When the Roman commanders learnt of this

defection, they made a fresh invasion of Albania, and

to make use of them in future they transported them with

their families beyond the Kur, and therefore within the

Roman frontier. Justin was dissatisfied with the conduct

of his generals on this occasion, and insisted that the

Sabiri and Albanians should be put to the sword (id. 158

and 159). In the year 579 Menander speaks of a body

of Persian troops being placed on guard against the

Saracens, the Sabiri, etc. (id. Bonn, ed. 408). This is

the last notice I can find of the Sabiri in the Caucasus.

It is not impossible that their blood is still present among
the so-called Avars and the Khuasak of these mountains.

From the notices already given, it will be seen that the
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Sabiri dominated the steppes north of the Caucasus for

about a century, from the year 456 to 556. They did not,

apparently, occupy the country to the north of the Maeotis,

or on the lower Don, but were, so far as the notices can be

followed and trusted, limited to the Kuban steppes and

the country to the north. A town Suvar in the later

district of Great Bulgaria is probably an evidence of them.

Let us now revert again to the famous passage which

was quoted at the beginning of the paper from Priscus.

As we have seen, he tells us that the Sabiri pushed forward

the Saroguri, the Urogi, and the Onoguri. Who then

were these tribes ? Eo nomine they then occur for the first

time.

Urogi is probably a corruption of Ugori, and we have

in these three names the particle Ugor present, which

suggests some commentary. With other inquirers I was

once disposed to treat the word as a form of Uhry or

Ughri, by which the Ugrian or Hunnic tribes of the Urals,

especially the Voguls, are known, but this view I no longer

hold
;

the whole history of these tribes points to their

having been a nomadic race of horsemen, and not mere

fisherfolk and hunters, and I now believe they were of Turkish

and not Ugrian blood. The name Ugor I believe now is

to be correlated rather with the Turkish name Uighur than

with Uhry, and in Saroguri this name is qualified with the

particles Sar, meaning Yellow or White
;

Saroguri thus

means White Uighurs. Onoguri apparently means the

Nine Uighurs.

In regard to the Urogi, or Ugori, I do not propose to

say anything more. The name occurs nowhere else in this

isolated and unqualified form, and its mention on this

occasion is probably due to some misapprehension, since

it is apparently merely the generic name, of which the

other two are specific forms. In regard to the Onoguri,

I propose to deal with them on another occasion, when we

may possibly try and elucidate the beginnings of Bulgarian

history. At present we will limit ourselves to the Saroguri.

As I have said, I take their name to be simply Sar Uighurs,
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or "White Uighurs, and it is a curious fact that the Kalmuks

still call the Turks, who nomadize in the steppes of Northern

Tibet, Sar Uighurs.

We find the Saroguri mentioned more than once with

the Akatziri
;

thus Priscus tells us that all who could not

resist the Avars fled, thus the Saroguri, in search of new

homes, came to the Hunnic Akatziri, and, having fought

many battles with them, sent an embassy to the Homans.

In 469 we find the Saroguri making an invasion of Persia

in conjunction with the Akatziri.

In my view the Saroguri and Akatziri were merely

sections of one race which had got separated. Akatziri

means White Katziri or White Khazars. In a paper which

I read before the St. Petersburg Congress of Orientalists I

collected the evidence which makes it almost certain that the

Khazars were Turks, and as I believe Uighurian Turks.

Akatziri and Saroguri are therefore virtually synonyms.

The Akatziri had occupied the district of the lower Volga

for some time before the incursion of the Avars, and are

numbered among the subjects of Attila. The Saroguri were

in my view another section of the same race who lived

beyond the Volga and dominated the so-called Kirghiz

Steppes. When the Avars began their aggressions the

Saroguri were displaced. One section came westwards

across the Volga, and the other in my view invaded Persia

and its borders, and are otherwise known as White Huns.

White Uighurs, White Khazars, and White Huns being

really synonyms. I hope to devote another paper to the

White Huns.

As we have seen, the Saroguri, on being driven from their

homes, came westwards, and sent envoys to the Romans.

They settled, as I believe, in the Steppes of Southern Russia,

displacing or incorporating their previous inhabitants, and

from this time we find these steppes occupied by two tribes,

whose names prove them to have been Uighurs by race, and

who I take to have been merely two sections into which

the Saroguri divided themselves. They were known as

Kutrigurs and Utigurs.
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I will first say a few words about the forms in which

these names occur. Procopius, who first mentions them,

speaks of the Kuturgurs, Agathias calls them Kotriguroi,

and Menander Koutriguroi (ed. Paris, 310) and Kutriguroi

(id. 341, 385-6). Theophylactus calls them Kotzageroi,

Theophanes Kotragi, and Anastasius Koutrages. Jornandes

ha6 the form Cutziagiri.

Zeuss argues that the t in the form used by Theophylactus

and Jornandes is the aspirate of the lingual as dz— dh in

German names
;
thus Scandza for Scandia. Under any

circumstances the Kuturgur of Procopius has a redundant

r, and whether the first particle of the name be Kotri or

Kutzi it seems clear that the second part of it is igur, or

ogor, corresponding to the second part in the form Utigur.

Turning to the latter tribe, Procopius, as we have seen,

calls them Uturgurs, Agathias calls them Utiguroi,

Menander Utiguroi, with variants in different MSS. of

Uiguri lop. cit. 284), and Uittiguroi {id. 399).

Agathias professes to complete the work of Procopius,

whom he quotes in his preface. In regard to the Huns

he tells us they were distinguished by the names Kotrigurs

and Utigurs, Ultizurs and Burgundi, etc., derived, he

says probably, from the places where they lived {loc. cit. v.

ch. 3). In regard to the two latter tribes he says he

knew nothing of them, whether they still existed or lived

in some distant country. He tells us they were famous

by their military exploits until the time of Leo. His

remark would make it appear that he drew his information

about them from some other source, and I am disposed

to think that Burgundi is a mistake for Bulgar, caused by

some confusion in his mind between the two tribes

respectively so named, the Burgundians having been of

course a Teutonic tribe. The Ultizuri or Ultirizuri, as he

elsewhere writes it, seem to me to be an alteration of the

Altziageri of Jornandes, whom we have already discussed.

As named by Agathias, the Burgundi and Ultizuri, I

therefore take to be of absolutely no value
;
they are mere

book-names more or less corrupted, and, like Procopius,
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he knows only the Utigurs and Kutrigurs in the Russian

steppes.

Procopius is the first writer who mentions these tribes.

He says the Zekkhi (probably Circassians are meant)

occupied the coast of the Euxine. Beyond them was the

district of the Sagidae (probably an Alanic tribe). Beyond
them were various Hunnic peoples. The district beyond

was called Eulysia. The people dwelling there and about

the Maeotis and as far as the Tanais
(
i.e . the Don) were

those who were anciently called Cimmerii, but were then

called Uturguri. Further north dwelt the very numerous

race of the Antae (Procopius, Bell. Goth. iv. 1, 2 and 3). In

another place he tells us how the Huns in this district

once obeyed a King who had two sons, Uturgur and

Kuturgur, who, on their father’s death divided the kingdom,

and their people took their names from them, some calling

themselves Uturgurs and others Kuturgurs. They dwelt

in the Steppes and had no intercourse with other peoples,

nor did they cross the marshes, nor indeed did they think

they could be crossed. It so happened, to follow the

legend, that some youths who were hunting a stag followed

it into the water, and as it went across they also reached

the other side. On their return they reported they had

found a ford. Their countrymen thereupon crossed over

in force and attacked the Goths who lived there
;

killed

many of them and dispersed the rest {id. v. 1 and 2). These

Goths were the so-called Gothi Tetraxitse, who afterwards

formed a small community in the mountainous parts of

the south of the Crimea. It would seem that Procopius

refers to the time when they occupied the whole of the

peninsula and were dispossessed of a portion of it by the

Huns.

Their country now became the prey of the Huns, and

we are told the Kuturgurs settled with their wives

and children, and says Procopius there they live now,

and although they have at various times received presents

from the Emperor they nevertheless do not desist from

crossing the Ister and attacking his provinces, being
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thus at the same time allies and enemies of the Romans

(id. v. 3).

At this time we must understand that the lower

Don or the Sea of Azof roughly separated the two

tribes we are describing, the Kuturgurs or Kutrigurs

lived in the Steppes to west, including the northern

part of Krim and the Nogai Steppes, while the Uturgurs

or Utigurs lived east and south-east of the Don and along

the eastern borders of the Sea of Azof as far as the

Kuban, being bounded on the south by the Sabiri. It

would seem that both tribes united in the invasion

of the Crimea, but that only the Kutrigurs settled

there, the Utigurs returning home again. As they

were returning, a larg§. number of Goths fully armed,

who apparently occupied the peninsula of Phanagoria,

prepared to resist, but thinking better of it the two tribes

made peace and afterwards lived at amity. The Utigurs

continued, says Procopius, to live in their ancestral home

without molesting the Romans, since they were too far

off to have the power of fighting them even if they

had the will. Their neighbours were the Abasgoi (the

modern Abkhazians) (id. iv. 3). They were probably

the Huns with whom Opsites, the King of the Abasgians,

took refuge when defeated by the Romans (id. ix. 3).

The Huns, says Procopius, possessed all the country

from the Bosphorus as far as the town of Cherson. At

the latter place were two towns, Cepi and Phanaguris, both

of which had been captured recently and destroyed by the

barbarians. All the country from Cherson to the mouth of

the Danube, a distance of ten days’ journey, was occupied

by the barbarians. The barbarians of these notices perhaps

were the Gepidae.

About the year 550, when there was a truce between the

Lombards and the Gepidae, who occupied Pannonia, the

latter having determined to recommence hostilities, and being

persuaded that the Romans would side with their enemies,

sent an embassy to the Kutrigurs, who lived on this side

of the Maeotis
(
i.e . north-west of the Maeotis and west of
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the Don), to ask them to attack the Lombards. They

accordingly sent a body of 12,000 men, commanded,

according to Procopius, by Khinialkh, a leader of great

repute in war. He is also called Zabergan (?= Sabir Khan).

Khinialkh was probably his name. He is described as

a leader of great repute, and his army arrived while the

truce was still in force and had twelve months to run, and

the Gepidse, wanting to find their allies some work to occupy

their time, persuaded them to cross the Danube and attack

the Roman territory, which they ravaged far and wide

(Procopius, Hist. Goth. ch. xviii.). What followed is de-

scribed in greater detail by Agathias, who tells us the

Danube was then frozen fast, and they passing it on the

ice, and, crossing a wide stretch of country which was un-

populated, traversed Moesia and Scythia (i.e. the Dobruja)

and entered Thrace. There Khinialkh or Zabergan divided

his army into two bodies, one of which he sent to forage in

Greece, where there were no garrisons, and sent the other

into the Thracian Chersonese, which was well known for

its fertility. The Chersonese was joined to the mainland

by an isthmus, protected by a wall, and Zabergan fancied,

if he could capture this, he would be master of the sea,

and could secure ships with which to cross over into Asia

(the transit being short), and that he could ruin Abydos.

He accordingly despatched as many troops as he could spare

towards the Isthmus, while he himself advanced with 7000

horses towards Constantinople, pillaged the towns and

stripped the country of forage, ravaging far and wide, pro-

fessing that his reason for the invasion was that his people,

the Kutrigurs, had been treated differently to the Utigurs,

whose chief had received many presents and honours

from the Emperor (Agathias, book v. ch. 5). He presently

withdrew, charged with an immense booty and an immense
number of slaves, among whom were distinguished ladies,

who were dragged along with great brutality. There were

virgins who had devoted their life to piety, and whose

chastity was sacrificed to the incontinence of the invaders,

while several women who were enceinte, were similarly
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dragged along, without any means of covering their children

from the weather.

The Huns passed the great walls and approached the

forts, some of which had fallen into decay from neglect,

and knocked down others with the same care that masons

destroy old buildings. There were no guards, no war

engines, not even, says Agathias, dogs to guard the flocks.

The invaders encamped near the town of Melantiades, which

was only 150 stadia distant from the capital. The citizens

were panic-stricken with fright, and from the Emperor

downwards people were seized with pusillanimous terror,

which is described in graphic phrases by Agathias (id.

ch. 6). Belisarius, the old hero, who had retired from active

service, was recalled to lead the army—an army of un-

disciplined weaklings. He addressed it in language of

confidence, and a report of what he is supposed to have said

is duly given by Agathias (id. ch. 7) ;
and he seems to have

inspired his men with some of his own spirit. Having heard

from his spies that the enemy had detached 2000 men
from their main body to attack the Romans, he accordingly

posted 200 of his men, armed with shields and javelins,

in ambush in a forest on two sides of a path along which the

Huns had to advance, and planting his main body in front,

he bade the peasants, etc., from the surrounding country

follow the enemy, and make as great a noise as they could.

His plans were well carried out. The Huns were thrown

into confusion and pressed so much on each other that they

could neither throw their lances nor extend the wings of

their cavalry, and the small number of their opponents

was disguised by the dust. The Huns, seeing themselves

foiled, withdrew at a gallop. Four hundred of them were

left on the ground. No Roman was killed; some only were

wounded. Zabergan himself only escaped by the speed of

his horse, and by the fact that the Roman cavalry was not

strong enough to pursue. The Huns reached their camp in

confusion, and, according to their custom, gashed their

cheeks to show their grief. They abandoned their attack on

Melantiades and withdrew some distance off (id. ch. 8).
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Belisarius, instead of pursuing, returned to Constantinople,

apparently recalled by the jealousy of the Court. The

Huns withdrew beyond the great walls, but finding they

were not pursued, marched slowly. Meanwhile their

other division attacked the Chersonese, and tried several

times to storm the walls, but were vigorously met by the

Romans, who were commanded by Germanus, the son of

Dorothaeus, who was young, vigorous, and a skilful soldier.

The Huns, who had tried in vain to storm the defences of

the Chersonese, now adopted other tactics. Agathias tells

us how they collected large quantities of reeds with which

they made hurdles, and from four of these they made

boats to bold four men. The prows were pointed, so that

they might be the more easily steered, and down each side

were seats for the rowers. Of these they made 150, and

launched them on the sea near the town of Enus. On
these boats were altogether about 600 well-armed men.

They stuffed straw into the holes when the reeds let water

in, and began to row as well as they could in their fragile

boats, and endeavoured to reach the turn of the wall,

fancying their troubles would then be ended, since the rest

of the Chersonese was only protected by the Hellespont.

Germanus, when he heard of the very hazardous manoeuvre

of the enemy, was highly delighted. He mounted a number

of well-armed soldiers and sailors on some twenty galleys,

and told them to lie in wait behind a promontory, where

they would not be observed. When the Huns had rowed

past the wall, and began to draw near the other side,

the Roman soldiers, in their boats, came out from their

hiding-place and attacked them, upset some of their frail

rafts of reeds, and cut the fastenings of others, and they

were all either drowned or put to the sword (id. ch. 9).

The Romans having landed again determined to press

home their advantage at once, and proceeded to attack

the enemy. In this struggle Germanus was wounded, and,

the Romans being outnumbered, withdrew again, but the

jjuns had had enough. The loss of their improvised

fleet, and perhaps the firm front shown by the Romans,

j.r.a.s. 1892. 41
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dispirited them, and they withdrew and went to rejoin

Zabergan, who had also been defeated. The division

which went towards Greece did nothing remarkable, and

did not get beyond Thermopylae, which was protected by

a Roman garrison, whence they also retired. Zabergan

declared, however, that he would not withdraw from

the country until he had received a large sum of

money such as the Romans formerly paid the Utigurs,

and he threatened to put all the prisoners to death

unless it was paid. The Emperor thereupon sent

a considerable sum with which to ransom the prisoners.

The Huns sent them back again, among them was

Sergius, son of Bacchus, who had been treated with

great indignity. The Huns now withdrew homewards,

plundering on the way. The blackmail they levied was

naturally very distasteful to the Romans, who were angry

that instead of being cut in pieces they should have

secured so much plunder. Justinian, according to Agathias,

had a deep plot however in all this, and what subse-

quently happened cleared him in his subjects’ eyes

from much blame in having thus bought off the invaders

(id. ch. 10).

He wrote a letter to Sandelkh, Sandikh, or Sandel, the

chief of the Utigurs, inciting them to attack the

homes of the then absent rival tribe. Agathias gives

us what he professes to be the letter which Justinian

wrote to this chief on this occasion. In it he said that

if he (Sandilk) had heard of what the Kutrigurs had

been doing, he could but express astonishment at his

perfidy, and at the imprudence which had tied him to

such an ally. The only way in which he could escape from

his ambiguous position was to prove his former ignorance

by now exacting vengeance. It was not purely to plunder

that the Kutrigurs had invaded the Roman borders, but

also to show the world how worthless were their allies,

and to prove how superior their forces were to those of

the Utigurs. This is why they had overrun all Thrace

and carried off the money which was promised to and in-
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tended for the Utigurs themselves, and the reason they

had not been driven away and chastised was because the

Romans wished to put their friendship to the test and

also to test whether they were going to submit to being

robbed of what was their own, namely, the presents they,

the Romans, intended sending them. They had a special

reason of their own, therefore, for vengeance, and ought

to recover from the hands of the Kutrigurs the gift

which was their due. If they were going to remain content

with things as they were, they, the Romans, would in

future pay the Kutrigurs what they had hitherto paid

them, and abandon their alliance with the Utigurs,

for their braver rivals. It would be more profitable and

honourable to side with those who were victorious than

with those who had been beaten. What followed is differ-

ently reported by the Byzantine writers.

Menander says Justinian sent Sandilkh several embassies,

and tried by every means to induce him to fight Zabergan.

He promised him, inter alia, that if he would attack the

Kutrigurs, he would pay him the annual pension which

Zabergan had hitherto received. Sandilkh replied that it

would neither be right nor decent that he should ex-

terminate his compatriots. Kor, he said, not only do they

speak the same tongue and have the same customs as

ourselves, but they are our relatives, although they obey

other leaders. Nevertheless, as it is Justinian who orders

this, we will carry off their horses, so that they shall no

longer be able to ride, and no longer therefore able to do

the Romans any harm. (Menander, ed. Bonn, 345).

According to Procopius the Roman envoy pointed out

that these Kutrigurs (of whom he, Sandilkh, was so

careful), although they annually received large sums from

Byzantium, did not desist from attacking the Roman
frontiers. Nor did they let the Utigurs share in this

bounty, nor did they share in the booty which they made
when assailing the Roman borders. Sandilkh was at

length moved by the Roman entreaties and presents, and

agreed that he would attack the Kutrigurs. Agathias
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says that the biting message of the Romans stirred

Sandilkh’s pride, and he at once proceeded to attack the

enemy (id. lib. v. ch. 6). Having been joined by 2000

Goths
(
i.e

.

Gothi Tetraxitae, who, we have seen, were their

allies), they crossed the Don, and had a very serious struggle

with the Kutrigurs (that is with those who had remained

at home), and eventually defeated them, and caused a

great massacre, and returned home with their wives and

children as prisoners (Procopius, Bell. Goth. ch. xviii.).

This internecine feud among the enemies of the Empire

is made a subject of congratulation by Procopius, and he

tells us that many Roman captives, whom the Kutrigurs

had formerly made, who numbered many thousands,

managed to escape and returned home again (id. xix.).

Meanwhile Zabergan, as we have seen, with a body of

12,000 Kutrigurs, had crossed the Danube and was ravaging

the country to the south. Justinian now sent Aratius

to acquaint them of what had taken place in their

own country, and to tempt them by a liberal largess to

withdraw. They accordingly retired without doing any

more harm, and without carrying off any captives, treating

the inhabitants in fact, as the no doubt astonished historian

tells us, as if they had been their friends, and it was

agreed that if on their return they found it possible to

remain, they were to do so ;
but if they found it impossible

to settle down in their own country they were to return

to Thrace, where the Emperor promised to find them

quarters, and where they should undertake to keep out

other barbarians (id. xix. 1 and 2).

Agathias says the Kutrigurs were attacked by the Utigurs

while returning from Thrace, and deprived of the plunder

which they had made. Those who escaped went home to collect

their forces, and thus the two tribes began a long struggle,

during which the empire was more or less free from their

attacks. The Kutrigurs, it would seem from his account,

were seriously punished in the war, and those who remained

lost their liberty and took the name of the conquerors.

"When the news reached Constantinople of these events,
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the Emperor was highly praised for his prudent conduct

(Agathias, lib. v. ch. 6).

Procopius says that 2000 of the Kutrigurs who had been

defeated by the Utigurs fled with their wives and children

to Roman territory. They had among them a valiant

chief named Simeon who had formerly served under

Belisarius against the Yandals. These fugitives offered

to serve in the Roman armies, and Justinian sent them

into Thrace. This caused Sandilkh, the ruler of the

Utigurs, to get into a great rage. He deemed it indecent

that having driven the Kutrigurs from their lands to

please the Romans, the latter should have given the latter

settlements, and he sent his complaints by his envoys, to

whom, says Procopius, he entrusted no letters, for the

Huns had not the art of writing, and neither taught

their children to read or write. These envoys reported

his message to Justinian, and according to Procopius, it

was in these words :
“ I heard a parable, when a child,

which I will report to you. The wolf can change its

fur, but not its disposition. Nature will not let it do so.

This is what I, Sandilkh, have learnt from old men who

discriminate the ways of men by those of beasts. I also

know the lessons which I have learnt from my country

life. The shepherds take young dogs and bring them up

carefully, and when grown up, the dogs are gentle to the

shepherds who have cared for them. The intention of

the shepherds is that these dogs shall guard their sheep

and protect them from the wolves. This is a universal

law, I take it, for nowhere do dogs eat sheep and wolves

guard them. It is equally a law, I take it, in your kingdom

where some things occur strange and contrary to the ways

of other men. If I am mistaken in my remarks, point

it out to my envoys, so that I may learn something in

my old age. If my story is true, is it not shameful that

you should give shelter to the Kutrigurs in your midst

when you could not tolerate them quietly when living so far

from their frontiers P They will soon prove if they have

affection and zeal for your service. You will always have
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enemies since you treat them so kindly after they have

been beaten, and you will have no friends to defend your

territories and to protect them from pillage since they

may expect to be worse treated than your foes. While

we have to live in a sterile desert, the Kutigurs enjoy super-

fluity. They have the luxury of baths, while their garments

are embroidered with gold and silver. They have carried off

to their country a vast quantity of Romans upon whom they

practised all the cruelty which a barbarous and pitiless

disposition could invent. While we have run dangers in

order to rescue their victims from slavery, you have repaid

us ill. We suffer all the inconveniences to which nature

has condemned our land, while the Kutrigurs divide among

them the lands of those whom we have delivered by our

courage from the yoke they had imposed on them.” Such

was the message of the envoys whom Justinian endeavoured

to appease with words and presents, and sent home again

(id. xix.).

A little later, the Lombard Ildigist, who had sought

asylum at Constantinople, taking offence at not being

treated with sufficient dignity, fled to Apros, in

Thrace, where, being joined by some of his country-

men, he revolted. The Emperor ordered the different

governors of Thrace and Illyria to oppose him. The first

troops whom he encountered consisted of those Kutrigurs,

to whom the Emperor had given a settlement in Thrace,

but they were defeated and dispersed, and the rebels

advanced upon Illyria (Procopius, De Bell Goth, xxvii. 2).

Iu the fight between Narses and the Goth Totila, we are

told that a contingent of Huns fought in the Roman ranks

(id. xxxi.). These were probably Kutrigurs, and it is

the last notice of them known to me. We now lose the

guidance of Procopius, who died about this time.

In the year 557 a new horde of nomades, whose history

I have elsewhere related, crossed the Volga, driven forward

by the Turks, and we are told that on their approach the

Sarselt, Onoguri (i.e. the Bulgarians), Sabiri, and other

Huunic tribes, were greatly disturbed, and gave them

presents.
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I take it that the larger part of these Hunnic tribes

were incorporated in the Avar armies, and marched

westwards with them. Not only so, but it would seem

that, like the Onogurs or Bulgars, some of the other

Huns became the dominant caste among certain Slavic

peoples.

In common with other writers, I cannot avoid identifying

the Sabiri with the race or caste which gave its name to

the Serbians. I have elsewhere in a monograph on the

Croats shown how probable it is that they also were led

by a Hunnic caste, and it is an interesting fact that one

of the early Croat chiefs was called Kotrag, which brings

him into close relationship with the Kutriguri.

I hold the Sabiri, the Kutrigurs, and the Utigurs to

have been very nearly related to one another, all of them

having been Turks of the Uighur branch. Jornandes clearly

treats the Sabiri and Kutrigurs as closely related. His

words are :
“ Hinc jam Hunni ... in bifariam populorum

rabiem pullularunt. Nam alii Cutziagiri, alii Saviri

nuncupantur,” etc. One of the famous chiefs of the

Kutrigurs who invaded the empire was named as we have

seen Zabergan, which seems a corruption of Sabir Khan.

In my view these tribes, before the Avar movement, occupied

the old Khanate of Siberia, and the steppes East of the

Volga, now the home of the small horde of the Kirghiz

Kazaks, and this movement largely displaced and thrust

them forward. When they crossed the Volga, they thrust

a wedge in among the previous occupants of the Russian

steppes, who consisted of the remains of the army of Attila.

It is curious to note how potent a factor they became in

the eyes of the Romans. As a proof of the considerable

role played by the Huns at this time in Eastern eyes it

may be mentioned that when the Byzantine faction of

the Blues changed their dress, etc., they cut off all

their hair in front, and allowed that behind to grow long,

probably in tresses. “ They call this,” says Procopius,

“the mode of the Huns.” They began to wear much
richer robes than their condition justified, the sleeves of
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which were wide above and narrow below, so that when

they raised their arms at the theatre the people might

fancy their height corresponded to the bulk of their

garments. Their jackets, their buskins, and their socks

were also in the fashion of the Huns (Procopius, Secret

History, vii. 1).
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Art. XIII. — Catalogue and Description of 27 Babi

Manuscripts. By E. Gr. Browne, M.A., M.R.A.S.

( Continued from page 499 .)

BBF. 7.

The Bab's Commentary on the Suratu’l-‘Asr
,
and the Tasb'th-

i-Fatima.

Ef. 99 (ff. la-2% f. 17*, 11. 7-12, f. 88*, ff. 98h-99* blank)

;

13 5 x9 centimetres, 14 lines to the page. Written

in a clear naskh band. Obtained at the same time

and under the same circumstances as the last MS.

The occasion of the Bab’s writing this Commentary is

thus described in the Tdrikh-i-Jadid (bbp. 5, f. 106a
;
Or.

2942, ff. I03a-103b
)

:
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j<A Jj j\ JoLii l)j-J £iAlj

'-J-’ \J2j-Z- • ;>** b*«i» jj . w\~-l Ij

^,^-j ^-J ^j\ a1-j lil

lal—'-2-l—J
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A3 ^-— '

j*G£**
'

' ^aujy>j \ l

^1 A iA^*j ^j-ju |*L»1 . S^*J~

J

a3—! 1 jcx cUja3> <tj »iijijl
j

“ So His Holiness [the Bab] alighted at the house of

the Imdm-Jum‘a [of Isfahan], and abode there forty-

days, during which time the Imdm-Ju?n‘a behaved towards

him with every appearance of good-will and respect.

Many persons, gentle and simple, enjoyed the honour of

meeting him, and propounded to him hard questions, to

which they received full and satisfactory answers easy to

understand, so that many accepted his doctrine. His Ex-

cellency [Miniichihr Khan] the Midtamadu’d-Dawla also

came to see him, and His Holiness [the Bab] returned

the visit. The Imdrn-Jnm‘a had demanded of him, ‘By
what sign do you establish the truth of your claim ?

’

‘ By verses,’ answered he, ‘ for without pause of the pen

I can, in the space of three hours, write a thousand sentences

on any subject that I please.’ * But,’ objected the Imam-

Jum‘a, ‘you may have considered the matter previously.’

‘ I will write,’ replied he, ‘ on any subject you please.’

‘Then,’ said the Imdm-Jum‘a, ‘write for me a Commentary

on the Sura beginning wa’ l-‘asr,
1 even as you wrote for

Aka Seyyid Yahya of Darab a Commentary on the

Siiratu’l-Kawthar? So His Holiness [the Bab] began to

write, and in every three hours wrote a thousand sentences.

Then the Imdm-Jum‘a was convinced that such power

was from God, being beyond the capacity of man.”

Allusion is made to this request of the Imdm-Jum‘a

1 Kur’an, ciii.

2 Kur’kn, cviii.
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in the following passage of this Commentary,
which

occurs on ff. 4b-5 b of the present MS. :
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j
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5
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1 The humble tone of this passage, as well as the absence of all claim to
infallibility, is very noteworthy, and in itself stamps the work as one belonging
to the earlier period.
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Having quoted so much from the preface proper, I

must confine myself to giving the first few lines of the

doxology and the last few lines of the conclusion of the

book.

Beginning on f. 2b :

<He!jo! jIj! i_£*xJl <UJl

cxjIjT jJlu cjIjjsj-j*)! (jj\ii»- culjys)^ Cj-Ls^l i
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j
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Jjj jJ 31 <d! 11 tJlj JljD! Jj! ti <u*iil <d3l Uj

^1 L» d
,J \jj' ^ &v* Uj

Ending on tf. 87a-87 b
:
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F. 88a is left blank. On f. 88b begins another document

written, as appears from a passage occurring on

f. 93b
,

in answer to a letter of enquiry, and con-

taining, as appears from a passage occurring on

f. 94a
,
the Doxology of Fatima alluded to by my

correspondent (See p. 494 supra). These two passages,

together with the beginning of the doxology and

the conclusion of the work, I subjoin:

Begins

:

<Lxclkj 5l A-X-C Jx- li iSfj t ^jX ijOj.c\ 'jst

. * \- : fa »M \ . ! • Ml ' " a I f \ .1 / ?

<l)JI ,_Lii (jwjJjAS! o : ^Lc Lja)! ci

1 CJjj )
the Bah appears to denote himself. The term (in this sense)

occurs commonly in his earlier writings. See supra, p. 303 n. 1.

2 MS.^all
,
an evident error.
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Ends on ff. 97b-98a with a short explanation of the

Suratu’t-takathur (Kur’an, cii) :
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1 Allusion seems to be made to Mulla Huse)Ti of Bushraweyh, who is

elsewhere called yVf ^ J,l, J3 1 <r->tJl i_>V i_iU>, etc.

2 Cf. a passage from the Ndsikhu’t-Taivarikh cited at p. 227 of T.K. ii.
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BBF. 8.

The Bab’s Commentary on the Suratul-Kawthar.

This MS., brought from Persia to Cyprus, under the cir-

cumstances already detailed on pp. 493-5 supra, was forwarded

to me by Subh-i-Ezel, together with the MS. to be next

described (bbf. 9), and a letter dated Ramazan 5th, a.h.

1308 (April 14th, 1891), and reached me on May 7th,

1891. In the letter Subh-i-Ezel wrote :

^ h ^ bA
\

^
L " jA * Ait?

^ A v. i
it! A

^

l

•
—^ ^ h » b?wwjU

)

Isas*3 liaUJ-C!! 1 *y~0 • *

^

“ I send unto you two hooks which I described on a previous

occasion
;
one [a copy] of the Commentary on the Names,

and the other [a copy] of the Commentary on the Suratu’l-

Kaicthar, that this may be a reminder to him who heareth

and seeth and watcheth and winneth : strive, then, to write

the words correctly.”

The Commentary on the Suratu’l-Kawthar, as we learn

from a passage in the Tdrikh-i-Jadid cited at pp. 637-8

supra, as well as from the Traveller’s Narrative (vol. i, p. 10,

vol. ii, p. 8), was written by the Bab for Aka Seyyid

Yahya of Darab at Shiraz. Further proof of this is

afforded by the following words which occur on f. 9a
,

11. 1-2 of this MS. :

b CL-Alll cA-Lj Jju <b>b lu\} b>

* A---

“ 0 Yahya, produce spontaneously 1 a verse like unto these

verses, if thou art learned and sound.”

1 Literally “ by natural disposition,” i.e. without laborious effort or study.
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This MS. contains ff. 116 (ff. l a-2a
,
and 116a-116b blank),

17*5 x 10'5 centimetres, 19 lines to the page. Written

in a neat and legible naskh. Headings of sections and

sometimes initial words of sentences in red.

Begins

:
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j
yJl ^J,xl.W*jl ^JJJ.A.2*- Aiil l ^ H

lir*
^uulill £-a*j ^UUl

tl
^pl ^Jl aA_x jl-il

}
^jJl !aj&

lJ-c

^ilil
j
^a^» ^5

T’^
^ dJJl Jljj di»< IjXaaj

t

i—il^jUjl

JUi Jljj jlOJl ^^i J AyUi
^
aIx ^Uii ^a*j ^Sl HXu

~~ dU-l 1 A^ xl l dU-J l
^j£
Ax

j

.
.>^5^' l

. t
.-- dUJ I A.*— A*A— A AAC dJ

Ux LjUj A_iJ l ^)l«srL»!
^

j*_£-lU Sjix*a ^JL>-

*
t;

^*]l*l^ lLjj dJj AA-sll
j ijA~3j^\ ^Jx j*5Ls j

^}
\j ‘UUJl *jJ o d-jA^>x! IJx ^X?* dj^jill diA-S^l AXO»J

I r Vi dsrCj^x jJXz

The date of transcription given in the colophon, Zi’l-

Hijje 14th, a.h. 1296, corresponds with November 29th,

a.d. 1879.

I conclude the description of this MS. by quoting from

different parts of the Introduction a few passages, which

appear of special interest, as affording further evidence of

the authorship of the work, or as indicating the stage of

development to which the Bab’s ideas had at this time

attained.

(Ji-S^l |*^ ' J)1 t _}
IXj\jAmjJ\ L_5vJ

\

yJ (f. 4 )

A»-l jAdb
jJ

Hyl\ J^s\ XI dJjl (J_)l J t

jMJ.SU 51 d-S
2” As^U

1 A-x dj U!J j ^,jA lids! |UrAl ai dlJl ^11 c_UUo J iLxi JX O’

djjl l__£xjl ^^j-j^jUjl ^y» X^~\ CAijJ j*l ll illaJil
j

^.Jl cA'l^lio sP (jxu ^1 j\ jjicl iOl^AJb

j.b.a.s. 1892. 42
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\ J Lsr*- <dJ\ ilke! Aal
j
4-i JJ31

^ V V. d )

l ••
i\yt\

(_J^ a!J\ ^lacuwj (f. 4 )

i_dj ,ji^j a^ * I?- J.A ^ u^j/v.
*'

(JlJb aJJL t—C^j! ^JhLs.0 Iju!) ^ J
A JjjLl J CA^l

-c 2fJ J! J1 (JjO c_£1aj *U- Jji)
_J

*Ua Jo-1 ^
Al^-*)-! .

£Aj ^j*«J A5 A.TJ l **
jA 1̂ ^ ^ ^->1 <J«U L*J

L '^3 ,VJ jjJb 1-
" jIj>-Ia« tA-~J l_lll L" jlcLi (i_A»J l ^"S V|

!

^ A.’ jj
(

1 ^)1 1 A*lj Ij A^C-lj

tfOiL+wuJl cji-s*5 jJa*j A^Uaill o AjAls*^! AJa-s**
-

{!}[) ,^-aJI

•aa^AJ 1—iJj
j^j_j^

(jJ.aU ija! -C A^jst’* JT^jjj

Ji^-l caJJ_^ ^-Jl Sa. Ax.« i_iJls^ CA-.AJ 3 . tLsusz*^ ij^Jl

j*]id A^la-C ia> 1 j
iAuS j~y-^ o"U IgJ^A * i_r^ t -1

la-a! US ( £!a A*j
^

<A
^

' .IAa; J 'Ul*)l £j< is
, jii! 1 2 jjb

cLjLJLsrU £j\ > <0 <0 <CL^USb Jyb J J ^USi" jj

&\ Jj (f. 5
a
) oA>^ 51 j c^ULGSJ3 J aJ/JS

^JS ^jl A^lA^-all j^la
_j

Apl^Jl j!*Jl jSb U-i ^pil

Jio ^ JA£ j£ JysT l^lx
j
jAi ^ Js J-sl

o i^-y* ^s'*-^ f

A^a>-
^

A^l
ll>^ ^j-1^ (f* 5

b
) ,^»a>- <J

uy V.
5! <—Ojjj j

yS’*“ i y/* LJ^J ^ >r^-r; ^
<iia

;
»5:'^ jU ^ t—^-* !_}* ^Jj~J ^r! ^ >

i—!j=£\

^AJ j, Ja^I ^-IkuJ l^J UA-A^i tuK Jj\ \j! il
_j
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i La- Jj (f. 6
a

) <33 ^AsrT J, l_a3 AJ <C!aCt31 ^bjA

c c^,U Aj 3u!l i_£3j JlLil ^ ^
^AA-sw^ ^pJjcaJ Is!

|*}31 lj (_J-J ^y* 3'*"c ' b* l_}b*A

^.jL-sr^ \i 3 ^^LaiJl ^yt 1a=3 £j\ ^»£!U> ,*£>

\»j-^i\
p

1^J..^,5»-
j
pjli aj

^ 2
^£ft=» J^4 ^

bybb 2 ^
!^L*x Uj aJJI l»jAi

^

j*Ua# 3^"jl 1 J Ijl
j (f. 6 ) L*^«Li 3J1 i

"
' Aa>3

j

^wILwaJI Ijli ^lj-3^ i-A^-AJ
^j

4LJ1 J.-J b'ltl ^IbuJiSl

^ybl LA-3j (Ji _•
^bJl 3^ AAC CA’l-A^-^ 1 Jb ,3b-.’

<3Jb Ayilj Ljj l§-j Jy6 J
b^J 0yj-il AJ

^1 t_0 jv_^-> C^b21 ^ cAH' L. 3^ p^Txujl
_5

j^Ux ^
^jb3 1 A 1 1 0 lj 1 b&

j 1 ^
^

U5”'
^ 3 Ax] ^

l*i! dJlr" ^,3J

j*-»=>-^Jl

j*»JL! 3 aJ ^ |*ib>- A-»J^3A <L-_j c_AaJ31 Jjj ^jjl ^bsA-:

lSJj r \
3JS 31 yii ^jJl^3 a^ (f. 7

a
) 3l . . . . *

J Uj <^J3l ^jA ^ |*^31 4 ^ ^
i

_g**~ a!

)bA .l 1 13 Axi <t-3i 1 A-A 1 1 >J ^ - •

jJ^J! bbi AJiJ
j * ^yeAJ 2 J

<aJJ1 ca>V.V j^ftJA-O j*Ail ^C-.^i

2 ^ ^! ^wUl b* j*!.*-! III
j 3^ \^y* 3^

1 Allusion may be here made to Kurratu’l-‘Ayn, who was originally of the

Sheykhi sect (see T.N. yoI. ii, p. 310, and p. 342, n. 1).
3 Haji Seyyid Kazim of Besht and his predecessor Sheykh Ahmad of Ahsa

are of course alluded to.
3 IIer£ alsoyj seems to mean the Bab himself. Cf. p. 303 supra.
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^J.-w \^X*J \ tXJl
*~T'~ ^ ^ ^ySJC

^.331 ^J3llJ& jJil , * j*j& t_3oJ^lj ^i*j JjLc 1jiXk?C jJ j

•j-'
' C'l *r ,‘u

'

*
~t3 V ^ 3 Uiais^ 'J

Ail ^y-
1

! (Jli t— ^1 1^313 ^j 3J1^-A-£ ^Jd
^

jJ.i^» ^ _j
* D t_L-~^- 4_J.—

J
j*^2^

1
*'3Jl £jb 4_.'Ij

C-Xj\ <sJJl ^jU ^^LaiJl t*^Jl3 U» ^yis- (j^Aill jjli A* ,Ji

t3)l <-r'
,

^c^ Li-3li
j

<t-l.Il ^l^J-s ^ ^fc31 cs-Jli A <&lj uiJlj ys

£}J^1 o j*^
25^

_}
\y\i L» ‘ zsf'y a3J1

* *JS 3>U1 <_t
j

AJw\3l

BBF. 9.

*l*-3!l ij*
A31 jAjs-1

The Bab’s Commentary on the Names
(
vol. ii)

.

This MS. came into my hands under the same circum-

stances and at the same time as the last. The passage in

the accompanying letter wherein reference is made to it

has been already quoted (p. 643 supra). The letter itself

is pasted into this MS. after the last leaf (f. 264), forming

IF. a-f

3

additional.

The description of the MS. is as follows : Ff. 264

(ff. l a—

2

a
,

5b-6b
,
192 b

,
219a

,
225b-226b

, 230a-232b
,
240a-

240b
,
253b

,
264a—264b

,
a 1 and /3

2 blank), 20‘75xl3 centi-

metres, 21 lines to the page. Written in a clear and

compact naskh. Headings of chapters and marginal anno-

tations in red.

1 This passage is especially noteworthy. Cf. Traveller's Narrative

,

vol. i, pp.
3-4

;
vol. ii, pp. 3-4.
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Begins (on f. 2b
)

:

ci c_->Ldl

AJJlp-wJ * (J_j^ ti (J_j^
* <«_^J

1

j* <0 j A-iy/dl iijjXs*

j_ji A-lj! <dll JJj du&^l yt> 3! <tin <dll * j^l

^ A^“l
[zP*

t ^.1 ^ j&8J ^jJ 1 a

All $^iIj ' Lfij b# L* *! ^ o ^ ^
t-

** jI **4.ll.1 1 i

*

,^1 \ lk)b*J,

This, like all the Bab’s other later works, is divided into

Vahids containing nineteen chapters apiece. Each chapter

is devoted to one of the “Names” of God, these names

being permuted and varied in the usual way (cf. T.N. ii,

pp. 317-319). Each name is further considered under four

different aspects, so that in eacb chapter we find four

subordinate sections, Jp| J JjW, ^yliJI J, ^yliSI, J uiJliii

cjJlill, and
<J,

Only the latter half of the

work (from Vahid viii, cb. 1 to Vahid xix, ch. 18
*)

is

contained in this volume, and of this several complete

Vahids, including the twelfth, and many chapters are

missing. This is so far to be regretted, in that it prevents

me from definitely establishing the identity of this MS.
with the MS. described by Dorn under the name of “ Koran

der Baby,” at pp. 247-8 and 284-292 of vol. viii of the

Bulletin de VAcademie Imperiale de Sciences de St. Petersbourg

(1865). For Dorn gives only the first chapter of the twelfth

Vahid, which, as I have already said, is not contained in

this volume. I think, however, that anyone who will com-

pare the specimen which he gives with the fragment I have

given will agree that the two MSS. almost certainly re-

present the same work, especially as the “Name”
or is given in the index of the missing chapters as

1 Ch. 19 appears to be missing, though included in the table of contents at

the end. It should deal with the name ‘Tjjlt.
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the first chapter of the twelfth Vahid. The matter can be

easily settled in St. Petersburg by comparing my description

of my defective MS. with the complete MS described by

Dorn. This identification is really more important than at

first sight appears, for the St. Petersburg MS. is of un-

doubted authenticity, having passed directly from the hands

of the Bab’s amanuensis into European hands in Tabriz

shortly before the Bab’s martyrdom. 1 Now should this MS.

of mine prove to be identical with Dorn’s, not only will the

latter be supplied with its proper name, but valuable cor-

roborative evidence will be afforded of the genuineness of

all the MSS. which have come to me through Subh-i-Ezel’s

hands.

The 18th chapter of the 19th Vahid (on the Name
begins on f. 258a

,
and ends on f. 261 b with the following

words

:

pH j p^ p£ o

(.w

—

‘

^
pb ’’

ij 1
^ yy yy

’

* Up J>

Immediately after this, in smaller characters, follows the

Arabic colophon

:

jJjiH
_J

i
••

1
pjJ (_5 W

jZ*** t 1U.
1 ^ %

1 Dorn writes (p. 248, loc. cit.): “Ich theile im Anhang II den Anfang
mit, und kann bloss hinzufiigen, dass iiber die Eclitheit der Handschrift in

so fern kein Zweifel obwalten kann, als sie unmittelbar von dem Secretar des

Bab selbst, welcher diesen Koran nach dem Vorsagen seines Herrn und Meisters

niedergeschrieben haben wollte, berstammt. Er hatte sie aus seinem Gefiingniss

zu Tebris in europaische Hande gelangen lassen. Die Verautwortlichkeit fur

den Inhalt also rulit auf dem genannten Secretar.”
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)Sj&*\ , .
L 0 : 1 t\xj Aj biwlj K j* .

*
..1 1 S ^

ci • 1 r Ajj ^Lii ^11 Jo ^Jlc

“ This is the last of what I have found of the chapters of

this precious book, whereof the transcription was concluded

on the day of Kemal [Monday], the second of the month

of Kalimdi [the 7th month], and the first of the cycle

of Mustafm (?) of the 37th year of the Beyanic cycle

and the sixth Kawr, corresponding to Monday the 17th

of Sha'ban, a.h. 1302, by the hand of the feeblest of

[God’s] servants and the humblest of them, he who

needeth the grace of his Bountiful Lord, 51092.” 1

Immediately after this colophon follows another in Persian

:

LLc j\ ,JU- <-Sy j' ^ ^

Ai.J
|4

lib#j (J ^ AsA.S''^ L*
^ ^

c I
t

1

% aLUU aLI \ buijl ^ j$

a£ Ala^ jib Aaj btL pJS b-Ix'JJ i ** Ai

Jj-i ij^bi JoUa~* j+s. joj jd

* Ajl^j
^

aIII a*c*-^
^

^Lc
j

* StiyU aLUU As.*^ b 1J J_jl jJj>-

“ Let it not be hidden that the copy from which this

transcript was made was not free from errors, and that

it was impossible to obtain a correct copy
;

wherefore no

attempt was made at collation. If God please, the collation

and emendation thereof will be feasible to [other] persons

•who are established [in a better position]. But let not

these fall to [recklessly] emending the text, but let them

well consider whatever may at the first glance appear to be

1 Monday, Sha'ban 17th, a.h. 1302 = Monday, June 1st, a.d. 1885. The
Bhbi date given in this colophon offers several difficulties, and is evidently com-
puted from a fixed point other than that used bv the Beha’is (See T.N. vol. ii,

p. 425). The cyphers at the end of the colophon appear to represent in some
cabbalistic fashion the scribe’s name.
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incorrect, perchance it may be correct. Peace be upon

him who followeth the right guidance, and God’s mercy

and blessings.”

“ The first volume has been collated with a trustworthy

copy.”

At the bottom of the page (f. 261 b
)

is an index of the

chapters contained in this volume, arranged according to

the Vahids to which they belong and their order in those

Vahids. The 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th Vahids are tolerably

complete; the 12th, 13th, 14th, 17th, and 18th. are un-

represented (one or more pages being left blank at the

point where they should appear in the text) ; Vahid 15

is represented by only two chapters (the 12th and 13th)
;

Vahid 16 by one (ch. 7) ;
and Vahid 19 by chapters 7,

8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, and 18.

Although the scribe appears to have been unable to supply

the missing chapters, he nevertheless knows the “Names”
which form their titles and subjects, and accordingly, on

f. 262 a
,
he gives a complete table of contents of Vahids

xii-xix. This, together with the contents of Vahids viii-xi,

I subjoin, premising that different derivatives of the same

root are accounted the same “ Name ”
(e.g

.

and
;

and CjLi), and that I place the missing chapters

in parentheses and the missing Vahids in brackets.

Vahid viii. 1. aA^ 2. 3. 4. 5. jJLi 6.^i

J

7. jd*- .x* 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.

ii-iLs’'
1* 13. 14.

(
lo. 16.

17. 18. 19.

Vahid ix. 1. 2. 3. 4.^._s**^* 5.

6. 7. (j2\j) 8. 9. 10. J\j 11.

12. j,jij 13. 14. lo. 16.

17. jjli 18. j7li 19. jjL
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"V ahid x. 1. ; 2. 3. 4. 5. ^jc.us* 6. la.i.s'*

7. 8. 9* - ‘‘j*'* 10. 11. i.
••

itx^t

12. ^\j 13.^ 14. J\j\ 15. 16. ^Jb 17.

18 19. .

A' ahid xi. 1, 2. 3. 4.
(

5. 6,

7. (e^j,) 8. 9. c_^y* 10. Ji~. 11.

12. t__-Ai&iV# 13. 14. 15. 16.

17. (^.U) 18. (jjU-) 19. G_^U).

[Vahid xii. 1. ^bLs 2. *hj 3. 4. ^sL 5. JUs- J 6. < $L»*

7. '1^- 8. jl5j 9. (jJ/ 10. <_>M 11. *lb 12. jlki

13. ulki 14. HiLj 15. *Ub 16. 17. jbj 18. V>

19. JUrh]

[Vahid xiii. 1. ^wlJ 2. ^aUi 3. Lis*- 4. JL>- 5. 6.
<
J\S\

7. jM 8. i il_i_£ 9.
fLs-j 10. < ibl*£ 11.

12. L-Sh> 13. ujIasj- 14. ^Li 15. ^ 16.

17. jllJ 18. ^j\xi 19.

[Vahid xiv. 1. 2. ^Lai 3. 4. 5. jy-

6. u-jU, 7. 8. 9. uJS! 10. £.Vp 11. ^U;

12. 13.^ 14. ^ 15. jL; 16. jIj, 17. J>\j

18.

LUL. 19. uU.]

Vahid xv. (l.^LC* 2. c^i 3. JJjr 4. < 5. < 6.

7. 8. olfij 9. kb, 10. Jjj 11. ^U,) 12. jl> or
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Vahid xvi. (1. JUj 2. jlac 3. Jlj, 4. obj 5. 6. jU-*)

7. *\jb or ^ (8. cJly 9. *U3 10. 11. ‘L
12. *\s\ 13. ^U; 14. -Li 15. cbj 16. 17.

18. 19.

[Vahid xvii. l.^lk- 2.jU-» 3. JLJ 4. cl^, 5. jb&j 6.

7. Jls= 8. JUJ 9. <_iL^ 10. uJ5L 11. cJU.^

12. jU* 13. 14. 15.^ 16.^/ 17 .j'_j j

18
.j\J,

19. ^j.]

[Vahid xviii. 1. ^ 2.^lk* 3. kU> 4. uLs> 5. cjLj 6. ^
7. 8.j\ji 9. ( i\jj 10. *1p-j 11, 12. ,Lp-

13. jU- 14. 15. 16. uJLi- 17. jlJi 18.

19. jLs»-].

Vahid xix. (1. 2. jbj 3. *U~j 4. 5. 6.

7.Jj\
or 8. utiJ or (9. c^bs*" 10. ,L^

11. 12. or 13. or
^

i4.j^

or j^sr* 1 15. or (16. ^\) 17. ’Li or

18. \j_ or (19. *!sj).

The last half of f. 262a is blank. Ff. 262b-263b are

occupied by a sort of ejaculatory prayer, in which all these

names and many more (presumably representing the first

seven Vahids of the “Names,” absent in this volume) are

strung together with the interjection yd inserted before each.

Each “Name” is put in the form JJJaa*, and the names

appear to be arranged in their proper order according to

1 sic in index and text, but written with final i in the prayer at the end of the

volume.
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Vahids and chapters. The total number of “Names” con-

tained in the prayer is 361, corresponding to the Vahid of

Vahids, the “Number of All Things” Ji JAe), and

the days in the Babi year. I subjoin the beginning of the

prayer down to the end of the first Vahid of “Names,” and

the end, including the 19th and last Vahid of “ Names.”

Begins

:

-2 . (Jb 1

-b r
•

b b A^*-yA# I. a!—> * b l b l b 1—xJ
t 1 ^

V,
l)

V. V. V. V.

b jAax* b b b J*iib»* b b b

. ft 1 • L_5>biA^t b 1

b

Ends

:

b b b i b b yx b CyAi^# b

bu b j* b b b b fs h*

U 1 b LiiJ b b *Jy.sfA# b

IjibaJ j l$£ji j bgi.^1 ^ ti c^bbill Hj-V*

• i—ib..^
} ) <—ibsfCi . lLSjj^v Jib b^bj^ LjJbb

^

C t il̂ m£*£ 1 ^
l j- -

I
1 AlX?

1 ^ )
lV* I AJ

i ibj^gbj J L_bbiiU< ^ l__ib h^»\ J C-^sCkilaLj
^ ^

l ^ *
^

*' ^ ^
c-Cubb:; J

^
^ b—

^
^ b b^.*

^ ^

w— ^
L_ib bl^J

^
1 bl. i’

^
l b - - . L b i l y. )

\ j|

Jb i b^ihc <0 aj cuil U

* lyJAJ ‘Aiiblc

The different chapters in the “Commentary on the Names”
appear to have been written on different occasions, and in
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a good many cases a marginal note in red specifies either the

time when, or, in language generally ambiguous, the person

on whose account they were “ revealed.” Of these marginal

notes I subjoin a complete list.

Vahid ix, ch. 8 : <LLJ <LL! J,

Vahid ix, ch. 13
: J>\j\

Vahid ix, ch. 14 : txjji *U-jb 1

1

a-~j c-aLsT

A^-h
J ^ A>-^

^ A»-h , 1 A>- h 4

Vahid ix, ch. 15 : aaJL^j j
*T j\ c-jLsT %]\ J

b# tt-A
^

jl 1 i ' ^ 1 L m
‘ — A3 ^

Vahid ix, ch. 18 : a-^j ^jjaj Ii*j u>^r u°j*

Vahid x, ch. 2: <dll JWUJl J>j\ j>

Vahid xi, ch. 8 : J> ^^Lusruil Jlio-jW <LLJ Jjj

Vahid xi, ch. 10
:

j*LcJ J.-^j iibxc ^j£}\ b!i!^j

aJr5- j*Uji <ui

Vahid xvi, ch. 7 : aLjJ^ ^ j a~J!

Vahid xix, ch. 8
:
^Ia^H

Vahid xix, ch. 12
:

^
D Jjj U

Vahid xix, ch. 17
: ^J\ *j

J] u_f^s) Jjj U

Vahid xix, ch. 18
: o'**!' <d!l ^ Jjj U
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BBF. 10.

Part of the Book of the Names of All Things (vol. i).

This MS., forwarded to me by Subh-i-Ezel in July or

August, 1891, appears to be the companion volume of the

MS. last described, with which it corresponds in size,

writing, and arrangement, though its name is given some-

what differently. It contains in an incomplete form Vahids

ii-vii inclusive, just as BBF. 9 contains Vahids viii-xix.

Vahid i is missing, but a statement of its contents is pre-

fixed to the index on f. 2a
. The description of the MS. is

as follows

:

Ff. 338 (ff. l a—

l

b
,
81b

,
88a-88b

,
120a-120b

,
336b-338b blank),

20 -75 x 13 centimetres, 21 lines to the page. Written

in the same clear and compact naskh as the MS. last

described. Headings of chapters and marginal an-

notations in red.

In the table of contents above alluded to the “Names”
commentated are written continuously, the number of the

Vdliid to which they belong being indicated by a super-

scription in red over the first “ Name ” of each Vahid. This

table I subjoin, placing the numbers of the Vahids in

parentheses.

(r CJbt hlL) A As JUi jV c

*Xc cl^« jLsr* S\fs

<dl' U#

Ay>- Jrr’j 1 ’

‘-r>)

fij (r j&\j
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J.JU 1
(aj!) 1 aJa!

J\j>
lUj\

}
(j)U.) jj\j

^r\

i

(f 2 ^Jb

^ ^Us**5

J***?'*

^rs-li (o *\>^) Ja^kt*

C_— (_£jlto i^2*Xs* (_y ^ k— ^.jLi

\^y*y* ^Z~-^
cJi^H jj^^* L^f.^1

* cJ^j ^

jjm^
L
jr**-*^* uy^1* i—2-la*^«

llAAA^t j <y..1 ^
t

I w ^4w 1^ f
V

ji~u* J*~asi *j?* 0>~** i«_-~-*^* ^s'4,'<

(*X>t
) ^

^.&u) C—.?lj l^*
L

gj lj ^

^ _j
c_LJIj

* sjAJ tzJ*y j^sru Jo-^ j! (Ju<jli) r t_jl> ^

The notifications of the occasions on which, and the

persons for whom, the different chapters were revealed are

as follows

:

Vahid ii, ch. 11 : A-j: 1L» t A li

(See T.N., vol. ii, Index, s.v. Ahmad-i-Katib.)

Vahid ii, ch. 14 : JJtoJ\ji Jp- "*
V.

Vahid iii, ch. 11 : toj *1# A-i-c ‘-r’^r

wV J
- L -~ 1 l^J ^*0 ^ ^

Vahid iii, ch. 1 1 (middle) : (? ^ jy )
^jyi (<JL-)^

i\uj Lw.'

1 Names overlined and placed in parentheses are in the original written in red

over the line.
2 One name appears to be missing from this Vahid.
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Vahid iii, ch. 12 : Jxl ^
a-^j <uLc &±\j* L* <_aL:=c7

Vahid iii, ch. 17
:

^IuJaII ^^31

Vahid v, ch. 4
:

J^lxlb ^£aj ^ J-x>- ^
Vahid y, ch. 5 : <L>Aid,i o ^lal! J-»Ls!l a-.cL« J-^y.

Vahid v, ch. 8 : s€j& a-j^j 1

1

• a-x c^lxsr pxl ^j\

AX)l^j liAs^ 31 j AxLy i <d!i A-x lilt AXjujJD

Vahid v, ch. 12 (towards the middle of the first quarter)

:

CXfXJ j
lifts*-

Vahid y, ch. 16 : i iUl!
^J>j\ J, ^aI^II c_>1a.J

Vahid v, ch. 19
: s u->j *\# UJx MUl is^sA Jxjj

x k_^3l£l! (diisT

Vahid vi, ch. 2
:

^j-jI Ja£ ^A a-j^j a^,^ (__?UsT

1^31 _j
a 31 Aijl^J Cl^b3l AaJ

Vahid Yii, ch. 12 (about the middle of the first quarter)

:

y
\ a-c 31 LAil!

The following colophon, written in red ink, concludes

the text on f. 336a
:

j4~> ^y* «xLuJl JLtilll
j*

4J (_i U&AJjauJ ^y* ^hio 1

Sj«A ^y^idjJl A5^l S^A
^ ^

1 _j*^**i
{
* r* ^ ^ y

1
^y-Aolil ^4^.3 j hul

1 ^
1 ^

*L-j 1,^31

2^1 ^ aICL

Safar 4th, a.h. 1304=Nov. 2nd, a.d. 1886. This first

volume of the “ Names ” was therefore written nearly a

year and a half after the second described above. Cf. p.

651 supra.
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BBF. 11.

(jLJI

The Mirror of the Beyan, by Subh-i-Ezel.

Ff. 678 (ff. l a-2a and 675b-678b blank), 2075 x 13-5 centi-

metres, 14 lines to the page. "Written in Subh-i-Ezel’s

large clear naskh.

When I was in Cyprus in March-April 1890, Subh-i-Ezel

mentioned this book and another, the Divan-i Ezeli, as

two of the more important of his productions, and promised

to give me copies of them.

In a letter dated Muharram 12th, a.h. 1309
(
= Aug. 18th,

a.d. 1891), he wrote as follows :

l " j\jS* L •• AiL.

JL,) i A-l*.
J

b <UiMb <bb 1 b ^
' V.

“ The book named Mir’atu’l-Beyan which was promised to

you in the days of meeting is ready. As its folios are

numerous, please indicate in what way it shall be sent,

whether by means of the Governor, or some other wajr
,

and whether all at once, or in two or three instalments.”

In reply to this, I requested that the book might be sent

through Captain Young, either all at once, or in successive

instalments, as might appear convenient. The first instal-

ment, consisting of 25 folios of 10 leaves (20 pages) each,

reached me in November, 1891 ;
the second instalment,

consisting of 23 similar folios, in February, 1892; the third

and last instalment, consisting of 20 folios,* in June, 1892.

Taking the word Beyan in one of its senses, as denoting

these “Books of Names” and “Commentaries on the

Names ” which have been already described, the title

“ Mirror of the Beyan ” aptly defines the nature of the

present work, which, except that the “Names” are in a

different order, and are not grouped in Vahids of 19, is
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precisely similar in arrangement to bbf. 9 and bbf. 10

(see p. 649 supra). The number of names contained in the

whole work is 137. They are as follows :

.
j*U*ll jiill • . L_XlUll . U. . *131

• t^l 1
. ^«^1^11 .

jmSI I .
t

1 . i LJ 1 . Cj-jl^ull . A^UUl .

. L_^sr^l .j.Ul . A=-l J1 (r •)
.
|*jjjiJl .jjxll

.
^.^wll

.j*yUl
. J^l .^11 .J~AJ1 . i ! » >1 1 . . JJJulll

.J^ll (n) .a.^1 .^1
• fl .<uJ .ytsUll .jJjlj 1 .LA~JU . Jjtll . JU£ll *»Att^)l .( U,!!

. .^S^l .<—JAJmI! .iaUs^l .jjls^l .jJU.ll

.
jsll . . JUU1 .Jo\ik\ (oa)

. t^UUll . ^UajuUI . i_$Ul!

JJ1 .^ij\ .^\ mJj2\ .

c
&)1 .^\ . JxQl

.^jjl (vv) .^jJjJ! .^LN ^JbUall yoJl .Jj3l .^UaUt

. a*U 1 .jo-lll . jjj^l! .jjljJl .j^aJI yUx^Jl .jlull .

.^Ull .J^l .jiJl jTjl
. JU1 -

r
UJl .

r
^jJl .jUl

v*iyi
. JoUll .ejUl .jyll .Jj31 . UJ1 (n) .^bUll .UAJ1

.^1 .J\&\
.^iUl .jjll .^1 .

jJUII

. jl^sll . J.J_sll (ho) . ci^^Ul . tijjl^ll . JU^II . ulU! . ^-jUl

. UU!
.
^S-J^ll . JjU'^1 .

^yjiUl . l_r-v»-^l . J~*Ul . jjbjJl

.
jfc^JLiJl

.
^J^j/4.11

. Jl*2_fiJl
.
j**lUl .

^UJl . 1

• Jl*il! .^s.^1 . (try) .jUJl . %_^1^1
. ^JU. 1

No further description of this MS. seems necessary, except

to give a transcript of the first few lines at the beginning

and end.

Begins :

—

*U1 31 *11 3

(jLJl c 1 t—»Ul

j.r.a.s. 1892. 43
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Jjfl J tVSJ ?->j\ j
Li>p\ r \ £>. J

*13 ! *13 ! *11!^

*11 *11! Ji *13! *lH! *11! *l!b

i! * *^^^1 1 l ^ ** i ^j*!! *^*b * Llo b#

J J ^ l—

^

<0 *jb <Lklx l^# JimI.1 J •

Jjj ^ ^
^** ^ ^ ^ & A-^J hXl ^ <L*! ^

*x*j &U
^ yj *,^# »a5 ^Lc <uiL^

^ ur3^ ^ JO a-1

Ends (on ff. 674b-675a
)

:

—

(f. 675
a

) »bL Jtt1
^
<d^ ^\j *J_>J ^\ :

*-J! ^Lj\

^—
’ ia«xj ^a>! ^

*_j \j 1 a—?
^ ^ ^

-Xw
^

**’ ja ^ -— **^
^»

(^)Li (J-^ a <a ^£-i!
j

<c*1£j«-! ^yt jSi
y

*j’b l

ax* (Jyj !»*j ^a! }

*j
. c^ j u

j *.’ ^*.. _. 11
1 ^

2ui 1 a %. *.,)
\ j

<c..o"—' * 1

j^jU!
J
Cu!^*aJ! ClJj£L* ,J, L^^-Hj *jlsTUj «__> Vp ! i—^£>- J

i^jSj (j~^^ (J.H i— j (jJ-J i j cu»j^.s^ a <—

j

,
lu.1 1

J
. **S

1 ^4
lil

1 ^
*J liilj

^ ^ t—' —V . .4I 1
J
. *1. 1 - “

' Ij 1j

^y^i
1 ^ a! u

^ ^
^ i j

^

^
'-^ iyi 1

1
, *j jsi •

11 1 *J k ’^4- /
'

*—*

^ f

1
1 ^ ‘ 1 t^ww*l 1 L 4. 1 3 JuJ *J _\» ^

^4

ys H! *J! U *Jl
j

j*^s^l
_j
'aJ! o ^-1-^! <*-l * J»£

u—~i,l_j a*^ o i_5y^ tj ja 2 a*j

*j a^**^ • 1 ^\ . c 1
' t _5C_i4 .' 1,4 ^ ^4^ ^ w* ^1 • w ^jl

t^\^.jjii! Jjcia! a^' m an <ob Jx\
^ u^

* ^~*l 1*1 1 C— *11 iA/*.a
1
_j

4_.*^s^a 1 1 1

trri i a 0 r 1 r c r t 1 rv 1
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Class III. MSS. obtained at or from Acre.

BBA. 1.

A Traveller'a Narrative
,
written to illustrate the Episode of

Ff. 108 (ff. l a
, 107a-108b blank), 18 -0xl0'5 centimetres,

12 lines to the page. Written in a good naskh.

Title (as above), written in red, occupies 1. 1 on

f. l
b

. An irregular system of punctuation with red

dots prevails throughout the MS. In all other

respects the facsimile forming vol. i. of my Traveller's

Narrative, published by the Cambridge University

Press in February of this year, accurately re-

presents the original.

To what I have said concerning this work, its peculiarities,

value, and importance, in the Introduction to vol. ii of

my edition (which contains, besides the aforesaid Intro-

duction, the translation and notes) I have to make one

or two important additions. From the perusal of certain

letters written by Beha’u’llah’s son ‘Abbas Efendi, I was

led to surmise that he might perhaps be the author of this

history, the peculiar style of which appeared very similar

to his. This conjecture, however, till recently lacked

positive confirmatory evidence. But some few weeks ago

I received a letter from a Persian Babi of Jewish ex-

traction—a descendent of those Jews of Mash-had who,

about half a century ago, were forcibly converted to

Islam—accompanied by a parcel containing (besides a small

controversial treatise in manuscript, composed by Mirza

Abu’l-Fazl of Gfulpayagan, of which I shall have to speak

presently) a lithographed text of this same Traveller's

Narrative, published, as it would appear, in Bombay (for

no printer’s or publisher’s name appears either on the

the Bab.
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title-page or at the end of the volume), on Rabi'-uth-

thani 26th, a.h. 1308 (Dec. 9th, a.d. 1890), that is to

say more than a year previously to my edition. My
correspondent, who at that time knew no more of my
edition of the work than I knew of the Bombay edition,

wrote concerning it as follows :

—

1
, 1

{

A^,—' VaG

ASJM'
T A^/*j 1 A j

ULj jIaS <t-LH <_1A

(S Ij a^j jaA
J
AjU

/
L t̂JS

1.* i J , -v. A..' A..# A yA>- Ay—' £ A-A j , i
i* ^

^

^‘i

‘ A - —-
1

jl lil

(AIaGjI jA A^j-J L_ ^gS^b* ^JaI—
1 j

1 ,
iA *" A~j A*

.J*i ,**i.A i , )-* Ajh
< t ^ ' LS

3^
^ J

• j*'* *L^uuJ tA-ob~A LiJ —
'' L-< ^

\

<tAj^ * LaU \ AJ J^sj+.2>-

j

J

uTJiliL*) ^
• uVw ..'

“ After giving thanks to the One Pure God, who, from

a handful of dust, caused the human essence to appear,

and made it the source of knowledge and reason, repre-

sentation is made as follows : I have forwarded as a con-

signment to your address, by registered post, by way of

Busliire and Bombay, two volumes, wrapped in a covering

of white cloth, and sealed with wax, which, please God,

will arrive safely. Of these two volumes, one is a history

containing the observations of His Holiness the Mystery

of God \_Hazrat-i-Sirru' Jluh~\
1 (may my personality be

his sacrifice !) which he sets forth as made by ‘ a traveller.’

1 The title of Abb&s Efendi. See B. i, p. 518; and T.N., vol. ii, index,

s.v. ‘Abbas Efendi.
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This book was printed in Bombay
;

it has been collated

with a manuscript copy of the same, written in the hand-

writing of His Excellency Zeynu l-Mukarrabm, 1 which is

in my possession. The other is an evidential treatise

[Istidldliyye] written by Mirza Abu’l-Fazl 2 of Gulpayagan

(one of the most illustrious of c the Friends,’ 3 who was

formerly secretary to Manakji Sahib 4 in Teheran) in proof

of the Divine Manifestation and Heavenly Theophany in

the Holy Lands of Carmel and Jerusalem.”

It may therefore, I think, be safely assumed that the

anonymous author of the Traveller's Narrative, concerning

whom I was previously unable to give any information,

is none other than Bella’s eldest son, ‘Abbas Efendi, called

by the Babis Aka-yi- [or Hazrat-i-] Sirru’llah.

As regards the Bombay edition, it is clearly lithographed

in a ta‘lik hand on grey paper, contains 240 pp. of 9 lines

each, measuring 2L0 x 13’5 centimetres, and, beyond the

actual text, contains only the following brief colophon :

—

ip* a r4

That the “ narrative ” is not strictly impartial I have

shown at pp. xlv-xlvi of vol. ii, and that, in one particular

at least, there is good ground for suspecting a deliberate

mis-statement of facts and dates, I have pointed out at

pp. 304-6 of the April number of this Journal.

BBA. 2.

Ff. 129 (ff. l«-2*, 128a-129 b blank), 20-5 x 12-25 centi-

metres, 14 lines to the page. Written in a fine

naskh hand by Zeynu'l-Mukarrabm, “ the Letter

Za,” concerning whom see vol. ii of my Traveller's

1 See T.N., vol. ii, p. 170, and p. 412 et seq.
;
and vol. i, p. 211.

2 See pp. 442-3 supra.
3 i.e. the Babis, who commonly call themselves by this name.
4 See pp. 318 and 442-3 supra.
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Narrative, pp. 412 et seq. The colophon of this

MS. (which is written in the form of a diamond

superimposed on a triangle) occupies the lower part

of f. 127 b
. It is quoted and translated at pp. 417-

418 of T.N. ii, and need not therefore be repeated

here. This MS. is the 67th copy made by Zeynu’l-

Mukarrabm, was completed on Jemadi-ul-avval 11th,

a.h. 1306 (=Jan. 13th, a.d. 1889), and is an ex-

tremely accurate and trustworthy transcript. It

was given to me by Beha’uTlah’s sons on April

20th, 1890, as I was leaving Acre.

For further particulars of the book see pp. 435-438 supra.

BBA. 3.

. l
••

. i •• }\j \Jis . i i? .)

I

• z)

Ff. 96 (ff. l a
,
2a

,
95 a-96b blank), 15’75x8'5 centimetres,

11 lines to the page. Written in a fine clear naskh.

Received from Acre on October 26th, 1890. In

the accompanying letter, dated Safar 18th, a h. 1308

(Oct. 3rd, a.d. 1890), Beha’uTlah’s son Mirza

Badi'u’llah wrote as follows :

J]

t
**
J Ij L»J ^ L

^
... 7

y
w ».

^
i
\ a

J
h

“ The Hidden Words 1 cannot yet he sent, as they have

not yet arrived. Please God they will be sent hereafter.

For the present sundry holy Epistles containing explana-

tions [of the doctrine] in Persian are sent.”

1 See the description of the MS. next following. A MS. of the Hidden
Words had been promised to me, but, as it was not ready when this letter

was written, the present MS. was sent instead.
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On f. l
b

is inscribed the following note:

jA 8Ay*iJ !y*.J 1 y 1 bili
y ^

t ^
j*l\ Jjb ^e-jjb CA>bSlyAl y^y cJj^ <-r,

\}
sr

tAAjyj^b y A^yA^i cAAbil^'
y AA) (— I r-~*

^Jy b
^^*<yb ^jb^bj

^. y £yy^A** L AbAlSC^ y £Ajyl b^*.^ yl

cuLil^ jA <ti c^-qb^c j ' aL»£ aj La aA

* AX'b jly
,

-Lcl ^Jkib
.}
Ai^ibibj Li-wjjyy^JU** L •• Aj

1 ffUy4

“ A certain one of the doctors having asked a question of

the Supreme Purity, 1 a holy Epistle was revealed in reply,

wherein were revealed illuminations in the Persian language.

In accordance with orders this is sent for your Excellency,

and likewise Words of Paradise and Ornaments revealed from
the Heaven of the \_Divine] will. The afore-mentioned

effulgences, being revealed in the Persian language, are

sent, agreeably to command, that perchance men may drink

of the oceans of Grace latent in the words of the Revealer

of Yerses, and may find the road to the Supreme Horizon.”

Notwithstanding the statement contained in the above

note, more than half of the SaMfa-i-mubaraka (ff. 2b-27 b
)

is in Arabic. The Arabic portion begins as follows

:

py-iib aJJI xsib

tfjij 3_U A-*^sb\ * ^ybw«l^
y

A^£*sbl Ai La aJJI y&

tjMjJii
) * y

iyib! yjl*lb AsLyJ
y * JIksiI j ijAill

y
iUlixlb

yl Ai * y
yA?J Jz AJ

y
\ * <^AJ

1 Ajyl LiJj * jJ
1 ^ Aj ^ bib*

y
^b 1

ff tij^A UMy *A^I (jj\ ^ A iyfcllsb AkibJl JAj w;A-J!

^UUll C^iij <Lufi> ff

1
i.e. Bella’ u’ llali.
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The Persian portion begins on f. 27b
,

1. 3, as follows

:

dy\j Ap-yJ
1

iULLl <LxJ j\ ^i_2^
J*l_5

^Lcin \jsQ\ \^\ \j * yjm) j ^

C^J>- L_~~-*»S <f-i 1 A-i) 3 1

u_$3L* ^*\

j

jjlc |*Ui> -Jm£ ^Lcl lb*
j

L—>lsr^ l_£-L>- l^L l^-IIaJ jb sJ\J\ j\ j
J

A-J ^yiJ £A— A-ibj 1

^
y.Usi 1

,yt\ **
'

''''•'+

i Lvujy uj\
} j

uiw i_iyy b (jjy-J^ j*b ^ ^ i&sC i AJ J nl 0 |h | bsil

sljj bj jl ^bJ
jyyIs

Ends on ff. 47b-48a
:

2 . X . . . -4^- -4 11^^- ^
Aj ^ tV-LA A-i

J

^jS- ^ , A- jbb* A) ^1 (_J">AJ AA2L-wutw« j*llbjb LuA

j_.»«ijb L
",
jU=" b i__^<il2J (J^~ j\ (3^- CHAGAS

L2—'«ojAj&Jj.J j
Aijbj

j
^jbc

}
Ibl^" L—*bwj! b" A^Ia^-’ 3 aaj 1

‘‘' a*j b-uA b£j

Immediately after this follows the treatise called Kalimat-

i-Firdawsiyya (“Words of Paradise”)- The first words of

this and the title (written obliquely in the margin) are in

red ink. Begins

:

<U.cjOfi izjUl£

J)
k***^»

j
jj^A* j*Jj j\ Jj3 bJi <ui£

^1 + lsl.2-
^

b-fl *w
t s

"*1**3 ^

1 By lughat-i-fus-ha (“the most eloquent language”) Arabic is meant, and
by lughat-i-nawrd (“ the most luminous language”) Persian, as was explained

in a letter addressed to me by one of Beha’s sons, of which a portion is trans-

lated in the latter part of note 1 on p. 123 of the second volume of my
Traveller's Narrative.
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1 j\ j^\ j 1 ^ 20^ <OJI

u' 3 l5~^.' l5"^
* <sj} j' i_5/r^

^ fcX-J J &XaujI*2j ^LcsT ^ ^ ^^jLwyj!

L^-wol ^jOyaJ?* Xjti ^A ^ J jj! XJj\a£ L>-
'jo'

I*'

3
_j
ajL^L^

'J*

^
bA*-*3 lJ^ i ^A* A^iJ

This is the first “leaf”
(
warak ), and it is followed by nine

others, the tenth being considerably longer than the rest.

On f. 64a begin the Tirdzdt as follows

:

•UJ\

^Ajs* \ <£-$* Lll-'wJ t_£H LJj iXis»

c-jUt**
^Jy^\

L-j\z.i\ ^Auys
_j

ybU? jjlc Xjs>-j |*t*l ej-s?

j*J..b j iji L^- i\j jSL* jjUljl A*LCj
j dytjJidi J t-i

^1 p.!a£ ^
AjlkL: (J^- LA-^ldjJ jb xJ\J\ j\ AAcl^i

Of these Tirdzdt there are six, of which the first (on

f. 66a
)
begins as follows :

t__>h£)\ |*1 *L-s
(J..2 1 j

\ <l£ Jjl

tiA-J J J
jjiJj _jlc A^Ob _J

t3j£»» LZ-^mjJ b«J I LA-d
J*''* J

A

S *^}J 3 *fT3 d^j' °VJ J

Mi L 3 ^y1X_J
1 ^ J 1

** '
) ^

l—

y

jfcSlc jJ <^J<Jh*£ ^

^
lj

1 j-)y!$ ^l^l**3 IaaaJ^ AJ
1

r**^

On f. 77b begin the Tajalliyat as follows

:
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yi> &j\
^Jj\ J yt) <0! 1! <0Jl Syh

Zj'H\ j&j * j*JUU Joe)!! * ^ys^\

* ‘lAJUl cy 13 LUl^ culi^dl j_Ua^
j * \jrd.

* ^ Jj^ i_5^ ^ ^

‘O 1 ^yt i\xJ ^y» j jJ-J UT* ^ J l"
j
ylj ^ s jj 1 <Jj 1

(jejW Juki. Jr5 ^LJ <o jukJ U_' ^.i ! <ul <$j'Ljj aj'blj
^

^ LHAj£k* J-Jf }
*

1
^'“u*-^ •

Of the Tajalliyat contained in this piece there are four,

the first of which (f. 80b
)
begins as follows

:

*"--Aj&st liySJ J ^
_"JdL«-ftj»- C_jlxjl j\ i& ^j-joC^

jLt JjjU (J.^U»- |*jJ ^IkLj
j
XJy <t!lk>-

{Jsy

ji£> J-r- j. ^ jj* ^ ^ ^
4 ,J-J k— li)*

"jS* j~> } e^A.C* uw:
j

^>\ * jjslj (jUl-ij
_j

The Lawh-i-Akdas—not the Kiiab-i-Akdas to which I

formerly wrongly applied this title (see p. 440 supra) but

the real Lawh-i-Akdas—begins at the top of f. 8oa as

follows

:

J--J1 ^y*l CU>j£L«Jl ^yt JjJ li>i

CL)ji>\ j**vJ j*lax31 i&s^- iUk-j ^yt Jjl jJUll

<X-UC~1 U o'jjl ^J! UjJ ^yt lZj\z£ Ijjfc * Aj£™i ^jj

^Ijl &Z^Z JJ Jhl *l***J\ j fjSjW Jb\i *Jjl ^Z i U-:3! CA.*lsA«J

L* l> Jj
*

UlijlfiJl j Jrr-k!^ ^ k»

^ k! 1

|»

‘

*^
•

^>*\*4kS 1 hf *zz -

1

a
^

A^s. 1 £ ^y* Ly ^
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The last sentence but one of this extract confirms the

information given by me to Baron Rosen at a date anterior

to that whereon I received this MS. (see Coll. Sc. vi, p. 243,

n. 1), viz. that this Lawh-i-Akdas was addressed to a

Christian.

Ends, without colophon, on f. 94b
,
as follows

:

_J

* A \st j _}

*

j
<uLe * «J\ * jJUj j (

_^A> ^ J.LL

* J

BBA. 4.

c-As^l ^ynsC aA a~j . A^bli AJ c-sUli

.*aA Jjli

Hidden Words. Three Epistles to Zoroastrians.

In the Epistle to the King of Persia {Coll. Sc. vi,

pp. 204-5) certain quotations are made from the Hidden

Book of Fatima. When I was engaged on the translation

of the Traveller's Narrative, in which the greater part

of this Epistle is cited, I was forced to consider what

the work thus referred to might be. Not being able to

arrive at a satisfactory conclusion, I wrote to Acre asking

for information on this and several other subjects. In

reply I received on Sept. 1st, 1890, a letter, dated August

20th, 1890, from Beha’s son Mirza Badku’llah, containing

answers to my question. What refers to the Hidden Book

of Fatima I translated in vol. ii of the Traveller's Narrative,

p. 123, n. 1. I shall not repeat the translation here,

but will give the original text of this portion of the letter.
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<0 <*Ju£.'
a LZj\jOi j*saj

4>j*j L'^£ * ‘—^ ^ ^Ux
i u^ji} <-r^j5>

’

^

L ‘
.^^2.^-

j 1 |»V i. ' _\_— ' 1 .. Ij

^ J 1̂ l.£..»,li c 4_Ljl a 1^1^ iCiibli

^
.
-^
^ ^ ^ ^^ i ^

i 1 t ^
<0 Aj

^
Lo

^ 1
\&jj)

«A*W li * ^
l ‘

^
L “ ^ -. l. ^ -A * .

1

t
W w ^*- L .Aj

j t

^L^.1 *• ~ - -' tS . V * > \ 4w ^

<*£ .XjLj
^

.xol^j ^li <CAbli H’Jy*.:

(^>1 _* ^fjy^S
1

* III jOj 1 " ‘j-^-^ <yj

I*~J
O-wjI aJLaJl aJ u5yrt^

Jajy 1

^fTy* . u^iLJis*-
_j

<•) Ij 1 tX> 1 , +j li jy^ ^V. y

i <-) ^jLa.S^ ^ ^>' 1 ^LwJ l^L> ^ **

^
**'**“

^^ ^jc)
1 ^ ^Ju^

£A-i (Jjli ~-jl j\ ^*3 yi~+ L” -jLil^ j\

y^ \j^ * ^ <!u*^£*s4 d-?Li^
j

\j Ajjlj J Ljj! teJLy c-^l^sr'l A-i \j^\ j\ ^

jJ L5^/^ ^

* Jj^j^

A passage in a subsequent letter (received on Oct. 26th,

1890) wherein apology is made for delay in sending the

promised Book of Fatima has been already quoted at p. 666

supra. The book finally arrived on December 14th, 1890,

together with a letter from Mirza Badku’llah, dated

Rabi‘uT-avval 15th, a.h. 1308 (Oct. 29th, a.d. 1890),

wherein he wrote concerning the accompanying MS. as

follows

:

»

1
i.e. Beh&’u’llah.
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i " fft b &J) c^Uli Xj-Z

^ - A^-j \j i ‘‘ ^ ^ ^

“ This time the Hidden Words, together with certain

Epistles revealed for the Zoroastrian church, have been

sent.”

The description of the MS. is as follows. Ff. 44 (ff.

l a
,

31 b-32a
,

42a-44b blank), 1575 x 8*5 centimetres, 11

lines to the page. Written in a bold clear nashh hand.

Titles and initial words in red. Of the four passages

cited from this work in the Ejnstle to the King of

Persia the first (beginning ^1) commences on

f. 8a
,

1. 9 ;
the second (beginning ,_?!) on

f. 8b
, 1. 5 ;

the third (beginning j ^j]) on f. 9b
,

1. 3 ;
and the fourth (beginning here L3 J iaaj ,_$! instead of

^ otherwise identical with the citation

in the Epistle to the King) on f. 10b
.

Begins on f. l b
,
at the top of which is written in Mirza

Badi‘ ’s ta‘lik :

CA-' I 1 aJJI A—d df*

3

The rest of the page is occupied by the opening clause

of the Hidden Words, which I give in full

:

lj 6 AA’ <f +(jA

3 iP3^ ^ t-?'
t 03' 3 iP3a

i l
• AA AA t s 1 t^A A i A ^A^a-*-

lij I—sli
J<3

y>- lib i^Uac i_a1
_J

(jlib>-
J^r
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The Persian portion of the Hidden Words, which extends

to f. 31 a
,
contains over 80 similar short clauses, beginning

in each case with an invocation similar to that written

above. Of these invocations, all of which are written

in red, I give those which stand at the heads of the nine

clauses which immediately follow the first

:

j * • ' *>—

y jmj t_$\ . . . 4jLs ^ . .
.y. j*

• . . t.
j' • • •

The last clause, occupying f. 31 a
,
is as follows :

oh

jLc

i i s dsS iUj a*
t ^

—

1

yUa i tS^^T ^ Uif- ^ ^

^ cT^ L5^ ^
^XXj L-Xl Jjlti cUaiL)!

* Lpj <0J *Xks^
y ^j-^r t

Ul i t

**
J 1

Four blank pages (ff. 31 b-33a
)

separate the Persian

from the Arabic portion of the Hidden Words. The

latter begins on f. 33b
,

1. 6, as- follows :

UU^Ul > \s^r LiS u£U JjJd! Jjl J

L*jA: L-j'o L*j1j

C-V
-1

' cn’' V.

Cih J\ Jj Ji ^yy s *LaJ1

fcX-Jbl—oLuJ -X—'

\ j
^ •
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J a^-1 LijXsu 3 iJoJywj
j
aL*! 1 3 ‘bJJl

te ^ uj3i ^jjxJ <— ijx*

(-Ca-S |*t«| L-ibl ^jbfi
j

This part of the Hidden Words contains only 18 short

clauses similar to the above, and ends at the bottom of

f. 36b as follows :

V.

J-sr'-li ^ji=rj ^,2 <j <—£H-» \j\ ^A-r.^

The Epistles to the Zoroastrians begin at the top of

f. 37a
. This page, which includes the whole of the first

Epistle, I here transcribe in full

:

\Z-Ju3y% <_aIs^ ^jcy^isr'* <b j\ i_£ib^* <Lc

ISA-A lj

JbiJ l yJb

A^-wb AgJ
^

A-*— Li A

A»J>\j jjlbi*!
j

2>j!t>U? JUxljl c-'JA^J
_j

j*JLc ^JLs*9!

Aa>-j—

>

Li j Lf£
!

js»\ j^\j £A^-J

j
lru» 1) Aj L* Ia_£> A-jUj u_5Cl^J <lUI ^^JLaa

The second Epistle to the Zoroastrians (ff. 37 b—39b
)
begins

as follows

:

b^-J Aj^AtA. bib j*bj

iAA_'b
^
iAjj i2y>- Ab" u_bb ^ljb<i

b ji
t ^ ^ A«ii ^ 1 Aj AJ A^J jl ^_cAa lj ^!6 £AjJ
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Ij tii-'jbsXJ AmJ
1

j

<L^Ai

S iX-i
j l/-'

1

s ‘-sj}jJ ^ jd i-Sty} *~*jr*j cri'j^

J'M>. ^ v>: *~'jy *J

*

^/' JUi »JU lyir^j,

^ LS^ j'J/ 'j^ .>

The third Epistle to the Zoroastrians (ff. 39b-41 b
), which

concludes the MS., begins as follows :

^-'4~ j
ijlj j'

^
t

^aA <Ul^J ^UAAa.S^ j)\ l y
')

j}
^ ^ I

^ >
.“

^

IauJ
L c-j

BBA. 5.

Selected Precepts of Behd’u’llah.

Ff. 6 (f. l a bears a short inscription, ff. 6 a-6b blank),

20 0 x 12’5 centimetres, 13 lines to the page.

Written in a bold graceful naskh.

This little MS., containing fifteen clauses called

or “ Good Tidings
”

(each of which indicates some reform

or law conducive to the general well-being of mankind

embodied by Beha’u’llah in one or other of his “revela-

tions”), was received by me from Acre on February 7th,

1891, together with a letter from Mirza Badi'u’llah dated

Jemadi-uth-thani 11th, a.h. 1308 (Jan. 22nd, 1891). This

selection of precepts, or compendium of reforms aimed at

by the new religion, was, as the letter seems to imply, com-

piled for my benefit by order of Beha’u’llah. As indicating

the ideals held up by Beha for the guidance of his followers

it is interesting and important, and I hope at some future

date to publish it in its entirety. For the present I must

content myself with giving the inscription on f. l
a

,
the

first and last clauses, and an abstract of contents in English.
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The inscription at the top of f. l a
is as follows

:

^*<Ail C—jlA'
y

ijjA'Ast ^l^jll ^jA
j

\ ^^il ^-<ljl
)

iai-oIa-c t ui j j-j (J-^ U’ a.L J^l-cl'l

l}j^2As4 _V*:>-
j
jAA.)

^
Al^Ai >ifi *Jii£ Li J I^a a!L>-

^ Ah 1 C#
t

$aL^c Aj^j Ail Ail Aj A^J" l.c

* ^tl'l

“ These Divine ordinances and commands, formerly revealed

in sundry epistles, in the Kitdb-i-Akdas, in the ‘Illumina-

tions,’ ‘ Effulgences,’ ‘ Ornaments,’ etc., have, agreeably to

the Supreme and Most Holy Command, been collected, that

all may become cognizant of the grace, mercy, and favour

of God (great is His Glory !) in this Most Mighty Manifes-

tation and this Great Announcement, and may engage in

praise and thanksgiving to the Desired Object of all the

inhabitants of the world. Yerily He helpeth His servants

unto that which He willeth, for He is the Wise Ordainer.”

The text begins on f. l b as follows :

JjiUl ^y* £.£^1 t-f^l *lAi Iajs

y^^si! *-i*ii
(i
y£*>ii y6

1a ^Rjjl j\ Ay*a£« A^ i\A ^Jlki\k*a ^ ^ A&Li

A^-L AjAli jl (j_)l>.^»l ^lA! j ^
1 Yhc

j

Ail^:>- jl Ai lAc AjL* tAlh A^,li 'U^l i^lyJ jl AA^Y Ax^M^t *

^£3^1 1 Ij
1

t
c
-.' ‘Li^il

iAAoli»c ^Jlc jA L_jIA31 j*l jl Jjl tAA^Lio

l*Awil JAsLll ,3 1
^Hsj la~v*>1 aI^s- j*A>- aA

* cr^J^A CAlj^vJl J-ai!l L_>1> Aj ^jJl

j.e.a.s. 1892. 44
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The concluding clause (on f. 5b is as follows

:

jjli fjLxjj l

^)1 j\ CUbl j\ C^>il CU'-'iii—j

SXz £ij>-\ <Aub*j ^

J‘-^ t^ji}
‘Ajb* ptjS’’*

* CU*»j1 ^7? C.

In substance the reforms enacted in the fifteen clauses

contained in this tract are as follows :

(1) Abolition of religious warfare {jihad).

(2) Permission to all sects and peoples to unite in friendly

intercourse.

(3) Permission to study foreign languages (a thing dis-

couraged by the Bab), coupled with a recommendation

that one language and writing (either of those

already existing, or specially devised for the purpose)

should be selected by general consent as a medium

of international communication. (Cf. B. ii, p. 981

;

Coll. Sc. vi, p. 245, 1. 4 from the bottom.)

(4) All Beha’s followers are bound loyally to serve and

support any King who extends his protection to

their faith.

(5) The followers of Beha, in whatever land they dwell,

must cheerfully and ungrudgingly submit to the

laws and conform to the customs of that country.

(6) Promise of the “ Most great Peace
”

(Cf. Traveller’s

Narrative, vol. ii, p. xl.).

(7) All are permitted, subject to the dictates of decency

and good taste, to follow their own inclinations as

to dress and the wearing of the hair.

(8) The good works and devotions of Christian priests

are recognised and will be accepted, but they must

henceforth abandon their seclusion and “ engage in

that which shall advantage them and whereby

mankind shall be benefited.” They are also per-

mitted to marry.
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(9) Confession of sins to one’s fellow-men and seeking

absolution from them is not permitted. To God

only should confession be made, and from him only

should pardon be sought. A form of prayer suitable

for such confession is given. (Cf. B. ii, p. 975, first

paragraph.)

(10) The Bab’s command to destroy certain classes of

books
(
e.g . books of logic, philosophy, and other

sciences conducing, in his opinion, only to self-conceit

and disputatiousness) and to
“ renew ” all books after

a certain period, is abrogated. (Cf. B. ii, p. 979,

1. 21
;

p. 928, 1. 10 et seq.)

(11) The study of sciences and arts is commended and

encouraged, but they should be such as conduce to

the welfare of mankind.

(12) All men must learn and practise some craft, trade, or

profession. The diligent and conscientious practice

of such craft, trade, or profession is in itself an act

of worship. Mendicity and idleness are hateful to

God. (Cf. B. ii, p. 975, first paragraph.)

(13) The settlement of differences, the apportionment of

alms, and the ordering of the affairs of the common-

wealth generally, are entrusted to the “ House of

Justice.” (Cf. B. ii, p. 974.)

(14) Visitations of the tombs of martyrs and pilgrimages

to the shrines of saints are no longer to be regarded

as obligatory. Nevertheless it is a pious work for

rich men to leave money to the “ House of Justice”

to enable their poorer brethren to perform these

pilgrimages.

(15) Though a republic conduces most to the general welfare,

it is not desired that Kings, who are the “ signs of

God’s Power,” should cease to exist. “If statesmen

can combine these two things in this cycle, their

reward with God shall be great.”
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Class IV. MSS. obtained from Constantinople.

Before proceeding to describe these MSS. I must explain

in what manner I became acquainted with Sheykh A
,

the learned Ezell from whom I received them. On October

13th, 1890, I received from Constantinople a long letter in

Persian, occupying two sheets of writing-paper, and dated

Safar 22nd, a.h. 1308 (Oct. 7th, 1890), which letter proved

to be from the aforesaid Sheykh A
,
with whom I had

had no previous communication, and of whose very existence

I had till that day been unaware. After apologizing for

writing to me without previous introduction or acquaintance,

the writer explained how he had heard of me from Persia

and Cyprus, and how he had learned that I had interested

myself especially in the Babi religion. In consequence of

this, he said, he had written to me to warn me against

certain pretenders to spiritual truth (by whom he meant

the Beha’is) who had brought discord and dissensions into

the bosom of the new faith. After discoursing in this strain

at great length, in fine but rather ambiguous language, he

continued as follows

:

iJjj jO 1) uiALJb=»- aAfiij

LZ-*-***-' Lj-fti
(J j- L^—

1 j
h— ^ AL. Ij i » ^ ** — -- 1

^
A. — C

' j 1 \
AA

}

“ Now to enable you to understand, not only the words

of the Point of Truth (i.e. the Bab), or the words of

Him called ‘The Living’ {i.e. Subh-i-Ezel), but the
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signs and words of this dispensation in general, there is

in my possession a book in the sweet Persian tongue,

in very simple style, consisting of about twenty folios

or 160 leaves (pp. 320), which sets forth in very easy

language the mysteries of this law and its ordinances,

and explains the terminology and ideas of these people,

in such wise that it will place in your hand a key

wherewith to open this treasure-house of the Knowledge

of the Karnes.” The writer then goes on to say that

as there is only one copy of this book, and as it has to

be jealously kept from the eyes of all save a few, he

cannot give me the MS., but that if I should like to

have it he will either lend it to me for two or three months,

that I may make a copy for myself, or will get it copied

for me at five francs the folio.

I immediately answered this letter, saying that I should

prefer to have a copy made for me in Constantinople,

and asking for the name of the book and further particulars

about it. In answer to this letter I received on November

10th, 1890, a second communication from Sheykh A ,

in which he wrote :

jj\ 20IA.A £aa> J^Iaa*
ury''" uVj

i
** AjIa-^U Aj

^ y
A~)

b

l—xA ^\t\ 'J j\ t AiJj^J A^.i)hAu*

• •• v

“As to the hook of philosophy, its name is Hasht Bihisht,

and it is written according to the current Persian idiom,

so that it may be possible for all to profit by it. Until

one has read this book he knows not what the philosophers

wished to say, what was and is the object of all these

sacred books [which have been revealed] since the beginning

which hath no beginning, or what was the design and
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purpose of the Celestial Tongue in all its past utterances.”

The writer added that there was only one other copy of

the hook besides his own, and that it was in Persia, and

was accessible to no one but the owner
;

that he would

put the work in hand immediately
;

that I was, at my
convenience, to remit him £4, wherewith to pay the

scribe
;
and that the MS. would be finished in two months

and a half.

On Feb. 2nd, 1891, I received fifteen folios of the

promised MS., together with a letter, explaining that the

rest of the transcript had fallen into the hands of enemies

from whom it had not been possible to recover it. The

missing portion, Sheykh A added, would be sent as

soon as another copy could be made.

In a fourth letter, received on Feb. 27th, 1891, Sheykh

A
,
after giving further particulars of the loss of the

twelve confiscated folios, wrote concerning the Hasht Bihisht

in somewhat greater detail as follows

:

iu\ijeu J Jj! C—.'IA'

l
C.''—

^
lA ^

^ ^
C

'

^ ,1i-d j ALolA t <UAill ajJ j\ ^Lkst’* .

“ Moreover this hook (the Hasht Bihisht) is really two books.

In the first volume [the author] has treated of the theo-

retical aspects of the philosophy of the Beyan, its scientific

proofs and rationale
;

while in the second [he discusses]

the ordinances of the Law of the Beyan, the circumstances

of the Resurrection and the promised corporeal Paradise,

and, in a summary manner, the events of the Day of

Resurrection. 1 Now the book copied for you is the second

volume.” If I like, continues Sheykh A
,
he will

1
i.e. the circumstances of the Bab’s ‘ manifestation ’ and the internecine strife

which subsequently arose within the sect.
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have a copy of the first volume also made for me, which,

though it deals less directly aud ostensibly with the Bab’s

doctrine, and, indeed, would not be recognized by the

uninitiated reader as inspired thereby, will nevertheless

help to render clear the true character of the new religion.

Not to pursue further a long correspondence, I may state

briefly that I subsequently received the whole of vol. i

of the Hasht Bihisht (^Lj IjLuli) and the greater

portion of vol. ii. The latter, however, is defective in the

middle, and consists of portions of two different copies,

the first twenty-two folios (consisting of four sheets, or

sixteen pages, each) being written on yellow paper, and

the last eight on white paper. How great may be the

central hiatus I have no means of judging, but I hope

soon to receive the missing portion.

Concerning the real authorship of the work I addressed

a direct enquiry to Sheykh A
,

to which he replies

as follows

:

l
• —J ^A A.' ~ ^ b

\^J

A ^ l L
i

0 ^ *
l b.l#l

L j
1 A) Am: CIA b*bs j CIA<JbiLn C.A 'aA* iA

a^>-1 y i

C*— ^Jb^3 l

j
4 ,J j

A
^ ^ 1^.5 l " Q ?N bf bw*^-

1

^Jj)1a^A ^jb«J ^biisj ».

1 —i C—

1

^ ^
A*J

^^.Ac
^

1
AiA^J J ^ b 4—

(
A

^
A.1 bw< JJa

<~Sfi ^ J ^ ~ ^ CA-i-A b>

AjA^j j) j (_Ay£>- A^jJ iAA) 1 a-J LA-wAjA
j

A^j AA-AijJ C_aIas^- iA-^»lbj ^Jo Sdyiji )LA Ajr>- ^(CAi!liL*
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ur^lr-
1

,A:' ‘-r-^y \J. jW j
- £•=<

'~-^jr'3 ^ S'ji' ^ ^ ‘ iAiJ Jo No Ao

Isl&ll k_J 'A L2—wl ^Liol jl t_—! Ik* _«j (Jua^ j^r‘^/r o_-'.'^—

«

ljt_jL£ J<J L. gvka.* jAiL) L&bi j] Jo Li

to—j! j!^>- j—j jALa >•5

“ You wished to know the name of the author of this book.

Although particulars and personalities are abolished in

the Beyan (
—

* They are naught but names which ye and

your fathers have named ’
1—), still, since you have asked,

I will tell you. The ideas contained in these two books

[i.e. the two volumes of the Hasht Bihuht] represent the

teachings and sayings of the illustrious Haji Seyyid Jawad

of Kerbela, who was of the ‘ First Letters of the

Living,’ the earliest believers, and the ‘ Letters of the

Bismi’llah
’ That illustrious personage, now departed, was

a pilgrim after truth in these degrees from the time of

the late Sheykh Ahmad of Ahsa until seven years ago.

And he is one whose words are adduced as proof in the

Dald’il-i-Sab‘a by His Holiness the Point of Revelation [i.e.

the Bab], 2 who, in the first Epistle which he addressed

to him, wrote, “ Peace be upon you, 0 scion of the prophetic

household !
’ But, inasmuch as during his latter days the

strength of that illustrious personage was much impaired

and his hands trembled, he was unable to write, wherefore

he dictated these words, and one of his disciples wrote

them down, but in an illegible hand and on scattered leaves.

In these days, having some leisure time in Constantinople,

I and this person exerted ourselves to set in order these

disordered leaves. In short the original spirit of the

contents is his [i.e. Seyyid Jawad’s], though perhaps the

form of words may be ours. Should you desire to mention

the name of the author of these two books it is Haji

Seyyid Jawad.”

1 Kur'&n, vii, 69; xii, 40; liii, 23.
2 See p. 447 supra.
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It is unnecessary to point out the importance of such

a work from such a source. As, however, one of the

volumes is defective
;
as I have not yet been able to study

either volume as it deserves
;

and as I do not wish to

prolong this article unnecessarily, I must perforce confine

myself for the present to giving a very brief description,

deferring a more adequate account of the contents and

scope of the work to some future occasion.

BBC. 1.

Hasht Bihisht. Vol. i. Theoretical Philosophy of the Beyan.

Ff. 246 (ff. l a
,
246a-246b blank), 25 x 14.5 centimetres,

24 lines to the page. Written in a small, neat,

and legible ta’lik. Headings of chapters and sections,

technical terras defined, etc., written in red. Initial

words of sentences overlined with red.

Begins

:

wLj ^AAwaLj

LPAJ>!

&Li li a.j ^ “—..-A-C Aa>.

jl |*Lc
i

lyJ 1 AjLwLs

c^LLs j la-vA t__5^1A* ^LLo

^l^ib
j

CuLils
'ff* i f )

^jLuj!

t ;>
b jdAj %

tJ
lL l^woLaj! ^'.Awi 1 A i

*“ " i *> ly-J
J 1 C^mI 1 .--W-aW

f
t

r%f A
^

l.'

• j*F'"
:
J

i—5jl^i Lw.il t ^^s>-jsi
j

A-jyA_j

jl w
—

j*^«l
^ JUajI (_5^j1 la-Lx

j j
^jL»^> ^lyA>~!
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Ends with an explanation of sundry technical terms

appertaining to the Babi religion. The last of the terms

so explained is “ He whom God shall manifest,” and

the author seizes the opportunity to express in the clearest

manner his disapproval of Beha’u’llah.

This concluding passage I subjoin in full :

j j
0 Mil— 0 aJJI ijiIsA

^ ^ j,

.

JJ li? AmA l "
,

^)bwA A._'_2_ii_A M
"
A^.--A "**

" Jl
Am Li ^Lmm^A .A

—

1 ^ A

jCj'tl ~\~yj ^

i
~

2
i *h ^Ixa

^
tA-.' ^ ^ »

1 ^
cX--j a—

^

h

^
(t-lic Ia <d-lU oL»*!l J^A

,_Jlk^\ J^ri. Ia ^Ia&J^ L2-~-d

iX*A
_J <-^ i-^W^ •i^-' jAJ

<tX-,A*
^

Ia ^-~A i^-A-Ia ^ ^
.

>"**' '

—\iV ^rrl
A-*- Ia

Jyht* iSLj jJb JjaL JU£a 3
<uk> ^U.» J^Js

jt. &}& A iiy^l Li.'A_:l l ijth\ j*JLe ^ijLl A_i lil—w)l jy^^y* t

*1^ ^-'-5 ^
1 See 5. i, p 515, acd p. 299 supra.
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^ L^wol J
^

l\>wJ Ij
^

^ X iAJ>T>»

(f. 243
)

^liL* ^VcA^ ^)1«aJ ^j-^A^A ^ A^^>-

AAAA ^ A*^ A*A la»^J AJ
^

AJJ 1 AJ A^stJ

^
^j-S4*3 ^j-J^ <-j^y& ^ AAJAJ^^#

jl JCwib j ( a.ki^
J l—*rA j_j$b u' <-r’b='“

;
l ^,b

(_s€^^ J

j! jo a;>- j}~~ {jj-?}
c_->ls'

,a
l <ui

j

j &AB Jl^-j ^L-j

< jIs^I j^Azbj^Aib^jLaB j
<_jls*^l <UJb b' (Ui^ <lLH Jf^gbj ^y*

(jA ^ 1—$\j&\ ,
j*xJi i^bo jygb

Jwlb ^Asr’*

j\ Ijtip- <Ll*uByb j^b ^j-iJ C—As^l
j

p.bxl j^a ^j\ jylb tSS-i

^

*

Jj^lbl \-gB
J.

^?b j*~d ^j'* jy^ }
SuAaj jTjbi- i^b-J (J-b

I*

‘-^ j$>J* ^^
Here follows (on f. 243b

)
a short appendix giving a sort

of epitome of the Babi doctrine, “ which section,” says the

writer, “ whosoever fails to understand has in no wise

understood, nor will ever understand, the meaning of the

remaining sections of this book.”

Begins

:

b 4-^ crt' Jr3* A^ij \j,J^ai ^j\ ij+&yb

A^4*^5
j

#A^fc£J2J

fa LA^wj^ ^l-A j\/^ 5
dJy£*s$ CuLi*l£ ^1 j\

^jA <OjA^i# <L£A^jw*
^

C—

1 The original has jjUJ .
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1Aj^L*^# A^r>- ^^Al*** V|
\t

*y^*^J^ ^

! J-^ ^
jl j l3kzJz* V__»->J&1A* ^j\jj\ ^

A^£>- As£ J
m^T 5

A^l*4*CU*.* A^3- LIA-A ljA \
1
l ^.^ixl)

\AA 1 1 J ^jA w ! AA
^ ^

I A i *s ^ A*P

^,A
^ 1 ^

A.^ A^J ^A^.>« LT-*0 Ij A
^

l AA/j 1/i.Aj AiA ^4J L t

IAjI^- A—^ I A ^A A^->- J,t ^aA^I la^^A A-a^-*A ^AjfcX>- ^^JA

A-*-X^ ^^*4J ^ L-^axA ^jl^A ^ ^)l-A A

A—*-XA L—£j-J A^,rs*» ^A^ A«5^
^

Ia t ^?a ,^i ^*aL*J ^jAA L^-Aj <L^

. A-jtiJ jLaas-1 ^3 Ij ^^AfcA^
^

The Appendix ends (on ff. 24*5a-245 b
)
as follows

:

4^>“^^\-£A ^CIa1a^^-j
^ ^aA

Jljjj IajI
^

^jA-i j A.£^^>-
t ^4J ^jA***

^
^i-A*

js* A^s^j ^CiJb A^A <La
,

,-^Jfc ^jA
j

Ax&^-
^

^jdli^i CIA ^ A ^Jb lii^i j~2 Ij^o A»*A> ^

^zl\^y% %-S
, ^

<LjAj£>-j ^j^aAj ^A AJ^^SsTL* ^ 4^A

»_i
i

iiwA-^ ^_i
1 j

i L^.j I

% ]^o j^}. 1̂ liA*^ ^
i»jilisA

j

uJ^jo ^1 uJ^li u'_jJ tjLi** i iLi-

Apart from the Appendix, the book consists of an Intro-

duction, five chapters (Bab), and a conclusion
(
Khatima).

1 MS., by an obvious slip,
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The Introduction (ff. l b-ll b
)
contains the following sections:

(f. 3 ) AjA^-
j j\

(f. 3
b

) ^\j±\

(f. 4
b
) Lji tiJii

J.y

(f. 5 ) j
! A*A

(f. 5
b
) aa-v*.C=-j <Ujhj

(f. 6
b
) Sjlk

(f. T) ^J\ £*4\ && A&am1.£

(f. 8
a

) Ju isJi

(f. 9
b

)
^Ia <U*dj

j U~

The contents of the five chapters and conclusion are stated

in an index which occupies the last nine lines of f. ll b
.

This index is as follows :

aAA> ^s>
j

tzs£ <__jIj &jd ^Lct j*l.c c_—J Ua^*

AA' it ' AA-' - JaJa ,4.-.
A

'A.-’# £. j^a\ j
A ' LA O

2

UWJ
V.

j 4_i
^
^.A

^

jA A l_jIj

j y_.* caaLj^ ~ *~~'^£y£>y J

^ ^ lIA Ia.^
^

A-*>-

^

3
* caaLa! ^L*a^A *-^*5 aaL>

1 Nineteen special features (yaSlari-) are enumerated.
2 Evidently an erroneous transcription of Pythagoras, which name is com-

monly written in Arabic uwjjilsA . The transcriber of this MS., probably
unfamiliar with the name, read the initial letter as j instead of i_i . This
mistake is repeated elsewhere.
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j j *—' j^ j*
<—.>L>

t-Vo
IJ
j

ti\xs»
j J'^l j iLU j^Lj iJ < >l>

(liilrlj ^Ub
J
C^^-T jJUjJ (J*ij yi-j

}

^jfcXf c
j 1

j\ <JjL»-lLi
j ^ ^L_) |0 <C*jlri-

t\jtA5>-
^ j*j a5

Each chapter is further divided into a number of sections,

the enumeration of which I am forced to omit in this

place. The explanation of the Beyanic terminology

(ff. 237 b-24-3a
)

is one of the most valuable portions of

the book, for the meanings of many obscure expressions

which occur constantly in the Babi writings are here

clearly and concisely defined. This portion, at least, of

the work I hope to publish at no distant date. For the

present I confine myself to giving, as specimens, a few

of the more important explanations.

,jLj dkiLi C-.yia- L-Jj

^ J
1

U5^' J*}

CL>\»jyj i-Xi£A£> (j! j
^2- <

—

j\

j]
<dJl ^ cM

LUj~ds>- &&*))J
J

‘LssT* _• 'l-Jb

j\ cr
»~ Jjl JjpH

^ Jk jjj
^

l—>j2~ \j)\ J
A^-L: <tlJl lJSJ

1 Seyyid Kazim of Resht is evidently meant.
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l-sc *' ^ ^-13^

j^kUjJ i—
j 1 > j.jjlj ^l..C

l>
t-,> ^ cA

* d-*v*s! iS*<**i

^ ^ (A«^j ijj ^ Lm mJj

i_fjX^>] ^jj/« t__$3-u*^» jy4~&

&UU2 S.' »£L».n j\ji
(
f^'^~

L* tJ

*

^_}-k 11^' Jb

u^.j^ j ujj*3
i i^y* j^]/. (j-^

CuL^s- J j^Ub
^

^(lAj^iil^liJ^iaj
y j

j;A*a^» yA ^Jb

2
AJb

^
Ij A wVj^ c\^

\z“^)
A*—'*^

j/

‘

—

l

j

/~~"‘*~w
' ^

^ ^ —^1 l-.*-£ \j
^ ^

^

L^u-j 1 'r
* ’

L^wl 'l Lj *l^J b (_/=^ J
*^gJ

[
•^sAUJyLuU^t lAA£

pj ^ (-—

j! LHJj[\+£’
j4^1 ^

L-J2-11 ^<0^

5 ^ ^ <-^*£
\j*l) ^ ^ t—1

^J**S

*jl^il (j-iyu Jjjjj\j djls.*^ l^TO^J^

'1*53 ^l>£j|
j**3 j c:

j*~j! j*-Ja

bl^io ^ Aj
\^

* * AAJXj lXxj
j

Jo J.£

1 Since the alleged author of this hook, A'ka Seyyid Jawad of Kerhela, is

here spoken of as “departed,” it is evident that this portion, at least, of

the work was not composed by him.
2 One sees from this that the office of one who seeks to reconcile the con-

flicting claims of the two rival factions is a thankless one !

3 The scribe has omitted to insert the name Mullh Sheykh ‘All.
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The above definitions and explanations are but a selection

from the letter alif, which is followed by the other letters

in their alphabetical order. I will only give one more,

which confirms the opinion expressed by Baron Rosen
(Coll. Sc. 1, MSS. Arabes, p. 187, n. 1), that the term
Kurratu' l- 1Ayn does not in the Bab’s Commentary on the

Sura-i- Yusuf denote the celebrated Babi heroine who
afterwards bore this title.

^jl\ Zj2s\!z>

“ Kurratu
1

1-Ayn was a name of His Holiness the Point

[i.e. the Bab] at the beginning of the * Manifestation,’

but subsequently Her Holiness the Pure
[Jenab-i- Tahira]

of Kazvin became the manifestation of this name.”

It is impossible here to do more than indicate, as I have

striven to do, the extreme value and importance of this work.

BBC. 2.

j (

gj Ij l “ ^

Hasht Bihisht. Vol. ii. Practical Philosophy of the Beyan, etc.

This MS. is, as I have already stated, imperfect, consisting

of twenty-two folios (of ff. 8 each), written on yellow paper,

separated by a hiatus of unknown extent from the con-

cluding eight folios, which are written on white paper.

It is therefore impossible for me to describe it fully, partly

because the proper numeration of the leaves following the

hiatus cannot be determined
;

partly because, when the

supplementary folios of either the white or the yellow part

are sent, I am to return or otherwise surrender up the other

part, which, therefore, I cannot disfigure with numbers or

other marks. The portion now in my possession consists

of ff. 240 (thirty folios of ff. 8 each), ff. l a-2a being blank.

Uniform in size with the preceding, viz. 25 x 14’5 centi-

metres.
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Begins (on f. 2b
)

:

(jUj A3JI1

— S

pjjjJ

-j\ jy^\ *.dj <A ^li-nAjjL

Cj^ U l^wjj ^ <0 | U

ĵt ^
ii

^J
m* ^ \)

Aj LT^>AA*J ^jSL'*
J

^)bj Li*— jJ^i "

\j£*kJ ^''
- ^3‘ (A^1* *0 LzSTV^J ^A-mJ ^j^lj

&*£j£ j
\ \j^\jj£\ y

pb*^-! p-!L.C
^

^-J

^j! Jj jk-J
j
c^iiy

^ l^/J!^5>- £.iu2j c^bli-

rwv 1j<U^£ *-;j;Jj jAwusj-I j ^tuLl^JS

p

cic^y>- ^l)Ux*~5 ^
pi!y Aj Ia£

^
<u ^

^

(jj.1^#
_j

I—3^.0Jp _J U^5
-'* '^

J J A-ljl;*-

Ends with the narrative of “ one of the people of the

Beyan ” (he. an Ezeli Babi) 1 of a visit which he paid to

Acre from Cyprus, and of what he saw and heard there.

This narrative, written partly in Persian and partly in

Arabic, occupies five pages and one third, and contains

the most violent and bitter denunciations of Beha and

his followers. “ Praise be to God,” he begins,” “ who

hath caused me to travel in all lands, and hath shewn

me the firmly-buttressed palaces, and Iram of the columns,

and the couches of Pharoah and Shaddad, and the tombs

of Thamud and ‘Ad, who rebelled in the land, and oppressed

[God’s] servants, and whose home shall be hell—an ill

resting-place!—And blessing and peace be upon Muhammad
and his glorious household. But after this. I was for a

while in the regions of Syria, and in the city of Damascus

1 Probably Sheykh A himself, who in one of his letters mentioned
incidentally that he had visited Acre—a rare thing for an Ezeli to do.

J.B..A.8. 1892. 45
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‘ the spacious ’ [al-Feyha], and Aleppo * the grey ’ [ash-

Shaliba], and the parts round about Mount Lebanon, and

Tyre, and Sidon. And the raisleadings of the Black

Darkness brought me into the City of Blood, the town

of Acre, which they call ‘ the City of Vision ’
[
Madmatu’sh

-

shuhmQ
;
and, by my life ! it is, indeed, the City of Vision,

and a minaret for the consuming fire, and on it are poured

forth darknesses, and lightnings, and thunders. There

I plainly saw the manifestation of plurality, to wit, the

combination of thunder, lightning, darkness, and the

thunder-bolt
;

and I called to mind the Chapter of the

Unbelievers of the Eternal Word .
1 For these are they

who have hidden the light of their original potentiality

with the darkness of the attributes of wicked souls and

the effects of a corrupt nature, and have been veiled from

the Truth by Untruth.” The first of these “unbelieving

souls and manifestations of infidelity,” whom he met on

the sea-shore, was none other than Beha’s eldest son

‘Abbas Efendi, whom he calls “al-Waswas,” which is an

attribute of the devil meaning “ the whisperer ” or

“suggester” [of wicked thoughts],
2 and is numerically

equivalent to the name ‘Abbas .
3 “ After that,” he con-

tinues, “ I saw the rest of the Wicked One’s followers,

and heard the words of each. Their sayings and arguments

consist of a farrago of names, baseless stories, calumnies,

falsehoods, and lies, and not one of them has any knowledge

of even the first principles of the religion of the Beyan

or of any other religion. They are all devoid of knowledge,

ignorant, short-sighted, of common capacity, hoodwinked,

people of darkness, spurned of nature, hypocrites,

corrupters of texts, blind imitators
;

God hath taken

away from them his light and hath left them in the darkness

of the Wicked One, and hath destroyed them in the abysses

of vain imaginings, and hath put chains around their

necks . . .
.” After one or two pages of denunciation

1 Kur’hn, cix.
2 Kur'an, cxiv, 4.
s Both words= 133.
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filled with quotations from the Kur’an, which are inter-

preted in a sense far from flattering to Beha and his

followers, the narrator describes how, after some days spent

in the society of “ souls suggesting thoughts of evil,” he

was admitted to Beha’s audience-chamber. “ When I was

come there,” he continues, “ and looked upon that Arch-

idol, that Greatest Talisman, that personified Revolt \_Tdghut-

i-mumaththaf], that rebellious Lucifer [‘Azazil-i-mdruQ,

that envious Iblis, I saw a form on a throne, and heard

the ‘ lowing of the calf.’ 1 Then did I see how the light

of the Most Great Name had shone on Ahriman the

accursed, and how the finger of the demon wore the ring. 2

For they had written the Name Beha’u’ l-Abha in divers

writings, and called it ‘the Most Great Name.’

3

Thereat

there came to my mind this verse of \_Hdfiz~\ the Tongue

of the Unseen

—

‘ Efficient is the Name Divine
;

be of good cheer, 0 heart

!

The div becomes not Solomon by guile and cunning’s art.’ ”4

The narrator then describes his heartfelt joy on finding

himself once more outside Acre, concluding in the following

words, with which also the MS. ends

:

t L;
yu

j
jys? JL111 L_i3j SxJ

i Cd JLM ic-Ajli Ui <dfi <Sj

AL£ lu\as\j CL^^U- CL-' li Ls
\
jJb d-qL •

^Lc CL-AiA ^s.

CjLi b j l> 1§51a3 CLijlj . I

1 The Ezelis compare Beha to the Golden Calf, to the worship of which
Samiri seduced the Children of Israel. See Kur’an vii, 146; xx, 90; aud
Traveller' s Narrative, vol. ii, p. 355 and n. 2.

2 Allusion is made to the well-known story of the theft of Solomon’s magic
ring by one of the demons, who, by its aid, exercised for some time the supreme
power.

3 This is regarded throughout the Beyhn and by all the Babis as the “ Most
Great Name” of God, but according to the Ezelis it belongs properly to

Subh-i-Ezel. Cf. Traveller' s Narrative, vol. ii, p. 353, 1. 11.
4 The translation of this verse I have taken from Herman Bicknell’s

beautiful and noble rendering of Hafiz (London, Triibner and Co., 1875), p. 131.
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1 ^ t-M*
r
u\

;

I must now state the contents of this volume as briefly

as possible, leaving a fuller account of its most interesting

and valuable contents for some future occasion. Not being

able to number the pages in the customary fashion, I avail

myself of the scribe’s Arabic numeration, according to which

the first page of writing (f. 2b
)

is numbered p. 1, after

which the pages (not the leaves) are numbered regularly

(the even numbers only being written in) as far as p. 126

(and p. 127, not numbered). At this point the numeration

changes from the pages to the leaves (as though f. 2 had

been numbered 1, f. 3a
2, etc.), and what, according to the

system hitherto followed, should be (p.) 128 is actually

marked (f.) 64. The numeration by leaves then proceeds

regularly up to (f.) 175, where the portion of the MS.

written on yellow paper (22 folios of 8 leaves each) ends.

Then, separated by the hiatus already mentioned, come the

8 folios written on white paper. Here the numeration is

again by pages, not leaves, the first page of the white

being numbered 330. It proceeds regularly up to p. 438

(and p. 439, not numbered) except that pp. 416 and 417

are both numbered 416, thus making all the subsequent

numbers up to 438 wrong by two. In the last folio the

numeration again changes in the most erratic manner, the

leaves of this folio being numbered from 201 to 208.

The Introduction extends from p. 1 to 37, and, after

some preliminary remarks, enumerates and discusses fifteen

“virtues” (^JLaA-) which the religion of the Beyan has

over all other religions, and seven “claims” (^.IcJ) which

its adherents make for it.

The body of the work consists of eight chapters (for

which reason, probably, the book is entitled Hasht Bihisht

or “the Eight Paradises”) and a conclusion. The index

of these occupies the last thirteen lines of p. 37 and the

first two lines of p. 38. This index I here transcribe.
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U_)\jj\ c^-wSj$3

j
<Uca1

_j
C->UUaJ

j
luIjLx jyir.- jA c__?U

J
l>Vj

.}
^;A *JjA (__>U

^-as*- A^ jyi^ UT _J
tAj

^
l)

jh.
'

+st
^ J

^uA'*
j L-JjJjjs*

j
A^£*-

*15U • ,3*5! « jIAc
,
x

^ (*y ' : fr^ ; ^ s jlis'4

>' 4r~*

^oflg^ L Li*--^>»**J ^ Lll— Lfol
^

^ ^ ^»
rCU <—>lj

JT jjl5
Jl?= )

jA *SJlA

j*jJ fc^j' J
|*"*A£> <—->lj

i <^<L#5 ^a ^J1^"A ^LiJfcA Ajww3 ^jL-X A^J l^>-

(J-»J AA-£>- j (_)-«*^- (3—^ ClAj_eUs^
/
>-V?-fl

j»
A-«g j j

V' Jl^ j

As a systematized treatise on the philosophy, theology,

ethics, morality, and, in lesser degree, the history of the

religion of the Beyan, this volume and that previously

described occupy a unique place in Babi literature. In

such an article as the present it is impossible to do more

than indicate their extreme interest and value.
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BBC. 3.

Ff. 296 (ff. l a-4a
,
295a-296b blank), 14 ,5x9 ,0 centimetres,

16 lines to the page. Written in small and legible

but not very elegant naskh . Headings of Vahids

and chapters, etc., in red. Ff. 4b-6a are occupied

by an index of contents. The MS. is carefully

and accurately written, and has evidently been

collated throughout, as there are corrections and

insertions here and there in the margin. Received

by me in August, 1891, from Sheykh A
,
who

bought the MS. for sixty-three francs from a Babi

who was returning to Persia. In the accompanying

letter Sheykh A wrote as follows :

A"*"’ j>\ k»- ^Uj aL>- ( iC

A < >Ls-l j\ j\ LoyAJ Awoy^~« giU jJ

pjiAb jU.il •W y—j £ A.)y— JU-^

V.
a

U

i \ji jJ Cjyiii’
_j
aL>- . *aA aA ii aA'o

^ — 1 " » b N. ly ? Aw » . "
, G*J Ac

* aaL~« ^,1

“As for the Persian Beyan, I thought that, if I should have

a copy made for you, your expense would be [needlessly]

increased. I therefore send for you a copy of the Beyan

in one volume, written in Persia, in good and correct

naskh
,

at the price for which a certain person in Isfahan

transcribes it, which I bought from one of the Friends

who was intending to return to Persia. As to its price:

it contains thirty folios, and was transcribed at two francs
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(which, in Persia, is two krans

)

a folio, besides the cost

of the binding and cover, which conies to about two or

three francs. Altogether, with postage, its price is sixty-

three francs.”

Concerning the work itself, see pp. 450-1 supra.

Ff. 202 (ff. la
,
201 b-202b blank), 2175 x 1375 centimetres,

22 lines to the page. Written in a small, clear

ta‘(ik. Headings and titles in red. Copied for

me at Constantinople under the supervision of Sheykh

A
,
the Ezeli, in the autumn of 1891.

The general characteristics of this book, and the special

peculiarities of this particular MS. I have already discussed

in a previous article
(
J.H.A.S. for April, 1892, pp. 261-8).

To what I there said concerning the nomenclature of

the chapters or suras which compose the Commentary on

the Sura-i-Yusuf, I have now to add some further par-

ticulars with which Baron Rosen has most obligingly

supplied me as to their nomenclature in a MS. of the

same work in his own collection. (See Coll. Sc. Hi,

Manuscrits Persons, p. 50.) The nomenclature adopted

in Baron Rosen’s MS., in so far as it differs from that

previously given by me at p. 263 supra, is as follows :

Chapter xiv. . . Chapter xxxiii. . -ail)

,, xv. . . ,, ,,
xXxix.

.
jLiLJ! ,,

BBC. 4.

xlii. . . J^*S1 „

xliii. . ,,

xlv • . .
jJb

))
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Chapter xlvi. *jy* Chapter lxxxiv. . . S

99 xlvii. 99 99 lxxxv. 99

99 xlviii. . 99 99 lxxxvi. . . Li!!

99 xlix. 99 99 lxxxvii. . 99

99 1. . (sic)
r
\L>3\ 99 99 lxxxviii. 99

99 li. . . 99 99 lxxxix. 99

99 lii. . . 99 99 xc. . * 99

99 liii. . . j~A\ 99 99 xci. . (?) jiy 1 99

99 lv. . . •JJ' 99 99 xcii. . JisrLSl
9.9

99 lvi. . .
. j£\ 99 99 xciii. . 99

99 lvii. . . .jSi

\

99 99 xciv. No title.

99 lviii. 99 99 xcv. .
. Ji*di 99

99 lix. . . ajJLsSl 99 99 xcvi. (sic

)

Jlyil! 99

99 lx. . . .JM\ 99 99 xcvii. . ol^s) \ 99

99 Ixii. . . -uyn 99 99 xcviii (sic)
99

99 lxiv.
99 99 xcix. (sic) 99

99 Ixvi. 99 99 c. . (sic) J Infill 99

Ixxiv. . 99 99 ci. , (sic) JIuaH 99

99 Ixxv. 99 99 cii. . ' 99

99 lxxvi. . 99 99 ciii. . . JjiXsa! 99

99 lxxvii. .

r
LJl

99 99 civ. .
. C

\L^\ 99

99 Ixxviii. 99 99 cv. . 99

99 Ixxix. . jy' 99 99 cvi. . . 99

99 lxxx. . 9> 99 cvii. .
.

jx\ 99

99 Ixxxi. . 99 99 cviii. 99

99 lxxxii. . • 99 9* cix. . 99

99 lxxxiii. . 99 99 cx. . 99

As will be observed, one chapter (the last) is missing

from the above list. Baron Rosen writes :
“ Je ne sais

pas comment il se trouve que le nombre des sourates est
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de 110 settlement au lieu de 111. Je n’ai pas sous la main

dans ce moment l’exemplaire de l’lnstitut.” Apart from

tMs and chapter xciv, the above list, in conjunction with

that given at p. 263 supra, supplies names for all the

chapters.

Since this article went to press, I have received, under

circumstances briefly detailed at p. 663 supra , another Babi

MS. (the Istidldliyye, or “ Evidences ” of Mirza Abu’l-Fazl

of Gulpayagan), for which, as it cannot be placed in any

one of the four classes into which the other MSS. are divided,

I am obliged to create a fifth “ supplementary ” class (bbs).

BBS. 1.

Evidences of the Beha’i doctrine. By Mirza Abu’l-Fazl of

Gulpayagan.

Ff. 22 (f. l a and 22b blank), 2P25xl3 -25 centimetres,

14 lines to the page. Written in a good clear

Persian ta‘lik. The manner in which this MS. came

into my possession is explained at p. 663 supra.

This work, intended to prove by quotations and arguments

drawn from the Old Testament that Beha’u’llah is the

promised Messiah and deliverer of Israel, is addressed

chiefly to the Jews. It appears to have been written in

the year a.h. 1305 (a.d. 1887-8), for on f. 19b we find

the following passage :

*
• (Jl-s £JlS^ i V.rtr ...i

j
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The work consists of a preface and three sections. The

preface extends from f. l b to f. 3a
. As it is rather interest-

ing, I give the text in full. It is so easy that I do not

think it necessary to add a translation.

j\ y IXmJ \

y
A^T^yj \j ^Lis>- <LJLJ Llg

AjJ jJLc |4y/*£ ^ j)

• A^A y

^ AX.’ Ijfc i ft I.C ,yj £yy-J ’«*'*». |4^Luxjl <lAc

y ^yj*-~y-^i C-— |y<fc**)AjL/« C->%XJy-i
y

Ay-^*yi Jjli

[^*)j^ jSb yA ^
j

^ ' ^ **v~ C
* *^y* / i».‘Jyw>-

A*2J lj
y
yjy^J L**j lj Ajy't V^Â ly-J ^)|y^>4^-<J £ *L) j ^)L*J y

J \^ŷ |y—9^ ^J
U«i

jy~+ L—2jjXs$ ^yylil <L^ ^jLio! y-J (f. 2 ) dJj 1)

£yyj 4-*^AJL* yAyl««Akiby .».*r? J ^yl**A-> 1 ^yy*>“ y
JjJ y-£STLjL*

y

yA y-J y <L^ \j A-& y-^*- AJ LiJ ^>1^ *>- l—*—».J ^ ^yj
, y

^•*0 ly-^1
^

t ^ 1 L ^y-jl
^

^jLc. yl-W-^1
y
LIl^vwXA AJ^yr>-

y
1 ^yl^ C**»^A« Ij y A^-J ^y^- ^ AAi ^yj C.i lj*

^y
jjjj>s4 ) |

-*-* c-f^H ^jy* j c?^ ^ u' y

^dUfc^ ^yjy-Jy y C--^yN>* y AXJhly>-
^y

ll*iy^
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JJ-ji ^ SSb\yS>- ,JjL3 JUjlj J

jPj
J^U^i JjU iJ>jj-t i

c^j-c
)
dJL2sT

h
c^Lsr*

j

j ^JLiJL* C—^biX^t L*£o L tt > \^b
j

^#4>-s!lj ^ JjL««9 *-** & Lii
—

J

^^jQjjXs* Xii) XjijZi\* (f. 2 ) ii)y^"

Ol*-** ^ AiJ I \g J-Jj-C
j

4^. J ^)Ji &£

J ^y^"} y %&£>j

j £<x£
j

jJIL jJLc ^yy^^y^1 ^y! ^ t—1*)^y*

^y»x) teJjJs <j^1j cii^fcXjl^i ^y^y ^ ^tXul
^

^
<jlli-uJb <<) ^

^LX-wj 4-1j! &y&yyj£

&y-£ dy^ y^ y$~*y^ |4lrfiJ! *Lj^j
y *^^-&** y 1̂

jJb\la \_c,jJ^> LZ**y-*kJj-Jj
y

*Liw*j| d^y^

# Smĵ £<jl<^ &<Sm£j *yy* ^ ji 1 y y

yjj.m2£^ Lii^O 1 AJb &£ L^'^XJ^Jd
j y

iJy4J ^jjlj l-w* du;j

^*2 j &
J-) L1^«*J ^ ^J>

-^-
‘

JwjL^T ^
t)^-J (3j

1
^-J

<L^«j l^-jjj cu^IL^j culi<tf * 4-^,-j Luuj 1 <l,H£ cjIji
t

l*L*J Ij LZUjh\xs* ^ j tJ^ i (&ic) j

^

^

^ Jk_jl C—?l-l~?
*

i*.»*^# CJ^> j^-1 1-£ (f, 3 )

JL^jsaj j l^-~w-j >ji <$£ aIJj ox< ^\jj ^itaikilj <ul^j

1 This passage, which gives the date of Beha’s “ Manifestation ” as a.h. 1285
(a.d. 1868), is very important, as affording approximate confirmation of Nabil’s

chronology (B . i, p. 526 ; £. ii, 984, 988, stanza 10), and further evidence

against the impossibly early date (a.h. 1269) given by the Traveller’s Narrative.

See pp. 304-6 supra. It is curious that in two works composed by the Behais
within so short a time of one another, and both intended for more or less

general circulation, so glaring a discrepancy should have been allowed to appear,

more especially as both dates are used evidentially.
2 This passage is also important, as affording further evidence that Kitdb-i-

Akdas, not Lawh-i-Akdas, is the correct title of the work alluded to.
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^jA 1^1 y
L.. ft

^ j
Li ji

^
L w^jmZ- b«J jji i\) LIL-n»»1

LIL *̂%)»’•
^

jXbjS^ L -JAj l^-^t * A b
^

&Lu»S^ L l.£ A^1»J

ji*S. j*+\ bljSj <C«Lc ^JL>- } *bi-£ J L—Sj*s* j

L-Ajli L-->bjt Ap t^b^-j j
L^sr"

j
*A-i AiLi uX!U^

!
^J b*J &LcLS"

{"•}***Jj ^ ^
L«^>& A** 1-05^*

j
<L*J L^

A-J^A~£»» LH^w.^
J—**]

A-J

l

—ti
^ A— b ^%liL^# (L

j
jA |^b# A—mj

\*m/~j
m~’

L^^T^ j»-big ^
AiO^> LH-^bc

-

* J**-UUaJ ^by> bJ-lJmZ LA-Aw*

^jA <CyJ ^j-J^
^

A-Ajb 1 l^iiLyJ
^

^-1**-— Aj
< y

fju\jKjSjJ
2 ^‘

‘ l

*^,‘|

A

j AiSy^
^

A^ ^jb^J ^
1 A^xL^t

* b^A ^j*'* ^^A^J <^b)\
^ |»*b r

jdiO ^LyiAiL1# Li ds~Z^'j*c

*£ |»AlLw^J 1 -£
-"' b! 1 dly>^

The headings of the three sections
(
mdkdm

)
into which

the book is divided, with the pages on which they begin,

are as follows :

y*lb if\£jb <£ c^~>! L-^JJa^ ^ ^b-J jA (f. 3
a

) Jj^ |JjU

LIL-*! bo^^ cJ^ A-^ ^J»-J A * AA> b AJ lj <L>- LA^-S^" A*Aj

^ AA^
^

Ax^Au-t l—-A lb

J^^lm ) LL-"\*J^-yWJ lj)j L'^A>xAj^ ^A (ft G
)
^^A ^liL#

ajIj AJjIAS*- l?*-I ^ w 1^—y W^- tWjU^. w^- ^1

^ <0 \j aA»^j Aj a?* Aj A^- jy^2i aJL-#

^j-jl <L#;AjL^f L— jA LlL^w^-jbb dJ^Lij (f, 11 ) j

l^j^Liuj (Jj^
i^**

3 &J>y£i^j-1- ^
^-,

iss-ii j (f. 12 ) l>--^‘^
i£)j^~!

^
^-j ^jjj Ls\^ 3,p- j! i {• '

j*liU
1*1/"* |4 ^ ^
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^ W j*"**] (f. 14 ) . .

.

.

^ £«\~J 0^^ Ljl

^

0 1
'*^

1 ^

The whole book, in short, is an attempt to interpret the

prophesies of the Old Testament, more especially of the

book of Daniel, in favour of Beha’u’llah.

Ends

:

izjWr*j,j , (f. 22
) ^bS .l> ^j-i) j\

ijjj «_Jb \j ^
(A-sJbjJ

4.5^ • 1^3
^ J*_J**^ j

^
l, SSb\ hmCS^

^.1“ j\ ^

j\ LT^AAaJ lSmJ*i , s uX-J 1 LllJj.S-

i

_

s
sSr? J ^ j- ^ liHr® (VV. cJ'-i' J aj^vS"

^ ^
L ” -d c *

i tX-yj ,\-J5d^r=>y jX

* ^LLsSl jJCyit*]! ^ jJ-yyimJl

4^1 JdiSt (Ji ^
I have now described, as fully as the space at my disposal

would admit, all the Babi MSS. in my possession, with

the exception of a number of letters of greater or less im-

portance, and certain scattered leaves containing transcripts,

made by myself or others, of sundry poems, short epistles,

etc., of which I have already published some, and hope,

in due course, to publish such others as appear of sufficient

interest. Of some of the MSS. described above (such

as the various “ Books of the Names,” and many of the

Prayers, Exhortations, Visitations, and Rhapsodies) it is

most improbable that complete editions could ever be

required or contemplated
;
a few judiciously selected extracts

would answer every practical purpose. Of others, such

as the Tarikh-i-Jadid, and both volumes of the Hasht
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Bihisht, complete editions would certainly be desirable,

could anyone be induced to incur the necessarily heavy

expenses of publication. Failing this, however, abridged

English translations might sufficiently answer the purpose

;

and of the Turikh-i-Jadid, at all events, such a translation is

now in the press, and will, I hope, appear in a few months. Of

the more important sacred books of the Bab, Subh-i-Ezel,

and Beha, nothing will serve but complete texts prepared

from the best available MSS. I have no doubt in my
own mind that the Persian Beyan should come first

;
and,

with a view to publishing it in extenso, I have been for

some time engaged on the collation of several MSS. Besides

the two MSS. in my own possession (bbp. 8, and bbc. 3),

and the British Museum Codex (Or. 2819), the liberality

of the Academy and the Institut des Langues Orientales

of St. Petersburg has placed at my disposal, for periods

of six months each, the two manuscripts of the work

contained in their rich collections. Much work remains

to be done ere we can venture to generalize with perfect

safety on the relations, affinities, and tendencies of the

Babi movement, but that that work is well worth the

doing I, for my part, do not for a moment doubt.

Death of BehaVllah.

Within the last few weeks news of the death of Beha’u’llah

has reached me. I have not been able to ascertain the

date of his decease, but of the fact itself there is no doubt,

for it is confirmed by a letter written from Acre by his son,

Mirza BadiVllah, and dated Z'i'l-Ka‘da 29th, a.h. 1309

(June 25th, a.d. 1892). A portion of the letter I will here

cite, with translation.

^ ^ V.
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jjicl j*j j\ jJ J J L-SI2.il

^
^uX-J l 0 ^

^-J>~ djj \ IrSTl™^ ^ ^ ^^
^ ^J^-3

l-^-^U^i

^iuib- l^XjJ ^jJb Jy^-j^>c) £>- ^
l.) jjl£ «J?

J '33 ^ j'r1^ J^r 3 fVjJ
3 °rV cH)/ r^ -y

j
CAX-v-j!

(
_J^sT

<

jJJ^S . 0*^11 ^j-jl iJ»^*j
^^

1_2C*

3 [*^s'^
c3^ 3 iS*^ 3^*^ cb^y <-Jj^ ^.jj

ALx A-jb ^Jjb {ju-XRs* CiJS^t j\ (jwA_il <__;bi£ j<3 <b£ |*^_w»

Jf=y 3 (*^3-- ^JmJ
y j+*2 j\jI2J U--,*£>- C—^l^S^l j

432^ \ ^L>—Vvi>—

^

*Lj ^5 LmmJi\£ lj
^ ^

L^iJl jjb 3 ^Jj^Lri-! i—

3

aHj^L^c
^ j ALx

, f«‘P

^s~^.-'f'-*'< A^xAj * L -*
~

l L! I -t* ^U; ) 1 ^L^xj
^

Ijs L ‘‘ -»*
^ ^

^AJkLiL-'*
%

J

C_ ^—A^| ^lx* lAA^-X^" X—'-' LsXJ (J I.C Ij*

Jjb ^-ja! c__Ax£jA a£ Aj
I

j->_jx-> aJJI ^-c lL£!a L*
j aa.^

i^jOj^ (J—

b

aJ1^3
j*£ 3

aJ^I^- (J-Sf A.!jJ <3jj1w« ^^ijs» |*ljL4Aj)^i3

^ix lyJa^iJ 3! ^K-.i) •*Li,-j CUjZ~a . ^U-*.=>- ^>.^L ^^jS. \ jl

Ji” J, j*3U^« bl ^j-^J ^li-jjl
_}

A.*^j

^l-Ju ^Ix
(*3*i (>

y->~ c3^ ^ CA-
5'^ 3

lj jJ—J AJ b<JA.^*^3o A i^Ua# ^)A • J
CIA^/+-uJl iSx&J ^

^y*' ^ i^jjy^a CX'^-CL« <_—>bc cx^b-i j

I

^A^b
j! |*^j

^_Lbt U« ^—--x (_J ^
A/iibs^ o i'

LA^ c/
1, ^r^J 3 ^5^^ iif* (^y 3 3^-^^ ^ ^

1 bbp. 3 and bbp. to read ^li Jtc

.
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Translation.

“0 friend of my heart, and delight of my soul ! In these

days the showers of affliction do so descend from the clouds

of the firmament of fate, and the thunderbolts of griefs

and sorrows do so succeed one another, that neither hath

the tongue strength to describe, nor the pen power to utter

them. For the horizon of the Phenomenal World is bereft

of the effulgences of the Sun of Wisdom and Revelation,

and the throne of the Universe is deprived of the radiance

of the Most Mighty Luminary. The ears of the friends

are, to outward appearance, debarred from hearkening to

the cry of the Supreme Pen, and the eyes of the longing

are veiled from the contemplation of the Most Glorious

Horizon. Great God ! how dire a catastrophe is this which

has arisen in the World, and how grievous a calamity is

this which hath appeared in the Universe ! The Sun of

Truth hath bidden farewell to this earthly sphere, and

now shines with a brightness which waneth not in the

regions of Might and Glory. Albeit this supreme affliction

transcends endurance, and this most dire disaster lays in

ruins the edifice of resignation and patience, yet, having

regard to the authoritative command and binding behest

revealed from the Holy Angel-World in the Kitdb-i Akdas, 1

we and you alike must adorn ourselves with the ornament

of patience and resignation, lay hold of the firm rope of

submission and acquiescence, apply ourselves with strong

hearts and tranquil souls to what will conduce to the

progress of mankind, the peace and prosperity of the

world, the amelioration of characters, and the appearance

of charity and concord, and attach ourselves with our whole

being to the counsels of the Lord of the Visible and the

Invisible, so that the Phenomenal World may, by the Grace

of that Beneficent Being, be beheld an envy to the Garden

of Paradise. Nor is this thing difficult with God. The blessed

text revealed in the Kitdb-i-Akdas shall here be cited. He
says (great is His Glory and universal His Bounty !)

:

1 Cf. n. 2 at the foot of p. 703 supra.
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‘ 0 people of the earth ! When the Sun of my Beauty sets,

and the firmament of my Form is hidden, be not troubled

;

arise for the helping of my work and the advancement of my
Word throughout the worlds. Verily We are with you under

all conditions, and will help you with the Truth ; verily We
can do this.

1 Whosoever knoweth Me will rise up to serve

me with such uprising that the hosts of heaven and earth shall

not put him down.’ And in another place he says :
‘ Say,

“ 0 people
,

let not trouble take possession of you ivhen the

Kingdom of my Epiphany becomes concealed, and the Waves

of the Ocean of my Utterance are hushed. Verily there is

in my Epiphjiny a reason, and in my Occultation another reason,

which none knoweth save God-, the Incomparable, the All-

Knowing. And We shall see you from the Most Glorious

Horizon, and will help ichomsoever risetli up for the helping of

our Work with hosts from the Supreme Concourse, and a cohort

of the Cherubim.”
’ 2

The same news reached me on the same day from my
Ezeli correspondent in Constantinople, but in how different

a form of words was his laconic announcement of Beha’s

death couched ! He added (I know not on what authority)

that disputes had already arisen between two of Beha’u’llah’s

sons, ‘Abbas Efendi and Mirza Muhammad ‘All, 3 as to

the succession; and that Aka Mirza Aka Jan called

Khddimu’ llah, Beha’s amanuensis and special attendant,

had given his support to the latter, because he hoped to

find him more pliable and more amenable to his own
views and wishes. This statement I only give for what

it is worth.

1 A translation of part of this passage will be found quoted at p. 975 of B. ii.

It occurs on f. 7b of bbp. 3, and f. 31 b of bbp. 4.

2 This passage occurs on f. 10b of bbp. 3, and ff. 38a-38b of bbp. 4.

3 The latter I did not see at Acre, neither did I know where he was, though

I heard mention of him. He it was, I believe, who invented the different

forms of the Khatt-i-Badi‘
,
or “New Writing.” (See B. i, p. 498.) Of

this writing I was unable to obtain a specimen, hut I learn from Baron Bosen

that M. Toumansky was more fortunate, and that amongst the treasures which

he brought back from ‘Istikabad were the words ^ written in new
character.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 46
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"What effect Beha’s death may have on the further

development of Babi'ism it is impossible to conjecture.

Will the movement of which he has for so long a time

been the guiding spirit, languish or lose ground ? Will

dissensions arise amidst his followers to produce further

disruptions and schisms in the Babi church ? Will the

Ezelis (who, as it appears, keep themselves well informed

of all that takes place at Acre) seize the opportunity to

set on foot propaganda in favour of Subh-i-Ezel P Or will

the fabric, reared with such infinite pains by the departed

Seer, prove able to withstand the disintegrating forces which,

no longer kept in check by his master-hand, must almost

inevitably come into play ? Time alone will show .

1

1 I learn from Baron Rosen that a short paragraph announcing the death

of Beha’u’llah appeared in the Russian newspaper called Le Caucase, published

at Tiflis; and that the news was also conveyed to him by Lieutenant

Toumanski in a private letter, in which were enclosed copies of Beha’u'llah’s

testamentary dispositions and an elegy on his death by the Babi

poet ‘Andalib (Mirza ‘All Ashraf of Lahijan). Baron Rosen adds that Beha

died on May 16th of this year (1892), but that the news of his decease did

not reach ‘Ishkabad till July 5th. The interesting documents forwarded by

Lieutenant Toumanski are to appear in the Z'lpisski.
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Art. XIY.

—

Dusratta’s Hittite Letter. By Major C. R.

Conder, D.C.L., LL.D., R.E.

The subject of the present paper is the translation of one of

the most interesting and important tablets that have been

discovered within the last twenty years—interesting not

only from a linguistic point of view, but also as casting

new light on the history of Western Asia, about 1500 years

before our era, and as showing the manners of the age and

the political relations of Egypt with Asiatic countries. It

also informs us of the language spoken in Armenia and in

Syria, and of the extent of the Hittite dominions before

the fall of the eighteenth Egyptian dynasty.

The tablet in question is the longest, and perhaps the most

important, of all in the great collection of cuneiform letters

to the kings of Egypt, which was discovered by the peasantry

at Tell Amarna in Middle Egypt (between Minieh and Assiut

on the east bank of the Nile) in 1887. These number some

300 in all, and those as yet translated are in an Aramean

language resembling Assyrian. But there are two letters

in the collection in another language, clearly not Semitic
;

and Dr. Hugo Winckler, who has published a transcription

of these, with others, now in the Royal Museum at Berlin,

came to the conclusion in 1888 that they were in the Hittite

language, the main reason for such belief being, that the

shorter of the two is written by a certain prince of Reseph

(not far from Palmyra), who was named Tarkondara, and

who calls himself in his letter the “ Prince of the Hittites.”

Jlis epistle to Amenophis III. consists of thirty lines of

ideographic writing, not easily interpreted
;

but it seems*'

clear, from thp pronouns and from other words, that the

language is the same as that of the longer letter now under
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consideration, which, as we shall see, is also written by a

personage who calls himself the Hittite Suzerain. For

these reasons it appears reasonable to suppose that we are

dealing with the native language of the Hittite tribes,

though the script is not that peculiar to their monuments,

but that known as Cuneiform, and used by the Akkadians,

their neighbours.

The introduction to the letter, as Dr. Winckler points

out, consists of eight lines of Assyrian or Aramean. The

hulk of the letter consists of 512 lines of native language.

The writer is Dusratta, a well-known chief of Mitani or

Southern Armenia, a region which was the later Melitene.

He addresses Amenophis III. of Egypt, and speaks of his

father Suttarna, and of his daughter Tadukhepa. There

are in the same collection other letters, in Aramean, from

the same Dusratta, which have been translated, and which

refer to the same personages—Gilias, the Armenian, and

Menes, the Egyptian envoy—who are so often mentioned

in the letter now to be considered. From these letters we

know that Dusratta was one of the most important political

personages of his time. His sister Thi was married to

Amenophis III.
;
and Amenophis IV. married his cousin—

•

Dusratta’s daughter. The Tell Amarna collection includes

a letter from a Suttarna, and many others from kings of

Babylon and Assyria, and from princes of Elishah and

Syria, to the two Egyptian kings mentioned; but Dusratta

speaks as a personal friend and relative, and his letters

are of higher interest than those of other correspondents,

while his character comes out, in some of his utterances,

in a manner which shows that he must have been personally

a very remarkable man.

To understand aright the relations of the Asiatics with

the Egyptians in this age it is only necessary to turn to

Dr. Brugsch’s History of Egypt. It is well known that,

in the Ilyksos period, various Asiatic tribes invaded and

ruled over the Delta : that their expulsion was first at-

tempted by Ahmes I. of the eighteenth Egyptian dynasty

about 1700 b.c. : that Thothmes III. conquered all Syria
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and part of the regions beyond the Euphrates
;
and that a

century after his conquest, about 1500 b.c., Araenophis III.

was still master of the conquered regions, and in com-

munication with the princes of neighbouring states, in

Assyria, Babylonia, and Asia Minor. But these conquests

were lost by his indolent son Amenophis IV., who lived

at Tell Araarna, where his desecrated sarcophagus has just

been found. The later letters speak of the revolt of

Ilittites and Hebrews
;
and it is certain that the marriage

of Tadukhepa did not fulfil her father’s hopes, and that

a revolution in Egypt put an end to her husband’s life and

dynasty. It was then—according to the ordinary chronology

—that the Hebrews invaded Palestine, while the Hittites

became independent in the north, and so remained till re-

conquered by Rameses I. and Rameses II. of the nineteenth

dynasty. But, at the time when our letter was written,

Egyptian power was paramount to the Euphrates, and

Amenophis III. had gone beyond the river on a hunting

excursion, to kill lions, during which time he perhaps first

made Dusratta’s acquaintance. About 1450 b.c. the old

Armenian monarch—writing to his son-in-law—speaks with

affection of the great Amenophis, and relates his sorrow

when he heard of his death. He recalls the fact that

Amenophis III. sent a “message asking for his daughter”;

and he adds, “ may I die but may he who loved me live

with God.” Our present letter appears to be the answer

sent to this original message.

As far as I am aware no attempt has yet been made
to determine the character of the language, or to translate

the contents of Dusratta’s Hittite letter. Dr. Sayce kindly

sent me a short printed paper, which contains his pre-

liminary remarks on the text, which are very valuable

;

and in this paper (where published is not stated) he has

pointed out the words which are clearly indicated by
determinatives, such as the names of countries, cities,

personages, and deities
;

and in addition has proposed ten

words as having certain meanings, including father, tablet,

scribe, God, friend, wife, envoy, brother, interpreter, and
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image
;
and in each case he seems to be right, though in

two other cases I think an emendation possible. Dr. Sayce,

however, does not indicate whether he regards the language

as Aryan or Mongolic : from certain remarks on syntax

I conclude that he favours the former view
;

but it should

be noted that there are 400 different words in the in-

scription, many of the commonest of which are so often

repeated (owing to the great length of the text) that

it becomes easy to determine approximately what they

mean. Dr. Sayce renders Amdtippi “grandfather”: it

certainly applies to a personage, but occurs with the personal

name Artatan
;
whereas from a letter published last year

we know that the name of Dusratta’s grandfather was

Sitatama. I think the word more probably means “ friend.”

The second word which I at first regarded as fixed by

Dr. Sayce is gipanu “ a papyrus,” but on further study it

appears more probably to mean “ a decree ”
;
and the word

for papyrus which occurs in the text is a allali pa or

“ leaf of the water reed.”

After reading Dr. Sayce’s paper I was struck by the

resemblance of some of the words which he determined to

words of the Turkic languages of Central Asia—especially

atta “father,” talami “interpreter,” and eena “gods.” On
careful examination of the text, as given in the original

characters by Dr. Winckler in his great publication of

1891, I also observed that the cases of the noun, in

words which could clearly be shown to be nouns, were

the same as those of the Turkic dialects. Subsequently

I found that the verb substantive was also Turkic, and

that all Dr. Sayce’s words could be so compared. A great

many words were also very clearly the same as in Akkadian

—the old language of Chaldea which scholars now regarded

as closely related to Turkic speech—and as in the cognate

dialect, called Medic or the “ third language ” of the

Behistun texts, which Dr. Oppert also regards as closely

connected with Turkic speech.

It also became clear that the language was agglutinative,

and presented the grammar, not of Aryan but of Mongolic
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speech, and these indications therefore all pointed clearly

in one direction, independently of the vocabulary of some

400 different words.

In speaking of Akkadian I am aware that some scholars

deny the existence of any such language
;

but on the

other hand it has been upheld by equally distinguished

writers
;
and I think that the former school can hardly

have studied the grammar of the Akkadian, and the

bilinguals in Akkadian and Assyrian, since it is quite

impossible to reconcile Akkadian with any Semitic syntax,

whereas the Mongolic languages present exactly the

required structure, to say nothing of the comparison of

some 400 known Akkadian words with those of living:

Mongolic languages. It has also quite recently become

known that, as early as 2500 B.c. or earlier, the Akkadian

King Gudea ruled from the Persian Gulf to the Medi-

terranean, and had conquered part of Syria. It is therefore

not unnatural to find that the Akkadian language closely

resembled that of tribes of Hittites, in Syria and in

Southern Armenia. As regards the Medic language, spoken

about 500 b.c. in the countries ruled by the Persians,

near the Tigris, the Mongolic character .of that

language is generally admitted. It appears to me to

bear to that of Dusratta’s letter exactly the relation

we should expect, considering the lapse of a thousand

years : that is to say that the Medic words are

decayed representatives of those used by Dusratta,

just as a modern English word compares with the Anglo-

Saxon
;

but the Mongolic languages change so slowly

that in the speech of the Yakuts, or Turko-Mongols of

Siberia, in our own times, many Akkadian and Medic

words still remain unchanged, although, in structure and

vocabulary, the language as a whole has undergone con-

siderable modifications.

These comparisons will be found worked out in detail

in the grammatical treatise and index attached to the

present paper. I do not claim for these attempts more

than a provisional character. It is evident that in dealing
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with what is called an “ unknown ” language I must

have made many mistakes, which will be pointed out,

especially as to words occurring only once or twice
;

but

in such study the difficulty diminishes as the inscription

becomes longer, since all common words of the language

will then be found often recurring. It is sufficient for

the moment to note that these common words are all of

Mongolic character; and that the pronouns, the cases,

the forms of the verb, and the syntax, all agree in rendering

the comparison with Akkadian, Medic, and Turkic speech,

very complete and evident. While emendations are to

be expected, and indeed have occurred to me in several

passages, since I first sent a paper on the subject to the

I'imes last December, there can still, I think, be no doubt

as to the general gist of the inscription, or as to the character

of the language.

Dusratta speaks of his Kingdom as that of the Mini, who

are presumably the Minyans, well known in later times

to the Assyrians as living west of Lake Van, and mentioned

in the Bible (Jer. li, 27 ) in the same region. They are

probably the same people called Men in Egyptian incriptions

(Brugsch Egypt, vol. i, p. 234), who in the Hyksos period

were ruling in Zoan, and whose portraits are regarded as

showing a Mongol type. They had been expelled for

more than a century when Dusratta wrote, but were still

powerful in the north. The tablet of Edfou speaks of

them as inhabitants of Assyria, and from the decree of

Canopus it appears that they dwelt east of Syria. In

later times an Aryan race invaded the country round Lake

Yan, where they left inscriptions (about 800 b.c.) in a

language which, as I pointed out to the Royal Asiatic

Society last year, is clearly comparable with Persian and

Sanskrit. But in Dusratta’s time—some 700 years earlier

—these invaders had as yet not come down from the

Caucasus
;

and his subjects were of the same sturdy

Mongol race to which the Hittites and the Akkadians also

belonged.

The letter generally refers to a message received by
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Dusratta from Menes, the envoy of Amenophis III. : to the

marriage of his daughter Tadukhepa
;
and to the affairs of

his kingdom, his boundaries, his gifts of money, and of a

throne sent to Egypt
;
and, if I understand aright, to the

fact that the message was only verbal, and not well under-

stood or regarded as well authorized, so that he is anxious

to receive a confirmation of the good news, in a decree

written on papyrus, which he has been told is about to

follow. Tadukhepa is then to be sent to Zoan, and to

Egypt, to marry the heir of the reigning Pharaoh, which

was eventually accomplished. There are references to the

translation of his letter into Egyptian, and he sends Gilias,

who was a relation of his, in order to receive a full report

from his own people.

Taking the paragraphs in order, it is to be observed that

difficulties arise, since the tablet is broken in two, and much
damaged, and because the words are not always clearly

divided by spaces
;

but as a whole it is very clearly ex-

pressed and business-like, forming a political document which

was of high importance, of which remained undisturbed

in the palace of the Egyptian king for nearly 2400 years,

till the peasantry dug it up with the rest of this curious

library in 1887.

The first paragraph is in Assyrian, as Dr. Winckler

points out. It is much injured, but the names of Dusratta

and Amenophis are distinguishable, and the words “ I am
at peace ... to thy ladies, to thy princes, to thy horses

. . . to thy land, and to all that is thine (may there be)

exceeding peace.” The first paragraph in native language

is also much injured, but appears to refer to the offer

detailed later, that Dusratta’s conquests in Phoenicia should

be recognized by Egypt as part of the marriage compact,

and included within the borders of the Minyan kingdom.

In the next paragraph there is a reference to former rela-

tions with Suttarna, the father of the writer who was

favoured by Egypt, and to the message received from

Menes
;

to the honour thereby conveyed
;

and to gold,

which was to be sent, with the message conveyed by a
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Minyan embassy. In the third section the writing is un-

injured as a rule, and here we obtain the following:

“ May the god Tessub (a name of Rimmon), the god

Sausbe, with thy god Amanu 1 and the god Simigiz, and

the god Ea the lord of all, cause this to be fulfilled, the

gods speeding the (business) speedily. So may they will

to give thee thy desire, for if they are benignant it will

be despatched very speedily
;
may they grant me that it

be done. Messages also shall make clear speedily (as I

desire) that a great honour has been done.”

“ Gilias the envoy, taking the message, is ordered to

speak, his duty being to go forth, because Amenophis, the

Egyptian friend, rules in a far off land, and I rule in the

city of Ikhibin (perhaps Kaban Maden in the country west

of Lake Yan), which is the city of the god Simigiz, who

is adored as the paternal deity. Having received the reply

to be spoken — for words of reply are very speedily to

be despatched—him I instructed in the presence of the

Minyans. He is doing this important duty, whom I ordered

because I see that he is speedy in what is to be done, and

because Gilias knows how to speak, in completion of what

is not written fully. Thus the god Simigiz is besought, to

speed my man quickly
;
so he shall show, by word of mouth,

what is sent back—my brother—bearing the desire of the

Minyan land. May it avail that he should journey so to do.

Why this is done brother, let messages fully explain, and

what I desire. The servant of the god Simigiz, of Amanu,

and of the holy Ea—the Minyan, brother—receiving, this

must be done : he by your favour receiving a favourable

reply to show. Because of my brother having so done let

messages explain, being made to be accomplished by the

paternal god Simigiz : the god Simigiz adored brother by

me. Let me be gladdened hearing thy messages, and

favoured by thee, receiving intelligible messages after this

has been received.”

1 From another letter of Dusratta’s, written in Assyrian, it is clear that

the god Amanu was the Egyptian god Amen.
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From this and other passages that follow we gather

that Ea, the Akkadian god, was adored by Dusratta
;
and

his name indeed appears to be the same with the word

Ee, used in this letter as meaning “ god,” which is the

Turkic eye for a “ deity ” or “ spirit.” The old explanation

“ house of water,” is not only unlikely, hut is contrary

to the rules of Mongol grammar. The rest of the tablet

is here injured.

The second columns of the front of the tablet now follow

with the passage

:

“ As besides, information is to be sent . . . brother, as

to what my brother desires to make me possess. Gilias

and Menes being empowered by me to go together, and

being decided that they shall go to the far off land, being

desirous to write I do so quickly : brother, thy province

being ruled by me jointly—the whole race of which as

you know you named me Suzerain.” After an obscure

sentence it continues :

“ An embassy to show that I am placed in possession
;

a record to be kept by me
;
my brother himself at the

same time ordering a decree, to make me take possession.

Menes (having asked), my Minyan is made ready, to assist

him in speaking. With all judgment may he serve,

explaining the letter. Menes having been sent, travelling

to thee, and being received, let a decree be ordered to

be despatched
;
the things in this tablet being first received :

brother, let a decree be ordered to be borne, rolled up (or

sealed up) : it being ordered that the letter to be delivered

be received sealed.” The tablet is much injured after this

passage and twenty-seven lines have been lost. The next

passage in the lower part refers to the gift or tribute sent

by Dusratta.
“ My gift was to be delivered very quickly . . . brother

I am sending it in fulfilment . . . the gods earnestly

beseeching to hear what I say, that like as I have received

I have given. The gold brother I myself decreed that

the whole land should again give, and I send it to be

delivered very speedily. The people having understood
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that the King (demands) a double tribute, it goes, I de-

spatching it.”

“ To proceed : as Menes my brother’s envoy says, it is

understood that my brother is extremely desirous that it

should be completed, it being decreed how all the region

alike anew is made to give, let gold be taken from all

the region : an additional tax being proclaimed ... it

was (therefore) proclaimed, and written, and explained,

to give thee double very quickly. My brother having

decreed after this wise, to be made ready. I am desirous

to give it quickly.”

Dusratta then assures the King of his willingness to fulfil

these obligations, and proceeds in an injured passage to

refer to the affairs of Northern Syria—a subject which

recurs in a better preserved part of the letter later on.

“ As Menes says that my brother much desires that

an explanatory letter be written, his embassy being gladly

received in the Minyan Kingdom—being at once and gladly

received in the Minyan Kingdom—this letter of mine

was written. A papyrus having been sent me I shall

be informed, if I have not rightly understood what has

been said by Menes. But if it be so I shall gladly be

commanded : this brother confirm thou thus, the proclama-

tion being received by me, clear and intelligible altogether.”

“ As Menes says that an embassy will come quickly,

therefore his news will be favourably received in the

Minyan Kingdom.” The passage which follows is some-

what broken, but repeats the desire for a confirmation of

the verbal message, or pour parler which preceded the

final treaty
;
but which the diplomatic Dusratta is cautious

not to accept too readily : a very important passage is here

probably lost referring to the relations to be established.

Turning to the back of the tablet we find the question

of translation to be next treated very fully.

“ My brother (beholds) the continuation of the message.

Brother, I not knowing whether the servant rendered well

or badly the message in thy language, the interpreter having

heard what was said, the servant explained with explanation
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the message sent in thy language. Brother, my speech-

maker being bound to make clear, by spoken word bound

to make clear, and also by speaking together, my brother

shall be informed of everything by the message. What
my brother does not understand, when interpreted, this,

being further spoken, shall be said at length. I also

preferring to cause this to be written carefully

making every effort, and also speaking at length, to explain

what is clearly written. Brother, thy language is not

used here, is it ? I am telling them to take care as

regards the explanation of what is put before you : by

the mouth of the subject taking the message it shall be

made clear brother, by his word, what the Minyan Kingdom
has said, which, being interpreted, understand thou per-

fectly. I, not being sure as to all that was said, my
brother’s servant having spoken in thy language the

message which he gave. The servant being a foreigner,

the Minyan told me what the word was in thy speech.

Brother, I am glad, preparing to speak, that Menes is

about to come again with Gilias as a comrade. Menes

and Gilias knowing all. The Minyan telling me what

is done, making to agree as to what remains in dispute,

my brother having received all that they are made to say

—my speech being foreign—this done, brother, the speech

being made for me by the Minyan, received as a comrade.

Gilias having come again with Menes. Gilias and Menes

having come, brother, for me the speech being made in

Minyan, a mutual agreement will be made, as to what

remains in dispute.”

This passage I have carefully revised, and the rendering

seems to give a probable sense, though the language of

the original is very cramped.
“ To proceed : they having travelled and messages being

received, let my brother order, and let me hear, that it is

to be done : word thereof is besought—information that

you favour the arrangement. Your settlement thereof is

earnestly urged. What my brother desires of me thereunto

an order receiving, if thou art favourable. In addition
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also to Menes, my brother’s envoy: in addition to Gilias

and Artessupas, Asalis is an envoy—the interpreter of

Gilias. Asalis my scribe, him also, as understanding how
to make clear quickly in thy language this my writing, him,

my chieftain, brother, I am glad to have sent.”

“Brother, very gladly I send by the envoy a gold throne,

in exchange for the brilliant gift with the envoy, my brother’s

gift of a crown
;

I send back this throne to thy abode, to

please a concubine of thine when seeing it. Let it be given,

being speedily despatched, my brother giving sanction by

his order.”

“ Brother, pardon my having done so, the envoy having

thought the gift (acceptable)
;
and being hindered in saying

what I much wished to have written, as to having sent my
gift to be borne to my brother, my brother will understand

what I wish to write. It is enough briefly to tell my
brother that it was given.”

“Brother, I gladly give power to the envoy to lead in

return, this woman whom Menes says my brother gave

power to bring, when he was ordered as an envoy : my
brother, as Menes says, having preferred the bringing by

an envoy, and my brother having ordered her bringing by

Menes—he shall bring her. What I say being understood

to be considered timely, my brother having ordered Menes,

as he says, to bring her.”

“Understanding that my brother desires now to take her

home—is it not—brother understanding this decision to be

preferred, is it not obligatory? As twenty-three months

have gone by, is not her being taken home to be hastened :

my court also having decided to accept, and resolved to

sanction the (agreement?) and being satisfied together with

my wife, and the girl being pleased to the depth of her

heart when told—how happy words cannot tell—with the

gods is the decision, with the strong gods, brother,

is the decision for me, the girl being .... Whether also

I do not desire that she should be so brilliantly exalted,

the girl being advantageously, surely you know

it is so ... . surely you kuow that I shall be happy.”
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The broken part that follows is in the same strain, after

which six lines are lost
;
and below these a broken fragment

contains Tadukhepa’s name, and speaks of her being highly

favoured, and going a long journey from the Minyan

Kingdom to the land of Zoan, and afterwards dwelling

in Egypt, with another invocation of Rimmon and Amanu,

to cause the fulfilment of the agreement, and with a further

reference to his expected recognition as the ruler of the

Phoenicians. In this passage Dusratta introduces his own
name, to make the expected concession more binding and

clearer.

The right hand columns are well preserved and continue

this important subject.

“ Brother, thy border in the land over against Egypt

is . . . and to proceed, I being ordered to extend myself

thereto, command thou the people to take me as master

and King, their duty .... being made known, interpreted

by interpreter, is not the possession thus to be made clear ?

Proclaim thou for me that, whatever of the peoples of

the land of Chalcis, the Phoenicians west of the Minyan

Kingdom, of the people of the land of Chalcis, I have

conquered, is made subject. Brother thy word is enough,

no one henceforth disputing my right, as master of the

peoples. Is not this clearly thus ? As to the expedition

(or Lordship) is it not that it will be thus P
”

“ To proceed. Let my brother send his order giving

possession to me alone, of that which I am desirous to have

extended. The order received, I go forth. Brother, to me
as an order—if my brother so favours me, having ordered

all to be clearly written, thereby this region being ruled

jointly by me. I being Suzerain of the power of the

Hittite land
;
taking to me, brother, all the people conquered,

Let it extend to the city of Harran, the region which no

king enjoys being taxed. Brother, I go forth, my brother

confirming it fully by this proclamation.”
“ To proceed, enough not being said as to my desire of

being put in possession of these possessions by my brother.

I and my Court being told that it is as was sent, my Court
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will go forth, my brother having made them Minjran hv
Royal command. Your aid the Minyan land joyfully will

accept, messages of authorization being received, by a

tablet with my brother’s Royal command in writing.

Brother, I tell them that no grant has been received from

you, as to giving possession
;

brother having told them

that no grant is given, they have stopped fighting at the

word spoken. Brother, authorization being received, received

by Embassies, being gladly received when they come back

to the Minyan Kingdom, let me hear what is (wished?).

Brother, order thou to be written thy full grant of these

things.”

The next passage depends mainly on the meaning of the

word Ammatippi, and I think that my original under-

standing of it must be abandoned, in favour of one which

appears to fit in better with the general subject.

“ To proceed. The sanction will favour me (is it not

so ?) as being the father. The tablet will be engraved

with writing (is it not so ?) the tablet giving sanction for

me the father, as a favoured friend. This former tablet

being engraved with writing (is it not so?) all this tablet

having been ordered to be written, let my brother order

a tablet to be written anew, when what is written in the

words of this same tablet is understood, having ordered

it to be written, answer it when you speak my brother

;

the things written answer thou
;
the things to be written

answer thou ”

“ If so be that sanction is granted to me by return, it

shall be so written : thus must letter for letter be made,

brother : it being given a clear signature
;
being thus made

recognizable by signature
;

and my brother having made

the letter binding, again we shall be bound by word of

sworn friendship.”
“ Brother, the completion of the letter being hastened,

my brother will understand when it is said that the answer

must be hastened. It is to be considered, that my child

having resolved, it must be considered as to the road to be

followed, my child being hastened on her journey. My
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friend Artatan having been sent to the father, let messages

explain as to her being ordered to go : the agreement for

the maiden being sanctioned
;
the messenger speaking as to

my child’s appearing
;

let messages explain that the agree-

ment is sanctioned : the father doing what is due. Order

thou the envoy to speak as to my child’s appearing
;
my

friend the father saying—is it not so—what is due to the

father. Let him bear a letter of decree, this giving con-

fidence to my people, when safely received, if also it is

said ‘ what he is doing ought not to be done.’ Moreover,

let the decree say that my brother is pleased. Brother, as

my authority, brother, a decree being to me as authority,

first having been caused to come, being an authority as

to what my brother decides, this assurance being first

given.”

“This, then, is my brother’s answer. I also am not

urging her to he married: if the decree orders me your

friend to keep the paternal gold : the decree returning to

me the father to keep what belongs to me, I am not urging

that father’s child to be sent from home. The decree thus

ordering me, which my brother sends, I shall be glad,

taking kindly the return to me of the enjoying of friend-

ship. She the Minyan will go to be married, setting

forth to be given. My brother’s decree will be under-

stood as a message settling what my brother authorizes.

As the king desires ... I the father as my brother

desiring.”

After a broken passage the same subject continues : “My
brother being seen to be in earnest, my daughter will he

ready, to be married for me by my brother in presence of

the deity, my brother having this business done very quickly

in the strange land. So charging my brother with the

business, that she he wedded by thy son, having been taken

away from the Minyan land. Having sent again . . . and

perceiving the king in earnest, this region which I rule

hearing the announcement, my brother at once (sending)

an order to this region which I rule ” (the sense is then

obscured by breaks in the text), but the next words are clear:

j.r.a.s. 1892. 47
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“ ill the presence of the Royal city of Thebes, before the

god Sausbe whom I adore, my son-in-law being married ”

;

and, again, “ The marriage of Tadukhepa, is it not thus

that Dusratta, the favoured friend from the land of Mitani,

consenting to the wish of Amenophis the Egyptian friend,

that the son of Amenophis be so married to her in the

presence of the image of the deity, Dusratta who dwells

afar off arranges.”

“ All that prince and people are able to do, assuring to

be done very quickly, it is hoped that the Minyan will be

commanded to the utmost. Brother, my subject acting for

me, as thought best, having written fully, the subject having

received what is graciously to be conveyed to me in the

Minyan land: the princes ruling the whole race of the

Minyans having agreed : this people which my brother

made subject to me seeing what I do to be beneficial to their

land, ready to trust as subjects what I do : a decree being

made; my brother of Egypt and the ruling Minyan princes

having agreed, and the people made submissive; all being

written which I had to speak about increasing

renewal of friendship (is produced). The Minyan land being

increased; I also if the subject race are not obedient levying

war if obliged therefore also make thou the people

to be (ruled) by a Prince.”

In conclusion of this account of Dusratta’s letter, it is

to be acknowledged that the translation is no doubt rough,

and may be improved. The language has two great defects :

the first being that there is no distinction of gender
;
and

the second that (as in Akkadian and Medic) there is only

a very imperfect distinction of tense. Thus while the

language at first appears simple, practically it proves to

be much more obscure than any inflected speech. Turkish

is the admiration of grammarians for its regularity, but

agglutinative languages do not possess the power of Aryan
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speech.. There can however, I think, be little doubt as

to the general meaning
;
and we have thus suddenly become

possessed of some 400 Hittite words, which will be of

the greatest value in the future, in finally settling the

translation of Hittite texts. The Hittites who dwelt in

Northern Syria were of the same stock with Akkadians,

and early inhabitants of Armenia and Asia Minor, and

Dusratta ruled them as Suzerain from the Upper Euphrates.

In Syria they were mingled with Semitic Phoenicians, but

even as late as 720 b.c. they were still the dominant race.

As an inscription of seventy lines has now been brought

home by Mr. D. Gr. Hogarth, which is in the Hittite

character, I have some hope that I may in the future

be able to place before the Royal Asiatic Society a trans-

lation worthy of criticism, of a text in their own characters;

since the language is shown to be clearly of the Turkic

class, by the evidence of the present text in a known

character. It can I think in future hardly be denied

that the Hittites—whose features on the Karnak monuments

and on their own (to say nothing of their pigtails) are

so decidedly Mongolian—belonged, not to the later Aryan

race which settled near Lake Yan, but to the older Mongol

stock, of which the Akkadians also were a very important

branch.

Sketch of the Grammar.

The inscription is written in syllables, in the character

used in Cuneiform texts about 1500 b.c., and with com-

paratively few determinatives or ideograms, but probably

a good many phonetic complements. The characters given

in the index are those corresponding in later Assyrian

—used for facility in printing.

The syntax is similar to that of the Akkadian and Medic

rather than of the modern Mongolic languages. The object
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is followed by the subject, and the verb stands always at

the end of the clause, as in all Turanian speech, in which

it never precedes, as is commonly the case in Aryan

languages. The adjective (of which there are few) follows

its substantive. The defining word (or genitive) may
precede the defined (or nominative) without any mark of

case, as in Aryan and Mongol speech—an arrangement

which shows that the language cannot be Semitic : since

in Semitic languages the case is reversed. The genitive

may also follow the nominative with a case suffix—as in

Akkadian and Medic.

Other marks of the Mongolic character of the language

are found in the absence of gender to the nouns, and of

prepositions, which are replaced by postpositions : also by

the non-existence of the relative pronoun, and the con-

struction which is used to express it indirectly. The

regularity of the cases
;

and the formation of forms of

the verb by auxiliaries prefixed (as in Akkadian) : the

postponed position of the possessive pronoun, and the

preposing of the personal pronoun, also show the gram-

matical connection with Medic and Akkadian. The

adjective and adverb are indistinguishable, as in modern

Turkish. The great length of the words (as in Mongolic

languages generally) is due to the incorporation of various

particles. The vowel harmony, according to which the

particle agrees with the vowel of the root, is also a

peculiarity of Mongolic speech, which is traceable also

in Medic and Akkadian.

The Noun.

The ordinary cases of the noun, formed by suffixes which

are the same for all words (without distinction of gender),

are the same as in Turkic languages, and for the most

part as in Akkadian. The nominative ends in -s for the

indefinite and in -pi for the definite case (Medic pi), and

the plural is na, as in Mongolian (Akkadian -ene), which
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is prefixed to the case suffix, as in all Mongolic speech.

The other cases commonly found are :

Hittite. Turkish. Akkadian.

Genitive -na -n na “ of.”

Dative -a -a ... “ to.”

Locative -ta -da -ta “ at.”

Accusative -e -i ... Acc.

Ablative -dan -den -ta “ by.”

Instrumental -li -li • . •
“ with.”

Causative -kku -icliun -ku “ for.”

Comitative -allan -ailan “ together with.”

In addition to these usual cases there are other suffixes

found occasionally, which are the same as in Akkadian,

e.g. -si “ in presence of ” -ra “ towards ” or “ going to
”

-ku “ in ” -sa “ inside ”
-ta

“ from.”

The noun is formed from the root in many cases by
adding -ma -da -k or -t, and the adjective by -ra, as in

other Mongol languages. The object often ends in -an
;

and the adverbs have in most instances the same termina-

tion. These endings are also found in Turkic speech, with

-i which is the nomen actionis. The case -pi or -ippi is

that which is called the definite nominative in some

Mongolic languages
;

and this suffix takes the place of

the definite article. Collective nouns appear to be indicated

by the prefix man, and the prefix nam (or anam)
“
in the

condition of” occurs, as in Akkadian.

The Verb.

The terminations of the verb seem to resemble those of

the Medic language. The time is not very well dis-

tinguished, but it would seem that -sa is the 3rd person

singular for present and future, and -ta for the perfect.

The precative is formed by -sena, which is the Medic -sne,

and the 2nd person singular imperative ends in -s, as in

Medic. As a rule the participial forms are much used, the
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active would appear to be -lan and -an, and the passive -leu

or khu, -kha or -ka. The infinitive active is formed by pre-

fixing ni- or an-, as in Medic and Akkadian. The passive

is formed by adding -il or -al to the root, before the mood
or tense ending, and this answers exactly to the Turkish

passive -il- : the particles na and ma, meaning “
to go” and

“ to make,” are inserted in the same way, to form the

causative (as na is also used in Medic), and the same is

expressed in other ways, by reduplication of the root, and

by prefixed auxiliaries. The termination -man or -van also

occurs for the participle as in Medic, and -manlu (“ jointly ”)

may be recognized, which Dr. Oppert calls the reciprocal

ill Medic.

The verb substantive ai, like the Turkish ai or a, also

follows the verb, and is found in the past tense
(
aidan ),

as well as the present (ain), and participle
(
ailan

)
: it also

seems, in one or two cases, that the verb ol “ to become ”

is represented by ulli. The prefixed auxiliaries are the

same as in Akkadian, which in modern languages are usually

suffixed. They include be “ to make,” ip “ to create,” ma
“
to make,” eti “ to do ” or “ make,” and khil “ to make ”

or “do.” Dan “must” is also prefixed as in Akkadian,

and in one case we have gan “ let,” forming the subjunctive,

a prefix as in Akkadian. This simple structure appears

to apply to all the verbs.

Pronouns.

The personal pronouns are u “ I,” with its cases ue “ me,”

ua “ to me,’ una “ of me,” for the first : Ti “ thou ” “ thee,”

ta “to thee,” for the second; and as usual there is strictly

speaking no 3rd person, though sa and na are so used, u u

appears to mean “I myself,” and the pronoun nippi “self”

may be added to either of the preceding. As in other

Mongolic languages the possessive pronoun is formed usually

by placing the personal one after the noun, and the case

ending follows
;

but, as in Medic, an emphatic possessive

is formed by prefixing the personal pronoun, in the nomi-
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native case, to the noun—as u ulcki “ my own people.” In

this instance the case suffix is attached directly to the noun.

There appears to be great care taken in the writing to

distinguish the pronoun cases. Ir “ him,” as an incorporated

pronoun, is used as in Medic. The great fault of the

language is that the gender is in no way indicated as a

rule
;
and this renders it difficult, in many cases, to explain

the numerous incorporations with certainty. The common
demonstratives are a “this,” atinin “that” (in accusative),

au, bu, and suupi, “ this same ” “ the same,” Imma “ this

same,” Api “ what,” Khu Eha Khai “ that ” “ which,”

hi
“ they ” “ them,” na, ni “ he ” “ she ” “ it,” na “ they,”

enin “ them,” Pi “ the
” “ which,” ubbi and abbe “ who ”

“ whom,” sa “ this man,” as “ whatever.”

Numerals.

One only occurs, viz. xxiii, expressed in numeral form

(viii. 60) ;
it precedes the noun ie “ month ” (Akkadian at,

Turkic ai or eie “ month ”) : but bizuus may mean “ double
”

and id “ single.” Maanna appears to mean “ first of all ” or

“previously.” The sounds of the numerals are, however,

not to be discovered in other cases. Ari seems to mean
“ first,” “ at once.”

Conjunctions.

The common conjunction is paza “also” or “again,”

but u “and” seems to be recognizable, as in Turkic speech.

As a rule conjunctions are avoided, and seem to be omitted,

which is also the case in other Mongolic languages.

Adverbs and Particles.

A good many of these appear to be fairly certain, and

are very similar to those commonly used in Turkic speech,

as well as in Akkadian and Medic. Among these may
be noted Aini “ well,” ala- “ back,” Beeni “ fully,” Dulthu

“completely,” en “as,” enna “thus” (“as this”), guruen
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“ wholly,” guJia, “ greatly,” 1st
“ how,” iummi “ altogether,”

Kii “ together with,” Ki “ as,” Izklrin “ briefly,” Khasa
“ how much,” Khasien “ when,” Lilt

“
as to,” Me “ when,”

Mu “as to,” Padan “plainly,” Pann “highly,” Pati

“surely,” Pazani “again,” Pidra “either,” Satti “all that,”

Sini “anew,” Siin “alike,” Suka “at the same time,” Taa
“ so,” Tase “ because,” Timme “ as,” Tissan “ quickly,”

Tissi “
at length,” Zaru “ afterwards.” The particles and

adverbs, as a rule, precede and follow the verb respectively.

Negatives.

Nu “ not ” occurs as in Akkadian (Turkic ne “ nor ”), and

anni “ not ” is also found, with Ma “ it is not,” used in

its proper place after the noun as in Turkic speech : annae

may perhaps mean “ none.”

Phonetics.

As regards the sounds of the language it is to he noted

that the distinction of long and short vowels, which forms

so important a feature of inflected languages (Aryan or

Semitic), has less importance in agglutinative languages,

like that under consideration. It is clear that several words

are spelt in more than one way, so that one would seem

to suggest a short vowel, and the other spelling a long

one : e.g. Pal-da and Pa-alda, or Khal-lan and Kha-allan ,

but as a rule the same word is always spelt the same

way, and distinguished thereby from a different word of

similar sound. Great care seems to have been taken, in

the whole of this text, to ensure distinctness of meaning.

The vowels are a e i u, and perhaps au as a diphthong.

The gutturals are k g and kh, with w, which may have

been pronounced hu. There is nothing to show if the eu

sound of the Turkic languages was in use (closely resembling

the French u)
;
the words beginning with ya or ye, such

as yal and yem, are peculiarly Turkic. The palatals l and

r very rarely begin any words. In Turkic speech they

hardly ever do, and in this respect the language is nearer
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to Mongolian and Akkadian than to Turkish. The dentals

are little distinguished : d and t are often denoted hy the

same sign, and the sibilants are s and z, without any of

the distinctions of sound found in Aryan and Semitic

speech. The labials are m b and p. There is nothing

to show if the nasal ng of the Turkic languages was in

use, as the characters were not capable of expressing the

sound, except perhaps in such words as Amiga. As a rule

m stands when this nasal might be expected. The whole

character of the phonology of the language appears to be

Mongolic, and especially as regards the vowels and the

vowel harmony.

The grammar of the language thus becomes an even

stronger argument than the vocabulary in favour of the

Mongolic theory of explanation. But how easily the

vocabulary of some 400 words is explained by aid of Turkic

speech will be seen from the index.

C. It. CoNDER.

Authorities.

H. Winckler. Der Thontafelfund von el Amarna. Heft 1.

Berlin, 1889. (Inscription, No. 27.)

H. Vambery. Etymologisches Worterbuch der Turko-Tatar-

ischen Sprachen. Leipzig, 1878.

0. Bohtlingk. Die Sprache der Yakuten. St. Petersburg,

1851.

A. Castren. Burjatischen Sprachlehre. St. Petersburg, 1857.

J. W. Redhouse. Grammar, Ottoman Turkish. London, 1884.

Jules Oppert. Le Peuple et la Langue des Medes. Paris, 1879.

E. de Chossat. Repertoire Sumerien. Lyon, 1882.

A. Amiaud et L. Mechineau. Tableau Compare des Ecritures

Babylonienne et Assyrienne. Paris, 1887.

A. H. Sayce. Assyrian Language. London, 1887.

The Akkadian words are for the most part well known,

and given in the recent works of Hommel and Haupt, as

well as by Lenormant and Delitzsch
;

hut I have taken
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them from a manuscript collection of my own, made with

the aid of the late Mr. C. Eertin, M.R.A.S., and kindly

criticised by Mr. T. Gr. Pinches, M.R.A.S., of the British

Museum. The disputes which have arisen as to Akkadian

render the Medic and the archaic dialects of Central Asia

and Mongolia more valuable for comparison, but the in-

vestigation of some 400 Akkadian words has led me to

the belief that Dr. Hommel is right in regarding Turkic

speech as the nearest living representative, although in

Finnic, Hungarian, and Ugric dialects Akkadian words

survive unchanged to the present day. The Medic, accord-

ing to Dr. Oppert, is also nearest to the Turkic, though

presenting some resemblance in vocabulary to the Finnic-

TJgric dialects.

Index of "Words.

A “it” “he,” as in Akkadian (see ii. 80), aa dative vii.

8 (iii. 123 “hand”?).

yy tyyy£ Au “this here,” Turkic au.

£j:y Ab “house” (iii. 93, vii. 42), Akkadian ab, Turkic oba

“ house ” “ home.”

Abbe (iii. 97) “whom” (accusat.), Medic appo “who.”

Si^y *-i=y Ab zu (viii. 63) “deep” “ab}^,” as in Akkadian.

Tr Tr -fl<y yy a allali paa “ papyrus leaf,” as in

Akkadian (vi. 100).

yy ft Aini “well” (viii. 2), Turkic ai “good.”

yy
ft ^yyy Aidan “was” (v. 59, vi. 100), Turkic aidi “he

was.”

yy tf ^y »-»-y ailan “ being” (v. 68, 85 ;
vi. 20, 26), Turkic

ai or d “
to be.”

yy
tt tt $$$ aiin “it is” (v. 63, vii. 67, xi. 44), as above.

yy ft fjy fyy aiee (viii. 50, x. 28, 29) “ telling,” Turkic ayi

“
to say.”

yy tf ft ^y aiita (vii. 8, vii. 15) “said” “told,” as above.
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fy ££ £] I} z£ $$$ S^: Aimaniin (vii. 9 ;
viii. 54, 59 ;

xii.

Ill) “made good” “ thought well ” or “preferred,”

Turkic ai “ good.”

Addu “to name” (vii. 12, vii. 8), Adduga “you

named” (iv. 11); Turkic at “name” “word” and

du “ to fix,” as in Akkadian.

*“13 £*^y -Aggus (iii. 89, v. 71, ix. 123) “power” or

“honor,” Akkadian akku “high,” Agga “strong”;

Turkic ak “ high ” “ mighty.”

^33 5^ Aggudan “by word of mouth ” (vi. 71), Turkic

and Akkadian ag “ open ” “ mouth,” gu “ word,”

dan “ by.”

H3- *^y yy *-*-y Akkillan “thought” (viii. 70), passive

part, Turkic and Akkadian ak “ intelligence.” See

JVakki.

yy
tEy / *syy Akuusa (iii. 95) “is adored” or “exalted,”

Akkadian Aka “ exalt.”

yy -ey ^y >— Alateas “ restore thou ” (x. 42, 43) or “ answer

thou,” Akkadian al “back” and te “to deliver.”

^T<y ^y yy >->~y Allan (iii. 117, x. 17), Turkic al “take”
“ hold,” participle.

£] yy >—y Allaman “ taken ” or “ made take,” fre-

quently found.

£][<J >-^y iz£ Allai “holding” (ii. 70).

^i<j ^y ^s^yfey yynr AHaiillan “ being held ” or “ re-

ceived ” (vii. 26). The passive form il here occurs as

in Turkic speech.

yy< Amkka “besought” (vii. 32), Turkic am em “to

hope ” “ wish,” etc.

^ ^y -<y< tu *y>- Ammatippi. Probably “ the friend
”

(ii. 56 ;
x. 37 ;

xi. 52, 58, 67), from the same root

as the preceding, meaning “to trust,” whence many

words for friendship. (See Vambery, Worterbuch,

p. 30.)
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Ammumansa “he is besought” (iii. 103).

See preceding.

tasm nr Ammaman “ready “prepared,” Turkic am
“ now ” “ soon,” the word occurs frequently.

Hf T
1" ((( ANMES. Determinative prefix for “ gods ”

{Ena). The gods named are Simigiz, Ea, Amanu,

Tessub (Rimmon), and Sausbe. Anbelan “to fulfil”

or “be fulfilled” (iii. 114, vii. 31). See Belan.

HH Andu “ to give ” (v. 64, 73 ;
vii. 9 ;

x. 9), Medic

du “ to give.”

H©< Ankuu ... (v. 71) “to establish,” Akkadian

leu “ to record.” See Kuu.

HH Anti “ to take ” occurs frequently, Akkadian ti

“ take ” “ raise,” etc.

>H g *— Anzusuas (v. 70) “addition,” Akkadian su

“ to increase ”
;
Anzanuukhu (i. 18 ;

ix. 129 ;
xi. 50,

51 ; xii. 87) “ to be considered.” See Zan.

HfHIM Annan (iv. 30) probably “ ready,” Turkic

an “ ready.”

—yH Annama{an ?) (iv. 17) “ prepared.” See the

preceding.

Hf >-H tyy Annae (vii. 12) probably “ none.” See the next.

—y Zpf: Anni “ not.” See Ma anni, Medic anni “ not,”

Anni perhaps “time” (viii. 58, 59), Turkic an “time.”

—y
*/- !=yyy Annutan or D.P. Nutan “by prince” (xii. 108,

124). See Nu.

yy eryyysr yy Annua or Anuhua (iii. 118) perhaps “at once.”

See Annan.

yy -yy^ Anam. Prefix frequently occurring, “ in the state

of” or “for the purpose of,” Akkadian Nam. See

Anam-Islan (v. 66, ix. 126), Anamkhillusis (vii. 13),

Anamtanu (viii. 10), Anammi-iddaman (xi. 62, 64),

Anammi-belan (iii. 84, v. 77, ix. 122).
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yy
*1- Api “ what ” “whom,” Aapi “to which” (iv. 11,

vi. 192, vii. 24, x. 17), it is compounded of a “ this
”

and pi “ which,” as in Medic.

<y^yy<y j:»y >-^y yy ^yy ^y yy »-»-y Arkhena asaman (viii. 8)

“ Further will be spoken ” from Turkish arhh

« after.”

yy -yy<y AH “ first ” or “ at once ” (ii. 59), Turkic arai

“ first ” ara “ at once.”

yy -yy<y >~jy Arien “ at once ” (xii. 85, 96, 97). See the

preceding.

yy -yy<y ^yy Arieta “adorable” (iii. 114), Akkadian

Eri “ to worship.”

<y—yy<y <^ygy Arid “attempt” (vii. 11), Turkic erilt “will”

« effort.”

y Artatan, proper name (xi. 52).

y A rtessupan, proper name (vii. 36) “ man of God Rimmon,”

Artippi “ return ” (xi. 72). See Attartippi.

<y~yy<y >A[< >-^y »-»-y Artilan (x. 32) “ returning,” Turkic

art “back.”

yy ^ *^y Aruusa (vii. 34; viii. 48; x. 11, 41; xii.

105) “ thereunto.” In Turkic speech ara means
“ distance.”

sy= As “whatsoever” (x. 7), as in Medic,

yy
— Aas “ happy ” (viii. 64), Akkadian as “ happy ”

“ obedient,” Mongol ase “joy.”

— As “ a record” (v. 86), Assaa (ix. 116) may be connected.

>— >~<y< Asti “ desire ” occurs frequently (e.g. iii. 86) with

the forms Astien, Asti inna
,
Astiee, Astiien, Astiipi

;

Akkadian Astin “ want.”

yy ^y*. >~yy Asien (vii. 17), perhaps the Mongol as “to give.”

y Asalinan, proper name (vii. 36, 37).

Attan “going” or “coming” (ii. 64, iv. 8,

xi. 63), Turkic at “to walk.”
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££J —T Attaman “ made go ” “ sent ” (iv. 5, 27, 28 ;

v. 61 ;
vi. 100 ;

xi. 63).

SET Tr <HT<T -<T< IrU Attaartippi (iii. 96, Y. 88,

xi. 50, xii. 87), a noun; occurs in plural (i. 8)

“ reply ” from atta
“ words,” ar “ back,” tip “ send,”

pi “ which.”

SEf jyj *y*~ Attaippi “the father” (ii. 55 ;
ix. 118 ;

x. 35, 37; xi. 50, 55, 58, 71; xii. 68). See also

Attaip (xi. 69), Altaipi (iii. 114), Attnipius (xi. 67)

and Attaisi (iii. 95), Attaippa (x. 52) ;
Akkadian

adda, Turkic atta “father” in the definite form

yy >~<J< ^ Atinin “this” or “that,” Turkic

atin “ that.”

yy yy £y<y £^(y Azalta perhaps “ rejoiced ” (viii. 67). See

aas, or “ advantaged,” Turkic as “ to be useful.”

yy yy ^y-^yy<y tsyy Ey yy *-Hf Amrraman “despatched” (iii. 97),

Turkic asur “ to pass.”

;; yy yy< Azzakha “ distant ” (iv. 8), Medic accikka

“ distant,” Turkic as “ to go.”

J^y jryyy^ BAR Du u “ my daughter” (xii. 89), Akkadian

Bar “ lady ” and duu or dam
,
duv “ child ” with u

“ my ” affixed.

>~< Be “race” “offspring” (iv. 11, xi. 69, xii. 121) as in

Akkadian.

>~< Be “ to make ” occurs often as an auxiliary prefix, Medic

Be, Akkadian Ba “ to make ” or “ create.”

>~< >-^y «~y Belaan “fulfilled” or “finished,” Akkadian be

“complete,” Bela “end”; Mongol belen “ready.”

See also Belaman (iii. 108) “made complete”; Belie

(v. 60, vi. 112).

J^y Beendu “making give” (vi. 97). See Andu

(cf. iii. 111).
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>—< S=Yy Beeni “fully” (iii. 101), Akkadian be “full”

“ complete.”

>~< S=Yy Beeru “making give” (v. 69, xii. 97). From

Be “
to cause ” and ru “ to present.”

^ Bi “they” “them” (iii. 87, x. 4, xii. 110), Medic pi

“ they.”

^ Bilim “ knowledge ” or “ token ” (vi.

101), Turkic be

l

“ to recognize.”

^ ^ Biin “seeing” (xii. 115, 116); Turkic bin “to

see
” “ perceive.”

^^ J^<y Bizus “twofold” (vi. 65, 72) from bi “two” and

Zuus “increase,” Turkic iz “fold” suffixed to numbers.

Bu “ this ” occurs several times, Turkic bu “ this.”

^y J^y Buddu “confidence” (xi. 60), Turkic but “to

trust.”

l^iy ^<y Buklus “aid” (iv. 17, x. 25), Turkic

bogla “ to aid
” “ strengthen.”

7^ (y Da or Ta (vii. 2, 5, 38) Datisi Daallaan and (vii. 10)

dadaan daaman (vii. 17), from da “
to speak,” as

in Akkadian
;
Turkic di “ to speak.”

fryyy Dan “mighty” (iv. 11, x. 16) as in Akkadian, Mongol

den “high,” Turkic tan “great.” Dan “must”

(viii. 64) or “ can,” Danni (viii. 65) “ strong.”

f=yyy r^y Danga “power ” or “ province ” (x. 16).

Du
(
benaaman

)
(iv. 28) perhaps du “

to command,” as

in Akkadian.

£^y jtH ^y*" Dubiippi “obedient” (xii. 118), Akkadian

dub “ to serve.”

J^y ^ Duupi (iv. 62) “being,” Medic du “to be.”

J^y £] yy «~y Duman “ making go” “proceeding,” Akkadian

du “
to go.”

Duka “gone” “come” (i. 9, see ix. 113). See

preceding.
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Dub “ tablet
” “ document,” as in Akkadian, Dubbu

(x. 26, xi. 48) “ this tablet,” Dubbuu (vi. 97) accusat. ?

Dubbeas, Dubbins (x. 39, xi. 45) “ a tablet,” Dubbe

(iv. 18) accusat. ? (cf. vi. 99, viii. 69), Dubbu liepi

(xii. 100) “by this tablet,” Dubbu ukku “for this

tablet” xi. 45), Dubnu “of tablet” (x. 36, 38, 39,

40) or “ tablet it,” Dubbiman (x. 36, 38) “ stamped,”

Dubmaman (xii. Ill) “made stamped” or “written,”

Dubsarippi “ scribe ” (vii. 87), as in Akkadian,

scyyr Dudubni (i. 53, v. 69) “ made written.”

It <MM HfW HT ^1^ Dukarrippi “ the confirma-

tion ” or “ execution ” from du “ to make ” or “ give
”

and Kar “ strong ” or “ execute,” as in Akkadian

(v. 86, 95 ;
vi. 103 ;

ix. 96 ;
xii. 109).

Siy -yT Dukhu perhaps “ fully ” (vii. 15), Turkic Tokh,

Akkadian dikh “ full
” “ complete.”

jcyyy s*= - * Duppassena “ let serve ” (iv. 18, ix. 125),

Akkadian dup “ serve.” Perhaps duppa (vii. 14)

means “ servant.”

^-yy yy ^y Duraan “remain” “keep” (ii. 73; vi.

68, 69), Akkadian and Turkic dur “ to stay.”

t^y tin Durube “ subject ” (i. 15, xii. 110), Akkadian

dur “to serve.” See Durubiipi “subject” adject,

(xii. 114), Durube-ippi (xii. 122).

£^y till ~<T< Durupatii “ forced to be subject ” (xii.

121). See Pat.

y Dusratta
,
proper name (i. 3 ;

ix. 127 ;
xii. 103, 107).

tyj E “ speech ” occurs frequently with this apparent

meaning, Turkic ayi “ to speak,” Akkadian e “ to

speak.” See ee MES “words” (iii. 88). E
“ house ” perhaps to be so rendered (xi. 69), Edan

“ from house,” Akkadian e, Turkic ev “ house.”
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tfy e:|y Ee perhaps “master ” (x. 9), Turkic ey “possessor”

“ master.”

^Tr ^en “°f word” or “saying” (vi. 103, xi. 50).

See E. Compare Eidda “spoken” (x. 21, 22)

and eena MES “ words” (iii. 96).

tyy >-^1 Eena with ANMES prefixed “ gods.” See Ee

and the Turkic eye
“ god.”

fcfy >-^y E/a “sanctioning” (x. 37). See Elippii “the

sanction” (x. 35). Compare el “holy” in Akkadian,

^yyy El “holy” (iii. 109). See Eljienin (iv. 28)

“ sanctioned,” Eltiipi (vii. 44) “ sanction speaking,”

Ellaman (viii. 62 ;
xi. 54, 56) “ made sanctioned.”

Perhaps means “ binding,” Turkic il.

Etna or Eema (viii. 64; vi. Ill; xi. 54, 57).

Perhaps “ news,” Akkadian me “ to speak.”

S^Yy >=yy SflL T^n^ Eenippi (v. 86, vii. 64, xii. 98) and

Eniipi (iii. 95, 113) “ The God.” See Eena.

En “
as ” occurs frequently.

-II Enna “thus” (see xi. 71), and Ennaan “thus it”

(vii. 45), Akkadian Enna “ thus,” Ennakkien (vii. 42)

“ in exchange making,” Akkadian Enna “for.”

^y Enna “make say,” probably (v. 84, vii. 45). See E.

t=yy Jyy iii Emin “those things” (vii. 16; viii. 49;

x. 42, 43), Akkadian Ene “ they.”

Erassena “may they will” (iii. 87),

Turkic Er “ will.”

s=y? iffl<^<y Erus “ will ” (iii. 108). See preceding.

Esietalan perhaps “ pardoning ”

(viii. 45), Turkic as
“

to pass over,” Akkadian esu

“ pardon.”

<y- Essi “ due ” (ii. 68), see (xi. 68) and Esi (xi. 55,

58), Turkic es “ belonging.”

j.r.a.s. 1892. 48
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^ «< <T- Eessi “ordering” (vi. 102). Compare Eesippias

below.

tfy ^ Eeseni perhaps “ multitudes ” (ix. 125),

Akkadian es “many.”

fcTr -It ^T*
- IdT tfly Eesippias-dan “ great chief,” i.e.

Suzerain (iv. 11, x. 16), Akkadian esseb or issip

“ prince,” Turkic icci
“ Lord.” The word occurs in

Hittite personal names (see dan).

tfy Tr —T Etarnan “ made ” ? (xii. 117). See the

next.

*“<T< -EfoV
“ making ” or “ doing.” A common verb.

Turkic et or it (in various dialects), etii tanna man

(xi. 46), apparently “ made must be.”

\ tf gamma “ conquering ” (x. 7), as in Akkadian.

Thrt- gan precative prefix (vii. 44), as in Akkadian. Gidda

perhaps “far,” but the text is broken (ix. 100).

f
Gilias, proper name of the Minyan Ambassador.

-TT4 t-TTT ^f< gielti “ thy concubine ” (vii. 43),

Akkadian giel
“ a female slave.”

Jgy ^ Ey giluusu perhaps “in reply ” (iii. 97). From

gi “ back ” and lu a “ letter.” See Lus.

-H4 el? -J- < 111 gienusa preceded by maan (xii. 107),

Akkadian gi “ to be far ” and nu “ to rest ” or nu

“ prince.” Probably “ who dwells afar ” or “ rules

afar.”

^yy4 yy ( gipaanu (iv. 16, 20 ;
xi. 61, 68, 69, 74).

Compare gipaanie (v. 73), gipaanieta (v. 64), gipani

etarnan (xii. 117) “ decree ” from gi “ to make ” and

jman “law” in Akkadian.

.yy^ gip “ like ” (v. 63), Akkadian gib, Turkic kep

“ like.”

ty giz, probably pronounced is, as it occurs in the name

of Egypt. See under is.
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guli apparently “ come ” “ go,” Turkic guel

“to come” (vi. 116 ;
vii. 21, 27 ;

viii. 60).

f>-£ I^IJ gulu “ speech ” (iii. 91, vii. 5), Turkic Kul “ sound,”

Akkadian gu “to speak.”

'till guru apparently “ all
” “full,” Turkic Kur “full,”

but perhaps the Akkadian gur “
to become.” In

vii. 46 guruuut is apparently “ back send,” Akkadian

gur “ to return,” and ut or hut as in Medic liutto

“ to send.”

jr>-£ f:yyys: t=yj guue or guliue (ix. 123) “ greatly ”
;

see the

next. See gum (iii. 89).

^yy gukara (v. 68) “ greatly.” See the next.

tyyyc: ^I^y (^7yy ?) gukara (v. 96) “ muchly,” Akkadian

Kuga “ high,” Turkic Kuk Kuch “ much ” “ strong
”

etc., with the adject, termination in ra as in Medic,

etc., Medic gik.

/“clear” commonly occurs, as in Akkadian.

^ y? y? T? Iaalaan “lying” (v. 83), Turkic yal

“ to lie
” “ extend.”

Vy It —y Iaala an (vi. 102) “ only if”—conjectural.

7i<y -sy Ialla a verb occurs several times, Turkic yal

“ to shine ” “ be visible.”

-y<y >-^y<y Ialli a verb occurs several times, Turkic yal

or yel “ to hasten,” yol “
to go.”

fcfc
yy b lame “strange” (xii. 91). See Iiamma (vii. 18,

24) “ foreign,” Turkic yam “
hostile

” “ foreign
”

(Yambery, Worterbuch, p. 108).

jA
yy x]< ^ty

yy -^y Iatilaan “ extending ” (v. 84), Turkic

yat “ extend.”

HI lb or Ip a frequent auxiliary prefix (compare Be),

Akkadian ib “ to create.”

Idda “giving power” (iv. 7 ;
viii. 52, 53; x. 2),

Akkadian id
“ power.”
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Itti “send ” (x. 23, 53), Turkic It “
to send forth.”

Iddu “making power” (x. 11). See Iddukaara

(i. 21, xii. 110) “an ordering” from Kar Medic; gar

Akkadian “ to cause.”

secern (ZZ Iddumi perhaps “completing” (iii. 101).

Id (x. 12) apparently “ sole,” as in Akkadian,

ft ft tyy Iiemeni (v. 72), perhaps Turkic yan

“ sort
” “ manner.”

ft ft tyy vy Hena (vii. 21) apparently “freshly,” Turkic

yena. Compare Iinna (xi. 72) “ again ” “ freshly
”

and Iiin (xi. 48) “again ” (cf. iii. 82, 83).

ft ft j^yy Us “how” (vii. 16), Mongol yazi “how.”

Compare list (v. 69) “ how,” Isi (ix. 93) “ how.”

ttft f-yyy <- ft Iiummi (vi. 109) “ wholly,” Turkic yum

“ gathered together,” yiimi “
all.”

-Sfl Ikhibin, proper name of a city (iii. 94). Perhaps the

present Kaban Maden in Dusratta’s country.

rtv yr ^y Ilia (vii. 23, 29) “ agree,” Turkic II “ under-

standing” (see ix. 116).

Im “region” (v. 69, x. 16, xii. 95).

tT Imma “ this same ” occurs frequently, Akkadian ma
“ this,” Mongol ime “ such an one.”

Z^: ^y Inna occurs frequently as a verb, Akkadian in

“mastery,” Turkic yeng “conquest.”

Zffi: ^y yy ty tf *-»-y Innaammaman “ it is hoped ”

(xii. 110), Turkic Inam “trust” “hope.”

*£V-< Inu “master” (x. 3). See Inna. Akkadian Enu

“Lord.” See vi. 133, 135 and probably i. 13.

T-yj -yy<y Ipri (iii. 93; ix. 115; xi. 48, 72; xii. 104, 105,

120) apparently “ friend.”

Ir “him” “it,” incorporated particle, as in Akkadian

and Medic, frequently found.
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Tsni (x. 14) apparently “if.”

^yy <r- Issi (xi. 61) perhaps “ here,” Mongol Isi “ here.”

^yy^y^fHr^ Istanippi occurs often. Perhaps Ida

“ thereto ” and innippi “ to be able,” as in Medic,

^yyj^y^yy *Syy Istaniasa (ix. 129, xii. 110) “ as far as

going ” or “ to the utmost.”

ty Iz (vi. 103, x. 7) probably means “proclamation.”

^y >W Izkhiin “briefly” (viii. 49), Mongol eske

“to cut” or perhaps gizkhiin, Turkic Kis “to be

small,” Akkadian Kis “ short.”

Ka “ all ” as in Akkadian, occurs several times
;
Ka

“ voice
” “ speech ” as in Akkadian, occurs several

times.

-sh sa*y ^yyy- Kateiddau “my son-in-law” (xii.

99) or perhaps “ brother-in-law,” Turkic Kutuo

“brother-in-law,” Mongol Kadem “father-in-law.”

gj-y ^y< ft; ^ Katiin (xii. 101) “ wife,” Turkic kat.

<^ygy
ty

yy «~y Ki maan “ home ” (viii. 58, 60), Akkadian Ki

“place” and “country,” Turkic man locative case.

Kii (vi. 124) “together with” as in Akkadian (see

Ki, viii. 63), Kii “as” (vii. 38); Akkadian and

Turkic ki
“
as.”

<m 4^- Kim (vi. 97) “explain,” Akkadian Kimmu “ex-

planation.”

Kinna (iii. Ill) “message.” See Kinni (ix. 116).

Kin in Akkadian.

<Tg[ ft; ^ >-^y Kinna (iii. 105) “ bearing,” Akkadian

gi “ to carry.”

Jgf ^ Kuu (iv. 14) apparently “ record ” as in Akkadian,

perhaps duru.

Jgy *Syy Kusa (vii. 40) apparently “ throne,” Akkadian guza.

ny--yy<<y- Kuzusi (viii. 46) perhaps “ delayed,” Mongol

Khozem “late.”
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^tt HfT4 KUGI “ gold ” (v. 63, vii. 50, si. 67), Tartar kin

« gold.”

V KUR “ country ” D. Prefix. The countries mentioned

are Khar or Phoenicia (i. 11, 19), Mini the Minyan

land (frequently)
;
Mizri or Masria or Musri Egypt,

and Saanni (is. 95) Zoan.

yi< Kha “this” (vii. 43), as in Akkadian. See Khai
“ which ” (x. 30), Turkic Khaya “ who ” (interrog).

yy< T- Khakhani MRS (xii. 113, 118) “Princes.”

The Turkic Khakhan a “King of Kings,” Akkadian

Kha “ Prince.”

yy< Ty Hf Khaallan (vii. 29) “remaining,” Turkic

Khalan “ the rest.”

-- yy
»-'

y
Khallan (vii. 23) “ remaining.” See preceding.

A- Khalli (iv. 12 ;
xi. 49, 51) “ haste,” Akkadian

Khal.

Khalki (v. 83, 84 ;
x. 5, 6) followed by ma

“land.” Apparently Chalcis, near Aleppo, which was

conquered by Thothmes III. (Karnak List, No. 140).

yy< ^ Khanii (x. 24, 27) apparently “Koyal.” See

Khakhani.

yy< Tr Khara “writing” (xii. 119), Turkic Khir “to

cut,” ser “ to write ” Akkadian
;

Sar and Khir

“to write” “engrave,” occurs often in infin. act.;

Nikhari “ to write ”
;

Kharrien (iii. 101) “of

writing” or “written”; Khariman “ made written
”

(x. 15).

yy< yY -IT- £1 Hr Kharattaman “ decided ” (iv. 8),

Medic Kharta “ to decide.”

^TTT Kharru. The Phoenicians (i. 14, x. 6) also Khar

(i. 11, 19; v. 92; ix. 127), followed by u “race” or

preceded by KUR “laud.”
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Kharanu (x. ]8) “a city,” probably

Harran.

yy< 'Hyf Khasa “ bow much” (ix. 110), Turkic Khas “how

much.” See Khaasra (ii. 69), apparently “ to how

much.”

rr^ HfT Tr Khasaasi “ together ” (vii. 23, 29). See

Khasaasipi (vii. 20, 26) “ comrade,” Turkic Khos

“ pair ” “ company.”

rK <T*- HTC Khasien “when” (iii. 121, iv. 13, xi. 49), Khasi

(x. 40), Turkic Khasan “ when.”

yy{ JeT ( Khasusa “together” (iv. 7). See Khasasi.

Yr< It Tr *"Hf Khattan “speeding” (iii. 103), Turkic

Khat “ quick.”

yy <!< Khaati Hittite (x. 16) followed by rna “land.”

Khe frequently occurs, apparently means “ whole.” See

Khe (ix. 121), Klieman (xii. 113), Khena (v. 69),

Khenieppi (i. 11, 14), Kheepi (vii. 16). Perhaps to

be read gan, Akkadian gan “all,” Khe “abundance.”

C:^E *-II fy —| Kheenniman perhaps “all said” (vii. 11)

or “produced,” Akkadian Khe “to produce.”

yy iin -^^yyy rr< Khiarukhkha “ married ” (xi. 73,

77 ;
xii. 90, 93, 99, 106). See Khiirukhkha (xi. 66),

Turkic Kliiar “coire.”

^ nvyy »-^y<y KhUU “ making ” or “ made ” (iii. 92, 101).

See next.

^ Khillu (vii. ll, 24, 45) “doing,” Turkic Midi
“ to do ” or “ make.”

4 S^TT IHI <T- Khillusi occurs frequently “ making see
”

or “explaining.”

^ <y- Khisi (see vi. 125; xii. 85, 89, 95) “appearing”

“perceiving.” In Akkadian Khis appears to mean
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4^rr-yrr- Khizuu perhaps “ earnest,” occurs with the

preceding, Turkic Khis or Khiz “warm” “zealous,”

etc. Khizuu Khisiaen might also mean “ showing

my zeal,” but this is difficult in the sentences in

question.

Khu “this” (iii. 110), as in Akkadian.

-II^^ Khahbu (iv. 22). See Khublu (iv. 23), perhaps

“ rolled up,” Turkic Khub “
to close up ” “ bind

”

“cover” (Yambery, p. 16).

-ft Khulu “hearing” “heard” (iii. 108, xii. 96),

Turkic Kind “ hearing.”

-YI <T- Khusi (v. 62; vii. 33; xi. 67, 70) “urging,”

Turkic Khov Klim “ to drive
” “ hunt.”

fcf La “give” “present” (v. 59, vi. 114, viii. 45), Laaku

(v. 70), Laap (v. 88), Laman (xi. 65), Akkadian la

“gift”

-tf r
Latakhkha “conquering” or “conquered” (x.

17), Akkadian lat “conquer.”

IfcJ Lik “as to” (vi. 113, 116; vii. 23, 29; xi. 64),

Akkadian liku “as regards.”

JETf Lus “ letter ” (iv. 23, xi. 59), Akkadian lu
“ letter

”

(
-s nominat.).

£1 Ha “ Land ” (iv. 8 ;
v. 79 ;

x. 5, 6, 16), as in Akkadian.

See Haka (v. 64, 80) “ all the land,” Maaniin “ to this

country” (xii. 115), Maana (ii. 77, 81) “from here”

or “of land,” Turkic man, locative appears to occur

as Ma-an.

Yy Ha “ is it not ” (xi. 58), Haa anni (vii. 13, viii. 60),

Turkic ma interrogative negative. See anni.

Ha “ to make ” (x. 5). See Haa (iii. 101) and Moan
“ making ” frequently. As a prefix it is a collective,

as a suffix the causative. See Hanti “ make give
”

(iii. 85).
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£] Tr —T Maanna “first” “previous” (iii. 117 ;
v. 91,

95 ;
xi. 63, 65), Turkic man “ first

” “ foremost
”

“ preceding.”

<X Man “ King,” e.g. KJJR MAN Mini “ Land Royal ” (i.e.

Kingdom) Minyan. See Maninni “ruling” (v. 82),

Manliman “commanded” (viii. 53, 55), Mama “is

ordered” (iii, 82). But Manulla (vi. 97, 99, 102),

Manullan (x. 25, 32), Manullasa (xi. 73) seem to

come from maan “ make.” See Medic van participial

termination.

flf yj I^y Maradu (x. 10) “ expedition,” Akkadian mar

“ path,” du “ go.”

£] -yy<y yy >^y Mariana (x. 32) “marching.” See preceding.

£] yy - ^ Masseni (x. 8)
“ hereafter,” Medic mas

“after,” masne “then.”

V1 Mazria (i. 8; v. 78, 81; ix. 97, 128; xii. 117), Mizri

(iii. 93, xii. 105), Musri (x. 1) Egypt, Medic Musri
“ Egypt.”

T- Me “ when ” (ii. 60), Akkadian me “ when.”

Mi “ west ” (x. 6), Akkadian mi “ sunset.”

A4, Miini “Minyan Land.” The country west of Lake Van.

The Men in Egyptian texts of this age dwelt East of

North Syria.

^ Mitani (xii. 104). Part of the same region—the later

Melitene.

Mu “ as to ” (iii. 100 ;
viii. 47 ;

xi. 54, 57) ;
Akkadian

mu “as regards,” MU (x. 42) perhaps the proper

reading, Akkadian “ throne.”

MA (x. 40) much defaced, but meaning “ throne,”

according to Dr. Sayce.

na plural. See iii. 107, Akkadian ene, Mongol na

plural.
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na “it” “he” “she” (iii. 102, vii. 64, viii. 32,

xii. 101). See Napi (vii. 7, 15; x. 8) “ what,” naan

“the it” (vii. 61), Na “to say” (iii. 92, iv. 13,

vii. 20, x. 23, xi. 60), Medic Na “ to speak.”

Jif
Naa “to go forth” (x. 10, 13), Akkadian na

“ go forward.”

>~^y Nakkase (xii. 103) “ made ” from ak

“ to do,” Nakkassa (xii. 106).

>~^y Ah akki (v. 2) “they knowing.” See ak.

Nam “ state of ” (see Anam). See Namrnan (viii. 70)

“ concerning,” Namrinan (ix. 104).

At “it,” niepi “that which,” niin “it,” nie “it” occurs

often. It is also prefixed to form the infinitive active

of verbs.

Nii (xii. 98) “ great ” or “ royal ” or “ holy,”

Akkadian ni.

5pp <« «< Niespies (ii. 72).

Nippi “self” (iv. 14, v. 64), Akkadian niba

“ self.” Nikhari. See Khar.

tn-TY^fHr^y- Nierippi (viii. 62). Some female

relative “ wife ” ? Mongol (ike) ner “ wife ” com-

pounded with ike “ mother.”

£:£ ^yy<y Niiri (vi. 105, x. 43) “ to come,” Mongol ire

“ to come.”

fyy- £0 ^TTT Niiru (ii. 63, 66, 78 ;
vii. 5, 6, 38, 66) “to ex-

plain,” from i “ clear ” and ru “ to make.”

y Nimmurias (iii. 92, ix. 121, xii. 104), Inimurias (xii. 106),

Amenophis III.

>Lf -yy<y yy
>^yy<y yy Niriaria (iv. 14) “ to show,” causative of

ri “ shine.”

*J- Nu “ not ” frequently found.

tyyy^ ^yyy^ ^y y- «< Nuute mes “ruling” (xii. 113,

118). Compare Akkadian Nu “prince.”
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4HTT rr< EN Nuukhkha (iv. 10, 11) “ruling” or

“ ruled place.”

3=5fffl T? —T Padaan (ii. 60) perhaps “ openly,” Akkadian

bad “ open.”

jlfz Pakhe (vii. 13) perhaps “care,” Turkic Balih “to

observe ” “ obey.”

5|z ^ Pakhi (ii. 68, 69) “bound” “obliged,” Turkic

Bag “to bind.”

£^y Palda (vii. 23), spelt Pa al da (vii. 29), “sever-

ance,” Turkic bait.

Paldu (x. 48) “become sworn,” followed by Paaud

“ we bind,” Turkic paa “ bind,” Akkadian pal

“ oath,” du “ make.”

Pala “work” (xii. 91, 93), Akkadian ba “make,”

Medic balu “ work.”

^ Falla (viii. 56, 59, 65), Pal “time” or “judge,”

as in Akkadian.

z Hf Paan “highly” (ii. 59, ix. 93), Akkadian Pa “high.”

j!fz Pa nu “ sure not ” (vii. 16), Turkic ba “bound” “firm.”

jj^z >~yji<8 ty
yy «~y Panamimaan “certified ” (vi. 108, 111)

from Pa “ sure,” nami “ condition of,” maan “made.”

j!fz *Syy -yy<y J>-yy ^y- Passarippi “ conductor ” (viii. 54),

Turkic basar “ to lead.”

5^z >— <y- Passi “
to lead ” “ conduct,” Turkic bas, occurs

frequently.

J^jz >— <y- Jrt BA] ^ Hy Passidkhippi “ envoy ” (Dr.

Sayce’s rendering) connected with the preceding,

occurs often.

>- J=y Passu (ii. 73; vi. 118, 119; vii. 39) apparently

“ chief,” Turkic Pasa.

>-^y<y yj Palia (xi. 46, 47) “ sign ” “ signature,” Turkic

bdlia “ mark.”
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sf= -S& < ^ Pasutumu (ix. 97, 99) perhaps “ expedition,”

Turkic basut.

;2fz fy Paataa “ binding ” “ obliging ” (vii. 5, 6 ;

xi. 48), Patii (xii. 121) ;
Turkic bat “ to drive

”

“ press ” or Akkadian bat “ finish
” “ settle.” See

Pati.

j3f= |y yr Patara “ follow ” (v. 61), Turkic bat

“ follows,” batar “ make follow.”

>-<y< Pati (viii. 67, 68) “ surely ” (see Pa-nu), Patitipi

(vii. 33) perhaps “settlement”; Akkadian pat.

^z y tyy P« tise (xi. 51) “following,” Turkic batis “follow.”

jif= yy Paza “ also
” “ again ” frequently found, Turkic paza

“ anew.”

yy Pazani and Pazana often found “ again,” Turkic

posne “ also.”

*y- Pi “ which ” “ the ” as in Medic, frequently found.

*y- £&y ^y Pi id ra “which hand to” (v. 27) appears

to mean “ either ” as in Turkic, batara “ this side.”

*y- 4—yyy ^yy<y Pikhri (vi. 12) “ showing,” Turkic Pikh

“ see.”

^y- 4^yyy ^yyy Pikliru (ii. 68, iii. 89) “ making see ” or

“ making strong.” See the preceding and Turkic

pek “ strong.”

*y- fct; t^yy Piira “all” (iv. 18, 31). See Pirippi “wholly”

(vi. 104), Medic Pirru “all,” Akkadian bar, Turkic

bari “ all ” (also berai). See Piru (vi. 108).

*y- t^yy ^y Pirate (x. 26, 31) perhaps “ command,”

Turkic berat.

*y- -yy<y s=yy ^y yy ^i<y -£y yy —y
Pineda aiian perhaps

“ being taxed ” (x. 18), Akkadian Piru “ tribute.”

^y»- -yy<y yy ’Hyy Piriasa (xi. 73) “ will go ” or “ he sent,”

Turkic pir “ to go.”
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^Y*- -yy<Y tyj Pirieta also Piriita “ sent,” Turkic pirat

“ let go.”

-yy<y -y<yA
Jgy Pirikku “ disputing ” (x. 9), Medic Pirra

“ quarrel.”

-^TTT i Piruma perhaps “tribute” (ii. 80), Akkadian

Biru.

Hff Pa “
to

” “ towards ” occurs often.

J^yy -yy- >~<y< Raratti “ made write ” (vi. 99), Akkadian raa

“ to impress on clay ” “ write.”

Afy- 7»7 <y
Ratta “ written ” (vi. 100). See preceding.

S^yy »- Pas (x. 51) “ road,” apparently an Akkadian word.

-yy<y yy yy
>->-y Pia a anni (x. 7). Perhaps from ri

“ servant.”

^TTT Ru “ to give ” “ to make ” or “ do,” occurs often as

in Akkadian
;
and Pu “ to go,” Turkic ru, Akkadian

ru “ go ” (i. 9).

•gyy Sa “ he ” “ man,” occurs often as in Akkadian, also

Saa “ heart,” Saa “ gracious,” Saa “ say,” not easily

distinguished as only one S sound is used.

*gyy yy
^yyysr Saa u apparently “ my child ” (iii. 123

;

xi. 50, 51). Compare SAL saa (xii. 90) from sa, se

“ seed.”

l>-
SAB “ woman,” D. Prefix (viii. 52, 62, 65 ; ix. 89 ;

xi. 54 ;
xii. 90, 103) with i prefixed it seems to mean

“pure woman ” “ maiden.”

t- IM 4-|yy ??< SalluTchkha (ix. 121) “handmaiden,” from

lu
“ to bind,” lukh “ to serve ” in Akkadian.

•gyy yy
>-ty Saala “favoured” (x. 35, 37; xii. 104; cf. ii.

55, 59 ;
ix. 93).

STT Tr -ES Hf f
T- Saalippi (xi. 76), perhaps “the

generator,” like Akkadian Saalal. See Saa “
child.”

*gyy^ yy
Salana “sending” (ii. 64), Turkic Sal

“ to send.”
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"V" Saanni “ Land of Zoan ” (ix. 95), now San.

*^TT Sap'i “ haste ” (iii. 87), Turkic cap “ haste.”

*^TT<T Sarri “king” (iii. 15, 109; x. 3), Akkadian

Sar “ King.”

yy ^JTT K Saarusa (x. 1, xii. 91) “region in,”

Akkadian Sar “ to extend.” See Saarillie (ix. 124)

“ increased.”

*Syy ^y Sata (viii. 62) “ resolved,” Turkic Sata “ to

mean.” Compare Saata (xi. 51).

*i=yy -ty »<y< Satti “ all that which ” (v. 84), Saat (xii. 108),

Akkadian Sati “all which” (cf. ii. 72).

Se “ to give ” and “ gracious ” occurs frequently.

S^yy See “obeying” (iii. 92, 97, 99; vii. 12; x. 3)

“ receiving,” Akkadian Sea “ obeying.”

^ tyy JHfy ^y^ Senippi frequently found applies to the

King of Egypt
;

-ippi is a case ending. The word

Sen may be the Turkic ini
“ younger brother.” In

Egyptian Sen means “ brother ” and “ ally.” It

may be an Egyptian word.

^8 4~yyy f^yy Seikhra (xi. 59) and Seikhras (ix. 119)

“ safe.” It appears to be an adjective. See

Akkadian Sakh “ prosperous.”

^8 >-yy<y tyy -^y- Seirriepi “gold” (ii. 70, xi. 67) with

KUGI following, Mongol Sara “yellow.”

Siia (iii. 100) “ seeing,” Medic Sitja, Akkadian

Si “
to see,” Sit (ii. 62), Siiili “ seen ” (vii. 43).

<y- & B^y ^y yy Hf Siidclaan (vii. 9)
“ by give seeing ? ”

“ carefully.”

<y—£Mi Silakhu “ brilliant ” (vii. 41, 61), Akkadian and

Turkic Sil “ to shine.”

<y- ^yy -ty
yy >---y Sillan

“ long ” (i. 9), Akkadian Sil

“ long.”
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Kl’" Silipi (xi 64) “ deciding,” Akkadian Sil

“ to direct.”

<y- Sim “ anew ” (ii. 57, y. 69), Sinie (ix. 117), Mongol

sine
“ anew.”

^y>- ^ Siin (v. 69) “ alike,” Mongol sini
“ like.”

Sipiiku perhaps “clearly visible” (xi. 46)

from Si “
to see ” and i “ clear.”

<)(*- *y» Siipi “ gathering ” (vii. 10), Akkadian sib “ to

bold” “gather,” Turkic seb “ sweep.”

<y- J^yy
-^y- Sippi (viii. 61, x. 23), Medic sip “ court.”

<y- ^-yy Sira “ordering.” See Siraas (vii. 34, xii. 96) “an

order,” Sirapies “make thou order” (x. 3), Sirieda

“having ordered” (x. 15), Siri “ ordering ” (vii. 44,

x. 34), Siraan “ order ” accus. (x. 14), Medic Sera

“ order.”

^y Su “ hand ” (ii. 79, iv. 4, viii. 51), as in Akkadian. See

Suit, (v. 88, xi. 60) “giving,” Suassena (v. 70) “let

be given ” (or “ taken ”), Sumansa “ will be

given” or “ordered to give” (ii. 75).

^y yj yy Sua (vi. 106) “ news,” Turkic Sava.

J=y ^<y Suus (v. 62, 86; ix. 118) “word,” Turkic soz

“ word.”

M Suiipi “ the same,” frequently, found. Turkic

su “ this,” Akkadian situ.

Situ or Suhu “ take,” a common verb from su

“ hand.”

*=Y?
Sue “ people,” frequently found, Akkadian su

“ multitude,” Turkic soi “ race.”

J^y Suggani (v. 94; vii. 32 ;
x. 54, 56; xii. 114, 118)

“ agreed,” Akkadian Sug “
to settle.” See Sugguu-

udclu (v. 80, xii. 108).
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Suggu (vii. 1, xi. 49, xi. 75) perhaps “full” “com-

plete,” Mongol suk “together” “gather,” Turkic sok

“ end.”

^ Sitka (viii. 52, 53) ;
Sukaan (iv. 15) perhaps “ at

the same time,” Mongol Stika.

B] JEJ Suukku (iv. 12, v. 78, xii. Ill) the same as

Suggu, as appears from the context.

Sugkheni (x. 30) “ fighting,” Turkic Sokh

“ fight.”

£T<<*T*^T Sulla “finishing” (ix. 114), Akkadian suul

“ finish,” Mongol sul “ end.”

-v SUR (iii. 109; vi. 113; vii. 24, 16, 17) “servant,”

as in Akkadian.

y
Suttarna (ii. 55), proper name of Dusratta’s father, “Set

judges.”

Suita (iii. 93) “ far,” Akkadian Sud.

Ta “ to thee ” frequently found. See Ti.

V Taa “ so,” Turkic ta frequently found.

^y yy
>-ty ty «-y Taallaman (vi. 104) perhaps “intel-

ligible.” See Talami. See Taallan (viii. 64).

t>- ^y yy J^y t E:yy SAL Tadukhep (ix. 89, xii. 103),

proper name of Dusratta’s daughter, “ all sweet
”

(Turkic tat “ nice ”).

^^y yy Taiia (iv. 5), Taii (ix. 124) “besides,” Medic

Dale “ other.”

Taka (vi. 112) “the rest,” Akkadian taka “re-

maining.”

yy< Takhkha (ix. 130) “make” “establish,” as in Ak-

kadian.

Talama (vii. 7, 5) “ translation.” See Talame

(v. 85 ;
vii. 3)

“ interpreter,” Talami (vii. 37, x. 4)

“interpreter”; Turkic Tilmes “interpreter.”
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sst -e£j 4A- ^y Talimtena “ rendering greater
”

(xii. 120, 121), Turkic Talim “great” and te “to

render.”

Sfffl Jf
- Taanas “ know thou ” (vii. 15), Turkic tani

“ to know.”

TaanilU “being understood” (iii.

117). See Tanillaman “recognized” (xi. 47), Turkic

Tania “ to prove.”

m Vr * Taanu “information (vii. 10). See Taanusi (vi.

123), Taanusaussena (ii. 81). It occurs frequently.

See Tanas. Tan, see Dan
;

the syllable has either

sound apparently.

J^yy Tais “was” (vii. 50), as in Medic Das “was.”

*T -HfHf Tariitenan “stopped” (x. 30),

perhaps Akkadian tar “ to fix.”

Tyy^y £-yy *- J^yy t:yy Tarasise, perhaps “arranges” “fixes.”

See Tartippi.

~w^y<idr*r>- Tartippi “ judgment ” (iv. 18, 31), Akkadian

tar and tarta “judge,” Turkic tart “ to weigh.”

Tfy^y >— ^yy Taassa “ to bear.” See Tassellan “ borne ”

(iv. 22), Tasaman (vii- 47) “ to be carried,” Taassena

“let carry” (ix. 100) ;
Turkic tas “to bring.”

^y^ Tase “because” (iii. 93, 96, 98, 100), Medic tas.

4<8
y Te, a common verb. See Tea, Teen, Teenan, Temanna,

Telan, Teenna, Teeidda, Teepi, Tees and Antees.

Akkadian Te or De “ to give
” “ render ” “ offer.”

»<y< Ti “ thou ” “ thee
” “ thy ” commonly used. Medic ti

affix 2nd person, Mongol ta
“ you.” It occurs in

several Turanian living dialects as Lenormant has

pointed out.

»~<y< yj Tia “taking” (iii. 82). See Anti.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 49
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>-<y< Tii “say.” See Tii “word” (x. 24, 27), Tiie (vii.

19), Tieallan “ spoken ” (vii. 16), Tiima (ix. 120)

“ word ”
;
Turkic die

“ say,” dia “ word.”

>~<|< ft rr< Tiiltha “full” “enough” (viii. 49; x. 8. 22),

Akkadian dikh, lakh “full” “complete,” Turkic tokh

« full.”

>~<y< H Tilan “ all ” (iii. 85, x. 17), Tiliae (ix. 130)

“ completing ”
;
Akkadian til “ complete,” Antillaman

“to be completed” (vi. 132).

Timme (vii. 18) “ as,” Akkadian dim, Turkic tin

« like.”

^f»- Ttyn “message” occurs often, Medic tippi
“ sending,”

Tipiena MES (see v. 83) “ message words
”

“ messages.” See E.

y *|=y —y Tissan “ quick ” “ quickly,” Turkic tis “ brisk
”

“ quick.”

y <y- Tissi (vii. 12) “ at length,” Turkic tis
“ to extend.”

x]< <y- HI Tisippi (v. 65, 113; xii. 86, 95) “the

King,” Akkadian tis.

^ £7 “and,” occurs e.g. vii. 11, x. 9.

^ 77 “ people,” e.g. i. 11.

^ U“ battle” possibly xii. 122. TJ Rirasa “battle raising.”
A

Sryyyjr u or Hu “ I
” “ me ” “ my ” as in Medic, occurs often.

jrjt Tib
“ which ” (x. 64), ubbi (vi. 123, viii. 46), ubbu

(vi. 101) ;
Medic appo.

A

tyyysr ^y £^y yy >->-y Uddan or huttan apparently “brings ”

(v. 60, vii. 41, xi. 71) or “sends,” Medic Hutto

“ to send.”

*y ^y gTv at gy yy ^y Uddukman “promoted” (i. 11),

Akkadian udda “ to rise.”

jTvA! Ukka (x. 17) or Mannukka “the collection of

people.”
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E:V <IgfU ulilda (xi. 60) “to people,” Akkadian uggi,

uku “ people.”

K H! Ukii “person ” (x. 8), Akkadian ug “man.”

m TJkku “right” “law” (x. 8, xi. 60), Medic ukku

“ law.”

TJggu “ Law ” (vi. 113), ullnkhuuggu.

^ |r Uia (ii. 60, viii. 46), Turkic oi “to think.”

TJllan “ glad ” occurs often, Akkadian ul and

Khul.

>-JT<y Ulli (ii. 67, vii. 16, xii. 95) “ being,” Turkic

ol “to be,” cf. ullu “become” (vi. 113), ulutti “to
/t

cause to become” (xi. 63). Umun “ Lord.” The text

is doubtful.
yl

-rrr- -yy<y TJri or Huri “ announce ” (iii. 116, vii. 31, viii.

56, x. 33, xii. 95), and in the passive “ hear,”

Akkadian urias “ hearing.”

SrYYYsz iH! Urukku apparently u “ this,” ru

“ doing,” ku “ for
” “ therefore,” occurs several

times.

r^<Y ^ Usse and ussa frequent, Turkic us “think”

“ understand.”

^<y *|=y yy >->-y >— Ussaanas “ border
” “ extent ” (x. 1) from

us “ long.” See Ussena.

^y Uskhena (iv. 21) “ previous,” Akkadian us,

Turkic JEski “old.”

^y yy< Uskha perhaps “ exalted ” (viii. 66), Turkic iis

“ high,” Akkadian tis “ long.”

Ussena “
let extend ” (x. 18). See preceding.

K Tf^ y TttH ry yy Ustaman “to make extend” (x. 2).

See preceding.

w yy
^ Zabe (i. 25) “host,” Akkadian Zab. Zaal incomplete

word (v. 70).
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”
<^<yy <y- Zalamsi Cxi. 77, 90, 97, 99, 106) ;

Medic Zal,

Zalmu “ image ” and si “ in sight of.”

tt It iff Zaanni (vi. 76, viii. 59) “think” “consider,”

Mongol Zan “ to think ” or “ believe.” Compare

Anzannukh (i. 18 ;
ix. 129 ;

xi. 50, 51) “ to be

considered,” Turkic San “think.”

yt iffl Zaru “afterwards” (ix. 105), Akkadian Zar “after-

wards.”

yt rr IeU *iTT Zazalusa “ shall appear ” (vii. 14), Akkadian

Zal “ appear.”

-^yy Zu “know,” Zuga “you know” (iv. 11 ;
viii. 67, 68),

Zununiin “ made know ” (x. 4) ;
Akkadian Zu

“know.” Probably Zulu “known” (vi. 127, 134),

Zuusa “he knows” (iii. 102).

-^=yy ^ yr Zubia “kind” (xi. 72), Akkadian Zubu “kind-

ness.”

-^yy s:|e: yy Zubzanien “ kind thinking ” “ propitious.”

See the preceding and Zanni.

>-^:yy ^ vyy ^y^ Zutarkhippi “ decision ” (viii. 61), from

Zu “ to know ” and tar
“

to decide ” “fix” “ judge.”
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Front of Tablet.

Left-hand columns.

(Assyrian.)

I.

(1) . . . (ni) mu u ri i a

Amenophis III.

(2 )
... ia na

(3)

(ra )
at ta SAR

. . (Dus)ratta King

(4)

ana ia si sul mu

to me peace

(5)

ana NINMES ca

to ladies thy

(6) . . . . GUMMES GAL ka D.P. KURRAMER
Princes thy horses

ca ana . . . MES ca

thy to thy

(7)

ana KUR ca va ana mimmuca dangirln

to Land thy and to all thine greatly

sulmu

peace

(The remainder in native language.)

(8) . . ma a an na al (la ma) a an at ta a ar ti ip pi as MES
being received the replies

(9) .... a an se e ni ip pi u e . . . . (na ?) ta a du ka a

brother me so come it

ru si il la a an

long distance

(10) al la ma an ka sa KUR Ma a

received of the

as ri a an ni e en

Land of Egypt
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(11) . . . . » en ud du u uk ma a an KTJR Kharpi

promoted Land Phoenician

u khe ni e pi na

race the whole of
(12)

i ri . . . in ma a an ni

is it not ?

(13)

pa (sut) al la a an

expedition with

i nu me ni i in

Lord when of them

(14)

du u ni (i) an KTJR
Land

Kharru u The ni e pi

Phoenician race the whole

(15)

du ru be i in ni

obedient ruling

(16)

a ti i ni i in ma a an ni i im ma ma an

this is it not thus it is

(17)

an du rube i in nu uk ku

subject no law

(18)

se e ni ip pi an za a nu u khu pi tis sa an

brother to be considered it quickly

(19)

ka a .... is KUR Khar pi u . . . .

Land Phoenicia race

ni e (en)

thereof

(20)

ma a an KTJR SAR ATi i ni e

being Land King Minyan

im ma ma (a) an

thus being

(21) la an id du ka a ra a la (a) an

with an order it presenting

(22)

an su e ni e

peoples
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(23)

a ... ti is ta ni ip pi .. .

as far as able(24)

an te e es su e

offer people
(25)

Ill it pa za za a be la . .

I also with an host

(26) tis sa an

quickly

A gap occurs here of 22 lines.

II.

(49)

ar

(50)

ta la an u ru

(sent ?) therefore

(51)

pa za na a an su ra a . . .

also proceeding matter to it

(52) . . a u ... e ta pa za na a .

so it desiring it I have sent also saying

(53) . . d«\
dul

\
j
um )

ni en a .... gu ru man .

• written as wholly ?

(54) . . na a an a ru man sa

immediately it shall be done

(55) pi ue | Su ut tar na pi .. .

(father) my Suttarna who
sa a la

favoured

(56)

ni . . man sa ma a an am ma ti ip pi ue ni . .

commanded friend my

(57)

a an si ni se e ni ip pi

anew brother

(58)

i in su u ta ma an ... as su si

received as an embassy
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(59) . . ,, . an sa a la pa an . . ti ip pi u pa za na a ri

favoured highly the .... I again at once

(60) . . ,. . ta ma an me su te mi p i u i a

when the meaning understanding

(61)

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)

(
66

)

khi il hi si ik pa da a an

explained plainly

. . . pa za y Ma ni e da

also from Menes

ta

to thee

Pa as si i id khi pi

the embassy

u

my

se e ni ip pi

brother

se e si i

seeing

u e na a

me to it

i e e

clearly speaking

. ... e ni i ru sa e a la se .... a ni i in

to explain reply ? this ?

. . . u sa la a na at ta an

and sending to goo o

Us sa an

quickly

ta su e e en . . an ti

people thus to take

. . ma a an ni i ru sa e ta a nu sa a u

to explain informed

su e ni

people

sa an

very

(67) . . . su uk as . . . u ul li en | Ma ni en Pa as si i id khi

become of Menes the embassy

ip

making

(68) ... a an klia a (as) . . . pa a khi i i pi pi ikh ru . . .

how much the obligation
j

p

ni es si

due
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(69) . . . (
ta) gi .. la a an kha a as ra

how much to

se e ni ip pi u e

my brother
(70)

se ir ri e pi EUR SAR
the gold Land King

al la i

holding

(71) ... su u an na ma ....
cause to take

pa a khi i ta

bound

Mi i in ni e pi

Minyan the

an

(72) ni es pi is sa at tu u sa

due all that which is given

(73)

(74)

(75)

(76)

(
77

)

(78)

en se e ni ip pi pa as su si u

brother as convoy ? of me
du ra a an ni ma a an

kept

u . . ip pi e na a an su d an na

I (self ?) the word speaking causing to be

ma an

given

se e ni ip pi us su man sa tis sa an

my brother will be given very

tis sa an

quickly

niEUR SAR Mi i ni ip pi su u an na ma an

The Minyan causing to give

tis sa an tis sa an

very quickly

. . i sa as sa a an ma a na su e ni su e an ti

commanding from here certain persons to take

. . . ni i ru sa e tis sa an tis sa an ... u sa a u

to explain very quickly
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(79) . . ir ip pi ra ta a ta us se na a su ra

to so to thee let it reach it to hand

| Ha ni e en . . la ma an

of Menes being given

(80) . . (id) khi pi us

the embassy

pi ru u ma a al la a an

the tribute ? it receiving

(81)

ma a na su e ni ti pi e e na

from here of people message their

se na

reach

ta a nu sa a us

informing its let

III.

(82) i .... ta a ni i in i en ni se e ni ip pi us ta a ti a

this again? my brother so taking

(83) . . . e ni i in i en ni Se e ni ip pi i sa as ta a ta u

again ? brother order so to thee I

(84) a nam mi be la an . . te e es su pa as AN Sa us be

in condition of fulfilling the god Rimmon the god Sausbe

AN A ma nu u (ti?) la an

the god Amanu thy with

(85) AN Si mi i gi ni e . . . be la an AN Ea a sarri nie

The god Simigiz . . . fulfilling god Ea King
j

ti la an ma an (ti ?) be la a an

all grant fulfilling

(86) . . . e e en na . .us ti si a sa an tis sa an tis sa an taa

of the gods . . . being sped P very quickly so

ta as ti te en

to thee desire giving

(87) E ra as se na . . ma a an sapi al la sa bi zu ub

may they will it will be hastened they being

za ni en tis sa an tis sa an

propitious very quickly
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(88)

is u u ra u sa as se na a ma a an

to me I may order it to be

ti pi e e MES
messages words

(89) Pi ikh ru pa za ni en is ta ni ip pi sa ag gu us

making see ? also it, as — far-as-able (that) honor

a gu u a

great

(90) e (ti ?) i i ta ta a na as ti en ni i ru sa e . . .

is done (made) so it desiring to explain (very)

tis sa an

quickly

(91) f Gi li i as

Gilias

an ti

to take

sa a an pa as si i id khi pi as ti pi

this man he the envoy a message

gu lu man sa

to utter is ordered

(9 2) ma a an na a an khi it li se e na pi sa an

make proceed making duty the him of

y Ni ini nu u ri i as

Amenophis III.

(93) KTJR Mi zi ri e pi ni es ip ri is ta se ab sut ta

Land of Egypt the of he friend because home distant

a na u sa

it he rules

(94) UR U I khi be ni URU Si mi i gi ni e

city Ikhiben city of Simigiz

ma a an u nu man sa

being I rule

(9-3) AN Si mi i gi ni e pi ma a an e e ni i pi

god Simigiz of who being god

a ku it sa

is adored

pi ni e

which it

at ta i i si

paternal
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(96)

At ta a ar ti i pi na a ma a an

the reply to be spoken

tase e e na MES
because words

(97) tis sa an tis sa an gi lu u su a

very quickly in reply

se e na a ab be

to duty whom

(98) KUR SAR Mi i ni si man si a

of Minyan laud in presence of

id du u us ta

I ordered

(99) Se e na (pa ?) an
j

e

j
i

duty high doing

ta se e ni e pi pi ri i ta

because of which sent

(100) Si i a ir ka a mu u sa ma a an

seeing him all as to ordered

ta se ni e pi

because which

(
101

)
id du ma a na an

completing P make speak ?

na an kha ar ri en

it to write

su u at la ma an

being received

za ar ra ma a an

to be despatched

ti i ni i in ta se en

this because of

e e im ma ma an

thus he is

tis sa an y Gi li i as

quick Gilias

khi il li nu be e ni

making not fully

(102)

na a zu u sa a ti i ni in AN Si mi i gi ni e pi ni e

it he knows this God Simigiz self it

im ma ma an

thus is

(103)

Am ma man sa sa bu u kha a at ta a an tis sa an

he is besought this my man speeding quickly

a ti i ni i in

this

(104)

ta a an khi ... ka du u sa i i al la a ni i in

so to carry back voice he shall make to show
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(105) se e ni ip (...) u e ni e pi KUR SAR Mi i ni pi

my brother that which of the Minyan land

e ru us ki i in na

the wish hearing

(106) e ti i . . taana as se na i i al li e ni i in

done so it let avail having journeyed

(107) se e ni ip pi ta se e ni e pi e ti . . fa ti pi e na MES
brother because which done messages

(108) e ru u us . . ta a nu u sa as se na ti la ... a an

the wish (of) information let speak complete making

(109) SUR Si mi i gi . . . AN A ma a nu u la an AN
servant of god Simigiz god Amanu with god

E a a Sar ri ni e el la a an

Ea King the holy with

(110) se e ni ip pi . . a KUR SAR Mi i ni i pi al la a an

brother him Land King Minyan receiving

e ti i ta him tan na

made this must be

(111) be en ti en . . ir sa a al la a an se kin na a

done of thee he favoured of favour message it

al la a an

receiving

(112) • i al la a ni i in se e ni ip pi us ta se e ni e pi e ti i ta

showing my brother because the same he made

(113) ti pi e na . . ta a nu u sa a as se na AN Si mi i gi ni e pi

messages information let speak god Simigiz of

E ni i pi

god

(114) At ta i i pi e ti i ta an be la a an AN Si mi gi iz

paternal

a ri e ta

adorable

made to fulfil The god Simigiz

(115) se e ni ip pi u a se e ni ip pi u ul la a an ti sa

brother

a an na

favoured

to me brother I glad by thee
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(116) uu ri a a as (se ?) na tipi e na MES su u a l la ma an DIES
me let hear messages received

(117) ta a ni il li e ta a al la a an a ti i ni i in

to be understood word so receiving this

ma a an na al la ma an

first being received

(118) a nu u a ma a an ti pi e ni e pi se e ni ip pi khi zu u,

at once

khu (be) u . .

heard

what was sent brother earnestly

(119) . a al li e ... . se e ni ip pi u e na pa as si i id khi . .

it received brother me he the envoy

(120) ... na a ua .

to me
. . u ma ni il ... ,

(121) . ... i la . .

pi kha la .

what remains

. . e ni ip pi u ul la

brother I glad

. ... an kha. si en

(122) ... il i an . . . . si i id khi ip pi . ... en na a an

understanding to ... . envoy

pa as si i id klii ip

envoy

speaking

(123) .... ku sa a u u u na a al la a an se e ni ip pi ta

my child of me myself handed? brother to thee

End of the left-hand columns of Front of Tablet.
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Front of Tablet.

Right-hand columns.

The first three lines have been destroyed.

IV.

(4)

sa a al la a an se e ni ip pi us su ra a

with favour my brother matter to it

(5) tis sa an . . en tci i i a at ta ma an ta a nu si en pi ta a . .

speedily as besides to be sent information as the thus

(6)

se e ni ip pi u e ni e pi as ti i i pi in na ma a ni i . .

brother me what desirous to make possess

(7)

| Gi li i an | Ma ni en na a an kha su u sa u id ta a as

Gilias Menes them of together of me given

sa . . .

power

(8) ma az za kha a at ta aan kha a rat ta ma an

land distant to going being decided

se e ni ip pi u ... .

my brother (to)

(9) As ti i i pi ni kha a ri i ta ta a . . u ru u li e pi a u . . .

desirous to write so I doing it I

(10)

tis sa an tis sa an se e ni ip pi u e ni e

j j

nu

very quickly brother me it D.P. Province

ukh kha ti . . . nu ukh kha

thy ruled

(11)

man lu he khe e pi a ti la an zu gae E si ip

jointly race all to which completely you know Prince

pi as dan a a pi ad da ga

great to it you named
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(12)

se e ni ip pi ta a ma a an ti pi su uk ku (khal ?) li

brother so being message full basting?

se e ni ip pi us sa . . .

my brother

(13) kha si en a ti i ni i in | Ma ni e na an se e ni ip pi u . .

.

when this Menes word telling my brother

(14) Pa as si i id khi u u na in na ma a ni i in ni ri a ri a

an embassy of myself to make possess to show

ku u . . .

a record

(15) ua du ra a an ni ma a an se e ni ip pi us (su ka ?) a an

to me to be kept my brother at same time

ni ip pi . . .

himself

(16) gipaanuu
a decree

sa a as se in na ma a ni i in | Ma ni es a a . .

ordering to make possess Menes

(17) Bu uk lu sa a pa za na a an KUR SAR Mi i ni ip pi

in aid its also to his speaking the Minyan

u an na ma . . .

my ready

(18) Pi i ra tar ti ip pi

all judgment

khi il lu si .. .

explaining

la an dappa as se na

with may he serve

dub be

the letter

(19) f Ma ni e ta i i al li e ni i in se e ni ip pi us . . . .

Menes to thee making travel my brother

(20) su u al la m a an gi pa a nu u sa a as se na i i al

being received a decree let order to be

li e ni . . . .

made travel

(21) dup pa ku u us khe na MES su u al la ma an

tablet in the previous things being received

se e ni ip pi . . .

brother
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(22) gi pa a nu u sa a as se na Jehu uh bu ta as sa a

a decree let order rolled up ? being borne

al la a an ... .

(23) . . . man li man mu Jehu ub lu lu us te la an

being ordered as to rolled up ? the letter delivered

su u

to be received

(24) . . . (:na ?) a ku lu us te la an be ... . te el la a an a a . .

the letter delivered making . . giving sanction
(25)

man sa a alia a an tis sa an lea na bu u

favourably quickly. Voice of this I

us su ini kha . . .

understanding . . .

(26)

lchi il lu si i id ta a an KTJR SAR
making clearly the

Mi i ni ip pi •

Minyan

(27)

e ta at ta ma an pi id ra ta ar ti ip pi id . . .

made go either the judgment

(28)

ta at ta ma an a a el li e ni i in

made go it sanctioned

(29)

i na MES du be na a ma a an su u

command make to be sent being

la ma an du u bu ... .

received

(30)

e la an su u al la ma an .... u an na a an . .

sanction being received I preparing ?

(31)

KUR SAR Mi i ni ip pi u a . . . ra

The Minyan to me
tar ti ip pi . . . .

judgment

The tablet is here broken and a gap of 27 lines occurs.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 50
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y.(59)

la an a i {dan) te man na e tis sa an

my gift it was to be delivered very

tis sa

quickly

(60)

a se e ni ip pi u ut ta a an na a be li e ... .

brother sending to it fulfilling

(61) . . . . as sa at ta ma an pa ta a ra a al la a an mi . . . .

sent being followed

(62) AN MES e e en na

D.P. of the gods

khi zu u khu us .. .

earnestly urged

(63) Ai i in ip da li e pi

it is, the make give

se e ni ip ... .

brother

su us na ak ki du u pi en

word they observe being as

gi ip se ma a an

like as received

KUGI
gold

(64)

Ma ka a an ni ip pi u paza na gi pa a ni e ta an da

Land all it of self I again having decreed to give

u a at ta a .. .

I it send

(65)

te man na e tis sa an

to be delivered very

ti si ip pi an ma . .

the King of,

tis sa an bi zu us

quickly two-fold

te e pi

gift

(66)

Su e ni a nam
j j

la a an pa za da se e ni ip pi ta

people of understood also is made brother to thee

gu In sa u pa sut i . .

it goes ? I despatching.

(67)

Pa za da ma a an f Mani en na ma an se e ni ip pi u e

To proceed of Menes as said brother me

pa as si i id . .

embassy ....
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(68) se e ni ip pi ns sa ma an a gu ha ra as ti en

brother being understood it exceedingly desiring

a i la an na be . .

being to fulfil ...

i i si im khe na si in

being written bow all region alike

im khe na . . .

all region . .

si ni be e ru

anew making give

(70) KUGI su as se na anzu su as la a ku u

gold let be taken an addition for gift

sa a an ni i . . u pi ... .

proclaiming

(71) ag gu clan ni kha a ar ri e dan ta la me ni e dan

by word of mouth
|

by writing ) by explanation \
it was said j it was written j it was interpreted j

an ku u

to establish

(72) bi zu us ta te u na e tis sa an i i e me e ni

two-fold to thee to render quickly after this wise . . . .

(73) se e ni ip pi us gi pa a ni e ta a am ma ma an

my brother decreeing making prepare

an du u e . . .

to give, me . . .

(74) As ti i e e te u na e tis sa an
. ... .

desiring to render quickly

(75) ti . . e na a an is ta ni ip pi sa AN te es su (pa ?) as

as far as possible god Rimmon
ANA ma nu it, ... .

god Amanu

(76) ta MES u sa a as se na an za a an ni u nu

witnesses, and let it be granted to consider I not

u me e ni i in za al ... .

I until them
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(77) ta a du ka a ri a nam mi be la a an sa a at ti

so assuring as regards fulfilling all that which

is ta ni ip pi sa . . .

as far as possible

(78) Is ta ni ip pi ns

as far as ability

be la a an su uk ku u ut [ti ?)

to fulfil full

(79) KUR Ma a as ri a a ni ma a an KUR SAR
Land of Egyptians first to Land of King

Mi i ni a nu u ta ni

Minyan

(80) . . ta ni a sa ma ka sug gu u ud du u

as far as going land all settle make

(81) . . te e en KUR Ma a as ri a an ni e pi ... .

delivering the Egyptians

Mi i in ni e pi

the Minyans

(82) se e ni ip pi en na a an (knar) pi u khe ni e pi ... .

brother as saying the Phoenician race all of it . .

man i in ni e pi

ruling

(83) i a a la an u u khal ki KUR SAR Mi i in . .

lying I myself Chalcis Land King Minyan

an ni si

in

(81)

ia ti la a an u u khal ki sa a at ti . . ip pi u ... . as

extending I myself Chalcis all that which ... I

(85) ai la an ti pi e na an ni ta la me na .... man

being messages not of interpreter . . . . ed

pa za na ... . sa

again

(86) As du ka a ar ri ip pi si AN MES e e ni ip pi

a record in confirmation D.P. the gods

su us ta

word
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(87)

AN e
(
e
)
niip pi . . se e en AN Te e es su u ub be AN

D.P. The god granting the god Rimmon the

A ma a nu u e ... in ni

god Amanu

(88) be en . . nu ub pi (la ?) a pi en na ma an at ta a ar ti

so being not which giving as said reply

su u pa za na

giving again

(89) ta a du ka a ru si ik ki i i e e en man li

so become it made find clearly as commanded

za e na a an

also

(90) ti pi e na MES su u at la ma an e ti ip pi sa

messages received what to do

ma a an

being

(91) a ti i ni i in ma a an na al la ma an KUR SAR
this previously taken Land King

Mi . ... la a u e . . id ta

Minyan giving to

(92) e ti ip pi . . la a an i . . . . e . . . i a as an . . ta a . .

what to do it with so

ri ... la

(93) KUR SAR Mi i in na su u al la ma an se e ni ip pi u

of the Minyans being received brother I

an

(94) sag ga ni e pi an ti pi e pi an e ti {ni?) dan

the arranging to give word which of was made

ma an

(95) ta a du ka a ar ri e a ti i ni i in ma a an na

so confirming this first

at ta ma an

spoken (or sent)
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YI.

(96) y Ma ni en na ma an se e niippi Us a gu u ka
(
ra

)
as ti en

of Menes as said my brother it greatly desiring

... a i i in

is

(97) Dub bu u pa za ni ki im ra a at ta an be en du pa za . .

this letter also to explain writing making give also . .

a ru u si man ul la a an

gladly

(98) KUR SAR Mi i in na pa as si i id khe na su u al la ma

of the Land King Minyan embassy his received

an ... nu .. . ri en na a ni

at once

(99) man ul la KUR SAR Mi i in na su u al la ma an bu u

gladly of Land King Minyan received this I

ra rat ti pi dub be

made write which letter

(100) Ai dan a u u rat ta ma an a a al la lipa a .... ua

was it for me written papyrus leaf to me
at ta ma an a i i in

sent being

(101) y
Ma ni en na ma an ma a an nu ukku a a tib bu u

of Menes as said
| ^here° ]

no^ r*»kt it which I

usse bi i il la as ta a am ma ma an

understand knowledge so prepared

(102) i a a la an ta a na u man ul la a pi e es si il la ma an

(only if?) so it I with pleasure what being com-

a ti i ni i in

manded ? This

(103) se e ni ip pi e en ta a du ka a ar ri is ( Giz ?) u u ra

brother saying so confirm thou proclamation to me
khi is si mu na an

this ordering ? as to ... . thereof
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(104)
su u al la ma an i i u ta a al la ma an pi ri ip pi

being received clear and intelligible altogether

(105) f
Ma ni en na ma an pa as si i icl khi ip ni i ri tis sa an . .

of Menes as said an embassy makes to come quickly

. ... u ru uk ...

.

.... therefore

(106) . . . su a a ni KUR SAR Mi i in na sa su u ani sa a na

. . . his news Land King Miuyan of in reception its to be

ma ma an a nam mi ....

favoured as regards ....

(107) A ti i ni i in KUR SAR Mi i ni ip pi a an

this D.P. D.P. to the Minyan

Se e ni ip pi us

my brother

(108) Pa nam i ma a an i i im ma ma an pi ru u sa

certified clearly thus being all he

(us ?) se

understanding

(109) i i

| |
m '

1 i i,n ma ma an KUR SAR Mi i ni ip pi

wholly thus being the Minyan

ta a nu u sa a as . . . ir ru ku

let him give information

(110) se e ni ip pi us sa ma an y Ma ni en te khu u sa an . . .

brother being understood of Menes as delivered

u e ma a an ... . ri

me first

(111) Pa nam i ma a an i i im ma ma an u ru uk ku i . . .

certified clearly thus being therefore

e ma a ni i . . . . ti pi

message

(112) y Ma ni es se e ni ip pi ta ka be li e ta a . ma ma an

Menes brother the rest finishing so (begun P)

pi ikh ri

showing
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(113) lik khi ma a an se e ni ip pi us sa an ki i ( li ?) . . . la a .

.

as to what being brother understands between

SUR (pi?) us si ik ki in

the servant understood

(114) ullu khu ug gu u pa za se e ni ip pi u an

(become this law ?) I also my brother

(115) su u pi an tipi ip pi an gu li a a

the same it giving which it coming

(116) lik khe e en pa za la gu li a a ma pa za . . ma a an

as to all saying also gift coining also

lik kha guli a a ... .

as to this coming ....

(117) Pa za du ma an se e ni ip pi e en na as ... . ni en

also said Brother word thus

ma an se e ni ip pi us

here my brother

(118) Pa as su man sa khu ra a .... ma a an

chief, will rule protecting

e e ra

(119) Pa as su man sa u a

chief will rule to me

(120) u u nu u us ta ma a an se e ni ip pi ... .

of me extended brother

(121) f Ma ni en na ma a an se e

of Menes as said brother

(122) Te man na e tis sa an tis sa an

to be delivered very quickly

(123) ta a nu si ub pi u

informing which I

(124) Ki i pa as si ip pi ta a nu e

together with the leader so

(125) Khi si im du u u pa za . . . . ma as si ip

I also
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(126) | Ma ni e ra as si . . u . . te na ta a

of Menes being desired I (authority ?) so(127)

ul la ma an ... . im a a zu lu

gladdened it known(128)

u e en khu ra a ti . . su u ... .

me protecting receive
(129)

se e du ... ul la a an ... hi

propitious glad

(130) A khu ... la ma an ... a a

given

(131) ma . . na al la ma an a ti i hi i (in)

being received this

(132) an ti il la ma an . . . ma a an nu
| ^ j

e pi a an ma a an

to be completed not far

(133) i nu u me e ni i in se e ni ip . .

Lord I when of them brother

(134) Khu ra a a as si a a zulu . ... .

protecting its . . . to it known

(135) i nu it me e ni i in se e du u ri

Lord I when of them gracious

End of the Front of the Tablet.

Back of the Tablet.

Left-hand columns.

VII.

(1) Ti pi (en) ma a an sug ku se e ni ip pi us ... .

Message as made filling My brother

se e ni ip pi u a an

Brother to me he
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(2)

a a i ni da ti si SUR pi te a ka ti ik ku u

it well ia thy speech the servant delivering in thy language

f khe ma 1 ,pa za ni ma a an nu
| ^ ^ > la a an

also if not rightly

(3) An ti u u nu uk ka la an ta la me ni e pi a a i i ta

to take I myself not knowing? interpreter what said

iip khu

made (hear) . . .

(4) SUR pi ti pi ka ti (ku?) khi il lu si i in

The servant message in thy language of explanation

khi il lu si ik ku

explained

(5) Se e ni ip pi da e ti ip pi u e ni i ru pa a ta e

Brother orator my to make clear obliging

gu lu u sa ala da a an

word spoken by

(6) ni i ru pa a ta e kha su u sa pa za na a an

to make clear obliging together also speaking

gu ru se e ni ip pi us ti i pi li a

all my brother by message it

(7)

da a nu u sa a as sa na pi a an ta la ma se e ni

information shall have what it interpreted brother

ip pi us ni i nu su u a

understanding not receiving

(8) a u a a ar khe na a sa ma a an gi man sa a a

this it further being spoken shall be made to it

at du u us ta ma a an

said longer to be

(9) kha su u sa u u pa za bi ( ib ?) an du si i id da a an

this writing my its I myself also them cause to give carefully

a i ma a ni i in

preferring

(10)

Se e ni ip pi us a nam ta a nu si i pi al la a an ni

My brother information gathering it

khi zu u si . . li e da da a an

earnestly explaining
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(11) Tis sa an

quickly

like en ni ma a an

all

gu ru

f said ) f every \
| produced

j 1 all j

khi il lu

making

ar ki u pa za

effort & also

ni khi il lu si

to explain

(12) tis si at da i i

j
j- a an na at an ka ti a

at lengtk speaking clearly having been written, speech thy to

ma a an se e ni ip pi se e na a an na e

here brother reception none

(13) ma a an ni i ni i (in), ti si an ti

is it not those things before thee to put

pa khe an ti a nam

care to take as regards

na a ni i in

telling them

(14) Khi il lu si is ka dup pa a ni i in

explanation language
]

ti pi an ti

tablet
)

servant i

this of message to take

za za lu sa se e ni ip pi sa an

shall appear \
W01C

^ 1 brother his ofrr
( speech

J

(15) KUR SAR Mi i ni i pi a a i i ta na pi ta la ma

Land King Minyan the what said which translation

e ti i ta ta a na as du kliu

made know thou fully

(16) Pa nu u ul li e ni i in i i is khe e pi ti e al la a an

sure not I being of them how all spoken

SUR pi se e ni ip pi da

the servant from brother

(17)

ka ti ik ku se e ni ip pi da a ma a an

in thy language brother having spoken

e ni i in ti pi SUR pi

a si en ni

given it

of them message the servant

(18) i i a am ma ma an ka ti li e pi su u pi ni e

foreign being : in thy speech the word the same it

e ti ip pi li e

what to make for me
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(19) KUR SAR Mi i ni ip pi

D.P. D.P. the Minyan

se e ni ip pi u ul la a an

Brother I am glad

u e ni e e ti e

me it making

tim me

as

ti i e e

teH

(20)

a u e na a am ma ma an kha sa a si pi a en a i la an

this preparing to speak comrade his as being

I Ma ni es | Gi li i a al la a an

Menes with Gilias

(21) gu li a a ma i i e na a ma a ni i in

coming again preparing they

y Gi (li) i a la a an ka be li ta

with Gilias all knowing

(22) su u pi ni e e ti ip pi u e e

the same it what to make for me word

Mi i ni ip pi u e ni e e ti i e

the Minyan me it making

y Ma ni es

Menes

KUR SAR
D.P. D.P.

(23) lik j klial

| khas
la a an pal da a la an kha sa a si il la a i

as to what remains disputed mutually making

ni il la a an Se e ni ip pi us

to be agreed My brother

(24)

a pi en na a ni i in gu ru su u u da i i a

what they are made say wholly receiving : to me speech

am ma ma an khi il lu li e pi

foreign being. Done which

(25) se e ni ip pi u e ni e e ti i e e KUR SAR Mi i ni ip pi

brother for me it word making D.P. D.P. The Minyan

ni e e ti i e e

he word making

(26) Kha sa a si pi al li i il la a an ai la an y Gi li i as

comrade received being Gilias

y Ma ni e el la a an

with Menes

(27)

gu li a a ma i i e ma a ni i in y Gi li i as y Ma ni es

coming again ? being they Gilias Menes

sa a an gu li e da

these having come
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(28) Seeniipuenie . . etiiee KUR SAR Hiiniipi

Brother me it (word) making word D.P. D.P. Minyan

ni e e ti i e e

of, word making

(29) Lik kha al la an pa al da a la an kha sa a si il li i i

as to what remains disputed mutually making

la a an

agree

(30) Pa za du ma a an i i al li e ni i in ti pi e na MRS
To proceed they having travelled messages

se u al la ma an

being received

(31) se e ni ip pi us ka ... sa a as se na u u ri a a as se na

my brother ... let order me let hear

an be la a an

to be accomplished

(32) e e ma na a am kha ta a (nu ?) sa a u ti sa a

word thereof it is besought information this thou to be

ma a an se e ni ip pi u e sug ga ni en

favourable brother me agreeing

(33) Pa ti ti pi e ni en khi zu u khu si ub pi as ti i in

your settlement thereof earnestly urging, what wishing

se e ni ip pi u e

brother me

(34) a ru u sa u se e ni ip pi u e ni e en ti sa a an na

thereunto I brother me if so be thou favourest

si ra as se

order receiving

(35) Pa za du u pa za | Ma ni e na an se e ni ip pi u e

Besides also Menes him brother for me
pa as si i id khi pa za du u pa za

an embassy besides also

(36) |
Gi li i a na an | Ar te e es su pa na an y A sa a li in

of Gilias and Artessupas Asalis

na a an pa as si i id khi ip pi

he the envoy
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(37) y Gi li i a na an ta la mi f A sa a li in na a an

Gilias’ interpreter Asalis him

dub sar ri ip pi u pa za ni

scribe my also he

(38) lei i bu su u us si se e ni ip pi da al la a an

as this my writing understanding brother speech with

ni i ru sa e tis sa an

to make clear quickly

(39)

Pa as su sa a u

Chief he this my
se e ni ip pi u

brother I

ul la a an pi ri e e ta

gladly have sent
(40)

se e ni ip pi u ul la a an pa as si i id khi ip pi Ku sa

brother I glad the envoy a throne

gus g i a en?\ NA KUQI
us ti pi a en J

goid
. j

covering its
j

D.A D.A

(41) se e ni ip pi u ud da a an si la khu su us ti pi a en

brother brings (send) brilliant the gift thy it as

pa as si i id khi ip pi la an

with the envoy

(42) se e ni ip pi us
| ^ }) p\ j

en na a?c ^ en pi

my brother’s gift a crown in exchange for the throne

a ah ta a an gu ru u ut

to thy house it back I send

(43) Se e ni ip pi u e ma a an gi e el ti ni ri se kha

Brother for me one of wives thy to please this

si i i li

being seen

(44) hi
| |

an ti is tin na a an tis sa an

it let to take here from proceeding quickly

se e ni ip pi ti e ni e si ri el ti i pi

brother me it order sanctioning
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VIII.

(45) Se e ni ip pi en na a an khi il hi li e si e ta la an

Brother thus it done pardoning

pa as si i id khi ip pi ku

the envoy by gift ?

(46) u i a ma a an ku zu u si nb pi la an se e ni ip pi it e

being considered Delayed with which my brother

ni e pi a dan as ti i i pi

what very desirous

(47) ni kha ri i ta u ru u mu pi ri e ta a an

to have written of me gift as to having sent

se e ni ip pi ta sa ma an

brother to be carried

(48) se e ni ip pi u e ni e pi as ti i pi ni kha a ri a ru u sa

brother me what desirous to write there to

us se

understanding

(49) ib su si in ti i kha giz khi i in it u na a an se e ni ip pi

make say enough briefly I thereof brother

e ni in

him (of it)

(50)

a a i i e e

it saying (telling)

be te es ta is

made give it was

(51) Se e ni ip pi

Brother

a (an ?) ti

to take

u ul la a an pa as si i id khi ip pi su ra

I gladly of envoy hand to

en na ak ki en

in return

(52) id da i SAL la a an | Ma ni en na a an se e ni ip pi us

giving power this woman Menes as he says my brother

su ka pa as si en

at same time to conduct
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(53) id da in na a an pa as si i id khi ip pi ra su ka

power gave (as) the envoy at same time

man li e en se e ni ip pi us

ordered my brother

(54) Pa as si i id khe pa as sa ri ip pi a en f Ma ni en na ma an

an envoy as a conductor of Menes as told

pa as si en a i ma a ni i in

to conduct preferring

(55) | Ma ni en

of Menes

se e ni ip pi us

my brother

pa as si a a ma
the conducting

man
( sut 1

-j y j-
ma a an

having ordered

pa as se e e da

he has conducted

(56) u it ri ub pi pa za

I announce what also

us sa ma a an

being understood

na a an

there of

pal la a en

i timely

( desirable ?

se e ni ip pi

brother

as

(57) u i a ma a an se e ni ip pi sa an | Ma ni en na ma an

considered brother ordering of Menes as told

pa as si en

to conduct

(58) Se e ni ip pi

Brother

u e ma a an as ti an ni a ru u sa

me desiring time ? there unto

us se ta a ki ma a an an ti

understanding so home to take

(59) (Ma
|

0

|zaj
an ni ?) se e ni ip pi

brother

us sa a an

isitnot
{think |

pal la en a i ma a ni in ma a nu pa a ta e

, ] as preferred is it not binding
decision )

1 °

understanding
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(60) «m (i?)e id da gu li e i d da ta a an (Id ?) ma a an

XXIII month to come so her home

an ti ma a an ni

to take is it not

(61) tis . . an ma a an na a an se pi a an si ip pi u pa za

to be hastened this accepting court my also

na al la a an zu tar khi ip pi al la ma an

it with the decision taken

(62) ... el la ma an

. . . sanctioned

Ni e ri ip pi u la an

(wife ?) my with

sa ta a al la a an

being resolved

i . f satisfied
bein

« | made P

SAL
D.P.

(63) e . . (zu?) u sa I SAL la a an ab zu sa a

the maiden deep to heart

ul la ma an me e na ma a an hi ka e

being pleased when of it? talking

(64) (pi?) a as na e na a nu dan ta al la an

who happy she news not
| |

be said

AN NES
D.P.

e e ni ip pi al la a an pal la in

with the gods the -[

^e^s ^on
&

( time

(65) AN MES (dan ?) ni al la a an se e ni ip pi

D.P. with the strong gods brother

na pal la I SAL la ma an a i i in

it deciding
| girl being told ?

its time j
& °

u e

for me

(
66

)
. . . . Id an nu u pa za na

whether I also her

ir ni a i i in ni i ir sa e

it to be not desiring

si la a khu us kha

brilliantly exalted

(67) SAL a an na a za al ta zu ga pa ti

the girl advantaged you know surely

a i i in

it is

j.r.a.s. 1892. 51
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(68)

. . . du u . . . ki i ta zu ga pa ti

you know surely

u u ul sa

I myself shall be glad

(69) . . . ti a a i ni e pi e en su uk ku man li dub be

thou it preferring saying fully ordered letter

zu ki man pa za

also

(70) . . . uk ku pa za nam ma a an gu ru ale kil la a an uk

right also concerning all thought

.... MES

(71) . . . u al la ma an zu gi id da al la a an a

of me received being

gu ru

ad

(72) ... u ul la .. . (zu ?) ga pa ti as ti

I glad you know surely wish

(73)

ti en na a an ... .

(74)

an . ... ti

(75)

(76)

e e ni e pi ma a an

• f us
)em 'PPl

{da\
brother

a ma a an

so being

as be

(77) ip pi da a ma a an man la e e im

. . the so being ordered : lord region

(
78

)
el la a an man ul la me .

sanctioning glad when

A gap of six lines occurs here.
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IX.

(
85

)

(86)

Ma ni es

Menes

. . . i in

(87)

ni i in

(88)

na ma an . . . na a an

(89)

sa SAL Ta a du khe e pa

D.P. Tadukbepa

(90)

sa i su u khu si i in

taken alike

(91)

us ta a an si i a ma a an

being made see

(92)

u pa za i su u khu si ik ku u pa za na

I also & also it

(93)

ta ma an i si sa a la pa an

how favoured highly

(94)

e pi a ni i in KUR SAR ALi i in ni . .

Minyan kingdom

(95)

a ni la u KUR Sa an ni ra sa . . .

Land Zoan to she

(96)

ta a du . . ri im mu u us se ni e ... a an

I understanding

(97) .

(98) .

(99) .

(
100

)

pa
|

S,<

j.
|

u mu
|

SU
j-

j

i in KUR Ma a .... na

expedition distant Land of Egypt

... an at ta a ar ti ... . ra MRS
reply

( sut

)

(
sut )

. . , , .

|
j.

j

u mu u
|

j.
j

* m at ta ... ip pi us

expedition distant go

. ... gi id ta ar ti as ta a as se na

far back let carry
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(101) . . ta a as sa khe en ni e ... . ma a ni i in

carries all as it

(102) . . ta khu si kha sic u . . . . ma a al la a an

urging together

(
103

)

khi il li u bu u sic u ti . . . in an be la a an

by making my to be fulfilled

(
104

)
i in ki nam ri na an . . ti i pi an takh as sic u

(
105

)
. . . .. a as ri a an (na ?) sa za ru pa za nc a

(Land) Egyptian. it in afterwards also making

ma a la an

(dwelling ?)

(
106

)

khi i sic sa a pa za na a an . . mi i pi an

also

e ti i tan

was done

(
107

)
ga an ti na a an .. . (ma?) a an ni ti pi

to be taken is it not message

(
108

) . . ni ip pi ns sa a an . . . la en i nu u ma
understanding Lord I land

a ni i in

to their

(
109

)
. . ka be li e id khu . . . am ma ma an man la c

prepared

(110)

. . u ill la a an . . kha sa a si pi a en

I rejoice bow much perceiving

(HI) . . ip pi an man na an . . tis sa an pi ikh

quickly

(
dub )ru 1 me

( um )

(112) . . . ,. . u ra u se e ni ip . . en na an ip khu ub ti in

brother

(
113

)

ru us be ta a an ta . . du ka a is ti si ip pi

fulfilling say the king

sa an

him
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(114) us KUR SAR Mi i ni ip ...
^ ^ |

a an ka

D.P. D.P. the Minyan all

su u ul la in

finishing

(11 5) ... a ni khe ... ip ri ip pi sa i .... e ni i in se ir

friend he by
ri e dan

gold

(116) . . (e?) e en ni ip pi dan se kin ni khu dan ni ip pi

the gods by favour message . . . was the same

as sa a khu il li dan

being it which was agreed

(117) .. a i he la an si ni e be la ma an .. . MRS e e

fulfilled anew to be finished D.P. of the

en na su us na ak ki li en

gods word observed

(118) AN
|

SU

ê |

e es su pa as Aina a nu u he la a an

D.P. The god Rimmon, Amanu fulfilling

ip ri ip pi su us at ta ip pi su us

friend’s word father’s word

(119)

se ikh ru us he la a an a ti i ni in ma a an na

safely fulfilling this before

he la ma an ... be la a an

to be fulfilled fulfilled

(120)

la a an a ti i ma ni i in ... ra a ti la an

it word their all

is ta ni ip pi ... he la a an

as far as possible fulfilling

(121) se e en . . . (*|J)
kha khe sal lu uk kha a he la a an

all to handmaiden fulfilling

ta a du ka a ri is i nu u me e ni i in

confirmation king when I of them

(122)

su an ma pi ri i ma in ta a ti a a nam mi

so giving as regards

he la a an is ta ni ip pi sa

fulfilling as far as possible
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(
123

)

(
124

)

(
125

)

(
126

)

(
127

)

(
128

)

(
129

)

(
130

)

ka a ar ri e pi ag gu us sa a an a gu u e

the confirmation strengthening it greatly

is ta ni ip pi sa an

as far as is possible

sa a ri il li e ta i i al la ni i in KUR SAR
increased besides showing D.P. the

Mi i in na MRS
Minyans

. ... al la ina an e e se ni dup pa as se na AN’

received multitudes ? let serve D.P. god

Si mi i gi ni . . . la a as se na

Simigiz of let it be sanctioned

. ... a an su u ... la rna an e ti ip pi sa i i . . .

received which done ....

li e pi a nam
j j

la a an

understood

e pi .... u (mun ?) f Du us ra ... .

Lord Dusratta

KUR Khar ti khe e pi ni e . .

Land Phoenician thy all . . .

im mu ri i an KUR Ma a as ri . . . ni e pi

Amenophis III. The Egyptian

ir ni a i la . . .

him of being

is ta ni a sa an za a an nu ukh kha . .

as far as going to be considered

in na al la ma . . .

belonging

. ... a takh kha ... ta a du ka a ri

making confirm

. . . ti la e tis sa an

completing quickly

End of the left-hand columns of Back of Tablet.
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Back of Tablet

Right-hand columns.

X.

(1) Se e ni ip pi us sa a an as ti sa a ru u sa KUR
Brother thy border in region Land

pal Mas ri e

opposite Egypt

(2) Pa za du ma a an a ru u sa u u pa za

also to proceed there unto I myself also

id da u us ta ma a an se e . . ip . . .

being ordered to extend brother . . .

(3) i nu u pa za sar ri an ti sa e si ra pi e es

Lord and also King to take this, order thou

se e ni i in pi (a?) . . an ni

obedient

(4)

su e an ti hi zu nu u ni i in ta la mi ta

people to take them making know Ity interpreter

takh khu li ik ku in na a an

interpreted the possession

(5)

a ti i ni i in ma a an ni i im ma ma i a a an u u

this is it not clear thus made be I myself

Kkal ki ma a na su e ni

Chalcis land of peoples

(6)

Khar ru mi KUR SAR
Phoenicia-west of Land

Klud ki ma a na su e ni

Chalcis land of peoples

Mi i ni i a an

King Minyan

u u

I myself

(7)

gayn ma a as ri a a an ni KUR SAR Mi i ni

conquering whatever, is made subject D.P. D.P. Minyan

se e ni ip pi u e GIZ as ti is

brother for me proclaim thou

(8)

se e ni ip pi ta ti i kha nu u ku ma a as se )ii

brother’s word enough no one hence forth

su e ni na pi uk ku u pa za

of people what my right also
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(9) an du u e e su e ni e e pi ri ik ku u

to take I master of people master, disputing
;

and

pa za ni a ti i ni i in

again this

(10) ma a an ni i im ma ma an

is it not clear thus it is

ma ra a du

expedition

command

lik (ku ?)

as to

na a an a ti i ni in ma a an ni i im ma ma an

going foi th
) j8 ft not clear thus it is

tkereot J
(11)

Pa za du ma a an se e ni ip pi u e en as ti a ru u sa

to proceed brother me as desiring thereunto

u id du u us ta ma a an

I being given power to extend

(12)

se e ni ip pi da in na a ma a ni i in u u e id

from brother possession made me alone

da

to

(13)

se e ni ip pi us sa a an pi ri eta a (as ?) . . .

my brother his order let send

sa as su klii kha u na a an

the order delivered I go forth

(14)

se e ni ip pi u a si ra a an se e ni ip pi u is ni

brother to me order brother I if it

e en na ti sa a an na

thus of thee favoured

(15) i kha a ri ma a an gu ru se e ni ip pi us

clearly written all my brother

si ri e e da

having ordered

(16) . . ru u si im bu u us kha tnau lu u kha a ti

thereby region this of me ruled united I Hittite

ma an dan <ja e si ip pi as dan

land of power Prince great
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(17) ma a an nu uk ka ti la an a a pi la talch kha

being people all whom conquered

se e ni ip pi u a a l la a an

brother to me taking

(18) (TJRTJ) Khar a nu sa a us se na im pa za nu sa a

city Harran into it let reach region also of no King

ul la ma an pi ri e da a al la a an

enjoyed being taxed

(19) se e ni ip pi us u na a la an

my brother I am going forth

(20) se e ni ip pi u e ti i him ni (giz kha) la an

brother me fully it with this proclamation

ib su si i la an

making to be founded

(21)

Pa za da ma a an in na me e ni i in se e ni ip pi

To proceed these possessions of brother

u e as ti u ni e id da

for me my desire it expressed

(22)

in na ma ni i in se e ni ip pi da ti i kha nu u

the making possess from brother enough not

ul li e id da

being spoken

(23)

u si ip pi u pa za na ma a an su u pi ni e en na

I & my court also being told the same it as it

id ti tin u si ip pi pa za na a an

was sent my court also proceeds

(24)

ti i kha ni tin se e ni ip pi us sa a an KTJR SAR
by royal command My brother them ? Land King

Mi i ni su u an na ma an

Minyan Land having made receive

(25)

bu uk lu us ti en man ul la a an KTJR SAR Mi i in

your aid it joyfully of the Minyan
na su u al la ma an

land accepted
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(26) Pi i ra te e na a an pa as si i id kite na JPES su u

of authorization messages being

al la ma an dub lu la in

received by tablet

(27) ti i kha ni i tin na a an se e ni ip pi da ni kha a ri i in

by royal command thereof from brother writing

(28) se e ni ip pi u e ni e a a i e e nu te es ti tin su u an

brother I them it telling no grant by thee to be

na ma an

made receive

(29) in na ma a ni i in se e ni ip pi u e ni e a a i e e

of giving possession brother I them it telling

nu te es te e id da

no grant given

(30) ta ri i te na an sug khe ni e e tin khai e ni la an

being stopped fighting by word which was spoken

Se ni ip pi us

Brother’s

(31) pi i ra te e na su u al la ma an
{

Pa
J.) as si i id khe na a an

authorization being received of embassies

su u al la ma an

being received

(32) man ul la a an KUR SAR Mi i in na su u al la ma an

gladly of the Minyan kingdom received

ma ri a na ar ti la an

marching back

(33) se e ni ip pi us u u ri a a as se na pi sa i na an

my brother let me hear what desirable ?

se e ni ip pi

brother

(34) be te es ti e na an ni kha a a ri si ri

fully the grant thy of these things to write ordering

en na a an

thus thereof
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(35) Pa za da ma an at ta ip pi

to proceed the father

ma a an ni im ma ma an

is it not so it is

(33) dub
| ^ |

dub hi ma a an

this tablet is stamped

im ma ma an dub j

^e

( nu

so it is this tablet

u e en sa a la e e li ip p i

me as favoured the sanction

ni kha a ri i pi ma a an ni

to write which is it not

(37) am ma
(
ti

)
ip pi u e e en sa a la at ta ip pi u e

friend me as favoured for me the father

e e la

word-sanctioning

( YiXl )

(38) ma a ni e im ma dub
^ ^ j

dub hi ma a an ni

previously thus this tablet being stamped to

kha a ri i pi ma a an ni im ma ma an

write which is it not so it is

(39) gu ru dub
j ^ j

a
j ^ 1 an ni e ni la an se e ni ip pi us

all this tablet it having caused to write, my brother

dub bi as

a tablet

(40)

si ni a se na a am ma ma an

anew ? let be to make prepare

t 7 ( nu
su u pi ma a an dub

<

^

the same tablets of

kha si e ni il la a an

when by words

(41) ni kha
(
a

)
ar ri e pi a ru u sa us se ni e pi a

what is written thereunto making understand it

bar )

[ an ni en na ma an
ra

)

having caused to write

(42) se e ni ip pi us kha si en na an a la a te as e ni i in

My brother when speaking answer the things

ni kha a ri te a

written
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(43) a le te as e ni i in ni i ri a la te as e ni i in

answer the things to come answer the things

se e ni ip pi it . . .

brother of me . . .

XI.

(44) a i i in ul lu i e e la ar ti ip pi

say (or is) being of sanction the return

na a se e im ma ma an

he it granting thus being

(45) ni kha a ri a a se dub bi as dub bn uk feu

it shall be written,

en na a an

thus it

(46) e ti i tan na ma an

must be done

a as se ma a an

it being given

(47) pa li a al la a an

with signature

se e ni ip pi us

my brother

pa a ta a

binding

pal du

sworn

(48) dub bn

the tablet

su us

word

a letter for this letter

u e

for me

se e ni ip pi

brother

si pi i i ku pa
j ^ j- a ma

clearly visible a signature

u ru uk ku

therefore

e ti i ta

made to

al la ma an

having made

pa a ud

we bind

ni il la ma an

be recognized

i i m ip n en na

again of friendship

(49) se e ni ip pi ta a ma an tipi sug gu khal li

brother so here message full hasting ?

se e ni ip pi us sa a an kha si en

my brother understanding when
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(50)

se e ni ip pi e en at ta ar ti ip pi dan fis sa an na ma an

brother saying the answer must be hastened

an za nu u khu sa a it

to be considered my child

(51) sa a ta
j ^ j

as he (pa tis) e a nam ma a an

resolving, road which following concerning it

an za an nu u khu sa a u khal li ma a an

to be considered my child being hastened

(52) i i al li e ni i in f
Ar ta ta a an am ma ti ip pi us

travelling Artatan your friend

at ta i ip pa

to the father

(53) id ti i i ta tipi e na MES ta a (nu u ?) sa a as se na

being sent messages let give information

in ru sa a an al la ma an

her going being ordered

(54)

i sal la a an sug ga ni e

of the maiden the agreement

as si khi ip pi e e ma na a

messenger word saying

el la ma an pa

being sanctioned the

mu sa a u

as to my child

(55) i i al la a ni i in

appearing

at ta ip pi us pi e si e ti i pi

tbe father what he ought doing

(56)

tipi e na MES
messages

sug ga ni e

her agreement

ta a nu u sa a as se na

information let give

el la ma an

sanctioned

an he la an

to fulfil

(57) pa as si khi ip pi i sa as e e ma na a mu sa a u

the envoy order thou word saying as to my child

i i al la a ni i in

appearing

(58) am ma ti ip pi us at ta ip pi us at ta i ip pa
your friend the father to the father

pi e si ma (ka P) a an na

what he ought is it not saying
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(59) gi pa a nu la u us ta a as se na a ti i ni i in se ikh

decree letter let him bear this safely

ra a al la ma an

being received

(60) bu ud da u vk Id a sa u pa za na a

confidence of me people to giving also said

al la a an su u pi na a su u pa za na ir nu uk ku

being the same be it is giving also it is not right

(61) pi ri e ta a la an p>a za da se e ni ip pi u ul la

to be sent ) , ,

, moreover my brother pleased
that it be sent )

J 1

ma an gi pa a nu sa us se na

being decree let say

(62) se e ni ip pi u a a nam mi id da ma an se e ni ip pi u a

brother to me as authority being brother to me

(63) gi pa a nu ul ul li e pi a at ta a an a ti i ni i in

a decree to be made it coming this

ma a an na at ta ma an

first sent

(64) a nam mi id ta ma an se e ni ip pi ra Uk khu ub du si lipi

as authority being to brother as to what deciding

a nam mi id da ma an

as authority being

(65) ta a du ka a ar ri e pi a ti i ni i in ma a an na la ma an

the assurance this first given

(66) Is si na a an se e ni ip pi us at ta a ar ti ip pi u

here thereof my brother’s the reply I

pa za na khi i ru ukh klia e

also her to be wedded

(67) Ir nu u khu si a a ma se ir ri e pi i in KTJGl

it not urging the gold D.P.

at ta i pi us am ma ti ip pi ua

paternal to me your friend
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(68)

u a du ra a an na gi pa a nu u sa a as se

to me making keep a decree ordering

pi e es sa a an at ta ip pi u a

what belongs to me the father(69)

u a da ra a an na gi pa a nu u su u us te a

to me making keep decree this same delivering

at ta i ip be ni e dan

father’s child her from house

(70)

... . ud an na ma an su u pi ma an se e ni ip pi us

to be sent the same here my brother

ir nu u khu si a a ma

it not urging

;

(71) at ta ip pi u e ni

me her father

se ni ip pi u

my brother

e en na

thus

ud da a an

sending

gi pa a nu u

the decree

sa a as se

ordei’ing

(72) zu hi a an ti en ip ri en na as sa ir i in na

kind it to take as of friendship f ^.aPPy
( 0f ft againr (enjoying) s

ar ti ip pi u a

the return to me

(73) man ul la a sa

let make glad

pi ri a sa

being sent )

will go j

KTJR SAR Mi i in na a

D.P. D.P. Minyan

khi i a ra ukh kha at ta a an

to be wedded going

sa

she

(74) te man na

to be given

id ta a an

authorize

se e ni ippi us

my brother’s

se e ni ip pi

brother

gi pa a nu en pi ip

decree as makes

us sa a an

understand

(75) ul (li ?) i tipi ip pi sukku ta a na as ti en

will be ? the message settling so of it desiring

ti si ip pi en na a an

the King as saying
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(76) Khi . . . (
khi P) pi a en sa a li ip pi u e en

the father me as

se e ni ip pi u e ir e pi as ti i pi

brother me he it desiring
(77)

us za lam si khi i a ru ukh khe

before the image married

na (ak ?) . . sa ku

will be made

(78)

ta a na as ti en ma a nu u ... na a

so it wishing is it not I

(79)

in na a an u lu

becoming

XII.

(80)

(81)

(82)

(83)

ri khu ma a an ud ta as ti

may it arise ? wish
te en

giving

.... ni i in se (be ?) ti sa a dan ta a ni

by thy son. so to

. . . . ana a ma a an e be . . i dan ... an e el mi i

ikh )
_

f ikh )

ukh )

1 U
|
ukh j

.... ma a an e ti i dan . . ma an hu u pa za

first was made to be . ... this I also

na

it

(84)

ik ku u pa za i i e . . za na ma an

& also clear . . considered

se e ni ip pi u an

my brother to

(85) khi i .... te si ip pi en . . a an khi zu u khi si a en

the king as (thereof?) earnest perceiving

a ri en na an ... .

at once
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(86) sa a ru si ukh hlia ti si ip pi u pa za

in region (ruling P) I the king also

nu ukh kha si i

ruling

(87) an za a an nu . ... se e ni ip pi us at ta a ar ti ip pi

to consider my brother by reply

dan tis sa ni id . . .

speedily

(88) . ... zu bi a an ti e . . . se e ni ip pi us KUR
kindly to say (or take) my brother D.P.

SAR Mi i ni ip pi u a pi ri . . . ta

D.P. the Minyan to me sent

(89) . ... e pi na a an se e ni ip pi us khi zu u khi si a en

thereof my brother earnest appearing

bar du u a na an

daughter my

(90) se e ni ip pi dan za lam si SAL sa a {ni?) ip pi

by my brother before the image D.P. the girl self

u e khi i a ru ukh kha na pi ... .

for me being married which

(91) sa a ru sa a u i a me e ni i in in . . e ti ip pi

in region this of strangers the doing

pa la a u se e ni ip pi us

this work my brother

(92) te man na e tis sa an tis sa an ta a ti a a a . . sa

making render very quickly so taking . . . she

ti sa a dan se e ni ip pi u ma a an

by thy son my brother let be

(93) gu ru KUR SAR Mi i ni i ta khi i a ru ukh kha

taken away from the Minyan Land wedded

.. pa la a u a ... in ... .

work this it

(94) te a se e ni ip pi u a ma a an pi ri i ta . . i i uk ku

delivering to my brother let be sent

pa za na ma an se e ni ip pi . . .

again here brother

j.r.a.s. 1892. 62
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(95) ul li pi a en ti si ip pi . . . khi zu u . . a en

to be, which as the king earnest perceiving

u ri irn bu u us su ukh kha . . .

announcement this region of me ruled

(96) na khu ul li im bu u us su kha si ra a as . .

it hearing this region of me ruled an order

se e ni ip pi us a ri en si . . ma a an

my brother at once

(97) za lam si si in ni be e ru . . khe se e ni ip pi us

before the image newly made .... my brother

a ri en nu u me e ... .

at once

(98) TJRJJ Nil Nu a a si AN Sa us . ... si AN
city great Thebes before god Sausbe before D.P.

e e ni ip pi u a a a ta

the god to me adorable

(99) ka ti id da u khi i a ru ukh khe ma a an za lam si

to my son-in-law? being married made before the image

su u pi ... . a pi

the same

(100) dub bu li e pi a ti i ni i in ma a an ni im ma ma an

by means of this letter this is it not so it is

e

(101) . . . a pi ru . . . e ni i ra te e e na ka ti i in na i

wife her

nu ul li e ni i in

to become possessed

(102)

e pi a ti i ni i in ma a an na al la ma an

this first being received

an ni i in

(103)

ukh khe na ak ka se SAL Ta a du khe e

married being made D.P. Tadukhepa

pa an ma a an ni f Du us ra at ta a pi

of is it not Dusratta who
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m e pi

what

ip n i p i

friend

ip n i pi

of friend

(104) KUR Mi i id ta a an ni e pi

of the Land of Mitani

If Im mu u ri i a si

Amenophis

(105) KUR Mi iz ir ri e pi

D.P. the Egyptian

a ru u sa a as se

thereunto consenting

(106) | Im mu u ri as sa a an za lam si

Amenophis’ son of before the image

khi i a ru ukh kha na ak ka as sa

married made

sa a la

favoured

as ti i in na

desiring

ta a

so

(107) y Du us rat ta

Dusratta

ta ra {as)

a pi

who

is e

ma a an gi e

far off

nu n sa

abides

(or disposes)

. sa

her

ta a

so

(108) sa a at ti la an
-j |

nu tan

all which completely by prince

pi sa sug gu u ucl du u kha

able to be fulfilled

su e ni tan

by people

is ta ni ip

as far as

tis sa an

very

(109) ta a du ka a ri i be la a an te man na e

so assuring fulfilled to be rendered

tis sa an KUR SAR Mi i ni ip pi sa a an

quickly D.P. the Minvan him

(110) is ta ni a sa hi id du ka a ra in na a am ma ma an

to the utmost bim ordering it is hoped

se e ni ip pi u e

brother for me

(111) (du) ru be u ru u pi

my subject acting

en a i ma a m i m
as thought best

sug gu u

fully having

dub

um
ma ma an du ru be

written the subject
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(
112

)

(
113

)

(
114

)

(
115

)

(
116

)

(
117)

(
118

)

(
119

)

(
120

)

se e ni ip pi ua KUR SAR Mi i ni i ta pi

brother to me D.P. D.P. at the Minyan land what

se e pi pa as si na an se e ni ip pi

graciously conveying brother

su u u ta u ni pi u khe ma a an KUR SAR
having received the race the whole race D.P. the

Mi i ni MRS kha kha ni MRS nu u u te MRS
Minyans Princes ruling

stiff ga ni ma a an su e ni se e ni ip pi u e ni e pi

having agreed tliis people my brother me which

(lit ru be i i pi

subject

R ti i ta . . hi in it ru li e pi ma a ni i in gu ru

made seeing what I do to their country wholly

su man pi

beneficial

du u ru . . pi hi

subjects they

en pa as se ti i id

in na a am ma ma an

seeing to to trusted

u ru it pi

I what do

as brought

se e ni ip pi ta gi pa a ni e ta ma a an

from brother a decree being (made ?)

KUR Ma a as ri a a an ni

D.P. of Egypt

Se e ni ip pi us

My brother

KUR SAR Mi i ni MRS kha kha ni MRS nu u u ti

(and) D.P. D.P. the Minyan Princes ruling

MRS sug ga ni ma a an su e ni du bi ip pi a

having agreed the people’s submission

R ti i {tan) u be e ti i i ma a an gu ru kha a ra

made I cause having spoken all being

a am ma ma an .... a as

written

si ni e it . . . in ip ri en na ta li im te na KUR
renewal ... of friendship rendering greater D.P,

SAR Mi i ni

D.P. Minyan kingdom
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(121) ta li im te na da ru pa ti i be a u pa za ni ma
rendering greater service - obliged - race to I also if

a an an ni du ra ... .

be not obedient

(122) e ti i ta a u ri ra sa khu si a as se du ru

making; so battle shall levy being obliged the

be ip pi

subj ect

(123) u ru uk ku ... . . . i i ri i in ip pi as sa a ... .

therefore the hope of winning?

(124) u ru uk ku pa za na ma an

therefore again here

e ni e ip ... .

people make thou ....

AN)
an )

by a prince

nu tan su

these

End of the Back of the Tablet.

Southampton, 7th April, 1892.
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Art. XV.

—

The Mines of the Northern Etbai or of Northern
2’Ethiopia. With a Map, Water-colour Drawings and

Photographs by the Scientific Expedition to the Northern

Etbai. By Ernest A. Floyer, M.R.A.S.

By the Scientific Expedition to the Northern Etbai, de-

spatched by his Highness the Khedive in the beginning of

the year, that part of the eastern desert of Egypt which lies

south of a line between Kina and Kosair and reaches rather

below the twenty-fourth parallel of latitude, was rapidly ex-

amined and surveyed. The map is in the hands of the

engraver of the Royal Geographical Society; the geology

exhibited in a map and sections is before the Geological

Society
;

and a map of the antiquities is attached to the

present memoir. The country embraces an area of 23,000

square miles of mountain and desert, and is called by the

inhabitants the Northern Etbai.

It was sought at first to trace a connection between Etbai

and Etmur, the name for the broad plain of Nubian sandstone

to the south. It seemed probable that Etmur might be the

flat, and Etbai the mountainous country, but, while the pro-

nunciation of the modern Abbadi inhabitant is difficult to

catch, the weight of evidence shows that Etmur should be

spelt
,
and Etbai There is little difficulty in

accepting Etbai as the derivation of ^Ethiopia. The inhabi-

tants of the country are strangers, who by their own account

came from the south. They were met in latitude 24' N. by

an immigration of the Maaza tribe, who came from Arabia

probably round the head of the Suez Gulf, and with whom
after many fights a boundary was agreed upon, running from
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the Jiddaina hills to Guai, a fishing village on the coast.

The Maaza, an uniformly light-coloured race, speak a pure

Arabic with distinct elocution. Not so the Ababdi, who

are varied in form and colour, and who, to a capacity for all

the Semitic gutturals, add a Nubian carelessness about the

final syllable. The name Abbadi, plural Ababdi, belongs to

the country and not to the people. It is probably derived

from root
1 ,

with a general meaning of desert and

desert dwellers, and means to lie open, as a panorama.

The Abbadi loves to climb a hill and name the peaks all

round the horizon. The phrases are in constant use, “ beyond

that range the country is all Abbadi,” and “such an hill

Yabdi,” i.e. is visible, “from that point.” The Ababdi are

not one, but many races. A straight-nosed, handsome type,

with curly hair and a dashing manner, suggest that the off-

spring between a soldier of the Turkish garrison of Assuan

and a negress or Nubian woman may have been among their

ancestors. The most conspicuous type is one with straight

hair and very large aquiline features. This type is a light

yellow ochre in colour, and their young—they are much like

antelopes—have beautiful skins and large brilliant eyes.

A third type has a short round head and an insignificant

nose. All are Ababdi, and most of them live in the Nile

valley. Some fifty families live at Legeita
;
the same number

form a suburb of Kosair
;
and scattered among the mountains

are again some fifty families. When settled they build

villages of stone or mud. But in the mountains a scant}’ mat

over three crooked sticks suffices them, and excites the con-

tempt of the Maaza Arabs, who dwell in Arab style in goat’s-

hair tents. The expression used by the village Ababdi with

regard to their mountain brethren is that they are

they are hermits from the Rif. The Rif is the term for the

Nile valley, just as it is for the coast of North Africa. It

has curiously enough been thought of as the origin of the

English word ruffian.

The mountaineers are, to a great extent, merely the herds-

men of those in the valley. In the sale of their sheep, donkeys,

and camels, they are much at the mercy of the Nile dwellers.
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On the other hand, their solitary and independent life gives

them freedom and dignity of manner
;

while their etiquette

is elaborate and their courtesy profuse but barren. They are

fed by grain from the valley, and the sheep are not their own.

The sub-tribe of this region are called Ash'abab
,
or

ravine dwellers, from *— a ravine; and the “ wasm,” or

mark on their camels, is the junction of two ravines—Y. It

appears that these Ash'abab are approaching extinction. The

intermixture of blood has spoiled them for the desert solitudes
;

the removal of oppression and the establishment of good

government in the Nile valley tempts them thither more anti

more. All will join in the scramble for pence from steamers,

and the proudest sheikh will fleece a tourist. On the other

hand, means of livelihood for the flocks are gradually being

destroyed. This may be traced to the introduction of the

camel, still imported in large numbers every year from

Arabia. There is more truth than appears in the Arab

saying that the camel drove the lion out of Palestine. He
consumed the food which sustained the antelopes on which

the lion preyed. An antelope, when he has nibbled what is

within reach, goes elsewhere. But the camel’s owner chops

off the branches. And when the tree has no branches he

burns it for charcoal. It is difficult to fix the date at which

the camel was introduced, but it is probable that their

numbers were not large, and that they did not breed in the

country until the Muslim conquest.

The Beja, who inhabited the country then, had in a.d. 850

some camels of their own, that is, brought from the south,

and some Arabian camels. It seems clear that the camel,

aided by his owner, will drive out all plain-grazing animals

except the antelope, and that the camel has thus expelled the

horse, the wild ass, the cow, and the ostrich from this country,

and the elephant from the country to the south. He in his

turn will be expelled by the charcoal industry, although

a tree which will support two sheep for a year brings as

charcoal but a trifling sum.

The tracing of an Arab people by its tribal name is a

futile task. A new tribe arises whenever one woman
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has, in addition to some wealth in camels, a numerous

family of vigorous healthy sons. A prodigious pride in

genealogy is the surest sign that there is no foundation

for it. The facts are now what they were candidly ad-

mitted to be by the Beja, that the only sure descendant is

the descendant of a daughter. The women own the camels

and take them with them when they marry. And families

provide against oppression by hastening to send a daughter

in marriage to any one near who appears to surpass in vigour

and wealth, and to be likely in the future to oppress them.

Thus the Mahdi received hundreds of wives.

It is, however, some contribution to the ancient history

of this country which will be here attempted. It is

traversed in every direction by Homan roads—waggon

roads, for the Ptolemies employed not camels, but rode

in carts drawn by oxen. And these roads are often

cleared of stones for many miles together. Some such

waggon was employed as that in which Strabo journeyed

from Assuan to Philae. At frequent intervals are old stations,

large caravanserais for the supply of convoys, and small post

houses for the fast-travelling royal scribes and mine in-

spectors. These latter were on the royal roads to which

Euclid referred, when he told the Egyptian king “ there is

no royal road to learning,” and they may appropriately be

referred to by the Persian names of Caravanserai and Chapar

Khanah, for the station of Abu Geraia might change places

with the Caravanserai of Chal-i-Siah without annoyance to

the travellers or the architects of either country, and the

scenes which were enacted at the post house of Feisoli seven-

teen hundred years ago may he studied to-day at the Chapar

Khana of Nou Gombaz.

It is not, however, proposed to speak now of the ancient

roads across this country established by Psammetichus and

other vigorous ancient Egyptians—roads which were post-

housed by the Ptolemies and measured by the Antonines—
nor is it proposed to describe the quarries whither the gentle

Diocletian, who reversed the role of Cincinnatus, sent un-

numbered crowds of faithful Christians there to labour with
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an ankle seared with hot iron to prevent escape. The

sparkling lapis psaronius of Mons Claudianus is surpassed by

stone nearer home, and the still unique imperial porphyry

can be bought from Mr. Brindley in London. Some account

will be attempted of large mining stations not previously

visited, and which are specially interesting as showing two( l

distinct periods of mining industry. To the south of the
1

quarries, where the country broadens out, the ridge of up-

thrust which connects the peaks of Mons Porphyrites (Jebel

Dukhan) with the 7revTe$drcTv\ov6po<; (Jebel Ferayeg) ploughs

up the earth’s crust over a length of 250 miles, and exposes

to man its mineral treasures in great variety. The broken

surface is honey-combed by tentative shafts and dotted by

mines, and by the towns in which dwelt the men who directed

their working. Here alongside of the European barracks of

the Ptolemies are the hut-clusters of a vanished race, a race

whom Alexander was too late to see and whom Herodotus

misnamed. An interesting description of mining in iEthiopia

was written by Agatharchides about B.c. 113. This writer

deplores the miseries of the miners, and wrote for a people

susceptible of compassion. He drew a contrast between the

wretched half-naked women who produced, and the royal

voluptuaries who wore, the gold. Parallel contrasts have

been drawn by those who have watched the weaving by

squalid children of costly Cashmir shawls, the toil of diamond

mining, or the slave- caravans of ivory. After describing the

working this writer adds in free translation :
“ This method

is of the greatest antiquity, for the earliest kings of the place

had discovered the nature of this metal. It ceased to be

worked when the ^Ethiopians invaded Egypt, and for many
years held Egypt’s towns, at which time the Memnonia were

built, and again when the Medes and Persians possessed the

land. Even in our time are found cutting hammers of brass,

for in their time the use of iron had not become general, and

human bones in incredible numbers, crushed possibly in those

wide, thinly-supported galleries, so vast and deep that they

reach to the very sea.”

In this mention of human remains in the mines may
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perhaps be found a clue to the name Troglodytes, given by

the ancients to the people of this land.

It is difficult to explain cave-dwellers in this country

otherwise than as mine-dwellers.

The old geographers were often strikingly exact in

summing up in one word the characteristics of a race. The

name Icthyophagi, given by Alexander’s generals, bold

travellers and accurate describers, to the men of Mekran, is

an instance. Any one who has voyaged along that coast

during the matfit season will recognize this. For miles along

the sandy shore are spread to dry millions of little fish like

whitebait, called matut. They are dried like hay, and made

into stacks like hay. Poultry and donkeys are fed upon

them
;

camels will break away at scent of them. It is

a veritable harvest scene. The air is thick with gulls, which

are caught in simple traps by the urchins who act as bird-

scarers, and let fly to die of starvation with a quill feather

twisted round their beak. Inland, the first eager question to

a traveller is, “ Have you fish for sale ?
” The date harvest is

for the rich, and precarious, for they must often fight to reap

it. The fish harvest is for all, and sure.

The name Icthyophagi sums up this people in one word,

and it was probably given by the Greeks.

The derivation of Mekran from Mahi Khuran, fish eaters,

is not convincing. No Mekrani or Baluch would slur over

the ah of Mahi, nor would he change the kh - into < >. Nor

does a race describe itself by its principal food, though, like

the Baggara of the Sudan, it derives it from its principal

occupation. Thus it may be concluded that the name

Troglodytes had application. But throughout the country

there are no caves, except at Kosair, where the exception is

emphasized by the name Xeu/cos Xifirjv, descriptive of the

white limestone
;

the metamorphic or granite rocks ap-

proach close to the sea. There are no caves of any sort,

except such as have been made in search of gold and

precious stones.

It would seem that Troglodytes may best be translated by

miners.
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Linant de Bellefonds, who examined the country south of

Assouan and Berenice as far as Korosko, describes the geo-

logical formation as similar to that of the Northern Etbai.

Herodotus was probably the first to use the term Troglodytes,

and it is interesting to note that he wrote before the Ptolemies

re-opened the mines. Thus he was writing of a people known
only by tradition, or at most by hearsay.

The Ptolemaic miners employed methods of great antiquity,

and this may indicate that there was never any long total

interruption of mining. The trade secrets how to fuse the

ore were never lost. It is known that in one year the mines

brought Thothmes 2400 lbs. of gold, or £137,000 in the

value of to-day. Later again, in the time of Ramses the

Great, 1200 B.c., work at the mines was very briskly pushed

forward, though the great well recorded in the inscriptions

was dug for the mines of Allaki, then called Akita, and at-

tention was principally directed to the country south of that

now under description. And it is possible that the miners of

Ramses also used methods of great antiquity, for there are

distinct and very interesting traces of Phoenician occupation

of this land, whence they may have diverged, some to the

Mediterranean and some to Zimbaye, where Mr. Theodore

Bent is discovering traces of their presence. In the country

limited, as described in the opening of this paper, there are

four main drainage systems from the mountains to the Nile.

Below Assuan is the Wadi Allaki, described by Agatharchides

as containing gold mines, a long valley having its source in

the lofty mountains of Elba, stored with myth and legend,

and close to the Red Sea. North of this is the Khareit,

springing from the mountains of Berenice. North again is

the Wadi Abbad, in which stands a rock temple bearing

hieroglyphic inscriptions to the effect that Sethos, father of

Ramses the Great, had built a cistern and had discovered

gold mines with the eye of a hawk. Golenischeff considers

that the actual temple was built by the Ptolemies. North of

the Wadi Abbad is the Wadi Zeidun, which springs from

the Sabai mountains, and enters the Nile between Eos and

Luxor. A great interest centres round this Wadi Zeidun.
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It does not stand alone as a Phoenician name. The valley

which springs from the emerald mines is the Wadi Ghadira,

Ghadira being the Phoenician word for enclosure, and the

same as Cadiz.

There was probably a fort or settlement at the mouth of

the Wadi Ghadira. And there was probably a fort or settle-

ment called Zeidun between Kos and Thebes, perhaps on the

site of the modern Koft, wrhich means Phoenician, perhaps at

the Arab village of Legaita. What vigour to his pen this

fact would have afforded Strabo when writing his earnest

vindication of Homer’s geographical knowledge.

Kinrpov, $oivUr]v re, Kal AiyvirTLovs eTraXyOels, AiQioTrds

6' iKop-yv, Kal 2l8ovcov<;, Kal 'Epefiftovs, Kal Ai/3vr]v—Having

wandered to Cyprus Phoenice and the Egyptians, I came to

the .^Ethiopians and Sidonians, and Erembi and Libya.

—

Odyssey, Lib. iv. 83.

These are the lines which formed Strabo’s great stumbling-

block. Modern scholars have thought that the reference was

to an ^Ethiopian colony in Palestine in order to explain the

juxtaposition with the Sidonians. But it is not fanciful to

suppose that the Tyre and Sidon of the Mediterranean were

repetitions of Tor on the Red Sea and Sidon on the Nile, and

that Homer referred to the Sidonians near ^Ethiopia, south of

Egypt. There is much evidence to show that no European had

entered Egypt until long after Homer’s death. Yet Homer’s

mention of Thebes instead of Memphis is curious. There is

no difficulty in identifying Erembi with Blemmye, when it is

remembered that Sulpicius of Aquitaine wrote the latter

“ Blembi,” and both probably used Sabaia spears made from

the iron of the Sabai mountains, whence the Wadi Zeidun

takes it rise. It is hoped that this matter will interest men
more learned than the writer, and that some small addition

may be made to our knowledge of the Phoenicians. That the

Ptolemaic miners used mining methods of great antiquity is

known from their historians. Nor is there anything known

incompatible with the supposition that the miners of Ramses

employed mining methods handed down to them by an older

race.
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It is to be regretted that while the quarries in the north

and at or near Assuan (their position was of course dictated

by the geological formation) are all dated by inscriptions,

only two of the mines tell any part of their story in writing.

Quarrying and stonemasonry were the employment of

noblemen, who used the best tools obtainable and rejoiced in

their task.

Gold-mining was done by miserable slaves driven by cruel

taskmasters, and the gold was only esteemed when it adorned

a king. At the mines of Sighdit is an hieroglyphic in-

scription recording without date the visit of a royal scribe

and a mine inspector, and at the emerald mines of Sikait,

called by the Arabic historians Kharbe, or Gharbe, are Greek

dedications over the rock-cut temples. Thus, in support of

the statements that the mines are of two epochs, there is only

the appearance of the buildings. It seems very clear that

the Ptolemies, after studying all the existing mines, estab-

lished workmen at selected spots. Here they built temples,

caravanserais, houses for the overseers, and barracks for the

workmen. Not far from these stations are found the remains

of hundreds of stone huts of irregular outline. These stone

huts are distinguished from the modern Abbadi huts, first by

a uniform irregularity of outline, and secondly by their

better construction. Not always, but generally, there is this

difference. The walls of an old hut are built of two lines of

large stone
;
the space between is closely filled by splinters.

“ Great without small makes a bad wall ” observed the

Greeks, and the Ptolemaic walls are constructed with the

same precaution as the older huts. An Abbadi uses mud,

mat, or rags to stop the crevices in a wall of a single line of

stones.

The reasons for attributing these modern towns to the

Ptolemies are not conclusive, in fact not much has been done

hitherto beyond finding the mines, fixing them with some

accuracy on the map, and copying all inscriptions that could

be found. But the buildings are of distinctly European

construction.

The quarries of Mons Porphyrites are dated by the in-
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scription on a temple partly erected in Trajan’s time. At

Mons Claudianus, on the architrave of the temple, is read

tpiavov, the comma indicating aBpiavov broken off. In the

Wadi Abbad the temple bears inscriptions dating from the

father of Rameses the Great. But Golenischeff ascribes its

construction to the Ptolemies. The quarries in Hammamat
hear dates from 2500 b.c. down to Ptolemaic times. The

figures copied by Schweinfurth in the Wadi Jasus date from

Psammetichus, but, excepting at Hammamat, at none of these

places are there mines. Hitherto indications of date have

been found at none of the mines. The mines of Sighdit, in

lat. N. 25-28 and long. E 345, are best approached from

the Nile by following the Wadi Abbad, past the rock temple

and into the Wadi Miah, and thence up the Wadi Sighdit.

High up on the face of a steep rock, overhanging a copious

well of sweet water, is scratched faintly the following in-

scription, copied several times in varying sunlights:

—

/itn r

+ UK n T

m TV A U) ; £

f

fn

HI
w

This is the inscription referred to above, which appears to

record the visit of a royal scribe and a superintendent of the

mines. More cannot he said until one learned in hiero-

glyphics goes and reads it in situ. The country round is what

is called by the Abbadi a “ ginna.” The Ahbadi are intelli-

gent geographers, and indeed geologists so far as naming

seven different rocks. Unlike the Greeks, who used p,app.op
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for both, they employ different words for quartz and lime-

stone. What they call a “ ginna ” is an area of cushion-

shaped or mammillated hills of metamorphic rock. It is in

such places that, near the Wadi Khashab, topazes are searched

for. Near the well, clustered along each side of the valley,

and climbing up each ravine, are some five or six hundred

small stone huts. About three miles to the west is the

“ robat,” or square enclosure of a caravanserai, the raised

platform of a temple, and numerous square European-looking

houses. All are in absolute ruin. The vein worked is above

the caravanserai. Here it seems probable that the western

station was built long after that on the wells. The former

looks comparatively modern against the latter. And the

supposition that the masters lived in the west, while the

workmen lived on the well, is met by showing the danger the

masters would run of being cut off from water.

Going south are found, in the broad Wadi Hamesh which

forms part of the drainage system of the Khareit, the Ilamesh

mines in lat. N. 24'40 and long. E. 34T0. Here the remains

are purely European. There are no small huts, and yet the

excavation made represents many thousands of tons of rock

removed. The work is scientific compared with the burrows

at Urn Roos. Pillars of ore are left to support the roof, and

the quartz, which lies in heaps about the mouth of the mines,

has a burnt appearance, and is very brittle to the hammer.

Though every house was examined and potsherds innumerable

Avere scrutinized, no vestige of inscription was discovered.

The large mining district in lat. N. 25'27 and long. E.

34'35, near the mouth of the Wadi Imbarek, is clearly either

veyeaia or what led to the construction of the Port of ve-^ecna,

placed by Ptolemy in lat. 25 -30. The town is distant only

five miles from the sea. On the coast no ruins were ob-

served. But after the difficulty experienced in finding the

ruins of Berenice, great caution must be used in stating that

no ruins exist on the sandy sea coast where every erection

invites the burying sand-drifts. Here at a place now called

Urn Roos, over a space of some fi\
re square miles the surface

quartz veins have been burrowed aAvay by a people who lived

j.r.a.s. 1892. 53
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in hundreds of stone huts, of which the plan is almost

uniformly that given below.

Commandingly placed in the valley is the modern Greek

town, of which some 300 ruined houses remain. One of the

shafts here is remarkable. A thick vein has been cut away,

making a broad low cave, sloping steeply to a depth of about

100 feet, where is a large pool of crystal water. This has

the reputation of causing those who drink it to swell up.

But it supplies a fishing village, and the number of huge

shells used for filling waterskins which strew the edges of the

pool may form a topic for the geologist of the future.

The name of this place, Um Roos, has probably given rise

to the name Jebel Rusas, mountain of lead, which has long

appeared on the map, but of which I could hear nothing.

In the general Arabicising of the old Hamitic names, I think

the Hamitic “ yam,” “ water,” has often been changed to the

Arabic “ um,” “ mother of.” Though I do not yet know

the meaning of Roos, I think the name Hamitic, and that it

makes reference to the very singular water supply.

It was while studying the extensive but crude mining near

the stone huts of Um Roos that the following theory suggested

itself. It would seem probable that the Etbai was formerly

peopled by a tribe of natural miners—a negroid tribe, per-

haps the ancestors of those who now inhabit the mountains

in the south of Kordofan, who work the copper mines Hofrat

an Nahas
;
who forged the spears with which the Mahdi’s

followers were armed, and who, untouched by fanaticism,

were the last to defend the Austrian missionaries, and the

first to stem the flood of the Muslim revival. All the moun-

tain summits of Durfur are peopled by a race of metal

workers, who do not intermarry with the Arabs, who wander
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in the valleys hunting ostriches and collecting gum. Bat

the wanderers and the miners are necessary to each other.

For the latter is, from the nature of his occupation, stationary,

and, where agriculture is impossible, is dependent on the

nomad Arabs both for his supplies and for the realization of

his mining products. This dual occupation may explain why
the so-called Troglodytes and the pastoral Blemmyes are

described as inhabiting the same country.

To these negroid miners came the Phoenicians seeking

trade. Something drove them south
;
perhaps oppression by

the Egyptians. Sennaar was peopled by Egyptians, or by

Ethiopians, if the derivation Essi-n-arti, river island, be ac-

cepted, who left Egypt in the reign of Psammetichus. Or

perhaps the mines became exhausted. Or perhaps, again, the

greater profit in the transport on the Nile—Bed Sea trade

routes called away the nomad Blemmyes.

The adventurous spirit of the naval Phoenicians when once

they reached the Nile would carry them on to the west.

Trade and not mining seems to have been their characteristic.

It was at the mines of Um Boos that I first observed a kind

of mining apparatus which has not been described. There

lay near the town a large heap of long, heavy, hollow stones,

each one a section of a massive granite cylinder. And it

seems that here we have the original of a word which has

hitherto had a doubtful meaning.

A somewhat detailed account of the gold-mining process

employed in these mines is given by Agatharchides, from

whom, as quoted by Photius, Diodorus Siculus, and probably

all other ancient writers on Ethiopia, have copied more or

less exactly. The following passages are freely translated

from Muller’s text. Near the Bed Sea are places where are

found plentifully metal-bearing rocks, which are called gold-

bearing. They are intensely black, but among them is pro-

duced a quartz than which nothing can be whiter. Such as

are ruined in fortune are led by kings into the most bitter

slavery of the gold-diggings, some with their wives and chil-

dren. Some without these bear their labours, which the

author (Agatharchides) describes as the greatest calamity,
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and he thus sets forth the way in which gold is found. Of

these mountains those which are rugged and have an alto-

gether hard nature they burn with wood. And when they

are softened by fire they experiment on them and cut the

loosened stones into small pieces with an iron chisel. But

the principal work is that of the artificer who is skilled in

stones. This man shows to the diggers the track of the

metal, and apportions the whole work to the needs of the

wretched men in the following manner. Those whole in

strength and age break the places where shines the quartz

with iron cutting hammers. They use not skill, but brute

force, and thus they drive in the rock many galleries, not

straight, but branching in all directions like the roots of

a tree wherever the stone pregnant with gold may diverge.

These men thus with candles hound on their foreheads cut

the rock, the white stone shewing the direction for their

labours. Placing their bodies in every conceivable position,

they throw the fragments on the ground, not each one ac-

cording to his strength, but under the eye of the overseer,

who never ceases from blows. Then boys, creeping into the

galleries dug by these men, collect with great labour the

stones that have been broken off, and carry them out to the

mouth of the mine. Next from these a crowd of old and

sickly men take the stone and lay it before the pounders.

These are strong men of some thirty years of age, and they

strenuously pound the rock with an iron pestle in mortars cut

out of stone, and reduce it until the largest piece is no bigger

than a pea. Then they measure out to others the pounded

stone in the same quantity as they have received it. The

next task is performed by women, who alone or with their

husbands or relations are placed in enclosures. Several mills

are placed together in a line, and standing three together at

one handle, filthy and almost naked, the women lay to at the

mills until the measure handed to them is completely reduced,

and to every one of these who bear this lot death is better

than life. Others called Selangeus take from the women the

powder thus produced. These are the artificers, in whom lies

the power of carrying to the end this work of royal utility.
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The method is as follows. They pour the quartz already

milled oil a table rather broad and polished, with a smooth

surface, which however does not lie flat but has a slight

inclination. On this table they rub with their hands the

dust mixed with water, first lightly, and then with greater

pressure. By this I imagine the earthy particles are dissolved

and flow down the slope of the table, but that which is heavjr

and worth anything remains on the wood. And when the

Selangeus has frequently rinsed the matter out with water,

he handles the quartz dust lightly with soft thick sponges,

and pressing lightly from time to time he absorbs from the

table and throws away that which is soft and light entangled

in the web of the sponge. There remains to him separated

on the table that which is heavy and shines, and which on

account of its weight is not easily movable. In this way
the Selangeus, after he has cleansed the grains of gold, trans-

mits it to the cooks, who, immediately they receive it by

weight, put it into a clay pot, and in proportion to its

quantity they add a lump of lead, grains of salt, a little alloy

of silver and lead, and barley bran. The pot’s mouth being

carefully covered and luted round, they cook it five days and

five nights consecutively. On the following day,when the burnt

materials are cooled, they pour them into another vase. They

find none of the things which were put in together, but only

a mass of molten gold, but little less than the original matter.

This passage has been carefully examined, to see if it was

written by an eye witness or not. The words “ I imagine,”

if they are in the original of Agatharchides, indicate that it

was written from hearsay
;
though this evidence is incon-

clusive, still the probability is great that the writer had no

personal knowledge of the matter under description. The

word for table in the original Greek of Photius is af/pay^

;

thus, when the Selangeus is using the sponges, “ to pev

i\a(f)pov Kai yavvov ep,TT\e/cop.evov toi? apcua>p,aGLV tnro rf/s

G7)payyo<; avatyepei,” and the Selangeus is “ o rca\oup,evo<;

apXayyeo 1;.” Muller suggests that the Selangeus was he who

worked at the Serangx, and there is no difficulty in accepting

the connection between the two words.
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The table, so far as it is described, is referred to as follows :

“ Kara/3aWovaL ttjv a\r,\e<rp,evr)v p.app.opov eVi o-awSovnAaTeta?

p.ev Kal fcaTe^vanevps ei<> io0eiav roppu, ovk ev opdrj Se XwPa
/3e(3rjKvi,a<; aWa putcpav i^ovar79 iiriKXiaiv.” And again, after

tbe washing, “to 8e epfipiOeis Kal ctlX^ov iiri ttj? craviBos

cnroK€Kpip-evov inrvXenrei.” The word craw? appears to have

meant invariably something wooden, while a-ppaX% means

a hollowed stone. In an old Greek lexicon penes Mr. Butler,

of Brasenose, the word is given “ a word of doubtful import,

a hollow stone.”

It is necessary to choose between a wooden and a stone

table. With only the text in hand af/payl; takes preference

over craw?. Admitting the connection with cnj'Kayyevs, the

workman implies the tool. While craw? is a general word of

wide application, crf/pay

%

is a special name for a special

implement. One hearing of a arjpay£ would ask for

a description, and receive the general term <xaw? TrXareia.

Against a wooden table may be urged that the country could

not produce a broad slab, that if one were imported it would

split and warp.

Lying about the mines are three kinds of stone implements.

First there are mortars made of granite
;
a common stone for

these is the lapis psaronias, or “ starling granite,” identified

by Brindley as coming from the Mons Claudianus. Second,

a flattish rounded irregular stone some eighteen inches broad

by ten thick, smoothed on all sides by attrition. There are

some hundreds of these in large heaps at the mines in the

Wadi Imbarik at Um Boos. Their use cannot be satis-

factorily explained. Third, a stone of which a sketch is

given.

A hollow stone, part section of a cylinder, scored across the

hollow surface by light chiselled lines.
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This is probably the arjpay^ referred to by Agatbarcbides.

It is a hollowed stone, the first meaning of arjpay £, and it

would well serve the purpose of the table for gold-washing.

It would be interesting to trace the word back to some

Ian garage older than the Greek.© ©

It was most disappointing that beyond an occasional scratch

on a broken water-vessel, no writing of any sort could be

found at Um Roos.

The mines of Um Elaigher, name derived from the shrub

Vigna Nilotica, extend over a wide undulating plain at the

foot of the great ridge Abu Dhaher.

Here are evidences of two periods of working. The surface

quartz has been burrowed out, and in the middle of some two

hundred perpendicular shafts are the remains of a well-built

settlement, very like the settlement at the quarries of Mons
Claudianus. Roughly square in outline, it contains some 300

rooms, with a space in the centre where formerly stood

a temple or place of assembly. It is not clear what was

sought for in the pits. One shaft is driven a considerable

distance in a hard, green granite. A plastered building was

reported to exist here, but was not found, and remains to

exhibit to some future explorer perhaps an inscription which

will throw a flood of light upon this very curious mining

district.

The quartz was worked for gold. But the mineral sought

when sinking the small vertical shafts could not be guessed

at. The drawings give almost all that could be learned about

these mines.

Of the topaz diggings near Wadi Ivhashab in lat. IN’. 2118
and long. E. 3P28 but little need be said. All the “ ginna”

hills of a soft, close-grained metamorphic rock look as if they

have been ploughed. Every boulder has been tunned over,

and exposes an unweathered surface. This has a curious

effect, for it is a feature of these rocks that they all weather

a rich brown colour, though they are inside of a rich green

matrix containing angular yellow blocks.

The old method of searching for topazes as described by

Photius is curious as indicating the scarcity of metal tools,
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•which were owned only by the great men. The people

searched at night, for the stone was lustrous only in the dark,

and on finding a stone they placed over it a ovccn^t? (conf. the

sleep of Lincolnshire) proportioned in size to the lustre. In

the day workmen came and, cutting round the rim of the

crKacfiLs, removed the stone. To-day the Abahdi hunt for the

tojDazes by turning over the stones.

The most interesting mines in the whole’ district are the

emerald mines, which supplied the Cleopatras with jewels.

One is mentioned as presented to Lathyrus, engraved with

Cleopatra’s portrait.

Idrisi, the geographer, after referring to the gold mines of

Allaki, writes as follows: “ Not far from the town of Assuan

on the east bank of the Nile is another mountain, in the

roots of which is a mine of emeralds. Nor is there found in

the whole world a mine other than this one, which is indeed

crowded with miners. And from hence the emeralds are

distributed over the whole world.”

Sir John Chardin writes of Egypt as “a country of fair

emeralds,” and it is probable that until the conquest of Peru

in 1524 these were the only mines known, though occasional

emeralds were brought from India.

The Jebel Zabara, as the emerald mines are now called, are

a mass of green talcose schist, with veins of talc and quartz.

They are some 1200 feet high, and spread over an area of

some forty square miles. Both north and south sides have

been attacked, and the mass is honey-combed with holes, from

each of which streams a shining talus of mica particles. The

hills have much the appearance of a great rabbit-warren.

There are two main centres of activity
;
that on the south

flank, whence springs the Wadi Sikait to join the Wadi
Jemal, and that on the north, whence springs the Wadi Gha-

dir already referred to as possibly a Phoenician name. Here

no pre-Ptolemaic remains were found, though in the rugged

mountainous area they may easily have existed unobserved.

The Wadi Sikait seems to have been longest occupied. Here

are three rock temples hewn in the soft rock in very ruinous

condition. Of one the three portals bear an inscription
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published in the Athenaeum of the 8th of August, 1891, and,

though long studied by Canon Wright, of Coningsby, inde-

cipherable save for the dedication of the temple to Apollo

and all the gods, and a mention of Berenice, which may refer

either to a queen or the port 50 miles off. Later apparently

than these and more costly in erection is a fine building of

dry stone, of good proportion and imposingly placed on

a rock jutting from the valley side. To this led up a hand-

some flight of steps. The stones are naturally squared.

There is no roof to the body of the building, but the apsis is

roofed with long shining slabs of schist, which look like beams

of wood petrified. The body is filled with tumbled slabs.

From the platform before the door a view is obtained of the

watch towers perched on the hills where are the principal

shafts. I have used the word apsis, for I believe the building

to have been a church. The side window, the absence of

portico, the niches in the wall, and the apse all suggest

a church. Yet on this point I am not able to say more than

that during the long periods of Christianity in the third and

fourth centuries the mines were steadily worked, and that it

would be as natural to look for a church here as for a temple

built during the Pagan Greek occupation. Until 1358 the

mines were worked by the Egyptians, who had here a staff

of clerks and overseers. No remains however of their occu-

pation were found. The houses of the Wadi Sikait are of

European construction, and the non-discovery of modem
Egyptian remains makes it impossible to say that pre-

Ptolemaic remains might not be found on further search.

The area of mountain and valley to be searched is immense,

and no one central water supply was found round which all

miners would be compelled to congregate.

Some ten miles to the north, where the many small affluents

of the Wadi Ghadira spring from the foot of the mountain,

are the broad deep shafts of the Albanian miners who worked

under Cailliaud in Muhammad Ali’s time. Here, however,

nothing was found older than the nineteenth century. Yet it

is probable that by following the Wadi Ghadira to the sea some

interesting discoveries might be made. One, if not two, of
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the watch towers on the hills seemed placed especially to look

out over the sea, which is only some 25 miles distant. Some
port would probably be found. For except Berenice, which

is sheltered by a natural promontory, the ports of the Bed
Sea are opposite valleys which at once form a road into the

interior, afford water, pasture, and firewood, and at the same

time make a gap in the coral reef which lines the coast.

For the coral insSct dies under or avoids the fresh water

which the valley from time to time carries into the sea.

The country examined by the late Expedition extends south

only so far as lat. 23 30. The map thus overlaps that of

Beliefonds, engraved by the French War Office in 1852 from

observations made in 1831-2.

It is to be regretted that the portion contained in both

maps shows very wide differences. Accuracy must be ad-

judged to the newer map, constructed on many astronomical

observations and plane-table bearings. Example may be

taken of the TrevTehcucTvXov ’'opos, which Bellefonds places in

lat. 23. The new map and the Admiralty chart place these

hills in 23'30. As a piece of geography this country must

be done over again. But the map has a value as indicating

the names of some twenty mines. Here are the mines of

Allaki, described by Diodorus, and here are the mines for

which that astonishing character Abderrahman el Omary
fought and intrigued with the Christian kings to the south

for thirty years of bloodshed and treachery.

In the history of gold-mining there can be no more

astonishing episode than this of the ninth century, ending in

the assassination by his own slaves of the bloody-handed

adventurer. Towards the end of his career, when he had

made a solitude and called it peace, 60,000 camels carried

to his workmen provisions from Assuan. And this supply

was exclusive of supplies of wheat received by way of Aidab

in such quantities that Tulun, the ruler of Egypt, sought to

stop the export from Suez, and only removed the prohibition

from fear of El Omary’s 100,000 men.

It was thought that this ancient port of Aidab had at last

been definitely placed on the map.
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Great interest attaches to the port of Aidab, which has been

placed by Arab geographers both in Abyssinia and Egypt.

Jeddah, now for 400 years, has been the pilgrims’ door to

Mecca. The corresjitonding route from Egypt was from Kos

to Aidab, and from 1060 to 1260 these towns throve. Aidab

was thought to be one-and-a-half day’s sail from Jeddah.

Yet with such ample indications it has never been found.

Purday in 1878 approaching from the north marked a native

town in ruins. But it was near Berenice, and he regarded it

as a village in some way connected with that town.

In 1891 in the same neighbourhood I marked a Jebel

Aidab, and thought the ruins must be those of Aidab town.

But a further examination shows that the coast from here to

Massowa has many mountains Aidab, which indeed may well

be a word meaning “ mountain ” and connected with the
“ ida” of Morocco. The town of Aidab cannot therefore yet

be placed with certainty.

In summing up the above notes there seems nothing known
in contradiction of the following.

Minerals seem to have been always sought after by the

early rulers of Egypt. The first mines worked were those of

the Wadi Mughara in the Sinai peninsular by Senoferu, towards

the end of the third or beginning of the fourth dynasty.

The earliest inscriptions in the mines and quarries of

Hammamat date from the fifth dynasty. It may be presumed

that as the third dynasty inscriptions have been preserved at

Wadi Maghara, they would have also been preserved at

Hammamat had the latter mines then been known. It is

curious that the more distant mines should have been the

earlier worked. Possibly those of Sinai were on a trade

route older than that of Koptos. Possibly the Egyptians

had known them on their march from Asia. Possibly the

desert which was called the land of the gods was regarded

with fear and distrust.

Hammamat bears inscriptions of the 5th, 6th, and onwards

up to Ptolemaic times. The earliest paintings represent the

first Egyptians as brown men and yellow women. This was

remembered when we interviewed an old and very striking
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Abbadi whose barim were yellow and whose lofty stature and

massive features were reproduced in small in a family of

most handsome yellow children. The children were note-

worthy for the beauty of their skin and the brilliancy of their

eyes.

Later the Egyptians become of a darker colour. It seems

probable that they found the Nile valley inhabited when

they arrived, and that they intermarried with the aboriginals,

who were of a dark brown.

Such seem to have been the ^Ethiopians. It is not placing

on etymology more than it will bear to say that the resem-

blance of the ^Ethiopian kings’ names to modern Berber

words indicates that the ^Ethiopians were the Berbers of

to-day. The ^Ethiopians must be then regarded as a strictly

riparian race. And it must be remembered that between

the cultivated Nile border and the mountain pasture valleys

and metal mountains is a belt of waterless desert with an

average width of two days’ journey. Life in the Nile valley

is no preparation for crossing such a belt.

A third distinct race were the men of Kush. These were

immigrants who entered Africa near Massowa and Suakin.

Of their descendants are the Beja, and of the Beja are the

Bishari of to-day. They have an instinctive horror of a mine

or of entering a cave.

As a question of probability, we may dismiss as the pre-

Ptolemaic miners the ^Ethiopians and the Kushites. The

ancient Egyptians would have left inscriptions, as at Wadi
Maghara and at Hamamat.

But only at Sighdit is found an hieroglyphic inscription.

This one might judge to be Ptolemaic, and to belong to the

more recent buildings. It is merely scratched on the rock,

and is by no means the permanent and pompous record of an

ancient Egyptian monarch. The mines of the country of the

Wawat seem to be identical with those of Allaki, in the

country now called the country of the Babs. This country

had in the ninth century of our era a king to whom the

Christian kings of JDongola and Suria (Khartum) sometimes

fled for refuge, and this king became the Sheikh el Jebel,
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which seems to give the origin of the “old man of the moun-

tain.” But the people of the Wawa were Kushites,

Blemmyes, Beja.

There is much that points to an aboriginal mining race

preceding or contemporaneous with, but unknown to, the

ancient Egyptians. The clusters of little stone cottages were

not inhabited by overseers, nor were they built for or by

slaves and captives, with whose misery the language of 2000

years ago excites our sympathy. Herodotus heard that the

country was inhabited by Blemmyes and Troglodytes. And
the analogy with the dual occupation of Darfur seems the

most probable explanation of the ancient mining towns and

ancient mining' methods which have been referred to.
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Art. XVI.

—

On Hiuen-Tsang instead of Tuan Chwang,

and the necessity of avoiding the Pekinese sounds in the

quotations of ancient proper names in Chinese. By Dr.

Terrien de Lacouperie, late Professor of Indo-

Chinese Philology (University College).

Summary .—§ 1. Why hesitations on spelling the name of Hiuen-

Tsang. 2. Chinese custom of Tabu-ing proper names of

reigning dynasty. 3. Curious effects in numismatic books.

4. R'men ^ substituted by Yuen
ffc

in 1662 in all reprinted

works. 5. Spelling Yuen instead of Siuen is yielding to

a temporary superstition. 6. Modern sounds in Pekinese

are much debased. 7. Instance of A-yu for A-dzuk=^

.Aqoka. 8. Two corruptions absorb one sixth of the

Pekinese vocabulary. 9. Confusions in the names of

dynasties. 10. Tsang is the right spelling of the alleged

Chwang. 11. Conclusion.

1. The reasons which induce me to preserve the spelling

Hiuen-Tsang instead of adopting the newly-proposed Yuan

Chwang 1 are that the latter is erroneous and without any

standing whatever, while the other, besides its long accept-

ance by European scholars, is more true to history.

1 Yuan chwang or Eiouen Thsang ? By T.W Rhys Davids, above pp. 377-379.
[The learned writer has not quite understood the point I intended to raise in

my letter. No two of the six European writers (all of them well-known writers

on Chinese subjects) quoted in the letter agree in their method of representing in

English letters the pronunciation of a name that has to be constantly used by
Indianists. How then are they to pronounce it P Asa first step I ascertained by
the method set out in the letter, that the modern pronunciation of any ordinary

person in Pekin of the second of the two sets of characters used in China for the

pilgrim's name would be represented (in the transliteration used by Indianists) by
Yiian Chwang. I expressed no opinion as to whether that pronunciation was
erroneous or not, and distinctly reserved the further (and very important) ques-

tions as to what the pronunciation ‘ may have been elsewhere and in the pilgrim’s

time.’ The sole object of the letter was to elicit the opinion of others competent
to speak on those points.— lth. D.j
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We are told in the notice on the subject in the Journal of

the Royal Asiatic Society of last April, that the name of the

illustrious pilgrim to India appears to have been written

y~
(
Uiuen Tsany ’) and ft >J,F

(
Yuen Tsang), but the

cause of this difference is not explained. As it is important

in the discussion, let us see briefly in what it consists.

2. It has long been customary in China to consider as

tabu-ed the personal names of the sovereigns of the reigning

dynasty. 2 “ So soon as a dynastic change has been effected,

the Tabu, which has previously been in force, is removed,

and thus at the present time only the personal names of the

reigning Mandshu house are unwritable.” 3 Other characters

near in sound but not fully homophonous were often employed

instead of those temporarily disused. The practice is gradu-

ally becoming quaint and before long will be obsolete; for

instance, when Tsung Hien, whose reign was styled Yung

Tcheng, came to the throne (a.d. 1723-1735), his personal

name was }fj[
Yn-tchen, ‘ Inherited blessings,’ and to ex-

press the same ideas, his subjects were directed to write

ft |j|
Yun-tching,

‘ Permitted felicity.’ But when the

reigning emperor, whose nien hao is Kwang-siii, began his

reign, the symbols of his personal name, jjj£ \ Tsai Tien,

remained in use, with the sole exception that the bottom line

of the second character was dropped .

3. Now during the present dynasty a large part of the

ancient literature has been re-edited and printed with due

observance of this superstition, until recent years. For the

unaware readers this might produce the most ludicrous effects

and confusions. Let us take as an example a learned work

1 Uiuen Tsang or Hiouen Tsang in French. Sir Thomas Wade himself is

quoted in the above paper as prefering Hiouen to hsiian or yuan. Morrisson

wrote Heuen Tsang (with the first e for t)
;
Edkins writes Hindi Tsang.

2 The following works contain interesting information on the subject:—Liu-

hia, Sin lun. kiv. 6 (a special paper written by a Chinese author of the Vlth

cent.). Ililderic Friend, Euphemism and Tabu in China, Folklore Record, 1881,

vol. i. pp. 71-91. R. K. Douglas, On Tabu-ed Characters, Chinese Manual,

1889, pp. 372-376. T. de L., Babylonian and Oriental Record, 1889, vol. iii.

p. 219
;

Catalogue of Chinese Coins from the Vllth Cent. B.C. to A.D 621,

Including the Series in the British Museum, 1892, p. xxxvi.
3 R. K. Douglas, l c.
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on numismatics, the Tsiuen she |j|
4[f, in sixteen books,

published in 1833, which I happen to have on my table.

The author claims to reproduce in facsimile the coins he

describes. We remark that Shun ^ (personal name of the

last emperor and altered into ^f|), is reproduced without

alteration
;

it shows that the author wrote before 1862. But

the legends, Tsing ning tung pao, issued in

1055-1065, fj/* fu ifi
Hung tche tung pao, issued in 1503,

are reproduced as ^ jjj. and ^ fp 5U because

Ning and Hung were the personal names of Siuan

Tsung
(
Tao Hwang) and Kao Tsung

(
Kien lung) of the

present dynasty, contemporarily and before the author’s

time.

4. Applied to the reproduction of proper names of ancient

times, in the new editions of olden texts, the results are

disastrous. Let us come nearer the object of the present

note. When Sheng Tsu
(
K’anghi

)

ascended the throne in

1662, one of his personal names was ^ Hiuen
;

henceforth

the symbol was altered into ]£, but more commonly sub-

stituted altogether by Yuen.

Tcheng 2 Hiuen §5 a famous commentator of the Han

period, was henceforth quoted as Tcheng Yuen
J|[$ %, and

became liable to confusion with a writer of the latter name

of the Yuen dynasty.

In reprinting the Buddhist Records, wherever a Hiuen

~yj occurred, an Yuen was reprinted in its place. Hiuen

tchiu, Hiuen T'ai, Hiuen Hao, etc., all Buddhist pilgrims,

who went from or through China to India in the seventh

century, were reprinted Yuen Tchiu, Yuen T’ai, Yuen

Hao, etc.

The name of the great pilgrim Hiuen Tsang ^ ljj| did not

escape the fate of the others. Previously to the K’ang-hi

1 Cf. Tsiuen She, kiv. 9, f. 23 ; 10, f. 3 ; 12, f. 8.

2 I always write tch for English ch, because of the confusion otherwise possible

with the French ch (=sh) and the German ch
( = x)-

j.r.a.s. 1892. 54
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reign, it had never been written with an % Yuen, as shown

by the ancient editions of the Buddhist records, the ancient

dictionaries, and the K’ang hi tze tien itself. 1

5. Therefore spelling Yuan or Yuen the name Hiuen of

the pilgrim would be unscholarly and give way to a temporary

superstition, which as far as we know may have disappeared

within a few years hence. Not a few modern scholars have

ceased to pay attention to it with reference to ancient proper

names.

Should any of my readers select to write the name of Hiuen

Tsang in modern Pekinese according; to the convenient Wade
transliteration, it is not Yuan Chwang which he must write,

but Hsuan chwang .
2

6. The sounds of modern Pekinese are much debased and

entirely unfit for the quotation of ancient Chinese names

without the characters in European literature. The number

of distinct syllables, once available for the transliteration of

foreign proper names, has dwindled down considerably, and

the effect of this shrinking of material is also troublesome for

the native names in history. Let those who favour the use

of Pekinese, in quotations of ancient literature, attempt to

read thus an ancient transliteration of Buddhist words. We
have already enough difficulties to overcome in Chinese re-

researches without increasing them with the Pekinese

corruptions.

7. For instance, the name of Agoka was transcribed
|5pJ ]lf

A-yu, which would have been rather wide of the mark, and

without raison d'etre. In the ancient Mandarin represented

by our dictionaries, instead of yu, we find yuli (cf. Basile,

Medhurst, Wells Williams, etc.). The final -h shows that

a consonant at the end was fading away
;
we recover it in

the dialectal pronunciation yok, of Canton, Amoy, Shanghai',

etc. With A-yok we are already one step nearer of the

original pattern. Now, if we refer to the most archaic of

the Chinese dialectical sounds, those of the Sinico-Annamite,

1 Cf. K' ang hi tze tien, s. v. .

2 On some doubts about ehuang, cf. infra note.
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which branched of 200 b.c.,

1

we see that the ancient sound of

y'uli was dzuk? Therefore the name of Agoka was transcribed

A-dzuh, and should we not know the antecedent of the

Chinese transcription, we might have easily recognized it in

A-dzuk, but not in the Pekinese A-yu?

Of course I will admit that this is an exceptional case, and

that giving up Pekinese would not have led us farther than

A-yu/i
,
but there the survival of a final was suggestive of

a further enquiry. We cannot expect to be able to drive

home Chinese transcriptions in every case, but we may ask

not to be compelled to accept as usual renderings sounds

which are emaciated, and take us far away of any possible

identification.

8. For instance, the modern Pekinese chi (tchi) conceals

the ancient Mandarin kill, ki, tsih, tsi, tchih, and tchi, which

themselves recover the former kill, kip, kit, tsik, tsip, tsit, tchik,

tchip, tchit, preserved in the Archaic dialects
;
and the modern

Pekinese hsi conceals the ancient Mandarin hi, lull, A, sih,

which themselves recover the Ink, hip, hit, sik, sip, sit, pre-

served in the dialects.

Thus, the two modern Pekinese syllables chi and hsi are

the present decay of twenty-five syllables all formerly

distinct, and still represented by ten distinct syllables in the

ancient Mandarin. Albeit all the vocabulary is not so bad

as that, I think that the instances quoted, which throw dis-

order in more than one-sixth of the whole, 4 are sufficient to

show that the adoption of Pekinese in European sinology for

historical researches is far from being desirable.

9. There are several names of Chinese dynasties which are

easily confused in Pekinese
;
such as Ts’in J|, Tsin •ff ,

and

1 Cf. The chronological table of Chinese dialects in my work on The Languages

of China before the Chinese, 18S7, §
'205.

2 Cf. P. Legrand de la Liraye, Prononciation figuree des caracteres Chinois m
tMandarin Anuamite, Saigon, 1875, p. 297.

3 Stanislas Julien, who was not aware of the archaic sounds preserved in the

dialects, could only state that ^ represented (6 in Afo/ca (while it represented

really gok). Cf. his Methode pour dechiffrer et transcrire les noms Sanserifs qui

se rencontrent dans les livres Chinois, 1861, No. 2265.
4 In Wells Williams, Syllabic Dictionary, 217 out of 1150 pages

;
in G. Stent,

Pekinese Vocabulary, 110 out of 643 pages.
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Kin ,
which are transcribed CJi’in and Chin

(
Tch'in and

Tchin), and in the Sacred Books of the East, Kh\n and /fin,

where, unfortunately for the non-specialist scholars, the

peculiar system of transcription adopted in the collection

happens, in the Chinese series, to be complicated with the

Pekinese sound. Perusing some days ago a recent work by

a well-known scholar, not a sinologist, I met therein a vague

quotation from this learned collection, where a curtailed

reference was made to a K’in dynasty. I have not yet found

which of the three dynasties, mentioned previously, is there

referred to. So much for the advantages of the Pekinese

sounds.

10. In the name of Hiuen Tsang, the second symbol is

pronounced chwang (tchwang) in Pekinese. I do not see any

advantage in adopting it except that of a useless complication.

The Imperial dictionary of K’ang hi 1 quotes four previous

dictionaries which give the pronunciation by the well-known

fan tsieh method. They are :

—

1°. The Kwang yun of a.d. 1008.

2°. The Tsih yun of a.d. 1039.

3°. The Yun liwei of a.d. 1300.

4°. The Tcheng yun of a.d. 1375.

The initial is marked by ts(u in the first
;
by &(ai in

the fourth, and again by /f* fs(ai in the second, third, and

fourth
;

this spelling is given with special reference to

the name of Moreover in the first case, $$ tsang,

and in the second case, ^ tsang, are given as being homo-

nymous of ijfe,
2 whose pronunciation is therefore settled to

be tsang.

11. Such are the reasons which justify the spelling of

Hiuen-Tsang for the name of the great Chinese Buddhist,

pilgrim of the seventh century, and the avoidance of Pekinese

sounds for the historical names.

1 Cf. K’ang-hi tze tien, s. v. .

2 In Pekinese, these two words tsang are still at present pronounced tsanq, and

it may be asked if the diverged sound chwang ought to be applied to in

a proper name.
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Art. XVII.

—

A Babylonian Ritual Text. By C. J. Ball,

M.R.A.S.

(4 R 23. No. 1.)

The original of the document here translated (K 4806)

is unfortunately much injured, and the text presents

great—Dr. Jensen has said insuperable—difficulties to the

translator. Dr. Sayce has attempted a version of Col. I.

in his Hilbert Lectures, p. 495. Dr. Jensen has made

some good remarks on the piece, and given a version

of Col. I. 8-15 in his Kosmologie (pp. 91 sqq.). A
closer study of the entire text reveals important points

of contact between this document and others, published

in the same volume of inscriptions, from which I have

attempted to extract a connected sense elsewhere
(
Glimpses

of Babylonian Religion, P.S.B.A., Feb. 1892). These will

be noticed in due course. In general, it may be said that,

in spite of a few still enigmatical expressions, it is clear

that we have in this interesting relic of Babylonian religion

an Office or Liturgy, in which rubrics or ritual directions

are interspersed with prayers and invocations of gods.

The purpose of the whole appears to be the consecration

of a graven image; not as Dr. Jensen thinks, of a new city.

It is true that •*TT «< <T- may be read du gal essi,

“ sons of the new city.” But it is also true that

might be read sihir, as elsewhere
;

while (ff may be

Sin innamar “ the moon is visible,” or the like (cp. 3 R
51, No. 8, 1 ; 58, No. 12, 1. 2). This is the more probable,

as the purport of the opening lines seems to have been

.to fix the time astronomically for the rites which follow.
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Transliteration.

Col. I. Obverse.

Dingir E-barra lag du ud xxx gan (ud)na-a-an

5 Nuzku mar salase bubbulum

VII. dingir mes du d. Emme-sarra zi dub-dubbu mes

XII. dingir mes za-bar ana sag libs za-bar sub-wrt

libs za-bar tekil

Gu gal gu mag sam KI-US azagga

10 gugallum gumahhu kalis rite ellitim

sa-gub (?) dib-diba ge-gal da-galla

ibtah kirbiti murim hegalli

Dingir Du-sarra urua agar giba

eris il. Nirba musullilu agar

15 su mu lag-lagga si zu bal-bale

qataga azag mes iqqa maharka

Ka zu-ab sa sag ge 2. gu sa zag sa libs za-bar a rami

ina gin sag kud gin dugga turahhas

Gu ilitti il. Zi atta-ma

20 ana parsi kidude nasuka

ana daris il. Xingiszidda ibrika

[XII. ? dingir] mes gal mes gis-gar mes vsuri

[ Mbit Beli mu~\sim parsi sa same u irsitim

[_ana su dingir] Ga-lum lippaqid-ma

25 [sig alam ne] ana il. Belli liqfa’is

[ka zu-ab sa sag ge 2. g]u sa gubu sa libs za-bar a rami

[gu mulu] na elum mulu na b-ku ban-na

[gu sa~\ sallu belum sa sallum adi mati salil

kur gal a dingir Mul-lilla mulu na b-ku

30 sadit rabu abu ilu T| sa sallum adi mat

siba nam-tar tarra mulu na b-ku

ri’u musim sirndti sa sallum adi mat
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Col. II. Obverse.

tu (or mu) galgal . . .

labis su[bati] . . . ina tu (or mu) . . .

gana gal-galla . . .

sa miristi . . .

ina bu . . .

ki-su-bim . . .

ana sag lilis za-bar . . .

Siba zidda siba [zidda]

riu ldnu riu [kinu]

En-lilla siba [zidda]

En-lil riu [ldnu]

umun tig kala-ma siba [zidda]

bel naphar mati riu [ldnu]

umun tig d. Igigi siba zid[da]

bel naphar il. [f riu ki[nu]

umun tig dargul siba [zidda]

bel tarkulli ri[u kinu]

umun mani gis-garra umun ma[ni gis-garra]

behim massir . . .

umun mani gis-garra [umun mani gis-garra]

belum mussir . . .

munga malla [munga malla]

makkuri sakna[ta maltkuri saknata]

gil-sil malla [gil-sa malla]

sukutta sakinta [sukutta sakinta (?)]

dur azagga . . .

subta ellitim . . .

ki azagga . . .

asru ellum . . .

ki-na azagga . . .

tapsaha ellum . . .
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Col. III. Reverse.

gal uddua . . .

alum subu . . .

umun d. En-ki lugal . . .

belum il. Ea sar . . .

5 umun d. Mardug . . .

belum il. Marcluk . . .

umun ii d. Merra . . .

belum abn il. || . . .

umun sul d. utu . . .

10 belum itlu il. samas . . .

umun d. Iba-ge . . .

belum il. Nin-ib . . .

umun mag sul-pa-uddua . . .

belum siru il. TT • •

15 su sidi bi su [sidi bi]

qata sutesir qa[ta sutesir]

su sidi bi KI-US mu [sidi bi]

qata sutesir kibsa \_sutesir~\

dugga bi sidi dugga [bi sidi]

20 kibita saatum sutesir [kibita suatum sutesir]

lilis zabar dugga bi [sidi]

lilis kibitsu su\_tesir\

ki-su-bim dugga lilis zabar . .

ina pan Lum-ga u lilis z[abar]

25 gin du tukan kesda [kesda]

sani dea lal ni-nunna
[
tasakan]

zi(d) asnan dub-aA- lu niqe [bal-A'i]

uzu zag uzu me-gan uzu ba \_-as-lu tukan ?]
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Col. IV.

[ki-su-bi]m sa asib kun nisiddu sadadi

[dugga ma] tu (or mu) siddu sabat

[su lagga me]n su lagga meu
\_qatika mi]si qatika misi

5 [su lagga me]u d. Enlilla meu
\_qatika misi ilu Jf] misi

* * *

10 [ qata-kunu (?) mi~]sa

* * *

17 . . tilla bi (?)] gulla men
.... napharsunu lihduka

[dingir en-lil-la]l lugal zu ku ni-gab mara-b

20 [ilu en-lf\l ana sarrika patrata risisu

d. Merra lugal zu ku ni-gab mara-b

ilu yy ana sarrika patrata risisu

ki-su-bim sa asib nase dugga-ma

asib ina il-la (4 E, : ma) siddi tunah

25 enuma gu ana bit mummu tuseribu

nipisi NAM US KU ge

kurra bi dim absar a-an ban-uddu

Translation.

' (When) the Shepherd of Ebarra on the thirtieth day a

keepeth holiday, and

The seven b gods, the sons of Emmesharra, are pouring

out the grain :
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[.Rubric. ] The twelve brazen gods into the brazen tripod 0

put, and

The brazen tripod thou shalt cover. d

[Prayer.] Great Bull, lofty Bull, pure trampler e of the

pasture (Ass. trampler of the pure pasture),

Enter the ploughland/ increasing plenteousness,

Planting the god Dusharra (Ass. Nirba)/ making

glad (Ass. fertilizing) the field !

My pure hands have poured a drink-offering before

thee.

\_Rubric.~\ Into the mouth of the Deep/ between the ears of

the bull on the right of the brazen tripod, pour water.

In a head-lopped reed thou shalt drench sweet reeds.

[Prayer.] The Bull, tbe offspring of Zu, thou art;

For the decrees, the statutes, they brought thee.l

For everlasting did Ningishzidda carve (?) thee
;

The twelve (?) great gods did grave the graven work,

At the bidding of Bel that ordaineth the decrees

of heaven and earth.

Unto the hands of Ghalum k let it be committed, and

[This image] unto Bel may be present

!

\_Rubric.~\ Into the moutb of the Deep, between the ears

of tbe bull on the left of the brazen tripod, pour

water.

[Prayer.] Bull that best down
,

1 Lord that best down,

how long wilt thou be lying down ?

Great Mountain, Father Mullil, that art lying down,

how long ?

Shepherd, ordainer of destinies, that art lying down,

how long ?
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Col. II.

Clad in splendid attire . . .

The great garden

[Rubric.] The prajrers m

Into the brazen tripod . . . .

[Invocations.] Faithful shepherd, faithful shepherd,

Ellil, faithful shepherd !

Lord of all the earth, faithful shepherd !

Lord of all the spirits of Heaven, faithful shepherd !

Lord of the Helm (of the world), faithful shepherd !

Lord, Graver of gravings, Lord, Graver of gravings,

Lord, Graver of gravings, Lord, Graver of gravings,

That createst wealth . . .

That makest goods ....
In pure abode (thou abidest)

;

In a pure place (thou dwellest)
;

On a pure couch (thou liest) !

Col. III.

Spirit glorious (or created, produced) . . .

Lord Ea, king . . .

Lord Merodach . . .

Lord (and) Father Himmon . . .

Lord, hero Shamash . . .

Lord Nin-ib . . .

Exalted Lord Dapinu, father . . .

My hands direct, my hands direct thou !

My hands direct, my feet direct

!

This utterance direct, this utterance direct

!

The brazen tripod, the utterance thereof, direct !
n

[Rubric!] The prayers say, the brazen tripod (uncover ?).
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Before (the god) Ghalum, and the brazen tripod,

Reeds abundant (or gross, luxuriant) thou shalt

place
;
a knot thou shalt tie 0

;

Twice (?) pour (a libation) p
;
honey, curds (or ghee ?)

thou shalt set on
;

Grain of wheat pour out
;
a lamb offer

;

Flesh broiled,*1 flesh roasted, flesh sodden, thou shalt

present

;

Fragrant herbs (?) and pulse thou shalt pour out.

* * *

* * *

* * *

Col. IY.

[Rubric.'] The prayers of (unto) him seated behind r the

riding-litter (? or ark)

Say, and take the riding-cloak (or, take off the veil

of the ark).

[.Invocation.] Wash thine hands, wash thine hands,

Wash thine hands, thou Ellilla !

* * *

. . . your hands wash ye !

* * *

[The gods thy brethren ?] may they all rejoice at

(or with) thee

!

Ellilla, unto thy King thou hast given large room, s

Merra (Rimmon) unto thy king thou hast given

large room !

\_Rubric.~\ The prayers unto him seated on high (lit. lifted

up) say, and

Seated on the top of the ark thou shalt leave him.
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When thou bringest a (the) hull into the House of

Mumrau,

Function of the servants (of the Sanctuary).

dbe’s Note.'] Like its original, written and sent out

(from the scriptorium).

Notes.

Lit. a son of the 30th day. Cp. the Heb. idiom QV p,
“ a day old,” used of the moon

;
but especially the

Aramaic n'iJV “13,
•

ra > eodem die.

ud-na, day -f- lie down, is “rest-day,” and “to keep rest-

day”: see Jensen, Kosm. p. 106. The Assyrian

rendering is “ Nuzku, a son of thirty, is withdrawn.”

With babdlu, bubbulu, cp. tpK, C]DiW, Isa. Is. 20;

Joel ii. 10.

Emmesharra (“ Lord of Plenty ”) was a Chthonian

deity and god of vegetation. Adar ("^ seggar,

grain put ?) was the month of reaping and sowing;

and “ the Seven, the great gods ” presided over this

month (4 R 33, 47a). Jensen thinks that they may
be the Pleiades : see his Kosm. p. 92. The Chinese

formerly believed that the seven stars of the Corn

Measure {Tea), i.e. Ursa Major, marked the courses

of the seasons. On the other hand, they call the sun,

moon, and the five planets the “ Seven Directors,” or

rulers of the times and seasons.

The Accadian liliz, lilis, appears in Assyrian as lilisu,

Sb 260. The general sense of our text requires that it

should mean some kind of vessel or receiver. The form

of the word suggests that it is a reduplication of lis
;

lis-lis =lillis =lilis. Now lis (=lus), dil, idgurtu

(cp. adaguru), seems to denote a vessel in (gis) lis-
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biz “ oil flask (?),” (ff/s) lis-ni-ses, napsastu, do.

;

Brunnow, 7753 -sq. We may also compare dug,

lud, the determinative of goblets, tankards, cups, etc.

The Chinese lik, li is “a tripod or incense caldron,”

holding six or ten pecks (the 193rd key or radical).

Perhaps the lilis was a “ brazen laver.”

(1 fe^7=tekkil, fut. qal of
;
whence eklitu “dark-

ness.” The text certainly seems to say that the

twelve “ gods,” that is bronze idols, were to be put

into the lilis and shut in
;
probably a lustral rite.

c
e=YYT- may be a single group, denoting “to

trample down grass,” like the Chinese put, p o,

Chalmers, No. 94. Otherwise, the order of words in

the Accadian indicates the rendering given above.

Cp. line 15, where su mu laglagga is taken in the

Assyrian as equivalent to su-laglagga-mu “ my pure

hands,” though it would rather mean “ my hands

are pure.”

0

f kirbitu : cp. • (I had identified this term inde-

pendently of Jensen.)

s This recalls the American planting of the maize-god

“ the friend of man, Mondamin,” in Longfellow’s

Hiawatha. With salalu cp. nStPE? embryo, Deut.

xiv. 7, Jon., and perhaps <U1Lj, semen genitale. The

Acc. gili is kuzbu, ulsu “joy,” “pleasure.”

h I suppose that the lilis, or brazen caldron, was flanked

by two brazen bulls (cp. 1 Kings vii. 23 sqq).

Between the ears of each bull was an orifice, with

a pipe to carry off the holy water poured into it,

either down into the earth, whence it was called a

“ mouth of the Deep ” (which is underground), or

else perhaps into the lilis.
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The thrice repeated ^ is clearly the relative particle,

and not a verb as Sayce takes it. The gin sag-

knd is, I think, a truncated reed, used as a bucket.

The gin dugga are “ sweet canes,” or edible reeds.

Yarious kinds of reeds were used in lustral cere-

monies and for offerings : see 4 R 25, 34b. Sayce

renders the two lines :

“ The mouth of the deep

(‘ the sea ’) which is between the ears of the bull

is made
;
on the right is it made

;
a rim of copper

I found. On a reed whose head is cut thou shalt

press a good reed.” He evidently transcribed

tulahhas, instead of turahhas, “ thou shalt steep, or

plunge, or soak.”

The Accadian of this second prayer or hymn is un-

fortunately not given. The line ana parsi kidude

nasuka may perhaps mean “ They have brought

thee, in accordance with, to satisfy, the sacred Law ”
;

or even “ to have the sacred laws graven upon thee”

For the expression parsi kiclude, see Lehmann,

Samas-sum-ukin, Bil. 12. (In Bil. 23 Lehmann
leaves the name of the castle of Sippar unexplained.

Bad BAR . UL . RTT . SA . A, or rather bada TTtu

ulu ru sa, is “the castle called ‘the Sun, the

Maker of Joy ’”= Samsu ban or epis ulsi. Cp.

Gudea E. col. 9, 1 sqq., which may be transcribed

thus

:

nin mu ba ziggiO O

nam-ti ba

ud sag dag ni-ru

mu-ku mu-na-sa
“

‘ My lady, the righteous giver,

The giver of life,

Maketh double the sum of days,’

For a name he called it.”)

Ningiszidda was a “ throne-bearer
(
guzalu

)
of Earth,”

4 R 1, 44b
;
Gudea B. iii. 4.
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I have taken ibri as aor. of (cp. Ezek. xxi. 19,

pi.). Might it rather be ibtal—itbal ? Cp. 4 It 25,

41a.

I write gis-gar, because of the Chinese k'ak (=k
r

ar),

kh “ to carve, sculpture, engrave.”

k Lum-ga, or ga-lum “ monster fish,” is a title of

Ea, viz. of Ea sa mulu US-KTJ (see col. 4, 26) ;

2 It 58, 61b. The sign had also the

sound ba-lag (ba-lang), Sb 156, and this seems

akin to ga-lum. We see lum “huge” in da-lum

also. May not balaena, <j)d\cuva
,
possibly be related

to balang, galum ?

I The Chinese have certain festal rites which they

call “waking the gods,” celebrated in the spring

of the year.

ra KI . SU . BI . IM. That this is a complete ex-

pression appears from its recurrence in cols. 3,

4. Cp. Chinese k' it
“ to pray,” pin, ping “ to

supplicate” the gods. We might also transcribe

KI subim
(
=supi

)
“the splendid place” or “seat”

;

but it would not suit the context of cols. 3, 4.

The “ great garden ” or “ plantation ” (meristu
)
reminds

us of 4 It 25, 24b.

II The “utterance of the brazen tripod,” or caldron, is

the prayer which is uttered beside or before it.

0 See 4 R 25, 25b.

p See 4 It 25, 28b : kalumma qim asnan sani dea,

“dates wheaten grain twice (or again) pour out.”

Perhaps ka-lumma should be supplied here also.

1 uzu zag, uzu me-gan : cp. the Chinese sacrificial

terms chik, tsak “broiled,” and fan, Incan (=kwan,

kan) “roast.” (Like the Accadian gan, this old

Ch. kan, pan, is also used with the ordinal numbers.)

The next line is restored from 5 It 25, 12b.
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r kun = arkat, Br. 2011. nisiddu and siddu, 1. 24,

are doubtful. I have thought of the Talmudic T\1ty,

a box-shaped litter or palanquin. The following

invocation calls upon the new god to prepare for

the banquet, as in 4 R 13, No. 2 (see P.S.B.A.,

Feb. 1892) ? gunni siddu= tent of the ark.

s My restoration of the Accadian of col. 4, 19/20 agrees

with the indications of 4 R2
. The Accadian ni-

gab—pitu “
to open,” and

5
so

that ni-gab mara-b is a compound like gal-kida,

meaning “ to open,” “ release,” “ set free,” or some-

thing of the kind : cp. the Heb. 13^ nirT*

Gen. xxvi. 22 ;
also Ps. iv. 2. But we may perhaps

understand a reference to opening the mouth of the

idol
;

cp. 4 R 25, 47-50a. The “ king ” is then the

new god.

With a final prayer the idol is now to be left, seated

on his ark-like throne.

The Chinese dedication of a god consists in giving

by blood the appearance of life to the eye and

countenance of the idol, and placing it on its seat.

This they call kai kwang siting tso
“ giving light,

and raising to the throne” (Morrison).

The line “ when thou bringest a bull into the House

of Mummu” is perhaps only the catchword of the next

tablet in the series. The expression nipisi nam-us-

ku-ge may probably be rendered “Function of the

Hieroduli.” See 2 R 21, 39, 40, and 43, where

US-KU is made a synonym of mulu “ man,” and

la-bar “servant.” Nam-us-ku, therefore, is like

servitus or servitium for servi. The pronunciation

of TTS-KU was possibly (us) tug: cp. 5 R 12, le

tugga, zikarn.

j.r.a.s. 1892. 55
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THE NINTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS

OF ORIENTALISTS.

London, 1892.

About 100 members assembled for tbe preliminary

meeting on Sunday night, tbe 4th September, in the

Whitehall Rooms of the Hotel Metropole, where refresh-

ments were served. The Chairman and some other members

of the Organizing Committee received the guests.

The first, or opening meeting, was held on the following

morning at eleven o’clock in the Theatre of the University

of London, Burlington Gardens. About 200 were present,

including delegates from the Governments of Austro-

Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, the N.W.
Provinces of India, the Punjab, Burmah, Egypt, and

elsewhere. H.H. the Gaikwar of Baroda was represented

by his brother.

Delegates attended from the Universities and learned

societies and institutions.

In the absence of H.R.H. the Duke of York, the

Chairman of the Committee of Organization (Sir Thomas
Wade) invited the Earl of Northbrook, President of the

Royal Asiatic Society, to take the chair.

Letters of regret were read by the General Secretary

(Prof. Rhys Davids) from H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught,

Sir Francis Knollys, the Belgian Minister, the Marquis

de Casa Laiglesia, from the Ministers of China, Japan

and Chile
;

also from Sir Henry Rawlinson, and a telegram

from H.H. the Gaikwar of Baroda.
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The General Secretary then read his report

—

General Secretary’s Report.

My Lord,—The Eighth International Congress of Oriental-

ists, held at Stockholm and Christiana in 1839, left the

selection of the next place of meeting to a Committee

of former Presidents.

The Committee approved of London as the place of

meeting, and were so fortunate as to secure for the office

of President the illustrious scholar, Professor Max Muller,

K.M.
The choice has been amply justified. In spite of adverse

cirsumstances, the response to our invitations has been

most cordial. The list of members includes many of the

most distinguished Orientalists of Europe, and papers of

unusual interest will be presented.

Eleven Governments, twenty-six learned Societies, and

thirteen Universities have sent delegates
;
two invitations

for future Congresses have been received, and the under-

mentioned Princes of India have most generously con-

tributed towards the expenses of the present meeting :

—

H.H. The Gaikwar of Baroda, G.C.S.I.

H.II. The Maharfija of Vizianagram.

H.II. The Maharaja of Maisur.

H.H. The Maharaja of Travancore.

H.H. The Rao of Hutch, G.C.I.E.

H.H. The Thakur Sahib of Gondal, K.C.I.E.

H.H. Rangit Singh, Raja of Rutlarn, K.C.I.E.

H.H. Tbe Raja of Kapfirthala.

H.H. The Maharaja of Kush Behar, G.C.I.E.

The announcement was made that H.M. the King of

Sweden had presented to the Congress the drinking horn

used at Stockholm to be the property of each succeeding

President. His Majesty had further expressed his wish to

give a gold medal for the best essay on some point (to be

afterwards more definitely announced) of Aryan philology.

The President of the Congress, Professor Max Muller
,
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then read, his inaugural address, in the course of which

he said :
“ What we are assembled here for is to bring

the East which seems so far from us as near as possible,

near to our thoughts, near to our hearts.” . . .
“ One of

the greatest achievements of Oriental scholarship is to

have proved that the complete break between the East

and the West did not exist from the beginning-.” . . .

“We must be satisfied with the general statement that

the Consolidation of the Aryan speakers took place some-

where in Asia.” . . .
“ The same holds good as regards

the original home of the Semites.” . . . “No history of the

world can in future be written without its introductory

chapter on the great consolidations of the ancient Aryan
and Semitic speakers

;
that chapter may be called pre-

historic but the (linguistic) facts with which it deals are

thoroughly historical.” . . . “At the present moment,

when the whole world is preparing for the celebration of

the discovery of America, let us not forget that the

discoverers of that old pre-historic world deserve our

gratitude as much as Columbus and his companions. The

discoveries of Sir William Jones, Schlegel, Humboldt, and

of my own masters and fellow workers, Bopp, Pott, Renouf,

Benfey, Kuhn, and Curtius, will ever remain a landmark

in the studies devoted to the history of our race.” . . .

“
It is equally due to the industry and genius of Oriental

scholars, such as De Sacy, Gesenius, Ewald, and Wri
if we can no longer doubt that the ancestors of the speakers

of the Babylonian and Assyrian, Syriac, Hebrew, Phoenician

and Arabic formed once one consolidated brotherhood of

Semitic speech.” . , .
“ The name of our letter Alpha in

the Greek alphabet is a more irresistible proof of Phoeni-

cian influence than all the legends about Kadmos and

Thebes.” . . .

In connection with the last quotation Prof. Max Muller

showed that although positive proofs (like those found in

the Tel-el-Amarna tablets) of the inter-relation of the

different peoples of the East were scarce, we have ever}'

reason to suppose that it really existed.
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On the conclusion of this address a vote of thanks to the

lecturer was proposed by Hofrath Professor Dr. Biihler and

seconded by the Conte de Gubernatis.

The meeting then adjourned.

Afternoon meeting .—At three p.m. the list of books

presented to the Congress was read. For these thanks

were returned, and the following resolution, moved by

Dr. Ginsburg and seconded by Mr. Delmar Morgan, was

passed :

—

“ That the Congress expresses its grateful thanks to the

several donors of the works presented to the Congress

at this session, and that the Committee of Organiza-

tion be authorized to hand these works to the Royal

Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland as

additions to its library, and with power to dispose

of surplus copies in such way as it shall think best

adapted to further the purposes of this Congress.”

The following resolution was proposed by Sir Thomas

Wade and seconded by Dr. T. H. Thornton :

—

“ (1) That a Committee be appointed to consider the

time and place of the next meeting of the Congress

and the selection of a President, and for the further

purpose of drawing up regulations for the organiza-

tion and conduct of the same, based upon the practice

of past sessions of the Congress.

(2) That the Committee be selected by the President

of the Congress in concert with the Chairman of

the Committee of Organization (Sir Thomas Wade),

the General Secretary (Professor Rhys Davids), the

Treasurer (Mr. Delmar Morgan), and the Delegates

of Governments and Societies.

(3) That the proposals of the Committee appointed as

aforesaid be submitted to the Congress for ratifi-

cation.”

In accordance with the above resolution, the following were

appointed to be members of the Representative Committee

:
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Italy ....... Count de Gubernatis.

Austria ...... Professor Biihler.

United States of America Professor Lanman.

Germany Professor Kielhorn.

Sweden Professor Piehl.

England Dr. Peile, Vice-Chancellor of

the University of Cambridge.

Armenia ...... Professor Minasse Teheraz.

To these were added the President of the Congress, the

Chairman of the Organizing Committee (Sir Thomas Wade),

the General Secretary (Prof. Rhys Davids), the Hon.

Treasurer (Mr. E. Belmar Morgan), and Dr. T. H.

Thornton. Power was reserved to add other members to

this Committee.

The following resolution, for regulating proceedings of the

present Congress was proposed by Sir R. West, seconded by

Mr. Percy Kewberry, and carried unanimously :

—

“ That the proceedings of the present Congress be regu-

lated, so far as possible, according to the practice

observed at previous meetings. In the event of

questions arising, the President of the Congress or

Section, as the case may be, shall determine them,

with power, should he think fit, to report questions

of difficulty to the representative Committee ap-

pointed as provided in the preceding resolution.”

The meeting then terminated, and the various Sections

met in their several Sectional Rooms.

The numbers attending the different Sections were about

the same as in former Congresses, except that the Semitic

section was smaller and the Indian (held in the Library

of the University) more numerous. The following were

appointed office-bearers of the various Sections :

—

I. Indian.—Pres. Sir Raymond West
;
Vice-Pres. Profs.

Dr. Biihler and Lanman
;
Secs. Profs. Leumann and Rhys

Davids.

II. Aryan.—Pres. Prof. Cowell
;
Vice-Pres. Profs. Ascoli

and Kielhorn
;
Secs. Profs. Deussen and Macdonnell.
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III. Semitic—
(a) Babylonian and Assyrian.—Pres. Prof. Sayce

;
Vice-

Pres. Prof. Hommel and Dr. Hayes Ward
;

Secs. Prof.

Rogers and Mr. T. G. Pinches.

(
b

)
General.—Pres. Prof. Robertson Smith

;
Vice-Pres.

Profs. Karabacek and Kautzsch
;

Secs. Px-of. Prym and

Mr. Bevan.

IY. Persian and Turkish.—Pres. Sir Frederic Goldsmid
;

Yice-Pres. Prof. Darmesteter
;
Sec. Mr. E. G. Browne.

Y. China, Central Asia, and the Far East.—Pres. Sir

Thomas Wade
;
Secs. Profs. Douglas and Chamberlain.

VI. Egypt and Africa.—Pres. P. le Page Renouf
;
Yice-

Pres. Prof. Reinisch
;
Secs. Prof. Piehl and Mr. Newberry.

VII. Australia and Oceana.—Pres. Sir A. Gordon
;

Sec.

Rev. Dr. Codrington.

VIII. Anthropological.—Pres. Dr. Tylor
;

Yice-Pres.

Prof. Darmesteter
;
Secs. Prof. Goldziher and Mr. Strong.

IX. Geographical.— Pres. Sir M. E. Grant Duff; Yice-

Pres. Count A. de Gubernatis and Dr. C. Gilman
;

Secs.

Rev. J. C. Casartelli and Mr. H. J. Mackinder.

X. Archaic Greece and the East.—The Rt. Hon. W. E.

Gladstone; Sec. Mr. R. Brown, jun.

Inaugural Addresses of Presidents of Sections.

I. Sir Raymond West spoke on the Higher Education

in India, its Position and its Claims (Monday afternoon).

II. Prof. Cowell treated (before the combined Sections I.

and II.) of the Results of Aryan Philology obtained

in the last decade, inserting some slokas of his own
with English translation

(
Tuesday morning).

III. (a) Prof. Sayce read an address on Assyrian Discoveries

and Investigations of late years (Wednesday morning).

(h) Prof. Robertson Smith delivered no formal address.

IY. Sir Frederick Goldsmid delivered an address on Trans-

lations from Persian
(
Wednesday morning).

Y. There was no inaugural address in this Section (Tuesday

morning).

T. No inaugural address in this Section.
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VII. Sir Arthur Gordon read a paper on Fiji Poetry

( Wednesday morning )

.

VIII. Dr. E. B. Tylor’s address was upon the traces of the

ancient stone age in the Oriental region, with the view

of discovering the basis upon which later and higher

stages of civilization were raised.

IX. Sir M. E. Grant Duff delivered his address on Additions

to our Knowledge of Asiatic Geography since 1869.

( Tuesday morning).

X. In the absence of Mr. Gladstone his address was read

by Prof. Max Muller in the Theatre of the University

of London on Wednesday afternoon.

Single Papers.

I. Tuesday morning (I. and II. combined). Prof. Kielhorn

made a communication with respect to a Collection of Notes

by Colebrooke in the University Library of Gottingen.

The discussion of Sir Raymond West’s address was re-

sumed by Profs. Biihler and Cowell, Messrs. Chintamon,

Bhatt, Neil, and Taw Sein Ko.

Prof. Leumann contributed a short paper on a communi-

cation by Prof. Pulle concerning 350 Jain MSS. in the

Biblioteca Nazionale, Florence.

Mr. Taw Sein Ko read a paper on Burmese Beliefs about

Spirits.

Wednesday morning .

—

The Rev. Murray Mitchell treated

of the Mahrathi Poets.

Mr. J. A. Baynes gave an abstract of his paper on the

Language Census in India. This was followed by a dis-

cussion, in which Mr. W. E. Crooke and Prof. Biihler took

part.

Prof. Rhys Davids delivered a resume of the paper by

Miss Foley, dealing with the Life and History of the Women
members of the Buddhist Order, and read a portion of

Mrs. Bode’s translation of Buddhaghosha’s commentary on

the Anguttara Nikaya.

Wednesday afternoon (I. and II. combined).—Prof. Biihler

produced Photographs of Jaina Sculptures from Mathura,
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and explained the various curious details, especially a figure

of Negamesa and representations of Centaurs.

Prof. Cowell read an excellent paper on the Alahakavya

called Buddhacarita. He showed that it had been imitated

by Kalidasa in the Raghuvansa and by the author of the

extant Ramavana. Prof. Cowell had published an edition

of the work and distributed fifty copies to members of

the Aryan Section.

Prof. Biihler gave an account of Mr. Pathak’s paper

on Kumarila in Jain Literature, and Prof. Rhys Davids

read Surgeon-Major Waddell’s Report on Excavations in

Patna.

Thursday morning (I. and II. combined).—Prof. Biihler

gave a brief abstract of Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar’s paper on

the Sutras of Acvalayana and Qankhayana. The object of

the paper, which is an exceedingly scholarly and valuable

one, is to give an account of a lately discovered MS.
entitled Anukramanidhundhu, and to show witb its help

that the two Sutras are intended for the adherents of both

the Bashkala and the Qitkala Samhita.

Mr. Vincent A. Smith then read his paper, entitled :

“ Observations on the Gupta Coinage,” an abstract of

which has already been printed and distributed. Prof.

Biihler added some remarks.

Prof. Rhys Davids next read Mr. H. C. Warren’s paper

on “ Buddhaghosha’s ‘Path to Purity.’” Dr. Morris and

Prof. Lanman expressed the thauks of the Section to the

author of the paper
;

Prof. Lanman adding that Mr.

AVarren had been engaged for some time on a complete

edition of the Pali Text of the work in question, which

will certainly be published, either in the Harvard series,

or by the Pali Text Society, during next year.

Air. C. B. Clarke, F.R.S., read an abstract of a paper

by Air. AV. Brennand on “ Indian Astronomy.” Dr. Burgess

added some remarks.

The thanks of the Section were passed to Air. Alalabari,

to Air. II. H. Dhruva, and to Prof. AVilhelm for the

papers submitted by them
;
and to Air. G. B. Tilak, B.A.,
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for printed copies of the summary of his work called

“ Orion,” which were distributed among the members of

the Section.

Mr. Kashinath Trimhak Telang’s paper on “ Gleanings

from Maratha Chronicles,” was read by Dr. Burgess, who
remarked that the paper was one of great value.

Friday morning (I. aud II. combined).—Prof. Deussen

read his paper on the Philosophy of the Yedas, distributing

at the same time a prospectus of a new general history

of philosophy to be published by him later on.

Mr. E. J. Rapson read Major-Gen. Sir A. Cunningham’s

paper on “ The Coins of the Hiina Kings.”

Mr. Stuart Glennie treated of “ The Origin and Cradle-

land of the Aryan Race.”

Prof. Ascoli read his paper, “ Ueher die verwandschafts-

verhaltnisse der indogermanischen Sprachen.” A discussion

followed in which Prof, von Bradke and Prof. Rhys Davids

took part.

Afternoon.—Prof. Max Muller submitted to the Congress

the new edition of his Rig Veda, and moved a vote of

thanks to the Maharaja of Vizianagram.

Hofrath Dr. Biihler seconded the vote of thanks to II. IT.

the Raja, and handed in, in support of his contention, the

following document :

—

“ The undersigned, while giving expression to their high

sense of the obligation to H.H. the Raja of Vizianagram

for the generous help given for the republication of Prof.

Max Muller’s edition of the Rig Veda with Sayana’s

commentary, venture to hope that an additional volume

may be published containing a verbal index to the hymns.”

The document was signed by the Sanskrit scholars

attending the Congress.

Dr. Pavolini read a paper on the Madhavanala Katha.

Prof. Rhys Davids read an abstract of the Rev. Dr.

Richard Morris’s paper on “ Jain and Sanscrit Etymology

in the light of Pali.”

Prof. Biihler and Prof. Cowell discussed some of the

points raised by Dr. Morris.
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M. de la Yallee Poussin read two papers by M. Sylvain

Levi (1) on the early Cartography of India with facsimiles
;

(2) On two Chinese Versions of the Milinda-panho, this

paper being the joint production of MM. Specht and Levi.

Mr. St. John spoke of “Some old Towns in Pegu.”

II. Tuesday morning, Wednesday afternoon
, Thursday

morning, and Friday this Section was combined with I.

Wednesday morning.—Prof, von Bradke spoke on the

pre-historic separation of the Aryan nations.

Prof. Kielhorn discussed the exact commencement of the

Kalachuri era.

Prof. Colinet revealed the primitive nature of the goddess

Aditi.

J)r. Schrumpf lectured on the Progress of Armenian
Studies.

III. (a) No report of this Sub-Section has been received

up to the time of going to press.

(
b
)

General Semitic Section.

Tuesday morning.— Dr. I. Goldziher read a paper, in

German, entitled “Salih b. Abd al Iyuddus und das Zindik-

thurn wahrend der Regierung des Chalifen Al-MahdI.” He
discussed the doctrines of the Zindiks (i.e. “ heretics ”), a

religious sect which exercised much influence under the

earlier Abbasid Caliphs. It was shown that in some of their

writings there appear distinct traces of Buddhist ideas.

Prof. J. P. N. Land made some remarks on the earliest

development of Arabic music. He distinguished between

the native Arabic music of pre-Islamic times, and the later

systems which were developed under Greek and Persian

influence. Drawings were exhibited representing various

kinds of lute or guitar in use among Arabs and Persians.

Tuesday afternoon.—Dr. H. Hirschfeld gave some account

of his forthcoming edition of the Dlwan of Hassan b. Thabit,

at the same time discussing the poet’s history, and the

genuineness of the pieces attributed to him.
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Wednesday.— Prof. D. H. Muller presented his work,

“ Die Recensionen und Yersionen des Eldad had-Ditni,”

adding some explanations. “ The Book of Eldad the

Danite,” is a mediaeval Jewish composition, describing an

imaginary Israelite kingdom in the centre of Africa. By a

comparison of the variants in certain passages, Prof. Muller

has succeeded in establishing a genealogy of the various

manuscripts.

Dr. M. Gaster described his forthcoming edition of the

Aramaic Chronicle of the Hasmonoeans, sometimes called

“Megillath Antiochos.” This work, according to Dr. Gaster,

was composed in the first century of our era. The Western

manuscripts of it are less correct than those from South

Arabia. The latter have the superlinear vocalization.

The Rev. G. Margolioutli read a paper on the superlinear

vocalization, of which there are two varieties, the “ simple
”

and the “composite.” The author rejected the notion that

this vocalization is of Karaite origin, and also disputed its

right to be called Babylonian. He argued that it was based

upon a combination of the two systems of Syriac vocalization

and was originally applied to Aramaic documents only, not

to the Hebrew text of Scripture.

The President of the Section communicated two papers by

Prof. E. Nestle, of Tubingen, the first dealing with some

points of Semitic palaeography, the second with the new
Cambridge edition of the Septuagint.

An abstract was also read of a paper by the Yery Rev.

A. J. Maclean, describing his work on the living Aramaic

dialects of Kurdistan and the neighbouring districts. These

dialects are numerous and divergent; previous to Archdeacon

Maclean’s researches only one or two types had been fully

examined.

Thursday.— Dr. K. Yollers read a paper on “Arabic

Phonetics.” There are two phonetic systems which, from

about the end of the eighth century of our era, have been

known to the native Arabic philologists. Both may perhaps

be ultimately based upon Indian systems. Dr. Yollers

pointed out the great importance of phonetic researches as
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throwing light upon the relation between the different

dialects.

Prof. J. Karabacek spoke, in German, on Arabic Proto-

colls, i.e. first leaves of official rolls of papyrus, pointing out

how the study of these furnishes a solid basis for the know-

ledge of Arabic diplomatic documents. The author exhibited

photographs illustrating the various types and styles used

in the early centuries of Islam.

Ahmed Effendl ZekI, Delegate of the Egyptian Govern-

ment, gave an account of several works composed or copied

by himself.

Sheikh Muhammad Rashid spoke, in Arabic, on the

history and characteristics of the Cairene dialect, and pre-

sented his new Commentary on Hariri.

Colonel G. T. Plunkett read a paper on “ The Study of

Arabic by Europeans,” suggesting the establishment of

a Normal School in Egypt, to train natives in the art of

teaching Arabic to Europeans. On the motion of Colonel

Plunkett, seconded by Sir Francis Grenfell, the Section

unanimously resolved to ask the Congress at its general

meeting to take steps for impressing on the Government the

importance of subsidizing the study of modern Arabic.

Friday.—Prof. D. II. Muller spoke, in German, on the

proto-Arabic inscriptions, brought from Northern Arabia by

Prof. J. Euting. These inscriptions are numerous, but

mostly very short. They are written in a character nearly

akin to the Sabaean, presenting, however, numerous palseo-

graphical difficulties. As regards their dialect, one very

important feature is the use of the prefix H N as a definite

article.

Prof. Ascoli communicated a paper by Prof. I. Guidi on

the Hebrew text of Gen. ii. 19.

Sir II. II. Howorth read a paper in which he argued that

at the end of the first chapter of Ilaggai there is a lacuna

which may be supplied from Ezra iii.

Mrs. Lewis submitted photographs of some very ancient

Arabic MSS. of the Gospels (tenth century) and Epistles

(ninth century) from the monastery of Mount Sinai. The

text differs considerably from any hitherto published.
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At the suggestion of the President, supported by Profs.

Karabacek, D. H. Muller, Dr. Goldziher, and Sir H. H.

Howorth, it was determined that a meeting should be held

on Monday at 10‘45 to form a provisional Committee with

a view to the organization of a group of scholars to under-

take the compilation of an Oriental Encyclopedia.

Monday .—A list of 12 scholars, representing the principal

countries of Europe, was drawn up to form the provisional

Committee above-mentioned.

Wednesday morning .—A letter from Mr. Hormuzd Rassam,

upon Excavations in Assyria and Babylonia, and the destruc-

tion of antiquities discovered there, was read by the Secretary,

and in the discussion which ensued Dr. Hayes Ward moved

the following resolutions :

—

“ (1) That this meeting deplores the destruction of

ancient monuments which takes place in the

provinces of the Turkish Empire, and expresses the

hope that the Turkish government will find means

for checking it.

“ (2) That it is desirable that the learned societies and

scholars of Europe and America combine to solicit

the assistance of their respective governments to

use their influence with the Sublime Porte to allow

proper researches to be made by experienced ex-

plorers, either on their own account or on that of

foreign museums, leaving the distribution of what

would be discovered for future arrangement.”

Mr. Cope Whitehouse, Colonel Plunkett, and Mr. Delmar

Morgan also spoke, and the motions were duly carried.

Mr. St. C. Boscawen then read his paper upon “ Some

Mythological Inscriptions from Tel-el- Amarna,” and Prof.

Sayce made some remarks on the same.

IV. Persian and Turkish.

Wednesday morning.—Mr. Ahmad Beg Akaeff read a

paper on “ The Origins of the Shiite Sect,” which he

believed to be a rehabilitation of Zoroastrianism, and Dr.
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Mills one on “ The Zend MSS. recently acquired by the

Bodleian Library.” Facsimile pages of the reproduction of

the Yasna MS. shortly to be published by the Clarendon

Px-ess were distributed to the members of the Section.

Thursday .—The Rev. L. Casartelli gave an account of

the literary activity of the Parsees during the last ten

3
rears

;
and Miss Sorabji read a paper on the public

and domestic life of this people, with special reference

to the educational and social position of Parsee women.

Friday.—Mr. H. Weld Blundell gave an account of his

recent explorations in Persepolis, illustrating his description

by photographs and diagrams shown by lime-light.

Mr. William Simpson spoke on “ Indian Architecture,”

tracing the origin of Muhammadan architecture back to the

Sassanian, and showing the influence of primitive huts of

bamboo on the later buildings of the Buddhists.

V. China, Central Asia, and the Far East.

Tuesday morning .

—

The Sectioii met in the rooms of the

Society of Antiquaries, under the presidency of Prof. Sir

Thomas Wade. Dr. Legge, of Oxford, opened the business

of the day with an account of “ The Comparative Merits of

the Three Doctrines accepted in China,” as represented in a

work by Liu Mei, a Chinese Buddhist author, who flourished

some five or six centuries ago. Liu Mei naturally ranks

Buddhism above the systems of Confucius and Taoism
; but

Dr. Legge avowed a decided preference for the doctrine of

Confucius and his followers.

Sir Thomas Wade spoke upon the same subject.

Afternoon .

—

The Rev. Dr. Edkins argued that Chinese is

of an older type than any other known language. His view

depends mainly on the theory that certain letters are more

recent than others, and that Chinese is poorest in the latter

and richest in the former sounds. Egyptian, Tibetan, and

Tartar were placed next in the scale to Chinese
;
then the

Semitic group, and lastly the Aryan, as the youngest of the

Great linguistic families.O O
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Sir H. Howorth, who followed with some interesting re-

marks, suggested that the Semitic words, which Dr. Edkins

had collected from Tibetan, might have been introduced into

that language by such agencies as that of the Nestorians.

Wednesday morning. — Dr. T. de Lacouperie read an

abstract of a luminous paper by Prof, de Harlez on “ The

Age and Composition of the Li Id.” After a few comments

by the President, the Rev. J. C. Ball, M.R.A.S., treated of

“The Accadian affinities of the Chinese writing and language.”

By way of illustration, the characters for “ parent” (house

star), and those for “reed,” “gold,” “sheep,” “righteous-

ness ” were shown on the black board to be ultimately

identical in the two languages. A discussion followed, in

which Prof. Legge, Dr. Edkins, Sir T. Wade, and Sir H.

Howorth took part.

An essay on the ku roen, entitled “ China’s altester Cultur-

zustand auf Grund seiner Schriftzeichen,” by Dr. Rudolf

Dvorak, was laid before the Section.

Wednesday afternoon.—Some fine old Daimio swords were

exhibited by Sir Henry Howorth.

Dr. T. de Lacouperie discoursed of “ The shifting of the

Names and Symbols of the Points of Space from Babylonia

to China, as Evidence of the South-west Asiatic Origin of

the Early Chinese Civilization.” It was alleged that the

Sumero-Akkadian symbols for north and south have been

interchanged by the “ Bak families” who were the civilizers

of China, while those for east and west have been retained in

their original application.

Thursday morning .—Mr. C. J. W. Pfoundes read part of an

exhaustive account of “ Buddhism in Japan.” Incidentally

it was pointed out that the designation “Esoteric Buddhism ”

was an absurd misnomer of so-called Theosophy. Dr.

Georg Huth, of Berlin, presented a new work in Tibetan,

and read a paper in German on “ Ilor chos byung, eine

Geschichte des Buddhismus in der Mongolei und Tibetischer

Sprache.” Dr. Ginsburg interpreted. Prof. Max Muller

remarked on the superior value of Tibetan versions of

Sanskrit texts. A letter from Miss C. F. Gordon Cumming,

j.r.a.s. 1892. 56
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about Mr. Murray’s adaptation to Chinese of Braile’s system

of teaching the blind to read, was laid before the Section by
Prof. Legge.

Thursday afternoon.—Mr. Walter Denning’s review of

“ Modern Japanese Literature ” was read by Prof. R.

K. Douglas. The writer criticized Mr. Satow’s article,

“Japanese Literature,” in the American Encyclopaedia, and

argued against discarding the native script in favour of the

Roman character.

Mr. Dickins, who had sent Mr. Denning’s paper, added

also some remarks of his own in favour of Romanisation.

Dr. T. de Lacouperie presented a catalogue of the Chinese

Coins of the British Museum.

A letter was received from Gen. Alexander on the peculiar

structure of the Mongolian eye.

Friday morning.—Mr. E. Delmar Morgan addressed the

Section on the subject of the recent discoveries in Mongolia.

His paper was entitled “ Reports on the results of the

Russian Archaeological Expedition to the valley of the

Orkhon (Mongolia).” These Reports are written by Dr.

W. Radlof and other members of the expedition. They

are accompanied by a fine Atlas with Photographs, a set

of which, received from St. Petersburg, was laid on the

table.

Prof. 0. Donner followed with “Die Inschriften am Orchon

und die finnische Expedition dorthin 1890.” Prof. Donner

presented to the Congress a publication by the Societe

Einno-Ougrienne of Helsingfors, containing inscriptions

from the valley of the Orkhon, brought home by the

Finnish Expedition in 1890.

There are three large monuments, the first erected 732 a.d.

by order of the Chinese Emperor, in honour of Kiue-Teghin,

younger brother of the Khan of the Tuklu (Turks). The

second was also erected by order of the Emperor, in honour

of Mekilikor (Moguilen), Khan of the Tuklu, who died

733 a.d. Both monuments are covered with Chinese and

“ runic ” inscriptions. The third is trilingual, the inscrip-

tions being written in Chinese, Uigur, and “runic” or
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Yenissei characters. The importance of these memorials,

for the problem of the oldest forms of the Turkic dialects,

is evident.

The Rev. H. Hanlon’s paper on “ The Folk Songs of

Ladak ” was read by Mr. Casartelli.

The Section did not meet on Saturday.

VI. Egypt and Africa.

Tuesday .— Papers were read by Professor Hechler on

a newly discovered MS. on papyrus of a portion of the

Septuagint, and by Dr. Flinders Petrie on recent excavations

at Tel-el-Amarna. The Hon. Sec., Mr. Newberry, also read

a paper by Mr. LI. Griffith on “Fragments of Ancient

Egyptian Stories.”

Wednesday .— Papers were read bv Dr. Karl Piehl on

personal pronouns in Egyptian, by Dr. Ed. Mahler on the

decree of Kanopus, and by Prof. Y. Schmidt on the sarco-

phagi and funeral wrappings of the Egyptians.

Thursday.—Prof. Norman Lockyer read a paper on the

orientation of Egyptian temples, and Col. Plunkett read

a paper, by Major Windgate, on the rise and wane of

Mahdism in the Sudan.

Friday.—Mr. le Page Renouf (the President) read a paper

on “Vowels in the Egyptian Alphabet.” Count Raimio

D’Hulst read Prof. Naville’s paper on “ A king of the 19th

Dynasty.”

In the afternoon Prof. Mahaffy gave an account of the

Flinders Petrie papyri, containing fragments of Greek texts
;

and proof plates of Mr. Percy Newberry’s forthcoming work,

“Memoirs on Beni Hasan and El Bersheh,” were shown and

explained.

VII. Australasia.

Wednesday morning.— The President read a paper on

“ Fijian Poetry,” giving translations of legendary, dramatic,

popular and amatory songs.
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The next paper was on “ The Languages of British

New Guinea,” by Mr. Sidney Ray. In this paper he

compared the grammar and vocabularies of twenty-one

languages of New Guinea and the neighbouring islands.

A resolution was proposed by Dr. E. B. Tylor urging the

importance of further official research into the languages,

religion, and customs of the tribes in the Possession.

Friday Horning .—The Rev. Dr. Mac Farlane read a paper

on “ New Guinea,” describing from personal knowledge the

country and the people. The Rev. J. E. Newell contributed

a valuable paper on “ The Chiefs’ Language of Samoa,”

followed by an interesting discussion, in which Mr. Ray
adduced for comparison chiefs’ languages in the Loyalty

and Caroline Islands.

VIII. Anthropological Section.

Tuesday morning .—A paper was read by Count Angelo

de Gubernatis on “ Le role du Mythe dans le Conte Popu-

late,” which was followed by a discussion, in which the

President, Prof. Darmesteter, Prof. Tcheraz, and Mr.

Hagopian took part.

Prof. Tcheraz read a paper on “Armenian Mythology,” in

which he gave the results of his personal investigations

among the people.

Wednesday morning .—The Section did not meet.

Thursday morning.—Prof. T. de Lacouperie read a paper,

“Sur le Coco du roi de Yueh et l’arbre aux enfants,” in

which he sought to prove that the story of the cocoa-nut

of the king of Yueh represented the primitive form of the

legend found in Albiruni and the Mahabharata of a tree

upon which children or diminutive men grow like fruit.

The paper was followed by a discussion.

Count Angelo de Gubernatis presented a paper by Signor

Girolamo Donati, entitled “ Una tavoletta augurale Indiana,”

in which the author identifies the god Mangala with Kilrti-

keyya.
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Prof. Kovalevsky read a paper on “ Iranian influences in

the Caucasus,” which was followed by a discussion, in which

the President, Dr. Giaster, Prof. Tcheraz, and Count de

Gubernatis took part.

Mr. St. Chad Boscawen spoke extempore on “ Pictorial

Systems of Writing as evidence of Early Civilization and

Prehistoric Times.”

A paper on “Anthropology in India,” by the Hon. H. H.

Risley, in the absence of the author, was read by the

Secretary. Attention was called to the excellent work done

in Anthropometry and Statistics under the patronage of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, and the hope was expressed that

the Congress might see their way to giving influential

support to the study of Anthropology in India.

Friday morning.—Mr. William Crooke, Bengal Civil

Service, read a paper describing the work already done

in connection wflth ethnographical research in Northern

India. The paper was followed by a discussion.

A proposal was submitted to the meeting by the President

and carried unanimously :

—

“ That the Anthropological Section of the Oriental Con-

gress desire to express their sense of the political

as well as scientific importance of the anthropometric

and descriptive information collected under the orders

of the Government of Bengal, and note their satis-

faction that the Government of the North-west

Provinces and Oudh has taken steps to promote

ethnographic studies within its jurisdiction, and

trust that this line of research may receive through-

out India the countenance and support of other local

governments and administrations. Sufficient interest

exists among Indian officials to enable the investiga-

tions in question to be carried on without the necessity

of applying to Government for a subsidy.”

A paper was read by Professor Leumann on “ Rosaries

in use amongst the Jains.” The President exhibited speci-

mens of Yaishnava and Shaiva rosaries, and a discussion
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followed in which Mr. Pfoundes, Professor Kovalevsky,

Mr. Crooke, and Mr. Tau Sein Ko took part.

A paper on “ The Marital Relations of the Nicobar

Islanders,” in the absence of the author, Mr. E. H. Man,

was read by the Secretary.

The following proposal was made by the President, and

carried unanimously :

—

“ That this Section desires to call the attention of the

Congress to the importance of forming a collection

of Oriental folk-lore on a systematic basis by the

co-operation of Orientalists in each country.”

IX. Geographical Section.

Tuesday morning.—Dr. H. Schlichter read “ Some Notes

on the African Discoveries of the Arabs in Antiquity.” He
contended that the ruins at Zimbabwe are not merely of pre-

Mohammedan date, but that they could not possibly have

been erected in the 600 years preceding the Mohammedan
era.

Mr. C. W. Campbell (H.M.’s Consular Service in China)

read a paper on the “ Discovery of Korea,” in which he

brought together, it is believed for the first time, the early

notices of that land.

Wednesday morning.—Dr. W. H. Flinders Petrie read an

excellent sketch of the action of “ Causes and Effects in

Egyptian Geography.”

Mr. J. Theodore Bent gave an account of the more recent

discoveries among the ruins of Zimbabwe and its neighbour-

hood. Dr. Petrie made some remarks on his paper.

Mr. Haskett Smith read a careful summary of “ Syrian

Exploration since 1886,” the date of Mr. Besant’s “Twenty-

one Years’ Work in the Holy Land.” Mr. Guy le Strange

commented on Mr. Smith’s paper.

Thursday morning .— Prof. W. M. Ramsay read an ad-

mirable paper on “ The Persistent Attachment of Religious
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Institutions to Special Localities in Asia Minor.” Sir H.

Howorth took part in the discussion which followed.

Mr. D. G. Hogarth made some valuable suggestions for

the “ Future Exploration of Asia Minor.” The abstract of

a paper by Major Brown, R.E., on “Lake Moeris ” was

read, and was discussed by Mr. Cope Whitehouse.

This Section did not meet on Friday.

X. Archaic Greece.

Wednesday afternoon.— Mr. Gladstone’s address. This

was printed and copies distributed among members of the

Congress.

Thursday morning.—Mr. T. S. Stuart Glennie spoke on

the Oriental origins of Greek civilization, and Mr. Robert

Brown made some observations on the same subject.

Friday morning.—Mr. Robert Brown, jun., discussed the

astronomical statements of Aratos respecting the celestial

equator, and showed their Euphratean origin.

Concluding Meeting.

Monday, September 12th.—The concluding meeting was

held in the morning, the President, Prof. Mas Muller, in

the chair. A letter and telegram were read from H.R.II.

the Duke of Connaught, and congratulatory telegrams from

H.M. the King of Sweden, H.I.H. the Archduke Rainer,

and H.R.H. Duke Philip of Saxe Coburg. A number of

resolutions from the various Sections were then read and

carried by the meeting. It was decided to hold the Tenth

International Congress at Geneva in 1894, and a set of

regulations for the conduct and organization of future

Congresses were agreed to. Votes of thanks to the Uni-

versities of London and learned Societies which had lent

their rooms to the Congress, to the Indian Princes who had

contributed to its funds, to the Universities of Oxford and

Cambridge, and to the public bodies and private persons who
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had entertained the members of the Congress, were passed.

The Sheikh Mahomed Rashid recited an Arabic poem, the

substance of which was interpreted in French by Mahomed

Zeki Effendi. Professor Ascoli, Senator of the Kingdom of

Italy, moved, and Professor Drouin seconded, a vote of

thanks to the President, who, in response, declared the Ninth

Congress of Orientalists closed.

Thus ended one of the most successful Congresses that has

been held. The greatest efforts will be made to bring

out the complete transactions a3 soon as possible. Mean-

while we may look forward to the Tenth Congress at Geneva

in 1894, and wish to it also every success.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Note on Ancient Remains of Temples on the Bannu
Frontier. Communicated by Lala Hira Lai.

Sir,

—

Lala Hira Lai, a member of the Royal Asiatic

Society, has communicated to me the following details of

some old Temples in an unfrequented part of the Panjab

frontier. In Edwardesabad, or Bannu, a little below Attock,

is the small town of Kalabagh, on the very bank of the

Indus. The river is here not more than 400 feet broad,

as it is confined between high banks on both sides. Just

opposite to Xalabagh is the small village of Mari, the path

from the river bank leading to which winds round the base

of a hillock about 200 feet high. The hillock is called by

the villagers Arjan Nanga, and upon mounting this the

remains of two Temples are reached. The villagers state

that, after the Kerwas had defeated the Pandwas, the latter

retired to this hill in order to spend their twelve years of

banishment in seclusion. Tbeir exile is supposed to have

been passed on the spot marked by these Temples. A little

higher up there are the remains of a third utterly ruined

Temple, built of bricks of light porous clay, about one

foot long, nine inches wide, and three inches thick. The

villagers informed Hira Lai that the bricks of this ruin

were made of leaves; and this statement induced him to

break a few of the bricks. To his astonishment he found

them all distinctly marked inside with the impressions of

the leaves of trees. Several specimens of these broken

bricks have been forwarded to me, and the veining of the

laurel-like leaves is certainly very distinct upon them.
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The presence of a petryfying spring at no great distance

renders it probable that these bricks are made of clayey

soil mixed with leaves, which has been under tbe influence

of this spring of water. It seems, however, that no use

is now made of this material in building. A large number

of quartzose crystals are scattered over the hill and im-

bedded in the stones. These, it is asserted, are due to the

curse of a Faqir, who turned into useless crystals all the

precious gems of which the hill was originally composed.

The two Temples first spoken of are believed by the villagers

to be five thousand years old
;
and they are undoubtedly

of great antiquity. Their fronts appear to have been

repaired in modern times. Lala Ilira Lai is, unfortunately,

not an artist
;

but he
t
kas supplied rough sketches which

show that these are remains of Buddhist Temples of the

tall, or conical, kind
;
but whether of the straight or bulged

species it is impossible to say. The Buddhistic character

of these remains is made certain by the eight-leafed lotus

ornaments, which Hira Lai represents as the characteristic

carving of the Temples. It is worth notice that the

villagers of the neighbourhood of this hill use small stone

bottles for ink, etc., which closely resemble small stupas.

They are ed/M-sided, just like ordinary Buddhistic pillars;

and the zig-zag markings on each face also consist of eight

points
;
while the edges of the faces are notched into eight

divisions. Round the dome-like tops of these little stupas

are sets of eight-pointed zig-zags, and there are also notches

arranged in sets of eight. It is, at least, remarkable that

obscure villagers should be traditionally manufacturing these

little stone objects so suggestive of a Buddhistic origin,

marked all over with the mystic number eight, in contiguity

to the remains of old Buddhistic Temples.

Frederic Pixcott.



NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

(July, August, September, 1892.)

I. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals,

1. ZeITSCHRII'T bee Deutschen Horgenlandischen Gesellschaft.

Band xxvi. Heft 1.

Goldzilier (Ign.). Der Diwan des Garwal b. Aus Al-

Hutej’a.

Biihler (G.). Beitrage zur Erklarung der Asoka-

Inscbriften. (fortsetzung

)

Erman (Adolf.). Das Verbal tniss des Aegyptischen zu

den semitischen Sprachen.

Kohut (Dr. Alex.). 1st das Scbauspiel im Talmud

genannt, und unter welchem Namen ?

Noldeke (Tbeo.). Bemerkungen zu Geiger’s Ubersetzung

des Pehlewi-Bucbes Jatkari Zareran.

Leumann (Ernst.). Billige Jaina-Driicke.

Fiscber (A.). Zu pp. v-vii. meiner “Biographien von

Gewahrsmannern des Ibn Ishaq.”

2. Journal of the American Oriental Society.

Vol. XV. No. 11.

Bloomfield (Maurice). Contributions to the Interpreta-

tion of the Veda.

Easton (M. W.). The Divinities of the Gathas.

Hatfield (J. T.). The Aucanasadbhutani : Text and

Translation.
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Jackson (A. Y. W.). Where was Zoroaster’s Native

Place?

Oertel (Dr. Hanns.). Extracts from the Jaiminlya-

Brahmana and Upanishad-Brahmana parallel to passages

of the Qatapatha-Brahmana, and Chandogya-Upanishad.

Hopkins (E. W.). Problematic Passages in the Rig-Veda.

II. Obituary Notices.

Surgeon-General Henry Walter Be/leic, M.B., C.S.I., was

the son of the late Major H. W. Bellew, of the Bengal

Army, born at Nusserabad in India, on the 30th of August,

1834, and died at Farnham Royal, Buckinghamshire, on

the ‘26th of July, 1892. His father was Assistant Quarter-

Master General attached to the ill-fated army of Kabul, of

which only one survivor, Dr. Bryden returned, to tell the

tale of the disaster. He entered in 1852 as a medical

student at St. George’s Hospital, where he was soon dis-

tinguished as an intelligent and painstaking scholar, and

was a favourite pupil of the late Mr. Caesar Hawkins,

Sergeant-Surgeon to the Queen.

After finishing his professional studies, and being in

possession of his diplomas, Dr. Bellew went to the Crimea

in 1854; he returned from the seat of war in 1855, and

obtained his commission as Assistant-Surgeon in the Bengal

Medical Service.

His first appointment in India was to do duty with the

Guides, but he did not stay there long, having been ordered

to join Major H. B. Lumsden on the famous Mission to

Kandahar, of which he published his first important work

under the title, “ Journal of a Mission to Kandahar in 1857

and 1858,” full of information, not merely from a scientific,

but also from a political point of view, and as a study of

the character of the warlike hill-tribes. During the two

years of the Sepoy Mutiny Dr. Bellew was doing duty

beyond the frontiers of India, and whilst his corps was

winning laurels in the campaign, and particularly before
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Delhi, he was unfortunate^ absent on quasi-political duty,

a cii’cumstance he always regretted, as it cut him off from

all chances of actively distinguishing himself, and thus

losing the honour and glory more or less attaching itself

to those who had been through the mutiny. Dr. Bellew

and his companions, the two Lumsdens, were during that

critical time in the country of the Afghans, and entirely

at their mercy
;
when the news of the perilous condition

of the English Raj in Hindostan reached Kandahar, the

son of Dost Mahomed Gholam Hyder, the governor, actually

asked his father, as to whether the three Englishmen should

be put to death ? That such an event luckily did not take

place, was greatly due to the young Doctor Sahib’s fame

as a kind and skilful practitioner, who, as such, had done

good service to the Afghans themselves whilst in their midst.

The experience which Dr. Bellew gained in dealing with

the frontier tribes, enabled him to render important services

to Government during the Ambeyla campaign, for which

lie received a medal
;
subsequently, when Civil Surgeon of

Peshawar, a wide field of usefulness opened out to him,

and his name became a household word among the frontier

tribes whose language he spoke, and with whose manners

and feelings he thoroughly sympathized. Bellew’s “ General

Report on the Yusufzais in 1864,” a work of great

interest on the topography, history, antiquities, tribal

subdivisions, government, customs, climate, and productions

of that country, and the publication of a “ Grammar and

Dictionary of the Pukhto Language ” supply ample proofs,

if any were needed, of his untiring activity and political

insight as well as of his linguistic zeal.

In 1869, during the Durbar at Ambala, Lord Mayo
employed Dr. Bellew as interpreter with the Ameer Shere

Ali
;

this potentate never ceased to speak of him with

expressions of respect and warm friendship. Nine years

later, when Sir Lewis Pelly met the Afghan envoy in

conference at Peshawar, the envoy is reported to have said

to Dr. Bellew, “ I reckon you as our friend, and I know

the Ameer esteems you as such.”
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In 1871 Dr. Bellew accompanied Sir Richard Pollock

on a political mission to Sistan, where they were joined

by Sir Frederick Goldsinid’s mission from Bombay, and
proceeded together to the Persian Capital

;
his valuable

volume “ From the Indus to the Tigris,” is the result of

observations on that interesting journey. It contains also

a sketch of a Grammar of the Brahui langmasre, and

other scientific matter.

In 1878 and 1874 he was selected to accompany Sir

Douglas Forsyth’s embassy to Kashghar and Yarkand,

whose report on the same was largely written by Bellew.

The gi-aphic description of the people they visited, and an

account of the neighbouring countries, includes several

references to the“Ivunjut” couutry as well, which, under

the name of “Hunza” is now under the British influence;

this specially valuable information is comprised in Dr.

Bellew’s work entitled “ Kashmir and Kashghar.” The
account of this expedition is worthy of the study of all who
desire to obtain an insight into the history and position

of Chinese Turkestan.

When fresh warlike clouds were again gathering around

Afghanistan, Dr. Bellew’s well-known friendship with Shere

Ali and his thorough knowledge of the frontier affairs,

pointed him out to Lord Lytton as the most competent

person for the post of chief political officer at Kabul in

1879. Illness unfortunately prevented Dr. Bellew from

long holding the appointment
;
he was present at Shutur

Gardan and all through the siege of Sherpur
;
he succumbed

to the severe cold and hardships which brought on fever

and dysentery, and was obliged to leave his post. Sir

Lepel Griffen took up the appointment, and the success and

rewards which followed, would in all likelihood have fallen

to Bellew’s share, had his physical strength been able to

bold out longer. Bellew’s stay in Kabul, however, furnished

him with material for another book, “ The Races of

Afghanistan,” published in 1880.

Dr. Bellew retired from the service in November, 1886,

with the highest rank attainable by a medical officer
;

still
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full of energy and love for work, although with a broken

down constitution, he loved to be busy with his favourite

pursuit
;

during his retirement he read several Papers

before the Royal Asiatic Society, of which he was an old

member. To the last he was occupied with questions of

comparative philology in connection with his theory of the

relationship of the Greek and Pukhto languages.

Dr. Bellew was passionately fond of Oriental studies, for

which he had so many opportunities, and acquired languages

with great facility. His views on the history of those

languages were, it is true, condemned bv critical scholars.

But the numerous works he wrote and the services he

rendered to ethnography, grammar, and lexicography,

deserve grateful acknowledgment. On medical subjects

several treatises appeared from his pen
;
his work on cholera

contains over 1000 pages
;

as Civil Surgeon of Peshawar

he did good work in the direction of sanitary supervision

and arrangements not only in his station but in his Province,

the Panjab, generally, where he was best known. During

his long cold-weather tours he visited, as Sanitary Com-

missioner, the small remote villages also
;
his usual custom

being, when in larger towns, to assemble the members of

the Municipalities, and to explain to them in a familiar

style, the advantages of vaccination, the necessity for using

pure water and practising general cleanliness. He published

in the Panjabi a small treatise on vaccination, and notes

on cholera, which could easily be understood by the

people.

The medical establishment of India may well be proud

of Surgeon-General Bellew, as one of those illustrious brother

officers whose names will not be forgotten as long as that

service lasts. His was a simple, kind, straightforward, and

unostentatious character, a firm friend, beloved and esteemed

by all who knew him. He spent his life in devotion to

the public service, though it was hardly requited as it

deserved to be. The gallant and famous frontier officer, Sir

Charles MacGregor, was his intimate friend and companion

of many years
;

his sister became Mrs. Bellew, who, with
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two daughters and a son, a Lieutenant in the 16th Lancers,

are left behind.

The following is a list of his works :

—

1. Journal of a Mission to Kandahar.

2. Afghanistan and the Afghans.

3. From Indus to the Tigris.

4. Ethnography of Afghanistan.

5. History of Cholera.

6. Supplement to the History of Cholera.

7. Yusufzai.

8. Kashmir and Kashghar.

9. Grammar and Dictionary of Pukhto Language.
•j O O

In addition numerous pamphlets on political and medical

subjects. T. D.

III. Notes and News.

Indian Ethnography .—The following Resolution has been

published by the Government of India:

—

Nairn Tal, the 28 tli June, 1892.

Read

—

Letter from the Deputy Secretary to the Government

of India, Home Department, No. dated 20th

October, 1891.

Opinions of the officers consulted—Messrs. W. Crooke,

J. C. Nesfield, E. J. Kitts, Y. A. Smith.

Observations.—In the letter from the Government of

India, above quoted, the opinion of His Honor the

Lieutenant-Governor was asked regarding the desirability

of extending to these Provinces the scheme of ethno-

graphical research which has for some time been prosecuted

in Bengal under the supervision of Mr. H. H. Risley.

The scheme, as described by Mr. Risley, contemplates the

appointment of a “ Provincial Director of Ethnographic

Inquiries,” who should be unpaid, but who should be

provided with a clerk to carry on correspondence and
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with an allowance for stationery and other contingent

charges. The Director by circulating lists of ethnographic

questions under the authority of Government to District

Officers and other correspondents, and by means of mono-

graphs to be drawn up by him or selected correspondents,

would collect information regarding castes, customs and

folk-lore, which information after collation and verification

would be printed by Government in a convenient form

and distributed to learned societies in Europe and elsewhere.

2. The Government of India observes that the present

is an opportune time for such inquiries, as the material

procured at the recent census regarding caste, race and

tribe would form a basis for the proposed investigation.

The Lieutenant-Governor agrees in the desirability of

prosecuting the inquiry at the present time
;

and has

consulted several officers in these Provinces who have,

by independent research, acquired special knowledge on

the various subjects connected with ethnography. Mr. W.
Crooke, at present Magistrate and Collector of Mirzapur,

has already published several works of recognized value,

and has for many years been engaged in collecting materials

for a work similar in scope and arrangement to that com-

piled by Mr. Risley for Bengal. Mr. E. J. Kitts, now

Judge at Moradabad, has devoted much attention to the

collection of anthropometric data. Mr. J. C. Nesfield,

at present Director of Public Instruction, has, during

his long service in these Provinces, collected valuable

notes on tribes, customs and folk-lore; and has published

in part the results of his inquiries. Mr. Y. A. Smith

by his historical inquiries is also in a position to render

valuable aid in the investigation which it is now proposed

to undertake.

3. Mr. W. Crooke has offered his services to Government

as Honorary Director of Ethnographic Inquiries, and the

Lieutenant-Governor accepts with thanks the offer of his

services. There are in these Provinces no societies formed

for scientific investigation of this kind, but there are

societies which can, as correspondents, contribute very

j.r.a.s. 1892. 57
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valuable information, and which doubtless will assist. A
special branch of inquiry is the measurement of living sub-

jects with a view to ascertaining the physical characteristics

of different tribes. Mr. E. J. Kitts will be asked to

undertake the direction of this branch, and in consultation

with the Director to make proposals for the systematic

record of measurements and the utilisation of the data

already in existence. Mr. Nesfield and Mr. Smith will

be asked to give the Director the benefit of their advice,

to aid him in drawing up lists of questions, and to co-

operate in other ways pointed out by their knowledge

and experience.

4. Mr. Crooke has asked for an allotment of Rs. 1,000

for establishment and contingencies, including any pre-

liminary printing that may be necessary. It is understood

that a further grant will be required if Mr. Kitts undertakes

anthropometric inquiries. The Provincial Superintendent

of Census will be able to provide copies of tables of castes

and sub-castes in September, 1892
;

the figures for any

special caste could be supplied at an earlier date. The

results of the inquiries of the Census Department in

connection with classification of castes and civil condition

will be placed at the Director’s disposal. District Officers

will be asked to render such aid as lies in their power,

and to place the Director in communication with gentlemen

who take an interest in the subject, and who from their

own observation and inquiry can supply answers to his

questions.

5. The Lieutenant-Governor fully recognizes how vast

is the field to be explored and how inadequate are the

arrangements sketched above for its complete exploration.

The officers on whose assistance Government relies have

their ordinary duties to perform, which at no time are

light. His Honor is, however, of opinion that the ex-

periment should be tried, that an effort should be made

to gather up the scattered information now in existence,

and to encourage those possessed of special knowledge to

communicate it.
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6. The Lieutenant-Governor and Chief Commissioner,

having ascertained that all the officers above named who
are now in India are willing to aid Government in the

manner indicated, is pleased to appoint Mr. W. Crooke

to be “ Provincial Director of Ethnographical Inquiries
”

and to place at his disposal a sum of Rs. 1,000.

The Semitic Inscriptions at Sinjerli.—M. Joseph Halevy,

the well-known French Orientalist, was deputed by his

colleagues of the Paris Institute to go to Berlin and report

upon the Semitic inscriptions which have been recently

placed in the museum of that city, having, as already

stated, been discovered by the German Oriental Committee

which has been prosecuting its excavations in the com-

paratively unexplored region forming the boundary between

Asia Minor and Syria. This region is formed by the two

chains of the Amanus Mountains, the valley between them

being traversed by the river Pyramus, which flows into

the sea to the north of Antioch. It was upon the slopes

of the southern range of the Amanus, at a place called

Sinjerli, that the Berlin committee discovered an ancient

city, buried beneath a number of mounds, with a number of

statues bearing cuneiform inscriptions, Hittite inscriptions,

and two long Aramean inscriptions, dating from the eighth

or ninth century b.c., and engraved in raised characters

upon the robes of two Royal statues. M. Halevy, who

has been able to copy the inscriptions, states that the two

Kings upon whose statues they are engraved were rulers

of the land of Yadi, and reigned at an interval of about

a century from each other. The first statue is that of

Panemou, the founder of the dynasty, and the inscription

relates his being placed upon the throne, the chief events

of his reign, and the protection of the gods, this inscription

being forty lines in length. The second inscription, a

photograph of which has been published in M. Philippe

Berger’s new edition of the “ Histoire de l’Ecriture dans

l’Antiquite,” is, in the opinion of M. Halevy, that of a

King who was a vassal of Tiglath-Pilezer, King of Assyria,

and who relates in some detail the wars of his father with
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the neighbouring tribes, his relations with the Assyrians,

liia defeats, and his victories, in which, as in those related

upon the inscriptions of Mesa and of Byblos, the divinity

plays the principal part. He then goes on to describe the

history of his own reign, and terminates by invoking the

protection of the gods. M. Ilalevy says that the language

of these inscriptions is not Aramean, as was at first supposed,

but a Phoenician dialect, very analogous to Hebrew, which

was spoken by the people whom the Assyrians named Hatte

—that is to say, Hittites or Hetheens. He adds that the

current opinion as to their not being of Semitic race is quite

erroneous, and that the hieroglyphics discovered in various

parts of Asia Minor are of Anatolian and not of Syrian

origin, the few texts of this kind found at Hamath and

Aleppo being due to Anatolian conquerors, whose domina-

tion, however, was very temporary in character.

Marriage Customs in Ancient India.—Dr. Winternitz, now
working in Oxford, has published an elaborate monograph

in German on this important topic (Altindische Hochzeits-

rituell, Vienna, Tempsky). He sets out more fully than

has hitherto been done the regulations on the matter

preserved in the ancient sects, with especial reference

throughout to the Apastamblya Grihya Sutra. And he

adds a number of very striking analogies he has discovered

between the ritual of ancient India and that in use in

other Aryan countries. The whole work is conceived and

carried out in a thorough and scholarly way, and we con-

gratulate him on the success of the special study he has

made.

Indian Fairy Tales.— Under this title Mr. Joseph Jacobs

has published a collection of some five-and-twenty Indian

stories drawn from all kinds of sources. They are beautifully

printed and illustrated, and would be an ideal gift book for

Anglo-Indian children. In an introduction and appendix,

which the children would skip, there is a clear resume of

the history of Indian story telling in its influence on the

West; and older readers will find the interest of the stories

much enhanced by the insight they may here obtain into
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what is perhaps the most entrancing story in the book, the

“Story of the Indian Stories.”

Indian Scholars.—The following letter closes the corres-

pondence printed on pp. 426-428 of this volume :

—

India Office, Whitehall, 5th August, 1892.

Dear Sir,—Mr. Wynn’s letter of the 10th June will

have informed you that a copy of your letter of the 27th

May last would be referred to the Viceroy.

A reply to this reference has now been received, and

I am desired by Lord Cross to communicate to you the

views of His Excellency as expressed therein.

In regard to natives of India who may have distinguished

themselves by proficiency] in Oriental languages, it will be

remembered that the honorary titles of Mahainahopadhyaya

and Shams-ul-Ulama have been conferred since 1887

;

whilst the Order of the Indian Empire contains the names

of a number of gentlemen who were appointed to it in

recognition of their distinction in the same field
;

the

policy of the State being to encourage Oriental scholars

in their labours by the grant of honorary decorations.—

-

I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

Robert Oust, Esq., Theoph. Hastings.

Hon. Sec. of Royal Asiatic Society.

IV. Notices of Books.

An Avesta Grammar, in comparison with Sanskrit. By
A. V. Williams Jackson, of Columbia College, New
York. Part I, pp. 273, with an Introduction, pp. 38.

(Stuttgart, 1892 : Kohlhammer.)

A Practical Grammar of the Avesta Language,

compared with Sanskrit, pp. 312. By Kavasji Edalji

Kanga, of the Moolla Feeroz Madressa. (Bombay,

1891 : Education Society’s Press.)

If we measured the advance of study by the increasing

bulk of grammars, we should have to conclude that the

study of the Avesta had been making gigantic strides
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during the last thirty years. In 1862, when Haug published

an outline of Avesta gramrrar in the first edition of his

Essays, seventy octavo pages were considered sufficient for

the purpose, and were certainly not more than an ordinary

memory could retain. While Justi’s grammar of forty-

six quarto pages (about 115 octavo), published in 1864,

though more comprehensive and methodical, at once passed

the limits of memory and became merely a book of

reference. Other grammars have followed, such as that

of Spiegel in 1867, of de Harlez in 1878, of Geiger in

1879 ;
and the latest Avesta grammars, now introduced

to the reader, are already more than four times the extent

of Ilaug’s outline sketched thirty years ago, although

the quantity of Avesta text, from which they are derived,

is precisely the same as formerly.

The first part of Jackson’s grammar treats of the

phonology, inflection, and word-formation of the Avesta

language, and is preceded by an introductory essay on

the Avesta. The second part, which is already in the

press, will treat of the syntax and metre. Throughout

the work the correspondences and contrasts with Sanskrit

are constantly pointed out, and the author endeavours

to obviate some of the intricacies, arising from the com-

pleteness of the work, by printing such details as are

either unimportant, or rarely wTanted, in smaller type.

He has also supplied excellent indexes, in addition to a

detailed table of contents, by aid of which a careful

student can readily find any detail he may require
;
and

the more desultory reader will find some most useful

“ suggestions ” on p. xxxix. Excepting single letters

(when treating of the alphabet) and three short specimens

of Avesta text, the whole of the Avesta words are given

only in italic transliteration according to a system adopted

by the author, and the Sanskrit words according to the

usual system, as employed by Whitney, with two or three

variations. That transliteration conduces to great saving

of space is obvious to every one, and the system adopted

by Jackson has been well considered and is not open to
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greater objections than any older system. But be must

expect to find it a vexation to printers to have to supply

some eighteen varieties of rare or new type ; and old

scholars may perhaps find some difficulty in distinguishing

between a few of the new letters, when they have to trust

to their eyesight rather than their experience in reading.

It is to be feared that every new system of transliteration

is a fresh hindrance to the settlement of any universal

system, as no system can become universal until it dis-

places all other systems, new as well as old; and this it

can do only through previous acceptance by all parties,

publishers as well as scholars. Regarding the main body

of the work it is sufficient to say that it is practically

exhaustive and thoroughly systematic, the declensions and

conjugations are given in complete detail, and both the

orthography and formation of words are fully considered.

Kavasji Edalji’s grammar, completed seven months earlier,

clearly shows the great progress made, during the last

few years, by studious Parsis in the scientific examination

of their sacred books. It is written in English, and the

Avesta words are given in their original characters.

The general order of the contents is much the same as

in Jackson’s grammar, and the book, which includes a

chapter on syntax, is provided with a detailed table of

contents, but no index. The author has evidently spent

much labour on the collection and arrangement of his

materials, and has fully succeeded in producing a thoroughly

practical grammar, and one sufficiently scientific for Parsi

students. It would, perhaps, be well if grammarians and

students did not place too much reliance upon the minute

details of Avesta orthography. Those who are aware

how much and how often the MSS. vary, not only from

each other, but also from themselves, in the spelling of

words, will not lay much stress upon small variations,

knowing, as they do, that much of the uniformity in

our editions of the texts may depend upon the oldest

MSS. being mostly of the same family.

E. W. West.
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It is a pleasant task to call attention to a further instal-

ment of the publications of the Archaeological Survey of

India, in the shape of Dr. E. Hultzsch’s volume of Tanjore

Temple inscriptions, being Yol. II. Part 1 of his “South
Indian Inscriptions.”

The Tanjore Temple has always been a subject of ex-

ceeding interest to students of South Indian history and

Tamil palaeography, owing to the presence thereon, on

almost every outer wall, of the well-known band of deeply-

incised inscriptions in eleventh- and twelfth-century charac-

ters, which tills the space between the upper and lower

sculptures of the plinth. Several pakeographists have

essayed to publish portions of the text, and the late Dr.

Burnell gave a substantially accurate account of its contents

in more than one of his works, but it has remained for Dr.

Hultzsch to publish the whole in extenso, in a form admirable

in itself, and for the accuracy of which his own name is

sufficient guarantee.

While it was well known that the inscriptions embodied

a record of grants made to the temple by the powerful Chola

Sovereigns, Raja Raja, Rajendra, and others, Dr. Hultzsch’s

research has brought to light a considerable number of new

historical facts, has explained many doubtful points, and has

in no inconsiderable measure enlarged our knowledge

—

hitherto very scanty—of the general system of revenue and

taxation among the old Hindu Sovereigns.

This knowledge cannot fail to be of importance. Such is

the state of ignorance regarding the Government of India in

ancient times, even among the most educated persons, that it

has hitherto been impossible for an Englishman, save by

mere conjectures and inference, to reply satisfactorily to the

utterances of irresponsible agitators at so-called National

Congresses, or the relentless and lying slanders of the Native

Press. Ever)r sensible man felt certain that he was not

exaggerating the case when he claimed for the British

Government that it was the mildest and kindest that had

ever existed in India, hut there was no certain proof avail-

able, nothing that could be paraded before educated Hindus
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as conclusively establishing the fact. Part of the necessary

proof is now being presented to us by Dr. Hultzsck.

Most of these Congress gentlemen are filled with false

ideas. They dream fond dreams of the country, having been

formerly united under magnificent monarchs of stupendous

power and dignity, the like of whom the world has never

seen, who held the whole of India from the Hindu Kush to

Ceylon in their imperial sway, and under whose benignant

and enlightened government flourished all the arts and all

the sciences in unparalleled splendour
;
and few are found to

tell them that all this is a mere fabric of the imagination.

When the truth becomes known to them it is certain that

a great deal of the discontent undoubtedly at present existing

will vanish from the land. It is built on false beliefs, but

at present they are not known to be false—they are, on the

contrary, passionately believed in, and therein lies the danger.

Por this state of things the Government is mainly to blame

in that they did not, in bygone years, give more solid en-

couragement to the study of archaeology and history. If the

native student is kept in ignorance, the fault does not lie

with him, but with his instructors
;
and by their parsimony

in former days, by the convenient theory that all such

studies are subjects for private persons, dilettanti, to work at

and not for the State to encourage, by the fatuous argument

sometimes raised that “ we govern the living and not the

dead,” the Government is responsible for the curious state of

things actually existing, namely, that after 100 years of

sound British rule, the leaders of native thought positively

believe that the condition of the people under the Hindu

Sovereignties was more satisfactory than it is at the present

day. It is well, therefore, that publications like the present

should be encouraged by the State, in the best interests both

of the country and itself.

The inscription on p. 115, for instance, shows us that there

was an excessively intricate and minute system of Revenue

Settlement and Survey, while no less than four-and-twenty

various taxes sucked the life-blood out of the ryot and the

trader. Not only had a trader to pay a general tax on his
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trade, but he had to pay a separate tax for the luxury of

possessing a set of scales and weights
;

not only had the

owners of all animals to pay taxes on them, but owners of

elephants and horses were in addition compelled to pay dues

to the State for stalls for sheltering them. The whole of this

is abolished under the present Government. The system

lasted into our own time under the name of “ moturpha.”

A ryot who dug a tank or well for irrigation had to pay

a tax on it. Our Government has not only freed him from

this, but rewards him for his energy by refraining from

making any charge for the use of the water, and leaving

him in the full enjoyment of his improvements.

It may be noted that another inscription, the last in the

volume, mentions, besides all these, another harassing tax,

the “Prime Minister’s Cess,” which it may be believed was

not small.

It has long been known that the great sovereigns, Raja

Raja and Rajendra, raised the Chola kingdom to its highest

pinnacle of grandeur. Prom being a petty kingdom,

dividing with the realms of the Chiilukj'as, the Pallavas, the

Pandyans, the Cheras, and others, the Southern Peninsula

of India, the dominion of the Cholas at this period of its

greatness extended over the whole of the territories of these

states, now become tributary.

The inscriptions now published record, for the most part,

gifts made to the Tanjore Temple by these powerful chiefs.

The first was engraved by order of Raja Riija about the

year a.d. 1049, the twenty-sixth of his reign, to com-

memorate gifts made by himself, his elder sister, his wives,

and others. A later record was in his twenty-ninth
j
rear

(a.d. 1052). Part of the gifts made between the twenty-

third and twenty-ninth year were taken from the treasures

seized from the conquered Cheras and Pandyas on the

western side of the Peninsula. Other details of grants

follow, proving that at one time the Temple must have

possessed enormous wealth.

Inscriptions Nos. 4 and 5 give details of grants of village

lauds for the maintenance of the Temple made after Raja
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Raja’s twenty-ninth year, and Dr. Hultzsch has very cleverly

worked out the profoundly confusing system of land-

measurement, and embodied it on page 66 into a table.

A glance at this will enable any unprejudiced reader to

comprehend how vastly superior and more simple our

present system is to that of the days of Raja Raja.

In inscription No. 6 we have gifts made by Raja Raja’s

eldest sister Kundavaiyar, the daughter of Parantaka II.

;

while Nos. 7 and 8 contain a list of her charities down to

the third year of the Ring Rajendra (a.d. 1067). These

consist mostly of a large number of precious stones, many
apparently not of great intrinsic value if we may note the

description given of them. In one place 109 rubies and

other stones are mentioned together, “including such as had

cavities, cuts, holes, white specks, flaws, and such as still

adhered to the one.” The priests who drew up the inscrip-

tion clearly looked their gift-horse well in the

No. 9 is dated in the sixth year of Rajendra Chola (a.d.

1070), while the next ten were all inscribed about the year

a.d. 1074. From them much is learned regarding the system

of village assemblies, or Panchayats. In a.d. 1083, the nine-

teenth year of his reign, Rajendra Chola caused the twentieth

inscription to be engraved, and in that he mentions a number

of names of places conquered by him during the previous

seven years. One victory was secured by an attack by sea.

Dr. Hultzsch considers it certain that no fresh conquests

were made after Rajendra’s nineteenth year.

The twenty-first and twenty-second inscriptions belong to

the reign of K5«erm-mai-Kondan, as his name must now be

spelt
;
but it is very doubtful to what sovereign this title

applies. He reigned for at least thirty-five years, and

flourished subsequently to Rajendra.

The last in the book, No. 23, belongs to the reign of

Tirumalai deva, and is dated in the year a.d. 1455. The
author considers it not improbable that Tirumalai deva is

identical with Timma—the founder of the second Yijaya-

nagar dynasty, in proof of which he points to some of the

fiscal terms being of Canarese origin.
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The addition, in this volume of facsimile plates is very

welcome, and altogether the publication is worthy of its

accomplished and scholarly compiler. We can suggest only

one improvement, but it is one which would greatly enhance

the trouble and difficulty of publication. This is that the

text should be transliterated into English characters, as well

as given in the vernacular. At present the work is only

epigraphically useful to those acquainted with the Tamil and

Grantha characters. It would be rendered of far greater

interest to scholars all over the world if they were enabled

to determine the reading of the alphabet.

R. D.

Y. Additions to the Library.

Presented by the Ninth International Congress of Orientalists.

Krall (Prof. J.). Die Etruskischen Mumienbinden des

Agramer National Museums. 4to. Wien, 1892.

Boulgarow (P. Chr.). Guide de la Conversation

Francais-Bulgare-Allemande. 12mo. Sophia, 1892.

Huiteme Congres International* des Orientalistes tenu

en 1889 a Stockholm.

Comte-rendu de la Session de Christiana redige par J.

Lieblein. 8vo. Leide, 1892.

Macdonnell (A. A.). A Practical Sanskrit English

Dictionary, with transliteration, accentuation, and

etymological analysis throughout. 8vo. London, 1892.

Tamil Inscriptions in the Temple at Tanjavur, vol. 2,

part i., the walls of the Central Shrine. Edited and

translated by E. Ilultzsch. 4to. Madras, 1891.

Sakatayana’s Grammar with the Prakritjasangraha com-

mentary of Abha3
7acandrasuri. Published by G.

Oppert. 8 vo. Madras, 1892.
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Marucci (Orazio) Monumenta Papvracea Aegyptia

Bibliothecae Vatican se. 4to. Roma, 1891.

Pragraentum Papyri Magici Musei Vaticani.

4to. Roma, 1891.

(Orazio). Di un Pavimento a Mosaico con

figure Egizie. 8vo. Roma, 1892.

Alcune Osservazioni, sugli Obleischi di Eoma.

8vo. Roma, 1891.

I Leoni del re Nektanebo. 8vo. Roma, 1890.

Tagliabue (C.). Grammatica della Lingua Indostana o

Urdu. 8vo. Torino, 1892.

“The Festival Hall of Bubastis.”

Xth Memoir of the Egypt Exploration Fund.

Kashgarskaia rukopis—Kashgarian Manuscript. Edited

by X. Th. Petrofsky. 8vo. St. Petersburg, 1892.

The Vaijayanti of Yadavaprakasa. Edited by G.

Oppert. 8vo. Madras, 1892.

Kalhana’s Rajatarangini
;

or, Chronicle of the Kings of

Kashmir. Edited by M. A. Stein. Vol. I. Sanskrit

Texts and Notes. 4to. Bombay, 1892.

Kalhana. The Rajatarangini. Edited by Durgaprasada,

son of Vrajlala. Vol. I. 8vo. Bombay, 1892.

Radloff ("W".). Eine neue Methode zur Herstellung von

Ablatschen von Steinschriften. Melanges AsiatiM.es,

Tome 10, livr. 2.

Reports of the Expedition to the Orchon.

8vo. St. Petersburg, 1892.

Atlas der Altertkiimer der Mongolei.

fol. St. Petersburg

,

1892.

Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer. Fiihrer durch die Austel-

lung. 1 Theil. royal 8vo. Wien, 1892.

Smith (Vincent A.). Grseco-Roman Influence on the

Civilization of Ancient India. 2nd paper.
(
Extract

from the Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal. Vol.

61. Part I. No. I.) 1892.

Fiinf Suljekinschriften nach ihren Texten festgestelt

von Aug. Totterman. roy. 8vo. Helsingfors, 1891.
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"Weber (Albr.). Quousque tandem ? Der acbte Inter-

nationale Orientalisten-Congress
;
und der Neunte?

Eine Zusammenstellung. 8vo. Berlin
,
1891.

Uber der Vajapeya.
(Sitzungberichte der K.P.

Akad. der Wmenschaften za Berlin, 1892, No. 39.)

Winternitz (Dr. M.). Zur Geschichte der Ehe.

4to. Pamphlet.

Der Altindische Hochzeitsrituel nach dem
Apastambiya-Grihya-Sutra. 4to. Wien, 1892.

Powadas, or Historical Ballads of the Marathas. Col-

lected and Annotated by H. A. Acworth.

8vo. Bombay, 1892.

Ascoli (G.). Supplementi periodici all’ archivio Glotto-

logico Italiano. 8vo. Firenza, 1891.

Scerbo (Francesca). Radici Sanscrite.

8vo. Firenza, 1 892.

A Classified Catalogue of English Books in the Shri

Sayaji Library. 8vo. Bombay, 1891.

Rules for the Shri Sayaji Library. 8vo. 1892.

Kalyani Inscriptions erected by King Dhammacetl at

Pegu in 1476 a.d. Text and translation.

8vo. Rangoon, 1892.

Taw Sein Ko. Memorandum of a Tour in parts of

the Amherst, Skwegyin, and Pegu Districts.

8vo. Rangoon, 1892.

Po U Daung Inscription, erected by King Sinbyuyin in

1774 a.d. Photographic facsimile, text, and trans-

lation fol. Rangoon, 1891.

Eorchhammer (Dr.). Inscriptions of- Pagan, Pinya,

and Ava, deciphered from the Ink Impressions found

among the Papers of Dr. Forchhammer.

fol. Rangoon, 1892.

Monographs on “ Arakan Antiquities ” and
“ Temples of Pagan.” 2 parts. fol.

British Burma Gazetteer. 2 vols.

8vo. Rangoon, 1879-80.

Report on the Census of British Burma, taken 17t,h

Feb. 1881. fol. Rangoon, 1890.
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Origine Hethea del Nome de’ Pelasgi e dei Nomi dell’

Attica, di Xyziko, d’lthaca, di Kidamo. Memoria

del P. Cesare A. de Cara. roy. 8vo. Roma, 1892.

Le Zend Avesta, traduction par J. Darmesteter.

4to. Paris, 1892.

Girenas (M.). Lithuania’s Dirge over Prince Albert

Victor of Wales, in English, Lithuanian, and

Sanskrit. 8vo.

Arabic Chrestomathy in Hebrew Characters with a

Glossary, edited by Ilartwig Hirschfeld, Ph.D.

8vo. London, 1892.

Hommel (Dr. F.). Der Babylonische Ursprung der

agyptischen Kultur. 8vo. Munchen, 1892.

Travels of Pietro della Valle in India (17th century),

edited by E. Grey. 8vo. London, 1892.

Grimme (Dr. Hubert). Mohammed. Erster Theil, Das

Leben. 8vo. Munster i Wien, 1892.

Goodyear (W. H.). The Grammar of the Lotus, a New
History of Classic Ornament as a Development of

Sun Worship. 4to. London, 1891.

Giornale della Societa Asiatica Italiana, vols. I. to V.

8vo. Roma, 1887-1891.

Stephanites kai Ichvclates, publicate da V. Puntoni.

8vo. Roma, 1889.

Houtsma (Th.) Catalogue d’une Collection de Manuscrits

Arabes et Turcs Appartenant a la Maison E. J. Brill

a Leide. 8vo. Leide.

Gruppe (Otto). Die Griechischen Culte und Mythen in

Ihren Beziehungen zu den Orientalischen Religionen.

8vo. Leipzig, 1887.

Jam! (Mullana Abdudrahman), Joseph and Zuleikhii.

Trans, by Alex. Rogers. 8vo. London, 1892.

Remusat (Abel). Melanges Posthumes d’Histoire et

de Litterature Orientales. 8vo. Paris, 1843.

'om E. Satoic, Esq.

Mouhot (Henri). Travels in the Central Parts of

Indo-China (Siam), Cambodia, and Laos, during the

years 1858-9, and 60. 2 vols. with Illustrations.

8vo. London, 1864.
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Shway, Yeo. The Burman, His Life and Notions.

2 vols. 8vo. London, 1882.

Neis, (Dr. P.). Voyage dans le Haut Laos.

4to. 1880.

Smith, (S. J.). History of Siam, Reign of H.M.
Somdetch P’ra Narai, who reigned during the years

1657 to 1682 a.d. small 4to. pamph. Bangkok, 1880.

History of Siam, Reign of T.M. Somdetchs

P’ra Putta Chow Su’a, who reigned during the years

1698-1767 a.d. sm. 4to. Bangkok, 1881.

Swettenham (F. A.). Malay - English Vocabulary.

Vol. II. of Vocabulary of the English and Malay
Languages. sm. 8vo. Singapore, 1881.

Tachard (G.). Second Voyage du Pere Tachard et des

Jesuites envoyez par le Roi du Royaume de Siam.

4to. Paris, 1689.

Second Voyage du Pere Tachard et des

Jesuites envoyez par le Roi du Royaume de Siam.

3 vols. 12mo. Middelbourg, 1689.

Voyage de Siam des Peres Jesuites envoyez

par le Roi aux Indes and a la Chine.

4to. Paris, 1686.

Thomson (J.). The Straits of Malacca Indo-China and

China, or Ten Years’ Travels, Adventures, and

Residence Abroad. 8vo. London, 1875.

Vincent (F. Jun.). The Land of the White Elephant

;

a personal Narrative of Travel and Adventures in

Farther India, embracing the countries of Burma,

Siam, Cambodia, and Cochin China (1871-2).

8vo. London, 1873.

Crawford (J). Journal of an Embassy from the

Governor- General of India to the Courts of Siam and

Cochin-China. 2nd Ed. 2 vols. 8vo. London, 1830.

Descriptive Dictionary of the Indian Islands

and Adjacent Countries. 8vo. London, 1856.

Bourges (M. de). Naaukeurig Verhaal van de Reis

des Bisichops van Beryte uit Frankryt te Lanten ter

Zee, near China. 8vo. Amsterdam, 1669.
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Cox (Capt. H.). Journal of a Residence in the Burmhan
Empire, and more particularly at the Court of

Amarapoorah. 8vo. London, 1821.

Postel (Raoul). L’Extreme Orient, Cochin Chine,

Annam, Tong-kin. 8vo. Paris, 1882.

Pallegoix (Mgr.). Description du Royaume Thai ou

Siam. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1854.

Ewald (L.). Grammatik der Tai-Oder. Siamesischen

Sprache mit einer vergleichenden Schrifttafel.

8vo. Leipzig, 1881.

Loubere (M. de La). Du Royaume de Siam. 2 vols.

12mo. Paris, 1691.

Loftus (A. J.). Notes of a Journey across the Isthmus

of Era, made with the French Government Survey

Expedition, Jan.-April, 1883, with explanatory Map
and Sections.

8 vo. Singapore and London, 1883.

Arturus a Monasterio. Martyrologium Franciscaneum.

6mo. Paris, 1638.

L. D. C. Journal ou Suite du Yoyage de Siam en

forme de Lettres familieres.

12mo. Amsterdam and Paris, 1687.

Julien (S.). Memoires sur les Contrees Occidentales,

traduits du Sanscrit en Chinois, en l’an 648 par

Hiouen-Thsang et du Chinois en Francais par S.

Julien. 4 vols. in 2. 4to. Paris, 1857.

McNair (Major F.). Perak and the Malays :
“ Sarong

and Keis.” 2nd ed.

8 vo. London, Paris, and New York, 1882.

Abeel (David). Journal of a Residence in China and

the neighbouring countries from 1829 to 1833.

8vo. New York and Boston, 1834.

Balbi. Yiaggio dell’ India Orientali di Gasparo Balbi.

sm. 8vo. Venetia, 1590.

Malcolm (Rev. H.). Travels in South Eastern Asia

embracing Hindustan, Malaya, Siam and China, and

a full account of the Burman Empire. 2 vols.

8vo. London, 1839.

j.k.a.s. 1892. 58
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Bissackere (dela). Gegenwartiges Zustand von Tunkin,

Cockenchina und des Xonigreiche Camkoja und

Lactko, kerausgegeben nack dem Franzosischen von

E. A. W. von Zimmerman. 8vo. Weimar, 1813.

Abel-Remusat. Melanges Postkumes d’Histoire et de

Litterature Orientales. 8vo. Paris, 1843.

Rhodes (Alexandra de). Relazione de felici successi

della Santa Fede predicata da Padre della Compagnia

de Giesu. 4to. Roma, 1650.

Bastian (Adolf). Die Gesckickte der Indo-ckinesen,

aus einkeimiscken quellen, 6 vols.

8vo. Leipzig, 1866.

Brougkton (W. R.). Yoyage de Decouvertes dans la

Partie Septentrionale d l’Ocean Pacifique pendant

les Annees 1795-1798. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1807.

Bock (Carl). Temples and Elepkants
;
tke Narrative

of a journey of Exploration tkrougk upper Siam and

Lao. Map, coloured plates, and illustrations.

8vo. London, 1884.

Berkenmeyer (P. L.). Le Curieux Antiquaire ou Recueil

Geograpkique et Historique des ckoses les plus

remarquables qu’on trouve dans les quatres parties de

TITnivers. 3 vols. 8vo. Leiden, 1729.

Happart (Gilbertus). Dictionary of tke Favorlang

Dialect of tke Formosan Language. Written in

1650. Translated by W. H. Medhurst.

8vo. Batavia
,
1840.

Indian Journal of Medical Science. Edited by J.

Grant and J. T. Pearson. Yols. 1-2.

8vo. Calcutta, 1834-35.

Kurz (S). Forest Flora of Britisk Burma. 2 vols.

8vo. Calcutta
,
1877.

Goes (D. a). De Rebus Hispanicis Lusitanicis et

Indicis. small 8vo. 1602.

Abel. Remusat, Nouveaux Melanges Asiatiques. 2

vols. 8vo.

Cushing (Rev. J. N.). Shan-English Dictionary.

roy. 8vo. Rangoon, 1881.
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Siam Repository. Vols. 1-6, 1869 to 1874.

8vo. Bangkok, 1869-74.

Klaproth. Pamphlets. 2 vols. 8vo.

Leonowens (Anna II.). The English Governess at the

Siamese Court
;
being Recollections of Six Years in

the Royal Palace at Bangkok. With Illustrations.

8vo. London, 1890.

Cushing (Rev. J. N.). Elementary Handbook of the

Shan-Language. small 4to. Rangoon, 1880.

Earl (G. W). The Eastern Seas, or Yoyages and

Adventures in the Indian Archipelago in 1832-33-34.

8vo. London, 1837.

Hamilton (Alex). Account of East India. 2 vols.

No title page. 8vo.

Finlayson (G.). The mission to Siam and Hue, the

Capital of Cochin China, in the years 1821-2. With
a Memoir of the Author, by Sir T. Stamford Raffles.

8vo. London, 1826.

Presented by R. N. Oust, Esq.

Scott (Rev. D. C.). Cyclopaedic Dictionary of the

Manganja Language spoken in British Central Africa.

8vo. Edinburgh, 1892.

By the India Office.

Curzon (Hon. G.). Persia and the Persian Question.

2 vols. 8vo. London, 1892.

Epigraphia Indica. Yol. II. Part 1.

Steingass. Persian-English Dictionary.

Forchhammer. Papers on Subjects relating to the

Archaeology of Burma. folio.

By the Authors.

Lalchandra (Y. B. P.). Senapati-Kirti-Chandrodaya.

Sanskrit Poems with Translations.

8vo. Benares, 1891.

Kay (H. C.). Omarah’s History of Yaman.

8vo. London, 1892.

Jackson (J.). Socotora. Notes Bibliographiques.

pamph. 8vo. Paris, 1892.
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Muller (Prof. Max). Rig-Veda. 2nd ed. Vols. III.

and IV. 4to. Oxford, 1892.

Ball (Rev. C. J.). Yariorum Apochrypha.

sm. 4to. London.

Lacouperie (Prof. T. de). Blackheads of Babylonia.

Several Tutelary Spirits of Silkworms.

Loan of Chaldeo Elamite Culture to Early

China. pamph. 8vo. London, 1892.

Rusden (G. W.). Auretanga : Groans of the Maoris.

Yittadairn. Moyarra, an Australian Legend in two

Cantos.

By Percy Neicberry, Esq.

Egypt Exploration Fund. Special Extra Report. The

Season’s Work at Ahnas and Beri Hasan, containing

the Reports of M. Naville, Mr. P. E. Newberry, and

Mr. Fraser, with seven illustrations, 1890-91.

sm. 4to. London, 1891.

By K. R. Carna, Esq.

Sanjana (D. D. P.). Position of Zoroastrian Women
in Remote Antiquity. sm. 8vo. Bombay, 1892.

Kanga (K. E.). Avesta Grammar compared with

Sanskrit. 8vo. Bombay, 1891.

Dames (M. L.). Text Book of the Balochi Language,

consisting of Miscellaneous Stories, Legends, Poems,

and a Balocbi-English Vocabulary, fol. Lahore, 1891.

Purchased.

Muller (Prof. Max). India, what it can teach us.

New ed. 8vo. London, 1892.
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